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Civitavecchia Port to Rome City Center Transfer
Take the worry out of your transportation arrangements at the end of your cruise with
this pre-booked private transfer from Civitavecchia Port to Rome Fiumicino Airport.
Save time and money, and avoid the hassle of taxi touts and shared shuttle buses.
Cancellations&nbsp;&nbsp; Policy&nbsp;&nbsp; ...
Price: 127,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=10049P2

Ciampino or Fiumicino Airport Private Transfer to Rome
Take the stress out of your arrival in Rome and pre-book a superior transfer service
from Ciampino or Fiumicino Airport to the city center. Travel by well maintained
vehicle and arrive refreshed. Your driver will meet you at the airport and deliver you
directly to your hotel or residence.
...
Price: 54,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=10049P3

Ciampino or Fiumicino Airport Shared Van Transfer to Rome
Take the stress out of your arrival in Rome and pre-book a superior Shared transfer
service from Ciampino or Fiumicino Airport to the city center. Travel by well
maintained vehicle and arrive refreshed. The service is also available for airport
departures.
Cancellations&nbsp; Policy&nbsp; No ...
Price: 10,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=10049P4
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Dinner at Local Chef and Sommelier's Home in Rome
Join Host Alessandro for either a lunch or dinner. Being a professional Chef and a
Sommelier, you can expect to be having a wonderful 4 course meal with the best
wines chosen by him, and perhaps some home-made limoncello! Join Alessandro
and his girlfriend - both Romans who like cooking, wine, ...
Price: 97,60 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=10185P1

Learn to Make Pasta and Tiramisu with an Italian Family at Their Home
What about tiramisù, pasta or pizza? You can?t leave Italy and Rome without first
having eaten one of these most famous traditional Italian dishes. So why not learn
how to cook them with our popular host Simona?What about tiramisù, pasta or
pizza? You can?t leave Italy and Rome without first having ...
Price: 98,47 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=10185P13

Eat like a Roman
Join Cecilia in her cozy apartment in the heart of the Roman Street Art district. Good
food has always been her passion, and she enjoys experimenting in the kitchen,
trying her grandmother's recipes along with new ones. She loves the company of
people around a table by giving them a free rein to ...
Price: 52,94 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=10185P14

Rome Pasta and Pizza Cooking Class in a Chef's Home
Ever wanted to master the art of Italian cuisine? Join a local at her lovely home
kitchen, for a private cooking class to learn how to prepare homemade pasta
(fettuccine, gnocchi and lasagna) or pizza. After the class, you will get to wine and
dine together with the local feel what it is like to ...
Price: 95,86 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=10185P2
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Cucina Italiana! - Fresh Pasta and TiramisÃ¹ Cooking Class
Food is an alternative and delicious way to learn about a country?s culture and
history, especially Italy?s. Join us in our home for an immersive and engaging
cooking lesson where you will learn how to prepare pasta from scratch and a classic
Italian dessert, tiramisù. Other dessert options are ...
Price: 93,24 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=10185P42

Paint for fun
The experience starts from the ancient and modern city center of Rome, in Via di
Ripetta, the street of the Fine Arts Academy, typical art shops and showrooms. Here
there?s a workshop of an Italian artist where you?ll be able to paint a roman
landscape or the best italian artist?s masterpieces. The ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=10338P10

Central Rome guided Bike Tour
Now that the entire area of the ancient Roman Forum has been pedestrianized, it is
eventually possible to ride it by bike in a pleasant and safe way. Local professional
guides will escort you through the astonishing beauties of central Rome, from the
grandiosity of the Colosseum to the refined ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=10338P2

Villa Borghese Bike Tour in Rome
Unforgettable guided bike tour in Villa Borghese, Rome's most important
monumental Villa (complex of gardens), house of the superb art collection of
Cardinal Scipione Borghese, nephew of Pope Paul V and patron of painter
Caravaggio and architect and sculptor Bernini.Unforgettable guided bike tour ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=10338P3
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Rental for Elecrtic Car Self-Guided Tour in Rome
Experience the beauty of Rome on board funny and eco-friendly electric cars signed
Reanult. You can arrive close to the best monuments and visit Rome with your own
self-guided and private tour, getting incredible views of the Rome skyline. Look and
take a picture to the most popular places as ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=10338P4

Rental for Electric Car Self-Guided Tour in Rome
Experience the beauty of Rome on board of a funny and eco-friendly electric car
signed Reanult. You can get close to the best monuments and visit Rome with your
own self-guided and private tour, dicovering incredible views of the Rome's skyline.
Look and take a picture of the most popular places as ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=10338P5

Walking Tour & Pizza Making
Start:1 City Tour Official Point. (near Spanish Steps)&nbsp;&nbsp;Finish: Jewish
Ghetto Total time: 3h30 min &nbsp;Lenght: 3 Km&nbsp;Route:&nbsp;1Piazza di
Spagna 2Column Immaculate Conception 3Bernini?s House 4Trevi Fountain
&nbsp;5Column of&nbsp; Marcus Aurelius 6Pantheon 7Piazza Navona ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=10338P6

Walking Tour & Pasta Lesson Standard
Start :1 City Tour Official Point (near Spanish Steps) &nbsp;&nbsp; Finish :Jewish
Ghetto Total time :3h &nbsp; Lenght :3 Km.&nbsp;
Walking Tour: approx
1h30min, come with us to visit the best central sights of Rome under the narration of
an entertainment,&nbsp;knowledgeable and local ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=10338P7
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Roman Food&Wine Walk
Start:1City Tour Official Point ( near Spanish Steps)&nbsp; Finish :Jewish Ghetto
Total time :3h30 min &nbsp; Lenght :3 Km&nbsp; Route:1Piazza di Spagna
2Column Immaculate Conception 3Bernini?s House 4Trevi Fountain &nbsp;5Column
of&nbsp; Marcus Aurelius 6Pantheon (short break at La Casa del ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=10338P8

Walking Tour Pasta & Wine Lesson Top
Start: 1CityTourOfficial Point (near Spanish Steps)&nbsp; Finish :Jewish Ghetto
Total time :3h&nbsp; Lenght :3Km Route:1Piazza di Spagna 2Column Immaculate
Conception 3Bernini?s House 4Trevi Fountain 5Column of Marcus Aurelius
6Pantheon 7Piazza Navona &nbsp;8Campo de?Fiori Piazza Farnese ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=10338P9

Group Walking Tour of the Colosseum and Roman Forum
Spend some time getting acquainted with some of the top attractions of ancient
Rome with this 3-hour walking tour. Skip the lines with your guide and explore the
formidable Colosseum and the Roman Forum with a group of no more than 25
people.Spend some time getting acquainted with some of the top ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=11223P14

Enjoy A Vatican and Sistine Chapel Small-Group Tour
Enjoy a fascinating 2-hour tour of the Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel, and St.
Peter's Basilica. Don't miss any of the highlights of the massive Vatican Museums
collection before admiring some of Michelangelo's masterpieces.Enjoy a fascinating
2-hour tour of the Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel, ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=11223P15
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Entrance only Vatican Museum and Sistine Chapel
Please be sure to have the voucher with you the day of the visit. Do not follow the
queue. Do not go to the ticket office by your own. if You arrive late , you will
lose the right to enter without waiting on the line ; the Voucher will be no more
valid , if you wish to get in you will have ...
Price: 37,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=11223P16

3-Hour Roman Baroque Caput Mundi Walking Tour
Enjoy a tour visiting the Squares, Fountains, Palaces and Churches built during the
Baroque period, when several artists as Gian Lorenzo Bernini, Francesco Borromini,
Pietro Da Cortona and others so much contributed to create this style in Rome in the
17th and 18th century. Our Rome Baroque walking ...
Price: 299,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=11223P17

delux Private Tour to Sorrento and Pompei from Rome
This all day private tour departing from Rome allows you to visit both the UNESCO
World Heritage Site of Pompeii and the beautiful seaside city of Sorrento in one trip.
Travel by air-conditioned private minivan. With our expert English-speaking guide,
you will visit the town of Sorrento overlooking ...
Price: 790,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=11223P19

Cheaper Enjoy A Vatican and Sistine Chapel Small-Group Tour
Enjoy a fascinating 2-hour tour of the Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel, and St.
Peter's Basilica. Don't miss any of the highlights of the massive Vatican Museums
collection before admiring some of Michelangelo's masterpieces.Enjoy a fascinating
2-hour tour of the Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel, ...
Price: 23,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=11223P20
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Vatican Museums by Night
Amazing&nbsp; a fascinating 3-hours tour by night of the Vatican Museums
and&nbsp; Sistine Chapel. You will have the unique experience to live with our offical
guide who will explain in a magic atmosphere every rooms. This is an hight quality
tour due to a very small group and the Museum is&nbsp; ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=11223P21

Private Tour to Sorrento and Pompei from Rome
This all day private tour departing from Rome allows you to visit both the UNESCO
World Heritage Site of Pompeii and the beautiful seaside city of Sorrento in one trip.
Travel by air-conditioned private minivan. With our expert English-speaking guide,
you will visit the town of Sorrento overlooking ...
Price: 590,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=11223P3

Half-Day Small-Group Tour: Vatican Museums, St. Peter's Basilica and Sistine Chapel
The tour will depart from our office, near the the entrance of the the Vatican
Museums. Your native speaker guide will lead you through one of the most important
sites for the history of human civilization the Vatican and you will admire the
magnificent of St. Peter's Basilica and the Sistine ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=11223P4

Ancient Rome Half-Day Tour: Colosseum and Roman Forum
See the top sights of ancient Rome with this 2-hour tour of the Colosseum and
Roman Forum, including skip-the-line access. Walk the ancient cobblestones with a
group of no more than 25 people.See the top sights of ancient Rome with this 2-hour
tour of the Colosseum and Roman Forum, including ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=11223P5
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Secrets and Mysteries of St. Peter's Basilica
The tour begins at St Peter's square with an introduction about mysteries and secrets
of St. Peter's Basilica, everything you did not find in a book you will discover during
the tour.The tour begins at St Peter's square with an introduction about mysteries
and secrets of St. Peter's Basilica, ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=11223P6

Small-Group Private Tour to Pisa and Florence from Rome
Enjoy a full-day trip from Rome with a private driver, exploring Pisa and Florence on
your own. In Pisa you will go to the Leaning Tower and the UNESCO World Heritage
Site Piazza del Duomo, commonly called the Square of Miracles. Next, head to
Florence where you are free to visit any points of ...
Price: 590,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=11223P7

Full-Day Excursion to Assisi from Rome
Enjoy a full-day excursion from Rome to the Umbrian town of Assisi. Admire the
large Basilica of St. Francis and its crypt. Marvel at the work of Italian masters
like the Lorenzetti brothers and Simone Martini, and stained glass windows by
Giovanni di Bonino and Puccio Capanna. Especially ...
Price: 550,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=11223P8

Private Tour: Deluxe Vatican Museum and St. Peter's Basilica with Hotel pick-up
Enjoy an exclusive experience with this private 3-hour tour of the Vatican Museums
and St. Peter's Basilica for up to four people.Enjoy an exclusive experience with this
private 3-hour tour of the Vatican Museums and St. Peter's Basilica for up to four
people.Get picked up at your hotel for the ...
Price: 490,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=11223P9
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Best of Rome: 1 or 2-Day Private Guided Tour
Create a tour of Rome that suits your interests Marvel at the Baroque Trevi
Fountain, and throw a coin in the water for luck See the pagan temple of the
Pantheon Discover miraculous works of art by Bernini and Michelangelo Relax
among the beautiful buildings of Piazza NavonaCreate a tour of ...
Price: 435,71 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=11522P12

Early Christian Women Tour
The first few centuries of Christianity was severely persecuted by the Roman Empire.
A cult of the martyrs and saints grew to venerate the heroic testimonies of the men,
women &amp; children who gave their lives, often after extreme torture, rather than
deny their faith. This tour visits some of ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=11895P10

Passion of Christ Walking Tour
Superb tour providing an intimate encounter with the physical objects collected
and/or related to the Passion and Death of Jesus Christ.&nbsp;This tour visits the
Basilica of St Mary Major containing wood from the manger in which Jesus once lay,
the original icon of the Virgin of the Passion aka ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=11895P2

St Peter and St Paul Basilica Walking Tour
Explore some of the religious history of Rome through two of its most important
saints with this 3-hour tour focusing on Saint Peter and Saint Paul. Visit the Basilica
of St. Paul Outside the Walls, built over the burial site of Saint Paul following his
execution under Nero. See the church of St. ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=11895P3
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Rome Walking Tour: Mary and Saint's Churches
Explore some of the religious history of Rome through churches dedicated to Mary
and the Saints, including relics, apparitions, and shrines, on this 3-hour tour. Visit the
Church of Santa Maria degli Angeli e dei Martiri before continuing to the Church of
Santa Maria della Victoria holding the ...
Price: 62,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=11895P4

Baroque Churches of Rome Walking Tour
Explore some of Rome's most beautiful buildings with this 3-hour walking tour of
Baroque churches. Learn the language of Baroque architecture crafted in the minds
of men such as the great Baroque artists Francesco Borromini, Giacomo della Porta,
Carlo Moderna, Pietro de Cortona, and more. Learn how ...
Price: 62,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=11895P5

Four Papal Basilicas of Rome Half-Day Tour
Visit the four ancient churches of Rome and follow in the steps of countless saints
and pilgrims for centuries and millennia before. The four Papal basilicas of Rome are
the Basilica of St Peter, the Basilica of St Paul Outside the Walls, the Basilica of St
Mary Major, and the Arch-Basilica of St ...
Price: 125,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=11895P8

Market tour and Private Cooking Class in Rome with roman chef
Market tour at Mercato Esquilino... the biggest in Rome!!!We are going to purchase
for fresh ingredients, taste products from vendors: cheese, pizza, fruit... All inclusive
in the rate!!!Cooking class in the the only facility in Rome, set up to do cooking
classes for tourists. Private class with ...
Price: 157,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12153P12
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One Day Chef class
Cooking class in the the only facility in Rome set up to give cooking classes for
tourists. Private class with this menu: Ravioli, Tagliolini cacio e pepe and tiramisu.
Perfect experience for families or couples. My culinary school was created with
these purpose: helping people on making their own ...
Price: 74,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12153P13

Private Cooking Classes in Rome
Cooking class in the the only facility in Rome, set up to do cooking classes for
tourists. Private class with this menu: Ravioli, Tagliolini cacio e pepe and tiramisu.
Perfect experience for families or couples. My culinary school was created with these
purpose: helping people on making their own ...
Price: 82,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12153P14

Ravioli Army
Ravioli Army is the ultimate program about stuffed pasta.&nbsp; The Sergeant will
be your chef, his mission is to protect real italian food from the fake one across the
world. He will lead you to an incredible experience: making 2 kinds of stuffed pasta
from scratch and tiramisù in just 3 hours. ...
Price: 107,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12153P15

Pizza Empire
We are gonna make two among the most iconic foods in Italy: Pizza &amp; Gelato
- Not just watching but an hands-on class - Not in apartment but in a real cooking
school - Class in English - You get the recipesWe are gonna make two among the
most iconic foods in Italy: Pizza &amp; Gelato - ...
Price: 74,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12153P16
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Trastevere Express Tour by Segway
Booking Trastevere Express Tour is a great opportunity to discover "Rione
Trastevere". The most characteristic neighborhood of Rome. With little alleys, typical
"Trattorias" and deep ties to Ancient Rome and the Middle Ages. Duration:
1hour.Booking Trastevere Express Tour is a great opportunity to ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12265P1

Ancient Rome Tour by Segway Ninebot
Visit some of the most significant monuments in Roman history, let us guide you
through Rome?s past, Ancient, the Middle Ages &amp; the Renaissance. Over the
Aventine hill through the Organge Trees Garden with superb panoramic view, than to
the Knights Templars of Malta Square to peek through th ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12265P2

Private Tour: Rome Highlights by Segway
Check out Rome?s historical highlights by Segway or Ninebot on a private 3-hour
tour. Learn to ride your easy-to-use, electric transporter, and cruise through the
streets and squares to see the city?s sights. Choose from two routes and stop to
admire landmarks such as the Pantheon and Colosseum, ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12265P3

Rome Night Time Segway Tour
This 3-hour private tour allows you to see Rome lit up at night. Enjoy the shadows of
it?s monuments, the quiet alleys and the buzz of the lively busy night-life. Visit some
of the most significant monuments in Roman history, as your guided through
Rome?s past, Ancient Rome, the Middle Ages and the ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12265P4
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Rome in a Day
This is an exclusive beautiful tour of Rome. It&nbsp;conbines Ancient and Baroque
Rome, Colisseum, Squares and Fountains, brings you to liveful Trastevere the
characteristic old village with it's alleys and hidden treasures and the best
trattorias.&nbsp; A relaxing stop to taste genuine italian ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12265P5

Taste of Rome - The Trionfale Foodie Tour
Over 18 different food tastings. Your tour takes place in the foodie neighbourhood of
Rome, in an authentic Sicilian café, with a freshly made cannoli and coffee. Enjoy the
captivating colors and characters of the largest food market in Rome. Meet the
Michelangelo of Pizza at Pizzarium and enjoy ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12438P1

Rome Food Tour by Sunset around Prati District
This 4-hour evening walking food tour is the best way to understand Rome like a
local. Enjoy a unique experience to allow all your senses to come alive as we expose
the real Rome. During this non-touristic experience, you will be taken off the beaten
path to the foodie neighborhood of Rome, to ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12438P2

Small Group Colosseum Tour
Immerse yourself in the best of Rome, with a semi private guided tour tour of the
Colosseum. The meeting time is 9:00 am, which is a perfect time to avoid the crowds
and cooler times in the warmer months. Enjoy one of the most exciting and
fascinating tours of ancient Rome discovering Roman history ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12438P3
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The Roman Food tour in Trastevere
Taste the best of Rome with this 4 hour walking food and wine tour through the
Trastevere neighborhood. Your foodie guide will take you to 5 locally loved venues
for over 20 delicious tastings. From homemade pasta, pizza, 30 year aged balsamic
vinegar, truffles, cheese, wine, hams, gelato and more, ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12438P4

Wine Tour featuring the Pantheon and private view of the Trevi Fountain
This wine tour offers operates in the historical center of Rome, with stops at the
city?s most fascinating landmarks include the Pantheon and the Trevi fountain.
There are 5 wine tastings including Barolo, Amarone, Vermentino, Falanghina and
Pinot Grigio, accompanied with food pairings at two ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12438P5

Cooking Class with Angela
Learn your way around an Italian kitchen with this 3-hour cooking class with a market
visit, ,learning how to make ravioli with spinach and ricotta, as well as gnocchi with
four cheeses.&nbsp;The class takes place at a locally loved family owned restaurant
called Al Giardino del Gatto e la Volpe, ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12438P6

Experience the Past Present Future of Video Games at Vigamus - The Video Game Museum of Rome
VIGAMUS, located in the heart of Rome, is the only Italian Game Museum. A
modern and avant-garde structure, in which visitors can immerse themselves in the
history of games, discovering the myths and legends behind them, and learning
about the history of the visionary creators through thematic ...
Price: 9,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12589P1
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Rome: Castel Romano Outlet Shopping Full-Day Trip
Purchase designer fashion and big brand labels on a 7-hour shopping trip to Rome?s
Castel Romano Outlet Shopping Village. Find bargains on name brands such as
Burberry, Calvin Klein, Levi?s and more. Relax at the on-site restaurants and
cafés.Purchase designer fashion and big brand labels on a ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P1

Private Transfer from Hotel in Rome to Civitavecchia Port - Tour Option Available
Start your cruise to Rome stress free with a pre-booked private transfer from your
Hotel to Civitavecchia Port. Enjoy a professional service by luxury vehicle, and relax
as your driver takes care of the unfamiliar roads.Start your cruise to Rome stress free
with a pre-booked private transfer from ...
Price: 26,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P10

Volterra: on the trail of Bella Swan and Edward Cullen
With this tour of ?Vampire? you could see the spaces visited by the characters in the
book, like the Piazza dei Priori at noon, or the memorable dark alley down which
Bella runs to reach her love.With this tour of ?Vampire? you could see the spaces
visited by the characters in the book, like the ...
Price: 235,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P100

Villa Cimbrone in Ravello and Amalfi Coast
Villa Cimbrone offers the most memorable view of the Amalfi Coast. In the distance,
you can admire the profile of the Cilento Mountains and next to it, the plain on which
the ancient city of Paestum was built.&nbsp;The first town you will visit will be Amalfi,
the town that gives its name to the ...
Price: 450,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P101
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Villa Cimbrone in Ravello and Pompei
Your visit will start at Villa Cimbrone complex consists of a historic building built on a
rocky promontory overlooking the Amalfi Coast, and a huge park of about six
hectares full of statues, fountains and various antiques.In the afternoon you will be
guided to the ancient town of Pompeii which ...
Price: 470,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P103

Villa Borghese Tour and Picnic
Discover Villa Borghese: one of the fascinating gardens in Rome, and enjoy your
lunch in a wonderful place.Discover Villa Borghese: one of the fascinating gardens in
Rome, and enjoy your lunch in a wonderful place.Relax in one of the largest gardens
in Rome, Villa Borghese (the third largest public ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P106

Monte Gelato Waterfalls Tour and Picnic
Discover Monte Gelato waterfalls: one of the fascinating places near Rome, and
enjoy your lunch in a beautiful surroundingDiscover Monte Gelato waterfalls: one of
the fascinating places near Rome, and enjoy your lunch in a beautiful
surroundingThe Monte Gelato waterfalls are one of the fascinating ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P107

Private Transfer from Civitavecchia Port to Fiumicino Airport - Tour Option Available
End your cruise to Rome stress free with a pre-booked private transfer from
Civitavecchia Port to Fiumicino Airport. Enjoy a professional service by luxury
vehicle, and relax as your driver takes care of the unfamiliar roads.End your cruise to
Rome stress free with a pre-booked private transfer ...
Price: 26,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P11
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Golf Car Tour: Fountains and Squares of Rome
Discover the&nbsp; best spot of the city center riding a Golf Car and enjoy the
beauties of Rome.Discover the&nbsp; best spot of the city center riding a Golf Car
and enjoy the beauties of Rome.This tour starts from the Spanish Step towards the
Trevi Fountain, which has become famous thanks to ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P116

Roman Houses of Celio Tour with Aperitif
Discover the extraordinary archaeological complex of "Roman Houses of Celio"
below the Basilica of Sts. John and Paul.Discover the extraordinary archaeological
complex of "Roman Houses of Celio" below the Basilica of Sts. John and Paul.We?d
like to introduce you to a magnificent place that will ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P117

Vicus Caprarius - the City of Water
Discover the most evocative archaeological findings above and under the city of
Rome.Discover the most evocative archaeological findings above and under the city
of Rome.The tour will guide you to discover an evocative archeological area just
behind the Trevi Fountain: Vicus Caprarius ? also known ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P119

Private Transfer from Civitavecchia Port to Hotel in Rome - Tour Option Available
End your cruise to Rome stress free with a pre-booked private transfer from
Civitavecchia Port to Hotel in rome. Enjoy a professional service by luxury vehicle,
and relax as your driver takes care of the unfamiliar roads.End your cruise to Rome
stress free with a pre-booked private transfer from ...
Price: 26,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P12
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Rome Underground Catacombs and Crypts
Discover the underground burial areas in ancient timesDiscover the underground
burial areas in ancient timesImportant: Depending on different closing days, you will
visit Domitilla?s OR Saint Sebastian?s OR Priscilla?s Catacombs. The tour will guide
you to the ancestral and underground area of ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P120

Roman Castles and Gardens
Visit the most beautiful castles and gardens of Rome and discover the heritage of
aristocratic families.Visit the most beautiful castles and gardens of Rome and
discover the heritage of aristocratic families.This tour will guide the guest to visit the
marvelous and magical Orsini Castle, along with ...
Price: 920,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P122

Basilica of Santa Maria Maggiore Tour
Discover the 5th century mosaics of Santa Maria Maggiore.Visit a reliquary said to
contain a piece of the crib that once held the baby Jesus and see the Sistine Chapel
named for Pope Sixtus VDiscover the 5th century mosaics of Santa Maria
Maggiore.Visit a reliquary said to contain a piece of the ...
Price: 64,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P123

Colosseum, Forum & Circus Maximus
Visit the main monuments of the Roman Empire: discover all about gladiators and
Roman emperors, explore the life in the ancient Rome and enjoy a panoramic views
from Palatine Hill.Visit the main monuments of the Roman Empire: discover all about
gladiators and Roman emperors, explore the life in the ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P124
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Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel
Visit the world's most exyensive private collection of art and discover stories and
secret through the Museum's roomsVisit the world's most exyensive private
collection of art and discover stories and secret through the Museum's roomsVatican
Museums are located in Viale Vaticano in Rome, within the ...
Price: 240,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P125

Vatican City and Castel Gandolfo
Discover the secrets of the Vatican City and access the Vatican Museums before the
crowds arrive to marvel at masterpieces of art from the papal collections on a small
group tour. Ride the train to the pope's summer residence and more.Discover the
secrets of the Vatican City and access the Vatican ...
Price: 190,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P126

Private Luxury Transfer from Fiumicino Airport to Rome
Enjoy two elegant private transfers between Rome?s Fiumicino Airport and hotels
located within the Aurelian Walls of Rome. Relax on board a luxurious Mercedes
Benz as your professional driver takes the strain of the unfamilar roads.Enjoy two
elegant private transfers between Rome?s Fiumicino ...
Price: 12,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P13

Doria Pamphilj Apartments - Entrance Ticket
Enjoy a visit in the Doria Pamphilj Palace where you can find the private art collection
of the famous noble family.Enjoy a visit in the Doria Pamphilj Palace where you can
find the private art collection of the famous noble family.Discover the Gallery of Doria
Pamphilj palace. Here, in the four ...
Price: 20,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P138
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Private Luxury Transfer to Fiumicino Airport from Rome
Enjoy an elegant private transfer between Rome and Fiumicino Airport. Relax on
board a luxurious Mercedes Benz as your professional driver takes the strain of the
unfamilar roads. This private transfer from your hotel to the Fiumicino Airport can
accommodate up to 8 passengers.Enjoy an elegant ...
Price: 12,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P14

Florence Day Trip from Rome with Lunch Semi-Private Tour
Discover the ?Cradle of the Renaissance? at your own pace on an 11-hour trip from
Rome. Explore the city and take a guided tour to see Ponte Vecchio, Duomo
etc.Discover the ?Cradle of the Renaissance? at your own pace on an 11-hour trip
from Rome. Explore the city and take a guided tour to see ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P15

Rome: Angels and Demons Tour Half-Day Semi-Private
Explore Rome following the trail of Dan Brown's best seller, enjoy the tour
discovering Rome's ?Angels and Demons? along the path of the Illuminati.The
treasure hunt through the Eternal City follows the itinerary of the Illuminati.Explore
Rome following the trail of Dan Brown's best seller, enjoy ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P16

Small-Group Tour: Chocolate Factory, Perugia and Spoleto
This full-day tour will take you away from the bustle of Rome into the Italian
countryside to visit 2 gorgeous small towns, Perugia and Spoleto. While both are
equally lovely, Perugia may have a slight advantage. After all, it is home to the
famous chocolate factory of the same name, and yes, you ...
Price: 235,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P18
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Semi-Private Day Trip to Pompeii and Naples from Rome
The dreamy beauty of Naples will be best soaked in on this day trip with your guide
who will show you a city rich in history. Visit the ruins of Pompeii, admire the houses,
shops, public baths and even a brothel. Also, hear the story of how the city was lost
to the violence of the volcano.The ...
Price: 230,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P19

Fountains and Squares of Rome 2-Hour Walking Tour Semi - Private
Explore the fountains and squares of Baroque and Renaissance Rome on a walking
tour of two hours leading to some of the most famous places of the Eternal City.
Admire the Trevi Fountain, see the ancient site of the Stadium of Domitian, and
more.Explore the fountains and squares of Baroque and ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P2

Rome Evening Walking Tour with Aperitif
Enjoy a 2-hour evening walking tour of Rome and see its most symbolic sights under
the magic of their night-time illumination. See the main sites such as the Trevi
Fountain and the Pantheon on this small group tour.Enjoy a 2-hour evening walking
tour of Rome and see its most symbolic sights under ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P21

Venice Day Trip by train from Rome - Tour semi-private
You will be captivated &nbsp;by the beauty of Venice, made up of 117 small islands
connected to each other by 400 bridges. &nbsp;Let yourself be seduced by one of
the city considered among the most beautiful in the world &nbsp;and, together with
its lagoon, it is a World Heritage Site by UNESCO.You ...
Price: 300,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P26
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Christian Rome Tour Semi-Private
Discover Rome and explore the sites that have made this city the center of
Christianity:
San Giovanni in Laterano San Paolo fuori le Mura Santa Maria
Maggiore San Pietro Discover Rome and explore the sites that have made this city
the center of Christianity: San Giovanni in Laterano ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P27

Small-Group Tour of Hadrian's Villa and Villa d'Este from Rome
Visit the UNESCO World Heritage sites of Hadrian's Villa and Villa d'Este on this
5-hour tour from Rome. You will enjoy these ancient villas of Tivoli (entrance fees
included) with the benefit of a knowledgeable guide. Hotel pickup and drop-off, by a
9-passenger minivan and professional driver, ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P28

Cortona and Arezzo Full-Day Small-Group Tour from Rome
Discover Cortona, location of the movie ?Under the Tuscan Sun?, an ancient
Tuscan town famous for its artistic treasures, its historical and cultural background,
its attractions and things to see. With this tour you can visit Arezzo, beautiful
Tuscan town , one of the richest of the region, ...
Price: 240,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P29

Day Trip to Pompeii and Amalfi Coast departing from Rome - Semi Private Tour
Enjoy a fullday tour along the Mediterranean Coast. During the journey you will have
the possibility to visit the archeological site of Pompeii and to enjoy the breathtaking
view of the Amalfi Coast. In Pompeii you will walk around the volcanic ruins, the
ancient food market, the thermal bath, and ...
Price: 240,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P3
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Milan Day Trip by train from Rome - Tour semi-private
Discover the Italian capital of fashion! Spend one day of your journey walking in one
of the most famous city of Italy that has so much to offer you: history and art,
shopping streets and gorgeous architecture. Lose yourself in an unforgettable
experience.Discover the Italian capital of fashion! ...
Price: 300,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P30

2-Day Venice trip from Rome - private tour
You will be captivated by the beauty of Venice, made up of 117 small islands
connected to each other by 400 bridges. Let yourself be seduced by one of the city
considered among the most beautiful in the world and, together with its lagoon, it is
a World Heritage Site by UNESCO.You will be ...
Price: 500,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P31

Dan Brown Inferno tour in Florence - Daytrip from Rome
Discover Florence from a different point of view: the secret symbols hidden among
monuments and medieval streets are just waiting for you!Discover Florence from a
different point of view: the secret symbols hidden among monuments and medieval
streets are just waiting for you!Visit the centre of ...
Price: 300,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P32

Walking tour: Rome and its Obelisks
The coming together of two different cultures thanks to the vanity of Emperors and
Popes.The coming together of two different cultures thanks to the vanity of Emperors
and Popes.Rome is the city with the largest number of obelisks in the world. Visit
some of the most importat of them looking for ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P36
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Small group tour Ostia Antica the secret ruins of Rome
You will meet your guide at your accommodation and you will walk through the
centuries in an unbelievable experience close to Rome. You will visit the Porta
Marina, the Commercial Street, the Forum, The Cardum Maximum, the Bath and the
Tabernae discovering how it was the life in the ancient ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P37

Papal audience ticket with Italian breakfast and transfer from Hotel
Take part in a unique experience, meet Pope Francis at St. Peter!Take part in a
unique experience, meet Pope Francis at St. Peter!Take part to the 4 hours papal
audience in Vatican City and watch how the Pope delivers his messages and offers
blessings.The Papal Audiences are scheduled, according ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P38

Christmas Walking Tour in Rome
Start from a Panoramic place and look at the stunning view of Rome illuminated by
the Christmas lights, visit the most important monuments from a different point of
view.Start from a Panoramic place and look at the stunning view of Rome illuminated
by the Christmas lights, visit the most important ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P39

Siena and San Gimignano 1 Day Trip from Rome - Semi Private Tour
Spend a day exploring medieval towns in Italy on a journey from Rome to San
Gimignano and Siena. Visit 2 UNESCO World Heritage Sites, taste the local Chianti
and Vernaccia wines, and absorb the history and culture of these unique
towns.Spend a day exploring medieval towns in Italy on a journey from ...
Price: 235,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P4
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Christmas Nativities and Angels Tour in Rome
Enjoy the history and the legends of this magic town following Christmas trees,
Christmas nativities and famous sculptures of Angels scattered around the city.Enjoy
the history and the legends of this magic town following Christmas trees, Christmas
nativities and famous sculptures of Angels ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P40

Day trip from Rome to the Ferrari Museum and the town of Bologna
Visit the Ferrari Museum to live the Prancing Horse dream first-hand!Visit the Ferrari
Museum to live the Prancing Horse dream first-hand!The Ferrari Museum offers a
unique and enthralling voyage to discover a story told through cars that have made
the automotive history on streets and circuits all ...
Price: 650,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P42

Small-Group Full-Day Trip to Florence and Pisa from Rome
Explore the highlights of two of Tuscany's most famous cities, Florence and Pisa, on
this small-group self-guided day trip from Rome. Walk through the historic center of
Florence to see Brunelleschi's beautiful dome over the cathedral. Admire the leaning
tower of Pisa, one of Italy's best-known ...
Price: 135,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P43

Private transfer from Rome to Florence
Enjoy an elegant semi private transfer from Rome to FlorenceEnjoy an elegant semi
private transfer from Rome to FlorenceYou will be picked up in your accommodation
in Rome and you will dropped off in your destination in Florence. Your driver will
greet you on your hotel and he will help with your ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P44
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Semi private transfer from Rome to Florence
Enjoy an elegant private transfers between Rome and Florence.Enjoy an elegant
private transfers between Rome and Florence.Travel in style and comfort between
Rome and Florence and avoid any stress. The transportation provider has a proud
history of punctuality, and the professional service is ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P45

Welcome Rome Semi private walking tour
Start your holiday in Rome with a tour that gives you a general overview of the city,
history, traditions, main squares but at the same time a tour where you can learn how
to move, what to do and the secrets known only by locals!Start your holiday in Rome
with a tour that gives you a general ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P46

Shared Transfer From the Civitavecchia Port to Rome
Enjoy a punctual and professional service when you book this transfer in advance.
Travel in comfort with this 1-hour service.Enjoy a punctual and professional service
when you book this transfer in advance. Travel in comfort with this 1-hour
service.For those who want an hassle-free cruise ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P47

Shared Transfer From the Civitavecchia Port to Fiumicino airport
Enjoy punctual and professional service when you book this transfer in advance.
Choose your desired route: to and from Fiumicino Airport or Rome city center and
Civitavecchia Port. Travel in comfort in either direction with this 1-hour service.Enjoy
punctual and professional service when you book ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P48
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Shared Transfer From Rome to the Civitavecchia Port
Enjoyy an elegant shared transfer from Rome to the Civitavecchia port.Enjoyy an
elegant shared transfer from Rome to the Civitavecchia port.Enjoy an elegant shared
transfer from Rome to the Civitavecchia Port. Relax on board a luxurious Mercedes
Benz. For departure from the hotel, your driver will ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P49

Rome: Assisi and Orvieto Full-Day Semi-Private Tour
Visit the historic center of Assisi, in a full-day tour from Rome, and learn the story of
its patron saint, St. Francis of Assisi. Go to the Convent of Santa Chiara, and
continue through the countryside of Umbria Orvieto to admire the Gothic
cathedral.Visit the historic center of Assisi, in a ...
Price: 235,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P5

Private Night transfer from Rome to the airport of Fiumicino
Enjoy an elegant, private and safe transfer during the night (if your flight is
scheduled between 11pm and 9am) from Rome to the airport of Fiumicino.Enjoy an
elegant, private and safe transfer during the night (if your flight is scheduled between
11pm and 9am) from Rome to the airport of ...
Price: 24,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P50

The Borgias tour: Intrigues, Loves, and Crimes of the Family In Rome
Join this tour for a fascinating journey through the alleys and squares of Rome, to
discover the places that still preserve the memory of the crimes and intrigues of the
infamous Borgia family. Special attention will be given to the figure of Alexander VI,
one of the most controversial popes of the ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P51
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Private Night transfer from the Fiumicinio airport to Rome
Enjoy an elegant, private and safe transfer during the night (from 9pm to 7am) from
the airport of Fiumicino to Rome.Enjoy an elegant, private and safe transfer during
the night (from 9pm to 7am) from the airport of Fiumicino to Rome.If your flight
departs on a time between 9 pm and 7 am you do ...
Price: 24,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P52

Shore excursion from Civitavecchia Port to Hadrian Villa and Villa d'Este
Visit the UNESCO World Heritage sites of Hadrian's Villa and Villa d'Este on this
7-hour tour from Civitavecchia port. You will enjoy these ancient villas of Tivoli
(entrance fees included) with the benefit of a knowledgeable guide. Ship pickup and
drop-off, by a 9-passenger minivan and ...
Price: 300,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P53

Day trip to Bologna from Rome
A one day walking itinerary to explore Bologna, a fascinating medieval&nbsp;city,
(still) ignored by main stream tourism. Discover Bologna works of art, its porticoes
and its amazing food!A one day walking itinerary to explore Bologna, a fascinating
medieval&nbsp;city, (still) ignored by main ...
Price: 800,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P54

Grand Tour: all you need to know about Italy!
The Grand tour&nbsp;was the traditional trip of&nbsp;Europe&nbsp;undertaken by
mainly&nbsp;upper class&nbsp;European young men,&nbsp;we want to take a cue
from that trip to make you embark on a journey to discover the most beautiful cities of
our country!The Grand tour&nbsp;was the traditional trip ...
Price: 850,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P55
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Semi-Private Tour: Day Trip to Florence and Pisa from Rome with Lunch
Visit two of Tuscany's most representative cities, Florence and Pisa, on a full-day
tour. Explore the birthplace of the Italian Renaissance, walk along medieval streets
and admire the work of masters of Italian art, such us Brunelleschi's Dome on the
Cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore. Take a ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P6

Ghosts of Rome: secrets and mysteries showed in a 2hours night walking tour
Learn the chilling stories of some of the Eternal City's oldest inhabitants! This
tour calls spirits of the past's most macabre figures!!!Learn the chilling stories of
some of the Eternal City's oldest inhabitants! This tour calls spirits of the past's most
macabre figures!!!As the sun sets over ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P65

Welcome Private Transfer from Fiumicino Airport to Hotel in Rome
Enjoy an elegant private transfer between Rome?s Fiumicino Airport and hotels
located within the Aurelian Walls of Rome. Relax on board a luxurious Mercedes
Benz as your professional driver takes the strain of the unfamilar roads. Enjoy a
3hours tour of the town with our professional driver ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P68

VIP Experience Private Transfer from Fiumicino Airport to Rome
It is not important that yours is a business or pleasure trip, you are the only important
thing. Enjoy a unique transfer on board of a luxurious Mercedes vehicle equipped
with all the comforts and assisted by professional staff ready to respond to your
every need.It is not important that yours is a ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P69
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Shore Excursion to Rome: Full day tour from Civitavecchia Port with Lunch
Enjoy a Rome semi-private tour departing from Civitavecchia port. Visit the most
beautiful place of the Eternal City: St Peter's Basilica, Spanish Steps and
Colosseum.Enjoy a Rome semi-private tour departing from Civitavecchia port. Visit
the most beautiful place of the Eternal City: St Peter's ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P7

Semi private day trip to the Vatican from Rome
This special and exclusive tour is undoubtedly the best way to visit the most of the
Vatican. From early morning, before opening time, access to the Vatican Museums,
all the way through to touring the once-private Gardens of the Pontifical Villas in
Castel Gandolfo.This special and exclusive tour ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P70

Day trip to Pavarotti's House Museum and Modena Tour from Rome
Enjoy a beautiful day discovering the life of the&nbsp;man and the artist Luciano
Pavarotti and explore the little town of Modena during an unforgettable and
comfortable daytrip by high-speed train from Rome to Modena.Enjoy a beautiful day
discovering the life of the&nbsp;man and the artist Luciano ...
Price: 300,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P71

3-Hour Private Sightseeing Tour of Rome by Luxury Vehicle
See the main sights of Rome from the comfort of a luxury Mercedes sedan or
minivan on a 3-hour sightseeing tour. Marvel at the ruins of the Roman Empire, go to
the temple of all gods at the Pantheon, drive up some of Rome?s legendary 7 hills,
and more.See the main sights of Rome from the comfort of ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P8
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Luxury Day trip to Capri from Rome
Enjoy a relaxing day on board of an exclusive small group tour boat discovering the
most famous of the Italian islands.Enjoy a relaxing day on board of an exclusive
small group tour boat discovering the most famous of the Italian islands.Enjoy an
unforgettable day discovering a wonderful island. ...
Price: 300,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P81

Semi private half day in Pompeii from Rome extraordinary afternoon opening
Enjoy an extraordinary opening of the ruins of Pompeii with a qualified archeologist.
Be pready for something completely different and interactive to discover a past
buried under the lava and the pyroclastic materials emitted by the terrible Mount
Vesuvius.Enjoy an extraordinary opening of the ...
Price: 185,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P83

Papal audience ticket
Enjoy the Papal audience with our professional service. We will give you the tickets
the day before together with all the information you need to enjoy this unforgettable
experience.Enjoy the Papal audience with our professional service. We will give you
the tickets the day before together with all ...
Price: 20,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P86

VIP Experience Private tour to Pompeii and Amalfi Coast from Rome
Let yourself be carried away by a unique experience in the world, breathtaking
landscapes aboard a luxury mercedes vehicle, staff to your exclusive service to avoid
unnecessary lines and available to turn your dreams into reality, a private guide to
bring back to life the ancient ruins of ...
Price: 470,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P87
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VIP Experience Private Transfer from the Civitavecchia Port to Rome
It is not important that yours is a business or pleasure trip, you are the only important
thing. Enjoy a unique transfer on board of a luxurious Mercedes vehicle equipped
with all the comforts and assisted by professional staff ready to respond to your
every need.It is not important that yours is a ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P88

Private Transfer from Fiumicino Airport to Civitavecchia Port - Tour Option Available
Start your cruise to Rome stress free with a pre-booked private transfer from
Fiumicino Airport to Civitavecchia Port. Enjoy a professional service by luxury
vehicle, and relax as your driver takes care of the unfamiliar roads.Start your cruise
to Rome stress free with a pre-booked private transfer ...
Price: 26,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P9

VIP Experience Private tour to Florence and Pisa with Italian Lunch
Let yourself be carried away by a unique experience in the world, breathtaking
landscapes aboard a luxury mercedes vehicle, staff to your exclusive service to avoid
unnecessary lines and available to turn your dreams into reality, a private guide to
bring back to life and understand the Italian ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P90

Shore excursion from Civitavecchia Port to the Colosseum and Roman Forum
Enjoy a Rome semi-private tour departing from Civitavecchia port. Visit the most
beautiful place of the Eternal City: the ancient area of the Colosseum and the Roman
Forum.Enjoy a Rome semi-private tour departing from Civitavecchia port. Visit the
most beautiful place of the Eternal City: the ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P91
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Italian honeymoon in Rome Florence Venice and Naples departing from Rome
Crown your dream of love in the most romantic country in the world .. spend your
honeymoon in Italy !!!Crown your dream of love in the most romantic country in the
world .. spend your honeymoon in Italy !!!You do not have to think about anything
other than to book your hotel in Rome and tell us the ...
Price: 1.500,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P92

Shared Transfer from Fiumicino Airport to Hotel in Rome
Enjoy a comfortable and unforgettable transfer on-board a Mercedes minivan.Enjoy a
comfortable and unforgettable transfer on-board a Mercedes minivan.See a
comfortable and new Mercedes van waiting for you at the airport. Look for a sign with
your name written on it.&nbsp;Relax on-board of the ...
Price: 19,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P93

Private transfer from Ciampino Airport to hotel in Rome
Enjoy two elegant private transfers between Rome?s Ciampino Airport and hotels
located within the Aurelian Walls of Rome. Relax on board a luxurious Mercedes
Benz as your professional driver takes the strain of the unfamilar roads.Enjoy two
elegant private transfers between Rome?s Ciampino Airport ...
Price: 21,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P95

A sweet walking in Florence from Rome
A full day tour in Florence tasting sweet products to discover the flavour of real italyA
full day tour in Florence tasting sweet products to discover the flavour of real
italyEnjoy a cultural and gastronomic journey strolling along the beautiful city of
Florence which is considered the birthplace ...
Price: 240,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=12855P98
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Small-Group: Trastevere Food Tour in Rome
Learn about Roman cuisine and history in this exclusive 3-hour guided tour for up to
8 people. Enjoy a unique taste of Rome while sampling some of the best food and
wine Rome has to offer on this cultural walking tour.Learn about Roman cuisine and
history in this exclusive 3-hour guided tour for up ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13081P1

Semi-Private Trastevere Food Tour from Rome
This 3-hour Trastevere food tour gives you the opportunity to learn about real Roman
cuisine and its history while tasting some of the best food Rome has to offer. Visit a
mix of Rome?s most famous food stops and tiny, family-run gems, where you?ll get
to meet the passionate people who are ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13081P3

Semi-Private Testaccio Food Tour
Testaccio is where to go for the authentic feel of today's Rome. In our tour we will
show you that Italian cuisine is more than just pizza and pasta,&nbsp;there is so
much variation&nbsp;and regional differences! We will try to give you
an&nbsp;overview of the Roman&nbsp;cuisine and you will ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13081P4

Private Tour: Palatine Hill in Rome Including Domus Augustana
Emperor palaces and tales of Romulus and Remus wait at Palatine Hill. Explore this
historic area of Rome with a private history-expert guide, and learn about Ancient
Rome through its ruins and excavations. Visit Domus Augustana, Casa di Augusto
and Casa di Livia, the private residences of prominent ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13100AUGUSTUS
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Private Tour: Baths and Walls walking tour and van transfer
A walking tour to discover another side of Ancient Rome. Starting from Porta
Capena, the begin of Old Appian Way, guide will take to Baths of Caracalla and tour
will end by the Porta San Sebastiano, one of ancient City door to visit the Museum of
the Wall. At the end of the tour a private van will ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13100P4

Colosseum Small Group tour QuickAccess,manage your time Roman Forum and Palatine
Colosseum small group tour, maximal 12 people in the group, with reservation for a
quick access. Plenty time to spend for yourself after the end of the tour, no rush, no
stress.Colosseum small group tour, maximal 12 people in the group, with reservation
for a quick access. Plenty time to spend for ...
Price: 28,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13100P6

Private Tour: Secret Rome and Historical Churches
Leave Rome?s main tourist trail to discover the city?s tucked-away treasures with a
private art historian?guide. This 3.5-hour walking tour puts the spotlight on several
historical churches and excavations around Caelian Hill, which are often overlooked
by guidebooks. Visit the Basilica of San ...
Price: 37,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13100SECRET

Airport Transfer Arrivals Plus Tour of Rome
At your service, the driver will wait you at the airport and bring you to your destination
in Rome. Choose when you want to start your self-guided private-tour. The chauffeur
can show you the most attractive places of the city at your arrival or when you prefer
during your holidays in Rome. The ...
Price: 195,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13124P1
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Self-Guided Round Trip of Tivoli and Villa d'Este from Rome
See the origins of Rome and where the emperors lived on this 6-hour, self-guided
tour of Tivoli. See Hadrian?s Villa, Villa Adriana as well as the beautiful gardens,
pools, grottos and fountains in this hillside town.Tour guide is not included.See the
origins of Rome and where the emperors lived on ...
Price: 270,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13124P10

Private Transfer: Fiumicino or Ciampino Airport to or from Rome
Arriving in a new country can be a stressful experience. Even if you are familiar with
the destination, the hassle of customs, baggage claim, and the hassle for taxis can
take its toll. Take the stress out of your arrival, or departure from Rome?s Leonardo
da Vinci-Fiumicino Airport or Ciampino ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13124P12

Private Tour: Breathtaking Views of Rome
Our 3-hour self-guided tour will take you to Gianicolo, Orange Gardens, Aventine Hill,
Pincio, etc. Comfortably driven, in just a few hours you will admire Rome from its
highest points. We guarantee to take your breath away! Relax and admire. You live.
We drive.Our 3-hour self-guided tour will take ...
Price: 220,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13124P2

Full-Day Round Trip of Pompei from Rome
Once in Rome, take the chance to visit Pompei, the best preserved Roman city of the
entire Europe! A professional driver will take you in the touristic site and provide
some curiosities and useful tips about the city for this self guided tour!Once in Rome,
take the chance to visit Pompei, the best ...
Price: 627,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13124P23
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Self-guided all-day trip from Rome: Ancient Etruscan Necropolis of Tuscia
Embark on an 8-hour self-guided day trip to the area known as Tuscia from Rome.
This historical region of Italy is comprised of the territories that were once under
Etruscan influence, and was the name adopted for Etruria after the Roman conquest.
At your leisure, step back in time through the ...
Price: 613,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13124P24

Roman Modern Architecture Half Day Tour
Take the chance to find out about the most dynamic and modern Rome. A journey to
discover the most artistics and innovatives places in the eternal city. A comfortable
car will guide you in this exciting journey. A different and unconventional tour,
discover the modern side of the eternal city, well ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13124P3

Private Tour: Catholic Rome Half Day Tour
Take a 3-hour journey into Papal Basilicas where you will be enchanted by their
grandeur. Enjoy a unique tour rich in both cultural and spiritual value. Your driver will
take you to explore the the main monuments of imperial Rome and the Renaissance.
Discover Rome in one day while riding ...
Price: 240,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13124P5

Half-Day Private Rome Tour: The Great Beauty
Follow in the footsteps of the Oscar-winning film, The Great Beauty, and explore
Rome on a 5-hour private tour by car, as seen through the eyes of director, Paolo
Sorrentino. Be just as inspired as Paolo was during the film's production. Explore all
the film locations, such as the Gianicolo, Piazza ...
Price: 225,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13124P9
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Scooter rental in Roma with Unlimited Mileage
You will take your scooter with a map and you staff will show you all the place to see
in Roma!24h of rent for 2pax including 2 helmets and base insurance!Visit Roma and
its fantastic areas with a Scooter. Move like a local and meet local people where
Romans live! No traffic, Not only the same ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13125P7

Scooter rental in Roma with Unlimited Mileage - 48h
You will take your scooter with a map and you staff will show you all the place to see
in Roma!48h of rent for 2pax including 2 helmets and base insurance!Visit Roma and
its fantastic areas with a Scooter. Move like a local and meet local people where
Romans live! No traffic, Not only the same ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13125P8

Rome Private Shore Excursion
Enjoy a full-day of sightseeing in Rome. An English speaking driver/guide will offer
commentary on landmarks and help customize the tour to your request.Enjoy a
full-day of sightseeing in Rome. An English speaking driver/guide will offer
commentary on landmarks and help customize the tour to your ...
Price: 130,71 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13239P1

Sicily - from Messina or Palermo Private Shore Excursion from the ship
We shall see Taormina and its unique views and visit the old Greek theater and
Roman ruins with the sea as background. Then up we go on the side of the highest
Vulcano in Europe, the Etna. There we shall enjoy a typical sicilian lunch (Price per
person 35 dollars, not included in fare). Time to go ...
Price: 183,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13239P15
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Naples Private Shore Excursion from Naples port
The city of Pompeii is a Roman Empire city near Naples, buried by ash during the
eruption of the volcano Mount Vesuvius in year 79 AD. An incredible voyage through
time to admire a snapshot of a great city of the past. Then the divine Amalfi coast
with its elegant city of Sorrento, followed by the ...
Price: 522,85 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13239P16

Day Trip to Pompeii and Amalfi Coast
The city of Pompeii is a Roman Empire city near Naples, buried by ash during the
eruption of the volcano Mount Vesuvius in year 79 AD. An incredible voyage through
time to admire a snapshot of a great city of the past. A great cloud of sulphuric gas
actually killed the all population of 25000, and ...
Price: 731,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13239P18

Rome Private Full Day Tour with Private Minivan and English-speaking driver
Enjoy a full-day of sightseeing in Rome in a private minivan. Customize your tour
with the assistance of an English-speaking driver, who will provide commentary
during the drives. Wander around the Roman Forum while learning about what daily
life was like in ancient Rome, and then linger for awhile ...
Price: 566,42 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13239P2

Free Arrival Private transfer from Rome Airport then Private Rome Full Day Tour Combo
Enjoy a full-day of sightseeing in Rome in a private minivan. After the complimentary
pick up at the Rome Airport with a private minivan , go on with your tour with the
assistance of a knowledgeable English-speaking driver, who will provide
commentary during the drive. Stops at all the major ...
Price: 566,42 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13239P20
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Fiumicino Airport Arrivals Private Transfer Free with private half day tour of Rome
On arrival have your Private minivan with private driver waiting just for you. Driver will
help you with your luggage, and comfortably drive you to Rome. See the Colosseum
on the way, learn about the gladiator battles and the beasts chasing their human
preys. Admire the Roman Forum and its ruins. ...
Price: 313,71 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13239P21

Rome Private Half-Day Tour with Private Minivan and English Speaking Driver
Enjoy a great half-day of sightseeing in Rome. An English-speaking driver will offer
commentary on landmarks and help customize the tour to your request.Enjoy a great
half-day of sightseeing in Rome. An English-speaking driver will offer commentary on
landmarks and help customize the tour to your ...
Price: 313,71 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13239P4

Private Rome to Florence and Tuscany Countryside Day tour
From Rome to Florence and a beautiful drive through Tuscany countryside with your
tour guide in your private car. Stop at a nice winery where you can have lunch and
different wines (40$ x person,not included in price). Then a tour of Florence and time
for some shopping. Finally, back to Rome in the ...
Price: 871,42 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13239P5

Full-Day Private Shore Excursion: Tivoli Gardens with Wine Tasting from Civitavecchia
From Porto di Civitavecchia, this 9-hour guided tour will visit the magnificent gardens
of Villa d'Este, a renaissance villa with over 1,000 fountains, with a beautiful view
with Rome in the background. Enjoy a wine tasting with locally produced wines,
along with wonderfully typical Romano food, at ...
Price: 731,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13239P6
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Private Tour: Tivoli Gardens and Countryside Experience from Rome
Enjoy a visit into the Italian countryside with this private 6-hour trip from Rome that
includes the Tivoli Gardens. Explore the gardens, taking photos as you go. Enjoy
lunch and a wine tasting before heading back to your hotel with your private
driver.Enjoy a visit into the Italian countryside ...
Price: 348,57 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13239P7

Mountain bike tour
take a ride on the mountain bike to explore&nbsp;countryside of Rome and enjoy the
numerous vantage points and hills of this ancient&nbsp;aera. Start: transfert by car
from Rome to Frascati, max 6 people (1), Villa Aldobrandini (2), Tuscolo (3), back to
Rome.take a ride on the mountain bike to ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13249P10

Vespa 125 Tour - The essence of Rome
Hire a beautiful and iconic 125 cc automatic Vespa and start this tour discovering the
city in a funny and easy way. Tour starts in the morning or afternoonLocation:
TrastevereDuration:3/4 hOption1: You will ride on your one&nbsp;on a 125ccm
vespaOption2: You will ride&nbsp;in two people&nbsp;on a ...
Price: 125,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13249P11

Classic Fiat 500 Rental in Rome
Hire a classic Fiat 500! Drive trough the history on board of one of most
appreciated Symbols of Italian design! Breathe the romantic atmosphere of the City
on the all time most romantic city car! FIAT 500 is incredibly small and incredibly
confortable, even for four persons. Its dimensions are ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13249P2
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Fiat 500 vintage tour
Classic Fiat 500 Rome private tour, is an exclusive way to experience the City. On
board of one of most known symbols of Italian design and italian way of life, you'll
discover monuments worldwide known and fascinating hidden corners. An expert
driver English, Italian or German speaking, will give ...
Price: 125,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13249P3

Ancient Appian way and Roman Countryside bike tour
Ride along one of Rome's most impressive ancient roads with a bicycle tour on the
Appian Way. Built in the 5th century BC and running for 330 miles (530 km) across
southern Italy, this route takes you through historic ruins of Roman civilization,
including temples, catacombs, and even an ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13249P4

Roman Countryside villages Vespa tour with driver
Jump on board of the iconic Vespa, an expert driver will lead you to discover the
wonderful landscape of the Roman countryside. Spend the day riding through
beautiful ways in the gorgeous area called "Castelli Romani" and visit pittoresque
villages like Frascati, where stunning villas sit along ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13249P5

Vespa 125 cc automatic 24 hours rental
What?s better than exploring Rome as locals do! Avoid crowded subways and
buses, don?t lose your time searching an expensive taxi, choose the freedom! Hire a
charming modern Vespa 125 automatic and keep discovering the Metropolis in a
smart and economic way !Plane your route and zip trough the ...
Price: 58,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13249P6
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Monuments and belvederes bike tour
take a ride on the bike to explore the ancient monuments of Rome and enjoy the
splendid views from the numerous vantage points and hills of this ancient city. Meet
your guide at Largo di Torre Argentina, an ancient square filled up with the ruins of
the temples dating back to the times of the ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13249P8

The city in its heart
take a ride on the bike to explore the ancient monuments of Rome and enjoy the
splendid views from the numerous vantage points and hills of this ancient city.
Meet your guide at our shop at Trastevere or at Largo Argentina and head of to
discover&nbsp;past times&nbsp;below the blue sky of Rome. ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13249P9

Rome Cooking Class with Wine
Welcome to our kitchen! Learn and taste the secrets of our approach as we create
traditional Italian cuisine.Welcome to our kitchen! Learn and taste the secrets of our
approach as we create traditional Italian cuisine.Would you like to learn the secrets
of traditional Italian cooking? Close to the ...
Price: 67,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13382P1

Rome On Your Own Bus from Civitavecchia
Departure from the port of Civitavecchia by bus at 9:30/9.40 am Arrival in Rome (St.
Peter's) approx. at 11:00 amDeparture from Rome(St. Peter's) at 4:00 pm Arrival in
Civitavecchia at 5:30 pmYou can enjoy the historical and artistic beauties of Rome in
complete freedom, choosing the places that ...
Price: 19,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13396P2
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Bus To Fiumicino Airport from Civitavecchia
TRANSFER FROM CIVITAVECCHIA&nbsp;PORT TO FIUMICINO AIRPORT
(Limited schedule) Departure at 9:30am/9:40am from Civitavecchia Largo della
Pace, opposite the fire&nbsp;brigade station (Vigili del fuoco) where the car park is
situated. Arrival at Fiumicino Airport at 10:30am. Terminal 3 International ...
Price: 20,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13396P3

Panoramic Tour of Rome by Bus from Civitavecchia
Departure from the port of Civitavecchia by bus at 9:30/9.40 am Arrival in Rome (St.
Peter's) approx. at 11:00 am Departure from Rome(St. Peter's) at 4:00 pm Arrival in
Civitavecchia at 5:30 pm A member of our staff will accompany you to Rome and
provide you a free map. How to find us: Upon ...
Price: 29,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13396P4

PRIVATE TRANSFER FROM ROME APT OR DOWN TOWN TO AMALFI COAST
Transfers available 7 days a week and 24 hours a day. English speaking driver for
your private transfer from Rome apt or hotel down town Rome and without any
hassle to your hotel in Positano or to any other location along the Amalfi coast. The
trip from Rome apt or from your hotel down town Rome ...
Price: 740,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13472P21

TRANSFER FROM ROME TO AMALFI COAST VIA POMPEI
Private transfer from Rome to Positano or any other location on the Amalfi coast
included a visit to the archaeological site of Pompeii for 2 hrsPrivate transfer from
Rome to Positano or any other location on the Amalfi coast included a visit to the
archaeological site of Pompeii for 2 hrsFrom Rome ...
Price: 1.060,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13472P22
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FROM ROME TO AMALFI COAST VIA ANZIO BEACH AND MONTECASSINO ABBEY (OR VICEVERSA)
Transfer from Rome to the Amalfi coast with local tours to visit Anzio Beach, the
American Cemetery of Nettuno, the famous Abbey of Monte Cassino, and Historiale
museum in Cassino. Local guide included for the Abbey of Cassino.Transfer from
Rome to the Amalfi coast with local tours to visit Anzio ...
Price: 1.200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=13472P25

Shore Excursion: Day Trip of the Ancient Rome from Civitavecchia Port
Climb into a comfortable Mercedes car or minivan with air conditioning to see the
famous monuments and most beautiful squares in Rome. See St. Peter's, Piazza
Navona, the Colosseum, the Roman Forum, the Pantheon, the Spanish Steps, the
Trevi Fountain, Piazza del Popolo, and more. Explore the ...
Price: 450,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=14065P1

Private Tours: A Journey through the Ancient Rome
Travel by comfortable Mercedes car or minivan with air conditioning through Rome to
see the city's famous monuments and beautiful squares. See St. Peter's Basilica,
Navona Square, the Colosseum, the Roman Forum, the Pantheon, the Spanish
Steps, the Trevi Fountain, and Popolo Square. Explore the ...
Price: 27,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=14065P2

Private Tour of Catholic Rome
Visit some of the most Catholic churches of Rome traveling in a comfortable,
air-conditioned Mercedes car or minivan. See St. Peter's, St. John Lateran, St. Mary
Major, St. Paul Outside the Walls, the Church of Sant'Andrea delle Fratte, the
Church of Sant'Andrea della Valle, the Church of Santa ...
Price: 27,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=14065P3
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Private Tour: All Day Trip From Rome to Florence
The city of Florence is considered the birthplace of the Renaissance and is
universally recognized as one of the cradles of art and architecture. This tour begins
when you are picked-up at your hotel and taken directly to Florence. Once in
Florence you will have plenty of time to roam the streets ...
Price: 125,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=14065P5

Rome Family Kit
Explore Rome with the kids like worldschoolers do with the first self-guided tours
package for parents and children! The Kit takes you around Rome in 3 self-guided
tours with 21+ sights and 16 family adventures. Playgrounds, parks and eating spots
included. The content of Rome Family Kit includes: ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=14749P7

Civitavecchia to Rome Full-Day Tour with Skip-the-Line Colosseum
Tour in a small group and save on this 8-hour shore excursion including a panoramic
driving tour covering major highlights of the area, plus a skip-the-line visit to the
Colosseum. Take a drive and view the many historic monuments and sites along the
way to the world's most famous amphitheater. ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=14818P18

National Roman Museum Combo Ticket
Spread over several buildings, including the Palazzo Massimo, Palazzo Altemps, the
Crypta Balbi, and the Diocletian Baths, the Roman National Museum preserves the
world?s greatest collection of Greco-Roman art. Your combo ticket is valid for three
days and gives you access to all connected ...
Price: 16,15 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=14982P19
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CinecittÃ Shows Off - Rome
Visit Rome's Cinecittà, the city of cinema, imagination, and wonder. Cinecittà is also
the city of craftsmanship and technological excellence, which has reflected the
historical events of Italy for over 75 years. Over 3000 movies were filmed here, many
of them monumental productions, many of them ...
Price: 20,29 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=14982P20

Skip-the-Line: Hadrian's Villa Entrance Ticket
UNESCO World Heritage Site since 1999, Hadrian?s Villa includes an immense
park, encompassing nearly 250 acres, ruins, thermal structures, a theater, temples,
libraries, state rooms, and buildings to house courtiers and slaves. It was the
greatest Roman example of an Alexandrian garden, re-creating ...
Price: 14,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=14982P23

VIP Caesarâ€™s Palace with Colosseum Tour, Roman Forum & Palatine Hill
Walk in the footsteps of Rome?s greatest emperor with a VIP visit to the Casa di
Augusto, the 1st-century villa of Caesar Augustus. After learning the story of his life
on an intimate tour through this opulent villa, you?ll explore the Roman Forum and
Palatine Hill with an expert guide then enjoy ...
Price: 72,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15693HOUSES

Small-Group Tour Crypts the Bone Chapel and Catacombs
Rome is a city that has built and rebuilt upon itself for thousands of years. Our
Crypts, Bones &amp; Catacombs tour is designed to take you deep down into the
layers of Roman history, in order to uncover the spell-binding story of the city through
the ages. We do so in the most dramatic way ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15693P13
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Skip the Line: Colosseum, Vatican and Historic Rome Small-Group Tour
Want to see the best of Rome but limited on time? This 7.5-hour tour combines two
must-do Rome experiences into one full-day excursion. Delve into the very essence
of Roman history, culture, art, and architecture on this incredible tour, which
introduces visitors to Rome?s best-known sights in a ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15693P14

Small Group Highlights of the Vatican Tour with Museums and Sistine Chapel
Immerse yourself in one of the most famous areas in the world during this
comprehensive 2.5-hour tour of the Vatican. Explore the various museums including
the Raphael Rooms, the Belvedere Courtyard with ?Apollo Belvedere? and
?Laocoön and Sons?, and more. Then head to the Sistine Chapel just ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15693P15

Small-Group Tour of the Colosseum Including Roman Forum and Palatine Hill
Experience Ancient Rome's most iconic sites on this small-group, 3-hour tour. Set
out with an expert guide who will bring these incredible ruins to life though history,
stories, and intriguing anecdotes. Step inside the Colosseum and hear tales of the
gladiators who once fought here as you explore ...
Price: 56,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15693P16

Small-Group Pompeii with Amalfi Coast Drive and Positano Stop from Rome
If you only have one day to see the wonders of the Amalfi Coast, our Pompeii Tour
from Rome with Amalfi Cost Drive is the perfect all-in-one day trip for you. It?s a
beautiful combination of history, archeology, stunning views, world-class food, and
even a little shopping.If you only have one day ...
Price: 179,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15693P17
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Small-Group Pasta Making with a Local Chef in Rome
Enjoy a local experience making pasta from scratch in Rome. Join an Italian chef in
their private loft for a 3.5-hour culinary workshop that includes wine and a selection
of small appetizers to snack on. Learn how to roll, cut, shape, and cook pasta, then
enjoy your meal with fellow food lovers on ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15693P23

Rome Off The Beaten Path Including Appian Way Aqueducts and Jewish Ghetto
If you have an interest in history or are a seasoned traveler looking for a unique
Italian experience; our Rome Off-The-Beaten-Path tour is for you. For a full morning
you?ll travel with an expert local guide to far-flung sights around Rome, visiting
incredible spots rarely seen by visitors ? the ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15693P26

Small Group Borghese Gallery Tour with Bernini Caravaggio and Raphael
This 2.5 hour tour of the Villa Borghese as it is an art museum in a league of its own.
Instead of trying to be encyclopedic, like the Louvre, this 17th century palace is filled
with a distilled collection of the best. If you want to avoid the crows and see great art,
the way it was meant to be ...
Price: 57,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15693P29

Small-Group Tuscany Day Trip from Rome with Hill Towns and Castles
Tuscany has so much to offer in the way of food, culture, and scenery that it can be
overwhelming. To help make it more manageable, we?ve decided to pack it all into
the perfect day trip, our Tuscany day trip from Rome.Tuscany has so much to offer in
the way of food, culture, and scenery that it ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15693P30
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Exclusive Catacombs After Closing and Bone Chapel Tour
This world-first walking tour takes you into the Catacombs after dark, introducing you
to one of Rome?s most important cities of the dead. You?ll also get to see the
chilling Capuchin ?Bone? Chapel, decorated with the remains of some 4,000
deceased monks. Not a tour for the easily spooked, but a ...
Price: 72,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15693P35

Gladiator Gate and Arena Floor Special Access Colosseum Tour
Don?t see the Colosseum like a tourist, queuing for ages to access even the skip the
line group entrance. See it like the gladiators did as you and your expert guide avoid
any lines and enter through the side gate once used by warriors entering the ring.
From there you?ll have special access to the ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15693P36

Town-Hopping in Cinque Terre Day Trip and Boat Tour from Rome
This is the first day trip ever developed that lets you visit the Cinque Terre from
Rome and be back in your hotel by bedtime. Using high-speed trains and a scenic
boat cruise, you?ll explore three of the five towns on one of Italy?s most beautiful
stretches of coastline, with around 6 hours on the ...
Price: 220,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15693P37

Limoncello Tasting and Scenic Cruise: Amalfi Coast Day Trip from Rome
Experience the stunning Amalfi Coast from both land and sea as you spend 13-hours
exploring various towns along this storied stretch of coastline. Explore the
fashionable boutiques of Positano and get lost in the winding streets of Amalfi town.
See the coast from a whole new perspective when you ...
Price: 198,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15693P38
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Ancient Rome Reconstructed: Multimedia Tour Inside The Forum
Sometimes the various forums in Rome can look like little more than jumbles of ruins,
but his tour changes all that. Through the magic of lights and holographic projections
you?ll watch the Ancient Forum as it is rebuilt and deconstructed, showing you what
went on inside these buildings 2,000 years ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15693P40

Complete St Peters Basilica Tour with Dome Climb and Crypt
Immerse yourself in the history, architecture and lore of St. Peter?s Basilica with this
all-access tour. Not only will you enjoy a full guided tour of the Basilica and Papal
Crypt (not usually included Basilica and Vatican tours) with an expert guide, you?ll
avoid long lines to climb up into the ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15693P41

Early Entry Vatican Museums: The Best of Sistine Chapel
Enter the Sistine Chapel before it opens to the general public and enjoy
Michelangelo?s masterpieces in peace before embarking on a thorough guided tour
of the Vatican Museums and St. Peter?s Basilica. There is simply no better way to
see the highlights of the Vatican without the crowds that can ...
Price: 86,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15693P43

Colosseum and Hard Hat Tour of Emperor Nero's Golden Palace
Grab a hard hat and join this shared tour for a special visit to Nero?s ?Golden
Palace?. The 300-room pleasure palace once boasted rooms decorated in gold and
semi-precious stones, floor to ceiling marble, a revolving room, and an indoor
man-made lake. Led by an expert guide, you?ll explore the ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15693P46
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Beyond Rome: Ostia Antica, Vineyard & Castel Gandolfo from Rome
Some of Italy?s brightest hidden gems await you just outside the city limits of Rome
in this lovely day trip offering just the right mix of culture and relaxation. Walk the
wonderfully-preserved streets of the lost city of Ostia Antica, enjoy a delicious lunch
and wine tasting at a vineyard, and ...
Price: 139,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15693P49

Colosseum Tour with Virtual Reality & Exclusive Gladiators Barracks Access
An innovative new tour that takes you to Rome?s most famous sights with an expert
guide and state of the art virtual reality goggles which allow you to see the ruins as
they would have looked some 2,000 years ago. Includes the Colosseum, Gladiator?s
School, Roman Forum, and Palatine HillAn ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15693P50

Rome to Florence: Small Group Day Trip with David & City Stroll
Florence is a very easy day trip from Rome if you know how to do it. This tour takes
you to see Michelangelo?s ?David?, historic Ponte Vecchio Bridge, an atmospheric
food market, and a handful of other highlights in just 12 hours, including almost four
hours of free time to explore the city on your ...
Price: 165,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15693P54

Rome Food Tour with Pizza-Making, Trattoria Tastings & Gelato
This Dine Around Rome tour is the perfect way to dive into the city?s food scene, get
acquainted with the flavors and eat a lot of delicious Italian food in one unforgettable
evening. From behind-the-scenes visits to delis and cheese shops, to your very own
pizza-making class, you?ll get a ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15693P59
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Vatican Tickets, Roma Pass & Flexible Walk On Walk Off Tour Pass
Skip long lines at the Vatican Museums, Colosseum, Roman Forum &amp; Palatine
Hill; then explore the rest of Rome when and how you want.This unlimited pass gives
you access to 10 tour itineraries without booking in advance, so you can explore the
history, culture &amp; food of Rome but still make ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15693P60

Bike Rental: Appia Antica Regional Park in Rome
You'll be able to ride at your leisure along the most ancient highway in the world. The
park covers 3,400-acres along 16km (10-miles) of the Roman road preserving
important ancient Roman tombs and villas. The Appia Antica Regional Park has five
bicycle trails and there are several free monument ...
Price: 16,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15788P1

Rome Appia Antica Park Bike Tour
Take on this guided bike tour through the hidden roads and enjoy the fascinating,
unique archaeological itinerary to discover the monuments of the Regina Viarum.
Starting from the ?Domine Quo Vadis? church to the Nymphaeum of ?Villa Dei
Quintili?, you will explore an incessant series of different ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15788P3

Private Appian Way (Appia Antica) Tour in Rome by Golf Cart
Discover the historical, archaelogical and naturalistic attractions of Appia Antica
Regional Park on a private golf cart tour. Explore archaelogical sites like Circo e Villa
di Massenzio and Villa Capo di Bove. Also see the outside of the Tomba di Cecilia
Metella, Catacombe S. Callisto and Quintili ...
Price: 350,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15788P6
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90-Minute Colosseum Restricted Gladiator's Arena Tour
Leave those crowds behind and skip the queue with this restricted gladiator's arena
Colosseum experience. Take 90 minutes to explore the inside of one of the worlds
greatest attractions just the way a gladiator would have 20 centuries ago. Your
professional tour guide gives you access to the ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15932P10

Paint and Sip Rome
Come meet us in our wonderful art studio in the heart of Rome.The perfect way to
spend your afternoon in the eternal city. This paint and sip will allow you to unleash
your creativity whilst sipping on some of our favorite Italian wines.We would provide
everything you need to complete your ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15932P11

Italian Aperitivo Cocktails Class with Bartender
When in Italy... drink as Italians do! Dive into the culture with this Aperitivo Cocktail
class. Make, shake and sip on the classic cocktails that characterise Italian Aperitivo
drinking: The Spritz, The Negroni, The Bellini and more..located in the heart of
Rome's most trendy neighbourhood, ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15932P12

Mimosas & Masterpieces in Rome
Fill your mornings by joining us for our Mimosas &amp; Masterpieces brunch event.
Located in the heart of the city centre ,our rustic art studio will provide you with two
and a half hours of creativity , as you get to paint your own masterpiece at the hands
of one of our talented art instructors. ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15932P13
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Evening Paint and Sip with tour in the Heart of Rome
Our Art and Wine experience takes place is the mesmerising baroque city centre of
Rome.You will travel back through time with our guide as you, walk through some of
the most famous squares in Rome,ending up in one of the city most historical, and
artistic churches.You will then be welcomed ...
Price: 75,65 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15932P14

Skip the Line: Colosseum, Roman Forum, and Palatine Hill Tour
Leave those crowds behind and skip the lines with this 3-hour tour of the Colosseum,
Roman Forum, and Palatine Hill. Explore the inside of one of the worlds greatest
attractions that?s waiting for you here in Rome. Let an expert guide educate and
amaze you with facts and memorable tales of the ...
Price: 31,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15932P15

Skip-the-Line Colosseum Underground, Roman Forum, and Palatine Hill Tour
Join your guide on this 3 hour Colosseum underground tour where you can
experience Rome's most recognizable icon to the fullest with access to restricted
areas to the public that include the underground and the arena floor. After skipping
all lines your informative guide will regale you ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15932P16

Wine & Art in Rome
Escape from the commotion and heat of the city streets and meet us in our wonderful
air conditioned private art studio in the heart of Rome. The perfect way to spend
your afternoon in the eternal city. This paint and sip will allow you to unleash your
creativity while sipping on some of our ...
Price: 39,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15932P24
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Rome City Walking Tour with Gelato Tasting
Rome's rebirth, after the fall of the western Roman Empire, is under the sign and
hand of the popes. On this 2-hour guided walking tour you'll discover the many
popes that commissioned some of the best architects, artists and engineers of the
time to create the most incredible fountains, churches ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15932P25

Learn Italian whilst Wine Tasting
Italian is one of the most beautiful languages in the world. During your time here, why
not try and pick up some of the language to take home with you? This wine tasting
event is a perfect way to do this. Join us for two and a half hours of tasting fantastic
Italian wines sources from all over the ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15932P30

3hr VIP Extra Small Group Tour of Colosseum & Ancient City of Rome
The Ancient City of Rome done properly! This 3hr tour is designed to bring you this
most enjoyable and engaging experience in a small group setting. You can expect
the best out of this dive into the Roman Empire's golden era with a maximum of 10
people for extra care from your guide, access to ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15932P31

Exclusive 1-hour VIP Extra Small Group Gladiators Arena Experience
The Ancient City of Rome done properly! This 1hr tour is designed to bring you this
most enjoyable and engaging experience in a small group setting. You can expect
the best out of this dive into the Roman Empire's golden era with a maximum of 10
people for extra care from your guide, access to ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15932P32
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NEW! Rome's Free City Walking Tour
Join our incredible 2.5hrs FREE walking tour discovering some of Rome's most
incredible stories. This is an off the beaten path tour with tales and sites you usually
wouldn't see! From ghost stories in the Jewish Ghetto to the location where Julius
Caesar met his end to an incredible hidden statue ...
Price: 2,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15932P36

Colosseum Express Tour
Explore the inside of one of the worlds greatest attractions that's waiting for you here
in Rome. Jump the queue leaving the crowds behind. The Colosseum EXPRESS
tour has been tailored for those who want to enjoy this marvel without locking
themselves into a 3 hour tour, whilst still ensuring you ...
Price: 32,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15932P7

Wine and Painting Experience in 17th Century Palace
Our Art and Wine experience takes place is the mesmerising area of Campo de Fiori.
Whilst in our enchanting art studio you will have access to unlimited selection of fine
Italian wine to help the paint flow and create your masterpiece with guidance from
one of our handpicked artists. You will ...
Price: 62,30 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=15932P9

Golf Cart Around Imperial Rome
With the tour golf car in three hours you can visit all the squares and characteristic
monuments of Rome such as the Colosseum, the Pantheon, the Vatican, Piazza
Navona, the Circus Maximus, Piazza Venezia, Villa Borghese, Spanish Steps and
Trevi Fountain.With the tour golf car in three hours you ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=16348P1
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Segway Tour Around Imperial Rome
With the Segway tour in four hours you can visit all the squares and characteristic
monuments of Rome such as: Villa Borghese, Piazza Del Popolo, the Pantheon,
Piazza Navona, Spanish Steps and Trevi Fountain.With the Segway tour in four
hours you can visit all the squares and characteristic ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=16348P5

Rent Golf Cart for a Wonderful Day
Rent golf cart from 4 hours to Full Day. Drive in totally free in Rome City Center and
Villa Borghese (respect traffic laws and pedestrian areas)Enjoy your visit!!!Rent golf
cart from 4 hours to Full Day. Drive in totally free in Rome City Center and Villa
Borghese (respect traffic laws and ...
Price: 195,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=16348P7

Segway Tour Villa Borghese
Wonderful Tour in Villa Borghese one of the most beautiful Parks in
Rome,Wonderful Tour in Villa Borghese one of the most beautiful Parks in Rome,An
Unforgettable, new and magic experience in the one of the most suggestive parks of
the City. Discover with your Segway the history of Villa Borghese ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=16348P8

Golf Cart Tour in Rome with Local
Give your feet a rest on Rome?s cobbled streets, Drive by yourself and explore the
city?s historical sites by golf cart, instead. On this 3-hour tour, you?ll see some of
Rome?s top attractions and squares, including the Pantheon, Colosseum, Piazza
Navona, Piazza Venezia, Circus Maximus, the ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=16348P9
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private family tour of Colosseum Roman Forum and Palatine hill
Visit the Colosseum with a 3-hour walking tour (private tour), including the Palatine
Hill and Roman Forum. This half-day tour of ancient Rome brings you through some
of the most famous archaeological sites of the Ancient City. Hear the most important
tales of Roman history, plus some amusing ...
Price: 270,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=16576P12

private tour of ancient Ostia from Rome
If you want to see what real life was like in an ancient Roman town, visit the
excavation at Ostia with private tour. This tour will give you the most complete
understanding of the Roman Age. You'll learn about many interesting aspects of life
beyond the political and religious ones you might know ...
Price: 270,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=16576P13

private family tour of Vatican Museums Sistine Chapel and Saint Peter's Basilica
This tour combines the main attractions of the Vatican Museums including Sistine
Chapel and St. Peters Basilica. It offers a great opportunity to admire the
masterpieces of the collection and experience the historically-rich atmosphere of the
imposing Basilica. Enjoy this breathtaking journey ...
Price: 274,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=16576P14

Private Tour of Vatican, Sistine Chapel and Pinacoteca
This private tour combines the main attractions of the Vatican Museums (Sistine
Chapel included) with a visit to the Pinacoteca (art gallery). It offers a great
opportunity to see some of the highlights of Rome's museums, admiring the
masterpieces of the collection and enjoying the peaceful ...
Price: 280,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=16576P15
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Private tour of Basilica of Saint Clement and Roman Houses of Caelian Hill
Enjoy a private tour with a licensed official guide to discover the underground sights
of Rome. Start with the underground of the Church of Saint Clement, an extensive
archaeological area and continue with the visit of the Roman Houses of the Caelian
Hill. The Church of Saint Clement offers the ...
Price: 280,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=16576P16

Ancient Rome and Colosseum Private Tour with Underground Chambers Arena
Tour the Colosseum in Rome with this private 3-hour tour with a skip-the-line ticket.
Enjoy access to the areas of the Colosseum, including places normally off-limits
to visitors. Explore the Colosseum's underground chambers and see where wild
animals were caged. See the arena where gladiators once ...
Price: 199,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=16631P1

Private Shopping and Walking Tour in Rome
Explore some of the trendiest and most exclusive boutiques in Rome and get fashion
advice from your personal shopper on this private 3-hour walking and shopping tour.
Enjoy an orientation walking tour to the Eternal City through its most beautiful
squares and landscapes.Explore some of the ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=16631P10

Skip the Line: Vatican Wheelchair Accessible Private Tour
Discover Vatican Museums and the Sistine Chapel with a private three-hour Vatican
wheelchair-accessible tour. Visit Vatican City with a Skip the Line Fast
Entrance ticket. Home to the world?s largest private portfolio of artwork, the Vatican
is a must-see for visitors to Rome, and the best way to ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=16631P11
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Small-Group Ancient Rome and Colosseum Underground Tour
Enjoy a walking tour of the subterranean depths of the Colosseum in a small-group.
With your professional guide, have access to the areas of the Colosseum--even
those areas normally restricted to visitors. Explore the underground chambers and
see where wild animals were caged. See the arena where ...
Price: 115,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=16631P14

Colosseum Belvedere Tour with Third Fourth and Fifth Tier Access
Enjoy discovering the Third, Fourth and Fifth levels of the Colosseum in a
small-group. With your professional guide, have access to areas of the
Colosseum--even those areas normally restricted to visitors. Explore the Colosseum
highest Level of about 150 feet. Enjoy the Best View of the Colosseum ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=16631P15

Colosseum Underground Tour with Arena Access and Rooftop Terrace Best View
Enjoy a walking tour of the subterranean depths of the Colosseum in a small-group.
With your professional guide, have access to all areas of the Colosseum--even those
areas normally restricted to visitors. Explore the underground chambers and see
where wild animals were caged. See the arena where ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=16631P16

Vatican Museums - Sistine Chapel and St Peter's Basilica Private Tour with Skip-the-Line
Enjoy a private tour of the Vatican Museums, the Sistine Chapel, and Saint
Peter's Basilica with this skip-the-line guided tour to enjoy the best of the
Vatican. The Vatican Museums offer a unique collection of art masterpieces. The
itinerary is focused on the most important areas of the museum. ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=16631P2
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Walking Tour: Fountains and Squares Orientation Private Tour of Rome
Enjoy an introductory tour of the Eternal City with this orientation walk through its
most beautiful squares and landscapes. The porpose of the tour is not only to
introduce you to architecture, art, and some of the history of these famous places
and monuments, but also to provide you some tips ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=16631P3

Borghese Gallery Private Tour Explore the Masterpieces by Bernini Caravaggio and Raphael
Tour the Borghese Gallery to see works of art by Bernini, Caravaggio, Raphael and
many more.Tour the Borghese Gallery to see works of art by Bernini, Caravaggio,
Raphael and many more.The Villa Borghese, the splendid small palace that hosts
the Borghese Gallery, was built at the beginning of the ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=16631P4

Day Trip from Rome: Villa d'Este and its Gardens Private Tour
Tour the Villa d'Este on a day trip from Rome. Villa d'Este was commissioned by the
Cardinal Ippolitto II d'Este and constructed by the Neapolitan architect, Pirro Ligorio,
in 1550 - the height of the Italian Renaissance. It is renowned for its artistic wonders,
but in particular Villa d'Este is ...
Price: 199,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=16631P5

Private Colosseum and Ancient Rome 3-hour Tour
Take part in this private 3-hour Colosseum and ancient Rome Tour with skip-the-line
ticket. Enjoy the Colosseum, with its rich history of gladiators, slaves and ferocious
animals, and also cruelty, discipline and clemency. Our visit begins on the site that
over the centuries has become the symbol ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=16631P6
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Skip the Line: Guided Tour of Vatican and St Peter's Basilica including Sistine Chapel
Visit The Vatican Museums, the Sistine Chapel and San Pietr's Basilica with
Skip-the-line guided tour to enjoy the best of the Vatican. The Vatican Museums offer
a unique collection of art masterpieces. The itinerary is focused on the most
important areas of the museum. Finally we arrive to the ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=16631P7

Skip the Line: Rome Everything and More in a Private Tour
Discover Rome in a few hours, starting with a private tour of the Colosseum and
Roman Forum. Follow a professional art historian, who sheds light on significant
aspects of the former empire. Then, use your skip-the-line admission ticket to the
Vatican Museums for an insider?s look at famous sights, ...
Price: 270,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=16631P8

Small-Group Ancient Rome and Colosseum Upper Ground Levels with Rooftop Terrace Panoramic
Tour
Enjoy a unique tour of the all the upper ground levels of the Colosseum in a
small-group. With your professional guide, have access to the areas of the
Colosseum--even those areas normally restricted to visitors. Explore the upper
ground levels with the Colosseum Rooftop Terrace to enjoy the Best ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=16631P9

TRAVEL WIFI ROME
Stay connected wherever you are in&nbsp;Rome by renting your own personal 4G
mobile hotspot. Avoid high data roaming charges and instead enjoy unlimited data on
up to 10 Wi-Fi enabled devices, including your smartphone, tablet and laptop. For
extra convenience, your ?Pocket Wi-Fi? device can be ...
Price: 62,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=16874P36
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Rome Food Walking Tour
Savor a 3-hour walking tour in the first district of Rome. Enjoy and learn about the
three different styles of pizzas. Taste an old-style Italian soda. Enjoy the history and
food of Rome exploring on foot. Visit the Basilica of Santa Maria Maggiore, where
Pope Francis gave his first blessing.Savor ...
Price: 87,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=17024P14

Zagarolo, Learn a new tasting approach in a family winery
Meet the winemaker in her winery in Zagarolo. Visit the vineyards and the cellar and
enjoy a guided wine tasting paired with local cheese and cold cuts.Meet the
winemaker in her winery in Zagarolo. Visit the vineyards and the cellar and enjoy a
guided wine tasting paired with local cheese and cold ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=17024P299

Rome: Cooking Experience with a local
Learn to cook with a local and discover all the secrets behind Roman cuisine. Enjoy
a lunch or dinner in a friendly atmosphere.Learn to cook with a local and discover all
the secrets behind Roman cuisine. Enjoy a lunch or dinner in a friendly
atmosphere.Rome, the "città eterna", it's a heady mix of ...
Price: 86,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=17024P320

Rome- traditional home cooking class
Learn to cook a traditional home cooked meal at a 2-hour cooking class in Rome.
Get tips about authentic regional Italian cuisine as you prepare your own lunch or
dinner. Cook a refined menu of specialties from Rome and taste delicious wine!Learn
to cook a traditional home cooked meal at a 2-hour ...
Price: 86,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=17024P321
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Rome: Pizza Making cooking class with a local
Learn the art of making Italian pizza at a 2-hour cooking class in Rome. Get tips
about authentic dough as you prepare your own pizza, and enjoy a special lunch or
dinner with your friends and family.Learn the art of making Italian pizza at a 2-hour
cooking class in Rome. Get tips about authentic ...
Price: 74,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=17024P322

Exclusive cooking class in Roman countryside with local chef
Discover relaxing-Roman countryside and enjoy this cooking class with local chef.
Taste the fruits of your labor with fine good wine in a convivial atmosphere.Discover
relaxing-Roman countryside and enjoy this cooking class with local chef. Taste the
fruits of your labor with fine good wine in a ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=17024P409

The Art of Making Pizza
Amazing pizza lesson in Rome with a professional chef!Amazing pizza lesson in
Rome with a professional chef!If your wish has always been to know how to prepare
pizza, this is a course definitely right for you!Our class at That?s Amore restaurant, a
few steps from the Trevi Fountain, is a 90-minute ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=17024P45

Rome: Traditional Italian Homemade Cake Cooking Experience
Live an authentic culinary experience in Rome. Learn to cook traditional homemade
cakes and tiramis&ugrave; in a central district in Rome. Learn about authentic Italian
desserts as you prepare your own favourite cake.Live an authentic culinary
experience in Rome. Learn to cook traditional homemade ...
Price: 94,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=17024P670
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Exclusive Pizza Making Experience in Rome
Live an authentic culinary experience in Rome. Learn to cook traditional homemade
pizza with an Italian family and learn about traditional local cuisine as you prepare
your own pizza. Taste different types of delicious pizza. Bring back home your own
pizza dough.Live an authentic culinary ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=17024P719

Cooking Classes in Rome - Pasta Maker
Learn to make authentic Italian pasta during this 5-hour cooking class in Rome.
Prepare a 3-course meal, including your handmade pasta with a traditional Italian
sauce, which you will savor after class. Make&nbsp;a great&nbsp;Pasta,&nbsp;the
right seasonal side dish, and a traditional dessert in ...
Price: 88,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=17089P1

Italian Hadcrafted Beer with a Cooking Class in Family
The experience will place in 2 place, First in our cooking school in Family and then in
one of the most knowned brend of beer shops in Rome called "Gradi Plato"
with&nbsp;a large variety of Italian Handcrafted beers. In the cooking lesson, that will
be placed in a Villa 7 minutes from the tube ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=17089P4

The Amalfi Coast from Rome
This Amalfi Coast tour is designed so you can enjoy the breathtaking view of the
Mediterranean Sea and the equally surprising little towns which adorn the coast like
little, colourful jewels. You'll be escorted to many panoramic spots on the way there,
then stop at the enchanting Positano with its ...
Price: 179,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=17700P14
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Airport Round-Trip Transfer: Rome Fiumcino to Hotel and Back
Arrange your trip in advance with this private round-trip door-to-door transfer and
reach your destination in comfort and safety.&nbsp;Avoid long taxi lines and be sure
that you will enjoy your vacation.Arrange your trip in advance with this private
round-trip door-to-door transfer and reach your ...
Price: 26,56 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=17972P49

Private Transfer Rome Airport to Hotel
Be welcomed in Rome with a Hassle-Free Arrival or Departure Private Transfer
Service. Meet your driver at Rome Fiumicino FCO Airport, and be peacefully
transferred to your city hotel. These private vehicles can accommodate from 1 to
15 passengers.Be welcomed in Rome with a Hassle-Free Arrival or ...
Price: 17,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P106

Private Transfer Rome to Florence
When you need to travel from Rome to Florence and you want to be comfortable,
enjoy a hassle-free transfer from Rome to Florence with this private transfer service.
Meet your driver at your hotel in Rome or Airport, and be peacefully transferred to
Florence hotel. These private vehicles can ...
Price: 159,47 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P119

Private Full-Day Christian Rome Tour
If you wish to visit the main Catholic Churches of Rome this is the perfect tour for
you. St Peter Basilica, St Mary Major, St John in Lateran, St Paul Outside the Walls
will be the main highlight of this tour. No hurry, no rush. This time you choose the
time you want to spend at each place and ...
Price: 224,83 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P122
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Private Full-Day Christian Rome Tour and Vatican Museum
If you wish to visit the main Catholic Churches of Rome and the Vatican Museum
with Skip-the-line this is the perfect tour for you. Vatican Museum, Sistine Chapel, St
Peter Basilica, St Mary Major, St John in Lateran, St Paul Outside the Walls will be
the main highlight of this tour. No hurry, no ...
Price: 259,68 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P123

Private Arrival Rome Transfer Airport FCO to Hotel
It's good to start with an&nbsp; hassle-free welcome&nbsp;in Rome with this private
transfer service. Meet your driver at Rome Fiumicino FCO Airport, and be peacefully
transferred to your city hotel. These private vehicles can accommodate from 1
to&nbsp;8 passengers.It's good to start with ...
Price: 20,83 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P130

3-Day Tour of Rome and the Vatican
3 beautiful days to discover Rome and the Vatican and with some free time. A private
car will pick you up from the airport to your hotel in Rome and every day a guided
tour will help you to enjoy Rome and Vatican City with Vatican Museum.3 beautiful
days to discover Rome and the Vatican and with ...
Price: 346,83 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P133

Private Amarone Wine Tasting Tour from Rome by Train
If you stay in Rome and love Amarone wine, here you get a bit out-of-the-box full day
tour to the Valpolicella Area in Verona. Enjoy in the city of Romeo and Juliet a
beautiful tour with detailed description of the Valpolicella wines. At the end taste 3
type of Valpolicella wine with snacks. The ...
Price: 360,77 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P136
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7-Day Honeymoon Italy Tour: Rome Pompeii Florence Pisa Venice
Explore Italy on this 7 days independent&nbsp; Honeymoon tour. See amazing
places like Rome, Vatican, Naples, Amalfi, Pompeii, Florence, Pisa and the
can-not-be-missed Venice, while traveling by train. Be welcomed by private car
transfer from the airport to your Rome hotel and from your Venice ...
Price: 1.384,69 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P137

9-Day Tour of Italy: Rome Naples Amalfi Florence Pisa Venice
Explore Italy on this 9 day private independent tour. See amazing places like Rome,
Vatican, Naples, Amalfi, Pompeii, Florence, Pisa and the not-to-be-missed Venice,
while traveling by train. This is an independent tour only for you and your travel
companion, with sightseeing on Group ...
Price: 1.511,05 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P151

6-Day Italy Tour of Rome, the Vatican and Venice
The Best of Italy that you can explore with this independent tour. From Venice to
Rome or Rome to Venice. This tour starts with a Gondola ride and will end with a
visit to the Vatican Museum. A beautiful train ride will connect you between Venice
and Rome in only a few hours. In Rome you will ...
Price: 1.165,96 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P152

9-Day Relax Italy Tour: Rome Pompeii Florence Pisa Venice
Explore Italy on this 9 day Italy Independent Tour. See the most famous places like
Rome, Vatican, Naples, Amalfi, Pompeii, Florence, Pisa and of course Venice, while
traveling by train. This is an independent tour only for you and your travel
companions, with sightseeing on Group Basis. With this ...
Price: 1.602,55 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P155
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8-Day Relax Italy Tour: Rome Vatican Florence Pisa Venice
8 Days to enjoy and Relax the Best of Italy with this independent tour, from Rome,
Vatican, Florence, Pisa and Venice. This tour starts with Rome and will end with the
Gondola ride in Venice. A train rides will connect you between Rome, Florence and
Venice in only a few hours. You will have also ...
Price: 1.219,12 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P156

6-Day Relax Italy Tour of Rome and Venice
Enjoy&nbsp;6 days&nbsp;of&nbsp;the best of Italy, from Venice to Rome.
This&nbsp;independent tour starts with a Gondola ride and will end with a visit to the
Vatican Museum or vice versa . A beautiful train ride will connect you between
Venice and Rome in only a few hours. Relax Tour because you ...
Price: 919,35 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P157

11-Days of Italy: Rome Amalfi Florence Venice Milan and More
A private indipendent tour of 11 Days to explore amazing places of Italy: Rome,
Vatican, Naples, Amalfi, Pompei, Florence, Pisa and the great Venice. Between
cities you will be traveling by fast train. The tour will end in Milan.A private
indipendent tour of 11 Days to explore amazing places of ...
Price: 1.734,13 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P16

8-Day Italy Tour: Rome, Florence, Pisa, and Venice
8 Days to enjoy the Best of Italy, from Rome, Vatican, Florence, Pisa and Venice.
This private indipendent tour starts with Rome and will end with the Gondola ride in
Venice. A train rides will connect you between Rome, Florence and Venice in only a
few hours. You will have also some time free to ...
Price: 1.215,63 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P163
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6-Day Italy Coach Tour Small Groups
The main destinations of Italy will be covered with this Small Group Italy Tour by
Coach. In 6 Days you will visit Rome, Vatican, Florence, Pisa, Padua and Venice. In
a relaxing way, with your private Tour Manager and Private Local Guides. Your stay
will be in 4* Hotels near the Cities.The main ...
Price: 1.649,60 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P165

6-Day Luxury Italy Tour of Rome and Venice
6 days to enjoy the Luxury of 5* Hotels in Italy, with private car at disposal in Rome.
A train transfer in Business Class will take you to Venice Island. Private Services,
Skip-the-line tour, Private Gondola Ride. If you like to be pampered this is the best
way to visit Italy.6 days to enjoy the ...
Price: 3.820,32 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P166

6-Day Private Italy Small Groups Tour by Coach
The main destinations of Italy will be covered with this Private&nbsp;Small Group
Italy Tour by Coach. In 6 Days you will visit Rome, Vatican, Florence, Pisa, Padua
and Venice. In a relaxing way, with your private Tour Manager and Private Local
Guides. Your stay will be in 4* Hotels near the ...
Price: 1.297,55 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P174

9-Day Flexi Italy Tour: Rome Naples Pompei Amalfi Florence Pisa Venice
This independent Freedom Italy Tour gives you the possibility to choose as you
prefer. Be Free ! Do you want only hotels and train ? Or 3 or 4* hotels ? Or all
seightseeing included ? You can now choose as you like. And of course you will
explore Italy on this 9 day private independent ...
Price: 783,41 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P204
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Private Transfer Rome to Pisa - Assisi - Orvieto - Siena
When you need to travel from Rome Airport to Pisa or Assisi or Siena or Orvieto and
you want to be comfortable, enjoy this hassle-free Private Transfer Service. Meet
your driver at Rome Airport, and be peacefully transferred to Pisa or Assisi or Siena
or Orvieto hotel. These private vehicles can ...
Price: 91,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P212

4-Day Tour of Rome, the Vatican, and Capri
Four beautiful days discovering Rome and the Vatican with an full day tour to Capri
Island with this independent tour. A private car will pick you up from the airport to
your hotel in Rome and every day a group guided tour will help you to discover Rome
and also the amazing Capri island.Four ...
Price: 687,55 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P24

3 Days Tour of Assisi from Rome
This is an independent tour starting from Rome to discover the land of St Francis and
St Clare of Assisi.&nbsp;&nbsp;During these 3 days a private guide will help you to
discover the architectural and spiritual beauty of Assisi, which is a medieval hill town
in central Italy?s Umbria ...
Price: 417,41 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P243

6-Days in Rome with Vatican, Pompei and more
This is a good option if you wish to build-up the tour on your own, with just some fix
points to make it easier for you. 6&nbsp;beautiful days to discover Rome and the
Vatican with the possibility to add-on a tour to Pompei or other tours to Florence,
Assisi or other places nearby that you like ...
Price: 754,65 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P246
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5-Day Italy Tour: Rome Florence and Pisa
Five beautiful days to enjoy 3 of the best cities of Italy: Rome, Florence, Pisa. Take
this opportunity to visit some amazing places with this&nbsp;independent tour that
starts with Rome with after Pisa and Flroence&nbsp; A train ride will connect you
between Rome, Florence.Five beautiful days to ...
Price: 775,13 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P251

Rome by Night by Bus
This is the perfect tour when you arrive in Rome and you wish to have a glance of
everything in a short time. You can discover the Eternal City comfortably sitting on
the coach. The highlights: the Fountain of the Nayads, admire the Roman Forum,
the Coliseum, the Arch of Constantine and the ...
Price: 74,94 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P254

Four-Day Italy Tour to Florence and Pisa from Rome
Enjoy this four-day tour to enjoy three of the great cities of Italy: Rome, Florence, and
Pisa. Take this opportunity to visit some amazing places with this independent tour
that starts from Rome, passing to Florence and Pisa. To return choose between a
private transfer to your Florence Hotel or to ...
Price: 687,55 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P258

6-Day Small-Group Private Tour from Rome to Venice
Six beautiful days to enjoy the Best of Italy, from Rome, Florence, Pisa, and Venice.
Take this opportunity to visit some amazing places with your private small group that
starts with Rome and will end with the Gondola ride in Venice. A train ride will
connect you between Rome, Florence, and Venice ...
Price: 1.044,84 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P263
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Colosseum - Coliseum - Colosseo Skip-the-line Ticket
If you don't want to waste time this is the right option for you to visit the
Colosseum&nbsp;on you own and with Skip-the-line Ticket which allows you to
enter straight in one of the most important monument in the world. This Ticket
includes also entrance to Palatine Hills and Roman Forum.If you ...
Price: 32,23 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P265

Private Transfer Airport FCO to Hotel in Rome
If you are Arriving or Departing from Rome it's the right choice to use of this Private
Transfer Service. Meet your driver at Rome Fiumicino FCO Airport Meeting Point,
and be peacefully transferred to your city hotel. These private vehicles can
accommodate from 1 to 15 passengers.If you are ...
Price: 20,83 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P269

Rome Private Tour Skip-the-line Vaticam Museum and Colosseum
A comfortable tour of Rome to see on a Private basis the Vatican Museum, with
Sistine Chapel, and the Colosseum. Both with Skip-the-line tickets. A private guide
and a private driver will be with you for the entire tour.A comfortable tour of Rome to
see on a Private basis the Vatican Museum, with ...
Price: 274,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P27

Private Departure Transfer Rome Hotel to Airport
Once you
Holiday or Business Trip in&nbsp;Rome is over relax and use
this&nbsp;private transfer service to reach the airport. Meet your driver at the lobby
of your hotel or any accommodation in Rome and be transferred to&nbsp; Rome
Fiumicino FCO Airport.&nbsp;These private vehicles can accommodate ...
Price: 21,79 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P272
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3-Day Tour Florence and Pisa from Rome by Train
This is a very simple and nice option to Visit two of the best cities of Italy:&nbsp;
Florence and Pisa.&nbsp;From Rome you will be travelling by fast train to Florence
and there you will enjoy a trip to Pisa and a tour of Florence. A great option for your
Italian Holiday Break !This is a very ...
Price: 481,81 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P273

2-Ways Transfer Rome Airport to Hotel and Back
A comfortable Hassle-Free 2-Ways Arrival &amp; Departure in Rome with this
private transfer service. Meet your driver at Rome Fiumicino or Ciampino Airport,
and be peacefully transferred to your city hotel and when your trip is over your driver
will drop you back at Airport. These private ...
Price: 36,60 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P279

Rome Private Tour Skip-the-line Vatican Museum and Sistine Chapel
A comfortable tour of Rome to see on a private basis the Vatican Museum with
Sistine Chapel and st Peter Basilica. Entrance will be with Skip-the-line tickets. A
private guide and a private driver will be with you for the entire tour.A comfortable
tour of Rome to see on a private basis the Vatican ...
Price: 225,70 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P28

Fast Train Tickets from Rome to Florence, Naples, Venice, Milan
Sometimes we feel uncomfortable to book transportation in another country without
knowing well the destinations. So this is a good solution for you to have someone to
help you to choose the right train at the right time, to avoid surprise later. With this
service we will book for you Fast Train ...
Price: 91,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P282
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Private 2-Day Padre Pio Tour from Rome
San Giovanni Rotondo, the village known all over the world for a great saint of the
last century: Padre Pio. Don't miss the chance to know more about this saint with a 2
days tour from Rome. The tour is by train and private car transfers.San Giovanni
Rotondo, the village known all over the world ...
Price: 457,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P30

Rome 4-hours sedan car with driver at disposal
Car at disposal for 4 hours in Rome city. The car will be with your for 4 hours with a
driver. Enjoy your business meeting or your private tour or shopping as you
prefer.Car at disposal for 4 hours in Rome city. The car will be with your for 4 hours
with a driver. Enjoy your business meeting or ...
Price: 243,13 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P35

Private Transfer from Fiumicino Airport to Hotel in Rome
Enjoy a Hassle-Free Arrival and/or Departure in Rome with this private transfer
service. Meet your driver at Rome Fiumicino Airport, and be peacefully transferred to
your city hotel. These private vehicles can accommodate from 1 to
15&nbsp;passengers.Enjoy a Hassle-Free Arrival and/or Departure in ...
Price: 20,83 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P36

Private Full-Day Rome and Vatican Shore Excursion tour from Civitavecchia
Take an amazing break from your Cruise for an incredible shore excursion of the
Eternal City: Rome. Pick up from the pier with your private vehicle and transfer to
Rome to start a beautiful tour of Ancient Rome and Vatican city. A great day for
unforgettable memories.Take an amazing break from your ...
Price: 203,91 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P38
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8 Days Visit Naples Amalfi Florence Pisa and Venice from Rome
Explore Italy on this 8-day independent tour for up to 8 people. See amazing places
like Rome, Vatican, Naples, Amalfi, Pompeii, Florence, Pisa and the not to be missed
Venice, while traveling by train. Be welcomed by a private car transfer from the
airport to your Rome hotel and from your Venice ...
Price: 797,35 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P45

Private Rome Transfer Airport Fiumicino or Ciampino to Hotel in Rome
Enjoy a hassle-free welcome in Rome with this private transfer service. Meet your
driver at Rome Fiumicino or Ciampino Airport, and be peacefully transferred to your
city hotel. These private vehicles can accommodate up to 15 passengers.Enjoy a
hassle-free welcome in Rome with this private transfer ...
Price: 15,69 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P47

7-Day Tour of Italy: Rome Amalfi Pompeii Florence Pisa Venice
Explore Italy on this 7-Days Independent tour. See amazing places like Rome,
Naples, Amalfi, Pompeii, Florence, Pisa and the can-not-be-missed Venice, while
traveling by train. Be welcomed by private car transfer from the airport to your Rome
hotel and from your Venice hotel back to the airport ...
Price: 765,11 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P52

Private Rome Arrival or Departure Transfer Fiumicino Airport FCO to Rome Hotel
A comfortable Hassle-Free Arrival or Departure in Rome with this private transfer
service. Meet your driver at Rome Fiumicino Airport, and be peacefully transferred to
your city hotel. These private vehicles can accommodate from 1 to 15 passengers.A
comfortable Hassle-Free Arrival or Departure in ...
Price: 20,83 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P53
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Traslado Privado desde Roma Fiumicino Aeropuerto al Hotel en Roma
Es la mejor manera de empezar sus vacaciones en Roma con facilidad al reservar
on-line este traslado privado desde el aeropuerto de Roma Fiumicino FCO hasta el
hotel de Roma. Se encontrará con un amable conductor a la salida de el terminal
que lo llevara a su hotel en un amplio vehículo con aire ...
Price: 23,53 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P54

Italy Rome to Venice Private Semi-Independent 9-Day Tour by Rail
Explore Italy on this 9 day independent tour. See amazing places like Rome, Naples,
Amalfi, Pompeii, Florence, Pisa and the can-not-be-missed Venice, while traveling by
train. Enjoy private car transfer from the airport to your Rome hotel and from your
Venice hotel back to the airport at the end of ...
Price: 1.507,56 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P6

6-Day Private Honeymoon Italy Tour of Rome Vatican Florence Pisa Venice
Six days at disposal for your honeymoon to enjoy the best of Italy, from Rome,
Vatican, Florence, Pisa and Venice. This private honeymoon tour starts with
Rome and will end with the Gondola ride in Venice. A train rides will connect you
between Rome, Florence and Venice in only a few hours.Six days ...
Price: 870,55 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P62

Private Transfer Rome Hotel to Rome Termini Railways Station
Book in advance a private transfer to reach comfortably Termini Railways
Station from your hotel or vice versa from the Station to your hotel in Rome.Book in
advance a private transfer to reach comfortably Termini Railways Station from your
hotel or vice versa from the Station to your hotel in ...
Price: 19,08 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P63
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Private Transfer Rome Hotel to Rome Railways Station
Book in advance a private transfer to reach comfortably Termini Railways
Station from your hotel or vice versa from the Station to your hotel in Rome.Book in
advance a private transfer to reach comfortably Termini Railways Station from your
hotel or vice versa from the Station to your hotel in ...
Price: 19,08 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P64

Private Full-Day Tour of Assisi from Rome
A private beautiful full day excursion to visit the land of St Francis and St Clare of
Assisi. Your private driver and private guide will help you to discover the architectural
and spiritual beauty of Assisi, which is a medieval hill town in central Italy?s Umbria
region. A private beautiful full ...
Price: 100,21 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P65

Private Tour Skip-the-line Vatican Museum and Sistine Chapel
Enjoy a private and&nbsp;comfortable tour of Rome to see on a private basis the
Vatican Museum with Sistine Chapel and st Peter Basilica. Entrance will be with
Skip-the-line tickets. A private guide and a private car driver will be with you for the
entire tour.Enjoy a private ...
Price: 86,27 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P66

Private Full-Day Tour of Naples and Pompei from Rome
Enjoy this beautiful private trip of Naples and Pompeii from Rome. You private
comfortable vehicle and you private guide will help you to discover the UNESCO
World Heritage site of Pompei and the City of Pizza: Naples.Enjoy this beautiful
private trip of Naples and Pompeii from Rome. You private ...
Price: 311,97 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P70
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Private Transfer Rome to Sorrento or Positano or Naples
A comfortable hassle-free journey from Rome to Sorrento or Positano or Naples with
this private transfer service. Meet your driver at Rome Hotel or Rome Airport, and be
peacefully transferred to your city hotel in Positano or Sorrento. These private
vehicles can accommodate up to 8 passengers.A ...
Price: 208,27 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P71

Private Full-Day Tour of Pompei and Amalfi Coast from Rome
Enjoy this beautiful and breath-taking private tour of Pompeii and Amalfi Coast from
Rome. You private comfortable vehicle and you private guide will help you to
discover the UNESCO World Heritage site of Pompei and the most enchanting
coastal area in the world: Amalfi.Enjoy this beautiful and ...
Price: 112,41 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P72

Private Rome by Night Guided Tour
Time for an enchanting Private Night Tour of Rome. Enjoy this tour on Private basis
with your family or your friends. A professional driver with a guide will help you to
discover the treasures of Rome illuminated by night.Time for an enchanting Private
Night Tour of Rome. Enjoy this tour on Private ...
Price: 76,69 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P73

Private Rome Transfer Fiumicino Airport to Ciampino Airport
Enjoy a hassle-free Transit transfer from Fiumicino Airport to Ciampino Airport Rome
with this private transfer service. Meet your driver at Rome Fiumicino or Ciampino
Airport, and be peacefully transferred to the other airport. These private vehicles can
accommodate up to 8 passengers.Enjoy a ...
Price: 17,43 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P75
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Private Venice Walking Tour and Gondola from Rome by Train
If you are staying in Rome and you have not much time left you can't miss this
beautiful Private Walking tour of Venice to discover this great city on a private basis,
just for you. A fast train will take you directly to Venice Island. A Guide will be there
for you and the tour will end with a ...
Price: 346,83 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=18947P84

Jewish Quarter Game Tour - Art Treasure Hunt - Family Tour
Safari d?Arte ? Game Tour are original guided tours in which culture, entertainment
and technology are combined.Activity Leaders lead Safari d?Arte- Game Tour
supported by an interactive smartphone application that provides a map, the clues
and a quiz so that the players can challenge themselves. ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=19060P10

Villa Borghese Garden Game tour - Art Treasure Hunt - Family Tour
Safari d?Arte ? Game Tour are original guided tours in which culture, entertainment
and technology are combined.Activity Leaders lead Safari d?Arte- Game Tour
supported by an interactive smartphone application that provides a map, the clues
and a quiz so that the players can challenge ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=19060P11

Rome Art Safari and Jewish Ghetto Group Treasure Hunt
Enjoy an engaging and original family experience in Rome with this 2-hour art safari
and treasure hunt in the Rome Jewish Quarter. The visual approach to well known
city locations will be experienced in a brand new way thanks to the careful
observation skills required by the game. The tour offers a ...
Price: 27,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=19060P6
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Vespa 125cc Rental Rome
The scooter is one of the most popular vehicles for visiting a city and, because of its
agility, it is particularly recommended in Rome. Try the scooter and make the most of
your time traveling quickly and inexpensively in the eternal city. Enjoy your trip
visiting the city without limits, stopping ...
Price: 54,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=19074P1

A Bike for the Villas in Rome
Take 12 hours to visit with a beautiful bicycle, the villas that have shaped the history
of the eternal city- namely Villa Ada, Villa Borghese and Villa Pamphilj, which are all
joined to each other by paths or short sections on the road. Explore the villas,
breathe clean air and find relaxing ...
Price: 39,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=19074P12

Appian Way in Rome with Bicycle
Explore the wonders of the gorgeous Appia Antica, in the company of friends and
family, in an ecological and healthy way. On a bicycle you will get to spend the day
seeing the beautiful nature of Rome, and eat the included lunch (sandwich, beverage
and chips). Live a day immersed in nature and far ...
Price: 39,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=19074P13

Skip the Line: Colosseum and Ancient Rome Walking Tour with Lunch
Journey back in time to the days of the Roman Empire, with a 4-hour walking tour
around Ancient Rome. The guided tour includes a skip-the-line visit to the
Colosseum plus walks around Piazza del Campidoglio, Palatine Hill, Capitoline Hill,
and the Roman Forum. A boxed lunch of Italian snacks is ...
Price: 149,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=19074P20
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Panoramic Tour of Roma with Vespa and Lunch
Discover all the beauties of Rome while saving time and enjoying your own freedom.
Enjoy a full day on a fun Vespa with opportunities to admire Basilica di Santa Maria
degli Angeli e dei Martiri, Piazza della Repubblica, Basilica di Santa Maria Maggiore,
Piazza and Palazzo Venezia and many ...
Price: 49,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=19074P22

Rome Self-Guided Trip on Vespa with Dinner
What better way to enjoy your journey in Rome, riding a fun Vespa? Discover many
of the wonders of Ancient Rome. A full day with itinerary and a special dinner are
included.What better way to enjoy your journey in Rome, riding a fun Vespa?
Discover many of the wonders of Ancient Rome. A full day ...
Price: 64,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=19074P24

Baroque Rome by Vespa
Zip through the Eternal City at your own pace by renting a Vespa for a day in Rome.
Get around easily with your own transportation to see the sights during your 10-hour
rental period.Zip through the Eternal City at your own pace by renting a Vespa for a
day in Rome. Get around easily with your own ...
Price: 49,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=19074P27

Roma Cristiana on a Vespa
Cruise through the Eternal City on an iconic Vespa 125cc with this 12-hour Vespa
rental in Rome. See the monuments of Christian Rome where you can taste the
history of men, popes, saints and artists who have dedicated their lives to the Church
and to the spread of the Christian message.Cruise ...
Price: 49,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=19074P28
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Ancient Roman Castles on a Vespa
Cruise around the Roman countryside on an iconic scooter with this 10-hour Vespa
rental in Rome. Ride a Vespa 125cc along the Appian Way. Hop from Frascati to
Villa Aldobrandini to Castel Gandolfo, some of the Castelli Romani. Included in the
price, 2 helmets, security lock, insurance and a free ...
Price: 49,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=19074P30

Night in Rome on a Vespa
See the sights of Rome on your own schedule with this 12-hour Vespa rental. Drive a
new Vespa 125cc through the Eternal City to see the monuments illuminated after
dark. Discover the mystery and curiosity of Rome with the official guide you'll receive
with your scooter rental.See the sights of Rome ...
Price: 49,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=19074P31

3-Hour Small-Group Vespa Tour of Rome with Lunch
Live an experience in Rome like a local and explore the "Eternal City" by a new
Vespa Primavera 125cc. Follow your tour leader with your small group on this 3-hour
tour to some of the city's ancient monuments, such as the Colosseum and Pantheon.
See the wonderful Trevi Fountain, enter stunning ...
Price: 79,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=19074P37

Rome's Christian Heritage: Walking Tour with lunch
Discover the Christian history of Rome and exploring the places where popes, saints
and artists who have dedicated their lives to the Church have shaped the city, in a
wonderful walking tour with tour leader and lunch included.Discover the Christian
history of Rome and exploring the places where ...
Price: 199,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=19074P38
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Panoramic Rome: Walking Tour with lunch
Explore Rome with us. Spend a day for visit the best panoramic places of Rome.
With this Walking Tour, you can easily see Rome?s top sights, and a lot
more.Explore Rome with us. Spend a day for visit the best panoramic places of
Rome. With this Walking Tour, you can easily see Rome?s top sights, ...
Price: 89,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=19074P39

Bicycle Rental in Rome
Exploring the eternal city by bike is the best way to make the most of its beauty. You
can reach hidden places and enjoy the beautiful natural parks away from the traffic
and smog. You can park your bike right in front of the monuments, squares or at the
points of greatest interest.Save your time ...
Price: 39,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=19074P4

Baroque Rome Tour with lunch
Explore the top sites of Baroque Heritage, with an expert tour leader and an
audioguide in 6 different languages for don't miss nothing about the most important
of Rome's Baroque buildings, squares, and fountains.Explore the top sites of
Baroque Heritage, with an expert tour leader and an ...
Price: 89,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=19074P40

Walking Tour: Appian Way with Tour Leader and Lunch
Explore the wonders of the Appia Antica, together with your friends or your family
with the our walking tour with an expert tour leader, an audioguide available in 6
different languages and lunch.Explore the wonders of the Appia Antica, together with
your friends or your family with the our walking ...
Price: 74,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=19074P41
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Rome Trastevere: Walking Tour with Tour Leader and Lunch
Discover the historic center?s backstreets that most tourists do not even know exist.
See the Jewish Ghetto, Travestere, and many more. An expert official gude and
packed lunch included.Discover the historic center?s backstreets that most tourists
do not even know exist. See the Jewish Ghetto, ...
Price: 99,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=19074P42

Squares of Rome in Vespa with Lunch
Visit the most important squares of Rome in style. Discover the famous Spanish
Steps, Piazza Navona, Piazza del Popolo, Piazza della Repubblica and much
more.Visit the most important squares of Rome in style. Discover the famous
Spanish Steps, Piazza Navona, Piazza del Popolo, Piazza della ...
Price: 54,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=19074P44

Squares of Rome in Bicycle
Visit the most important squares in Rome with a nice bicycle. With this 10-hour
bicycle rental, you can easily see Rome?s top sights, and a lot more than you could
with other forms of transport.Visit the most important squares in Rome with a nice
bicycle. With this 10-hour bicycle rental, you can ...
Price: 24,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=19074P45

Rome: Vespa Tour with Lunch and Driver
Do you want visit Rome with a Vespa but don't have experience to drive? No
problem, with your personal driver, forget to drive and admire the best monuments of
Rome, like the Colosseum, Pantheon, Trevi Fountain, Piazza Navona and more.Do
you want visit Rome with a Vespa but don't have experience to ...
Price: 119,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=19074P52
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Rome Vespa Tour with Karting Race and Tasting
Experience Rome like never you imagine by Vespa 125cc. Follow your tour leader
with your friends to some of the city's ancient landmarks, such as the Colosseum and
Pantheon, but plus, enjoy a karting race and a tasting of typical Italian wines and
dishes.Experience Rome like never you imagine by ...
Price: 219,91 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=19074P53

Rome: Vacanze Romane Tour with Vespa and Lunch
Experience Rome like Gregory Peck e Audrey Hepburn and explore the "Eternal
City" by Vespa 125cc. Follow your tour leader to the famous places appeared in the
film "Vacanze Romane" and live the emotion of the Ancient Rome and the history of
the monuments.Experience Rome like Gregory Peck e Audrey ...
Price: 159,91 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=19074P54

Rome: James Bond Tour with a Vespa
Follow the footsteps of James Bond in "Spectre" during his night-time driving by car
in Rome. Ride a historic Italian symbol, a wonderful New Vespa, experiencing
historic narrow and winding streets of the center where was filmed James Bond's
film.Follow the footsteps of James Bond in "Spectre" ...
Price: 159,91 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=19074P55

Rome: Walking Tour Bocca della VeritÃ and Teatro Marcello
Discover the stories and legends of the ancient Romans through the "Bocca della
Verità".Enjoy a great panoramic view of the Circus Maximus.Let yourself be charmed
by the ruins of the Marcello Theater and admire the Triton Fountain.Discover the
stories and legends of the ancient Romans through the ...
Price: 189,91 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=19074P57
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Liberty 125cc Scooter Rental in Rome
Rent a Vespa in Rome, and ride around the city in style. Allowing you to spend less
time in traffic and more time sightseeing, a scooter is the perfect way to explore the
Eternal City. Select a Liberty 125cc Vespa for a range of durations from 12 hours to a
week, and enjoy use of two helmets, an ...
Price: 49,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=19074P7

In the Footsteps of Bernini Private Tour with Hotel Pick-up and Drop-off
Follow in the footsteps of Gian Lorenzo Bernini, one of the greatest artists in the
history of Italy and a leading figure in the emergence of Roman Baroque architecture.
Accompanied by an expert guide, set off on a 3 hour private tour to explore the works
of this major figure in the world of ...
Price: 49,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20163P10

Private Colosseum and Roman Forum Tour with Hotel Pick-up and Drop-off
Leave the crowds behind and with your skip-the-line tickets visit the Colosseum, one
of the most amazing attractions that survives from the ancient world, and the Roman
Forum, the political heart of Ancient Rome with a 3-hour private tour. Standard
Itinerary includes: Colosseum, Roman Forum, and ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20163P13

Private Vatican Hidden Gems Tour with Hotel Pick-up and Drop-off
Enjoy this exclusively designed private tour of the stunning Vatican museums and its
hidden gems - the second largest and the fifth most visited art museum in the world,
home to the famous Sistine Chapel and Raphael Rooms. Skip the line and enter
directly with your personal guide to enjoy some of ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20163P15
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Private Early Bird Vatican and St Peter's Basilica Tour: Hotel Pick-up Drop-off
Explore the Vatican Museums and see the Sistine Chapel one hour before the
general public with this private early-bird 4-hour tour. Venture into museums with
early check-in and get there before the largest crowds of the day. Meet your guide at
your hotel and then travel together to the Vatican well ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20163P17

Rome Private City Walking Tour with Hotel Pick up and Drop off
After meeting your guide at your hotel, you'll enjoy a 3-hour walking tour of the
highlights of the historical center of Rome. Your expert tour guide will be your
story-teller during this amazing walk among the beautiful fountains and the most
famous piazzas of the city. You'll see the Spanish ...
Price: 47,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20163P19

Angels and Demons Private Tour in Rome with Hotel Pick up and Drop off
With your personal expert guide, follow the Path of Illuminatiì&nbsp;to some of
Rome's most important historical monuments. Did the secret society of the Illuminati
described by Dan Brown in his bestseller Angels and Demons truly exist in Rome?
Were Raphael, Bernini, and Galileo truly a part of ...
Price: 53,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20163P22

Colosseum Tour with Arena and Hypogeum. Hotel Pick up and Drop off Included
Explore the Colosseum and surrounding area on this 3.5-hour private tour.
Experience the emotion of a Roman gladiator as you descend with your private guide
below the Colosseum, where gladiators, prisoners and wild animals prepared to face
their fate in the arena above. Visit the Roman Forum and ...
Price: 106,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20163P24
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Private Vatican Tour: Egyptian, Etruscan Museum & Golden Room: Transfer Included
Enjoy a tour of the Vatican museums with all of the must see attractions and make it
special by visiting the off-the-beaten-path Golden Room, part of the Gregorian
Etruscan Museum.Enjoy a tour of the Vatican museums with all of the must see
attractions and make it special by visiting the ...
Price: 97,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20163P26

Private Skip-the-Line Vatican Gardens and Sistine Chapel Tour Including Transfers
Explore Vatican Gardens and Sistine Chapel for 3.5-hours with a highly esteemed
guide skipping the upper Galleries with hotel pickup included. Admire irreplaceable
artwork in the Pope?s gardens as you walk through the meandering pathways to
witness the fountains, colorful flowers and Renaissance ...
Price: 128,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20163P28

Private Vatican VIP After-Hours: Exclusive Vatican Museums & Sistine Chapel
This VIP tour will allow you to experience the Sistine Chapel all for yourself! You will
get to experience the Museums and Sistine Chapel without any other visitors. Visiting
the Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel when they're closed to the general public is
an unforgettable, once-in-a-lifetime ...
Price: 334,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20163P29

Castel Gandolfo Private Tour: Barberini Gardens, Apostolic Palace with Transfers
Spend 6-hours exploring Papal Villas of Castel Gandolfo, an exclusive residence of
the Pope for centuries prior. Discover the interior of Castel Gandolfo and Apostolic
Palace, which includes a private Music Room. Venture into Barberini Gardens on a
golf cart to listen to narrations as you learn ...
Price: 311,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20163P30
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Sistine Chapel Introduction with Vatican Museums Skip the Line Ticket
Meet your English-speaking art expert close to the Vatican Museums at our home
base for a meet &amp; greet and a detailed Vatican Museums overview
and illustration of the wonders you will see in the Sistine Chapel. From there, you'll
be escorted to the Vatican Museums entrance, where you'll be ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20163P33

Private Borghese Gallery Tour with Hotel Pick-up and Drop-off
Your personal and professional tour guide will meet you at your hotel and
accompany you to the Borghese Gallery, where you will take in works by Raphael,
Rubens, Caravaggio, Canova, Bernini and many others. The Borghese Gallery, often
referred to as the "delight of Rome", boasts one of the most ...
Price: 98,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20163P37

Private Vatican Art & Breakfast with Hotel pick-up and drop off
Start your day at the Vatican Museums with a nice buffet breakfast in the famous
Pinecone Courtyard and enjoy early access to the galleries and the Sistine Chapel.
Transfers to and from the site included.Start your day at the Vatican Museums with a
nice buffet breakfast in the famous Pinecone ...
Price: 182,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20163P40

Vatican Friday Night Private Tour - Transfers included
Meet your private guide to visit one of the most beautiful museums in the world.
Touring around the Vatican Museums, your private guide will help focus your
attention on the most important masterpieces, explaining everything you wish to
know. Spend Friday night at the museum, far from the general ...
Price: 81,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20163P45
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Vatican Museums Skip the Line Ticket with Meet and Greet
Enjoy a self-guided tour of the stunning Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel, and St.
Peter's Basilica with this skip-the-line ticket. Enter the world-famous Vatican museum
complex, made up of numerous galleries with many well-known masterpieces.
Bypass the queue and see one of the world's finest ...
Price: 38,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20163P5

In the Footsteps of Caravaggio Private Tour with Hotel Pick-up and Drop-off
Intended for Baroque art enthusiasts, this tour will show you a number of interesting
sights by following in the footsteps of Caravaggio. You will relish in the dramatic
contrast of light and dark, good and evil ? both in Caravaggio's art and in his
tormented life.Accompanied by your expert, ...
Price: 49,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20163P9

Amalfi Coast with Wine Tasting - Private Driving Tour from Rome
Your driver will pick you up from your hotel in Rome and you will head off towards the
beautiful Amalfi Coast for an amazing 11-hour experience. Once you reach the coast
you will start a breath-taking drive; stopping here and there for amazing picture
opportunities. You will have the possibility to ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20217P10

Rome on Arrival: One-Way Private Transfer and Driving Tour of Rome from FCO
After landing at Fiumicino airport (Rome) be picked up by your English speaking
driver who will carry your bags on and off board for an amazing overview of the city
of Rome. Your driver will illustrate all of the interesting facts behind the Pantheon, the
Colosseum, the Trevi Fountain and more! ...
Price: 83,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20217P11
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Private Siena and San Gimignano Tour with Wine Tasting From Rome
Hill towns, Medieval areas and good wine! You will experience all this and more on
this wonderful tour from Rome. Begginging with a pickup at your hotel at 7:30am, you
will be escorted by your English speaking driver who will show show you this
enchanting Region. After a 2.5 hour drive, you will ...
Price: 114,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20217P12

WWII Anzio and Surroundings Veteran Private Tour
Just 1 hour drive from Rome, you will be escorted on a first class Mercedes van over
to an amazing region to explore and see what the WWII meant for many of our
Veteran brothers who fought for us and mainly for Italy. We will explore the largest
WWII museum in the World and on to visit an amazing ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20217P15

Rome post-cruise private driving tour
We will pick you up with bags from the port of Civitavecchia on arrival, directly from
dock side. No need to take any shuttle. Your English Speaking driver will be there
waiting for you with sign in hand and your name on. After meeting and carrying your
bags on board, off to Rome for an intense ...
Price: 87,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20217P17

Christianity in ancient Rome Private Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia port
Dig into the fascinating history of Christianity in ancient Rome with this private 9 hour
shore excursion from the port of Civitavecchia to the Eternal City. Visit the places
where everything started. Learn what St. Peter and St. Paul did when they were in
Rome, where Christians were buried when ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20217P18
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One way private transfer from Rome to Florence with a 2 hour stop in Orvieto
Are you in need to reach Florence from Rome? Are you flying into Rome but your
vacation starts in Florence? After your days in Rome, you want to spend some days
in Florence? Well this service will allow you to be privately transferred from your
accommodation in Rome or from the aiport of Rome on ...
Price: 117,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20217P19

Private Tour: Holy Sites of Rome
Pope Francis proclaimed the Jubilee Year of Mercy starting on December 8, 2015,
and this private tour gives you the opportunity to learn more about the meaning of
this event as you visit the major and most representative religious sites of Rome.
Escorted by your English-speaking driver, visit the ...
Price: 77,51 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20217P2

Rome to Florence private transfer
Are you in Rome and the second part of your trip will be in Florence? Are you flying
into Rome but you need to start out your vacation from Flroence? No problems! Sit
back and relax! Let us transfer you privately from your accommodation in Rome to
your accommodation in Florence or from the airport ...
Price: 97,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20217P20

Private transfer from Rome to the Amalfi Coast
You are looking to reach the Amalfi Coast in full comfort? Are you in Rome and you
are going to spend some days on the Amalfi Coast? Sorrento, Positano, Ravello,
Amalfi or any other town along it? No problems! With this service you will be privately
escorted to your final destination from your ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20217P21
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Unusual Rome - Rome Private Driving Tour
You have spent time in the city of Rome and you have seen already the major
highlights. Rome is not only about the Colosseum and Vatican, but it can offer much
more. On this kind of private driving tour, we will show you all the hidden corners of
the city, or the area that you had no time to see on ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20217P22

Rome for First-Timers Private Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia Port
Soak up the history and culture of Rome, during this full-day shore
excursion including Civitavecchia Port pickup and drop-off, a private English
Speaking driver, and transportation by air-conditioned minivan. Customize the day
based on your interests with possible stops at the Colosseum, Circus ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20217P23

Rome Pre-Cruise Private Tour
See Rome before boarding your cruise, during this five-hour private tour visiting the
Eternal City, with stops and timing customized to your interests and schedule,
including the one-hour journey from Central Rome to Civitavecchia Port. Your
English-speaking driver will take you to major ...
Price: 73,38 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20217P24

Private Tour: Basilicas of Rome
Explore five of Rome?s major basilicas with an option to visit the Catacombs ancient
burial site, on this seven-hour private tour including transportation from your Rome
hotel by air-conditioned vehicle. Visit the Eternal City?s St. Paul Outside the Walls,
Santa Maria Maggiore, St. John Lateran, ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20217P25
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Day Excursion from Rome: Assisi and Orvieto with a Theologist Private Tour
We all know Assisi and Orvieto as two fantastic little towns of religious, artistic and
tradition interest! But what is behind them? What's behind the life of Saint Francis,
what's behind the miracles linked to the Duomo of Orvieto? Come and learn more
with us on our private tour!We all know Assisi ...
Price: 113,40 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20217P3

Private Tour: Ancient Rome by Car
Sightsee in Rome with a private driver-guide for a hassle-free tour that?s tailored to
you. The 7-hour experience includes visits to the Colosseum, Roman catacombs,
Appian Way, Spanish Steps, Trevi Fountain, and more. Learn about each site and
hear tales of the ancient Romans as you travel in ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20217P4

Christianity in the Ancient Rome Private Tour
Dig into the fascinating history of Christianity in ancient Rome with this private 7-hour
guided tour of the Eternal City. Visit the places where everything started. Learn what
St. Peter and St. Paul did when they were in Rome, where Christians were buried
when the religion was prohibited, and how ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20217P5

Umbria and the Etruscan Land Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia Port
Away from the hustle and bustle of the city. With pick up from the port of
Civitavecchia. Let's explore the gems of Umbria together with a great food
experience in the middle of the Tuscia Countryside, not forgetting the charm of two of
the most representative and charming Etruscan towns of Italy. ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20217P6
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Work and Pray: In the Footsteps of St. Benedict Private Day Trip from Rome
Learn about the life of St. Benedict on a day-long tour from Rome. With your own
private driver-guide, you?ll visit the Monastery of St. Benedict in Subacio, home to
medieval frescoes and the Sacro Speco where the saint lived as a hermit. Pray in the
sacred cave, and then follow St. Benedict's life ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20217P8

Rome Bike & Food City Tour
Join me on an exciting bike tour through my hometown, the Eternal City of Rome.
We will start with a light breakfast to give us some energy for the day at one of my
favorite local cafes, where we will taste a great Italian coffee with cornetto (a local
version of the French croissant). Next, we ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20220P67

Rome Market Tour & Italian Cooking class with Mamma
Discover Rome from a local perspective by joining me, a Roman native, on a normal
day in the life of a Roman. First, we will explore the Testaccio Market and I will
introduce you to some of my favorite vendors, specialized in local ingredients. Once
we have everything we need for lunch, we will ...
Price: 118,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20220P68

Rome Suburra neighborhood Wine Tasting & Walking Tour
On this tour I propose a walk through the Suburra district, which to me is one of the
most fascinating areas of the Eternal City. I will explain the history of this unique
neighborhood, from its beginnings as a dangerous center for brothels and drug-trade
to its present, as a hub for art galleries, ...
Price: 96,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20220P69
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Rome Best Piazzas & Rome Food Tour
Join me on this fun walking tour around Rome, a city that I have known and loved for
over 10 years now. On this tour, I will focus on the city?s piazzas ? among them the
beautiful Piazza Navona and Piazza dellaRotonda - and I will share fascinating
stories about their history and architecture. ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20220P70

Rome Old Town Walking Tour & Food Tasting
Ready to discover the best that Rome has to offer? Join me on a journey to visit
some of the most beautiful landmarks of the city, among them the Colosseum, Circus
Maximus and Theater Marcellus. Having lived in Rome for over 10 years, I consider
this city my home. I am passionate about showing ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20220P71

Skip-the-line Villa Farnesina and Raphael's Paintings private tour led by a local guide
Visit Villa Farnesina and discover Renaissance masterpieces by Raphael and his
disciples on this exclusive 2.5 hour private tour led by a local top-rated guide. You
will skip-the-lines with reserved access and entrance fees included. You will feel like
going back to the XVI century exploring the ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P100

Private Palazzo Spada Tour in Rome
Enjoy a private, guided visit of Palazzo Spada and Borromini Perspective Galleries
on this 1.5-hour tour. See the highlights in the collection, home to many famous
masterpieces as you walk through. Your guide will help you travel back to Baroque
times through interactive, multimedia tools.Enjoy a ...
Price: 272,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P101
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Rome Walking Tour of Holy Sites: Basilica of the Holy Cross in Jerusalem, San Giovanni in Laterano
and Scala Santa
Discover hidden gems of Rome on this 2-hour tour to the Cathedral of Rome in San
Giovanni, the oldest church in the city, the Holy Steps, and the Basilica of the Holy
Cross. With a small-group of up to 10 people, your guide will be able to provide more
personal service as you learn more about the ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P104

Churches of Rome Small-Group Tour: Maria Maggiore, Santa Pudenziana, and Basilica di Santa
Prassede
Explore hidden treasures of Rome on this 2-hour walking tour. With a small group of
no more than 10 travelers, visit three of the most beautiful churches in Rome: the
Basilicas of Santa Maria Maggiore, St. Pudentiana, and Saint Praxedes. Marvel at
the history, art, and architecture each one ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P105

Private Full-Day Tour of Florence and Pisa from Rome
Experience a private, full-day tour from Rome to Pisa and Florence. With a private
driver, enjoy the pleasant drive from your hotel in Rome to Florence. There, you will
meet your guide and receive a tour of the city's major attractions. Then, continue
your tour to Pisa for a self-guided visit. ...
Price: 156,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P106

Skip the Line: Private Vatican and Sistine Chapel Tour for Kids and Families
Keep everyone in your family engaged with this private 3-hour skip-the-line tour of
the Vatican and Sistine Chapel that's specifically designed for families and children.
Learn about the rich art collection of the Vatican Museums, including Raphael's
Rooms and the Gallery of Maps. See ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P11
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Small-Group Walking Tour: Rome Highlights - Pantheon,Trevi Fountain and Spanish Steps
Begin your stay in Rome with a 2-hour walking tour of the city's highlights. Your
guide will lead you to all the major sights, including the Spanish Steps, the Trevi
Fountain, the Pantheon, and more. With a small-group of no more than 15 travelers,
have a more personal experience as you discover ...
Price: 9,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P110

Private Circus Maximus and Aventine Keyhole Tour
Enjoy a fascinating private 2-hour tour of the Circus Maximus and the Aventine Hill
led by an expert guide. Visit the grandest entertainment venue of ancient Rome and
see the palace from where Nero used to watch the games. Walk along the Aventine
Hill, the most exclusive residential area of both ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P111

2.5-Hour Rione Monti Private Guided Walking Tour
Explore the historic Monti district of Rome with a 2.5-hour private, guided walking
tour. Located on three of the seven hills of Rome, the Monti district is one of the city's
most charming and picturesque areas. As cars cannot navigate many of the locations
in Monti, this tour is done entirely on ...
Price: 257,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P113

National Gallery of Modern Art in Rome Private Skip-the-line Tour
Enjoy a 2.5-hour private walking tour of the National Gallery of Modern and
Contemporary Art in Rome. It has the largest collection of its kind in Italy. You and
your small group will see famous masterpieces by Van Gogh, Pollock, Klimt,
Cezanne, Wharol, De Chirico, Canova, Burri, Balla, Seurat, ...
Price: 66,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P114
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Ancient Roman Dinner
Eat, drink and learn about ancient Roman cuisine over the 2-hour course of this
ancient Roman dinner. Eat food based on traditional recipes, so be prepared to taste
authentic specialties unknown to many. Learn about the dishes served from a local
archaeologist and historian who will tell ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P12

Testaccio Street Food and Market Plus Roman Pyramid Tour in Rome
Take a fun, informative and tasty food tour of one of the most picturesque and
thriving neighborhoods of Rome: Testaccio. A passionate expert guide will take you
to family owned eateries that have been handed down for generations. There
are bakeries, ice cream parlors, pizzerias, grocery stores and ...
Price: 38,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P130

Small-Group Trastevere Street Food Tour
Visit and taste the best of Trastevere, Rome's most picturesque central district. On
this 3-hour guided tour you will enjoy a great variety of local traditional food including
fresh pizza, pastries, cheese, salami and other delicacies. You will discover gourmet,
art and historic treasures, ...
Price: 38,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P131

Pompeii, Positano or Sorrento Private Day Trip from Rome
Enjoy the best way to visit Pompeii and Positano or Sorrento from Rome, with an
11-hour private guided tour.&nbsp; A private english speaking driver will pick you up
from your hotel in Rome with a comfortable air-conditioned car and drive you,
stress-free, to Pompeii, where a local guide will show ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P132
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Skip-the-lines small-group tour from Rome to Pompeii Positano and Amalfi Coast
Enjoy a relaxing and memorable tour from Rome to Pompeii, Positano and the Amafli
Coast pampered by an experienced driver in an air-conditioned new van and a
top-rated local guide that will make you explore the highlights of Pompeii. You will be
picked-up from your hotel and Accommodation in Rome ...
Price: 138,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P133

Fascist Rome Guided Tour: The Rise and Fall of Mussolini
Visit the main sites of Rome ralated to Fascism and Mussolini regime with an expert
guide that will make history come alive. You will see the Foro Italico, the EUR district,
Palazzo Venezia and other monuments that narrate the rise and fall of the Duce.
Using multimedia tools your guide will make ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P135

Day tour from Rome to the Etruscan necropolis of Tarquinia and Cerveteri
Enjoy a fun informative and relaxing day trip from Rome to the world heritage sites of
Cerveteri and Tarquinia protected by Unesco. These are two city-like necropolis
feauturing spectacular monumental tombs painted and carved in the rock. A private
driver and a local guide will pick you up at your ...
Price: 148,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P138

Day private tour from Rome to the Dying Town of Bagnoregio and Orvieto
Enjoy a relaxing and fascinating day trip from Rome to the Dying town of Bagnoregio
and to the castled city of Orvieto. A private driver and guide in comfortable luxury
minivan will pick you up at your hotel in Rome or at port of Civitavecchia and drive
through the charming countryside of Lazio ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P139
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Private Guided Walking Tour of Rome
Visit some of Rome's most famous sights with a personal guide during this private
3-hour walking tour. See the Pantheon, the Trevi Fountain, the Spanish Steps,
Piazza Navona, the Church of St. Ignatius and much more. Explore the most
beautiful and interesting sites of the city center, including ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P14

A day with the shepherd milking sheeps and making cheese in the National Park of Abruzzo
Enjoy a memorable day trip from Rome to Abruzzo National Park and beech forests
protected by Unesco as world heritage site. You will join the shepherds and take the
sheeps to graze, milk them and make cheese. Genuine rich lunch with typical local
products wine and drinks is included. In the ...
Price: 240,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P144

Off-the-beaten Path Small Group Vatican Tour including Sistine Chapel Tickets
You do not want to miss the Vatican but you are afraid the huge crowds could ruin
your tour? Looking for an alternative way to enjoy the Vatican City and its history?
Take this "Off-the-beaten Path Vatican Tour including Sistine Chapel Tickets" then! A
top rated, specialized and enthusiatic tourist ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P151

Skip-the-line Vatican Tour with Sistine Chapel and St Peter Basilica
Enjoy one of the most complete half-day Vatican guided tours available with a
top-rated knowledgeable guide. You will skip the long entrance lines and explore the
Vatican City highlights. Such as the Rooms of Raphael, the Sistine Chapel, the
Gallery of Maps, the Gallery of Tapistries, the Basilica ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P152
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Skip-the-lines Colosseum and Roman Forum Tour for Kids and Families
Bypass the queues and engage the whole family with this 2.5-hour skip-the-line tour
of the Colosseum and Roman Forum for families and kids. Join a top-rated
kid-friendly guide for a visit to the interior of the Colosseum and the center of the
ancient city, including the Senate House and Altar of ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P16

Monti & Esquilino Food Wine and Sightseeing Tour of Rome
Experience a charming 4-hour guided walking food and wine tour through Monti
&amp; Esquilino districts, one of the most authentic areas of Rome. You will
taste delicious specialties and visit impressive historic sites. We will sample our way
through an endless selection of Roman restaurants, street ...
Price: 98,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P166

La Dolce Vita Movie Tour, Rome back to the 60's
Jump back to the 1960s on this unwinding and unique tour!Investigate the lanes of
Rome where the Fellini's masterpiece was shot, learn about the Rome in the 60's,
visit the renowned worldwide Trevi Fountain, walk down the Spanish Steps and stroll
through the beautiful via Vittorio Veneto.Jump back ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P167

Skip the line vatican and sistine chapel tour in rome by night
No queuing and an opportunity to see the magnificence of the Vatican in a totally
different atmosphere. This magical 3-hour evening tour of the Vatican and Sistine
Chapel affords you an unforgettable way to see one of Rome?s top attractions away
from the usual daytime bustle. You can wander the ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P170
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Early Entrance Skip the Line Tour to Vatican Museum and Sistine Chapel
This is an exclusive opportunity to visit the Sistine Chapel outside of normal opening
hours. There may be other small group also inside the chapel but on quieter days
you may almost have the chapel to yourself. So, skip-the-lines and join your guide to
view Michelangelo?s magnificent frescoed ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P171

Wheelchair Accessible Skip the Line Private Vatican Tour with Sistine Chapel
No need to miss out ? we have designed this tour for those in wheelchairs so they
can gain easy access to one of the world?s greatest art collections housed in the
Vatican complex. No waiting in queues; skip-the-line tickets afford you immediate
entry to begin your exploration of this magnificent ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P173

Vatican Skip the Line Private Tour including St Peter's Basilica and Dome
You will meet your guide outside the Vatican Museum and bypassing the queues
with your skip-the-line ticket you gain immediate entry to the museum complex. You
pass through several of the museums galleries and rooms; Gallery of Maps, Gallery
of Tapestries and also enter the Pinecone Courtyard. You ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P174

Private Tour of Pompeii from Rome with Lunch & Wine Tasting
Enjoy this day trip from Rome! Our english speaking driver will meet you at your hotel
lobby in Rome.You will jump in the past and learn about ancient roman life in
Pompeii.Our top rated and expert in archeology guide will lead the tour of the
ruins. After the tour, have a relaxing lunch with a ...
Price: 165,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P178
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Private Day Tour from Rome to Pompeii and Herculaneum
Meet our English speaking driver at 7.30am at your hotel lobby in Rome and start
your unforgettable day!This tour is a full immersion in Roman life. Really a great
experience, in fact this is the best tour for the archeology lovers!As you will see,
despite the fact that they belong to the same ...
Price: 172,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P181

Trastevere and Jewish Ghetto Private Guided Walking Tour with Artichokes
A walk through the streets of Rome?s most traditional and picturesque district.
Trastevere is a characteristic neighborhood where the Roman folklore is still
alive. We'll take you around to admire the charming alleys and corners. We'll visit the
Jewish Ghetto area, a lovely district, where you'll ...
Price: 29,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P185

Small Group Walking Tour of Rome - Trevi Fountain, Pantheon and Spanish Steps
Are you looking for a walking tour that will cover all the main attractions of the historic
center of Rome? This is the best choice! You will see all the highlights of the city
center - the Pantheon, Spanish Steps, Trevi Fountain, and more! Explore the most
beautiful and interesting sites of the ...
Price: 22,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P188

Wine Tasting Tour in Rome
Are you looking for a relaxing, fun and informative wine tasting experience? Enjoy
with us a 3.5 hours wine tasting small group&nbsp;walking tour through&nbsp;Monti
districts, one of the&nbsp;most authentic areas of Rome. This tour is designed to
enlighten you to the history of winemaking ...
Price: 98,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P194
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Skip-the-line Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel tour for Americans
Vatican and USA art and history are much more closely related than you think. On
this exclusive tour you will skip the long entrance lines and see the highlights of the
Vatican with an expert fun and informative guide that knows well Italian and
American cultures and will make continuous ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P197

Caravaggio's Art and Life Private Walking Tour in Rome
Enjoy a private guided walking tour of Caravaggio's works of art, and the places
where he spent his life in Rome. Under the guidance of a top-rated local art historian
this visit offers a complete explanation of his peculiar artistic style. Explore some of
Rome's most interesting sites, and have ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P200

Roman Catacomb Private Guided Tour Including Basilica of Saint Clement
Explore the vast subterranean crypts and catacombs of one of Rome on this private
2.5-hour guided tour. Visit the Catacombs and the Basilica San Clemente&nbsp;in
this fascinating tour. Your private expert guide will transport you from site to site and
will use an iPad and other visual tools to help ...
Price: 98,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P201

Food and Wine Tour with Vatican Museums Skip-the-line Tickets
Enjoy delicious local cuisine on this 3.5-hour guided food, wine tour in the heart of
Rome. From the starting breakfast till the gran finale, sample a wide assortment of
foods and wines and eat like Romans do. Your friendly and informative local guide
will share stories about the Vatican district ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P202
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San Giovanni and Appio Sightseeing, Food and Wine Tour
On our San Giovanni and Appio Food Tour you will be doing some sightseeing and A
LOT of eating! We take you off-the-beaten tracks to one of Rome's most beautiful
areas, the tour last 4-hours and it's a great combination of LOCAL FOOD plus
SIGHTSEEING!&nbsp;Your expert guide will offer you a unique ...
Price: 98,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P205

Exclusive Early Entrance Skip the Line Tour to Vatican Museum and Sistine Chapel
This is an exclusive opportunity to visit the Sistine Chapel outside of normal opening
hours. There may be other small group also inside the chapel but on quieter days
you may almost have the chapel to yourself. So, skip-the-lines and join your guide to
view Michelangelo?s magnificent frescoed ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P206

VIP Sistine Chapel Tour and exclusive access to the Vatican's Secret Rooms
This isn't only any private voyage through the Vatican and Sistine Chapel ? on this
VIP visit, you'll have authorization to visit rooms of the Vatican Museums that are
normally shut to general, in addition to you'll go inside the Sistine Chapel, when it's
open for your little gathering constrained ...
Price: 700,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P212

Wine Food and Sightseeing Tour of Castelli Romani old villages and lakes
Visit the countryside and the lakes that surround Rome on a tasty full-day private tour
with local driver guide in comfortable air-conditioned new vehicle. You will see the
Popes Summer Residence and walk though the old medieval streets of Nemi,
Albano, Castel Gandolfo and other famous charming ...
Price: 159,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P213
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Bachelorette Party Wine and Food Tour in Rome
A truly memorable and unique experience, this food and wine tour is geared toward
bachelorette or hen parties. For that special occasion, what could be more exciting
than a ladies tour of Rome that includes food, wine and sightseeing? Make it an
occasion to remember with an exclusive itinerary ...
Price: 98,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P23

Trevi Fountain, Pantheon, and Campo De' Fiori Market Food and Wine Tour
Eat, drink and sightsee one of Rome's most beautiful areas led by a local fun and
informative guide. You will visit the farmers market in Campo de' Fiori, the Pantheon,
the Trevi Fountain, Piazza Navona, Pompey Theatre, Piazza Montecitorio, Marcus
Aurelius Column and other famous sites.You will ...
Price: 98,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P25

Best of Rome in a Day Private Guided Tour Including Vatican, Sistine Chapel, and Colosseum
Enjoy this 6-hour private tour to see the top sights and ancient wonders of Rome in
one day. You'll be entertained by a private guide as you visit the Colosseum
(including inside), the Roman Forum, Il Vittoriano, Piazza Venezia, the Trevi
Fountain, Pantheon, and Piazza Navona, plus the Vatican, ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P26

Skip-the-line Private Vatican and Sistine Chapel Tour
Skip the long lines at the Vatican by taking this private, 3-hour tour. With your local
guide, visit the Sistine Chapel, the Basilica of St. Peter's Basilica, the Vatican
Museums, and other famous sites. See some of the most precious artwork in the
world as your guide shares the history and stories ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P34
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Skip-the-line Private Tour of the Colosseum, Roman Forum, and Palatine Hill
On this 3-hour, private tour, skip the lines as you visit the Colosseum and other major
sites in Rome. See the Roman Forum and the Emperor's Palace on Palatine Hill as
your guide shares stories about the history of each stop. Customize this tour and go
at your own pace with just your party. On this ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P35

Ancient Ostia Guided Tour for Kids and Families
Explore the ancient sea port of Rome on your 2.5-hour guided small-group tour
tailored to children and families. At Ostia Antica kids can play, learn and have fun
among the ruins surrounded by trees, meadows and relaxing nature. &nbsp; At
Ostia you will find ancient warehouses, trading posts, ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P39

Rome Treasure Hunt
Uncover the ancient secrets of Rome as you engage in an exciting team treasure
hunt experience. Follow a trail of mystery and knowledge through the Pantheon,
Trevi Fountain, Piazza Navona, Campo dei Fiori, and other historic sites. Your expert
tour guide will teach you about the history and the ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P4

Illuminated Rome Tour for Kids and Families with Gelato and Pizza
Take a fascinating and fun tour of the city center of Rome after sunset led by a
specialized local guide. You will visit some of the city highlights including the Trevi
Fountain, Pantheon, Piazza Navona, Marcus Aurelius Column and many more lit up
under the stars.On this tailored experience the ...
Price: 43,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P40
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Rome Street Food Tour with Local Guide
Take a great gourmet adventure through the charming alleyways of Rome to explore
amazing street food and impressive historic monuments explained by a local expert
guide.Street food has been a daily habit for the Roman students and office workers
that still today want to have a genuine and delicious ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P43

Rome by Night Walking tour Including Piazza Navona Pantheon and Trevi Fountain
Explore the city of Rome after sunset with a top-rated local guide. Especially during
the hot days of summer it is much more comfortable to wander the streets of Rome
after sunset, enjoying the many wonderful sights in a more relaxed atmosphere.You
will visit Piazza Campo de Fiori, the Pantheon, ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P44

Skip-the-line Colosseum and Roman Forum Small Group Tour with Local Guide
Visit the Colosseum and the Roman Forum with a local expert guide. Skip the long
entrance lines and explore the most famous ruins of Ancient Rome: the Arch of
Costantine, the&nbsp;Senate House, the&nbsp;Temple of Julius Caesar,
the&nbsp;Tryumphal Arches, the&nbsp;House of the Vestal Virgins, the ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P45

Pantheon and Santa Maria Sopra Minerva Guided Tour in Rome
Visit Rome's best preserved Ancient temple and the tomb of Raphael. Explore one of
the city's most beautiful churches home of the Inquisition that trialed scientist Galileo
Galilei. On this fascinating tour you will learn the ins and outs of the Pantheon and
the Basilica of Santa Maria Sopra ...
Price: 29,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P47
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Vittoriano Santa Maria in Aracoeli and Capitol Hill Small Group Tour in Rome
Take a journey through Italian history and symbols on a fantastic 1.5 hour guided
tour!Learn about one of Rome most spectacular and famous monuments: the
Vittoriano. This huge modern building is symbol of the Independence of Italy and
represents its values, regions and people. Your local expert ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P48

Love and Sex History Tour of Ancient Rome
Take this 2-hour tour to the secret side of Roman history led by a guide. Walk
through the center of the Eternal City and hear stories about famous Roman
relationships, wedding rituals, and seduction practices from your guide. This tour is
suitable for every adult who wants to know the deepest ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P49

Ostia Antica Guided Tour Including the Ancient Theater and Baths
Explore Ostia Antica on this 3-hour private tour. See the thermal baths, the Forum,
the Capitolium as well as the original restaurants, shops, mills, wine warehouses,
laundries and much more. Ostia Antica can be easily reached by train from
Rome.Explore Ostia Antica on this 3-hour private tour. See ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P50

Small-Group Trastevere Quarter Guided Walking Tour with Gelato
Visit Rome?s most traditional and picturesque district with your local guide on this
small-group walking tour with a maximum of&nbsp;10 people. See the Sistine Bridge,
Piazza Trilussa, old bakeries as well as ancient walls and ruins. You will also explore
the Basilica of Santa Maria and enjoy ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P53
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Skip-the-lines Castel Sant'Angelo and Pope Paul III Apartments Tour
Enjoy skip-the-line access to Castel Sant?Angelo with your local guide on this one
and a half hour tour. You will see amazing paintings, ancient fortified walls, statues,
the treasure room and even a breathtaking view over the city. Choose between a
shared, small-group tour (of no more than 10 ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P58

Skip the Line: National Roman Museum and Diocletian Thermal Baths Walking Tour
Venture into the Palazzo Massimo for 2-hours with your local guide to discern one of
the world's most impressive collections of ancient Roman art. Witness famous
sculptures like the Boxer at Rest, Discus Thrower and Sleeping Hermaphrodite.
Explore the stunning painted rooms from the Villa of ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P67

Jewish Ghetto and Navona Food Wine and Sightseeing Tour of Rome
Enjoy delicious local cuisine on this 4-hour guided food, wine, and sightseeing tour in
the heart of Rome. From fresh meats, fish, and vegetables to pizza, pasta, and
desserts, sample a wide assortment of foods and wines produced locally for
exceptional flavor and a memorable experience. Your ...
Price: 98,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P7

Dessert and Cakes Tasting and Sightseeing Tour in Rome
Enjoy a tasty, fun and informative 2.5 tour of the best pastry and deli shops of Rome
savouring fresh and hand-made desserts and cakes by traditional artisans. You will
also visit some of the city's most beautiful sites and important monuments led by a
top-rated local guide. The guiding service and ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P77
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Doria Pamphilj Palace Gallery and Museum Private Tour with Local Guide
Visit the spectacular Doria Pamphilj Palace Gallery and Museum with a local guide
for a 2.5-hour private tour. Explore the chapel and the large collections of Baroque
masterpieces. See amazing sculptures, tapestries, and paintings by Bernini,
Brueghel, Caravaggio, Raphael and many more.Visit the ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P90

Skip-the-Lines Barberini Palace Museum and Gallery Private Tour
Enjoy a 2.5-hour private tour of the barberini Palace and Museum with a local guide.
Skip the lines and explore the palace highlights, including masterpieces by
Caravaggio, Raphael, and many more. Your guide will use an iPad and multimedia
tools to make your visit even more engaging and rich. ...
Price: 272,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P91

Corsini Palace and Gallery in Rome Private Skip-the-line Tour
Visit the incredible Corsini Gallery on this private, 2.5-hour tour led by a local guide.
Explore all of the rooms of the gallery and enjoy the masterpieces by Caravaggio,
Van Dyck, Rubens and many other superb European painters of the 16th and 17th
centuries. Your private guide can customize your ...
Price: 29,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P98

Skip-the-line guided tour of the National Etruscan Museum of Villa Giulia in Rome
Visit the most important Museum of Etruscan art and history in the world on this
exclusive 2.5 hour tour led by a top-rated local guide. You will enjoy famous
masterpieces including Veius Apollo, Pyrgy Golden Tables, Newlyweds Sarcophagus
and many more. It will be an unforgettable journey through ...
Price: 33,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20455P99
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Shore excursion - Best of Rome
Enjoy a private full-day tour of Rome from your cruise ship in Civitavecchia. The tour
is designed to cover the beautiful city of Rome's most significant ancient Roman
monuments, such as the Colosseum, Circus Maximus, Roman Forum and much
more.Enjoy a private full-day tour of Rome from your cruise ...
Price: 550,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20676P11

4 Days in Rome: Sistene Chapel and Colosseum
Best Tour in Italy is pleasure to offer you 3 days Rome tour. See how you can make
the best out of a 3 days stay in Rome as you make your way through the Vatican
Museums with the Sistine Chapel, the Colosseum and all other Rome?s attractions ?
religious and cultural.Best Tour in Italy is pleasure ...
Price: 420,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20676P14

2-Night Rome: Vatican Museum, Colosseum, Roman Forum with Hotel
With this tour you will see how you can make the best out of a 3-day stay in Rome.
Make your way through the Vatican Museums with the Sistine Chapel, the
Colosseum and all other Rome?s attractions ? religious and cultural."With this tour
you will see how you can make the best out of a 3-day stay in ...
Price: 319,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20676P5

Baroque Rome Tour
Discover the heart of Rome with your historian private driver.This itineraries are
designed to offer you the best way to visit&nbsp; Baroque Rome monuments and
most famous history squares. You will visit the Piazza del Popolo, Spanish Steps,
Trevi Fountain, Pantheon, Piazza Navona and Fountain of ...
Price: 266,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20676P7
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Rome 5-Day Tour: Vatican Museums and Colosseum
Enjoy a relaxing stay in Rome for 5 days. See Rome's famous churches, historical
sights and museums. Visit the Sistine Chapel, the Colosseum and the Vatican
Museums. Stroll through the pleasant piazzas and enjoy Rome's architectural
treasures. If you are looking for an easy going itinerary that has ...
Price: 490,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20676P8

Skip the Line: Colosseum Official Guided Tour - Entrance Fee Included
Bypass the queue with this 1-hour skip-the-line small-group official Colosseum
guided tour. Visit Rome's symbolic monument with a tour that makes it easy and fun
for all ages. Learn about the amphitheater's history from a guide with an art and
archaeology background.Bypass the queue with this ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P1

Holy Tour: Vatican Museum and Sistine Chapel tour plus Castel Sant' Angelo tour
Join this guided group tour to discover&nbsp;the magnificent highlights of Vatican
City during a 2.5-hour&nbsp;skip-the-line tour of the Vatican Museums and Sistine
Chapel. Explore the Vatican Museums,&nbsp;one of the most extraordinary
collections of art in the world. Pause in&nbsp;the Sistine ...
Price: 133,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P100

Special Combo: River Boat Experience plus Colosseum or Vatican Museums Guided Tour
Look around the city with a funny river round trip. Discover the city with an unusual
sighseeing tour showing the highlights of Rome besides enjoy one the main symbol
of Rome official skip-the- line guided tour. You can chose between the guided tour of
the Colosseum or the Vatican Museums.Look ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P101
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Discovering the origins of Rome with the Palatine and the Roman Forum Tour
&nbsp; Discovering the origins, myth and grandeur of ancient Rome. With this
amazing tour of about 1 hour, our professional guide will take you back with a
journey through the time. The panoramic, breathtaking views of the ancient ruins ,
make it a great introduction before you descend to visit ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P102

Castel Sant Angelo Private Guided Tour in Rome
Special 2 hrs private tour discovering one of the most important roman monuments,
Castel Sant Angelo. Thanks to this special private tour, you will avoid the crowded
group tours and skip the line with your privileged entrance. This is your best chance
to appreciate the best this amazing monumental ...
Price: 81,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P104

Vatican Museums at Dusk - Exclusive small groups Tour
This 2 hours, exclusive Vatican at Dusk, skip-the-line tour gives you the chance to
see the magnificent highlights of the Vatican Museum when it is just closed to the
public. Explore the museum with your professional guide, one of the most
extraordinary collections of art in the world. In the ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P105

Special private Food and Wine Tasting Tour with cultural panoramic tour
A special private walking tour that will make you able to discover Rome in a complete
way, tasting the best typical products and knowing the incredible culture and heritage
of Rome, for a multisensorial experience. You will discover Rome and feel its real
spirit and atmosphere.A special private ...
Price: 43,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P106
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Skip the line Tour Colosseum and Vatican Museum upgrade with Private Sightseeing Tour
Join a special full-day tour to see the main features of the Eternal City. You will start
with a skip-the-line group tour in the Colosseum, Roman Forum, and Palatine Hill.
Your visit will continue in the Vatican Museum where you will admire one of the
greatest collections of art in the world. To ...
Price: 183,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P107

24 or 48hr Hop-on Hop-off Bus Tour with Skip-the-line Roman Forum & Palatine Hill
Explore Rome at your leisure with this hop-on- hop-off ticket valid for 24 or 48-hours.
These feature gives you the opportunity to choose your own schedule and spend
your time however you desire. In the morning , choosing between 11:00am or
12:30am, you will have your Ancient Rome guided group ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P109

Top Belvedere Colosseum Skip the line Tour - Admire the sky of the Roman Empire
Considering that for more then 40 years nobody?s could have access to the fourth
and fifth tier, today we are very proud to be able to offer our customers this
spectacular and panoramic view of Rome again. During our tour of the Colosseum
Belvedere, explore the third, fourth and fifth ring of the ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P110

Special Combo: Colosseum Guided Tour plus Squares and Fountains Walking Tour
Special combined tour to see the main feature of the Eternal City. Start from
Colosseum, join a skip the line group tour option. Then you will pass to have a
walking tour along the narrow streets of the city center admiring the highlights of
Rome.Special combined tour to see the main feature of the ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P111
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Skip the Line - VIP Semi-Private Tour Vatican Museum Sistine Chapel ans Saint Peter's Basilica
Special VIP semi-private tour with a maximum number of participant of&nbsp;20
people including the skip the line entrance. A special option to visit one of the biggest
and most famous museum in the world, avoiding queques and croweded groups. 3
hours guided group of Vatican Museum, Sistine Chapel ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P112

Colosseum Underground Tour with Arena Floor, Upper level, Roman Forum and Palatine Hill
This is a very special tour that lets you explore the hidden parts of the Colosseum on
a small-group never bigger than 24 people. Bypass the queue to avoid long waits.
Explore all parts of this amazing monument, starting from the Underground tunnels
web and then walk to the Arena floor and for ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P115

24 or 48hr Hop-on Hop-off Bus Tour with Skip-the-line Vatican Museum and Sistine Chapel
Explore Rome at your leisure with this hop-on- hop-off ticket valid for 24 or 48-hours.
These feature gives you the opportunity to choose your own schedule and spend
your time however you desire.Choose among 9:30 am - 10:15 am - 11:00 am - 1:30
pm - 3:00 pm Vatican guided group tour.Once at the ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P116

Special Combo - Colosseum Guided Tour & Food and Cultural Walking Tour
Bypass the queue with 1-hour skip-the-line official Colosseum guided group tour.
Visit Rome's symbolic monument with a tour that makes it easy and fun for all ages.
Learn about the amphitheater's history from a guide with an art and archaeology
background.Then, enjoy a small group, walking tour of ...
Price: 114,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P117
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24 or 48hr Hop-on Hop-off Bus Tour with Rome Street Food and Wine Tasting Walking Tour
Explore Rome at your leisure with this hop-on- hop-off ticket valid for 24 or 48-hours.
These feature gives you the opportunity to choose your own schedule and spend
your time however you desire.Enjoy a small group, walking tour of Rome for a
personal and intimate experience that will allow you to ...
Price: 125,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P118

Skip the Line Colosseum Private Tour
Discover the greatest monument in Rome, symbol of the greatest civilization ever
existed, heart of the Eternal City. Visit the Colosseum at best, avoiding long and
boring lines, more than avoid crowded and chaotic groups.&nbsp; Take your party,
with a maximun of 10 people, and create your own ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P122

Cruise Connection for First Timer: Best of Rome in One Day
Pick up at Civitavecchia port to reach Rome, enjoying the best of Rome highlights.
Your driver will lead you to the most incredible and beautiful places in Rome, such as
Capitoline Hill, Roman Forum, Circus Maximus, Palatine Hill, Colosseum, Piazza
Venezia, Trevi Fountain, Spanish Steps, Piazza ...
Price: 350,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P123

Colosseum at Dusk: Underground with Happy Hour
Join us for a one of a kind experience as you spend an evening at one of the most
spectacular buildings in the world; The Colosseum! With your professional tour guide
recreate the amazing history of the center of ancient Rome bathed in the evening
glow. On your tour you will beat the crowds, skip ...
Price: 98,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P124
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Trajan s Markets & Imperial Forums Museum Private Tour
2,5 hrs private tour of an archaeological complex with absolutely unique
characteristics in Rome.2,5 hrs private tour of an archaeological complex with
absolutely unique characteristics in Rome.A special guided tour of the ?Trajan?s
Market in Rome is one of the most interesting archaeological sites ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P125

Rome by Scooter Escorted Half-Day Sightseeing Tour
Join our group tour and you will be guided on a panoramic tour of Rome's main
monuments by scooter, escorted by a local guide who will let you experience Rome
as the Romans do. This tour gives you the opportunity to explore and enjoy Rome in
a different and highly original way, and provides an ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P2

Rome Highlights Walking Group Tour Rome Squares and Fountains
Rome Highlights tour of the Baroque and Renaissance squares and fountains, it is a
unique walking tour that includes the most exciting masterpieces and hidden
treasures of Rome, featured by a specialist in art history and archaeology. A fun and
inexpensive walking tour that is family friendly and ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P21

Full-Day Private Scooter Tour of Historical Rome
Explore Rome by scooter with this fun and exciting full-day private tour. This
fascinating 7-hour itinerary lets you discover the most enchanting sites of Rome
inaccessible by bus. It's a fantastic way to have fun with your group, traveling safely
around town with an expert tour guide. The range ...
Price: 290,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P23
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Combo Rome by Scooter and Colosseum Skip-the-line Guided Tour
You will enjoy a guided panoramic tour of Rome's main touristic monuments by
scooter. This tour gives you the opportunity to explore and enjoy Rome in a different
and highly original way. Also included is the Skip-the-line Colosseum tour. Your tour
guide will lead you around the Colosseum and help ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P24

Guided Skip-the-Line Group Tour of the Vatican Museum and Sistine Chapel with Free Access to
Saint Peter's Basilica
See the magnificent highlights of Vatican City during this 2.5-hour skip-the-line tour
of the Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel. Explore the Vatican Museums, one of
the most extraordinary collections of art in the world. Pause in the Sistine Chapel,
Michelagelo?s masterpiece, and from there visit ...
Price: 72,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P29

Private Tour: Rome's Squares and Fountains
Discover the fountains and squares of Rome on a 3-hour private walking tour. Led by
your very own guide, the experience includes a walk around the squares of Rome?s
historical center including Piazza Navona and Campo de? Fiori. Hear the history of
the famous Trevi Fountain and a Borromini-designed ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P31

Small-Group Walking Food Tour of Rome
Appreciate the real taste of Rome on this 4 hours guided walking tour, the perfect
way to be introduced to Roman culture. Roam the streets to discover the cuisine and
culture as a local would. This exciting escorted tour will lead you to discover the
largest and oldest food market in the city. ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P32
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Evening Food and Walking Tour in Rome
Spend your evening absorbed in the perfect taste of Roman food. This special
walking tour gives you the opportunity to get closer to many Italian food specialties.
Walk the city to discover local cuisine and popular culture. Live the city streets and
appreciate Roman?s food like a local. This ...
Price: 108,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P33

Rome Private Guided Tour Caravaggio and Baroque Masterpieces
This private tour provides you with a way to get close to some of the greatest
Baroque artworks located in Rome. During this 3-hour tour, you will discover the
artistic side of Rome and see the best of renowned painter Caravaggio?s work.
Witness the intriguing technique used by Caravaggio ...
Price: 145,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P34

Private Tour: Guided Colosseum, Baths of Caracalla and Circus Maximus Tour
Visit some of the massive archeological sites in Rome on this private, 3-hour tour
of&nbsp;Colosseum, Caracalla?s Baths and Circus Maximus. You will enjoy
a&nbsp;private tour inside the&nbsp;Colosseum&nbsp;to learn about ancient
gladiator fights and more. Then you will&nbsp;visit Circus Maximus, ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P35

Private Tour of the Baths of Caracalla in Rome
Explore the ancient ruins of the Baths of Caracalla on a walking tour led by a
licensed guide. The Caracalla Baths are a testimony of imperial Rome's grandeur.
This 1-hour private tour provides a glimpse into life during the Roman
Empire.Explore the ancient ruins of the Baths of Caracalla on a ...
Price: 108,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P36
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Rome by Night Private Sightseeing Tour
Experience night-time around Rome guided by your private driver. Enjoy a romantic
2-hour panoramic tour of the city and its lights. Take your evening ride at a moment
when the city is enriched with magical atmosphere by its illuminated squares,
fountains, renaissance and baroque palaces. Truly a ...
Price: 43,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P37

Guided Colosseum Tour and Scooter Rental in Rome
Explore Rome at your own pace with this scooter rental. Then, join a 1-hour guided
tour of the Colosseum. You will have your scooter from 9am to 6pm so you can
explore the city by yourself.Explore Rome at your own pace with this scooter rental.
Then, join a 1-hour guided tour of the Colosseum. You ...
Price: 72,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P38

Skip the Line: Colosseum, Palatine Hill and Roman Forum Official Guided Tour - Entrance fee
included
Go back in time with this 2.5-hour skip-the-line tour of the Colosseum, Palatine Hill,
and Roman Forum in Rome. Bypass the queue at the Colosseum to avoid long
waits. Explore the first and second tiers for great views. Then walk through the ruins
of Palatine Hill and the Roman Forum with your ...
Price: 44,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P4

Early Morning Skip-the-Line Tour of the Colosseum with Roman Forum and Palatine Hill
Visit the Colosseum early and skip the long lines on this one hour tour! Expert tour
guides will reveal, with detailed stories, the secrets of the Colosseum as you explore
this architectural and engineering wonder. Skip the lines outside and inside of the
Colosseum with your priority-entrance ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P44
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Highlights of Rome Full Day Group Tour: Colosseum plus City Center walking tour and Vatican City
tour
Join a special full day tour to see the main feature of the Eternal City. You will start
from Colosseum to have a step back in time. Join a skip the line group tour to visit
Colosseum. Then you will pass to have a walking tour along the narrow streets of the
city center. Your guide will take you to ...
Price: 144,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P46

Half Day Walking Group Tour: Colosseum tour and walking City Center tour
Join a special full day tour to see the main feature of the Eternal City. You will start
from Colosseum to have a step back in time&nbsp;joing 1h skip the line group tour to
visit Colosseum. Then you will pass to have a walking tour along the narrow streets
of the city center.&nbsp;Join a special ...
Price: 86,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P47

Half Day Walking Group City Center tour and Vatican City
Join a special full day tour to see the main feature of the Eternal City. You will start
with a walking tour along the narrow streets of the city center. Your guide will take
you to the Vatican Museum where you can admire one of the greatest collection of
arts in the world. Skip the line and visit ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P48

Skip-the-Line Tour: Colosseum and Vatican Museum
Enjoy this 6 hour tour to see the main features of the Eternal City! You will start with
this skip-the-line group tour at 9:30am, after meeting up with your professional art
historian guide. You will visit the Colosseum, Roman Forum, Palatine Hill. In the
evening you will have the Vatican ...
Price: 115,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P50
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Skip the line Colosseum Tour and Rome Private Sightseeing Tour
Join a special half day tour to see the main features of the Eternal City. You will start
with a skip-the-line tour in the Colosseum, Roman Forum and Palatine Hill. You will
then finish your unforgettable tour in a comfortable short limousine for an amazing
sightseeing that will end with the ...
Price: 143,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P51

Vatican Museum Group Tour and Rome Private Sightseeing Tour
Join a special half day tour to see the main features of the Eternal City. You will start
with a skip-the-line tour in the Vatican Museum, where you will admire one of the
greatest collection of arts in the world, and in the fabulous Sistine Chapel. Your
special tour will finish in a comfortable ...
Price: 158,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P52

The Best of Rome in Two Days Private Tour
Experience a very special two day private sightseeing tour to discover the best of
Rome. See the Vatican museums, where you can admire one of the greatest
collections of art in the world, the Sistine Chapel and Saint Peter Basilica. Have a
step back in time visiting the Colosseum, Roman Forum and ...
Price: 246,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P54

Private Rome in a Day Tour Including the Colosseum
Enjoy a special 7-hour sightseeing tour of the Roman historical center; admiring the
Circus Maximus, Piazza Venezia, Trevi Fountain, Spanish Steps, PIazza Navona,
the Pantheon, Castel Sant'Angelo, Saint Peter Square and many other special sites.
Be picked up at 9:00am and a private driver will take ...
Price: 158,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P55
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Ponza Mini Cruise: South Side and Frontone Beach
Ride a fast ship from Terracina to Ponza Island, then take a Ponza mini cruise in
group on a tourist motorboat. You will have a panoramic tour of the south part of the
island, the Caves of Pilato, some evocative rocky cliffs and the suggestive
Promontory of the Old Lighthouse. You will also have ...
Price: 95,85 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P56

Guided Bike Tour of Rome Historical City Center
Enjoy a different tour of the highlights in the center of the Eternal city. You will ride
through ancient monuments and elegant shopping streets, Baroque squares and
Renaissance palaces, beautiful fountains and Churches hosting innumerable
masterpieces. This itinerary touches on Rome main ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P58

Half-Day Guided Bike Tour of The Other Face of Rome
Explore the Eternal City of Rome on this unique half-day bike tour. With a choice of
morning or afternoon ride, discover the city landscape in a different way and be
ready to know Rome as only Romans do. Your guide will lead your group (no larger
than 15) not only through the highlights of Rome, ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P59

Skip the Line: 1-Hour Underground Tour of the Colosseum
&nbsp;Bypass the queue at the Colosseum to avoid long waits with this exclusive
tour that lets you explore hidden parts of the Colosseum, his undergrounds, the
arena floor and the upper level on a shared tour never bigger than 24 people. Go
back in time with this 1-hour skip-the-line special tour ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P60
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Skip the Line: Early Morning Vatican Museum and Sistine Chapel
This 2.5-hour, exclusive, early morning skip-the-line tour gives you the chance to see
the magnificent highlights of the Vatican Museum when it is still closed to the public.
Explore the museum with your professional guide, one of the most extraordinary
collections of art in the world. Pause in the ...
Price: 72,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P61

1-Hour Skip-the-Line Small-Group Colosseum Tour in Rome
Enjoy a Semi-Private Skip-the-Line 1-hour Tour of the Colosseum. Bypass the queue
to avoid long waits. Go back in time, hear about the fascinating and terrifying history
of the Colosseum, including the bloody gladiator battles that once took place here,
and explore the first and second tiers for ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P62

Small-Group Rome Jewish Ghetto Tour
Join a Special Guided Tour of the Roman Jewish Ghetto to explore some of the
treasures of Rome. Breathe in a magic atmosphere while visiting the Theater of
Marcellus, the Portico d'Ottavia, the Church of Sant'Angelo in Pescheria, Mattei
Palace and Square. Enjoy a guided tour in the Synagogue and ...
Price: 86,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P63

Rome Colosseum and Ancient Ruins Private Skip-the-Line Tour
Enjoy our special private guided 3-hour Tour of the Colosseum, Palatine Hill, and
Roman Forum in Rome. Bypass the queue at the Colosseum to avoid long waits.
Explore the first and second tiers for great views. Then walk through the ruins of
Palatine Hill and the Roman Forum with your guide, an art ...
Price: 84,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P66
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Rome Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel, St Peter's Basilica, Private Skip-the-Line
Join this 3-hour guided tour to see the magnificent highlights of the Vatican City. With
your private guide, explore the Museum, one of the most extraordinary collections of
art in the world. Pause in the Sistine Chapel, Michelangelo's masterpiece, and from
there visit St. Peter's Basilica and the ...
Price: 93,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P67

Private Tour of the Capitoline Museums
Join this Exclusive Private Guided Tour of the Capitoline Museums to admire some
of the most beautiful works of the Roman antiquity. Discover the suggestive paintings
of the Pinacoteca Capitolina, the beauties of the Palace of the Conservatives. Admire
the equestrian statue of Marcus Aurelius, the ...
Price: 103,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P68

Half-Day VIP Rome Shopping Tour with Personal Shopper
Join this Amazing Half Day VIP Shopping Tour to live a unique shopping experience
in the most prestigious fashion boutiques of the Eternal City. You will have a
Personal Shopper to be updated on the latest fashion trends. During the VIP
Shopping Tour you will also walk in the most beautiful areas ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P69

Full Day VIP Shopping Tour with Personal Shopper
Join this Amazing Full Day VIP Shopping Tour to live a unique shopping experience
in the most prestigious fashion boutiques of the Eternal City. You will have a
Personal Shopper to be updated on the latest fashion trends. During the VIP
Shopping Tour you will also walk in the most beautiful areas ...
Price: 170,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P70
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Skip the line Special kids Private Tour of Colosseum Roman Forum and Palatine Hill
Join this Special Kids Private Tour of the Colosseum, Roman Forum and Palatine Hill
designed to let kids between 5 and 12 years old meet history and culture in a funny
way. This Tour is suitable for all the family. Our expert guide will be able to involve
everyone in the discovery of the Ancient ...
Price: 87,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P71

Skip the line Special Kids Private Tour of Vatican Museum and Sistine Chapel
Join this Special Kids Private Tour of Vatican Museums and the Sistine Chapel
designed to let kids between 5 and 12 years old meet history and culture in a funny
way. This Tour is suitable for all the family. Our expert guide will be able to involve
everyone in the discovery of the Vatican ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P72

Special Kids Private Tour: Highlights of Rome and Hidden Treasures
Join this Special Kids Private Tour to discover the highlights of Rome and its hidden
treasures, designed to let kids between 5 and 12 years approach art and culture in a
funny way. This Tour is suitable for all the family. Our expert guide will be able to
involve everyone in the discovery of the ...
Price: 68,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P73

Special Private Kids Tour: Rome upon the Walls and Undergrounds
Join this Alternative Kids Private Tour of Roman Walls and Undergrounds designed
to let kids between 5 and 12 years old meet history and culture in a funny way. This
Tour is suitable for all the family. Our expert guide will be able to involve everyone in
the discovery of the Eternal City.Join this ...
Price: 115,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P74
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24 or 48hr Rome Hop-on Hop-off Tour with Skip-the-line Colosseum
Explore the city on a panoramic hop-on hop-off bus tour with 24 or 48 hour access.
Enjoy three short guided walking group tours in the city center and enter in the
Colosseum with a guided group tour. You will visit the Colosseum with an expert
guide. Hotel pickup and drop-off is not included on ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P75

San Clemente the historical triple-deck and his underground Small-Group Tour
A 2.5-hour tour for those who want to experience the treasures of Rome off the
beaten path. You will be introduced to art and architecture from antiquity through the
Middle Ages and the Renaissance. With your professional art historian guide, visit
San Clemente underground, San Pietro in Vincoli ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P77

Rome Street Food and Wine Tasting Small-Group Walking Tour
Enjoy a small group, walking tour of Rome for a personal and intimate experience
that will allow you to discover the culture and heritage of the city. Savor and learn all
about Italian food on this guided 3-hour tour and sample a variety of Rome's culinary
offerings (included in price). The maximum ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P78

Castel Sant Angelo Small-Group Guided Tour in Rome
Join this 2-hour intimate guided tour to discover the main treasures of Castel
Sant'Angel staying away from the crowded group tours. With your English-speaking
guide, you will admire the impressive castles architecture. Once you get inside, you
will be led through the several historical stages of ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P80
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Colosseum Tour: Skip the Line to the Gladiators Arena
The direct access to the Gladiators' Arena without having to suffer the heat, rather
then large crowd with our tour, will be assured only for our exclusive clients. A
professional guide will accompany you on a journey back in time lasting 1.5 hour.
Small groups, great attention and great emotions ...
Price: 47,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P81

The Seven Churches Official Bike Guided Tour
A different and special way to know and visit Rome, away from classic touristic
itineraries. You will discover a great religious tradition that deeply marked Rome.A
different and special way to know and visit Rome, away from classic touristic
itineraries. You will discover a great religious ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P82

Rome Highlights Bike Tour
Special bike tour with cultural and historic itinerary. Follow your guide along the way
where you will appreciate the best of Rome and a complete overview of the
city.Special bike tour with cultural and historic itinerary. Follow your guide along the
way where you will appreciate the best of Rome ...
Price: 54,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P86

Tour in the City Sky and Rome Bike Tour
Cultural and panoramic bike tour which provides you the best portrait of the Eternal
City for an unforgettable experience.Cultural and panoramic bike tour which provides
you the best portrait of the Eternal City for an unforgettable experience.You will be
lead by your guide through the hightlights ...
Price: 64,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P88
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Special Combo: 1day Bike Rental plus Colosseum
1 day bike rental to reach all places not accesible for busses or car. Discover the
best hidden treausers of Rome enjoying its beautiful alleyways and explore one the
main symbol of the Capital: the Colosseum1 day bike rental to reach all places not
accesible for busses or car. Discover the best ...
Price: 53,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P89

Tour in the City - Rome Highlights Bike Tour plus Colosseum Guided Tour or Vatican Guided Tour
You will enjoy a special bike tour through the highlight of the Eternal City shown by
professional guides, all combind with the tour of one of teh most importan symbols of
Rome, Colosseum or Vatican Museums, as you prefer.You will enjoy a special bike
tour through the highlight of the Eternal City ...
Price: 81,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P90

Rome Special Combo: Appian Bike Tour plus Colosseum Official Guided Tour
Explore the ancient Appian Way by bike, and pedal along cobbles laid by the
Romans many millennia ago. As you follow a guide, you?ll learn about the history of
the road, which became a Christian burial ground. Visit San Callisto Catacombs, and
see ruins such as the Tomb of Cecilia Metella on an ...
Price: 88,69 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P93

Special Combo tour: Panoramic views of Rome Bike Tour plus Colosseum Official Guided Tour
Cultural and panoramic bike tour which provides you the best portrait of the Eternal
City for an unforgettable experience.Cultural and panoramic bike tour which provides
you the best portrait of the Eternal City for an unforgettable experience.Sky and
Rome Bike TourYou will be lead by your guide ...
Price: 88,70 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P94
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Semi-private Bike Tour Rome in 1 Day
Discover Rome in 1 Day choosing among the main emblems of the Eternal City.
Enjoy the pleasure of the skip the line entrance besides a nice bike panoramic
path. Discover Rome in 1 day choosing the best option according to your interest.
You can choose to admire the great Colosseum or discover the ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P95

1 Day Private Tour - Special Rome in 1 Day by Bike
Discover Rome in 1 Day choosing among the main emblems of the Eternal City.
Enjoy the pleasure of the skip the line entrance besides a nice bike panoramic
path. Discover Rome in 1 day choosing the best option according to your interest.
You can choose to admire the great Colosseum or discover the ...
Price: 269,19 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P97

Rome Highlights Private Bike Tour
Special private bike tour with cultural and historic itinerary. Follow your guide along
the way where you will appreciate the best of Rome and a complete overview of the
city.Special private bike tour with cultural and historic itinerary. Follow your guide
along the way where you will appreciate ...
Price: 136,68 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P98

Private Appian Bike Tour
Explore the ancient Appian Way by bike, and pedal along cobbles laid by the
Romans many millennia ago. As you follow a guide, you?ll learn about the history of
the road, which became a Christian burial ground. Visit San Callisto Catacombs, and
see ruins such as the Tomb of Cecilia Metella on an ...
Price: 185,25 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=20905P99
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Rome by bike - Classic Rome Tour
Discover Rome on this small-group tour pedaling through little alleys away from the
local traffic. Along the way, you will enjoy the Roman ruins, elegant shopping streets,
wonderful Baroque palaces, beautiful Renaissance squares, churches awash with art
and history, and picturesque ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21149P1

Vintage Vespa Tour with Gourmet Picnic Experience at Villa Borghese
Climb aboard a vintage Vespa for an insider's glimpse of the 'Eternal City' with this
one and a half hour tour. A local guide will be in charge of the driving while you hold
on for the ride through the ancient city gates and along the Tiber River. During the
trip, the driver's commentary will ...
Price: 135,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21149P2

3-Hour Rome Small-Group Sightseeing Tour by Vintage Vespa
Take a seat in the saddle of the world?s most famous scooter for a half-day tour of
Rome. Ride along the Aurelian Walls and visit Aventine Hill on this guided,
small-group adventure. This tour is limited to 10 travelers per booking and includes
all taxes, fees and handling charges.Take a seat in ...
Price: 145,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21149P3

Colosseum and Ancient Rome Small-Group Walking Tour
Semi Private Small group tour of Colosseum, Palatine Hill and Roman Forum. Have
fun discovering Roman history and Gladiator combats. You will visit the Colosseum
with an enthusiastic guide in a small group with an average of 16 people ( the group
may reach up to 24 people.) Skip the line tickets to ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P1
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Vatican for Kids Private Tour
With this 3-hour private tour of the Vatican museums, Sistine Chapel and St Peter?s
Basilica, the whole family will be captivated by stunning works of art and learn about
mythology. Touring at your own pace, your child-friendly guide will use visual aids to
bring to life the world?s smallest State ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P10

Walking Tour of Florence with Academy Gallery
Enjoy a private tour of Florence. In 3 hours with our private guide you will visit the
main highlights of the city including the Academy Museum , where you can admire
the David of Michelangelo. Other sites of your itinerary will be Old Bridge, Signoria
Square and Palace, the Cathedral. Chose ...
Price: 87,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P100

Overview of Rome Private Tour
Enjoy the perfect orientation in the Eternal City with this private 3-hour Rome tour.
See highlights including the Palazzo Farnese (outside), the Pantheon, St. Ignatius
Church, Piazza della Minerva, Piazza di Pietra, Piazza di Colonna, the Trevi
Fountain, and the Spanish Steps. You can choose to ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P11

Vatican Museums And Sistine Chapel Small Group Tour By Night
With our 2.5 hours small group tour, you will have the chance to visit the Vatican
Museums and Sistine Chapel after hours after the closure. With our tour you avoid
the daily crowd and enjoy a special way to visit the Vatican. Your group will be
maximum of 20 people and you will be provided by ...
Price: 62,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P112
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Gladiator's Entrance Colosseum Tour
A special way to visit the Colosseum: enter the great amphitheater as a Gladiator!
With our tour you will visit the sites of the Ancient Rome: Colosseum, Roman Forum
and Palatine Hill entering the Colosseum through the Arena, the stage. The tour last
3 hours and you will have the unique opportunity ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P117

Kids Tour Of The Colosseum With Arena Entrance
In just three hours you will visit the Colosseum, Palatine Hill and Roman Forum with
a private kid friendly guide. The whole family will have fun. Our tour includes the
Special access from the Arena of the Colosseum, through the Gladiator's entrance!In
just three hours you will visit the ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P118

Rome and Vatican Private Tour from Civitavecchia Port
If you are arriving by cruise ship and want to discover the Eternal City of Rome in a
day like a VIP, this tour is perfect for you. You will have a private English speaking
driver with luxury car or minivan that will pick you up at Civitavecchia Port, and will
drive you around to the sites in Rome ...
Price: 280,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P12

Sharing Tour of the Vatican, Pinacoteca and Sistine Chapel
Enjoy the best of the Vatican Museums with the Sistine Chapel and Pinacoteca.
Escape from the long lines and crowded day???..and learn interesting and
fascinating secrets of the most famous museum in the world and the Michelangelo?s
masterpiece. &nbsp;Enjoy the best of the Vatican Museums with the ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P120
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Vatican behind the scenes with SISTINE CHAPELonly for our semi private group
Walk through the restricted areas of the Vatican Museums with VIP private
&nbsp;access inside the Sistine Chapel only for our group members .&nbsp; Our
enthusiastic and friendly &nbsp;guide will lead you to the Museums? restricted areas
closed to the public such as the Niccoline Chapel, Bramante ...
Price: 395,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P121

Sunday Moonlight Tour of the Colosseum and Ancient Rome
See Rome in a new light during this 3-hour moonlight tour of the Colosseum and
ancient Rome. Visit several monuments of&nbsp;ancient Rome, including the
Colosseum, as well as having views from restricted areas. This tour runs with a
maximum of 25 people and is a great way to spend an evening in the ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P122

Private Half-Day Ancient Ostia Tour from Rome
Discover Ancient Ostia during this private 4-hour trip from Rome. With a private
guide and driver, you will travel at your own pace to explore the ruins. For families,
take advantage of a child-friendly guide to keep young travelers entertained with
interactive tools to bring the ruins to life. ...
Price: 115,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P15

Early Access Vatican Tour
This 3 hour tour is perfect for those who wish to visit the Vatican as part of a friendly
small group, away from the daily crowds. With your expert guide, you will enter the
museums before the opening to the general public and visit the highlights of the
Vatican museums and the Sistine chapel ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P2
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Early Vatican Semi-Private Tour
Enjoy an&nbsp;exclusive small-group tour of the Vatican with early entrance for the
best experience. Get into the Vatican Museums ahead of the general public with your
guide and a group of up to 14 people. Spend 3 hours visiting the highlights of the
Vatican museums, Sistine Chapel, and St Peter's ...
Price: 88,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P3

Rome's Highlights and Colosseum Private Tour
This 4-hour private tour is a wonderful opportunity to visit Rome's main must-see
sights in comfort. Enjoy a 4-hour driving tour accompanied by both a private driver
and guide, with an indoor visit of the Colosseum included. Families with children will
be assigned with a child-friendly guide who ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P36

Florence Private Day Trip from Rome with Wine Tasting
Visit Florence on a private day trip for a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to see the
Tuscan countryside and the city. Traveling in comfort and without hassle, your
private driver will be at your disposal all day and a 3-hour private guided tour of
Florence will help you see all the highlights ...
Price: 320,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P37

Pompeii and Amalfi Coast Private Day Trip from Rome
Enjoy a private full-day trip from Rome to see Pompeii and the stunning Amalfi Coast
in comfort and without stress. Let your driver get you from your hotel in Rome to
Pompeii, where you will enjoy a 2-hour private guided tour of the archaeological site.
Afterwards, visit the stunning Amalfi Coast, ...
Price: 189,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P38
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Vatican Highlights Tour
Visit the Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St. Peter?s Basilica on a 3-hour tour.
Avoid the long entrance lines with a skip-the-line ticket, and head inside the museum
complex to marvel at its wealth of Renaissance art and relics. Learn about the
famous Vatican artists from a guide before you ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P39

Exploring Ancient Rome Private Tour
With this private 4-hour tour of ancient Rome you will be able to explore some top
highlights of the city, including the Colosseum, Palatine Hill, the Roman Forum, and
the underground levels of St. Clemente's Basilica. Skip the lines and tour at your own
pace. Your private guide will be able to ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P4

Supersaver: Vatican Museums and Colosseum Small-Group Tour Access from the Arena
Explore the Vatican and Ancient Rome on a half-day combo tour, led by a
knowledgeable guide. With skip-the-line tickets to both the Vatican Museums and the
Colosseum, you won?t waste any time. Follow your guide around the Vatican
Museums, Sistine Chapel, and St. Peter?s Basilica, and then enjoy ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P40

Moonlight Tour of the Colosseum and Ancient Rome
See Rome in a new light during this 3-hour moonlight tour of the Colosseum and
ancient Rome. Visit several monuments of ancient Rome, including the Colosseum,
as well as having views from restricted areas. This tour runs with a maximum of 25
people and is a great way to spend an evening in the ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P41
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Shore Excursion: Rome In One Day with Gelato Tasting
Disembark your cruise ship to take this 9-hour tour of the Eternal City. Accompanied
by an English-speaking private driver and also by an English speaking private guide
for 5.5 hours, see highlights of the city, including Vatican City and the Pantheon.
Delight in a tasting of Italian ice cream ...
Price: 280,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P42

Private Rome Shore Excursion for Kids from Civitavecchia Port
This private shore excursion is the perfect way for families with kids to maximize their
limited time in Rome in comfort, without stress, and with lots and lots of fun. You will
have a private driver at your disposal for the entire 9-hour trip, including pickup and
drop-off from Civitavecchia Port, ...
Price: 260,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P44

Supersaver: Early Bird Vatican Museums, Colosseum and Ancient Rome Guided Tour
Join this walking tour, perfect for those who want to visit Rome's two most famous
sites all in the same day. Your expert guide will help you discover the Vatican
Museums and the Colosseum, which you will access from the Arena, one of the
restricted areas. You can choose the tour option to extend ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P45

Early Entrance Vatican Private Tour with Cabinet of the Masks
Your 3.5-hour tour offers a once in a lifetime experience to enter the Vatican
Museums ahead of the opening to the general public. Visit the highlights of the
Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St. Peter's Basilica without the crowds. The
climax of your tour is an exclusive visit to the Cabinet of ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P47
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Early Bird Private Vatican Tour with Hotel Pick-Up
This 3-hour private tour offers a once-in-a-lifetime experience to enter the Vatican
Museums ahead of the opening to the general public. A private, English-speaking
driver will pick you up at your hotel in the center of Rome. Together with your
professional guide, you will see the Vatican away from ...
Price: 107,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P48

Private Baroque Walking Tour of Rome: Bernini, Caravaggio, Michelangelo, and Raphael
This private 3-hour walking tour is perfect for up to 8 guests who would like to follow
in the footsteps of the great Italian master painters and sculptors of the baroque
period. Experience the classics of Caravaggio, Bernini, Michelangelo and Raphael.
You will be accompanied by an expert, ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P49

Private Tour of Rome's Campo dei Fiori Market and Jewish Quarter
This tour is a wonderful alternative way to visit Rome and is perfect for all foodies!
With this private 3 hour tour you will learn about the history of Rome's medieval
districts and Jewish Quarter whilst also exploring Roman food culture at the Campo
dei Fiori market. All food tastings will be ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P51

Ancient Rome with St. Peter in Chains Private Walking Tour
This 3.5 hour private, walking tour is a wonderful opportunity to explore Ancient
Rome as well as see a hidden treasure of Rome, Michelangelo's Moses, housed in
the St. Peter in Chains Church near the Roman Forum. With your licensed, private
guide you will visit the key sites of Ancient Rome: the ...
Price: 73,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P53
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Baroque Rome Small Group Walking Tour
With this 2.5-hour small group walking tour, you will discover all the highlights of
Baroque Rome as your professional guide accompanies your group through the
beautiful square and fountains of Rome. You will visit Spanish Square, Trevi
Fountain, Pantheon, St Ignatius Church, St Agostino church or ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P55

Restricted Areas Colosseum and Roman Forum Small Group Tour
A once in a lifetime experience, this exclusive small group tour, up to 14 or 24 people
(depending on the day you choose), allows you to visit the areas of the Colosseum
usually closed to the general public (the dungeons, the arena). With a passionate
guide you will visit the world's most famous ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P6

Skip-the-Line Private Tour of Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel, and St. Peter's Basilica
Explore Vatican Museums, the Sistine Chapel, and St. Peter's Basilica during this
private, 5-hour tour. Your guide, who will have either an art history or archeological
degree, will share the history of these famous sights as you go. Enter with
skip-the-line tickets, and enjoy special access to ...
Price: 340,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P60

Private Vatican Highlights Skip-the-Line Tour plus a Taste of Rome
A different Vatican experience, this private 4.5-hour tour combines a visit to the
Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St Peter's Basilica with a visit to Rome's
famous food market at Campo de' Fiori. You will be accompanied by a fully licensed
private guide. You will benefit from skip-the-line ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P64
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Private Rome Walking Food Tour with Skip-the-Line Colosseum Ticket
View Rome through a culinary lens with this 4.5-hour private tour, where you will visit
key sites of Ancient Rome: Ancient Rome, the Colosseum, Forum and Marcello
Theater. Enjoy food-tastings at the local Campo de' Fiori food market and pass
through the Jewish district to learn about some typical ...
Price: 137,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P65

Half-Day Skip-the-Line Tour of the Colosseum with Entrance from the Arena
Make your visit to the Colosseum a unique one by entering the monument directly
from the Arena, through the very same entrance gladiators used to join the fights.
This special reservation will have you skip the line and access the amphitheater
using a different entrance from the general public one. ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P67

Colosseum for Kids Private Tour
This 3-hour private tour will engage the whole family and is the perfect way to
introduce your kids to ancient Rome. Visit the Colosseum, Palatine Hill, and Roman
Forum, learning all about the gory gladiator combats and the everyday life of an
ancient Roman. Your child-friendly expert guide will ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P7

Half Day Trip to Santa Severa Castle
Learn everything about medieval world by going to Santa Severa Castle with our half
day tour of 4 hours. Our private english speaking driver will take you with a private
minivan directly from your hotel to Santa Severa Castle. You will enjoy a real Castle
life and see medieval costumes and ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P74
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Combo Colosseum Moonlight and Vatican Tour
Be one of the lucky person who has access to the Colosseum after normal opening
hours! With this special package tour you can combine the Rome main attraction and
have them 2 in 1!You will tour the Vatican in the morning either at 7:30am or 8:30am
as you prefer. Your small group will visit the ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P76

Rome shore excursion to Santa Severa Caslte
Are you docking at Civitavecchia Port, Rome, and looking for a shore excursion that
is a little less stressful? Perhaps you have already visited Rome and want to get to
know another part of the fabulous Lazio region this time? Then our 4 hour shore
excursion to Santa Severa Castle from ...
Price: 109,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P78

Half-Day Private Vatican Tour with Extended Itinerary
This 3.5-hour extended Vatican private tour is the perfect tour for those looking to
explore the Vatican Museums in a bit more depth, or at a slightly more relaxed pace.
With so many treasures inside Vatican City your expert guide will really be able to
cover all of the main highlights and, as it ...
Price: 93,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P8

Express Colosseum small group tour with Gladiator Entrance
Get ready for a once-in-a-lifetime visit to the Colosseum. You will spend 1.5 hours
visiting one of the wonders of the world and the symbol of the eternal city. In a small
group of maximum 24 participants you will be accompanied by an expert and
enthusiastic licensed guide. As an added bonus not ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P80
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Rome in a Day Private Tour
Are you in Rome for limited time? Do you want to visit as much of the city as possible
in the company of an expert, fully licensed private guide? With this 7 hour private tour
you will cover the Colosseum, Vatican and other highlights such as Trevi Fountain,
Pantheon and Spanish Steps. Of course we ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P82

Multimedia Private Colosseum Kids Tour
Prepare yourself for a fully multi-media kids tour of the Colosseum and Ancient
Rome! Spend&nbsp;2.5 hours touring with a top-child friendly guide. Have the
once-in-a-lifetime experience to watch the Colosseum reconstructed before your very
eyes with a special 3D programme and headgear. Enter the ...
Price: 97,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P86

Small Group Colosseum Tour with 3D Virtual Reality
Get ready for a small group tour of the Colosseum like no other! In 2.5 hours enter
the Colosseum through the Gladiators entrance onto the arena (restricted area)
accompanied by a fully licensed guide. What makes this tour so special is that you
will enjoy a virtual 3D programme. Using special ...
Price: 72,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P87

Express Colosseum small group tour
Get ready for a once-in-a-lifetime visit to the Colosseum. You will spend 1.5 hours
visiting one of the wonders of the world and the symbol of the eternal city. In a small
group of maximum 24 participants you will be accompanied by an expert and
enthusiastic licensed guide. You will skip the line ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P88
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Private Tour 3-in-1: Colosseum Vatican and Trevi Fountain
If you have limited time in Rome and want to hit some of the city?s main sites in just
5.5 hours, this private tour is perfect for you. With a licensed, passionate guide you
will visit the Colosseum, the Trevi Fountain (or Capitoline Hill if you?d prefer), the
Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel, and ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P9

Private Vatican at Night Tour with Aperitif
With our special Vatican Tour at night hours you will be able to discover Vatican
treasures away from the usual crowds and under the moonlight! You will enter the
Vatican with our pre-purchased tickets and accompanied by on of our licensed
private guides. Once inside the Museums, you will start ...
Price: 105,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P90

Vatican by night Tour
Visiting Vatican can be even more special with our private night Tour. You will meet
your private guide at the entrance of Vatican Museums at 7:15PM avoiding the
crowds and the heat of summer days. What are you going to see? Thanks to our
skip-the-line tickets you will go directly to discover the ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P91

Adventure Tour For Kids: Colosseum and San Clemente Walking Tour
With this 3 hours tour you will visit the Colosseum and the Underground of San
Clemente Basilica. With your child friendly guide you will be able to see the great
amphitheater, symbol of Rome. From the Colosseum , your next stop is San
Clemente Basilica with the visit of its underground on three ...
Price: 68,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P92
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Engaging Tour of the Vatican For Kids with Early Access
Our Engaging Tour of the Vatican For Kids with Early Access is the perfect tour for
them who wish to visit the Vatican avoiding the big crowd of daily time. With our 3
hours tour you will visit the main highlights of the Vatican entering at 8 AM - one hour
before the general opening. Highlights of ...
Price: 98,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P93

To discovery of the Undergrounds for Kids
If you have been to Rome already or you prefer a not ordinary tour for your kids, we
think they will love our 3 hours tour to discovery of Rome?s Undergrounds. Our
super child-friendly guide will drive them into the dungeons of Crypt of the bones,
Vicus Caprarius and Domitian Stadium, fascinating ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P94

Safari Walking Tour For Kids
This 3 hours walking tour is the best way to discover Rome for Kids. In just 3 hours
you will learn history and art of the city of Rome. It will not be boring: your kids will be
engaged in a Safari treasure hunt on the street of our city. Talking statues, animal
statues, fountains, all adorned with ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P95

Tour of the Underground Rome
Rome is not only Colosseum and Vatican. With our 3 hours walking Tour of the
Underground Rome you will discover off the beaten track sites. Enjoy a tour of the
less known places of Rome. Visit San Clemente Basilica with its underground, the
Crypt of the bones and the Vicus Caprarius. It's a unique ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P96
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Walking Tour of Ancient Ostia: the Roman Pompeii
Are you interested in the ancient ruins but you don't want to spend too much time in
a car to reach Pompeii? Take our Walking tour of Ancient Ostia. It is also know as
the Roman Pompeii. Our private guide will meet you directly at the entrance of
Ancient Ostia and with him you will undertake a trip ...
Price: 48,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P97

Assisi and Orvieto Day Trip From Rome
Escape from the noise of the city for one day! Enjoy our Full day trip to Orvieto and
Assisi. An English speaking private driver with private vehicle will be at your disposal
from the pick up to the drop off at your hotel in Rome. Your first stop of the day is
Orvieto where you will have a 2 hours ...
Price: 235,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P98

Hidden corners of Trastevere Walking Tour
Our 3 hours walking tour of the Hidden corners of Trastevere give you the
opportunity to discover one of the less known district of Rome. The highlights of your
tour will be the district of Trastevere with its little alleys and Villa Farnesina where it's
possible to admire most of Raphael's ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21175P99

Private Tour from Rome to Tivoli Villa d'Este and Villa Adriana with Hotel Pickup
Spend a full day exploring the beauty of Tivoli with this private 8-hour tour from
Rome. See the Villa Adriana, and Villa d'Este with their beautiful gardens. If you
wish, you have the option to include a local private licensed guide.You?ll be able also
to spend some time visiting the city of ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P1
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Private Transfer from Rome to Sorrento Door-To-Door
Private comfortable Transfer with pick-up from from your accommodation in Rome
and drop-off to your accommodation in Sorrento.This door to door service is
available 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Included Buffalo Mozzarella
Tasting! You?ll have an English-speaking private driver and comfortable ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P100

Private Transfer from Fiumicino FCO Airport to Sorrento Door-To-Door
Private comfortable Transfer with pick-up from from Fiumicino FCO Airport and
drop-off to your accommodation in Sorrento.This door to door service is available 24
hours a day, seven days a week. Included Buffalo Mozzarella Tasting! You?ll have
an English-speaking private driver and comfortable full ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P102

Private Transfer from Rome to Amalfi Door-To-Door
Private comfortable Transfer with pick-up from from your accommodation in Rome
and drop-off to your accommodation in Amalfi.This door to door service is available
24 hours a day, seven days a week. Included Buffalo Mozzarella Tasting! You?ll
have an English-speaking private driver and comfortable ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P104

Private Transfer from Fiumicino FCO Airport to Amalfi Door-To-Door
Private comfortable Transfer with pick-up from from Fiumicino FCO Airport and
drop-off to your accommodation in Amalfi.This door to door service is available 24
hours a day, seven days a week. Included Buffalo Mozzarella Tasting! You?ll have
an English-speaking private driver and comfortable full ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P106
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Private Transfer from Fiumicino FCO Airport to Ravello Door-To-Door
Private comfortable Transfer with pick-up from from Fiumicino FCO Airport and
drop-off to your accommodation in Ravello.This door to door service is available 24
hours a day, seven days a week. Included Buffalo Mozzarella Tasting! You?ll have
an English-speaking private driver and comfortable full ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P109

Private Transfer from Rome to Florence Door-To-Door
Private comfortable Transfer with pick-up from from your accommodation in Rome
and drop-off to your accommodation in Florence.This door to door service is
available 24 hours a day, seven days a week. You?ll have an English-speaking
private driver and comfortable full air-conditioned minivan for the ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P111

Private Transfer from Fiumicino FCO Airport to Florence Door-To-Door
Private comfortable Transfer with pick-up from from Fiumicino FCO Airport and
drop-off to your accommodation in Florence.This door to door service is available 24
hours a day, seven days a week. You?ll have an English-speaking private driver and
comfortable full air-conditioned minivan for the ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P114

Pompeii and Herculaneum Ercolano Fullday from Rome
Enjoy this incredible Fullday visiting the ancient Pompeii and
Herculaneum
Ercolano Ruins ,&nbsp;UNESCO World Heritage Sites, with free&nbsp;time for a
good lunch.&nbsp; Included Buffalo Mozzarella Tasting! During your scenic drive,
you'll be able to make&nbsp;impressive pictures along the ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P116
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Private Half-Day Rome Tour with Professional Photographer and Driver
Forget selfies! The latest Tour accessory is a professional photographer!At Least 125
Digital Images Included! During your private&nbsp;Rome Tour, you will explore the
city with the guidance and experience of a professional English-speaking driver,
while a personal photographer captures your ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P117

WWII BATTLEFIELDS: Anzio and Nettuno D-Day from Rome
Discover the World War II Anzio and Nettuno D-Day in a 8-hour self-guided tour form
Rome.Our Memorial tour takes us on a moving and emotional trip.Upgradable a 5
hours Licensed Guide Expert in World War II Central Italy Battelfields.Make your
experience personal and memorable. Free time for a ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P118

Cocullo SNAKES FESTIVAL Exclusive only every May 1st Fullday from Rome
Italian Snakes Festival in Cocullo! Your professional English-speaking driver will pick
you up from your accommodation in Rome and drive you to Cocullo town, where
you?ll be able to participate in the Snake Festival, it is held only every year on May
1st,&nbsp;that is the Feast of San Domenico. ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P119

Private Half-Day Rome Tour with Professional Guide and Driver
Our Rome Tour, which last either 3 or 6 hours, is a unique and engaging way to
experience Rome. Each option is private and limited exclusively to your party, so
you can explore all the city has to offer with your very own driver and licensed guide.
The vehicle, driver and licensed guide will be at ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P120
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Honeymooners Rome Tour with Professional Photographer and Driver
For a more memorable and special occasion, your itinerary will be customized based
on your preferences.Forget selfies! The latest Tour accessory is a professional
photographer!At Least 125 Digital Images Included! During your private
honeymooners Rome Tour, you will explore the city with the ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P121

Private Transfer from Fiumicino FCO Airport to Civitavecchia Port Door-To-Door
Private comfortable Transfer with pick-up from from Fiumicino FCO Airport and
drop-off Port of Civitavecchia to board your cruise ship.This door to door service is
available 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Make the start of any trip stress free
with our comfortable air-conditioned minivan all ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P122

Private Transfer from Civitavecchia Port to Fiumicino FCO Airport Door-To-Door
Private comfortable Transfer with pick-up from from Port of Civitavecchia and
drop-off Fiumicino FCO Airport.This door to door service is available 24 hours a day,
seven days a week. Meet your private air-conditioned vehicle dockside under your
ship and transfer directly to Rome. The driver will ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P123

Private Shore Excursion Rome Tour Professional Photographer included from Civitavecchia Port
Forget selfies! The latest Tour accessory is a professional photographer!At Least 125
Digital Images Included! During your private&nbsp;Rome Tour, you will explore the
city with the guidance and experience of a professional English-speaking driver,
while a personal photographer captures your ...
Price: 210,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P133
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Private Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia Port: Honeymooners Rome Tour Professional
Photographer Included
Forget selfies! The latest Tour accessory is a professional photographer!At Least 125
Digital Images Included! During your private honeymooners Rome Tour, you will
explore the city with the guidance and experience of a professional English-speaking
driver, while a personal photographer captures ...
Price: 210,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P134

Private Shore Excursion: Best of Rome from Civitavecchia Cruise Port
Visit the highlights of Rome in One-Fullday Memorable Tour.&nbsp; Your
professional English-speaking driver will wait for you at the pier just outside the ship
with a sign with your name and then enjoy this&nbsp;Special Day by private
air-conditioned vehicle. See aspects of Ancient Rome, monumental ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P135

Family Friendly: Fullday Rome Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia Cruise Port
Visit the highlights of Rome in One-Fullday Memorable Tour.&nbsp;
Your
professional English-speaking driver will wait for you at the pier just outside the ship
with a sign with your name and then enjoy this&nbsp;Special Day by private
air-conditioned vehicle. See aspects of Ancient Rome, ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P136

Civitavecchia Cruise Port Shore Excursion: Fullday Rome Including Skip-The-Line Vatican Museums
and Colosseum
Visit the highlights of Rome in One-Fullday Memorable Tour.&nbsp;Skip-The-Line
Tickets Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel Included!
Your professional
English-speaking driver will wait for you at the pier just outside the ship with a sign
with your name and then enjoy this&nbsp;Special Day by ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P137
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Family Friendly: Private Fullday Shore Excursion of Rome from Civitavecchia Port
Visit the highlights of Rome in One-Fullday Memorable Tour.&nbsp; Enjoy this
Special Day by private air-conditioned vehicle and professional English-speaking
driver. See aspects of Ancient Rome, monumental Rome, and Christian
Rome.&nbsp;Upgradable with licensed local guide. Gelato&nbsp;Tasting ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P138

Assisi Fullday from Rome Lunch Included
Enjoy a day exploring the beauties that the Umbria region has to offer. In this full day
with a private English speaking driver you?ll be able to visit Assisi&nbsp;the town of
St. Francesco.Included a very good Luch.&nbsp;&nbsp;If you wish, you have the
option to include a local private licensed ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P139

Private Day Tour: Cassino and Abbey of Montecassino from Rome
Discover the Montecassino Abbey&nbsp;in a 7-hour self-guided tour form Rome.
Upgradable a 3 hours Licensed Guide Expert in Montecassino and World War II
Battelfields. Free time for a light lunch with local products before returning to Rome.
Worry-Free and Safe Private Tour Experience, operated ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P14

Private South Tyrrhenian Sea 7 Days SuperVipYacht Cruise from Rome
Experience true ExtraLuxury while on a private 7 Days Yacht Cruise sailing along
the Tyrrhenian Sea South Side from Rome. 7 days Luxury Yacht Cruise Ferretti 780
or similar1 night in 5 Stars Luxury Hotel in SorrentoHalf day Luxury Private Cooking
Class with 2 Michelin Stars famous chefPrivate ...
Price: 19.000,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P143
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Private Transfer from Civitavecchia Cruise Port to Venice Door-To-Door
Private comfortable Transfer with pick-up from from Civitavecchia Cruise Port and
drop-off Venice (PIazzale Roma square).This door to door service is available 24
hours a day, seven days a week. Meet your private air-conditioned vehicle dockside
under your ship and transfer directly to Venice. The ...
Price: 165,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P144

Best of Naples Full Day Tour from Rome
Enjoy this incredible Private Fullday visiting the Best of Naples with&nbsp;private
driver and licensed guide included. Buffalo Mozzarella Tasting included!&nbsp;
Sfogliatella Napoletana Pastry&nbsp;or Gelato Tasting included !Pick up and drop
off will be at your accommodation ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P147

Private Half-Day Tour: Tivoli and Villa D'Este from Rome
Embark on this 6-hour private tour of Tivoli and Villa D'Este with just your party and
a professional English-speaking driver. Spend time visiting the area and exploring
the inside of the Villa 'Este while you take memorable photos. Upgradable with
Licensed Local Guide. You?ll be able also to ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P15

Cooking Class and Wine Tasting Full Day from Rome
Experience Authentic Italian Pasta Cooking Class in Rome.Learn the secrets and
make Ravioli and fettuccine, Ragù tomato sauce, Bruschetta, Tiramisù and
more....Enjoy Wine Tasting in a cellar into the tufa hills behind a Castle located inside
a medieval ?Borgo? village 30 minutes from Rome.Drink ...
Price: 165,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P150
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Capri and Blue Grotto Private Full Day from Rome
Enjoy this incredible&nbsp;Full Day visiting the Capri Island&nbsp;and the famous
Blue Grotto&nbsp;with private expert local guide. Private English-speaking driver
from your accommodation in Rome to Naples Molo Beverello dock and back. Private
minivan with driver in Capri Island included. ...
Price: 260,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P151

Pompeii and Naples Full Day Tour from Rome
Enjoy this incredible Private Fullday visiting the Pompeii Ruins and the Best of
Naples with&nbsp;private English-speaking driver. Expert local guide in Pomperii and
Naples included.
Buffalo Mozzarella Tasting included!&nbsp;
Sfogliatella
Napoletana Pastry&nbsp;or Gelato Tasting included ! in ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P153

Rome Homemade Pasta Cooking Class and Castle cellars Wine Tasting
Experience Authentic Italian Homemade Pasta Cooking Class in a Rome's
Home.Learn the Italian food secrets and make Pappardelle and fettuccine, Ravioli,
Agnolotti and Tortellini, tomato and different sauces, and more....Enjoy Wine Tasting
in a cellar into the tufa hills behind a Castle located ...
Price: 165,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P156

Best of Rome Private Driver with Guide and Skip-The-Line Tickets Included
Visit the highlights of Rome in One-Fullday Memorable Tour. Skip-The-Line Tickets
Colosseum and Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel Included. Private Driver and local
Guide included. Your professional English-speaking driver and your personal local
guide will wait for you at the lobby of your ...
Price: 210,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P157
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Best of Rome Private Driver with Guide and Skip-The-Line Tickets Included
Visit the highlights of Rome in One-Fullday Memorable Tour. Skip-The-Line Tickets
Colosseum and Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel Included.Private Driver and local
Guide
included.Your
professional
English-speaking
driver,
with private
air-conditioned vehicle, will wait for you at the pier just ...
Price: 230,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P158

Cooking Class at a Roman FarmHouse and Castle Cellars Wine Tasting from Rome
Experience Authentic Italian Homemade Pasta Cooking Class in a Roman
FarmHouse in the countyside half an hour from Rome. Learn the Italian food secrets
and make Pappardelle and fettuccine, Ravioli, tomato and different sauces,
&nbsp;dessert&nbsp;and more.... Enjoy Wine Tasting in a cellar ...
Price: 230,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P159

Rome Walking Tour with Vatican Museums or Colosseum Skip-The-Line Options
Meet a licensed guide in the center of Rome, Piazza del Popolo, for a 3-hour walking
tour. Your guide will show you around while giving you information about the sites
you're visiting.&nbsp; You may choose options to add more hours to the tour for a
private tour inside the Vatican Museums or other ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P160

Rome Walking Tour with Licensed Local Guide
Meet a licensed guide in the centre of Rome, Piazza del Popolo, for a 3-hour walking
tour. Your guide will show you around while giving you information about the sites
you're visiting.Meet a licensed guide in the centre of Rome, Piazza del Popolo, for a
3-hour walking tour. Your guide will show ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P161
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Skip-The-Line Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel with Private Expert Guide
The Vatican Museums are an enormous complex composed of more than two dozen
distinct collections. You do need to plan your time in the museums and the best way
to do so is to hire an expert local licensed guide with our tour. So you won't miss
anything! In the Vatican Museums you will find the ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P162

Skip-The-Line Colosseum and Roman Forum with Private Expert Guide
Explore the Colosseum and Roman Forum with a private expert licensed guide on
this 3hour private VIP tour. Walk amongst the incredible ancient ruins as our friendly
expert local guide tells you of the glory and the drama of the Roman Empire.
Skip-The-Line Tickets included. Meet an expert ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P163

Pompeii Skip-The-Line with Vesuvius Volcan Lunch included Day Tour from Rome
Enjoy this incredible Fullday visiting Pompeii Ruins (Skip-The-Line included),&nbsp;
UNESCO World Heritage Site,&nbsp;with a very good lunch and wine tasting
included at the slopes of the Vesuvius Volcano!&nbsp;
Included Buffalo
Mozzarella Tasting! During your scenic drive, you'll be able ...
Price: 220,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P164

Private Transfer: Fiumicino Airport to Civitavecchia Cruise Port
Private comfortable Transfer with pick-up from Fiumicino FCO Airport and drop-off
your ship in Civitavecchia Port.This door to door service is available 24 hours a day,
seven days a week. You?ll have an English-speaking private driver and comfortable
full air-conditioned minivan for the ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P18
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Meet and Greet Assistance Fiumicino Fco Airport in Arrival or Departure or Connection
Meet&nbsp;and Greet Assistance in Arrival, Departure or Connection
at&nbsp;International Rome Fiumicino Fco Airport.If you're flying alone or with your
family members or with your travel friends or you find the airport experience stressful
and need a little help getting through, Meet and Greet ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P19

Private 5-Day Tour: Classic Tuscany from Rome
Enjoy this 5-day independent tour of Tuscany complete with a private driver. Starting
from Rome, make your way to Siena where you will sleep all 4-nights. Over the
course of your tour, see places such as San Gimignano, Montepulciano, Pienza,
and Florence. Upon your request, you may advise a ...
Price: 1.064,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P21

Private Transfer from Civitavecchia Cruise Port to Rome with Optional Panoramic Tour
Book a private arrival transfer from Civitavecchia (Rome) Cruise Port to your
accommodation in Rome, so you can skip waiting for taxis, and travel to the city in
the comfort of a private luxury sedan or minivan (Mercedes or similar). This door to
door service is available 24 hours a day, seven days ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P22

Private Half-Day Rome Tour: Roman Catacombs, Appian Way and Cecilia Metella Mausoleum
Explore one of the unique underground Christian Catacombs&nbsp;of Rome (St.
Callixtus or St. Sebastian or St. Domitilla), tickets Included. Licensed guide and
tickets included. Private Tour from your accommodation in Rome with licensed guide,
by full air-conditioned vehicle and English-speaking ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P23
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Assisi Cortona and Wine Tasting Fullday from Rome
Enjoy a day exploring the beauties that the Umbria region has to offer, including also
a stop in the countryside of Tuscany. In this full day with a private English speaking
driver you?ll be able to visit Assisi and Cortona.Included a very good Wine
Tasting.&nbsp;&nbsp;If you wish, you have the ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P25

Assisi Cortona and Wine Tasting Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia Port
Enjoy a day exploring the beauties that the&nbsp; Umbria&nbsp;region has to offer,
including also a stop in the countryside of&nbsp; Tuscany. In this full day with a
private English speaking driver you?ll be able to visit&nbsp; Assisi&nbsp;and&nbsp;
Cortona.Included a very good Wine ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P26

Private Half-Day Rome Tour with Professional English-Speaking Driver
This private 6-hour Rome tour allows you to enjoy the comfort and convenience of
personal transportation&nbsp;while spending time around the main squares of the
city. See the monumental sights of Rome: Colosseum, Circus Maximus, Venice
Square and the Wedding cake, Spanish Steps, Trevi ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P28

Montalcino Val D'Orcia with Montepulciano or Pienza Fullday from Rome
Enjoy a day outside the big cities to explore the countryside of Tuscany. In this full
day tour with a private English speaking driver you?ll be able to visit Montalcino and
the Val d?Orcia area, in particular Pienza or&nbsp; Montepulciano.
Free Wine
Tasting included! Pick up and drop off ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P3
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From Civitavecchia Port: Tour of Rome and drop-off in Rome
A professional&nbsp;English-speaking driver will pick you up from the port of
Civitavecchia, outside the ship,&nbsp;with a private Mercedes minivan with a sign
with your name on.&nbsp; You'll be taken on an about 3 hours Tour of Rome so see
as much as possible of the main sites, with the ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P30

Private Tour: Tyrrhenian Yacht Cruise from Rome
Experience true luxury while on a private fullday yacht cruise sailing along
the Tyrrhenian coast from Rome. Enjoy your brunch on board as your escort tells you
about the history of the Etruscan era. Later, have lunch after exploring the small port
town of Santa Marinella. Head back to Rome at the ...
Price: 1.200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P32

Private Tour: Pompeii Ruins and Mt Vesuvius Day Trip with Lunch and Wine Tasting
You will be picked up from your hotel in the morning by your professional
English-speaking driver. You'll enjoy a panoramic 2 hour drive to Pompeii, UNESCO
World Heritage Site.Included Buffalo Mozzarella Tasting!2 hours visit of
the excavations in Pompeii with a local licensed private guide ...
Price: 255,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P36

Monteriggioni San Gimignano and Castellina in Chianti Fullday from Rome
Enjoy a day exploring the landscapes and artistic small towns that Tuscany can
offer. In this full day tour with a private English speaking driver you?ll be able to visit
Monteriggioni, San Gimignano and Castellina in Chianti.
Free Wine Tasting
Included! Pick up and drop off will be at your ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P39
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Amalfi Coast with Positano and Ravello Fullday from Rome
Enjoy&nbsp;a private full day tour with a professional guide in &nbsp;Amalfi Coast,
Positano and Ravello. During your scenic drive, you'll be able to make multiple
stops to capture all those picturesque moments. You will have time for a good lunch
and shopping. included Buffalo Mozzarella ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P40

Montalcino Val D'Orcia with Montepulciano or Pienza Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia Port
Enjoy a day outside the big cities to explore the countryside of Tuscany. In this full
day shore excursion with a private English speaking driver you?ll be able to visit
Montalcino and the Val d?Orcia area, in particular Pienza or Montepulciano. Free
Wine Tasting included! Pick up and drop ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P43

Pisa and San Gimignano Fullday from Rome
Enjoy a day exploring the landscapes and artistic small towns that Tuscany can
offer. In this full day tour with a private English speaking driver you?ll be able to visit
Pisa and San Gimignano. Wine Tasting Included! Pick up and drop off will be at
your accommodation in Rome. Worry-Free ...
Price: 175,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P46

Private Shore Excursion: Full-Day Tour of Rome from Civitavecchia Port
Visit the highlights of Rome in One-Fullday Memorable Tour.&nbsp; Enjoy this
Special Day by private air-conditioned vehicle and professional English-speaking
driver.
See aspects of Ancient Rome, monumental Rome, and Christian
Rome.&nbsp; Upgradable with licensed local guide. Worry-free Shore ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P5
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Pompeii Ruins and Positano Fullday from Rome
Enjoy this incredible Fullday visiting Pompeii,&nbsp; UNESCO World Heritage
Site,&nbsp;with stop in Positano where you will have free time for a good lunch and
shopping. Included Buffalo Mozzarella and Limoncello Tasting! During your scenic
drive, you'll be able to make&nbsp;impressive ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P50

Daytrip: pickup Fiumicino FCO Airport dropoff Florence with Orvieto Tour option
Private comfortable Day Trip with pick-up from Fiumicino FCO Airport and drop-off to
your accommodation in Florence.Upgradable with&nbsp;3 hours stop in Orvieto town
(if selected). Worry-Free and Safe Private Day Trip Experience, operated only with: Expert Professional English-Speaking Drivers - ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P53

Daytrip: pickup Fiumicino FCO Airport dropoff Forte dei Marmi with Orbetello Tour option
Private Day Trip with pick-up from Fiumicino FCO Airport&nbsp; and drop-off to your
accommodation in Forte dei Marmi.Upgradable with 3 hours stop in Orbetello town (if
selected).Worry-Free and Safe Private Day Trip Experience, operated only with:Expert Professional English-Speaking Drivers- ...
Price: 220,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P54

Daytrip: pickup Fiumicino FCO Airport dropoff Sorrento with Pompeii Ruins Tour option
Private comfortable Day Trip with pick-up from Fiumicino FCO Airport and drop-off to
your accommodation in Sorrento.Upgradable with 2 hours stop in Pompeii UNESCO
World Heritage Site&nbsp;(if selected) to enjoy the ruins.Worry-Free and Safe
Private Day Trip Experience, operated only with:- Expert ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P55
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Ostia Antica Ruins Fullday from Rome
Spend an half-day exploring the incredible Ostia Antica a large archeological site,
the location of the harbour city of ancient Rome, which is approximately 30
kilometres (19 miles) to the northeast. With this private 7-hour tour from Rome you?ll
be able also to spend some time visiting by ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P56

Private Full-Day Montalcino Truffle and Brunello Wine Tasting Tour from Rome
Experience Exclusive Montalcino truffle and the teachings of an acknowledged
Tuscan sommelier and your expert local guide. Eat the best white truffle on this
full-day savory experience. Drink the prestigious sparkling and red wines of this
land! Worry-Free and Safe Private Tour Experience, ...
Price: 330,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P57

Orvieto and Civita di Bagnoregio Fullday from Rome
Enjoy a day exploring the beauties that the Umbria and Lazio regions have to offer.
In this full day tour you?ll be able to visit the medieval town of Orvieto and the
beautiful small town of Civita di Bagnoregio. Free Wine Tasting included!. Pick up
and drop off will be at your accommodation in ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P58

Castelgandolfo Pontifical Villas - Summer Residence of the Pope Fullday from Rome
You?ll spend the day to visit the Pontifical Villas of Castel Gandolfo the Summer
Residence of the Pope and enjoy the Castelgandolfo town. Included one Papal
Blessing on Parchment in English!The driver will wait for you at the pier just outside
the ship with a sign with your name on. and then enjoy ...
Price: 105,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P59
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Orvieto and Makes Biscuits in a Cave Fullday from Rome
BISCOTTI MAKING IN A CAVEYou will tour Orvieto, its 7 kms underground tunnels,
majestic golden lily cathedral AND make biscotti in one of the caves! Worry-Free
and Safe Private Tour Experience, operated only with: - Expert Professional
English-Speaking Drivers - Selected local Expert Licensed Tour ...
Price: 240,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P61

Pienza with Cheese and Wine Tasting Fullday from Rome
PRIORITY TO CHEESEWhen we say "cheese" we mean: smile for a pics!You will
smile in Southern Tuscany Pienza with Giuseppe, his sheeps and fox..yes, a real
one! Worry-Free and Safe Private Tour Experience, operated only with: - Expert
Professional English-Speaking Drivers - Selected local Expert ...
Price: 270,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P62

Italiano Lunch and Cooking Demo in Umbria Fullday from Rome
"SONO ITALIANO!"This day will be a real insight in the Italian lifestyle towards the
Southern part of Tuscany/Northern Umbria: Breath the coffee from the Moka,
Experience the local marketEat with an "Italiana" family! Worry-Free and Safe
Private Tour Experience, operated only with: - Expert ...
Price: 270,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P63

Chianciano Evo Oil and Montepulciano Wine Tour Fullday from Rome
EVO OIL AND NOBLE WINESExperience the Southern Tuscany in Chianciano Evo
Oil and Montepulciano Wine Tour! Worry-Free and Safe Private Tour Experience,
operated only with: - Expert Professional English-Speaking Drivers - Selected local
Expert Licensed Tour Guides (when booked) - Welcoming ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P64
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Religious Tuscany and Umbria Fullday from Rome
Meeting with your private English-speaking driver and departure towards the
Southern part of Tuscany or the Southern part of Umbria. Arrival in Monte Oliveto
Maggiore (Tuscany) or Assisi (Umbria):here S. Francis and S. Bernardo were
protagonistsand founders of a different way to live Religion. ...
Price: 275,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P65

Best of Christian Rome Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia Port
We are immensely pleased to lead to you to visit the most significant sites of the
Catholic Church in Rome.Included one Papal Blessing on Parchment in English!Your
English-speaking Driver will wait for you at the pier just outside the ship with a sign
with your name and then enjoy a journey to ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P69

Orvieto and Civita di Bagnoregio Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia Port
Enjoy a day exploring the beauties that the Umbria and Lazio regions have to offer.
In this full day tour with a private English speaking driver you?ll be able to visit the
medieval town of Orvieto and the beautiful small town of Civita di Bagnoregio. Free
Wine Tasting included!.&nbsp;Pick up and ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P71

Orvieto and Makes Biscuits in a Cave Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia Port
BISCOTTI MAKING IN A CAVEYou will tour Orvieto, its 7 kms underground tunnels,
majestic golden lily cathedral AND make biscotti in one of the caves!Pick up and
drop off will be at the port of Civitavecchia, right outside the ship.Worry-free Shore
Excursion: We will ensure your timely return to the ...
Price: 240,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P72
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Religious Tuscany and Umbria Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia Port
Meeting with your private English-speaking driver and departure towards
the Southern part of Tuscany or the Southern part of Umbria. Arrival in Monte Oliveto
Maggiore (Tuscany) or Assisi (Umbria):here S. Francis and S. Bernardo were
protagonistsand founders of a different way to live ...
Price: 275,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P73

Castelgandolfo Pontifical Villas - Summer Residence of the Pope and Catacombs Shore Excursion
from Civitavecchia Port
You?ll spend the day to visit the Pontifical Villas of Castel Gandolfo the Summer
Residence of the Pope and the Christian Catacombs along the Ancient Appian
Way.Included one Papal Blessing on Parchment in English!The driver will wait for
you at the pier just outside the ship with a sign with your ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P74

Ostia Antica Ruins and Ostia Beach Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia Port
Spend an fullday exploring the incredible Ostia Antica a large archeological site, the
location of the harbour city of ancient Rome, which is approximately 30 kilometres
(19 miles) to the northeast.With this private 9-hour tour from Civitavecchia Port you?ll
be able also to spend some time visiting ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P75

Best of Christian Rome Fullday from Rome
We are immensely pleased to lead to you to visit the most significant sites of the
Catholic Church in Rome. Included one Papal Blessing on Parchment in English!
Your English-speaking Driver will wait for you at the lobby of your accommodation in
Rome and then enjoy a &nbsp;journey to Christian ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P76
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From Fiumicino Fco Airport: Tour of Rome and drop-off Civitavecchia Port
A professional English-speaking driver will pick you up from Fiumicino Fco
International Airport, right after you go through customs with a sign with your name
on. You'll be taken, with a private Mercedes minivan, on about 3 hours Tour of
Rome so see as much as possible of the main sites, with the ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P77

From Civitavecchia Port: Tour of Rome and drop-off Fiumicino FCO Airport
A professional&nbsp;English-speaking driver will pick you up from the port of
Civitavecchia, outside the ship,&nbsp;with a private Mercedes minivan with a sign
with your name on. You'll be taken on an about 3 hours Tour of Rome so see as
much as possible of the main sites, with the possibility to ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P78

Day Trip from Rome: Ancestors Tour - Discovering Your Italian Family History
Do you have Italian roots? We will escort to you to your ancestor?s villages all over
Italy. How much do you know about your Italian heritage? In which Italian town were
your ancestors born? These are typical questions for people beginning a
genealogical research. Getting to know yourself even more ...
Price: 190,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P8

Daytrip: pickup Rome dropoff Florence with Orvieto Tour option
Private comfortable Day Trip with pick-up from your accommodation in Rome and
drop-off to your accommodation in Florence.Upgradable with&nbsp;3 hours stop in
Orvieto town (if selected).You?ll have an English-speaking private driver and
comfortable full air-conditioned minivan for the day.Worry-Free ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P81
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WWII BATTLEFIELDS: MonteCassino from Rome
Discover the World War II Montecassino Battle in a 7-hour self-guided tour form
Rome.Upgradable a 3 hours Licensed Guide Expert in Montecassino and World War
II Battelfields.Make your experience personal and memorable. Free time for a light
lunch with local products before returning to ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P82

Daytrip: pickup Rome dropoff Forte dei Marmi with Orbetello Tour option
Private Day Trip with pick-up from your accommodation in Rome and drop-off to your
accommodation in Forte dei Marmi.Upgradable with 3 hours stop in Orbetello town (if
selected).You?ll have an English-speaking private driver and comfortable full
air-conditioned minivan for the day.Worry-Free and ...
Price: 220,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P83

Daytrip: pickup Rome dropoff Sorrento with Pompeii Ruins Tour option
Private comfortable Day Trip with pick-up from from your accommodation in Rome
and drop-off to your accommodation in Sorrento.Upgradable with 2 hours stop in
Pompeii to enjoy the ruins with or without option Private Certified guide
included.You?ll have an English-speaking private driver and ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P84

Chianciano Evo Oil and Montepulciano Wine Tour Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia Port
EVO OIL AND NOBLE WINESExperience the Southern Tuscany in Chianciano Evo
Oil and Montepulciano Wine Tour!Worry-free Shore Excursion: We will ensure your
timely return to the Civitavecchia Port for this activity. In the rare event your ship has
departed, we will arrange for transportation to the ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P88
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Private Day Tour from Rome To Pompeii and Sorrento
Enjoy this incredible Fullday visiting Pompeii,&nbsp; UNESCO World Heritage
Site,&nbsp;with stop in Sorrento where you will have time for a good lunch and
shopping. Included Buffalo Mozzarella and Limoncello Tasting! During your scenic
drive, you'll be able to make&nbsp;impressive pictures ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P9

Private Transfer from Rome to Positano Door-To-Door
Private comfortable Transfer with pick-up from from your accommodation in Rome
and drop-off to your accommodation in Positano.This door to door service is
available 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Included Buffalo Mozzarella
Tasting! You?ll have an English-speaking private driver and comfortable ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P93

Private Transfer from Rome to Ravello Door-To-Door
Private comfortable Transfer with pick-up from from your accommodation in Rome
and drop-off to your accommodation in Ravello.This door to door service is available
24 hours a day, seven days a week. Included Buffalo Mozzarella Tasting! You?ll
have an English-speaking private driver and comfortable ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P94

WWII BATTLEFIELDS: MonteCassino Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia
Discover the World War II Montecassino Battle in a self-guided tour form
Civitavecchia Port.Upgradable a 3 hours Licensed Guide Expert in Montecassino
and World War II Battelfields.Make your experience personal and memorable. Free
time for a light lunch with local products before returning to ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P95
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Assisi Fullday from Rome with Papal Blessing on Parchment INCLUDED
Learn more about the life of St. Francis of Assisi.Included one Papal Blessing on
Parchment
in
English!You
will
explore
3
popular
pilgrimage
sites:&nbsp;&nbsp;Basilica of St. Francis,&nbsp;Basilica of Santa Chiara
and&nbsp;the
Basilica
of
Santa
Maria
degli
Angeli&nbsp;with
the
Porziuncola.Included ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P96

Private Transfer from Fiumicino FCO Airport to Positano Door-To-Door
Private comfortable Transfer with pick-up from from Fiumicino FCO Airport and
drop-off to your accommodation in Positano.This door to door service is available 24
hours a day, seven days a week. Included Buffalo Mozzarella Tasting! You?ll have
an English-speaking private driver and comfortable full ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21340P98

Cooking Class in Rome: Make Your Own Pizza
Learn how to make a classic Italian pizza during a 60-minute cooking class in central
Rome. With all of your ingredients provided, plus the expertise of a professional chef,
you?ll have everything needed to prepare a tantalizing pizza. Finish your session
with a pizza dinner and drink, followed by ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21369P1

Let's make pizza on the banks of the River!
Learn how to make a classic Italian pizza in our one-hour and half workshop with a
local Italian chef as your guide. After learning and baking with all ingredients and
equipment provided, enjoy your homemade pizza, along the Tiber riverbank in the
fantastic framework of Rome city center. Every ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21369P10
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Cooking Show Class and Typical Roman Dinner
Spend an afternoon learning to make authentic Italian food with this cooking class
and dinner in Rome. Get hands-on instruction in making carbonara pasta,
Saltimbocca in Romana style, and a fabulous tiramisù. Dine on the dishes you've
made at the end of class.Spend an afternoon learning to make ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21369P2

Pasta Cooking Class Experience in Rome
Learn how to make pasta: Cooking lesson on how to make Italian fresh pasta
followed by traditional lunch or dinner. Have a unique opportunity to learn how to
make a traditional recipe of homemade pasta in this private experience. Take home
a secret about how dough is made and you can tell and ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21369P6

3-Hour Ravioli and Meatballs Cooking Class and Meal in Rome
Learn how to make real ravioli past by hand during this 3-hour cooking class with a
local, Italian chef. You will also learn how to make meatballs in the Pizzaiola style.
Once you have finished cooking these delicious dishes, then it?s time to sit back and
enjoy the amazing food.Learn how to make ...
Price: 54,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21369P7

Social Table in the heart of Rome lunch or dinner with Roman menu
Enjoy this experience Delicious Lunch or Dinner in the heart of Rome you will have
full Roman meal with drinks included ! you will have private dinner or this is a perfect
occasion to meet new friends from all over the world Delicious Roman menu for
lunch or dinner in the center of Rome near ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21369P9
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Skip the Line: Colosseum and Ancient Rome Small-Group Walking Tour Including Pantheon and
Piazza Navona
Visit the Colosseum, the Roman Forum, Capitoline Hill, Pantheon and Piazza
Navona on this must-do small group Ancient Rome tour. Our expert guide will offer
the skip the line access at the Colosseum and helps you to safe time avoiding the
long lines. A perfect introduction to the must-see sights of ...
Price: 57,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21468P1

Skip the Line: Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel Small-Group Evening Tour
Sail past the long lines outside the Vatican Museums and enjoy a comprehensive
3-hour small-group walking tour with a professional and friendly guide. Hear
fascinating tales about surrounding artworks and admire Raphael's Rooms, the
Candelabra Gallery, the Maps Gallery, the Tapestry Gallery and the ...
Price: 61,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21468P11

Full-Day Royal Palace of Caserta Tour from Rome
During this 10-hour tour, be enchanted by the beauty of the Royal Palace of Caserta.
In a group of no more than 50 travelers, get on board of an high-speed train with the
help of our assistant and journey to the luxurious palace of Caserta enjoying the
beautiful landscapes. Your professional guide ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21468P12

Garden of Ninfa and Sermoneta Day Trip from Rome
Escape Rome for a day on this tour to the medieval town of Sermoneta and the
Garden of Ninfa. Enjoy a scenic drive south of the city, through the Agro Pontino
countryside and the Riviera d'Ulisse area, to reach Ninfa, which has been described
as 'the most romantic garden in the world' and has ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21468P17
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Vatican Museums No-Wait Access Tour with Raphael Rooms, Sistine Chapel, and St. Peters Basilica
This no-wait access to Vatican Museums walking tour includes all the must-see
places of the Vatican such as the Raphael's Rooms, the Gallery of the Maps, the
Gallery of the Tapestry, the famous Sistine Chapel with Michelangelo's 'Last
Judgement' and 'the Creation of Adam', St. Peter?s Basilica with ...
Price: 64,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21468P3

Tivoli Day Trip from Rome with Lunch Including Hadrian's Villa and Villa d'Este
Enjoy a day away from the hustle of the city and join this 7.5-hour day trip out of
Rome to discover the famous Hadrian's Villa and Villa d'Este. Step back in time and
explore the archaeological ruins of Hadrian's Villa, former home to 2nd-century
Emperor Hadrian, with it's temples, statues, ...
Price: 118,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21468P4

Rome Evening Panoramic Walking Tour, Including Pincio Hill and Spanish Steps
Admire the sunset above the romantic squares and fountains on this 3-hour evening
walking tour through Rome. Stroll the characteristic streets in the historical center,
admire the Baroque fountains at the Spanish Steps and at the Trevi Fountain, see
the famous Pincio Hill with its stunning view ...
Price: 31,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21468P7

SHOW & GO COLOSSEUM, PALATINE HILL AND ROMAN FORUMS
With ?Show and Go Colosseum, Palatine hill and Roman Forums tour? you can feel
free to decide till the last second if you want to enjoy the tour. You don?t need to
reserve starting time but just to be at the meeting point 30 min. before the tour start.
With our skip the line tour, and our English ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21469P11
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SEMI PRIVATE SKIP THE LINE BORGHESE GALLERY TOUR
With only 360 people allowed in at a time, tickets to access Borghese Gallery are
always in high demand. Book this special SKIP THE LINE tour&nbsp;and you won't
miss out on one of Italy's most visited art collection. Explore one of the most popular
museums in Rome at your own pace. See paintings ...
Price: 54,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21469P13

GETAWAY FOR A DAY: POMPEII EXCURSION FROM ROME BY HIGH-SPEED TRAIN
Reach Pompeii by high speed train and touristic railway fast connection and see the
most important sites of the Excavations. Your full-day tour provides an in-depth
exploration of this singular site?and the rooms, streets, and temples where its
residents spent their final moments. Accompanying you ...
Price: 179,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21469P15

FAST-TRACK ON ARRIVAL: Personal Assistant & Porter at Termini Train Station
Enjoy a seamless arrival at Termini Station. The Fast-Track VIP Welcome service
features an English-speaking personal assistant plus private porterage for your
luggage.Enjoy a seamless arrival at Termini Station. The Fast-Track VIP Welcome
service features an English-speaking personal assistant ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21469P19

FAST-TRACK ON DEPARTURE: Personal Assistant & Porter at Termini Train Station
Enjoy a seamless departure from&nbsp;Termini Station. The Fast-Track VIP
Welcome service features an English-speaking personal assistant plus private
porterage for your luggage.Enjoy a seamless departure from&nbsp;Termini Station.
The Fast-Track VIP Welcome service features an English-speaking ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21469P20
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POMPEII, POSITANO AND AMALFI COAST CRUISE FROM ROME BY HIGH-SPEED TRAIN
Reach Pompeii by high speed train and touristic railway fast connection and see the
most important sites of the Excavations. After it, stroll the graceful alleys of Positano
and jump on a ferry cruise to take unforgettable pictures of Amalfi Coast from the
sea.Reach Pompeii by high speed train and ...
Price: 249,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21469P31

FLORENCE WALKING WITH CHIANTI APERITIF FROM ROME BY HIGH SPEED TRAIN
Save your time and jump on the high-speed train to reach the Capital of Tuscany:
Florence. Discover with an English Monolingual local guide and a small group the
beautis of Florence: The Dome, The Batistery, Signoria Sq. with the Uffizi
Gallery,&nbsp; The Old palace and one of the most famous ...
Price: 159,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21469P33

GOURMET WINE AND FOOD PAIRING CLASSES
Sample wines from 5 different wine regions around Italy, as well as olive oils and
balsamic vinegar, along with deliciously paired snacks Tasting of 5 wines from
various regions. All wines paired with Italy's best-cured meats and cheeses (selected
by a famous Salumeria in Rome). Pairings explained ...
Price: 52,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21469P34

GOURMET DINNER WITH PAIRED WINES
Decide not to risk and entrust to us that we are Romans. With our dinner in the hart
of Roma you will eat the good foods of the Roman tradition and drink some of the
most good wines of Italy (Piemont, Tuscany, Umbria and Abruzzo).Enjoying a
four-course Italian feast held by a warmly welcoming ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21469P35
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Small-Group Pizza Cooking Experience in Rome
Learn all the secrets of how to make a delicious "pizza to the Roman" by an expert
Italian pizza maker and then prepare it for your guests directly to your home... will be
enchanted!Learn all the secrets of how to make a delicious "pizza to the Roman" by
an expert Italian pizza maker and then ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21469P36

ROME WALKING TOUR WITH ITALIAN DRINK - APRIL AND MAY PROMO
APRIL &amp; MAY PROMOTION! Enjoy a guided tour Baroque Rome walking tours
with an Italian aperitif in a friendly atmosphere! Great for history buffs and those with
limited sightseeing time, this tour lets you take in many of Rome?s top attractions in
less than two hours. Your small group (with a ...
Price: 19,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21469P37

WINE AND DINE IN THE ROME COUNTRYSIDE
Discover Roma Countryside and its Traditional Flavors ?Porchetta, wine and much
more? !&nbsp;Just an hour southeast of Rome are the beautiful
rolling&nbsp;hills?and award-winning wineries?of the Frascati wine-growing region.
On this tour (great for wine enthusiasts) you?ll get to have a true ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21469P38

GETAWAY FOR A DAY: CINQUE TERRE EXCURSION FROM ROME BY HIGH-SPEED TRAIN
Enjoy the only Cinque Terre day trip that leaves from Rome. Visit with our guided
English Monolingual Small group tour, Monterosso, Vernazza and Manarola, three of
the five beautiful towns of the Cinque Terre. Travelling between the towns by train
and by a scenic boat cruise, you will admire the ...
Price: 219,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21469P39
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GETAWAY FOR A DAY: VENICE AND MURANO ISLAND FROM ROME BY HIGH-SPEED TRAIN
Jump from&nbsp;Rome to Venice and Murano Island by high-speed train to visit the
Venice Lagoon with its beautiful sites known in all the Word: Rialto Bridge, San
Marco Square, Doge?s Palace, and more before to arrive by Vaporetto to reach
Murano with its colorful houses and mostly for handmade ...
Price: 249,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21469P40

TRADITIONAL PASTA AND TIRAMISU MAKING
Take home some Italy! Learn all the secrets of how to make a delicious "Pasta and
Tiramisù" by an expert Italian Chef maker and then prepare it for your guests directly
to your home... will be enchanted.Take home some Italy! Learn all the secrets of how
to make a delicious "Pasta and Tiramisù" by ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21469P41

ROME at twilight with wine and Italian tapas
On this small-group evening walking tour you?ll see the sun setting over the
churches, romantic squares, and fountains of Rome including. Our English
monolingual guide will bring you thought the historical alleys to admire the Scalinata
of Piazza di Spagna (Spanish steps), Trevi Fountain, the ...
Price: 29,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21469P74

VATICAN MUSEUMS SHOW AND GO INCLUDING THE SISTINE CHAPEL
With ?Show and Go Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel tour? you can feel free to
decide till the last second if you want to enjoy the tour. You don?t need to reserve
starting time but just to be at the meeting point 30 min. before the tour start. In our
skip the line tour, our English monolingual ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21469P8
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Arrival private transfer Show and Go from Rome airport to Rome downtown
Our unique formula will let you avoid worries if your flight is delayed since there will
be always a transfer ready for you to go! If you want want a private transfer from
Fiumicino Airport to reach the downtown of Rome, you simply have to SHOW up at
the Meeting Point and then after maximum 20 ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21469P82

SHOW & GO COMBO: Vatican Museum, Sistine Chapel, Colosseum, Forums and Palatine Hill
With ?Show and Go Combo VATICAN MUSEUMS, SISTINE CHAPEL &amp;
COLOSSEUM, FORUMS, PALATINE? you can feel free to decide till the last second
if you want to enjoy the tours. You don?t need to reserve starting time, just to be at
the meeting point 30 min. before the tour start. You can even do the ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21469P9

Early Morning Colosseum and Ancient Rome Small Group Tour
Enjoy beating the crowd, the heat and the long ticket lines with the&nbsp;Early
Morning Colosseum &amp;&nbsp;Ancient Rome Guided Tour. Your expert English
speaking guide will take you back in time, describing the&nbsp;historical fame of the
Colosseum as well as recreating the former glory of ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21985P1

ULTIMATE Colosseum with the Exclusive Gladiator's entrance
Beat the crowd, the heat and the long ticket lines with the ULTIMATE Colosseum
guided tour with the Exclusive Gladiator's entrance. Beginning at either 1:00 PM or
3:00 PM, this is a small group tour&nbsp;with a&nbsp;maximum size of 25
people&nbsp;per group.This tour gives you access also to the ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21985P10
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ULTIMATE Colosseum Express Tour
On this tour, you will have "skip the line" access to this grand monument,
avoiding&nbsp;the ticket lines. Relax and enjoy this history rich guided tour with a
maximum size of 24 people per group. The expert English-speaking guide will take
you back in time, recreating the amazing history and magic ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21985P11

The Official 2 Hour-Colosseum Belvedere Tour
An expert English speaking guide will take you on a journey back in time, recreating
the amazing history and mysteries of this grand monument. On your tour you will
beat the crowd skipping the long ticket lines to venture deep inside the walls of the
Colosseum discovering its many secrets and gory ...
Price: 84,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21985P12

Ultimate Vatican and Sistine chapel tour
An expert English speaking guide will take you on a journey to The Vatican
City home to some of the most famous tourist destinations in the world. The Vatican
museums attract millions of fervent religious supporters and interested visitors each
year. Join us to see the fantastic art, history and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21985P13

Ultimate Papal Audience with the Vatican and Sistine chapel tour
This is a unique experience only for the early riser. The tour starts at 7:45,
to&nbsp;secure a good spot right next to the Pope (invitations are free but they need
to be collected by your guide, the day before). He will only appear around 9.00-9.30
AM and the audience will be held either in the ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21985P14
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The Official VIP Colosseum Underground and Roman Forum Tour
This is the only tour that actually skips all the lines, including even the one for the
reserved groups. An expert English speaking guide will take you on a journey back
in time, recreating the amazing history and mysteries of this grand monument. On
your tour you will beat the crowd skipping the ...
Price: 108,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21985P15

PRIVATE Colosseum Arena Tour in Rome
This is a special PRIVATE tour that gives you access to the best parts that the
Colosseum has to offer, using a VIP entrance through the back gates. Enjoy beating
the crowd, the heat and the long ticket lines with this 1.5 hour long PRIVATE
Colosseum Arena Tour in Rome. Your own personal guide ...
Price: 118,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21985P17

Ultimate Rome food tour
Join us on what is definitely&nbsp;a true foodie adventure in one of Rome?s most
picturesque areas. We have chosen to make you explore the authentic Roman
neighborhoods some of the oldest and most interesting sides of Rome. You will have
the opportunity to go off the beaten path and taste what the ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21985P18

Ultimate Best of Rome
An expert&nbsp;guide will take you on a journey through the most incredible of all
European metropolises no other city in the world&nbsp;combines&nbsp;both old and
new
quite
like
the
Eternal
city
of
Rome.
A
thriving
cultural
scene&nbsp;combining&nbsp;ancient art and architecture for a one-of-a-kind ...
Price: 58,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21985P19
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Skip-the-Line: Guided Colosseum Tour Including the Ground Floor and Second Tier
An expert English speaking guide will take you on a journey back in time, recreating
the amazing history and mysteries of the largest amphitheater ever constructed in
the center of ancient Rome. On your tour you will beat the crowd skipping&nbsp;the
long ticket lines to venture deep inside the ...
Price: 34,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21985P2

The Official Small Group Colosseum Tour
An expert English speaking guide will take you on a journey back in time, recreating
the amazing history and mysteries of the center of ancient Rome. On your tour you
will beat the crowd skipping&nbsp;the long ticket lines to venture deep inside the
walls of the Colosseum discovering its many ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21985P20

VIP After Hours Vatican Tour
Behind closed doors, after the usual opening hours, the Vatican Museums opens its
gates to an exclusive group, offering a unique change of pace and quality to those
who choose a tour experience far removed from the busy daytime crowds. The
absence of the general public and the beautiful evening ...
Price: 98,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21985P24

Best of Jewish Rome
If you?re looking for a rare insight into the multifaceted history of Rome, this tour of
the Jewish Ghetto will take you into the heart of a rich local culture. Our expert
Jewish guides will take you to the Great Synagogue and offer interesting facts about
its museum of Jewish artifacts. This tour ...
Price: 98,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21985P25
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BLOOD, SWEAT & TEARS ON THE COLOSSEUM ARENA
Witness the Colosseum come to life in the fully immersive show ?Blood and Sand.?
Presented on the arena floor of the amphitheater, this live digital reenactment
showcases the splendor of the inaugural games of 80 AD, including gladiatorial
combat, wild-beast hunts and mythological charades.Witness ...
Price: 98,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21985P27

Colosseum Arena Tour in Rome
Your expert English speaking guide will take you back in time, recreating the historic
events that took place within the walls of the Colosseum and on the infamous arena
floor. On your tour you will beat the crowd skipping the long ticket lines to venture
deep inside the walls of the Colosseum ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21985P3

Evening Underground Colosseum Tour with Prosecco
An expert English speaking guide will take you on a journey back in time, recreating
the amazing history and mysteries of the center of ancient Rome. On your tour you
will beat the crowd skipping&nbsp;the long ticket lines to venture deep inside the
walls of the Colosseum discovering its many ...
Price: 98,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21985P4

Explore Ancient Rome - Ultimate Roman Forum and Palatine Hill
An expert English speaking guide will take you on a journey back in time, recreating
the amazing history and mysteries of the center of ancient Rome.&nbsp;You will
venture up to the Palatine Hill home to the most afluent of ancient
Romans,&nbsp;hosting the best view over the centre of the city (A ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21985P7
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Ultimate Rome's Colosseum
Beat the crowds, the heat and the long ticket lines with the Ultimate Rome's
Colosseum tour. Beginning at either 11:00 AM or 1:00 PM, this is a small group
tour with a maximum size of 25 people per group. This tour also gives you access to
the Colosseum arena with a beautiful view over the ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21985P8

The Official 2-Hour Colosseum Underground Tour
An expert English speaking guide will take you on a journey back in time, recreating
the amazing history and mysteries of this grand monument. On your tour you will
beat the crowd skipping the long ticket lines to venture deep inside the walls of the
Colosseum discovering its many secrets and gory ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21985P9

Skip the Line Private Tour for Kids: Colosseum Full Family Tour
Are you in Rome with your kids and/or grandpa and seeking an engaging private
Colosseum tour suitable for the whole family? Skip the long lines on this private 2
hours long tour. The guides are all licensed, highly trained (Archaeologists or
Art-Historians), English speaking, super friendly and ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21986P1

Rome Jewish District Small Group Walking Tour
Private walking tour, 2 hours long. All the essential Jewish district! If visiting Rome for
you is a little more than just admiring the monuments, or you would like to know more
about past and present history avoiding the beaten track, you'll love to travel in time
and cultures not moving from one ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21986P10
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Skip-the-Line Private Tour of Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel with a PhD Guide
Visit the Vatican Museums and the Sistine Chapel with professional and friendly
"PhD guides". All of them have a Masters Degree or PhD in Art History and
Archaeology. All of them know how to make a tour entertaining and enjoyable for
every age.Conscious that there is a huge offer of Vatican tours ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21986P12

Twilight Rome Small Group Walking Tour Pantheon,Trevi and more
This 2-hour twilight tour will focus on the amazing structure of the Pantheon together
with the most important and amazing monuments of the city center such as the Trevi
Fountain, Spanish Steps, Piazza Navona. Your guide is highly qualified and will show
you an incredible number of marvelous ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21986P13

Rome Street Art: Ostiense Private Walking Tour
Private 1.5/2 hours long walking tour off the beaten track! Visit the blooming Ostiense
district with your local expert and experience a different Rome! Rome is not just
ancient ruins and Baroque churches: the Eternal City has recently been experiencing
a boom of? STREET ART! Urban artworks are ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21986P18

Vatican Guided Tour - Small Group
PRIVATE 3 hrs&nbsp; long tour with a PHD! Visit the Vatican Museums and the
Sistine Chapel with professional, local and friendly guide. All of them have a Masters
Degree or PhD in Art History or Archaeology. All of them will know how to make a
tour entertaining and enjoyable for every age. ...
Price: 62,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21986P19
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Get a local advice! A local expert in Rome
Visiting a city you don?t know is exciting and thrilling, but might be complicated too.
Rome has many unwritten laws that rule the city. Learn them with this private 2 hour
meeting with your local expert. Find out all the things you have always wanted to
know about the city but were afraid to ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21986P20

Underground Rome Small Group Tour: St. Clement and Celian Houses
2.5 hours small group tour (up to 10 people) of San Clement + Ancient Roman
Houses under the church of St. John and Paul. Go off the beaten path! The
Undergrounds of Rome are a labyrinth of hidden buildings, narrow streets,
abandoned churches and temples, tombs, forgotten treasures. You will walk ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21986P3

Small-Group Essential Rome: Pantheon, Trevi, Navona and more
Rome wasn't built in a day, but the city center can be visited in 2.5 hours with a small
group up to 10 people. This tour will show the most important and amazing
monuments of the city center. Together with the famous highlights (Pantheon
[inside], Trevi Fountain, Spanish Steps, Piazza Navona, ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21986P4

Borghese Gallery Revealed PrivateÂ Tour with an Art Historian
Give yourself a unique experience by visiting a magic place: one of the most
beautiful art collections of Rome, housed in Casino Borghese, a Villa where Cardinal
Scipione Borghese displayed his unique collection of paintings, antiquities and
statues.You will have the privilege to admire Bernini's ...
Price: 84,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21986P6
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Capitoline Museums Marvels Private Tour
Explore the fascinating history of Rome with this 2.5-hour PRIVATE tour of the
Capitoline Museums with an archaeologist or art historian as your guide. Learn about
the Capitoline Hill itself, once an important place in ancient Rome, and take in the
superb collection in the museums now on that hill. ...
Price: 113,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21986P7

Skip the Line - Colosseum and Ancient Forum Small Group Tour
Visit the Colosseum and the Roman forum in a completely different way with this
skip-the-line 3-hour small group tour (max 10 people). Join an archaeologist or an art
historian who will step back in time with you into life in ancient Rome. Enter the
ancient world with your guide in a small group or ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21986P8

Rome Trastevere and Villa Farnesina Private Walking Tour
Discover an authentic Roman neighborhood of Trastevere on this 2.5-hour walking
tour. Lose yourself in the winding alleys and escape the crowd of the city with your
small group. Follow your guide as they provide insight about one of the most
charming and ancient districts of the eternal city. Visit ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=21986P9

Highlights of Rome Bike Tour
Explore Rome on a relaxed bike tour with a guide, discovering sights like Castel
Sant'Angelo, Piazza Navona, the Pantheon, Trevi Fountain, the Spanish Steps, and
the Colosseum. Biking is a great way to soak up the atmosphere of this historical
city. Select a tour time when booking to suit your ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22406P1
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Borghese garden bike tour
Discover the most famous park of Rome: "Borghese garden". This monumental
complex of gardens takes its name from 15th-century art patron Cardinal Scipione
Borghese, and boasts the stately Gallery Borghese art museum, a picturesque lake
and ornate monuments and ancient ruins. With our 3 hours ...
Price: 27,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22406P12

Walking tour - Hidden streets of Rome
Visit the most beautiful places of Rome with our walking tour in 2,5 hours Discover
the real hearth of Rome, the hidden little streets full of ancient stories and legends
that few tourists get to see.Visit the most beautiful places of Rome with our walking
tour in 2,5 hours Discover the real ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22406P13

Rome: Panoramic Vespa Tour (3 hours)
Discover the most
hours you will see
an expert driver in
vespa tour.&nbsp;

beautiful panoramas of Rome with a vespa tour.&nbsp; In only 3
all the best view of the Eternal city on board of a vespa driven by
total relax.Discover the most beautiful panoramas of Rome with a
In only 3 hours you will ...

Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22406P14

Colosseum for kids and families - Private tour designed for kids
Enjoy the best private tour of Colosseum, Palatine and Roman forum with an official
guide specialized in family tours. Our expert guides will be able to provide a tailor
made tour and fulfill your needs and expectations. Our mission is to make your
experience more interactive and exciting. Get ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22406P15
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Vatican museums, Sistine chapel and Basilica: Private tour for families and kids
Enjoy the best private tour of Vatican museums, Sistine chapel and St. Peter's
Basilica with an official guide specialized in family tours. Our expert guides will be
able to provide a tailor made tour and fulfill your needs and expectations. Our
mission is to make your experience more ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22406P16

The Best of Rome - 3 hours Private vespa tour with driver
Enjoy the best Private Vespa tour of Rome like a passenger of a Vespa driven by
Roman drivers. Our expert guides will be able to provide a tailor made tour and
fulfill your needs and expectations. Our mission is to make your experience more
interactive and exciting. Get your family or friends ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22406P17

Castelli Romani Vespa tour from Rome: Half Day Private Tour - Lunch included
Enjoy your best private tour riding outside Rome with a half-day Vespa trip around
the hill towns of Castelli Romani. Our expert driver/guide will be able to provide a
tailor made tour and fulfill your needs and expectations.
Our mission is to make
your experience more interactive and ...
Price: 220,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22406P19

Ancient Rome Bike Tour
Ride in total relaxation with a local bicyclist and guide, discovering Ancient Rome.
Meeting at our location, we explore many areas around Rome. During the 3-hour
bike tour, the locations that we visit include: the Jewish Ghetto, Largo di Torre
Argentina, Marcellus Theatre, Campidoglio (also known ...
Price: 27,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22406P2
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Private Rome 4-Hour Bike Tour
Explore Rome on a relaxed private bike tour with a guide, discovering sights like
Castel Sant'Angelo, Piazza Navona, the Pantheon, Trevi Fountain, the Spanish
Steps, and the Colosseum. Biking is a great way to soak up the atmosphere of this
historical city. Select a tour time when booking to suit ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22406P9

Limo Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia Port to Rome
Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia Port to Rome City. Tour of Rome with our
professional Enlgish Speaking Driver.Full day tour of Rome with a professional driver
that will assist you with general information and suggestions driving you from sight to
sight. You will be visiting the Eternal City in ...
Price: 550,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22601P1

Pre-Cruise Tour of Rome from Fiumicino Airport to Civitavecchia Port
Make the most of your time in Rome before your cruise with this 5-hour pre-cruise
tour from Fiumicino Airport. Get picked up at the airport and dropped off at
Civitavecchia Port, with time in between to see some of the highlights of the Eternal
City.Make the most of your time in Rome before your ...
Price: 400,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22601P2

Half-Day Private Rome Tour Civitavecchia Port to Airport
This private post-cruise tour of Rome will pick you up at Civitavecchia Port, directly
beneath your Cruise Ship and, at the end of your day, deliver you to Fiumicino
Airport to catch your flight. Your English-speaking driver will take you on a half-day
tour through the Eternal City, showing you ...
Price: 400,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22601P3
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Shared Shuttle from Civitavecchia Port to Rome or Fiumicino Airport
Shared Shuttle Service from Civitavecchia Port is the perfect service for customers
that want to save some money sharing the minivan (maximum for 8 passengers)
from Rome Port to Fiumicino Airport or Rome City.&nbsp; The shared shutte service
from Civitavecchia Port has fixed departing time and the ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22601P6

Private Transfer between Rome and Positano with 2h stop at Pompeii
An amazing private transfer with your own friendly driver from Rome city/apt to
Positano discovering Pompeii for 2 hours or viceversa.you will be able to see
Pompeii on the way and then drive along the coast to your Positano
Hotel/accommodation. This is the best choice if you have limited time so ...
Price: 93,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22658P22

Private Transfer Between Rome and Sorrento,Positano,Amalfi,Ravello
Enjoy an easy travel between Rome and Sorrento ,Positano,Amalfi and Ravello or
viceversa with a pre-booked transfer by air-conditioned vehicle with a professional
driver.Enjoy an easy travel between Rome and Sorrento ,Positano,Amalfi and
Ravello or viceversa with a pre-booked transfer by ...
Price: 78,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22658P23

Private Transfer Between Rome and Naples
Enjoy an easy travel between Rome and Naples or viceversa with a pre-booked
transfer by air-conditioned vehicle with a professional driver.Enjoy an easy travel
between Rome and Naples or viceversa with a pre-booked transfer by
air-conditioned vehicle with a professional driver.Affordable and ...
Price: 73,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22658P24
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Private Transfer between Rome and Amalfi with 2h stop at Pompeii
An amazing private transfer with your own friendly driver from Rome city/apt to
Amalfi discovering Pompeii for 2 hours or viceversa. you will be able to&nbsp;see
&nbsp;Pompeii on the way and then drive along the coast to your Amalfi
Hotel/accommodation.&nbsp; This is the best choice if you have ...
Price: 93,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22658P32

Sorrento Positano Amalfi Private Tour
Discover the sights, sounds and colors of the spectacular Amalfi coast. This full-day
shore excursion with your professional English- speaking driver/guide offers you
plenty of photo stops along the way and time to visit the villages of Positano, Amalfi,
and Sorrento&nbsp;. This is the best choice ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22658P34

Private Transfer between Rome and Sorrento with 2h stop at Pompeii
An amazing private transfer with your own friendly driver from Rome city/apt to
sorrento&nbsp;&nbsp;discovering Pompeii for 2 hours or viceversa. you will be able
to&nbsp;see &nbsp;Pompeii on the way and then drive along the coast to your
sorrento&nbsp;&nbsp;Hotel/accommodation.&nbsp; This is the ...
Price: 93,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22658P37

4 Day Umbria Tour from Roma
Departure from Rome to discover the beauty of Umbria. Visit of Perugia, its capital
and Assisi, the medieval village where Saint Francis was born. Accommodation for 3
nights in Assisi. Excursion to Spoleto and Todi. Visit of Gubbio and Città di Castello
and return to Rome with a stop in the ...
Price: 755,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22697P16
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7-day Puglia, Benevento, and Matera Tour from Rome
A wonderful 7-day experience to discover Apulia, Benevento and Matera. Departure
to Lecce with stop in Benevento, nice town of the Roman age in the region
Campania; 3 nights in Lecce. Visit of the city, excursion to Otranto and Santa Maria
di Leuca. Visit of Alberobello and Ostuni. 2 nights in ...
Price: 1.550,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22697P17

4 Day Lakes of the Centre from Rome
Italy has not only lakes in the northern side of the country but also wonderful volcanic
lakes around Rome and Umbria. Visit of lakes Bracciano, Bolsena, Vico and
Trasimeno, nice villages and beautiful islands. 2 nights in Viterbo and 1 night in
Perugia.Italy has not only lakes in the northern side ...
Price: 730,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22697P18

4-Day Tour: Medieval Tuscany from Rome
This small group tour discovers the medieval villages of Tuscany. On the way to
Siena, you'll have the chance to discover Orvieto with its wonderful Cathedral. After
visiting Siena, it's time to discover San Gimignano, a place of great wine cellars and
old palaces and Volterra, major centre of the ...
Price: 910,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22697P7

Chauffeured Private Tour of Rome
Enjoy a comprehensive overview of the highlights of Rome from the comfort of a
Mercedes luxury sedan or minivan with this 8-hour private chauffeured tour of the
Eternal City. Listen to live commentary from your driver of the best highlights of
Rome while driving you as close as possible to the ...
Price: 76,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P11
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Private Tour: Pompeii Ruins from Rome in a Day
Spend 8-hours away from Rome at the ruins of Pompeii. Your private journey starts
when your English speaking driver picks you up in Mercedes sedan or minivan and
takes you to on the 2.5-hour drive to Pompeii. Once you get there, you will enjoy a
2-hours walking tour of the archeological site that ...
Price: 109,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P14

Rome to Florence and Outlets
Your private driver will pick you up directly in your hotel(if Tour starts from Rome)
about 7,00 am for driving through Tuscany countryside for about 3 hrs before to get
to Florence.Here in Florence you can spend approximately three hours, first stop in
the city is the world-famous Accademia ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P15

Rome Private Tour from Civitavecchia Cruise Port
Explore the main highlights attaction of Rome led by your private English-Speaking
driver! Right in front of the ship and back to the ship then you get it started. PICK UP
TIME 7:30 am to avoid heavy traffic at least in the first part of the morning Back to
the port at 4:30 pm (with plenty of ...
Price: 93,38 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P16

Private Half-Day Tour of Rome with Chauffeur
Enjoy a comprehensive overview of the highlights of Rome from the comfort of a
Mercedes luxury sedan or minivan with this 4 hour private chauffeured tour of the
Eternal City. Listen to live commentary from your driver of the best highlights of
Rome while driving you as close as possible to the ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P17
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Rome by Night Tour
The tour Rome by night it is a very memorable way to experience the eternal city, sit
back relax in the comforts of your private car and take a night tour of the amazing
Rome, with views of lit monuments, squares and fountains illuminated at night which
are sure to make memories that will last a ...
Price: 43,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P18

Private Day Trip from Rome to Amalfi Coast and Ruins of Pompeii
Enjoy a day traveling up the Amalfi coast and viewing the ruins of Pompeii. You'll
have a professional, English-speaking driver for your journey, as well as a licensed
professional guide to tour the ruins.Enjoy a day traveling up the Amalfi coast and
viewing the ruins of Pompeii. You'll have a ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P2

Ancient Ruins of Ostia Tour
The beautifully preserved ruins of Ostia Antica, Rome?s ancient seaport, lie twenty
miles from the modern metropolis, in the meadows between the Tiber River and the
Tyrrhenian Sea. Founded, probably in the 4th century BC, as a military colony to
guard the river mouth against seaborne invasions, ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P20

Excursions Civitavecchia to Ancient Ruins of Ostia
Private Tour Guided of Ruins of Ancient Ostia from Civitavecchia Port.Enjoy the
beautifully preserved ruins of Ostia Antica, Rome?s ancient seaport, lie twenty miles
from the modern metropolis, in the meadows between the Tiber River and the
Tyrrhenian Sea. Founded, probably in the 4th century BC, ...
Price: 108,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P21
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Rome Pre-Post Cruise Tour-Rome Cruise Transfer plus Tours of Rome
Pre-Cruise Option:Optimize your sightseeing opportunities in Rome before your
cruise departs from Civitavecchia with our popular Pre-Cruise Rome Tour.You and
your luggage will travel together and remain safely inside the vehicle under the care
of your Driver while you sightsee so you have no ...
Price: 76,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P22

Rome Day Trip to Tivoli's Villas
On this special Tivoli Villas and Gardens Tour you will enjoy an unforgettable day
through the countryside of Lazio to Tivoli and visit the stunning Villa
D?Este and Hadrian?s Villa in the comfort of your own private vehicle driven by your
personal English speaking Driver.From your Rome ...
Price: 75,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P23

Rome Premium Tour All Inclusive
Enjoy a comprehensive overview of Rome from the comfort of a Mercedes luxury
Vehicle with this 8-hour private tour of the Eternal City. Listen to live commentary
from your Official Guide of the best highlights of Rome who together to your personal
driver who will take you as close as possible to ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P24

Chauffeured Private Tour of Rome 6 hours
Enjoy a comprehensive overview of the highlights of Rome from the comfort of a
Mercedes luxury sedan or minivan with this 6-hour private chauffeured tour of the
Eternal City. Listen to live commentary from your driver of the best highlights of
Rome while driving you as close as possible to the ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P27
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Private Full Day Trip from Rome to Assisi
Tour to Assisi from Rome - The real Italy, far away from the modern highways and
large cities, where small ancient villages are waiting to be discovered in the heart of
the umbrian countryside. Assisi is an oasis of art and architecture and home of San
Francesco one of italy's most loved ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P28

Private Shore Excursion From Civitavecchia Port
The Best Way to see Rome in one day from Civitavecchia Cruise Port. Once you
ship docks in Civitavecchia Cruise Terminal, you will meet your personal driver who
will be waiting for you right under ship, he will be holding a signboard with your name
on it. Pick up time is 8am and turn around 5 pm on ...
Price: 173,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P3

Rome Pre-Cruise Tour from Fco Airport
Rome Tour from Fiumcino Airport Then Transport to the Cruise Ship in Civitavecchia
Port.After your personal driver will be picked you up you head to Rome central,first
stop will be at San Paul Basilica Outside the Walls place of worship where the
Apostle Paul was buried after Nero's ...
Price: 86,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P30

Private Day Trip from Rome to Amalfi Coast and Ruins of Pompeii on your own
Enjoy a day traveling up the Amalfi coast and viewing the ruins of Pompeii. You'll
have a professional, English-speaking driver for your journey,this is a private tour
with a visit to Pompeii on your own,if you want a tour guided at the ruins please go to
the Viator product code 22775P2.Enjoy a day ...
Price: 113,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P32
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Day Trip to Pompeii Ruins from Rome
Spend 8-hours away from Rome at the ruins of Pompeii.&nbsp; Your&nbsp; journey
starts when your private English speaking driver picks you up in Mercedes sedan or
minivan and takes you to on the 2.5-hour drive to Pompeii.&nbsp; Once you get
there, you will enjoy a 2-hours walking tour of the ...
Price: 97,35 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P33

Tuscany from Rome Pienza & Montepulciano Day Trip
Explore the enchanting region of Tuscany, legendary not only for its breathtaking
beauty, but its exquisite flavors that are authentic of the region. Celebrate all your
senses on a day tour in Montepulciano and Pienza with us. Your English speaking
driver will pick you up at 8 AM from your hotel ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P34

Private Tour of Rome from Civitavercchia
Take a private tour of Rome in a luxurious Mercedes Vehicle with this 9-hour private
shore excursion from the port at Civitavecchia. Enjoy the convenience of a personal
driver who is at your full disposal. Receive tickets for a skip-the-line Vatican tour.
Your personal chauffeur will show you ...
Price: 156,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P37

Orvieto and Civita di Bagnoregio: Private Full Day Trip from Civitavecchia port
8 AM Pick up from Civitavecchia port to Orvieto and Civita di Bagnoregio. Private
Day trip on board of a comfortable Mercedes vehicles either Sedan or Minivan with
Personal English Speraking Driver. Enjoy a visit to the lovely Etruscan towns and
Oriveto and Civita in the north of Rome and Umbria.8 ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P39
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Rome to Amalfi Coast Positano and Sorrento: Private Day trip
Private day trip from Rome to Positano and Sorrento with a very nice Mercedes E
Class or Minivan and personal English speaking driver. After leaving Rome and
driving along the "Sun" Highway will first reach Sorrento in the morning then Positano
to have lunch and spend a couple of hours shopping and ...
Price: 116,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P4

Best of Rome & Vatican Skip the line Private Tour
This is a Private Tour of Rome 7 hours with personal English speaking driver and
personal Official Guide at the Vatican Museums(Sistine Chapel &amp; St.Peter
Basilica).In the morning at 9,00 am your personal driver will be waiting for you
directly to the lobby of your Hotel to take you to the ...
Price: 148,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P40

Private Transfer Rome to Civitvecchia
CIVITAVECCHIA PRIVATE TRANSFER FROM TO ROME-FCO AIRPORT-CRUISE
PORTThis is a Private transfer between Rome and Civitavecchia with a luxury
Mercedes vehicles super equipped to drive you at destination comfortably.All
vehicles are equipped with the most modern comfort and security system,with ...
Price: 33,35 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P41

Private Transfer Civitvecchia Rome
CIVITAVECCHIA PRIVATE TRANSFER FROM TO ROME-FCO AIRPORT-CRUISE
PORTThis is a Private transfer between Rome and Civitavecchia with a luxury
Mercedes vehicles super equipped to drive you at destination comfortably.All
vehicles are equipped with the most modern comfort and security system,with ...
Price: 33,35 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P42
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Rome Airport Private Transfer
PRIVATE TRANSFERS ROME FROM TO FIUMICINO-CIAMPINO AIRPORT Private
transfers from to Rome Fiumicino Airport performed with latest model of high quality
sedans and minivans. All vehicles are equipped with the most modern comfort and
security system,with emphasis on the corporate/executive taste and ...
Price: 16,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P43

Rome Private Transfer from-to Naples
PRIVATE TRANSFERS ROME FROM TO NAPLESRome/Fiumicino Airport Private
transfers from to Naples performed with latest model of high quality
sedans and minivans. All vehicles are equipped with the most modern comfort and
security system,with emphasis on the corporate/executive taste and needs.Inside ...
Price: 86,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P45

Rome Private Transfer from-to Amalfi Coast
PRIVATE TRANSFERS ROME FROM TO AMALFI COAST-CHOOSE YOUR
DESTINATIONRome/Fiumicino Airport Private transfers from to Amalfi Coast
performed with latest model of high quality sedans and minivans. All vehicles are
equipped with the most modern comfort and security system,with emphasis on the ...
Price: 95,35 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P46

Car Service Rome to Florence and Vice Versa
PRIVATE TRANSFERS ROME FLORENCE.Florence private transfers from to Rome
Fiumicino
Airport
performed
with
latest
model of
high
quality
sedans and minivans. All vehicles are equipped with the most modern comfort and
security system,with emphasis on the corporate/executive taste and needs.Inside our
...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P47
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Vatican Private Tour No line Tickets & Car with Driver
This is a Private Vatican Tour Guided 3 hours with personal Official Guide(Sistine
Chapel &amp; St.Peter Basilica) with car service and driver included.In the morning
at 9,00 am (depends on tickets availability) your personal driver will be waiting for
you directly to the lobby of your Hotel to ...
Price: 93,35 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P48

Rome Shore Excursion on your own
This is a private Rome cruise port pick-up and drop-off service. The tour itself
depends on you and what you would like to do. You will be picked up from your
cruise ship at Civitavecchia port by an English speaking driver around 8:00am. He
will be holding a sign with your name on it. You will be ...
Price: 67,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P49

Siena and San Gimignano Day Trip from Rome
Rome day trip to Siena and San Gimignano. Enjoy this all day trip around Tuscany in
a comfortable Mercedes E class or Minivan and personal English speaking driver.
Pick-up from Hotel in Rome City Center or Fiumicino airport included.Rome day trip
to Siena and San Gimignano. Enjoy this all day trip ...
Price: 116,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P5

Rome Private Transfer from-to Florence
PRIVATE TRANSFERS ROME FLORENCE.Florence private transfers from to Rome
Fiumicino
Airport
performed
with
latest
model of
high
quality
sedans and minivans. All vehicles are equipped with the most modern comfort and
security system,with emphasis on the corporate/executive taste and needs.Inside our
...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P50
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Rome Private Tour by English speaking driver
Enjoy a comprehensive overview of the highlights of Rome from the comfort of a
Mercedes luxury sedan or minivan with this 7-hour private chauffeured tour of the
Eternal City. Listen to live commentary from your driver of the best highlights of
Rome&nbsp;while driving you as close as possible to the ...
Price: 64,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P51

Private Transfer Rome Positano
PRIVATE TRANSFERS ROME FROM TO POSITANORome/Fiumicino Airport
Private transfers from to Positano performed with latest model of high quality
sedans and minivans. All vehicles are equipped with the most modern comfort and
security system,with emphasis on the corporate/executive taste and ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P52

Civitavecchia Private Shore Excursion to Etruscan Countryside
Pick up time will be approximately 8.00 am right in front your ship or at 9 if from
Rome , your private drive will wait you holding the sign with your name written on it to
be quickly recognized.First stop will be in Tarquinia where you can stroll around it for
about 1 hour enjoying his medieval ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P53

Private Transfer Rome Sorrento
PRIVATE TRANSFERS ROME FROM TO SORRENTORome/Fiumicino Airport
Private transfers from to Sorrento performed with latest model of high quality
sedans and minivans. All vehicles are equipped with the most modern comfort and
security system,with emphasis on the corporate/executive taste and ...
Price: 95,35 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P54
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Rome Private Excursion From Civitavecchia Cruise Port
The Best Way to see Rome in one day from Civitavecchia Cruise Port. Once you
ship docks in Civitavecchia Cruise Terminal, you will meet your personal driver who
will be waiting for you right under ship, he will be holding a signboard with your name
on it. Pick up time is 8am and turn around 5 pm on ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P55

Chauffeured Rome Private Tour
Enjoy a comprehensive overview of the highlights of Rome from the comfort of a
Mercedes luxury sedan or minivan with this 8-hour private chauffeured tour of the
Eternal City. Listen to live commentary from your driver of the best highlights of
Rome&nbsp;while driving you as close as possible to the ...
Price: 73,35 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P56

Rome Private Transfer from-to Civitavecchia port
CIVITAVECCHIA PRIVATE TRANSFER FROM TO ROME-FCO AIRPORT-CRUISE
PORT This is a Private transfer between Rome and Civitavecchia with a luxury
Mercedes vehicles&nbsp; super equipped to drive you at destination comfortably.All
vehicles are equipped with the most modern comfort and security system,with ...
Price: 33,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P57

Tour from Civitavecchia to Rome
Explore the main highlights attaction of&nbsp; Rome&nbsp;led by your private
English-Speaking driver! Right in front of the ship and back to the ship then you get it
started.
PICK UP TIME&nbsp;7:30 am to avoid heavy traffic&nbsp;at least in the
first part of the morning&nbsp; Back to the port ...
Price: 97,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P58
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Civitavecchia Private Excursion to Ancient Rome & Vatican Museums
PRIVATE TOUR OF ROME FROM CRUISE PORT VATICAN &amp; COLOSSEUM
Take a private tour of Rome in a luxurious Mercedes Vehicle with this 9-hour shore
excursion from the port at Civitavecchia. Enjoy the convenience of a&nbsp;personal
driver&nbsp;who is at your full disposal. Vatican Museum,Sistine ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P59

Orvieto and Civita di Bagnoregio: Private Full Day Trip from Rome
Pick up from Rome to Orvieto and Civita di Bagnoregio. Day trip on board of a
comfortable Mercedes vehicles either Sedan or Minivan with Personal English
Speraking Driver. Enjoy a visit to the lovely Etruscan towns od Oriveto and Civita in
the north of Rome and Umbria.Pick up from Rome to Orvieto ...
Price: 96,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P6

Rome Pre-Post Cruise Tour with Fco Airport arrival-departure
Rome Tour from Fiumcino Airport Then Transport to the Cruise Ship in Civitavecchia
Port or Vice versa.After your personal driver will be picked you up you head to Rome
central,first stop will be at San Paul Basilica Outside the Walls place of worship
where the Apostle Paul was buried after Nero's ...
Price: 86,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P60

CIVITAVECCHIA SHORE EXCURSIONS TO ROMAN CASTLES
From Civitavecchia:
9&nbsp;hours length Pick up Time 8,00 am Return Time
5,00 pm Private Shore Excursions from Cruise Port to the Roman Castles. Our
English-speaking driver will welcome you right in front your ship holdind a sign with
your name on. You will go on a day- tour&nbsp;in the ...
Price: 98,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P62
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PRIVATE DAY TRIP ROME TO ROMAN CASTLES
From Rome Hotel: 7 hours length Pick up Time 9,00 am Return Time 4,00 pm
Private Day trip from Rome Hotel to the Roman Castles. Our English-speaking
driver will welcome you at your hotel or any other place of your convenience. You will
go on a day- tour&nbsp;in the vicinity of&nbsp; ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P63

Rome Private Tour Colosseum & Vatican Museums
Enjoy a comprehensive&nbsp; tour from the comfort of a Mercedes luxury Vehicle
with this 6-hour private tour of the Eternal City. Listen to live commentary from your
Official Guide of the top sites of Rome who together to your personal driver who will
take you from the smallest country of worldwide ...
Price: 173,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P64

Rome Private Shore Excursion
Best way to see Rome in a Day.&nbsp;Departure point Civitavecchia Cruise
Terminal
9 hours length Pick up Time 8,00 am Return Time 5,00 pm
Overview&nbsp; From the Colosseum to the Pantheon, see Rome?s top sights like
a VIP on a private tour driven by your own driver. You?ll travel by ...
Price: 93,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P66

Shore Excursion Civitavecchia to Orvieto and Civita di Bagnoregio
8 AM Pick up from Civitavecchia port to Orvieto and Civita di Bagnoregio. Private
Day trip on board of a comfortable Mercedes vehicles either Sedan or Minivan with
Personal English Speraking Driver. Enjoy a visit to the lovely Etruscan towns and
Oriveto and Civita in the north of Rome and Umbria.8 ...
Price: 93,38 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P67
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Private Transfer Rome Tuscany
PRIVATE TRANSFERS ROME TO THE BEST TUSCANY'S TOWNS.FROM TO
ROME FLORENCE SIENA MONTALCINO MONTEPULCIANO. Tuscany private
transfers from to Rome Fiumicino Airport performed with latest model&nbsp;of high
quality sedans&nbsp;and&nbsp; minivans.&nbsp;All vehicles are equipped with the
most modern ...
Price: 91,67 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P69

Civitavecchia Port Transfer To And From Rome
This is a private Rome cruise port pick-up and drop-off service. The tour itself
depends on you and what you would like to do. You will be picked up from your
cruise ship at Civitavecchia port by an English speaking driver around 8:00am. He
will be holding a sign with your name on it. You will be ...
Price: 67,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P7

Rome Private Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia Port
PRIVATE TOUR OF ROME FROM CRUISE PORT VATICAN &amp; COLOSSEUM
Take a private tour of Rome in a luxurious Mercedes Vehicle with this 9-hour shore
excursion from the port at Civitavecchia. Enjoy the convenience of a&nbsp;personal
driver&nbsp;who is at your full disposal. Vatican Museum,Sistine Chapel ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=22775P8

Private Street Food Tour in Campo dei Fiori and Jewish Ghetto
Enjoy a 3-hour guided walking tour in Rome enriched by a tasting of typical and
genuine Italian food guided by a specialized local guide. On this tour you will taste
some of the best dishes of the "Eternal City" and walk in one of the most charming
and familiar historic neighborhoods of Rome.This ...
Price: 305,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23258P101
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Private Car Transfer from Rome to Amalfi Coast (or VICE VERSA)
Enjoy a transfer service from Rome to Amalfi Coast and ride in style in a Mercedes,
driven by a professional driver.Optimize your time with this convenient transfer
service, reaching Amalfi in comfort and with ease. This transfer service benefits from
pick-up at your Hotel or accommodation, ...
Price: 595,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23258P109

Private Car Transfer from Rome to Naples (or VICE VERSA)
Enjoy a transfer service from Rome to Naples and ride in style in a Mercedes, driven
by a professional driver.Optimize your time with this convenient transfer service,
reaching Naples in comfort and with ease.
This transfer service benefits from
pick-up at your Hotel or accommodation, airport ...
Price: 495,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23258P110

Transfer from Rome to Amalfi Coast with stop a Pompeii - Skip the line included
Disembark from your airport, port or central station or leave your hotel or
accommodation in Rome to reach your destination in
&nbsp;the Amalfi
Coast&nbsp;with a private driver.&nbsp; Discover the natural beauty of the Amalfi
coast in a tour&nbsp; with private comfortable transportation in a ...
Price: 620,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23258P111

Transfer from Rome to Amalfi Coast with stop at Herculaneum-Skip the line included
Disembark from your airport, port or central station or leave your hotel or
accommodation in Rome to reach your destination in
&nbsp;the Amalfi
Coast&nbsp;with a private driver.&nbsp; Discover the natural beauty of the Amalfi
coast in a tour&nbsp; with private comfortable transportation in a ...
Price: 620,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23258P112
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Ancient Rome Private Walking Tour
See the best ancient Rome had to offer in this 3-hour walking tour with&nbsp;a
dedicated personal professional guide to show you all the important highlights: the
Colosseum,&nbsp;the Arch of Constantine, the Arch of Titus and climb Velian Hill,
.&nbsp; Admire the view from Palatine ...
Price: 269,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23258P33

Rome: Private Full-Day Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia
See Rome's most significant monuments, the famous piazzas and the Vatican
Museums.The tour will start from the Port of Civitavecchia with an easy and
comfortable drive to Rome that will take approximately 1 hour and 10 minutes.
During this time your private driver will point out various points of ...
Price: 1.121,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23258P34

Rome: Private Full-Day whit Private Transportation
Enjoy the best of Rome in one day from the comfort of your own private car and
expert personal tour guide. Skip the lines and see all the famous sites that have
made this ancient city so popular with visitors. This tour is designed to cover the
Rome's most significant monuments, the famous ...
Price: 795,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23258P37

Classic Vatican Tour
The Vatican Museums are an enormous complex comprised of more than two dozen
distinct collections. Remove the guess work and relax as your guide makes sure you
see everything worth seeing.In the Vatican museums you will find the Sistine Chapel,
one of the most famous painted spaces in the world. ...
Price: 345,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23258P38
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Ostia antica walking tour
We'll do together a walk through the Roman ruins in this old town. It can be defined a
small little Pompeii, just few kilometers away from Rome.The first settlement can be
traced back to the beginning of the 4th century B.C. Only at the end of that century a
squared fortified post (castrum) was ...
Price: 275,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23258P39

Rome: Villa Borghese and Gallery Borghese Walking Tour
This tour is tailored for the lovers of Italian Art. It consists in the exploration of one of
the most fascinating Art Galleries in the country, with its sculptures, antique mosaics,
frescoes and its landscape gardens, with spectacular views on Rome. Inside the
Gallery, we will see masterpieces of ...
Price: 275,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23258P42

Day trip from Rome to Tivoli
Day trip to Hadrian's Villa and Villa D'Este in Tivoli. A beautiful excursion in Tivoli
with private transportation, local specialized Guide and skip the line admission fees
included&nbsp;
30 Kms. east of Rome going through Via Tiburtina you can
find&nbsp; Tivoli, where there are two artistic ...
Price: 845,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23258P43

Walk Downtown Rome, Pantheon, Trevi and Spanish Steps
On this tour you will be guided through one of the most historically and culturally
amazing places on Earth, the origin of departure for understanding the past and the
present Europe. Rome, as a millenium-long centre of power, culture (having been
the cradle of one of the globe's greatest ...
Price: 245,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23258P47
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The Underground Rome
This tour is designed to discover Rome's underground treasures. We will visit Cripta
dei Cappuccini, Basilica of St. Clement and Catacombs of St. Callixtus.Our driver will
pick you up at your accommodation in Rome. We will start the tour exploring the
Catacombs themselves in which were buried tens ...
Price: 490,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23258P48

Rome Jewish Ghetto and the Great Synagogue
We will take you to the antique area of Trastevere to discover the world's oldest
Jewish ghetto. We will visit this small neighborhood delimited by the Tiber river on
one side and Venice Square on the other side. The quarter was built in 1555 under
Pope Paul IV who revoked all rights granted to the ...
Price: 295,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23258P49

Classic Rome 3-Hour Segway Tour
The 3-hour Classic Rome segway tour is the best way to visit the most famous sights
and attractions within the city center. From the charming Jewish Quarter to Piazza
Navona, Pantheon, Spanish Steps, Trevi Fountain the Colosseum and back, you will
cover far more distance than a walking tour and ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23570P1

Small-Group Segway Tour: Discover the Heart of Rome
Explore the very heart of Rome's center with this 1-hour small-group Segway
tour alongside an experienced guide. Riding a Segway through the city is the most
fun and interesting way to explore unique sites such as the Colosseum, Roman
Forum, and Capitoline Hill if you are very short on time. Enjoy ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23570P11
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2-Hour Panoramic Segway Tour of Rome
Take in the views and history of Rome, the Eternal City, on this two-hour small-group
guided segway tour. You?ll zip around the ancient city where a history lessons lies
around every corner, from the Jewish Quarter and the Mouth of Truth, to Aventine
Hill, Circus Maximus, the Colosseum, and Roman ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23570P14

Half-a-day private Ebike Tour of the Appian Way
Discover the charm and beauty of the Appian Way on this&nbsp;4&nbsp; hour&nbsp;
private Ebike Tour.&nbsp;Built over 2300 years ago and extremely well preserved,
the ancient&nbsp;Appian Way&nbsp;is&nbsp;the perfect break from the crowded
streets of Rome's&nbsp;centre.&nbsp;Rich in monuments and ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23570P15

Glory of Rome - Afternoon 4 hour Segway Tour
All Rome?s fascinating history in a 4-hour segway tour. Cruise through the
streets of the Eternal City and visit all the landmarks that made up its glory: Castel
Sant?Angelo with an amazing view of Saint Peter?s Basilica, Ara Pacis, the
Colosseum, the Circus Maximus?A 2-thousand-year ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23570P2

Evening Special - 2 hour segway Tour of Rome
Discover Rome's romantic side by moonlight.Take a break from the daytime chaos
and see the romantic character of the Eternal City. This evening segway tour of
Rome allows you to experience the city in a unique way.Discover Rome's romantic
side by moonlight.Take a break from the daytime chaos and ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23570P3
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Private 3-hour Segway Tour Classic Rome
Make your tour exclusive! No one else will be in the tour but you and your family, you
can choose the language among those offered and change the itinerary as you
like.The 3-hour Classic Rome segway tour is the best way to visit the most famous
sights and attractions within the city center. The ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23570P4

Private Afternoon 4-hour segway Tour - Glory of Rome
All the glory of Rome in just one afternoon, in private segway Tour. Make your tour
exclusive! No one else will be in the tour but you and your family, you can choose the
language among those offered and change the itinerary as you like.All the glory of
Rome in just one afternoon, in private segway ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23570P5

Evening Special: 2hour Segway PrivateTour of Rome
Discover Rome's romantic side by moonlight.Make your tour exclusive! No one else
will be in the tour but you and your family, you can choose the language among
those offered and change the itinerary as you like.Take a break from the daytime
chaos and see the romantic character of the Eternal City. ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23570P6

Private Tour: Custom Rome Tour by Segway
Discover Rome's hidden&nbsp;secrets&nbsp;in a private, exclusive tour guided by
an experienced tour leader. Zip through the city at a fast pace or take it easy and
appreciate the sights. Explore your way with your choice of available language and
the ability to customize the itinerary to be more to ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23570P7
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Rome Evening Walking Tour - Piazzas and Monuments in 3H
Maximus Tours is proud to offer the&nbsp;least expensive Semi Private Evening
Walking Tour&nbsp;available!&nbsp;With our knowledgeable and entertaining Rome
tour guides you will escape the crowds of tourists to walk in the footsteps of
Emperors.&nbsp;Like most European Capitals, the city of Rome is ...
Price: 32,92 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23574P5

Old Distillery Escape Room
YOU MET JOHN JAMESON IN A BAR, HE BROUGHT YOU IN HIS SECRET
DISTILLERY AND YOU BOTH GOT DRUNK. YOU WOKE UP SEVERAL HOURS
AFTER AND MR JAMESON IS GONE. THE DISTILLERY IS ABOUT
TO EXPLODEAND
YOU
HAVE ONE
HOUR TO
GO
THROUGH CLUES AND PUZZLES, SOLVE THE PROBLEM AND ESCAPE !!!YOU
MET JOHN JAMESON IN A ...
Price: 15,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23654P10

Rome All-Over Walking Tour
Welcome to Rome, the eternal city! Millions follow the roads to rome every year.
Take a walk through the heart of ancient Rome while one of our expert guides tells
the story of the Roman Monarchy, Republic, and Empire. From the birth to the fall,
you will hear it all!Welcome to Rome, the eternal ...
Price: 28,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23654P2

Bernini and Borromini Rome Masterpieces Sunset Walk
Have fun wandering the Roman streets seeing all the Baroque masterpieces by
Bernini and Borromini under the moon light.Have fun wandering the Roman streets
seeing all the Baroque masterpieces by Bernini and Borromini under the moon
light.Have fun wandering the Roman streets seeing all the Baroque ...
Price: 17,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23654P4
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Kitchen of Mamma - Cooking Class with Market Stroll
Kitchen of Mamma is a special place where you may meet people from several
places in the world. Here you will cook with others and learn Italian cooking secrets!
This four-hour experience begins with a stroll in Nomentano Market to pick up fresh,
seasonal ingredients. Back in the kitchen, the ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23654P6

Kitchen of Mamma - Gelato Cooking Class
What is the ultimate indulgence on a warm day? A freshly made, mouth watering
sweet gelato! And which is the best gelato in Rome? Simple...the Kitchen of Mamma
Gelato. Assisted by our chef, you will prepare a variety of delicious gelati with fresh
ingredients and simple beautiful decorations, sweet ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23654P8

Rome Night Photo Tour
Ten photos to capture unforgettable moments in the Eternal City and to explore the
ancient and modern Rome taking home special memories.Ten photos to capture
unforgettable moments in the Eternal City and to explore the ancient and modern
Rome taking home special memories.Ten photos to capture ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23654P9

One-Day Tour in Ferrari Rome - Florence - Milan - Venice
One-day tour in Rome with Ferrari
The one-day tour near Rome will give the
chance to test drive some of the most exciting Ferrari in a beautiful and historical
scenery. A special lunch in Castel Gandolfo, overlooking Lake Albano, will be the
cherry on the cake . This tour will be unforgettable ...
Price: 3.300,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23898P3
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Classical Rome City Tour with Trevi Fountain and Pantheon
Spend your morning on this classic Rome tour, seeing all the top attractions in
Rome?s ?centro storico? ? its historic center. By both coach and foot, visit must-see
sites like Piazza Navona, Trevi Fountain and St Peter's Basilica, on the 3-hour
Rome morning tour. If you'd like to see more, ...
Price: 33,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=2390GRET1

Rome by Night Tour
Sit back and relax on a 2-hour night sightseeing tour of Rome. While traveling by
air-conditioned coach around Rome?s ?centro storico,? Ancient Rome and Vatican
City, you'll admire the city?s finest illuminated monuments including the Colosseum,
St Peter?s Basilica and more. The comprehensive ...
Price: 46,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=2390GRET10

Assisi and Orvieto Day Trip from Rome
Travel from Rome to Orvieto and Assisi on this full-day trip, and discover two
charming towns set amid picture-perfect Italian countryside. Start your day in Orvieto
to see its Gothic showstopper, Orvieto Cathedral, followed by lunch near Lake
Trasimeno. Explore the UNESCO-listed town of Assisi in ...
Price: 106,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=2390GRET13

Capri Day Trip from Rome
Visit the chic island of Capri on a day trip from Rome, led by an expert local guide!
After traveling from Rome to Naples, cross over to the gorgeous island to see its
highlights. Hop aboard a boat to the Blue Grotto if you wish, and enjoy a relaxing
lunch in the hilltop village of Anacapri. ...
Price: 145,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=2390GRET14
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Discover the Ancient Ruins of Pompeii: Day Trip from Rome
Combine a trip to Naples with a tour of Pompeii?s ruins on a full-day excursion from
Rome! From the comfort of your coach, see the sights of Naples, admiring the Royal
Palace, Castel dell?Ovo, Piazza del Plebiscito and more. Hear tales of Bourbon
kings who once ruled the city, and then travel ...
Price: 126,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=2390GRET15

The Beauty of Florence in a Day: Trip from Rome with Lunch Included
Visit Florence on day trip from Rome and see its top attractions with an expert guide
at your side! Start with a guided tour of the incredible Accademia Gallery, seeing
Michelangelo?s ?David? and Botticelli?s ?Madonna and Child,? and then explore the
city on a comprehensive walking tour. Gaze in ...
Price: 156,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=2390GRET17

Taste of Italy Food Tour to Chianti and Umbria from Rome
Discover the foods, wines and hill towns of Tuscany?s Chianti wine region and
Umbria on this engaging full-day tour from Rome! Accompanied by an expert local
guide, travel through Tuscany?s rolling countryside and visit the lovely medieval town
of Cortona, with time to explore its cobbled lanes and ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=2390GRET18

Siena Day Trip from Rome
Spend a day in beautiful Siena, Tuscany?s second-largest city, on a full-day
excursion from Rome! After enjoying a scenic journey through the Lazio and Tuscan
countryside, enjoy free time in Siena to get to know the city at your own pace. Meet
back up with the group for a 3-course lunch, and then ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=2390GRET19
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Imperial Rome Afternoon Tour
Discover the history of Imperial Rome on this 3-hour afternoon tour by coach and
foot! As the capital of the Roman Empire, Rome boasts an array of ancient
monuments and piazzas that teem with tales of times gone by. Learn of Rome?s
Imperial past on visits to Piazza de Campidoglio on ...
Price: 58,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=2390GRET2

Skip the Line to Vatican Treasures, Sistine Chapel and Optional Upgrade with Lunch
Enjoy a morning or afternoon of Vatican splendor on a 2-hours skip-the-line tour of
the Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St Peter?s Basilica. Explore the Gallery of
Maps, Gallery of the Tapestries and Giuseppe Momo?s spiral staircase, and admire
iconic Michelangelo frescoes inside the Sistine ...
Price: 66,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=2390GRET3

Christian Rome Afternoon Tour
Explore the highlights of early Christian Rome on this 3-hour coach and walking tour.
With an expert guide, visit the magnificent Basilica of Santa Maria Maggiore and
Basilica of St John Lateran, two of Rome?s great ancient churches. View the Holy
Stairs; the 28 marble steps that Jesus is said to ...
Price: 52,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=2390GRET4

Papal Audience Ticket at Vatican City
Bookings are essential if you'd like to attend a Papal Audience with Pope Francis
I at the Vatican. Tickets are free of charge but they are limited and you must have a
confirmed reservation to attend. Book ahead and you won't waste precious vacation
time whilst in Rome.
Bookings ...
Price: 27,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=2390GRET5
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Discover Castelli Romani from Rome: Half-Day Tour Frascati and Castel Gandolfo
Escape the hustle and bustle of Rome and visit the scenic hilltop towns of Castelli
Romani on a half-day tour! Relax on the journey through the idyllic Alban Hills, and
enjoy stops at Lake Castel Gandolfo, &nbsp;and Frascati for a tasting of a typicl local
products . Learn about the ancient ...
Price: 52,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=2390GRET6

Hadrian's Villa and Villa d'Este Half-Day Trip from Rome
Visit Tivoli on a half-day trip from Rome and explore its two UNESCO-listed villas ?
Hadrian?s Villa and Villa d?Este ? with an expert guide. Have your camera ready to
capture incredible ruins, gardens and fountains while learning about the extravagant
tastes of the emperors and cardinals who once ...
Price: 66,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=2390GRET7

Ancient Ostia Half-Day Trip from Rome
Follow the sea road to Imperial Rome's historic port at Ostia on a half-day morning
tour. It takes only 30 minutes to reach Ostia Antica, at the mouth of the Tiber river,
and you'll have plenty of time to explore the wonderfully preserved ruins. The ruins
are convenient, compact and shady, and ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=2390GRET9

Sutri the Etruscan City - full day tour
Guided tour with lunch and transfer from Rome /to Rome included.Sutri Etruscan
village, far from the chaos of the Eternal city , deep in the green hills of Lazio
countryside, only on hour driving from Rome you'll reach a lovely ancient town of
Sutri , Ancient gate to the Southern Etruria.Guided ...
Price: 105,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=2390P30
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Panoramic Open Hop-on Hop-off Bus Tour
Discover the beauty of Rome, the Eternal City, in 360 degrees on this hop-on hop-off
bus tour with recorded commentary and maps. See the Colosseum, the Vatican, St.
Peter's Basilica, the Trevi Fountain, the Pantheon, and more: your ticket is valid for
an unlimited number of 2-hour circuits and ...
Price: 19,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=2390P31

Colosseum & Roman Forum
Departure from our meeting point ; Duration of the tour 3 hours approx. ; -Roman
Forum (visit inside) - Colosseum (visit inside)Departure from our meeting point ;
Duration of the tour 3 hours approx. ; -Roman Forum (visit inside) - Colosseum (visit
inside) Visit of the Archaeological area ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=2390P33

Rome Super Saver: 2-Day Experience Including Three Rome City Tours and Capri Day Trip
Discover the highlights of Rome on an action-packed Super Saver tour, spread over
two days, that combines four top sightseeing experiences at a discount of more than
15%! After seeing classic top Rome attractions such as Piazza Navona, Trevi
Fountain and Rome Pantheon by morning, discover the sites ...
Price: 236,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=2390ROMEPACK

Small-Group Evening Food Stroll - A Trendy and Tasty Roman Walk
This Small Group walking tour will take you down the winding alleys of the historical
city center with a local Roman guide. Picking out only the best Italian food delights
from fantastic and diverse venues, your senses will explode while trying the best food
Rome has to offer for a delicious ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23988P2
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Pizza and Gelato Making Class with Dinner in Rome
A hands-on cooking class in a 17th-century palace. Come and make your own pizza
and gelato in a 17th-century Palace situated behind Piazza Navona. You will be
welcomed with drinks and antipastiWith our English-speaking chef, a master of the
art of making pizza, you will learn the secrets for ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23988P4

Cooking Class in Rome with Dinner or Lunch Included
As any Italian will proudly tell you, the best cooks in Italy are the Grandmas, the
beloved ?Nonne?, great cooking comes with time and wisdom. This small class, with
a maximum of 12 is a chance for you to learn to cook just like Nonna. Discover how
best to stuff ravioli and create the distinct ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23988P5

Rome Cooking Class Full Course with Market Visit
A hands-on cooking class in a 17th-century palace. This private class begins at the
local Roman market where you will shop for ingredients with the chef. Then head to
the cooking school, situated in a palace behind the enchanting Piazza Navona. You
will be welcomed with drinks and antipasti.The ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23988P6

Early Morning Vatican Tour- Small Group
This 3.5-hour tour gives you a special reservation that will allow you to be among the
first to enter the Vatican Museums, at least an hour before the general
entrance.&nbsp; The Vatican is the beating heart of Rome?s legendary art. Powerful
Pope?s have been collecting fantastic paintings, crafts, ...
Price: 84,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23988P8
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Vatican Express Tour- Small Group
Ideal for families, travelers on a shore excursion, and in general, for visitors wanting
to make the most of their time, this express tour will help you navigate the greatest
masterpieces of the Vatican, the&nbsp;Sistine Chapel&nbsp;and the&nbsp;Basilica
of Saint Peter Gather at 07:30 am outside ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=23988P9

James Bond Spectre Tour through Rome
Follow in the tracks of James Bond in ?Spectre? during his nighttime car chase in
Rome. From the comfort of a sleek black van, you?ll zip around the city, experiencing
the center?s historical narrow, winding streets and seeing key spots from the film.
Including a Martini 'shaken not stirred'.Follow ...
Price: 339,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24264P1

Romantic Sunset Tour in an Electric Golf Cart
Enjoy a unique and romantic 3.5-hour tour of historic Rome at sunset in an electric
golf cart. Sip prosecco and pass through areas where motorized vehicles can't go.
Relax with your sweetheart and enjoy the sights and sounds of Rome by night.Enjoy
a unique and romantic 3.5-hour tour of historic ...
Price: 339,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24264P3

Angels & Demons team building in Rome
Hunt down the illuminati using clues on this team-building tour through Rome. Each
team drives a golf cart and is armed with a tour book and other tools necessary to
fulfill their mission. After four hours, each team presents its clues to the mysterious
Magister who will judge them. Later at a ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24264P4
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Rome Airports Transfer Service Fiumicino or Ciampino Airports
?Transfer Service Rome? has an excellent reputation in the city of Rome thanks to
the professionalism of the services offered and experience gained in the field for over
ten years. With a project conceived by Mr. Celentano Flavio we provide maximum
comfort and support to the client during their ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24292P1

ROME CITY to CIVITAVECCHIA PORT private transfer
Booking a car rental with driver means having at your disposal a safe and
convenient transfer to and from the port of Civitavecchia.The rental service with
driver in Rome was created in order to give support to public transportation, making it
more effective from every point of view. All cars are ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24292P10

CIVITAVECCHIA PORT to ROME CITY private transfer
Booking a car rental with driver means having at your disposal a safe and
convenient transfer to and from the port of Civitavecchia.The rental service with
driver in Rome was created in order to give support to public transportation, making it
more effective from every point of view. All cars are ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24292P11

FCO FIUMICINO AIRPORT to CIVITAVECCHIA PORT private transfer
Booking a car with a driver means having at your disposal a safe and
convenient transfer to and from the airport of Fiumicino and Ciampino. Fast services
and easy booking! Our drivers will take you to your chosen destinations with
professionalism and cordiality, in order to make your trip more ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24292P12
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CIVITAVECCHIA PORT to FCO FIUMICINO AIRPORT private transfer
Booking a car with a driver means having at your disposal a safe and
convenient transfer to and from the airport of Fiumicino and Ciampino. Fast services
and easy booking! Our drivers will take you to your chosen destinations with
professionalism and cordiality, in order to make your trip more ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24292P13

ROME DAY TRIP TO FLORENCE
Florence is an important university town and UNESCO World Heritage Siteand is
recognized as the cradle of the Renaissance. It is well known as one of the most
beautiful cities in the world, thanks to its numerous monuments and museums such
as the Duomo, the Uffizi Gallery, Ponte Vecchio, Piazza ...
Price: 700,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24292P14

ROME DAY TRIP TO SIENA & PISA private tour and transfer by car
Siena, a medieval city and World Heritage Site. Recognized as a city of art and high
culinary options for its various products and the known production of wine, Chianti
Classico. A city that is immersed in the wide hills and that offers traditional shows as
the most famous Palio of Siena. Do not ...
Price: 700,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24292P15

ROME CITY to ROME TRAIN STATIONS private transfer
Booking a car with a driver or a private taxi service means having at your disposal a
safe and convenient transfer to and from the Rome train stations of Termini, Tiburtina
&amp; Ostiense. Fast services and easy booking! Our drivers will take you to your
chosen destinations with professionalism and ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24292P16
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FCO FIUMICINO AIRPORT to ROME CITY private transfer
Booking a car with a driver means having at your disposal a safe and
convenient transfer to and from the airport of Fiumicino and Ciampino. Fast services
and easy booking! Our drivers will take you to your chosen destinations with
professionalism and cordiality, in order to make your trip more ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24292P8

Private Departure Transfer from Rome to Fiumicino Airport
Private transfer services h?v? ?h?ng?d ?v?r th? ???r?, ?nd ?v?r?b?d? ??n now
enjoy ???t-?ff??t?v? ?nd hassle-free tr?n?f?r? to and from th? ??r??rt, w?th?ut
h?v?ng t? w?rr? ?b?ut ?n?th?ng. N? hidden f???, n? ????rw?rk t? w?rr? ?nd, m??t
?m??rt?ntl? it is not necessary t? w??t in l?n? either. Taxis ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24292P9

Private Limousine Tour: Best of Rome
Forget subways or buses and take a chauffeured journey by limo service in Rome on
this private 4-hour tour. Enjoy personalized attention from your driver (or, if you like,
a driver and a guide) and get an eye-opening look at historic neighborhoods. Listen
to in-the-know commentary and capture ...
Price: 230,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24317P2

Colosseum and Roman Forum: Skip the Line Guided Tour
Explore two of the most famous ancient Roman ruins with this 3-hour skip-the-line
guided tour of the Colosseum and Roman Forum. Enjoy unique viewings of the
Colosseum's chambers, arena and upper level, and then head to the Roman Forum
and Palatine Hill for unforgettable views of Ancient ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24319P1
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VIRTUAL GRAND TOUR
Includes:&nbsp;
Virtual glasses
Assistence&nbsp;
audioguide
small
group&nbsp; Includes:&nbsp;
Virtual glasses Assistence&nbsp; audioguide
small group&nbsp; Our Platinum Virtual Tour of the Ancient Rome will give you the
opportunity to walk through the path of the Rome of the ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24319P11

Private Rome in a Day
Enjoy Rome in one day with the comfort of a private car that will escort you from your
accommodation in Rome to the main destinations of the very centre of the city. Your
private guide will introduce you all the secrets of the Ancient Rome starting with the
inside of the Coliseum, Roman Forums and ...
Price: 650,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24319P16

Ask her to marry you in Rome
Have your ever dreamed to propose in marriage your fiancèe in a romantic city? Now
you can try this in the aeternal city! Take your opportunity to have the most exciting
experience of your life, a propose in marriage in one of the most beautiful spots of
Rome!Have your ever dreamed to propose in ...
Price: 600,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24319P17

Honeymoon in Italy
Which better country to celebrate a marriage then Italy? Enjoy this 5 days Tour
starting from Rome and proceeding to Florence, Cinque Terre and Venice and
coming back to Rome. You will be based the first night in Rome and then the
following nights in Florence, the Hotel is included and it's a 4 ...
Price: 2.420,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24319P18
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Private Full day in Rome from Civitavecchia or Ostia Port
Enjoy your Rome Private Full Day Tour from Civitavecchia or Ostia Port, comfortably
seated on a luxury car or minivan. Meet your driver at the Port and be transferred to
the centre of the city. Meet your private guide and visit with the Coliseum, Roman
Forums and Palatine Hill and discover all the ...
Price: 1.150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24319P19

Colosseum's Skip the line Tickets
Skip the long lines to the Colosseum and Roman Forum.Discover the site of the
imperial palaces on Palatine Hill. See the ruins of temples at the former marketplace
of the ForumSkip the long lines to the Colosseum to explore the mighty amphitheater
of the Roman Empire at your own pace. Travel back ...
Price: 28,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24319P20

Small-Group Tour: Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel, and St. Peter's Basilica with Skip-the-Line
Access
Enjoy the amazing attractions of Vatican City with your expert guide on this 3.5-hour
small-group tour limited to 15 maximum 20 people. Skip-the-line and get an insider
view of this tiny state inside the eternal city to see the Vatican Museums, St. Peter's
Basilica, and Sistine Chapel - a place ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24319P3

Private Tour Vatican Museums Sistine Chapel and Saint Peter's Basilica
Enjoy the amazing attractions of the Vatican City with our best expert guides in a
Platinum Guided tour of 3.5 hours with a small group.A tiny state inside the eternal
city, Vatican museums, Saint Peter's Catedral, the Sistine Chapel; a place that will
offer you thousand chances to leave you ...
Price: 220,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24319P4
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Private Tour - Colosseum Roman Forum and Palatine Hill
The Colosseum is the biggest amphitheater in the world. In 1980, UNESCO has
added it in the ?World Heritage? list.Its construction started in 72 a.C. and ended 8
years later. Your tour guide will tell you about the different techniques used to build it
and he will introduce you to the Gladiators' ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24319P5

Amazing squares of Rome - Walking Guided Tours
The tour starts from Piazza di Spagna (Spanish steps),right in front of the Barcaccia
( the Fountain)at 2:00 p.m and it lasts approximately 3 hours.Your tour guide and our
staff will be there for you. After short introduction you will visit the best of Rome:
Piazza Colonna, the Pantheon and Trevi ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24319P6

Semi Private Vatican Museum, Sistine Chapel and Basilica with transfers
Just relax and enjoy your day! You will find our car waiting for you outside the
entrance of your accommodation, ready to transfer you to the Vatican Musems. A
professional guide will welcome you and, with the skip the line tickets, you will fastly
enter into the Museum.Enjoy your visit with a ...
Price: 195,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24319P9

Before Hours Vatican Museums with Sistine Chapel and St. Peterâ€™s
Begin your exploration of the Vatican Museums an hour before the general
public&nbsp;on this&nbsp;three hour tour. With your small group and professional
English-speaking tour guide, head straight for the Sistine Chapel. Go straight to the
Sistine Chapel when it?s almost empty so you can experience ...
Price: 86,27 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24338P1
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Rome Vatican, Sistine Chapel and St Peter's Basilica Early Morning Express Tour
Visit the best highlights of the Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St. Peter?s
Basilica in just 2.5 hours, leaving you plenty of time to explore the rest of Rome. Our
Express Vatican tour include skip the line tickets to the Vatican Museums and Sistine
Chapel. Enter an hour before the general ...
Price: 72,33 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24338P14

Small Group Half-Day Rome Tour with Electric Bikes
Maximizing your time when you are on vacation is extremely important. This is why
we have developed an electric bike tour that is an eco-friendly and enjoyable,
showcasing the best of Rome's beauty, history and culture without overheating. What
would you prefer - 4 hours of walking in the hot sun ...
Price: 60,13 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24338P18

Rome Highlights Small-Group Tour by Foot and Private Luxury Car
Day one in Rome? Get your bearings and tick off many of the top sights in Rome
with a our 3-hour Best of Rome Walking and Driving tour, 1 hour on foot 2 hour by
luxury vehicle? not a bus! . With our expert English-Speaking guide by your side to
show you the wonders of the Eternal City, you'll ...
Price: 102,83 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24338P2

Skip-the-line Vatican tour with Sistine Chapel & St Peter's
Looking for a Vatican tour that covers a ton, skips the line and has multiple start
times to choose from? We've got you covered on our Vatican Museums Tour with
Sistine Chapel &amp; St. Peter's Basilica. With a professional English-Speaking
guide by your side, you get to experience all the ...
Price: 67,97 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24338P22
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Borghese Gallery Story Tellers Small Group Tour
Our Small-Group Borghese Gallery "Story Tellers" Tour is perfect for the art-loving
traveler, who wants to view a high concentration of amazing artwork in the perfect
amount of time. Located in the middle of one of Rome's most beautiful parks, the
Borghese Gallery is home to one of the most ...
Price: 57,95 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24338P23

Colosseum Arena Floor Tour with Virtual Reality Domus Aurea Visit
Ancient Rome doesn't get much closer than this. This 3.5 hour tour includes a virtual
reality tour of Rome's Domus Aurea - an ancient villa built by Emperor Nero.
Stretching a whopping 200 acres, the "Golden House" even included a private lake.
With the help of cutting-edge virtual reality ...
Price: 83,87 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24338P24

Urban Market Testaccio Food Tour in Rome
Not only is the Testaccio neighborhood considered one of the best places in Rome
to live, but it?s also an excellent area if you?re a visiting foodie. Once home to the
biggest slaughterhouse in Europe, Testaccio is now a hip neighborhood and a mecca
for the best food in Rome. Led by your own ...
Price: 83,66 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24338P25

Detailed Itinerary Vatican, Sistine & St Peter's Tour with Privileged Entrance
Are you fascinated by the&nbsp;Vatican's history&nbsp;and all the priceless works of
art inside the Vatican Museums? On the Detailed Itinerary Vatican Tour, visit the
best&nbsp;highlights of the Vatican&nbsp;Museums, as well as the hidden gems.
Under the guidance of an&nbsp;professional ...
Price: 105,83 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24338P27
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Evening Food Tour with Wine in Vatican Neighborhood
Visiting the Vatican Museums&nbsp;is an excellent way to work up an appetite. After
soaking in all that culture, art and history, figuring out where the&nbsp; best places to
eat near Vatican City&nbsp;is a challenge. Don?t get tricked into eating at overpriced
tourist trap restaurants, explore ...
Price: 83,66 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24338P28

Hidden Rome Food Tour in Trastevere with Dinner and Wine
Are you looking for the&nbsp; best food tour in Rome? Embark on a local food tour
in Trastevere that offers an excellent introduction to one of the best foodie districts in
Rome. Walking around the Eternal City is an excellent way to work up an appetite; a
food tour is the best way to end your day ...
Price: 80,17 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24338P3

Colosseum Arena Floor Tour with Roman Forum
This
guided
Roman&nbsp;&nbsp;Colosseum&nbsp;and&nbsp;Roman
Forum&nbsp;tour includes&nbsp;skip the line tickets&nbsp;and behind the scenes
access to the reconstructed Colosseum&nbsp;Arena Floor. Facing death at the
hands of a human or animal opponents, gladiators fought surrounded by 60,000 ...
Price: 58,95 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24338P35

Colosseum Belvedere Top Levels Tour
Have you&nbsp;ever wondered how people take that perfect birds eye photo looking
down into the Roman Colosseum?&nbsp;This tour&nbsp;is the answer. Our
Restricted Areas Belvedere Top Levels Colosseum Tour is the perfect Colosseum
tour for those who embrace adventure and heights. You'll go behind the ...
Price: 91,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24338P36
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Vatican Museums & Castel Gandolfo Pope's Summer Residence Day Trip
Have you ever wondered what the Pope's life is really like?&nbsp;Most tourists visit
the&nbsp; Vatican Museums, but why not take a step further? Join us on a day trip
from Rome to the Pope?s opulent summer residence in the gorgeous hilltop town of
Castel Gandolfo. This exclusive day trip from Rome ...
Price: 129,62 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24338P37

Rome Catacombs and San Clemente Underground Small-Group Tour
This 3-hour small-group tour of Catacombs in Rome takes you underground to a
mysterious place that uncovers a secret path paved by faith, endurance, and
dedication. Rome's history and beauty isn't just contained within the 'historic center,'
and this tour is made to help you stray off the tourist ...
Price: 68,84 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24338P4

Be a Roman For a Day - Private Walking Tour With a Local
Walk the streets of Rome with your local guide Gabriele. During your 4-hour private
?Roman for a Day - Walking Tour? you will discover the best that Rome has to offer
from traditional culture, folklore and the beauty of the city Architecture. Enjoy the city
like a local.Walk the streets of Rome ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24380P111

Private Local Culture and Food Walking Tour
Enjoy a 3-hour private culture &amp; food walking tour through the hippest areas of
the city. Sample delicious food treats like pizza Bianca, suppli, Italian coffee and
other specialties. Get local insights about the history of the famous areas and find out
how Romans spend their free time from ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24380P198
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2.5-hour Private Vespa Tour of Rome
See Rome in a unique way! From the back of a Vespa scooter! It's the most beautiful
and memorable way to experience the Eternal City, no matter if you've been here
before or not. Never get stuck in traffic in this 2.5 hours tour of the main highlights in
Rome! On your way around the city you will ...
Price: 159,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24380P221

Private: Vatican Museum Tour with an Art Historian
Join this private tour whichÂ offers you a fascinating and interesting walk through the
famous Vatican museum. Your local guide will give you the best insights and tell you
all about the must-see of the Vatican and answer all of your questions. After your
visit enjoy a well deserved break take a ...
Price: 77,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24380P247

Private Skip-the-Line Colosseum Tour and Artisan Workshop Visit
Make your trip to Rome memorable with this 2-hour, private tour. Visit the most
famous and breathtaking sites of ancient Rome, see some hidden spots, and meet a
local artisan. As a bonus, skip the line ticket at the Colosseum! There is a maximum
group size of 13 for this private tour.Make your trip ...
Price: 37,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24380P248

Dinner in Rome: Genuine Taste of Italian Flavor
Head to a gourmet dinner party in the heart of Rome, and experience a taste of Italy
during a 3-course meal with other guests. Set inside the host?s own home, the
dinner includes traditional Italian fare of antipasti, homemade pasta, and a pastry or
gelato dessert. Tasty food, wine, and good ...
Price: 44,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24380P26
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Private Half-Day Bike Tour of Rome
Discover the real Rome in a Roman way. Join this amazing and private, small-group
cycling tour through the hidden gems of the city. Get to know the real city through the
eyes of the local, learn the legends, the culture, try local food and wine. Your
bilingual Roman host can promise you a tour ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24380P28

Super Saver: Private Roman Food Tour & Highlights and Hidden Gems With a Local
Want to see the highlights of Rome, but not like everybody else? You can during
your private tour with a local guide. See the stunning Colosseum and other highlights
of this historical and magical city, take the a different route and get the best views
without getting lost in the crowd. Taste the ...
Price: 71,10 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24380P347

Your Family Friendly Introduction to Roma
If you and your kids want to kickstart your trip to Rome, this 90-minute tour with
added fun is just for you. You can do all the must-see sights, while host gives you
advice on how and when to best see them closer. Along the way, there will be games
and quizzes, and a terrific treasure hunt.If you ...
Price: 8,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24380P366

Rome's off the beaten track: Family style
Tell your kids that when in Rome you?re going on a tour to see the sights, enjoy the
food and taste some delicious ice cream. But with a difference. Along the way there
will be games, quizzes and a special treasure hunt - all just for your kids!Tell your
kids that when in Rome you?re going on a ...
Price: 19,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24380P367
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Pope, Pizza & Playgrounds tour in Rome
This won?t be your conventional Vatican tour. Your private host can help you avoid
the crowds so you and your kids can enjoy the most beautiful parts of the Vatican
privately as a family! Along the way, there will be games, quizzes and a treasure hunt
to keep everyone entertained.This won?t be your ...
Price: 14,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24380P368

From Gladiators to Gelato: Your private tour of Rome
So you want to show your kids the fabulous highlights of Rome, but you also want
the tour to be fun? It?s possible, with your local host guiding you on a private tour.
With plenty of games to keep your kids involved, everyone in your family will enjoy
the stunning sights!So you want to show your ...
Price: 17,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24380P379

2-Hour Private Rome Off-the-Beaten-Path City Tour
Discover the amazing off-the-beaten-track places in Rome with a local guide in a
private 2-hour city tour. Your local host, Valentina, can promise you a tour that is as
breathtaking as all the already known places in Rome. You can choose the areas of
Rome to visit, like little London, Monti ...
Price: 26,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24380P4

Mamma Mia! Private Roman Family Food tour
Think you already know heavenly Roman food? Try again - we?ve got the tastiest
ever Roman travel experience! Plus, there?s plenty of additional cool stuff for your
kids to enjoy. It all adds up to 10 tastings, 1 awesome local host, and infinite
moments of delight for all your family!Think you ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24380P419
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Private Colosseum & Roman Forum Skip the Line Tour
Marvel at the breathtaking Colosseum and get the most out of your visit with this
private tour. Enjoy all the insights of not one, but two Roman highlights and top off
your experience with an exclusive skip the line ticket which gives you a priority
access.Marvel at the breathtaking Colosseum and ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24380P442

Rome Highlights and Hidden Gems With a Local
Want to see the highlights of Rome, but not like everybody else? You can during
your private tour with a local guide. See the stunning Colosseum, Pantheon, Roman
Forum and other highlights of this historical and magical city, take the a different
route and get the best views without getting lost in ...
Price: 24,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24380P62

90 Minutes Kickstart Tour With a Local
So you want to know where to find the best gelato in town? How to skip the line at
the Colosseum! During your private tour, you can find out the answers to all these
questions and more. Get to know local customs from whether to tip an Italian waiter
or not. You don't want the general picture but ...
Price: 5,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24380P64

Private Like a Local Tour in Rome
Get to know the real Rome off the beaten track during your private tour of the city!
Your local guide will take you on an amazing local journey across Rome and
discover the true face of the city!Get to know the real Rome off the beaten track
during your private tour of the city! Your local guide ...
Price: 21,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24380P65
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Private Roman Food Tour: The 10 Tastings
Taste the amazing flavors of Roman cuisine during this 3-hour unique and private
food journey with your local guide. If you think you already know heavenly Roman
food, think again.&nbsp;With the start in the hart of Rome: Campo di Fiori. This
delectable tour will be the highlight of your experience ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24380P67

Private Michelin Star Food Tour in Rome
The best Michelin chefs of Rome invite you to enjoy a 3.5-hour private tour of a
culinary food experience. Your local host will introduce you to four different Michelin
star chefs where you will get to taste some of the best food in Rome.The best
Michelin chefs of Rome invite you to enjoy a ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24380P68

Private Pope-Pizza-Prosecco Tour in Rome with a Local
This won?t be your conventional Vatican tour. On this 2.5-hour walking tour, you will
see the great sites, taste some great pizza and visit one of the best sommeliers of
the Vatican or Rome. Enjoy a more personal experience with your private, local
guide.This won?t be your conventional Vatican ...
Price: 22,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=24380P69

Roman Gladiator School: Learn How to Become a Gladiator
Master the basics of hand-to-hand combat at a genuine gladiator school on the
ancient Appian Way. You'll discover the secrets of Imperial Rome's gladiator games,
get hands-on with ancient Roman history and have the best fun you can
imagine!Master the basics of hand-to-hand combat at a genuine ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=2466GLAD
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Rome Gladiator Show at Gruppo Storico Romano
Guests can try weapons and armor and do all the photos you want. The total
duration of the show is an hour and a half. You must enter at 8:45pm, then visit the
"Museum of the Roman Legionary" and have an aperitif at the Armory of the Legion.
After that, the show with performances by dancers, ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=2466P4

I Virtuosi dell'opera di Roma: New Year's Concert
I Virtuosi dell?opera di Roma greet the new year with an exceptional event: a lyrical
concert enriched by famous valzer and Christmas songs. Introducing the Soprano
Singer S. Leone, il Mezzosoprano I. Bottaro, il Tenore D. Penco ed il Baritono M.
Utzeri.I Virtuosi dell?opera di Roma greet the new ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=25694P1

I Virtuosi dell'opera di Roma: Enchanting Opera Arias
An intense journey inside the most famous and acclaimed Operas by Verdi, Puccini,
Rossini and Bizet, performed by the voices of I Virtuosi dell?opera di Roma.
Soprano, Tenor and Baritone together with an orchestra ensemble of five elements,
introducing public in the fascinating world of lyrical ...
Price: 20,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=25694P2

I Virtuosi dell'opera di Roma: La Traviata
The Orchestra I Virtuosi dell?opera di Roma, formed by professors of the most
prestigious Italian conservatories, is specialized in performing whole opera
repertoire, specially from the Italian lyrical tradition.The Orchestra I Virtuosi
dell?opera di Roma, formed by professors of the most ...
Price: 28,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=25694P3
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I Virtuosi dell'opera di Roma: Il Barbiere di Siviglia
The Orchestra I Virtuosi dell?opera di Roma, formed by professors of the most
prestigious Italian conservatories, is specialized in performing whole opera
repertoire, specially from the Italian lyrical tradition.The Orchestra I Virtuosi
dell?opera di Roma, formed by professors of the most ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=25694P4

Wifi everywhere in Rome
Enjoy unlimited internet everywhere in Italy&nbsp;with 4G-LTE Pocket WiFi. Stay
connected anytime and avoid data roaming charges for your next travel in Italy.Enjoy
unlimited internet everywhere in Italy&nbsp;with 4G-LTE Pocket WiFi. Stay
connected anytime and avoid data roaming charges for your ...
Price: 76,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=25941P53

After Hour Vatican Small Group Tour
With our 2.5 hours tour you will visit the Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel in a
group up to 20 people. Your tour will lead by a licensed and professional guide.
Headsets will be provided for the tour to hear better the guide. Enjoy the experience
to visit the Vatican at night!With our 2.5 hours ...
Price: 62,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P104

Small Group Tour of Baroque Rome
Explore the Baroque treasures of Rome with our Baroque Small Group walking Tour!
Thanks to our enthusiastic guide in just 2.5 hours you will learn interesting anecdotes
about the world-famous artists such as Bernini, Caravaggio, Raphael and many
more. It will be like take a walk with your friend: ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P107
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Gladiator Experience: Ancient Rome with Special Access From the Arena
If you wish to visit the Colosseum, you cannot miss the special access from the
Arena. With our tour of Ancient Rome, you will enter the Colosseum from the special
gate of the Gladiators and walk on the stage of the great amphitheater. Your tour last
3 hours and your kid friendly guide will engage ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P109

Skip The Line With Arena Entrance: Ancient Rome Private Tour
A unique experience for your visit of the Colosseum. With our 3 hours tour you will
visit the Colosseum , Roman Forum and Palatine Hill. What is particular is that you
will enter the Colosseum as a Gladiator: the Arena. The tour is private just for you.
Skip the line tickets for the entrance are ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P110

Vatican Museums, Pinacoteca, Sistine Chapel Small Group Tour
With our 3 hours small group tour up to 22 people, you will have the chance to visit
the Vatican Museums with the Pinacoteca, an area usually not included in small
group tours. You will avoid the queue thanks to our skip the line tickets. The Sistine
Chapel, a must-sees, is included in the tour! On ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P111

Off limits Vatican tour with Private access to the Sistine Chapel
Within only 3 Hours you will visit Off-limits sites closed daily to the general public and
access to the Sistine Chapel when the Vatican Museums are shutting their doors.
You will be able to stay inside the Sistine Chapel about 30 minutes in total silence to
admire the beautiful frescoes of ...
Price: 395,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P112
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Roman Highlights and Colosseum
Decide if you want to have a walking tour or a driving one. Discover the major
highlights of the Eternal City. Visit the main monuments such as Palazzo Farnese
(from the outside), the Pantheon, St. Ignatius Church, Piazza della Minerva, Piazza
Colonna, Trevi Fountain, and the Spanish Steps. ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P33

Ancient Times in Rome Private Tour
If you are in Rome you cannot miss a visit to the Colosseum. In our Ancient Times in
Rome Tour you will be able to visit the most important Roman amphitheatre, as well
as the Roman Forum that was the politica, religious, and commercial center for the
ancient city, and the Palatine Hill, on of the ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P34

Ancient Roman Times Small Group
This small group tour will focus on the ancient Rome history, and you will visit the
Colosseum, Roman Forum, and Palatine Hill. Have fun discovering where and how
the gladiators combat. Our small groups are up to 24 people, but they have an
average of 16 people. The visit to the Roman Forum and the ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P35

Sunrise Vatican Private Tour
This 3 hours private tour is the perfect occasion for you to explore one of the biggest
art collections in the world, with a private guide; in this way you would not just
wonder around it, but you will be living an unforgettable experience.You will be
picked up at your central Hotel in Rome: your ...
Price: 107,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P36
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Vatican Treasure Private Tour
Find out what is the best way to visit the Vatican. Our 3 hours private tour will help
you to maximise your time in this terrific sight. Enjoy the visit at the Vatican Museums
where you will be surrounded by the major artists and their masterpiece. Follow your
guide through the galleries and aisles ...
Price: 94,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P37

Sunrise Vatican Private Tour with Cabinet of the Masks
Did you ever want to visit the Vatican? Do you want to make this a lifetime
experience? Choose our 3.5 hours private tour of the Vatican Museums, including
the Cabinet of the Masks, the Sistine Chapel and St. Peter?s Basilica. This tour will
start at 7:30, and you will enter the Vatican Museums at ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P38

Sunrise over the Vatican Small Group
Visit the Vatican joining a fun friendly 3 hours small group tour. You will meet the rest
of the group and your guide at 7:30am and enter the Museums at 8:00am, one hour
before it opens to the general public. In this way you will be able to visit less crowded
galleries. The tour will include the ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P39

Semi-Private tour of the Vatican
Join our 3 hours semi-private tour of the Vatican. Follow your small pack and your
friendly guide inside the Vatican Museums, and admire the main highlights. Continue
the tour with the breath-taking Sistine Chapel painted by Michelangelo. And finish the
tour in the wonderful St. Peter?s ...
Price: 88,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P40
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Small Melting Pot Group Tour: Vatican and Colosseum
Visit the smallest country in the world, the Vatican with our friendly small group tour.
Wondering around the Vatican Museums, admiring the Sistine Chapel, and St.
Peter?s Basilica in the morning. And don?t miss a small tour of the Colosseum in the
earlier afternoon, entering in the symbol of Rome ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P41

Early Small Combination Tour of the Vatican and the Colosseum
If you are an early bird and cannot wait to start visiting the city in the morning don?t
worry, this is the perfect tour for you. Join our small group tour of the Vatican at
7:30am; visit the Vatican Museums, the Sistine Chapel, and St. Peter?s Basilica in
this 3 hours tour. And join another small ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P42

Vatican Treasures Small Group Tour
Get?s ready and join our small group 3 hours tour of the Vatican. Your guide will
show you the main highlights of the Vatican Museum, one of the biggest art
collection in the world. Admire the Sistine Chapel, signed by the main character of
the Italian Renaissance: Michelangelo. And end your tour ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P43

Roman Highlights Private Tour
Make sure you will not miss the main highlights of the city. Choose if you want to a
walking tour or a driving tour, see Palazzo Farnese, from outside, the terrific
Pantheon, the Church of St. Ignatius, Piazza della Minerva, Piazza di Pietra, Piazza
Colonna, Trevi Fountain, Spanish Steps and much ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P45
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Walk with Bernini Caravaggio Michelangelo and Raphael
If you live the Baroque art you will love this 3 hours walking tour with a private guide
discovering the main painters and sculptors of the Italian Baroque period. Discover
about the life, art, and masterpiece of Bernini, Caravaggio, Michelangelo, and
Raphael.If you live the Baroque art you will ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P46

Shore tour of Rome and Vatican
Enjoy our private shore tour; visit the main highlights of the city such as the Vatican,
the Colosseum, the Pantheon and much more. And don?t worry about going back to
your cruise on time our private driver will pick you up and bring you back, while your
private guide will tell you about history ...
Price: 280,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P47

Colosseum Under the Moonlight
If you have already visit the Colosseum, or if this is your first time and you want to
have a special experience, then this tour of the Colosseum by night is what you are
looking for. The small group will have a maximum of 25 people, and you will not
found other people on the ancient ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P49

Colosseum Small Group tour with entrance from the Arena
Join this 3 hours small group tour. Visit the Colosseum, entering from the gladiator
entrance, the Arena; and continue your tour in the Palatine Hill, one of the seven hills
the city is founded on. Finally finish your tour in the Roman Forum, important sight for
the every day life in the ancient ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P50
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Half day trip to Santa Severa Castle - Private
Take part on the 4 hours private half day tour to Santa Severa Castle, the best
medieval destination at less than 1 hour from Rome! By participating this private tour
you will know and see ancient traditions and real medieval costumes! You will enjoy
the peaceful atmosphere of a less-known castle ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P51

Moonlight Colosseum and Vatican Combo Small Group Tour
The tour includes both a small group tour at the Colosseum and the Roman Forum at
moonlight, so you will be able to see Rome most renowed symbol in a special way!
Your tour will start with an aperitif at our office, that located right near the Colosseum,
full of snacks and beverages. Our guide will ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P52

Moonlight Colosseum and Vatican Combo Small Group Tour
The tour includes both a small group tour at the Colosseum and the Roman Forum at
moonlight, so you will be able to see Rome most renowed symbol in a special way!
Your tour will start with an aperitif at our office, that located right near the Colosseum,
full of snacks and beverages. Our guide will ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P52

4 hour Shore Excursion to Santa Severa Castle from Civitavecchia
Choose an alternative way to spend you time in Rome's Civitavecchia Port. Spend 4
hours with a private driver and luxury vehicle to visit the hidden gem of Santa Severa
Castle. Just 30 minutes away from Civitavecchia Port you will be able to visit a real
life medieval castle with an impressive ...
Price: 109,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P55
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2-Hour Colosseum Express Tour with Arena Stage Visit
Step out onto the arena of the Colosseum, for a visit like never before! You will visit
one of the restricted areas of the Colosseum (the arena stage) through a reserved
entrance- once used by the Gladiators themselves. The ultimate in skip the line
entrance to the Colosseum, just your group will ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P57

Virtual reality Colosseum Private Kids Tour
Are you visiting the Colosseum with kids and looking choose the ultimate tour to
improve their understanding of this unique monument and Ancient Roman history?
With the virtual reality Colosseum Private Kids Tour the whole family will enjoy a 3D
video programme that reconstructs the Colosseum ...
Price: 97,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P64

Colosseum Express Tour
Visit the Colosseum as part of a small friendly group of maximum 24 people (average
16). Your professional guide will entertain your small group with annecdotes of
Rome's most famous monument. You will enjoy skip the line access and a fully
engaging 2 hour tour.Visit the Colosseum as part of a ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P66

Private Vatican Tour with Extended Itinerary
The Private Vatican Tour with Extended Itinerary is a 3 hours and 30 minutes tour
with a private licensed guide. With this tour you will have the chance to visit the main
highlights of the Vatican walking at your own peace and asking your guide all your
questions and curiosity. Skipping the line ...
Price: 93,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P67
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Private Walking Tour of Ancient Rome and St Peter in Chains
If you are looking for a tour that gives you the change of traveling in time from the
deepest heart of ancient Rome to one the most beautiful creatures of the
Renaissance period, this could be the right tour for you.With this private walking tour
you will visit Colosseum, Palatine Hill, Roman Forum ...
Price: 73,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P68

Vatican Tour with Special Access to Restricted Areas
Exploring the Vatican in all its areas. This 5 hours tour allow you to visit the Vatican
Galleries , Sistine Chapel, St Peter's Basilica and the some areas usually closed to
the general public - the Niccoline Chapel and Bramante Staircase. Your private guide
will explain you the history and art of ...
Price: 340,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P70

Vatican For Kids Tour with Egyptian Museum
With our 3 hours private tour of the Vatican for Kids your family will enjoy the visit of
the main highlights of the Vatican with a kid-friendly guide. Your tour includes the
visit of the Vatican Muesums, Sistine Chapel and St Peter's Basilica. Do you think it's
too much for your kids? Don't worry! ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P72

Colosseum For Kids with Underground of San Clemente's Basilica
Do you wish to visit the Colosseum but you are not interested in a walk of the Roman
Forum? This tour is perfect for you. It combines the visit of the Colosseum with the
Underground of San Clemente's Basilica. With this 3 hours tour you will have a child
friendly guide at disposal just for your ...
Price: 68,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P73
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Kids Tour of Rome's Undergrounds
Do you wish to visit the off the beaten track of Rome? Are you interested in the
underground of this wide city? This is the perfect tour for you. With our 3-hour Kids
Tour of Rome's Underground you will visit three of the sites less visited of the Italian
capital: Crypt of the bones, Vicus ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P74

Explore the Vatican with Kid Friendly Guide
This is a 3-hours tour that allow you to visit the Vatican Museums early in the
morning. You will enter the Vatican Museums at 8 am, one hour before the opening
to the general public. For this tour, a private licensed kid-friendly guide will be at your
disposal for 3 hours to show you the main ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P75

Rome Safari City Tour For Kids
This is the best way for you and your family to discover baroque in Rome through
beautiful unique statues and amazing fountains. Maybe you do not know yet that
many famous artists from baroque period adorned the city with ?talking statues? and
fountains representing several types of animals from ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P76

Private Tour of Colosseum, Vatican and Trevi fountain
Our 5 hours and 30 minutes tour give you the chance to visit the three of the main
highlights of Rome in just one day! With our private licensed guide, walking at your
own pace, you will visit the Colosseum with the special access from the gladiator's
gate, the Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel, St ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P77
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Trastevere and Jewish District private walking Tour
Have you already had a Tour in the most renowed locations of Rome? Are you
looking for a real full immersion in roman atmosphere to feel like a local? Then our
Trastevere and Jewish District Tour is the right one for you!In 3 hours you will get to
know 2 of the most characteristics districts of the ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P78

Pompeii and Amalfi Coast Trip from Rome
Choose our day trip from Rome to Pompeii and Amalfi Coast to live a relaxing day,
discovering Roman past and breathtaking and characteristic towns with panoramic
view and good culinary traditions. You will be picked up by your private driver at your
Hotel in central Rome and start your 12 hours ...
Price: 189,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P79

Day Trip to Florence with Private Driver from Rome
Are you going to spend your vacation in Rome but you wish to visit also Florence?
This is the perfect tour for you. Take our Day trip to Florence with private driver from
Rome. You will be picked up at your hotel in Rome city center for your full day trip to
Florence. In the city you will enjoy a ...
Price: 320,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P80

Off The Beaten Track: Underground Tour of Rome
Booking our Off the beaten track: underground tour of Rome, you will visit in just 3
hours three sites of the underground of our beautiful city. Your tour starts at San
Clemente Basilica where you will meet your guide. Second stop is the crypt of the
bones on Via Veneto. The tour ends at the Vicus ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P81
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Day Trip to Siena and San Gimignano With Wine Tasting
Do you wish to escpare from the daily crowd of the city? Do not hesitate to take our
tour. The Day Trip to Siena and San Gimignano with Wine Tasting is a full day tour in
the Tuscany landscape. The pick up and drop off is at your hotel. Our 12 hours day
trip includes a visit to the beautiful city ...
Price: 267,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P82

Private Tour of Vatican by night
This Tour at Vatican takes place in summer season at night hours: this is way it is the
ideal one for those who would like to enjoy and discover Rome symbol under a new
light!Also you will avoid long lines and the heat of summer days thanks to the tickets
that we reserve in advance for you. Your ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P83

Private Tour of Trastevere and Villa Farnesina: Discovering Raffaello
Private Tour of Trastevere and Villa Farnesina: Discovering Raffaello is a 3 hours
walking tour through Trastevere district. Our private guide will show you the old
district of Trastevere now heart of the roman night life. And show you all little
narrows, a distinctive of this Roman borough. ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P84

Combined Tour of the Colosseum and Market
If you are a food and archaeology lover, this tour is perfect for you. This 4.5 hours
walking tour is a combination of Ancient Rome and Food tour. You will visit the
Colosseum and walk along the Roman Forum street, pass Marcello Theater and
reach Campo de' Fiori where you can taste local flavors.If ...
Price: 137,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P85
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One Day Tour of Rome
If you have just one day in our big city and wish to visit the main highlights before you
leave, this 7 hours tour is what you are looking for. In just 7 hours you will visit the
Colosseum, Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St Peter's Basilica, and the main
highlights such as Spanish steps, Trevi ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P87

Orvieto and Assist Day Trip from Rome
Enjoy a relaxing day trip from Rome to Orvieto and Assisi. An English speaking
private driver will be at your disposal for 11 hours from the pick up to the drop off at
your hotel in Rome. Private vehicle at disposal all day. First city you are going to visit
is Orvieto. Here you will have a 2 hours ...
Price: 235,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P89

Private Walking Tour of Ancient Ostia
Enjoy a private tour of Ancient Ostia. With this 3 hours tour you will be able to learn
the history of Ancient Rome and the role of Ostia in the past. Meet our guide direclty
there at the archeaological site. To reach Ancient Ostia is simple: just take a train
and the guide meet you. Tickets for ...
Price: 48,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P90

A Taste Of The Vatican And The Market
In just 4 hours and 30 minutes you will be able to have a tasting of Rome. You will
visit the Vatican including the Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St Peter's
Basilica and then the famous market of Campo de' Fiori. You will be escorted by a
private licensed guide for the all tour. An ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P91
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Florence Private Tour For Kids
This 4 hours tour is thought for families with kids that wish to visit the main highlights
of Florence combining learn and fun. Your guide will be a kid-friendly guide fully
licensed. In addition to the main highlights of the city you will visit the Academy
Museum with skip the line tickets and ...
Price: 113,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P92

Small Group Tour of Colosseum With Dungeons
If you wish to have a complete experience of the Colosseum, this tour is perfect for
you. With this 3 hours and 30 minutes walking tour, you will visit the Ancient Rome.
You will see the Colosseum with restricted areas of the underground and arena, the
Roman Forum and the Palatine Hill. In a small ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26153P93

Semi - Private Essence of Rome and Trastevere Half Day Tour
See the sights of Rome on a 3-hour small-group sightseeing tour by minivan. After
pickup from your hotel, pass the Eternal City's top attractions and explore the ancient
Trastevere quarter on foot. To get the authentic Italian experience, the tour will also
include a coffee/cappuccino break and a ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=2635BESTROME

Small-Group Tuscany Wine Country Day Trip from Rome Including Wine Tasting
Embark on a tantalizing journey around Tuscany?s wine country on this day trip from
Rome. Traveling in a luxury minivan with an expert driver-guide, visit the
postcard-perfect towns of Montepulciano and Montalcino, and the beautiful ancient
village Bagno Vignoni. In Montalcino wine area you?ll ...
Price: 219,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=2635FCOTUSCANY
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Grand Day Tour of Rome in 2 Days
Enjoy an intimate small group tour of Rome over two days and visit all must see
sights of Rome . Skip the queues&nbsp; to visit the Vatican,&nbsp; Colosseum and
Roman forum with our expert local guide and enjoy the best sights of Rome in a 2
hrs tour by Minivan with drop off at Trevi Fountain , ...
Price: 222,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=2635P39

Semi Private Pompeii, Positano & Amalfi Coast Tour with Lunch Included
Our semi-private Pompeii day tours depart from Rome with pick up and drop off
included at centrally located hotels (limited to 7-8 people per vehicle). This tour
features a guided 2-hour walking tour of Pompeii combined with Positano &amp; the
scenic Amalfi Coast road. Lunch is included in a small, ...
Price: 206,10 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=2635POM

Private Italian Cooking Experience in Rome
Learn to cook and eat like a local at a private 2-hour cooking class in Rome with an
italian Professional Chef. Discover the tips and techniques for making perfect pasta
and other traditional Italian dishes.Learn to cook and eat like a local at a private
2-hour cooking class in Rome with an italian ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26404P2

Vegetarian Cooking Experience in Rome
Learn to cook and eat like a local at a private 2-hour cooking class in Rome with an
italian Professional Chef. Discover the tips and techniques for making perfect pasta
and other traditional VEGETARIAN Italian dishes.Learn to cook and eat like a local at
a private 2-hour cooking class in Rome with ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26404P5
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See Pompeii and Amalfi Coast from Rome
From Your Hotel in Rome Visit The amalfi coast take photos and stop in Sorrento
then onto Pompeii back to RomeFrom Your Hotel in Rome Visit The amalfi coast
take photos and stop in Sorrento then onto Pompeii back to RomeMeet your driver in
Rome at 0800am drive directly to the amalfi coast stop ...
Price: 1.150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26652P26

Rome city day tour with your private driver
From the Port of Civitavecchia or directly from your hotel in Rome a private Day
exploring with the guidance of your driver the classical highlights from the famous
Spanish steps onto the &nbsp;trevi Fountain the pantheon stop at the coloseum
Avertine key hole St peters Square and the Vatican. ...
Price: 700,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26652P29

Civitavecchia Shore Escursion: Rome Private tour with a driver guide
Join this Rome Full Day tour for a true taste of Rome let our driver-guides give you
an ?in-depth? into the special and particular features of the city leaving you hungry
for more. Drivers are knowledgeable about the history and the culture. They will
explain the sites from inside the vehicle but ...
Price: 135,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26786P1

Golf Cart Rome VIP Private Tour with a Driver & Licensed Tour Guide including Colosseum (5hrs) &
Vatican Museums (7hrs)
VIP TOUR: An Exclusive Private Tour with the Driver &amp; the Licensed Tour
Guide. Your Licensed Tour Guide will hop-off the Golf Cart with you at each stop and
walk you throught the attractions to provide the most complete insights of every
attraction. The most detailed and professional tour of ...
Price: 670,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26786P11
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VIP Tour of Rome from Civitavecchia, Colosseum & Vatican Museums, Driver & Private Tour Guide
with Skip the Line Tickets
VIP TOUR :&nbsp;An Exclusive Private Tour from the port of Civitavecchia
with&nbsp; Driver&nbsp;&amp; Licensed Tour Guide .&nbsp;Your Licensed Tour
Guide will hop-off the vehicle with you at each stop and walk you throught the
attractions to provide the most complete insights of every ...
Price: 980,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26786P13

Day Trip from Rome: Tuscany Countryside & Brunello Wine Private VIP Tour
We organize wine tours along the famous ?Strada dei Vini? Wine Roads located in
the heart of one of the most beautiful region of Italy ?Tuscany? through world-famous
historic cities for the superior quality of its wine products. Do not miss the chance to
walk in the narrow alleys of Montepulciano, ...
Price: 940,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26786P18

Day Trip from Rome: Pompei Ruins & the Amalfi Coast Private VIP Tour
A Private Trip reserved exclusively for you, your family for a day to remember
including Sorrento, Positano and Pompei.The most famous archaeological site in the
world is not hard to name. If there has ever been a site as well preserved, as
evocative, as memorable as that of Pompeii, the luxurious ...
Price: 870,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26786P19

Civitavecchia Shore Escursion: Roman Castles tour with a driver guide
Welcome to Rome Countryside tour a beautiful quiet non touristy area of Italy, just a
stone's throw from the ancient city of Rome. This landscape is a tapestry of olive
groves, vineyards and ancient hilltop villages, rich in medieval architecture and
tradition.There is so much to do: ...
Price: 670,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26786P2
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Day Trip from Rome: Capri Private VIP Boat Tour with Driver & Skipper
A special tour that will allow you to spend an unforgettable day on a private boat
reserved exclusively for you, your family and your friends. A tour around Capri with
the visit of the famous "Blue Grotto" with a private skipper at your complete disposal.
You will have the opportunity to stop ...
Price: 1.700,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26786P21

Limousine Service from Fiumicino Airport to Rome
Limousine Service from Fiumicino International Airport (FCO) to Rome. The same
price is valid for the one-way transfer from Rome or Termini train station to Fiumicino
(FCO) airport.Limousine Service from Fiumicino International Airport (FCO) to
Rome. The same price is valid for the one-way transfer ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26786P22

Limousine Service from the Port of Civitavecchia to Rome or Fiumicino (FCO) Airport
Limousine Service from the port of Civitavecchia to Rome or to Fiumicino
International Airport (FCO).The same price is valid for the one-way transfer from
Rome or Fiumicino (FCO) airport to the Port of Civitavecchia.Limousine Service from
the port of Civitavecchia to Rome or to Fiumicino ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26786P23

Limousine Service from Fiumicino International Airport (FCO) to the Amalfi Coast
Limousine Service from Fiumicino International Airport (FCO) to the Amalfi Coast
(Sorrento, Positano, Amalfi).The same price is valid for the one-way transfer from the
Amalfi Coast to Fiumicino (FCO) airport.On demand: Pompei ruins private walking
tour (2hrs) with a Licensed Tour Guide. The quote ...
Price: 900,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26786P25
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Limousine Service from Rome to Sorrento, Positano, Amalfi, Ravello & Pompei Private Tour (2hrs)
Limousine Service from Rome to Sorrento, Positano, Amalfi, Ravello.The same price
is valid for the one-way transfer from Sorrento, Positano, Amalfi, Ravello to RomeOn
demand: Pompei ruins private walking tour (2hrs) with a Licensed Tour Guide. The
quote for the guided tour is Eur 110,00 cash for ...
Price: 800,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26786P27

Rome's Four Papal Basilicas with a Driver & Licensed Tour Guide
A private tour to discover the secrets of the four most important Basilicas of Rome
and of the Christian world. The largest churches built immediately after the
legalization of Christianity wanted by the Roman Emperor Constantine in the fourth
century after Christ. From the Basilica of San Pietro ...
Price: 740,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26786P28

Skip the Line: Colosseum & Ancient Rome Private & Family Tour (no more than 8 people)
If you want a real private walking tour&nbsp;just for You,&nbsp;Your Family and
Your Friends this is what you were looking for. Forget about the huge group of
tourists who follow their Tour Guide, who continues to talk without being able to listen
to any questions you want to do to better ...
Price: 68,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26786P29

Civitavecchia Shore Escursion: Etruscan Tour
An incredible "off the beaten path" trip, out of the normal tourist routes to visit ancient
villages where traces of the ancient Etruscans are still evident. A civilization
disappeared after a thousand years of its history, absorbed by the Roman one of
which it influenced many aspects of political ...
Price: 670,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26786P3
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VIP Private Rome Tour (5hrs), Driver & Tour Guide including Colosseum with Skip the Line tkts
An exclusive Private Tour with Driver &amp; Local Tour Guide. Your Private
Licensed Tour Guide will hop-off the vehicle with you at each stop and walk you
throught the attractions to provide the most complete insights of every attraction. The
Tour includes the private tour of the Coliseum.An ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26786P30

Sunrise Tour with a Driver Guide & Early Morning Vatican Museums with a Private Tour Guide
Start the tour early in the morning (5:00am) to enjoy the extraordinary beauty of the
Eternal City without being distracted by the many tourists who will crowd the most
famous historical and artistic places of Rome a few hours later. The only way to
admire the Trevi Fountain, Spanish steps, Navona ...
Price: 670,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26786P31

Sunrise Tour (3hrs) with a Driver-Guide
Start the tour early in the morning (5:00am) to enjoy the extraordinary beauty of the
Eternal City without being distracted by the many tourists who will crowd the most
famous historical and artistic places of Rome a few hours later. The only way to
admire the Trevi Fountain, Spanish steps, Navona ...
Price: 350,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26786P32

Early Morning Vatican Museums, Exclusive Private Tour, pickup from your Hotel
When still the large number of tourists who daily crowd the entrance to the Vatican
Museums has not arrived yet, you will have the chance to enter the Sistine Chapel in
absolute tranquility. You will be able to enjoy the famous stories of the Genesis and
of the Last Judgment painted by Michelagelo, ...
Price: 47,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26786P33
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Esclusive Skip the line Colosseum & Vatican Museums private tour (5hrs) from Civitavecchia to
Rome by Train
This tour starts at 9am or 10am from&nbsp; St Peter's&nbsp;train station. You will
meet your private licensed tour guide who is waiting for you with a sign
bearing&nbsp;your last name. You will take a Taxi/Uber from the train station to
the&nbsp;Colosseum for the first 1/2 hours private walking ...
Price: 47,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26786P37

Exclusive Private Guided Tour of Rome (7hrs) Professional Driver & Private Licensed Tour Guide
A fully private tour with pick up and drop off from your hotel or your&nbsp;apartment
in Rome (inside the Aurelian walls) with a luxury Mercedes E or V class. &nbsp;Your
licensed Tour Guide will hop-off the vehicle with you at each stop and walk you
throught the attractions to provide the most ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26786P41

Exclusive Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia, Private Guided Tour of Rome (10hrs) with Driver &
Licensed Tour Guide
Get a private and personal&nbsp;tour of Rome (Driver &amp; Tour guide) with pick
up and drop off from the port of Civitavecchia&nbsp;with a luxury Mercedes
sedan/van. Your private tour guide will get off the&nbsp;van&nbsp;with you at each
stop and walk you throught the attractions to provide the ...
Price: 135,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26786P42

Skip the Line Private tour: Colosseum & Vatican Museums
This private tour was created for those who want to visit the two most important
historical and cultural sites in the eternal city on the same day. At 8:00am your
private tour guide will meet you at your hotel to go all together by taxi (not included
on the price) to the Colosseum. You will have a ...
Price: 400,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26786P5
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VIP Tour of Rome, Colosseum & Vatican Museums, Driver & Private Tour Guide with Skip the LIne
Tickets
VIP
TOUR:&nbsp;An
Exclusive
Private
Guided
Tour
with&nbsp;Driver&nbsp;&amp;&nbsp;Licensed Tour Guide.&nbsp;Your Private Tour
Guide will hop-off the vehicle with you at each stop and walk you through the
attractions to provide the most complete insights of every attraction. It&nbsp;includes
the ...
Price: 870,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26786P6

Rome Private City Tour (3hrs) with a driver-guide
Enjoy all the beauties of the city of Rome with your private Driver-Guide in a
comfortable Mercedes van. This tour is built for costumers that wish to see the main
historical sites in a short time. You will visit sights from the antient Rome
like Colosseum, Palatine hill, Aventine hill, Circus ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26786P7

Skip the Line: Colosseum & Ancient Rome Private walking tour with a Licensed Tour Guide
A group of no more than 13 people to have a more accurate understanding of the
information given by your tour-guide. The Colosseum Tour is the perfect way to learn
and discover the largest monumental area in the world and the center of the Roman
Empire.The Flavious Amphitheater (72 a. D.) known as ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=26786P9

Early Morning Sistine Chapel Vatican Museums Skip the line Tour
Enjoy an early morning&nbsp; small-group, skip the line&nbsp; tour of the Vatican
Museums including the Pio Clemente museum&nbsp;and The Sistine Chapel ending
with a privileged entrance to St.Peter's Basilica. Highlights include the Belvedere
courtyard, Pine courtyard, Gallery of Maps ,Gallery of ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=27164P10
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Family Sistine Chapel Raphael Rooms Private Tour
Enjoy a private&nbsp;family 2.5 hrs tour&nbsp;of the Vatican Museums including the
Raphael Rooms and The Sistine Chapel ending with a privileged entrance to
St.Peter's Basilica*. Highlights include the Carriage museum ( for the kids ) ,the
Belvedere courtyard, Pine courtyard, Gallery of Maps ...
Price: 480,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=27164P11

Pinacoteca Vaticana (Art gallery) Sistine Chapel private tour
Enjoy a private tour of the Pinacoteca Vaticana(Art gallery) where you can enjoy
works of art by Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael and Caravaggio with this&nbsp;skip the
line&nbsp; tour of the Vatican Museums including the Pio Clemente
museum&nbsp;and The Sistine Chapel ending with a privileged entrance ...
Price: 480,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=27164P12

Sistine Chapel Raphael Rooms Private Tour
Enjoy a private 3 hour tour (max 6 people) of the Vatican Museums including the
Raphael Rooms and The Sistine Chapel ending with a privileged entrance to
St.Peter's Basilica.Highlights include the Belvedere courtyard, Pine courtyard,
Gallery of Maps ,Gallery of Tapestries ,Pio Clemente museum and ...
Price: 480,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=27164P5

Skip-the-Line Vatican and Sistine Chapel Tour
Enjoy a morning or an afternoon at the Vatican Museums with this 3-hour
skip-the-line small group tour with a professional guide. Visit the Pio Clemente
museum and The Sistine Chapel where you can enjoy the Creation of Adam and the
Final Judgment by Michelangelo. Explore the Belvedere courtyard, ...
Price: 62,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=27164P8
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Colosseum and Roman Forum Private
See where the gladiators trained with this in depth private tour. Explore, with an
accredited guide, the Colosseum. In addition, this tour includes an in depth visit of
the Roman Forum and of Palatine Hill. See where ancient Roman daily life occurred
as well as where gladiators battled for their ...
Price: 480,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=27164P9

Rome Architecture and Food Tour of the Flaminio Area
Discover the architecture and food of Rome on this 3-hour tour. Get to know the
amazing Italian capital, its history, architecture and of course, its food walking
through the streets of the Flaminio area. This is where one of the more contemporary
buildings of the eternal city has been built - ...
Price: 72,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=2734P36

Photo Walking Tour of Rome
The original fun way to learn the essence of photography, see and capture this iconic
city with a professional photographer.The original fun way to learn the essence of
photography, see and capture this iconic city with a professional photographer.This
Rome Photo Tour will help you improve your ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=27893P2

Photo Portraits Walking Tour in Rome
Take the chance to discover Rome while being portrayed by our professional
photographers.Take the chance to discover Rome while being portrayed by our
professional photographers.Whether you are visiting Rome alone, as a couple or as
a family, take the chance to discover the city while being ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=27893P3
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Skip the Line: Hard Rock Cafe Rome
After enjoying the ancient sights of Rome, why not visit a bit of modern history at the
Hard Rock Cafe Rome. Enjoy a great meal while soaking in the rock 'n' roll
atmosphere. Some of the memorabilia you will find her include: pages from Jim
Morrison's high school yearbook, an olive colored trench ...
Price: 19,45 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=2856HRCROM

Private Tour of Ancient Colosseum and Roman Forum
This 3 hour private tour is the perfect introduction to the major ancient sites of Rome.
You will have an overview of Rome's major highlights like the Colosseum and the
Roman Forum accompanied by a professional guide who will explain the important
steps of the history of the buildings and the Roman ...
Price: 64,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=29762P21

Private Walking Tour of Roman Squares and Fountains Plus the Pantheon
This private tour is a perfect introduction to those visiting Rome for the first time. It
includes the three most important and monumental squares: Piazza di Spagna, the
Trevi Fountain, the Pantheon and Piazza Navona. This 3 hour walking tour will give
you the sensation of walking inside the Dolce ...
Price: 43,75 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=29762P23

Skip the line guided tour of Ancient Rome : Colosseum and Roman Forum
This 3 hour tour is the perfect introduction to the major ancient sites of Rome. You
will have an overview of Rome's major highlights like the Colosseum and the Roman
Forum accompanied by a professional guide who will explain the important steps of
the history of the buildings and the Roman Empire. ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=29762P28
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Skip the Line Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel Private Tour
Discover the Vatican museums on this 3 hours private tour. Navigate through the
Vatican museums' rooms learn about the history of the Popes and their incredible
collections of artworks with a professional guide. See the world famous Sistine
Chapel and its incredible frescoes by Michelangelo. Step ...
Price: 58,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=29762P29

Rome: Full-Day Tour From Civitavecchia Port
See the monuments of Rome, including the Forum and Colosseum, with this 9-hour
shore excursion from the port of Civitavecchia. Admire the stunning art and
architecture of St. Peter's Basilica. Throw a coin in the Trevi Fountain. Walk in the
footsteps of Roman emperors, pious popes, and Hollywood ...
Price: 520,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=29878P1

Civitavecchia Shore Excursion:Rome in One Day from Ships Pier
See all the beautiful and fascinating sights of Rome on a full-day excursion from
Civitavecchia. Your driver will show you Saint Peter's Basilica, the Pantheon, the
Colosseum, and many more iconic sights of the Eternal City.See all the beautiful and
fascinating sights of Rome on a full-day ...
Price: 540,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=29878P2

Rome Airport to Civitavecchia Transfer with 2 hours City Tour
Enjoy a quick tour of Rome during a transfer from Fiumicino Airport to Civitavecchia
Cruise Terminal . Spend 2 hours exploring the monuments of Imperial Rome, as well
as the Baroque fountains, statues and squares of the historic center.Enjoy a quick
tour of Rome during a transfer from Fiumicino ...
Price: 540,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=29878P4
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Civitavecchia Shore Excursion: Archaeological Vulci full day tour from Civitavecchia Cruise Port
Spend the day in the beautiful Tuscany countryside on this full-day tour .&nbsp;
Enjoy a day away from the hustle and bustle of the city. Explore the unique
Archeological Necropolises and Archeological Park Tomb of Fran&ccedil;ois and
enjoy a full Tuscan lunch.This tour is for those who have seen ...
Price: 800,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=29878P5

Tuscania and Civita di Bagnoregio
Enjoy a private excursion to Tuscania and Civita di Bagnoregio, two of Italy's most
beautiful Umbrian Towns. The full-day trip from Civitavecchia port takes in an
exquisite countryside of olive groves and vineyards, and stunning hills topped by
medieval villages.Enjoy a private excursion to ...
Price: 700,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=29878P8

Allumiere Coocking Class from Civitavecchia Port
Enjoy a wonderful day tour and learn how to cook Italian food. You will find a great
Chef, an English speaking funny guy, who will teach you how to prepare and cook
your home made pasta. We will season your lunch with a great wine and fine
company.Enjoy a wonderful day tour and learn how to cook ...
Price: 1.150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=29878P9

Colosseum and Roman Forum Fast Track Entrance
Explore at your own pace, one of the finest architectural masterpieces in the world
with a 2-day fast track entrance ticket that includes the Colosseum, Roman Forum
and Palatine Hill. Use the complimentary map you will be given at the meeting point
to discover the mighty arena at your own pace and ...
Price: 26,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=29912P10
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Guided Tour of Imperial Rome: Colosseum, Roman Forum and Palatine Hill
Do not miss the opportunity to visit one of the finest masterpieces in the world.
Follow your guide through the largest amphitheater ever built, and imagine it as it
was during the Roman Empire, completely covered in splendid travertine stone
slabs. Then, make your way over to the ruins of the ...
Price: 58,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=29912P11

Vatican Experience with Skip-the-Line Passes
Enjoy a short 3-hour visit to the Vatican Gardens on this tour. Step inside the Sistine
Chapel and marvel at "The Creation of Adam". Wander the gardens and St. Peter's
Basilica as your English-speaking guide assists you along the way.Enjoy a short
3-hour visit to the Vatican Gardens on this tour. ...
Price: 66,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=29912P4

Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel Fast Track admission
Book your fast track admission for the Vatican Museums &amp; Sistine Chapel.
Discover Vatican Museums &amp; Sistine Chapel on your own: admire Raphael's
Rooms and some of the 54 Galleries inside the Museum, then step inside the Sistine
Chapel and be marveled from the maestry of Michelangelo.Book ...
Price: 36,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=29912P5

2-Hour Rome Colosseum Skip-the-Line Tour
Take this opportunity and visit, one of the finest masterpieces in the world with a fast
track entry ticket, the Colosseum in Rome. Get a swift but comprehensive
introduction to the Colosseum, the most iconic monument in Rome with a 60 minutes
long guided tour. Follow your guide through the largest ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=29912P6
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Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel Guided Tour
Enjoy a 3 hour walking tour gaining access to one of the best museum in the
world!The guide will take to visit the Vatican Museums and the vast art collections
inside.Then admire the Sistine Chapel, the site where&nbsp;it takes place the papal
conclave. Be amazed by Michelangelo?s frescoes like The ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=29912P9

Audio-Guided Tour of Rome
This historic audio tour will guide you through the ancient empire of Rome where you
will see sights such as the mighty Colosseum, the religious area of Vatican City and
the beautiful Trevi FountainThis historic audio tour will guide you through the ancient
empire of Rome where you will see sights ...
Price: 17,42 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30114P64

Luxury Maremma wine tour
Visit of the two most important Maremmas wineries known for their modern design,
Rocca di Frassinello and Le Mortelle. Tasting of 3 innovative wines at Rocca di
Frassinello owned by Panerai then preceed to Antinori's Mortelle design from Renzo
Piano, taste their gourmet lunch paired with 4 of their ...
Price: 480,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30491P74

Piazzas of Rome Small-Group Sunset Tour
Watch the sunset across the romantic squares of Rome on a 3-hour small-group tour
of the city?s historic piazzas. Marvel at Baroque fountains and statues. Learn the
story of some of the city?s most important meeting points, such as Piazza Navona,
the Pantheon, the Trevi Fountain, the Spanish Steps, ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30495P1
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Rome Capitoline Museums Skip-the-Line Tour with Capitoline Square
Enjoy a 3-hour guided tour of the unique museum founded by Pope Sixtus IV and
admire the stunning bronze sculptures of the emperors of Rome. Explore the entire
Capitoline Hill complex, designed by Michelangelo, as your guide brings the past
back to life. This small group tour is guaranteed to skip ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30495P10

St John Lateran Holy Stairs and Baptistery Small Group Tour
Take a guided tour of the first papal residency and marvel at the interior of the
Basilica of St. John Lateran in Rome. Your guide will take you to see the Chiostro,
the Holy Stairs, and the fantastic Baptistery of the Lateran complex as well.Take a
guided tour of the first papal residency and ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30495P11

Vatican City and Ancient Rome Full-Day Small Group Tour
Spend the day exploring the history of popes and emperors during this 6-hour tour of
Vatican City and ancient Rome. Spend the morning at the main attractions of the
Imperial City, including the Colosseum. Then, discover the highlights of the Vatican
Museums in the afternoon.Spend the day exploring ...
Price: 67,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30495P12

Underground Rome: Beneath the Streets Small-Group Tour
Explore an underground world beneath the streets of Rome on this 3-hour walking
tour. Experience the city from the days of the Roman Empire at sites such as the
Pantheon, Vicus Caprarius and the Stadium of Domitian beneath Piazza Navona.
Accompanied by a guide and your small-group of no more than ...
Price: 38,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30495P13
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Small-Group Castel Sant Angelo and St Peter Square Tour from Rome
Explore two historic sites in Vatican City on this 3-hour walking tour of Castel
Sant?Angelo and St. Peter?s Square. Learn the history of an ancient fortress
originally commissioned by Emperor Hadrian as a mausoleum. Marvel at Bernini?s
colonnades in Vatican City's main square with your small-group ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30495P14

Underground Basilicas and Foro Boario Small-Group Walking Tour
Admire Rome?s underground treasures on a 3-hour, small-group walking tour. After
exploring the ancient cattle market of Foro Boario, you?ll discover temple ruins,
millennia-old bridges, and the streets of Trastevere. It?s in this neighborhood that the
real gems await. Head underground at the Church ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30495P16

Basilica of San Clemente Small-Group Tour in Rome
Visit Rome?s famous 3-tiered underground church, the Basilica of San Clemente, on
a 1.5-hour guided tour. Taking in the church?s 1st, 4th, and 12th century buildings,
the tour showcases mosaics, frescoes, an underground schoolroom, and a maze of
corridors made from volcanic stone. As you explore, ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30495P17

Half-Day St Sebastian Catacombs and Appian Way Tour
Discover a secret world beneath the streets of Rome on this 3-hour small-group tour
of the Catacombs of St. Sebastian. Travel along the Appian Way, one of the most
historic roads of ancient Rome, and see the stunning aqueducts of the Appian Park.
See the Cecilia Metella Tomb and Aqueduct Park, ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30495P18
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Small-Group Day Trip to Rome from Civitavecchia Port
Venture into Rome with a blue badge guide for 8-hours to enjoy the galleries of the
Vatican Museums. See art by Raphael, Michelangelo and much more. Explore the
ruins of the Roman Empire, such as the Colosseum, Arch of Constantine and
Imperial Forum. Admire the soaring dome and stunning art works ...
Price: 165,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30495P20

The Emperorâ€™s Tombs Small Group Tour
Step back in time on this 3-hour tour exploring the life and times of three powerful,
Roman emperors. Visit the Imperial Forum, once the center of the Roman Republic
and empire. Go to the Pantheon and learn of its beginnings as a Roman temple.
Continue on to the 13th century monument Ara Pacis, an ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30495P21

Circus Maximus Caracalla Bath and Aventine Hill Tour in Rome
Meet your guide for this 3 hour small group tour and walk through the Bath of
Caracalla, the second largest thermal bath of Rome. Next is Maximus Circus, the
famous stadium where the ancient chariot races took place. Then, onward to the
seven hills of Rome, Aventine Hill.Meet your guide for this ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30495P23

Skip-the-Line Vatican Museums Small-Group Tour
Skip the lines to the Vatican Museums on a 3-hour small group tour in Rome. See
one of the world?s great art collections, including Michelangelo?s magnificent Sistine
Chapel, the Raphael Rooms, and St. Peter's Basilica, the largest church in the
world.Skip the lines to the Vatican Museums on a ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30495P3
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Ancient Monuments of Rome Tour with Skip-the-Line Pass
See the main monuments of Ancient Rome on this 3-hour tour with a small-group of
no more than 13. Travel back to the days of the Roman Republic as you explore the
Colosseum, Roman Forum, and the Pantheon. Walk in the footsteps of Roman
emperors and fearless gladiator as your professional guide ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30495P4

Small-Group Night Tour by Golf Cart
See the sights of Rome by night from a unique vantage point: a golf cart! As you
travel around the city on a 3-hour tour, you?ll pass illuminated monuments,
landmarks, and piazzas bustling with people. Stop at points of interest like the
Spanish Steps to hear the history, and learn all about the ...
Price: 115,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30495P6

Half-Day Small-Group Imperial Highlights Tour in Rome
Discover the main monuments of the Roman Empire in Rome on a 3-hour small
group tour of the imperial city. You guide will bring history to life at landmark sights,
such as the Roman Forum and Colosseum as you traverse the city. Enjoy panoramic
views from one of the 7 hills of Rome.Discover the main ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30495P8

Ancient Ostia Half-Day Tour from Rome
Immerse yourself in Roman history at the port town of Ancient Ostia. After traveling
by metro from Rome, you?ll explore ruins such as the Thermal Baths of Neptune and
the House of Diana in a small group of just 13 people. Learn about the town from
early to late antiquity as you wander amid its ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30495P9
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Ancient Rome Half-Day Walking Tour
Visit the Colosseum, Roman Forum and Rome?s ?centro storico? (historical center)
on this must-do Ancient Rome tour. The 3.30 hour Rome walking tour offers the
perfect introduction to the city?s tumultuous history. Hear tales of gruesome gladiator
combat while exploring the Colosseum?s first and ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3058ANCIENT

Caravaggio Art Walking Tour of Rome with Pantheon Visit
Caravaggio spent much of his life in Rome, and now the city is filled with his
masterpieces and artistic treasures. Your guided Rome walking tour takes you to top
Rome attractions featuring must-see Caravaggio paintings, including beautiful
churches and monuments. Hear interesting theories on this ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3058CARAVAGGIO_ROME

Catacombs and Roman Countryside Half-Day Walking Tour
Travel along Rome?s ancient Appian Way and explore its ancient aqueducts,
Catacombs and countryside on this 3-hour tour. Escape the city?s hustle and bustle
to discover the surrounding countryside with your guide. Visit the Catacombs of San
Callisto or San Sebastiano ? widely considered to be among ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3058CATACOMBS

Skip the Line: Wheelchair Accessible Private Vatican Tour Including Sistine Chapel
While most of the Vatican Museums buildings are wheelchair-friendly, there are
sections that can only be reached by stairs or elevator. On this specially designed
tour, use your skip-the-line ticket to bypass crowds and explore the Pinacoteca
Gallery, the Sistine Chapel, and other parts of the ...
Price: 107,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3058DISABLEDVATICAN
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Trastevere and Rome's Jewish Ghetto Half-Day Walking Tour
Escape Rome's crowds to explore parts of the historic center that most tourists don't
get to visit. You'll enjoy a leisurely stroll through the fascinating Jewish Ghetto and
Trastevere area, Rome's more traditional districts, accompanied by your
knowledgeable guide.Escape Rome's crowds to explore ...
Price: 29,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3058JEWISH

Rome's Fascist Past: Private Walking Tour of Mussolini's EUR District
Escape the downtown Rome crowds and head off the beaten track to discover one of
the city's most infamous districts. The Esposizione Universale di Roma (better known
by its acronym, EUR) was commissioned by Italian dictator Benedito Mussolini in the
1930s to showcase architecture that portrayed his ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3058MUSSOLINI

Rome by Night Walking Tour
Step back in time to the days of the Roman Empire on this 3-hour walking tour of
Rome by night. Discover top city attractions such as the Trevi Fountain, Piazza
Navona and the Pantheon. Wander beneath Ancient Roman ruins at the Forum on
Capitoline Hill, and marvel at the mighty Colosseum. The ...
Price: 29,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3058NIGHT

Friday Night Vatican Museums Tour Including Sistine Chapel
During the months of April 20th until October 26th, the Vatican stays open on Friday
nights for an extra-special viewing of its renowned museums and the Sistine Chapel,
and you definitely don?t want to miss out. On this tour with an expert guide, you?ll
see the best of the Vatican by night, ...
Price: 41,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3058NIGHTVATICAN
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Tour of the Colosseum Roman Forum Capitoline Hill and Views from an Extraordinary Panoramic
Terrace
Sightseeing tour of the Colosseum and the Roman Forum. Walking the same streets
as the Roman Emperors did, an expert guide will accompany you across the vast
archeological site where, in 753 BC, ancient Rome was born. The tour will finish on a
terrace with breathtaking views of the city, its unique ...
Price: 55,20 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3058P13

Half-Day Food and Wine Tasting Tour in Rome
An expert guide will accompany you on a 4 hour walking tour in the heart of the
historic food center of Rome, from Campo de? Fiori to Trastevere where you will
taste the best of Italian cuisine. Your small-group (maximum size of 16) will be
stopping in local eateries that produce only the highest ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3058P20

Skip-the-Line Vatican Museums and Colosseum Combo Tour
Enjoy two tours in one day with this combo package. In the morning, embark on a
3-hour tour of the Vatican with your guide. Take in the famous galleries and sights,
including the Sistine Chapel and St. Peter's Basilica. After a break for lunch or a rest,
meet back up with your guide and group for a ...
Price: 102,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3058P22

Day Trip: Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and Pope's Summer Residence
Spend 10.5-hours exploring the Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel, Vatican Gardens
and a train ride from Rome to the Pope's Summer Residence in Castel
Gandolfo. Walk around the beautiful Vatican Square Gardens, accompanied by an
audio guide.Spend 10.5-hours exploring the Vatican Museums, Sistine ...
Price: 46,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3058P29
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7 Hour Tour of Rome Landmarks and The Vatican
Explore the best sights and landmarks of Rome and Vatican in a day with this special
combination tour. You will meet up with your guide who will take you through this 7
hour-long tour and you venture towards the Vatican Museums, the Colosseum, the
Roman Forum, the Trevi Fountain, the Pantheon and ...
Price: 102,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3058P31

Vatican Museum & Sistine Chapel skip-the-line ticket
See the best works of art from the Papal collections with our skip-the-line entry to the
Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel. Take a journey through centuries of art,
admiring masterpieces from Greek and Egyptian antiquity to Michelangelo?s
legendary frescoes. With our fast track - entry tickets you ...
Price: 35,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3058P32

Exclusive Pope's Summer Residence Tour
This unique tour begins with the most exclusive trip from Rome ? to the Pope?s
Summer Residence in Castel Gandolfo, including a visit to villa Barberini
&nbsp;gardens and a visit to the apostolic Papal Palace with its breath taking view
overlooking Lake Albano. Only booking with our company you can ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3058P33

Tivoli Day Trip from Rome: Hadrian's Villa and Villa d'Este
Discover two UNESCO World Heritage Sites, Hadrian?s Villa and Villa d?Este, on a
guided full-day trip to Tivoli from Rome. You?ll learn interesting Renaissance history,
discover awe-inspiring archaeological ruins and admire elaborate gardens and
dazzling fountains on a trip that?s sure to be as ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3058TIVOLI
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Skip the Line: Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St Peter's Basilica Half-Day Walking Tour
See the highlights of&nbsp;Vatican City with an expert guide, visiting the Vatican
Museums, Sistine Chapel and St Peter?s Basilica! After paying your entrance fee
directly to our staff on the day of your arrival, head inside the world?s largest
collection of private art with an expert guide, and ...
Price: 37,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3058VATICAN

Rome to Pompeii Shuttle Bus & Independent Day Trip
Discover the UNESCO World Heritage site of Pompeii on this 12-hour independent
tour from Rome and enjoy hassle-free round-trip travel by air-conditioned coach. A
great way to arrange your do-it-yourself tour of Pompeii, this simple round-trip shuttle
service takes you from central Rome right to the ...
Price: 68,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3058VESUVIUS

PIZZA MAKING CLASS
When your cruiseship docks in the port of Rome, Civitavecchia, and you do not know
how to spend a day in Rome, having too many things to choose from, here's the deal
for you to combine, Italian Food, sightseeing, fun and joy, all in a stress - free
schedule. Your driver will pick you up at the ...
Price: 360,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30671P20

Full Day Chianti Wine Tasting With Lunch and Spa
Private day trip to the famous Chianti area in Southern Tuscany, for a fantastic
excursion in a Chianti vineyard. You will appreciate the various types of wine and
explanations in English by the owner of the winery. Have a typical Tuscany lunch in
their small restaurant and then taken to enjoy a ...
Price: 295,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30671P4
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HERCULANEUM DAY TRIP FROM ROME WITH PIZZA LUNCH IN NAPLES
Depart for an amazing day trip from your hotel/airport/port/railway station in Rome to
the archeological UNESCO site of Herculaneum. The drive is going to be smooth
and nice with your private driver on a small group tour. In a couple of hours you will
reach your destination, close to Naples. At the ...
Price: 480,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30671P7

Rome: Book a Local Friend
Book a Local Roman&nbsp;for a personalised tour. Ditch the travel guides, decide
where to go, what to see, what to do together with your private, personal,
like-minded local guide. With a friend who knows what you like, the city will unveil its
best to you.Book a Local Roman&nbsp;for a ...
Price: 32,33 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30791P15

Rome Christmas Experience
Discover Rome?s festive traditions, gourmet treats and glittering Christmas lights as
you explore the city at its most magical time of year. Soak up the festive atmosphere
as you stroll through the city with a local, seeing the wonderful Nativity scenes at St
Peter?s Square and Piazza del Popolo ...
Price: 57,74 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30791P155

Eat like a Roman in Testaccio
When in Rome, eat like the Romans do! Discover the heart of Rome?s food culture
in the area where the "cucina Romana" was born and join a local who will share with
you the tastes of their city, the Italian culinary traditions that are an important part of
everyday life and take you to the best ...
Price: 69,29 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30791P177
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Trastevere by Night: Rome with a Local
There?s no more authentic way to experience Rome?s nightlife than by heading to
Trastevere to spend an evening bar hopping under the stars. Locals gather at
outdoor bars and around tables in character packed piazzas to share a few bottles of
wine, or enjoy some cold beers or spritzes after the sun ...
Price: 48,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30791P178

ROME: THE BEST OF SHOPPING
Rome is known to be one of Europe?s most fashionable cities, so with a local by
your side discover just how stylish the Romans are and shop a little of their classic
look for yourself! It?s not all high end designer stores and luxury boutiques; the city is
full of independent shops selling unique ...
Price: 50,05 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30791P276

APERITIVO WITH A LOCAL IN ROME
For a true taste of la dolce vita, there?s nothing better than having aperitivo unwinding at the end of the day and enjoying a drink, a delicious plate of nibbles and
the company of friends. This northern Italian tradition has spread to Rome, where a
slower pace of life and taking the time to ...
Price: 96,31 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30791P278

FAMILY FRIENDLY: ROME WITH KIDS
We know that days out in the city with your kids can be unpredictable, but we also
know that most things involving gelato will keep everyone happy! Instead of your little
ones refusing to visit another historic monument or inside another church, let a local
create an experience that?s customised to ...
Price: 103,93 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30791P279
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Rome: Spanish Steps to the Colosseum Itinerary and Meet-up with a Local Host
Book a Local Roman for a personalised tour. Ditch the travel guides, decide where to
go, what to see, what to do together with your private, personal, like-minded local
guide. With a friend who knows what you like, the city will unveil its best to you.Book
a Local Roman for a personalised tour. ...
Price: 43,88 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30791P43

Rome: Book a Local Host
Book a Local Roman for a personalised meet-up. Ditch the travel guides, decide
where to go, what to see, what to do together with your private, personal, like-minded
local host. With a friend who knows what you like, the city will unveil its best to
you.Book a Local Roman for a personalised ...
Price: 28,87 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=30791P46

Time Elevator Rome 3-D Movie and Simulated Ride
Time Elevator Rome combines education and entertainment in such a unique
way that you will not seen Rome the same again. This is an amazing multi-sensory
attraction where you'll Voyage through 3000 years of Roman history, from Romolus
and Remus up to the present day in just 45 minutes.
...
Price: 12,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3091ROMTIME

Afternoon Food Tour with Beer Tasting in Rome
This 3-hour afternoon walking tour is the perfect way to relax and unwind after a day
of more adventurous sightseeing by sampling some of Rome?s best traditional foods
and increasingly celebrated craft beer offerings, but if you are not a beer lover, there
will be wine and non-alcoholic options too ...
Price: 52,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3092P38
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Rome 3-hour Sightseeing Bike Tour
Join our Rome 3-hour Sightseeing Bike Tour with an English speaking guide and
discover the Pantheon, Trevi Fountain, Colosseum!Join our Rome 3-hour
Sightseeing Bike Tour with an English speaking guide and discover the Pantheon,
Trevi Fountain, Colosseum!On our Rome Bike Tours you will discover the ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3092P41

Vittoriano Panoramic Rooftop Viewing with Skip-the-Line Colosseum Tour
Immerse yourself in the panoramic views from atop the Vittoriano rooftop. Stand on
the terrace and take in the ambience of Rome as you are educated on the history of
this place during this 3-hour package. Skip-the-line to the Colosseum as well with
your small-group of no more than 12.Immerse ...
Price: 58,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3092P42

Rome Segway Tour with Optional Colosseum and Forum Ticket
Envision the majesty of one of the world's greatest civilizations on this small-group
Segway tour of Rome. Hear tales of imperial life and legends while zipping around
the city on a personal electric scooter, listening to your guide?s commentary through
headphones. See what the Colosseum looked ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3092P45

Underground and Michelangelo with final Wine Tasting
If you love Michelangelo, Italian Wines and also curious about the incomparable
underground world of the Eternal City, this tour will fall in love you! Enjoy a guided
tour of the underground below San Clemente church. Visit San Pietro in Vincoli
Church and its gorgeous Michelangelo's Moses ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3092P46
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Best of Rome Walking Tour with Underground and Virtual Reality Experience
Don't just imagine what Rome must have been like in ancient times, see it!
Experience a 3-hour small group walking guided immersive time-travel experience
coupled by a special virtual reality viewer.Don't just imagine what Rome must have
been like in ancient times, see it! Experience a 3-hour small ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3092P49

Rome Food, Pizza and Colosseum Small-Group Tour
Discover the best family-run bakeries, popular pizzerias and real locals? favorites,
sampling various toppings plus the crispy Roman ?scrocchiarellas?! Hear the history
of the humble pizza, sample traditional drinks and visit the the most imposing of all
Roman monuments "The Colosseum", where ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3092PIZZATOUR

Rome Segway Tour
See the sights of Ancient Rome by Segway on a 3-hour tour, passing incredible
monuments like the Colosseum, Roman Forum and Circus Maximus. On a
self-balancing electric scooter, follow a guide around Rome?s 2000-year-old ruins,
while hearing their history from a live guide. Stop for photos by ...
Price: 67,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3092ROM01

Rome Bike and Food Tour
Cycle around Rome and taste some of the best food the Italian capital has to offer on
a 3-hour bike tour. Follow your guide through the Eternal City on an easy 9-mile
(14.5-km) route, and take in top sights such as the Colosseum, the Pantheon and the
magnificent Trevi Fountain. Along the way, keep ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3092ROMEBIKE
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Rome Night Segway Tour
Feel the unique atmosphere of Rome?s historical places by night! On your 2.5-hour
Rome Segway tour, glide through the city and visit all of Rome?s most famous sites
while listening to your knowledgeable guide. See top Rome attractions like the
Pantheon, the Temple of Hadrian, the Trevi Fountain ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3092ROMENIGHT

Italian Wine and Cheese Tasting in Rome
Discover Rome&rsquo;s culinary heritage on a 1-hour Italian wine and cheese
tasting experience. Sample an excellent variety of white and red wines, regional
artisan cheese and delicious cured meats. Your local guide will discuss the foods
and tell you everything you need to know about Rome&rsquo;s ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3092ROMEWINE

Vatican VIP Early Access Tickets
Located north to the allures of Rome is the Vatican City, one of the most sacred
places in the history of Christianity. The architectural and artistic wonders attest to its
formidable spiritual and historical heritage. You do not need to be religious to be able
to appreciate its formidable beauty. ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=31070P10

Vatican Skip The Line VIP 8:00AM Tour - One Hour Before The Museum & Chapel Open
Exploring the Vatican City is one of the most popular attractions when in visiting
Rome. This Early Morning Vatican Tour provides a delightful experience of the
Vatican Museums, gardens, the renown Sistine Chapel and St. Peter?s Basilica. In a
controlled group of under twenty people, you discover ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=31070P26
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Skip-the-Line: Private Vatican Tour Experience - Early Access
Discovering the secrets of the Vatican City is one of the most alluring experiences
when in Rome. Our Early Access Private Vatican Tour takes you on an intimate
journey across Vatican Museums, the legendary Sistine Chapel, and even the
opulent St Peter?s Basilica. In the familiar company of your ...
Price: 125,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=31070P29

Colosseum Official Guided Tour
The imposing Colosseum is a source of inspiration and many epic legends. Some
are true, some are nothing more than myths, but all of them are captivating! Thanks
to its notorious fame, the largest free-standing amphitheater constructed during the
turbulent era of Roman Empire is one of the most ...
Price: 54,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=31070P30

Vatican Guided Tour Including Sistine Chapel and St. Peter's Basilica
The Vatican City is one of the most visited places in Italy. This Guided Tour of
Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel, and St Peter's Basilica provides a delightful,
hassle-free experience. In a convenient group of fewer than 20 people, you will
explore the Gallery of Maps, Gallery of Tapestries, ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=31070P31

Educational Party Cooking Class with a Professional Chef
Learn how to cook classic Italian dishes in the heart of Trastevere, an authentic
Rome neighborhood. After a market visit to Campo de' Fiori to buy ingredients, head
to a private apartment for your class. With the guidance of Chef Federico, you?ll
make three types of pasta alongside other dishes to ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=31090P1
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In-Depth Vatican Tour with Sistine Chapel and St Peter's Basilica
Discover the treasures of the Vatican Museums, the Sistine Chapel and St Peter?s
Basilica on this in-depth group tour. In the company of an expert guide, you?ll learn
about the history of the Vatican and the geniuses of the Renaissance, including
Michelangelo, Raphael and Leonardo Da Vinci. ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=31810P1

Essential Sistine Chapel Tour, Vatican Museums and St Peter Basilica
Discover the figures, the technique and the meaning of the frescoes created in 4
years of Michelangelo's timeless passion on our Sistine Chapel tour. Find out how he
lived and who the priest were that commissioned his works. Wader through
Raphael's rooms as you let our expert guide reveal the ...
Price: 64,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=31810P12

Underground Rome And Catacombs Tour with Basilica of San Clemente
This unusual walking tour takes you underground, to the secret world beneath the
churches of Rome. Discover layers of history beneath San Clemente - including
ancient churches, pagan temples and an underground river - and explore the Roman
houses buried under the church of Santi Giovanni e Paolo. ...
Price: 84,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=31810P13

In-Depth Colosseum Tour with Roman Forum and Palatine Hill
Explore the Ancient City on an in-depth tour of Rome, including a fascinating journey
through the Colosseum, where you?ll learn about the gladiators and find out what
went on behind the scenes. Walk through the impressive ruins of the Roman Forum
with a top-rated local guide, who will show you ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=31810P2
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Ancient City Of Rome: The Essential Tour
Explore Ancient Rome on this group tour of the Colosseum, Roman Forum and
Palatine Hill with an expert guide. Learn about Roman history in the places where the
events took place, hearing stories about the bloody gladiatorial fights in the
Colosseum. Visiting the magnificent temples and courthouses ...
Price: 54,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=31810P5

Sistine Chapel Early Access, Vatican Museums, and St. Peterâ€™s Tour in Rome
Visit the Sistine Chapel before it opens to the general public on this exclusive 4-hour
Vatican group tour, accompanied by a top-rated local guide. After enjoying the
tranquil atmosphere of the chapel and admiring Michelangelo?s masterpiece, you?ll
visit the Vatican Museums - arguably the best ...
Price: 109,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=31810P6

Rome at Twilight Tour Among the Piazzas and Fountains
An evening stroll to get to know and enjoy Rome, through its imposing palaces and
grand piazzas, where water dances in extraordinary fountains such as the Trevi
Fountain, Piazza Navona, and the Spanish Steps. A tour to discover enchanted little
streets of Rome where time seems to have stopped; a ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=31810P8

Secrets of Rome: From the Capitol Hill to Castel Sant'Angelo
The secrets of the Eternal City are revealed on this unique group tour, as you explore
the piazzas and back streets in the centre of Rome. You?ll discover the splendor of
Castel Sant?Angelo, an imposing castle with an amazing history and a labyrinth to
explore, whose rooftop terrace offers the most ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=31810P9
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Private Tour: Classical Rome Art History Walking Tour
Explore Rome's wealth of history and culture in style on a private walking tour
with an art expert. Accompanied by your own private guide who specializes in art
history, you'll enjoy personalized attention on your special private tour of classical
Rome's cultural highlights.
...
Price: 88,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3207_3

Private Tour: Imperial Rome Art History Walking Tour
Explore Rome's Imperial Roman history in style on a private walking tour with an
art expert. Accompanied by your own private guide who specializes in art history,
you'll enjoy personalized attention on your special private tour of ancient Rome's
historic highlights. You'll come away with a ...
Price: 88,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3207A

Roman Rome from the Capitol to the Trajan Column and Forum: an Unforgettable Tour
Climbing the Stairs to the Capitol, the Town Hall centre of Rome's first government,
even now remains so. The Site is magical; the square with its buildings were
restructured by Michelangelo in16C. It overlooks most of Rome. At its centre is the
famous 2ndC bronze Equestrian Monument to Marcus ...
Price: 88,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3207B

Skip the Line Private Tour: Vatican Museums and St Peter's Art History Walking Tour
Explore the art history of the Vatican Museums and St Peter's Basilica in style on a
private walking tour with an art expert - and skip the queues. Accompanied by your
own private guide who specializes in art history, you'll enjoy personalized attention
on your special private tour of the Vatican ...
Price: 88,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3207E
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Private Tour: Borghese Gallery and Baroque Rome Art History Walking Tour
The Borghese Gallery has the most impressive collection of art in Rome. All the
masters are there: Bernini, Raphael, Titian and Caravaggio among many other
artists. With the help of an accredited art historian you will understand&nbsp;the
secrets of Bernini?s sculpture, who - as you will see - ...
Price: 88,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3207H

Full-Day Tour of Florence from Rome with Transfers
Explore the Renaissance city of Florence on a full-day tour from Rome. In this
Tuscan capital, you will see medieval sites, a picturesque view of the valley, and
admire one of Michelangelo's most famous work, the statue of David, plus see his
burial spot. Enjoy a pizza lunch before heading back to ...
Price: 207,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32082P1

Voice of Rome - Panoramic Tour Experience
Discover and listen Rome from another point of viewSmall group max 6 people per
minibusAdmire all main places of the Eternal CityHOW?- Book Voice of RomeDownload (FREE on board) our POPguide on Apple Store or Google Play- Receive
as a gift VOICE MAPS Discover and listen Rome from another point ...
Price: 28,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32082P10

Naples and Pompeii Full-day Tour with Pizza Lunch from Rome
Escape the hustle and bustle of Rome for the day and take a trip along the
Mediterranean Coast, travelling south down the highway towards the ancient
archaeological site of Pompeii.Escape the hustle and bustle of Rome for the day and
take a trip along the Mediterranean Coast, travelling south down ...
Price: 207,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32082P2
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Full-Day Tuscany Wine Tasting, Siena and San Gimignano from Rome
One day tour from Rome, food and wine tasting includedOne day tour from Rome,
food and wine tasting includedEnjoy travelling through Italy on a full-day journey from
Rome, through the hills of Chianti, to visit the cities of San Gimignano and Siena.San
Gimignano, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, is ...
Price: 212,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32082P3

SHUTTLE TRANSFER from FIUMICINO AIRPORT to ROME CITY CENTER
There is no need to waste time and effort looking for taxis and negotiating prices.
Booking your transfer between Fiumicino Airport and Rome in advance will give you
peace of mind. Numbers are limited to a maximum of 8 peopleThere is no need to
waste time and effort looking for taxis and ...
Price: 26,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32082P4

SHUTTLE TRANSFER from ROME CITY CENTER to FIUMICINO AIRPORT
There is no need to waste time and effort looking for taxis and negotiating prices.
Booking your transfer between Fiumicino Airport and Rome in advance will give you
peace of mind. Numbers are limited to a maximum of 8 peopleThere is no need to
waste time and effort looking for taxis and ...
Price: 26,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32082P5

Rome Airport to City Center Private Transfer
Take the worry out of your arrival or departure from Rome?s Fiumicino Airport and
pre-book a private transfer by luxury vehicle. Enjoy up to 1.5 hours of complimentary
waiting time in case of delayed arrivals, and start or end your trip trouble free.Take
the worry out of your arrival or departure ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32082P6
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Full-Day Small-Group Pompeii and Amalfi Coast Tour from Rome
Travel along the spectacular Amalfi Coast of Campania for 14-hours with a friendly
and professional guide. Visit the charming towns of Positano and Amalfi. Get some
free time in the picturesque town of Positano to stroll along the beach. Learn about
life in the Roman Republic at the archaeological ...
Price: 207,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32082P8

Royal Palace of Caserta Full Day Trip from Rome
Be enchanted by the beauty of Reggia di Caserta, the XVIII century Borboni royal
palace. Join our comfortable air-conditioned bus and with the help of our professional
expert guide discover this luxurious palace which is on the Unesco? World Heritage
list. Enjoy a delicilous lunch at a typical ...
Price: 269,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32082P9

La Traviata The Original Opera with Ballet
ROME - St. Paul within the Walls Church EVERY TUESDAY ? H. 8.30
PM Experience ?La Traviata? by Giuseppe Verdi in the extraordinary atmosphere of
St. Paul?s Within the Walls Church in Rome. Immerse yourself in the most romantic
opera ever, performed by Opera e Lirica singers with choir, orchestra ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32558P1

The Four Seasons by Antonio Vivaldi
ROME - Caravita Church EVERY THURSDAY FROM MARCH 2018 - h. 8.30 pm
Witness the evocative power of Vivaldi's "The Four Seasons", performed in Rome's
Caravita Church by Opera e Lirica Academy strings Quintet and harpsichord.ROME
- Caravita Church EVERY THURSDAY FROM MARCH 2018 - h. 8.30 pm ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32558P11
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La Dolce Vita: Opera Arias and Italian Movie Songs
ROME - Caravita Church EVERY MONDAY - h. 8.30 pm Hear the most famous
compositions created for the movies by great Italian masters like Rota, Morricone
and Piovani in the unique atmosphere of the Caravita Church in Rome, between
Fontana di Trevi and Patheon. An all-encompassing show featuring ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32558P12

New Year's Eve Concerts in Rome: The Three Tenors
ROME - Caravita Church 31 DECEMBER 2017 AND 1 JANUARY 2018 - h. 9.00
pm Enjoy the New Year?s Eve with The Three Tenors singing the best Christmas
songs and Opera arias in this magic location. The perfect way to celebrate the New
Year's Eve in the city Center of Rome.ROME - Caravita Church 31 ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32558P13

Valentine's Day Concert in Rome
FEBRUARY 14TH 2018&nbsp;- h. 8.30 pm&nbsp; ROME OPERA CONCERT HALL
- CARAVITA CHURCH&nbsp; Enjoy a romantic Valentine's Day Concert in
Rome!&nbsp;The most romantic Opera Arias and Italian Movie Songs will be
performed by the beautiful voices of Soprano and Tenor with chamber music
ensemble and ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32558P14

The Three Tenors at Caravita Church from April 2018
ROME - Caravita Church EVERY SATURDAY ? H. 8.30 PM Inspired by the popular
?Three Tenors? concerts given by Luciano Pavarotti, Placido Domingo and José
Carreras. The concert program features famous Italian opera arias from Tosca, La
Traviata, and L?Elisir d?amore and the most popular Neapolitan ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32558P17
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The Three Tenors
ROME - St. Paul within the Walls Church EVERY FRIDAY ? H. 8.30 PM Inspired by
the popular ?Three Tenors? concerts given by Luciano Pavarotti, Placido Domingo
and José Carreras. The concert program features famous Italian opera arias from
Tosca, La Traviata, and L?Elisir d?amore and the most popular ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32558P8

Amalfi Coast Full-Day Tour from Rome
Bask in the glow of the spectacular Amalfi Coast with this 12-hour private trip from
Rome. Enjoy free time in Positano and Amalfi with transportation&nbsp;throughout
the day taken care of thanks to a professional driver. Your private tour includes
chauffeur service in a Mercedes-Benz Class E or ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32639P1

Rome Highlights - full day private tour
Enjoy the beauty of the Eternal City in a comfortable Mercedes E or V-class.A
professional, English speaking chauffeur will drive you through the most important
places in Rome, like Colosseum and Vatican Museums. Your skip-the-line tickets are
included in the price.You will be picked-up and ...
Price: 114,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32639P10

Paestum and Pompeii- Full day tour from Rome
Explore Italian treasures in the Campania region such as Paestum and Pompeii,
fascinating Greek and Roman archeological sites rich in history and fascination.You
will be picked up at your hotel or place of stay at 07:00am by a professional, English
speaking driver. First stop Paestum, where you can ...
Price: 880,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32639P12
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Rome Highlights and Vatican Museums
Enjoy the beauty of the Eternal City with this full-day private tour in a comfortable
Mercedes E-class or V-class. A professional, English speaking chauffeur will drive
you through the most important places in Rome, where you can stop to take pictures,
grab an ice-cream, or visit a site. You will ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32639P13

Paestum and Mozzarella di Bufala Farm Factory Visit From Rome
Have an amazing one day tour in a comfortable Mercedes E-class, V-class or Jaguar
to mix Italian history, art and gastronomy.An English speaking chauffeur will pick you
up directly at your Hotel or place of stay in Rome and will take you to Paestum, in
Campania region, where to admire magnificent ...
Price: 182,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32639P14

Wine Tasting in Frascati from Rome
Experience the essence of Italy in the hills of the famed Frascati region, as you soak
up the rich history and enjoy a wine tasting in this tour from Rome. Visit one of the
oldest and most beautiful vineyards in the Frascati region.An experienced, English
speaking chauffeur will pick you up at your ...
Price: 64,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32639P16

Chauffeured Tour to Caserta Royal Palace from Rome
Explore the magnificent Royal Palace of Caserta with this comfortable eight hours
tour starting from your accommodation in Rome. Built in 1750 by Charles of Bourbon,
the Royal Palace of Caserta was conceived as the new center of the Reign of
Naples. You will have a few hours at your disposal to ...
Price: 154,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32639P17
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Private Full Day Tour of Pisa and Florence from Rome
Pick-up at 7:00am at your Hotel or place of stay in Rome You will reach Pisa in about
3 hours and have a few hours to visit it. After lunch, you will go to Florence. You can
choose to explore the city with a local tour Guide. Drop-off at approximately at
7:00pm at your Hotel or place of stay in ...
Price: 167,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32639P18

Pompeii and the Royal Palace of Caserta Private Full Day tour from Rome
Explore Italian treasures in the Campania region such as Pompeii and the Royal
Palace of Caserta, unique Roman and Barroque sites rich in history and
fascination.You will be picked up at your Hotel or place of stay at 07:00am by a
professional, English speaking driver. First stop Pompeii, where you ...
Price: 1.000,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32639P19

Castelli Romani Area: countryside and lakes - One Day Private Tour
The Roman hills area is about a 30 minute drive outside of Rome along the famous
Appian Way. The magic enchanting town of Castel Gandolfo, a small medieval
village and summer residence of the Pope, will await you. Frascati which is famous
for its cusine and wine is included in the tour. Here you ...
Price: 102,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32639P2

Tour of Rome with pizza and gelato
Enjoy the beauty of the Eternal city with this 4 hours tour in a comfortable Mercedes
vehicle provided with wi-fi, candies and beverages on board. A local chauffeur will
take care of your&nbsp;transfers through the most famous and fascinating highlights
of Rome. You will have the chance to taste ...
Price: 56,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32639P21
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Private Transfer Rome-Civitavecchia Port or Civitavecchia Port-Rome
Pick-up at your Hotel or place of stay in Rome or at your cruise ship arrival platform
.English-speaking chauffeur.Comfortable Mercedes-Benz vehicles provided with
wi-fi, beverages and candies on board.Pick-up at your Hotel or place of stay in Rome
or at your cruise ship arrival platform ...
Price: 170,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32639P22

A full day tour, from Rome to the Amalfitan Coast
The Ideal for everyone, a personalized excursion for you, starting from Rome you
can travel for fifty kilometers of the coastline famous over the whole world, small
beaches, villages, sumptuous villas, terraced vineyards, gardens, fountains and
groves lemon overlooking the sea. An authentic and ...
Price: 107,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32639P23

Montepulciano Noble Wines tour in Tuscany from Rome
A beautiful experience not to be missed, among friends, for the whole family and for
the great connoisseurs of noble Wines DOCG. We invite you to visit the heart of
Tuscany and enjoy an unforgettable view of Crete Senese Landscape, to walk on the
charming hillside of Montepulciano and Pienza. In ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32639P24

Chianti Noble Wine Tour in Tuscany from Rome
An extraordinary journey through nature and culture to reach the heart of the Sienese
countryside in Tuscany, you will see an incredible picturesque scenery with small
hilly roads, olive groves and vineyards, a fantastic day that will remain forever in
memory of all of you, it is suitable for the ...
Price: 93,34 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32639P29
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ROME COUNTRYSIDE: CASTELLI ROMANI and TIVOLI FULL DAY PRIVATE TOUR WITH LUNCH
Enjoy an unforgettable full-day trip to the ancient and fascinating Roman Castles
area. The tour starts with a visit to Castel Gandolfo, among the most beautiful old
villages in Italy, which overlooks Lake Albano and where the Papal summer
Residence is. You will then move to Ariccia, the most ...
Price: 204,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32639P3

Full day tour, Naples and Pompeii from Rome
Describing Naples is not easy, because Naples is a feeling, an emotion that you will
only feel observing it and walking through its streets and its people, the charm of the
historical center that tells 2500 years of history, the beauty of Naples is particular and
deeply different from any other ...
Price: 135,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32639P30

Special Tours for Cruises in Italy, from the tourist ports of call
We know that your cruise trip will be unforgettable and to make your cruise in the
Italian sea even more enjoyable and interestingwe propose you to visit the most
beautiful Italian tourist cities, rich in history, art, curiosity and traditions. Our drivers
will be ready to welcome you directly on ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32639P31

Pompeii and Ravello, Full Day Tour from Rome
Enjoy a relaxing day trip to one of the best places in Italy, the famous Amalfi Coast.
Visit unique cities such as Ravello and its elegant villas and terraces or Pompeii;
walk through its ancient buildings and make a jump in the past for a few
hours.&nbsp; Decide with your driver what to see ...
Price: 666,75 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32639P32
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From Rome: Amalfi Coast tour and Boat Trip
Get picked up and dropped off directly at your Hotel in Rome from an English
speaking chauffeur Enjoy a comfortable ride in a Mercedes Benz vehicle through
the Italian countryside Take wonderful pictures of the coast view from the Amalfitan
cliffs Upgrade the classic Amalfi coast tour with ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32639P33

Private transfer from Rome to Florence: stop along the way
If you need a transfer service from Rome to Florence or Siena, take advantage of the
travel and visit some Italian gems along the way. Your personal English speaking
chauffeur will meet you in your Hotel lobby at 9:00am and take you to Orvieto, Civita
di Bagnoregio and to your final destination: ...
Price: 734,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32639P34

Tuscany Countryside - Val d'Orcia Area: Private Full-Day Tour from Rome
Relax among the Val d?Orcia region?s rolling hills and vineyards framed by Cypress
Trees, and sip on Sangiovese Wines on this private full-day tour from Rome. Visit hill
towns Pienza, Montalcino, and Montepulciano, to explore Renaissance piazzas and
churches, take in panoramic hillside views, and ...
Price: 115,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32639P4

Sightseeing the Amalfi Coast with Lunch from Rome
Enjoy a full day trip to the Amalfi Coast from your Hotel in Rome. You and a small
group will get to stop and experience the some of the coastal cities of Italy, such as
Sorrento,&nbsp;Positano, and of course Amalfi. In Positano you will be provided
with a complimentary lunch, recommended by ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32639P5
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Private full day tour in Pompeii and Sorrento from Rome
Pompeii and Sorrento in a full day private tour from Rome Explore with us Pompeii
archeological site to find out more about how the people of Pompeii lived, their
culture and society.Take the chance for lunch to eat a deliciuos meal in Sorrento and
enjoy a charming shopping walk between the town ...
Price: 143,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32639P7

Rome Frascati Wine Tour with Lunch and Wine Tastings
Give yourself an interesting and relaxing Wine Tour in Frascati, one of the most
fascinating and famous town on the surroundings of Rome. Visit the old down town
and enjoy a typical lunch and wine tasting in a local family-run winery on this 6-hour
tour. There is a maximum of 8 passengers per ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=32639P9

Colosseum Restricted Areas Tour: Arena and Undergrounds
Dive in ancient history with an expert, English-speaking guide who will help you relive
the glorious days of one of the most important monumental complexes in history.
Take the opportunity to enjoy an exclusive access one of to the most craved areas of
the Colosseum with this tour, the Undergrounds ...
Price: 64,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=33060P11

Early Vatican and Private Castel Santâ€™Angelo Secret Areas Access
Live an unforgettable experience and enjoy Rome?s three main must-see, all with a
private, exclusive entrance! With this small-group tour, (not more than 14 people) you
will have an early-morning, priority access to Michelangelo?s Sistine Chapel, an
internal direct access to the world-famous Saint ...
Price: 112,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=33060P13
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Colosseum Restricted Areas Tour: Access to Belvedere
Dive in ancient history with an expert, English-speaking guide who will help you relive
the glorious days of one of the most important monumental complexes in history.
Take the opportunity to enjoy an exclusive access to the most craved areas of the
Colosseum with this tour, the Belvedere. The ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=33060P14

Self-drive Buzz about Town
Choose your own private tour and buzz about the historic streets of Rome in Buzz,
an eco-friendly, indubitably cute electric buggy that takes 2. Watch centuries unfold
before you from the Roman to Renaissance Baroque and Rocococco periods. You
won?t be on your own, the on board and portable iPad ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=33428P1

Ancient Rome Through a Jewish Perspective
Plunging into the heart of ancient Roman civilization to discover Jewish presence
back through the centuriesPlunging into the heart of ancient Roman civilization to
discover Jewish presence back through the centuriesTravel back to the very ancient
Roman. Visit the Colosseum where in a hidden ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=33758P10

JEWISH GHETTO AND MUSEUM
MIN 4 MAX 8 PAX - ENGLISH ONLYA walk in one of the most fascinating quarters
of Rome, with its narrow and charming streets, full of artisan shops and kosher
restaurants. Then a visit of the Synagogue and the MuseumMIN 4 MAX 8 PAX ENGLISH ONLYA walk in one of the most fascinating quarters of Rome, ...
Price: 82,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=33758P11
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BORGHESE GALLERY
A "MUST" IN ROME. The Borghese Gallery, the sovereign of all private art
collections. Then a pleasant stroll through the Borghese ParkA "MUST" IN ROME.
The Borghese Gallery, the sovereign of all private art collections. Then a pleasant
stroll through the Borghese ParkThe Borghese Gallery was formed ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=33758P12

NAPLES - POMPEII
A whole day tour that includes a visit to the historical centre of Naples and an inside
visit of the excavations of PompeiiA whole day tour that includes a visit to the
historical centre of Naples and an inside visit of the excavations of PompeiiDeparture
to Rome with arrival in Naples at approx. ...
Price: 125,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=33758P13

FULL DAY TOUR

Papal Audience Vatican Museums Sistine Chapel St Peter's Basilica lunch

included
AT THE VATICAN MUSEUMS: GROUPS MAX 18 PAX - SKIP THE LINE
ENTRANCE - ONE LANGUAGE ONLYA full day tour that includes in the morning the
Papal Audience in St Peter's Square or in the Audience Hall and in the afternoon,
after lunch, the visit of the Vatican Museums, the Sistine Chapel and St. Peter's ...
Price: 105,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=33758P15

Half-Day Papal Audience in St. Peter's Square with a Guide
Attending the Papal Audience is a unique and extraordinary experience. For some
people, it may be a once-in-a-lifetime experience to see the Pope and listen as he
addresses the audience and delivers prayers and blessings. Guide, entrance ticket
and hotel pickup (guide only) is included. Transport ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=33758P18
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Early morning Vatican Museums
Join us for our Semi-Private tour where you can see one of the richest art collections
that exists.Entrance is before the general admissions so there is none of the usual
crowds. Our group have amax of 12 people which means the tour is more on a
personal level.Join us for our Semi-Private tour ...
Price: 82,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=33758P19

PIAZZAS and FOUNTAINS of ROME
A pleasant walk in the historical heart of the city that will give you the opportunity to
visit some of the most famous and symbolic sights of Rome.A pleasant walk in the
historical heart of the city that will give you the opportunity to visit some of the most
famous and symbolic sights of ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=33758P22

FULL DAY TOUR Ancient Rome am and Vatican Museums pm Lunch Included
Colosseum - Palatine Hill ? Roman Forum - Vatican Museums - Sistine Chapel St. Peter?s BasilicaColosseum - Palatine Hill ? Roman Forum - Vatican Museums Sistine Chapel - St. Peter?s BasilicaThis whole day tour includes the visit of the two
most famous places in Rome. In the morning you ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=33758P24

FULL DAY TOUR Piazzas and Fountains of Rome am Vatican Museums pm Lunch included
This full day tour includes in the morning a visit to some of the most famous and
symbolic sights of Rome and in the afternoon, after lunch, a visit of the Vatican
Museums, the Sistine Chapel and St. Peter's Basilica.This full day tour includes in
the morning a visit to some of the most famous and ...
Price: 135,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=33758P25
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ANCIENT ROME PM
GROUPS MAX 18 PAX - SKIP THE LINE ENTRANCE - ENGLISH ONLY Walking
through history: Visit the Colosseum, symbol of the ancient Roman times and the
most important and beautiful archaeological site in the worldGROUPS MAX 18 PAX SKIP THE LINE ENTRANCE - ENGLISH ONLY Walking through history: Visit the ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=33758P26

ANCIENT ROME
GROUPS MAX 18 PAX - SKIP THE LINE ENTRANCE - ENGLISH ONLY Walking
through history: Visit the Colosseum, symbol of the ancient Roman times and the
most important and beautiful archaeological site in the worldGROUPS MAX 18 PAX SKIP THE LINE ENTRANCE - ENGLISH ONLY Walking through history: Visit the ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=33758P5

A DAY IN TUSCANY: SIENA SAN GIMIGNANO - WINE AND FOOD PAIRING EXPERIENCE INCLUDED
GROUPS MIN 4 - MAX 14 PAX - ONE LANGUAGE ONLYA STEP BACK TO
MEDIEVAL TUSCANY: the journey includes a visit of Siena and San Gimignano and
a stop for wine and food tasting of local productsGROUPS MIN 4 - MAX 14 PAX ONE LANGUAGE ONLYA STEP BACK TO MEDIEVAL TUSCANY: the journey
includes a visit of ...
Price: 190,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=33758P8

VATICAN TOUR THROUGH A JEWISH PERSPECTIVE
GROUPS MIN 4 - MAX 8 PAX - SKIP THE LINE ENTRANCE - ENGLISH ONLYThe
world's greatest and oldest art collections of the Vatican Museums with a Jewish
perspectiveGROUPS MIN 4 - MAX 8 PAX - SKIP THE LINE ENTRANCE ENGLISH ONLYThe world's greatest and oldest art collections of the Vatican
Museums ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=33758P9
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Private Tour: Basilicas of Rome
Explore five of Rome?s major basilicas with an option to visit the Catacombs ancient
burial site, on this seven-hour private tour including transportation from your Rome
hotel by air-conditioned vehicle. Visit the Eternal City?s St. Paul Outside the Walls,
Santa Maria Maggiore, St. John Lateran, ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=33792P2

Rome Pre-Cruise Private Tour
See Rome before boarding your cruise, during this five-hour private tour visiting the
Eternal City, with stops and timing customized to your interests and schedule,
including the one-hour journey from Central Rome to Civitavecchia Port. Your
English-speaking driver will take you to major ...
Price: 73,38 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=33792P3

Rome for First-Timers Private Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia Port
Soak up the history and culture of Rome, during this full-day shore
excursion including Civitavecchia Port pickup and drop-off, a private English
Speaking driver, and transportation by air-conditioned minivan. Customize the day
based on your interests with possible stops at the Colosseum, Circus ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=33792P4

Private Tour: Tuscany Countryside Day Trip from Rome
Venture away from the city of Rome to become acquainted with the Tuscan
countryside on this 11-hour tour. Pay visits to Pienza and Montepulciano before
enjoying a wine tasting at your preferred winery. Accompanied by a professional
guide, enjoy learning the historical facts of this region as ...
Price: 113,38 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=33792P5
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Rome Sightseeing Tour with Private Driver
Explore all the major highlights of Rome on this driving tour with just your party. Your
English-speaking driver/guide will help you gain a local's understanding of the city.
Sit back and relax as you travel through the city in maximum comfort.Explore all the
major highlights of Rome on this ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=33792P6

Rainbow Magicland: The Amusement Park of Rome
Rainbow Magic Land is a fantastic theme park located just 20 minutes from Rome
can offer emotions of any kind. Opened in 2011, Rainbow MagicLand is a unique
Amusement Park located next to Rome, with a dreamy ambient and a rich selection
of attractions. 600.000 square meters part of the Integrated ...
Price: 26,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=34220P1

Private 3-hour Skip-the-line Vatican, Sistine Chapel, St Peter's Basilica tour
Skip the long lines and see the highlights of the Vatican Museums with your own
personal local guide. See&nbsp;the magnificent Sistine Chapel&nbsp;and get inside
the St Peter's Basilica. Optionally get pick-up, drop-off or round trip transfer
Hotel/Vatican with luxury car/van.Skip the long lines ...
Price: 72,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=34729P10

Private 3-hour Skip-the-line Colosseum, Forum, Palatine Hill tour
Skip the long lines and see the&nbsp;Colosseum, the Roman Forum and the
Palatine Hill with your own personal local guide. Optionally get pick-up, drop-off or
round trip transfer Hotel/Colosseum with luxury car/van.Skip the long lines and see
the&nbsp;Colosseum, the Roman Forum and the Palatine Hill ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=34729P11
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Private Skip-the-line Vatican, Sistine Chapel, St Peter's Basilica tour
Skip the long lines and see the highlights of the Vatican Museums with your own
personal local guide. See the magnificent Sistine Chapel and get inside the St
Peter's Basilica.Skip the long lines and see the highlights of the Vatican Museums
with your own personal local guide. See the magnificent ...
Price: 78,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=34729P6

Montepulciano and Pienza Tuscany Full Day Tour from Rome
Spend a day exploring Tuscany's famous hill towns on this 13-hour trip from Rome.
Relax as all the transportation is taken care of, and enjoy free time in Montepulciano
and Pienza to explore on your own.Spend a day exploring Tuscany's famous hill
towns on this 13-hour trip from Rome. Relax as all ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=35870P2

Rome Airport Transfer - Private Luxury Service with Driver
Book in advance your Private Transfers from Fiumicino or Ciampino Airports to
Rome City with Deluxe Sedan or Minivan&nbsp; and professional driver. Our Driver
will waiting for you, will help you with your lugagges, so you will be relaxed. This
service is Available&nbsp;from 6 am to 8:30 pm, 7/7 ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=35870P7

Private walking tour of the centre of Rome
A orientative walking tour in the centre of Rome led by a qualified tourist guide and
lasting 3 hours. The itinerary includes some of the most important places in Rome
like the Trevi Fountain, the Spanish Steps, the Pantheon and Navona Square.
Among the highlights the Pantheon is the most ...
Price: 280,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=36478P26
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Private walking tour - The Colosseum, the Palatine Hill and the Roman Forum
A special 3 hours tour introducing you to the life, habits, the political and games in
the Ancient Rome, led by a qualified tourist guide. You will get inside the Colosseum,
climb the tip of the Palatine Hill to enter the Imperial Paces and cross the Roman
Forum.A sort of time machine to enjoy the ...
Price: 280,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=36478P27

Private Personal Rome Travel Photographer for up to 3-Hours
No more selfies or pestering strangers for photos of yourself and loved ones, enjoy
the services of a professional vacation photographer in Rome&nbsp;to capture your
travels in a contemporary and candid style. Specialising in delivering quality
photography with photographers all over the world, we ...
Price: 173,21 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=37094P14

Proposal Photographer in Rome
A professional Rome proposal photographer that will capture your&nbsp;marriage
proposal&nbsp;in a contemporary and candid style of photography. Your
photographer will ensure you return home with beautiful photos that will last a lifetime
and can be shared with friends &amp; family. We specialise ...
Price: 229,80 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=37094P47

Roman Mosaic Workshop
Your morning can well be spent learning the ancient art of mosaic-making. Following
an introductive lesson about the techniques of Roman mosaics, you will practise the
principles of texture, composition, marble tile cutting and, make your own piece of
mosaic to take home.Your morning can well be ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=37188P1
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Jewel Micromosaic Workshop
Make your unique and timeless piece of silver jewellery in off-hand blown tiles as the
technique of Roman micromosaics teaches.Make your unique and timeless piece of
silver jewellery in off-hand blown tiles as the technique of Roman micromosaics
teaches.At the end of the 19th century, mosaic ...
Price: 105,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=37188P2

Self-portrait Mosaic Workshop
This is where ancient art meets digital art. After having converted your photo into a
pixel image, you lay it onto the frame of the mosaic. All you have to do afterwards is
cover each individual pixel with a suitable marble tile.This is where ancient art meets
digital art. After having converted ...
Price: 115,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=37188P3

Rome Angels and Demons Half-Day Tour
Unravel Rome's secrets on the 'Angels and Demons' morning tour, inspired by the
novel by Dan Brown. You'll take an incredible journey into the heart of the Eternal
City to decode the secret messages of the Illuminati, one of the most influential
secret societies in history. Numbers are limited to a ...
Price: 56,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731ANGELS

Best of Rome Walking Tour: Pantheon, Piazza Navona and Trevi Fountain
See the very best of Rome and its most famous squares, monuments, fountains and
artworks on this 2.5-hour afternoon walking tour. Be enchanted by the Eternal City as
you stroll through Rome's picturesque cobblestone alleyways and discover some of
the world's most famous sites, including the ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731BEST
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Skip the Line: Borghese Gallery and Gardens Walking Tour
Book your Skip the Line: Borghese Gallery and Gardens Walking Tour ahead of time
to take advantage of jumping the queue with reserved tickets. Upgrade your
experience with a private tour exclusive to just your group, available with morning
and afternoon departures. Please be advised that the ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731BORGHESE

Small-Group Capri Day Trip from Rome by High-Speed Train
Discover Capri on a small-group day trip from Rome, led by an expert driver from
Rome and expert local guide in Capri. After traveling from Rome to Naples, cruise to
Capri in a high-speed boat, then enjoy a tour of Capri town and Anacapri village.
Stop in at a limoncello shop for a taster of the ...
Price: 249,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731CAPRI

Rome Christmas Time Walking Tour
Looking for something to do in Rome on Christmas Time? Join our very special
Rome Christmas Day Walking Tour and see the Eternal City in its holiday splendor
including the famous Nativity scene and Christmas tree at St. Peter?s Square,
Vatican City. Be enchanted by Rome's picturesque cobblestone ...
Price: 40,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731CHRISTMAS

Skip the Line: Ancient Rome and Colosseum Half-Day Walking Tour
Leave the crowds behind and head straight inside the Colosseum with your
skip-the-line entrance ticket! In a group of no more than 25 people, explore the first
and second tiers of this A-list attraction with a guide, learning about the gladiators
who competed in the Colosseum?s gory gladiatorial ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731COLOSSEUM
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Skip the Line Private Tour: Ancient Rome and Colosseum Art History Walking Tour
Explore the Colosseum and Forum in style on a private walking tour with an art
expert, and skip the queues for the Colosseum and Palatine Hill. Accompanied by
your own private guide who specializes in art history, you'll enjoy personalized
attention on your special private tour of the Colosseum, ...
Price: 98,35 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731COLOSSEUM_P

Ancient Rome and Colosseum Tour: Underground Chambers and Arena
Experience the full glory of Rome's Colosseum on a walking tour with skip-the-line
entry! Accompanied by an expert guide who is passionate about Roman history,
you'll gain rare access to areas of the Colosseum that are newly opened or normally
off-limits. Enjoy private viewings of the Colosseum's ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731COLOSSEUM_SMALL

Skip the Line: Family-Friendly Colosseum and Ancient Rome Tour
Treat the family to a 2-hour Colosseum and Ancient Rome walking tour, led by a
fun-loving, child specialist guide. Specially designed for kids between the ages of
seven and 12, the interactive tour includes visual aids, role-playing sessions and
entertaining challenges that are sure to appeal to an ...
Price: 46,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731COLOSSEUMKIDS

Colosseum and Ancient Rome Tour by Night
See Ancient Rome and the Colosseum by night on this exciting 2.5-hour evening
tour, led by an expert local guide! Hear little-known facts about the Roman Forum?s
ruins as you look at it from a vantage point at Piazza del Campidoglio, and then gain
rare access to the Colosseum after dark, walking ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731COLOSSEUMNIGHT
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Skip the Line: Crypts and Roman Catacombs Small-Group Walking Tour
Discover Rome's hidden delights and quirky sites on a 3.5-hour walking tour of the
underground catacombs, Capuchin Crypt and the Basilica of San Clemente. The
intriguing tour showcases the best of Rome's underground attractions, such as the
crypt made from Capuchin monks' bones and the Domitilla ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731CRYPTS

Pompeii Express Tour from Rome by High-Speed Train
Short on time but want to see Pompeii? This half-day tour from Rome is just the
ticket to see the archaeological ruins at the UNESCO World Heritage site of Pompeii.
Travel by high-speed train between Rome and Naples, enjoy coach transport to and
from Pompeii, and take a 2-hour walking tour of the ...
Price: 193,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731EXPRESS

No Wait: Extended Vatican Museums Tour with Bramante Staircase, Sistine Chapel and St. Peter's
Basilica
While many Vatican tours include whistle-stop views of the art, this exciting 4.5-hour
tour focuses on the Vatican Museum?s bounty of artistic treasures, with historical
tales and anecdotes that bring the artwork to life. With a skip-the-line ticket and a
knowledgeable guide, the tour includes ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731EXTENDEDVATICAN

Ghost and Mystery Walking Tour of Rome
Explore the heart of Italy?s ancient capital and hear tales of myth and legend on this
1.5-hour ghost and mystery walking tour of Rome. When the sun sets, a darker and
more mysterious side of the city comes to life. Make your way along winding
alleyways and through ancient squares in Rome?s age-old ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731GHOST
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Frascati Wine Tasting Tour from Rome
Discover centuries of winemaking tradition deep in the Italian countryside on this
3.5-hour Frascati wine tasting tour from Rome. Travel out through the olive groves
and vineyards of the Castelli Romani to the Principe Pallavicini estate ? one of the
oldest and most beautiful vineyards in the ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731GODS

Full Day Tour: Vatican Museums, St. Peter's and the Most Important Basilicas of Rome
Mark your visit to Rome with special tour of the Vatican and Rome?s patriarchal
basilicas. After a skip-the-line tour of the Vatican Museums, step inside the Sistine
Chapel and then behold your first major basilica of the day: St Peter?s Basilica. Visit
the Basilica of St Paul Outside the Walls, ...
Price: 101,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731JUBILEE

Rome Super Saver: Skip-the-Line Crypts and Catacombs plus Ghost and Mystery Walking Tour
Discover Rome?s ghostly sights and hidden delights with this Super Saver that
combines two quirky tours at one discounted price. In the afternoon, set off on a
3.5-hour tour of the city?s underground catacombs, the Basilica of San Clemente
and the Capuchin Crypt. Wander the Appian Way, learn about ...
Price: 84,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731MYSTERYROME

Ancient Ostia Small Group Day Trip from Rome
Escape to Ostia Antica and see why experts are calling it "The Better Pompeii". It is
just a step away from Rome and you'll travel in a personalized small group with
maximum 25 people! The perfect half day trip from Rome for those seeking to learn
more about ancient Roman ruins but do not have time ...
Price: 52,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731OSTIA
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Bracciano Castle Half-Day Tour from Rome with Lunch
Escape the city and spend a delightful day exploring the stunning countryside of
Rome. Our journey begins with a short, yet scenic coach ride of just 1.5 hours.
Passing by tranquil landscapes your guide will bring the history of the area to life with
entertaining commentary. As we reach our ...
Price: 109,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731P122

Exclusive Half-Day Vatican City Tour with Breakfast and Gardens
Begin your day, quite literally, in one of the most awe-inspiring religious capitals ?
Vatican State. As the sun rises, you?ll already be here, ready to get a head start on
your tour before the crowds. As the only tour operator to offer this exclusive treat,
you?ll enjoy an experience like no ...
Price: 139,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731P124

Sistine Chapel Early Access plus St Peter's Skip the Line and Crypts
This tour offers Early Access Sistine Chapel tickets, getting you into the Sistine
Chapel 20 minutes before other tour groups and 1 hour and 20 minutes before the
general public.The tour also includes a visit to the tombs of the most important Popes
of all time in a special crypt beneath St. ...
Price: 74,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731P138

Family Combo: Vatican Museums Highlights and Colosseum for Kids with Skip the Lines
Treat yourselves to an incredible day of exploration at two of Rome?s most popular
attractions, with the Vatican Museums and Colosseum, not to mention the Roman
Forum, all specifically crafted for families with kids aged 7-12. We has bundled two of
its most popular family tours into one-day combo, ...
Price: 107,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731P155
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Pope's Summer Residence Day Trip from Rome Including Garden Visit and Lunch
Delight in the rare privilege of discovering the Pope?s summer residence in Castel
Gandolfo, recently opened by Pope Francis for a select number of tours. Until a short
time ago such a visit would have been impossible, but for the first time we offers an
exclusive experience of this magical realm, ...
Price: 119,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731P156

Vatican Museums Highlights for Families with Skip the Line Ticket
The Vatican Museums are an absolute must-see for tourists of any age coming to
Rome, so if you?re wondering whether your kids are going to get the most out of it
look no further! On this specially crafted tour, we have literally removed the barriers
between children and visiting the masterpieces ...
Price: 61,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731P158

Amalfi Coast Tour from Rome by High-Speed Train
If you thought it was impossible to get to the Amalfi Coast from Rome and back again
in a day, then think again! With our tour you can take in the all the marvels of the
Amalfi Coast on the only guided day tour from Rome via high-speed train! This is
your chance to experience this UNESCO recognized ...
Price: 175,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731P159

Colosseum Express Tour with Gladiators Privileged Entrance and Arena Floor
Experience the immensity of ancient Rome?s most iconic symbol on this Express
Colosseum tour with privileged direct access to the Arena Floor through the recently
opened ?Gladiator?s Entrance?, without the lines, crowding and long security checks
that characterize the other entrances!Experience the ...
Price: 52,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731P171
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VIP Colosseum Express Tour: Forum-View Breakfast with Gladiators Entrance and Arena Floor
Experience the immensity of ancient Rome?s most iconic symbol on this Express
Colosseum tour with privileged direct access to the Arena Floor through the recently
opened ?Gladiator?s Entrance?, without the lines, crowding and long security checks
that characterize the other entrances! What?s more, ...
Price: 105,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731P172

Venice from Rome by High Speed Train with Skip The Line to St Mark's
Join us for a perfect day in Venice from Rome by high speed train. Starting with a
water taxi experience on the Grand Canal and after head to the St. Mark?s Basilica,
from its onion-shaped dome to its dazzling mosaics, then climb up to the terraces for
a rare bird?s eye view of St. Mark?s Square. ...
Price: 285,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731P181

Best of Florence from Rome by High Speed train with Michelangelo's David
Join the perfect day in Florence from Rome. Travel by high speed rail and skip the
line at Florence?s Accademia Gallery to gain immediate access to Michelangelo?s
?David?. Take a walking tour of the city?s best including stunning Florence
Cathedral and enjoy free time to soak up the atmosphere and ...
Price: 175,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731P186

Exclusive Access: Capuchin Crypt and Catacombs After-Hours Tour
Uncover the ancient secrets hidden beneath the surface of modern Rome during this
2.5-hour guided tour, visiting the spectacular Capuchin ?Bone Chapel?. Enjoy the
thrill of Exclusive After Hours Access: being alone in the Priscilla Catacombs where
early Christians buried their dead and practiced ...
Price: 63,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731P188
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Ghost and Mystery Christmas Tour of Rome
Explore the heart of Italy?s ancient capital and hear tales of myth and legend on this
1.5-hour ghost and mystery walking tour of Rome. When the sun sets, a darker and
more mysterious side of the city comes to life. Make your way along winding
alleyways and through ancient squares in Rome?s age-old ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731P205

Colosseum Tickets with Arena Floor Direct Entrance
Take advantage of the Skip-the-line entrance tickets service to the Colosseum and
Roman Forum. The representative will escort you inside, helping you and
exchanging your voucher for an actual ticket. Appreciate, during at least 3 hours, and
experience the immensity of ancient Rome?s most iconic ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731P206

Skip The Line Colosseum Belvedere: Third, Fourth & Fifth Tier with Roman Forum
Skip the line into the Colosseum and Roman Forum on this extended tour where
you?ll get to see more of the Colosseum than ever before. Leave the Tourists behind
as you venture beyond general access into the Third and fourth tiers and then visit
the newly re-opened fifth tier, the Colosseum ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731P207

Waking Up the Vatican: VIP Small-Group Tour Before Museums Open
Make your visit to the Vatican extra special with this Waking Up the Vatican tour.
First, follow a keyholder to unlock the Vatican doors long before the museum opens
up to the public, avoiding the crowds that pour inside right at opening time. Explore
the Sistine Chapel, Raphael's Rooms, and the ...
Price: 314,30 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731P209
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Last Judgement Show with Skip-the-Line Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel Tour
Combine the most comprehensive tour of the Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and
St. Peter?s with an extraordinary, immersive theatre show, and discover the
fascinating story of the Sistine Chapel through an innovative performance combining
270° projections, live performing, music and technology. ...
Price: 104,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731P210

Exclusive After-Hours Tour of the Pope's Summer Residence
Join us for a once in a lifetime chance to visit the Pope?s Summer Residence after
hours, when it is open exclusively to our group. Embarking from Rome on a private,
air-conditioned coach, you will be enchanted as the city streets give way to lush
countryside. Find out for yourself why Pope?s have ...
Price: 199,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731P221

Guided Tour of Pompeii with Skip-the-Line Entry
Skip the line into the spectacular Pompeii and begin your 2-hour guided tour of one
of the world?s most impressive archaeological sites. Follow your official,
English-speaking guide as they offer captivating commentary with every step through
the streets of this perfectly preserved ancient ...
Price: 41,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731P222

Skip-the-Line Entry to Pompeii
Make the most out of your independent trip to Pompeii with our Skip-the-Line entry
ticket. Meet our staff outside and be escorted past the long lines directly into the
archeological site. Enjoy the time saved inside to discover ancient buildings and
artefacts stress free and at your own pace. ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731P223
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Small-Group Pompeii and Sorrento Rail Day Trip from Rome
Imagine this: you?re in Rome and really want to get out of town; specifically to see
the wonder that is Pompeii, but it?s such a time commitment. You?re in luck. This
small-group day trip whisks you to Pompeii and Sorrento via high-speed train from
Rome. Stroll the basalt-paved streets of Pompeii ...
Price: 223,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731POMPSORR

Papal Audience Tickets and Presentation
See the pope and his cardinals deliver their weekly address in Vatican City with a
ticket to the papal audience. Follow a local guide through the crowds to a prime
position to see the pope, and gain insight into the historical traditions associated with
the papacy and the Vatican. Use of an audio ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731POPE

Rome Super Saver: Skip-the-Line Ancient Rome and Colosseum Walking Tour plus Frascati Wine
Tasting Tour
Immerse yourself in Rome?s ancient history and winemaking heritage on this full-day
Super Saver, which combines two top-selling tours at one discount price. Kick off the
morning at the Colosseum. Enjoy skip-the-line admission to the A-list attraction and
explore the first and second tiers with your ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731ROMEFRAS

Illuminated Rome Night Tour with Aperitivo
See an illuminated Rome on a 2.5-hour nighttime sightseeing tour. Start by meeting
you guide at Piazza di Spagna. Then, head off for a nighttime stroll around Rome.
Incredible by day, Rome's attractions are even more so by night, when the
illuminations accentuate what's already there. See the glow ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731ROMENIGHT
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Rome Super Saver: Colosseum and Ancient Rome with Best of Rome Afternoon Walking Tour
See the highlights of Rome on this unforgettable day of sightseeing, combining two
best-selling guided tours at a discounted price! This small-group, full-day Rome
Super Saver starts with a skip-the-line tour of the Colosseum and Ancient Rome,
including the incredible Roman Forum. After your first ...
Price: 78,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731ROMETOUR

Civitavecchia Shore Excursion: Rome in One Day Private Tour
For cruise passengers arriving in Civitavecchia with only a single day to see the
beautiful city of Rome and what it has to offer - this privately guided fully narrated
shore excursion is the best option. The day trip to Rome includes a dedicated
personal tour guide to show you all of Rome's ...
Price: 275,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731ROMPRT

Priority First Early Entrance: Sistine Chapel and Vatican Museums Ticket
Visit the Sistine Chapel 30 minutes before the doors are opened to the public, and
see its Renaissance treasures without the crowds! After gazing in wonder at
Michelangelo?s ?The Last Judgement? fresco and other astounding works of art,
head inside the Vatican Museums, bypassing all the entrance ...
Price: 52,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731SISTINE

Skip the Line: Vatican Museum
Use your skip-the-line Vatican Museums ticket to explore one of the world?s greatest
museum complexes at leisure! A veritable Aladdin?s Cave, the Vatican Museums
teem with history at every turn, glistening with magnificent Renaissance art and
architecture. Queues are long, so skip past them with ...
Price: 38,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731SKIP
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Skip the Line: Borghese Gallery Tickets
If you want to visit the Borghese Gallery in Rome at your leisure, without a guide, but
don't want to wait in the entrance queue, book this skip-the-line ticket to ensure your
admission (tickets regularly sell out a month in advance!). Housed inside Villa
Borghese, the gallery is home to a renowned ...
Price: 38,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731SKIPBOR

Wine and Food Tasting with an Expert Sommelier in Rome
Embark on a tantalizing journey of Italy?s wine country without ever leaving Rome on
this 2-hour, luxury wine and food tasting experience. With an expert sommelier
leading the session, learn about Italy?s most prestigious grapes and sample
mouthwatering local delicacies in the atmospheric wine ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731SOMMELIER

Rome Combo: Skip-the-Line Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel, St. Peterâ€™s Basilica and
Colosseum Walking Tour
Experience Rome?s headline acts, the Vatican and the Colosseum, on this full-day
combo, made even better by fast-track, skip-the-line access to both attractions. With
an expert guide, head inside the hallowed Vatican Museums through an exclusive,
reserved entrance, beating even the Standard ...
Price: 112,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731SSVAC

Evening Trastevere Walking Tour and Villa Dinner
The winding cobbled lanes of Trastevere. Dinner in a 17th-century villa. Combine
both on this special walk-and-dine tour around this happening Rome neighborhood.
Taking place in the evening, when the bars of the enclave hum with ?aperitivo? time,
the tour starts with a walk around Trastevere?s ...
Price: 94,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731TRASTEVERE
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Tuscany in One Day Sightseeing Tour from Rome
See the very best of Tuscany on a full-day trip from Rome! Traveling to the stunning
Val d'Orcia region, south of Siena, you'll be introduced to a beautiful landscape
where medieval towns cling to sunny hills and rustic farms adorn the countryside.
With an expert guide, you'll visit Montelpulciano, ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731TUSCANY

Skip the Line: Vatican Museums, St Peterâ€™s, Sistine Chapel, Small-Group Upgrade Option
Visit the Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St Peter?s Basilica on this guided
Vatican walking tour, in a group of no more than 20 people! See Raphael?s Rooms,
Gallery of the Maps and more, and then step inside the Sistine Chapel to see
Michelangelo?s fresco ?The Creation of Adam.? Finish with a ...
Price: 62,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731VATICAN

Skip-the-Line Private Tour: Vatican Museums Walking Tour
What better way to see the Vatican than with your own private guide? Do just that on
this 3-hour walking tour, and explore the Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St
Peter?s Basilica with customized commentary. From the splendor of Michelangelo?s
?The Last Judgement? fresco to the intrigue of an ...
Price: 85,44 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731VATICAN_P

Early Access Vatican Museums Small-Group Tour with St. Peterâ€™s and Sistine Chapel
See the highlights of the world-famous Vatican Museums in one morning on this
intimate, small-group Vatican walking tour! Starting early in the morning to beat the
heat and crowds, you'll skip the line and head straight inside with your priority access
ticket. Led by an expert Vatican guide, your ...
Price: 96,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731VATICAN_SMALL
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Vatican VIP Experience: Exclusive Breakfast at the Vatican with Early Access to Vatican Museum and
Sistine Chapel
Start your day at the Vatican with a lavish buffet breakfast in the Pinecone Courtyard,
followed by a small-group tour (limited to 16) of the Vatican Museums before they
open to the general public. See highlights such as Raphael?s Rooms and the Sistine
Chapel before heading inside St Peter?s ...
Price: 109,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731VATICANBREAKFAST

Vatican Night Tour with Dinner in the Pinecone Courtyard
Beat the crowds for a unique chance to tour the Vatican Museums at night, and enjoy
dinner in the Pinecone Courtyard. The Vatican opens in the evenings for select
periods each year, but this special tour includes admission before the regular
evening entry time, meaning you explore the Vatican ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731VATICANIGHT

Viator VIP: Sistine Chapel Private Viewing and Small-Group Tour of the Vatican's Secret Rooms
See the Vatican like a VIP with a once-in-a-lifetime private Sistine Chapel viewing
and tour of the Vatican Museum?s secret rooms. The small-group tour gives
unprecedented access to rooms that are usually off-limits to the public. Skip all the
lines to see secret spots like the Room of Gold plus ...
Price: 363,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731VATICANVIP

Ruins of Pompeii & Mt Vesuvius Day Trip from Rome
Hike up Mount Vesuvius and then explore the UNESCO-listed ruins of Pompeii on a
must-do day trip from Rome! Going at a steady pace, the hike includes a walk on the
ridge of Italy?s famously feisty volcano, allowing incredible views down into the crater
itself. After a pizza lunch, head to Pompeii ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=3731VESUVIUS
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Evening of Live Music at Renaissance Courtyard in Central Rome
As it has for the past 22 consecutive summers, the world renowned orchestra of the
International Chamber Ensemble will once again treat audiences in Rome to 19
unforgettable musical evenings. Located just a short walk from Piazza Navona, in the
historical center of Rome, the architectural and ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=37781P11

Rome Private Fiumicino Airport Transfers
Enjoy a truly stress-free arrival in Rome with the luxury of a safe and reliable
transfer See the sights of Rome as you drive into the city Avoid the taxi line and
avoid cash transactions
Enjoy a truly stress-free arrival in Rome with the luxury of
a safe and reliable transfer See the ...
Price: 59,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=39295P33

Big Bus Rome Hop-on Hop-off Tour
Discover the best of Rome with an 8-stop, hop-on hop-off bus tour that covers the
highlights of the Eternal City. Choose between a Classic, Premium or Deluxe ticket,
and visit quintessential Rome landmarks such as the Colosseum, Pantheon and
Circus Maximus, as well as Vatican City. Along the way, ...
Price: 28,80 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=39333ROMEHOHO

Rome Hop-On Hop-Off Bus tour and Return Transfer from Civitavecchia Port
Get the keys to the ?Eternal City? combining the best Bus Tour and an easy
roundtrip transfer from Civitavecchia port to the Center of Rome! You will be
comfortably picked-up nearby the port and dropped-off in the center of Rome where
you will start an unforgettable experience on board of an ...
Price: 64,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=39333ROMEHOHOCIV
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Rome: 3 hour Tour of Castel Sant'Angelo and St Peter's Basilica
Discover two of the most important monuments of Rome on this 3-hour, private
guided tour of the impressive Castel Sant'Angelo and the majestic St. Peter's
Basilica. Your expert guide will tell you about their history and mysteries.Discover
two of the most important monuments of Rome on this 3-hour, ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=39613P110

Private 3-Hour Colosseum, Roman Forum, and Palatine Hill Tour
Explore some of the most notable sights of Rome with a 3-hour guided private tour.
Experience the Colosseum, the largest amphitheater of the Roman Empire. Visit the
Roman Forum archeological site and learn about its history. Walk up the Palatine
Hill, one of the most ancient areas of Rome, and look ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=39613P111

Frascati and Castelli Romani Private Wine Tour from Rome
You and your group of, at most, 7 people will start this tour with a private transfer
from Rome to the Frascati area. Once there, you will get a tour of the vineyards and
wine cellar, led by a certified guide, followed by a tasting of the area's best wines and
other products. Including the round ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=39613P147

Private last minute tour of Rome's squares
Enjoy a private tour to discover and admire Rome's most important squares. Explore
with your local guide the worldwide famous Piazza di Spagna, the Trevi Fountain and
Rome's other impressive and wonderful &quot;piazze&quot;.Enjoy a private tour to
discover and admire Rome's most important squares. ...
Price: 269,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=39613P190
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Private last minute tour of subterranean Rome
Enjoy a private last-minute tour of the subterranean Rome with a dedicated guide.
Discover the fascinating history of the subterranean levels of the city, the artworks
and the paintings hidden underground!Enjoy a private last-minute tour of the
subterranean Rome with a dedicated guide. Discover the ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=39613P191

Colosseum and Roman Forum guided tour for small groups
Join this small group tour to visit the best of Rome such as the Colosseum, the
Roman Forum and the Palatine Hill. Enjoy your skip-the-line ticket and marvel at the
beauty of the eternal city.Join this small group tour to visit the best of Rome such as
the Colosseum, the Roman Forum and the ...
Price: 44,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=39613P197

Vatican Museums, St Peter's, Sistine Chapel skip-the-line tour for small groups
Enjoy a fascinating guided tour of the Vatican museums, St. Peter?s &amp; Sistine
Chapel with a skip-the-line ticket. Get the most out of your stay in Rome joining this
tour for small groups, so you can have more time with your expert guide!Enjoy a
fascinating guided tour of the Vatican museums, ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=39613P200

Vatican Museums, St Peter's, Sistine Chapel skip-the-line private tour
Explore the Vatican Museum and the Sistine Chapel with a private guide dedicated
only to you and your friends/family. Get a unique understanding of the history and
world-class art collection of the Vatican while you marvel at the beauty all around
you.Explore the Vatican Museum and the Sistine ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=39613P203
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Private tour of the Colosseum with arena floor access
Skip the long lines and enjoy direct access to the Colosseum's arena floor by the
Gladiator?s Entrance. Listen to your private guide while they tell you everything
about this majestic site, its fascinating history and importance all over the world.Skip
the long lines and enjoy direct access to the ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=39613P204

Vatican Museums & Sistine Chapel Private Evening Tour
Enjoy a fascinating evening tour of the Vatican museums and the Sistine Chapel with
a skip-the-line ticket. Get the most out of your stay in Rome by booking this private
tour, so you can have an exclusive trip with your expert guide.Enjoy a fascinating
evening tour of the Vatican museums and the ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=39613P220

Pasta making class in Rome
Discover the secrets of the Italian "pasta fresca" with this private cooking class in the
heart of Rome. Learn how to make pasta according to the tradition, from the dough
to the perfect sauce. End the experience by enjoying all what you've
prepared!Discover the secrets of the Italian "pasta ...
Price: 102,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=39613P224

Italian Menu Cooking Class in Rome
Discover the secrets of the Italian cuisine with this private cooking class in the heart
of Rome. Learn how to prepare a proper Italian meal according to the tradition. End
the experience by enjoying all what you've prepared!Discover the secrets of the
Italian cuisine with this private cooking ...
Price: 112,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=39613P225
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Rome: 2-Hour Catacombs of Saint Callixtus Guided Tour
Through a short private transfer from Rome, you'll reach a fascinating, antique and
mysterious underground place: the Catacombs of St. Callixtus. Explore the historic
place where dozens of martyrs, 16 popes and many Roman Christians are
buried.Through a short private transfer from Rome, you'll ...
Price: 52,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=39613P229

Private Tour of Rome's Piazze with Ara Pacis Museum
Discover the beautiful and picturesque squares of Rome ("Piazze", in Italian). Your
expert guide will show you Piazza Navona, the majestic Pantheon, the romantic Trevi
Fountain and Piazza di Spagna. Then you'll enjoy your ticket to the Ara Pacis
museum.Discover the beautiful and picturesque squares ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=39613P230

Rome Trastevere Pantheon photographic tour
We'll discover the heart of Rome, while I give you a tutorial on photography. Bring
your own digital or analog camera and we dig into the different settings, learn how to
use different techniques and calibrate your eyes by taking control of perspective. I
will give you photographic tips while we ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=40162P3

Arrival Private Transfer Business Car Rome Fiumicino airport FCO to Rome
Why spend your precious time waiting in long shuttle or taxi lines. Avoid the
language barrier and currency exchange. Travel in style from Fiumicino Airport
FCO to your Hotel in Rome City Center by private vehicle and reach your final
destination relaxed and refreshed.Why spend your precious time ...
Price: 30,56 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=40381P173
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Arrival Private Transfer Luxury Van Rome Fiumicino airport FCO to Rome
Why spend your precious time waiting in long shuttle or taxi lines. Avoid the
language barrier and currency exchange. Travel in style from Fiumicino Airport
FCO to your Hotel in Rome City Center by private vehicle and reach your final
destination relaxed and refreshed.Why spend your precious time ...
Price: 19,44 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=40381P174

Departure Private Transfer Luxury Van Rome to Rome Fiumicino airport FCO
Why spend your precious time waiting in long shuttle or taxi lines. Avoid the
language barrier and currency exchange. Travel in style from your Hotel in Rome
City to Fiumicino airport FCO by private vehicle and reach your final destination
relaxed and refreshed.Why spend your precious time waiting ...
Price: 19,44 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=40381P175

Departure Private Transfer Business Car Rome to Rome Fiumicino airport FCO
Why spend your precious time waiting in long shuttle or taxi lines. Avoid the
language barrier and currency exchange. Travel in style from your Hotel in Rome
City to Fiumicino airport FCO by private vehicle and reach your final destination
relaxed and refreshed.Why spend your precious time waiting ...
Price: 30,56 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=40381P176

Arrival Private Transfer Luxury Van Rome Civitavecchia Port to Rome
Why spend your precious time waiting in long shuttle or taxi lines. Avoid the
language barrier and currency exchange. Travel in style from Civitavecchia Port to
your Hotel in Rome City Center by private vehicle and reach your final destination
relaxed and refreshed.Why spend your precious time ...
Price: 37,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=40381P236
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Arrival Private Transfer Luxury Van Rome to Civitavecchia Port
Why spend your precious time waiting in long shuttle or taxi lines. Avoid the
language barrier and currency exchange. Travel in style from your Hotel in Rome
City to Civitavecchia Port by private vehicle and reach your final destination relaxed
and refreshed.Why spend your precious time waiting in ...
Price: 37,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=40381P237

Small-Group Tour of Ancient Rome
This tour of Ancient Rome covers the Colosseum, Palatine Hill and Roman Forum in
a small group. A great opportunity to visit the sites of Ancient Rome with a
professional guide. You will tour in a small, friendly group, the average number of
participants is only 15 people (please be aware that ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P1

Best of Baroque Rome Small-Group Tour
On this small group walking tour, you will be offered an excellent introduction into
Baroque Rome and the city over a 2.5-hour period. With your expert guide and the
rest of your group, explore some of the top monuments of Rome as well as some
more off the beaten track sites. Visit the Spanish ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P10

Best of Vatican Skip-the-Line Tour
You will visit the very best of the Vatican Museums on your 3-hour tour including the
Sistine Chapel and St. Peter's Basilica. Skip the long lines and enjoy your guide's
fascinating commentary as your group explores the treasures of the Vatican. Your
tour begins and ends near the entrance to the ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P11
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Shore Trip to Rome and the Vatican from Civitavecchia Port
Are you on a cruise on the Mediterranean? If your ship docks in Rome and you want
to visit the Eternal city making the most out of your time, our Rome and Vatican
Shore Trip is the best choice for you. You will tour like a VIP, with a private
English-speaking driver who will accompany you, on board ...
Price: 280,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P18

Skip-the-Line Vatican and Colosseum Tour
Join a small group tour which allows you to hit two of Rome's 'must sees' in one day,
the Vatican and Colosseum. Skip the line and enjoy a fascinating narration of both
sites by a professional guide. You will even enjoy a special access inside the
Colosseum: you will get inside the Arena, the stage ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P2

Private Combo Tour: Vatican and Food Market Stroll
Are you looking to get to grips with Italian art and history but also soak up Rome's
vibrant local culture and flavors? This 4.5 hour private tour offers the perfect mix. You
will visit one of the world's vasted museums, the Vatican, where you will marvel at
precious art and learn about the ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P20

Private Combo Tour: Colosseum and Food Market Stroll
During this 4.5 hour private tour you will learn about Ancient Rome, as well as
Roman Culture today. You will learn about food traditions new and old whilst visiting
some of Rome's most spectacular monuments. Skip the line and enter the
Colosseum and Roman Forum. You will walk through the Jewish ...
Price: 137,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P21
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Skip-the-Line Colosseum, Palatine Hill and Roman Forum Tour, with Arena Access
Join this small-group tour to experience a real journey through time: you will
experience a noteworthy visit to the Colosseum, making your way in directly onto the
Arena and proceed to the Roman Forum and Palatine Hill. You and your group
(maximum 24 participants) will skip all the lines and ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P23

Colosseum at Night After-Hours Tour
Visit the Colosseum away from the crowds and the heat of the day, after closure to
the general public. Participate in a small-group tour of up to 25 people of Ancient
Rome. Enjoy a complimentary welcome aperitif in the office before your tour. Step
back in time to Ancient Rome as you wander along ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P24

Private half day Trip to Santa Severa Castle
Don't miss the unique chance to see and discover with your own eyes a real Castle
at less than 1 hour from Rome! Santa Severa is just the right destination for you if
you want to take a break from the usual tours in the most renowed sites and discover
Medieval life and traditions with a wonderful ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P25

Combo Colosseum at Moonlight and Vatican - Small Group Tour
Visit the Vatican as part of a small friendly group either at 7:30am or 8:30am.Visit the
Colosseum with a special tour that starts in the afternoon by the moonlight! Your
experience will start with an italian aperitif at our office in Via Frangipane 30, where
you will meet our staff. Then you will ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P26
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Half Day Shore Excursion to Santa Severa Castle
Get ready for a wonderful private shore excursion from Civitavecchia Cruise Port.
You will spend 4 hours with a private English-speaking driver visiting the nearby
Santa Severa Castle. You will enjoy a wine-tasting with local snacks and learn all
about medieval Italian history in this castle on the ...
Price: 109,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P29

Vatican Small Group Tour with Early Entrance
You will spend 3 hours visiting the Vatican with an expert guide as part of a small
group. You will have the added bonus of entering the Museums ahead of the opening
to the general public. You will blown away by the plethora of art housed inside. You
will visit Michelangelo's world-renowned Sistine ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P3

Colosseum with Gladiator Entrance small group tour
Get ready for a visit to the Colosseum you will never forget! Follow in the footsteps of
the gladiators as you enter the Colosseum through a special entrance, where the
gladiators used to enter the Colosseum to begin their combats. You will stand on the
central arena stage of the Colosseum, usually ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P30

Audiovisual Kids Private Colosseum Tour
Experience the Colosseum and Ancient Rome in three-dimension with this unique
private kids tour. In 3 hours you will be accompanied by a child-friendly private guide
for just your family, who will use interactive devices, such as the iPad, to bring
Ancient Rome's past back to life. The icing on the ...
Price: 97,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P39
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Semi-Private Vatican tour with early entrance
Tour the Vatican as part of a semi-private group up to&nbsp;12 people. Enjoy the
added bonus of entry before opening to the general public. Benefit from your guide's
expert commentary of the Vatican galleries, Sistine Chapel and St Peter's Basilica.
This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity!Tour the ...
Price: 88,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P4

Small Group Colosseum Walking Tour in Rome
Get ready for this 1.5 hour visit to the Colosseum that you will never forget! With
several times to pick from, you will be accompanied by a top licensed guide, who will
take you back in time over 2000 years, as you enter one of the wonders of the
Ancient world. You will learn all about the ...
Price: 41,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P41

St Peter in chains & Ancient Rome private walking Tour
With our 3.5 hours private Tour you will be able to discover both ancient side of
Rome and the renaissence one. You will be accompanied by a private guide who
escort you from the very beginning of your Tour, at Colosseum and then through the
Palatine Hill, the Roman Forum.The second part of your ...
Price: 73,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P43

Kids Tour of the Vatican Museums
Our Kids Tour of the Vatican Museums is the perfect tour for who is traveling with
children. Visiting a museum can be boring...but not with our guides! Our private
guides are all kid- friendly and your visit of the Vatican will be both engaging and
informative. In just 3 hours you will visit the ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P44
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Walking Tour of Trastevere and Jewish District
There?s nothing better than a nice stroll in the most typical quarter in Rome to feel
like a local and explore the hidden spots in town! We recommend his tour to all of
those are willing to discover different places from the very biggies.In Trastevere you
will be accompanied by a private guide who ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P45

Pompeii and Amalfi Coast Day Trip From Rome
Enjoy a relaxing day trip from Rome to Pompeii and the Amalfi Coast. A private
driver with private vehicle will be at your disposal for 12 hours from the pick up to the
drop off at your hotel. In Pompeii you will have a private guide with you for 2 hours
for the visit of the archaeological site. ...
Price: 189,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P46

Vatican Restricted Areas Sistine Chapel and St Peter's Fast Track Private Tour
Choosing this wonderful 5 hours tour you will have the bonus of a classical tour plus
the access to special areas normally closed to general public. Our classical tour of
Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St. Peter?s basilica already gives you the
opportunity to see some between the most ...
Price: 350,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P47

Trastevere and Villa Farnesina Private walking Tour
This Private walking Tour allows you to discover the most typical Rome district
together with an insight on Raffaello best works preserved in Villa Farnesina, just
nearby Trastevere.This is a 3 hours tour, where you will be led by a private guide,
willing to recount you all the anecdotes about this ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P48
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Ancient Ostia private walking Tour
Ostia is a small town, located just outside Rome, where ancient ruins are preserved
in an archeological site. This Tour is perfect for you if you are willing to explore
Roman past, with an insight on different places from Colosseum and Pompeii. Also it
is more accessible, especially if you don?t ...
Price: 48,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P49

Private Tour of Ancient Rome
Discover some of the major attractions on this half-day private tour of Rome. Visit the
Colosseum, the Roman Forum, Palatine Hill before continuing on to either Saint
Peter in Chains Cathedral or Saint Clemente?s Basilica. Your guide will accompany
you and will share stories and anecdotes as you ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P5

Private Tour For Kids of Colosseum and San Clemente's Basilica
In just 3 hours tour you will learn about centuries of history. With a kid friendly guide
you will discover the main highlight of Rome: the Colosseum. And then you will
proceed to the Basilica of San Clemente going from the top to the bottom to see
ruins of different centuries.. (Tickets for the ...
Price: 68,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P50

Underground walking Tour of Rome for families
This 3 hours Tour is the ideal one for you if you wish to visit less ordinary locations,
sharing your experience with Adults and Kids. Through the help of one of our childfriendly guide, you will be entertained and amazed while touring around in the Crypt
of Bones, the Vicus Caprarius and the ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P51
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Tour of the Vatican by Night
If you are not an early bird person but you wish still to visit the Vatican ahead of the
big crowd, this tour is what you are looking for. Our Tour of the Vatican by Night is a
3 hours tour that allow you to visit the Vatican Museums and the Sistine Chapel
ahead of the crowd of daily time. The tour ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P52

Safari Private Tour for kids
How would Rome look like if you could discover it through statues and symbols of
animals and many other characters with an entertaining walk?That?s what you are
going to explore with our Safari Tour, especially designed for family with kids, to
maximise your holiday fun time!You will join a private ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P53

Colosseum, Vatican and Trevi Fountain Private Walking Tour
If you have limited time in Rome or if you just wish to maximize your time in our city,
this is the perfect tour. Our Colosseum, Vatican and Trevi Fountain Private Walking
Tour last 5 hours and 30 minutes. Starting from the Colosseum with our skip the line
tickets, your tour ends at the Vatican ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P54

One Day Trip to Florence from Rome
A relaxing day trip from Rome to Florence. A private driver with private vehicle (car or
minivan) will pick you up at your hotel.In Florence a private guide will be at your
disposal to visit the main highlights of the city including the Academy Museums for
which we provide skip the line tickets. ...
Price: 262,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P55
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Early Private Tour at Vatican for families
Maximise your Tour time at Vatican with our Early Tour especially designed for
families. You will gain special access to Vatican Museum before general opening
hours: this will allow you and your kids to live an unforgettable experience, avoiding
the daily big crowds.Your Tour will start at 7.30 AM ...
Price: 98,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P56

One Day Trip to Orvieto And Assisi From Rome
One day trip outside Rome to visit the beautiful cities of Assisi and Orvieto. Our
private driver with private vehicle will be at your disposal from the pick up to the drop
off at your hotel in Rome. In Orvieto you have a private guide at disposal for 2 hours
and in Assisi free time to spend. Even ...
Price: 235,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P57

In The Footsteps of Bernini, Caravaggio, Raphael And Michelangelo
This 3 hours tour is perfect for them who are interested in art and sculpture. With our
In the Footsteps of Bernini, Caravaggio, Raphael and Michelangelo, you will visit
different places that host the artworks of the great Italian masters. Walking through
all sites your private licensed guide will ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P58

Private Tour Of The Roman Highlights
With this 3 hours tour you will have a great orientation of the city accompanied by a
licensed private guide. The itinerary of the tours includes the main highlights of the
city: Spanish steps, Trevi fountain, Pantheon, Navona Square and many others. If
you take the option with vehicle you will go ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P59
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In-Depth Private Vatican Tour: Discover the Magic of the Museums and Much More
Explore the various galleries of the Vatican on this 3.5-hour, in depth tour. See
stunning works of art, antique sculptures and more and learn all about their history
from your private guide. Finish your tour by exploring the Sistine Chapel and Saint
Peter?s Basilica.Explore the various galleries ...
Price: 93,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P6

Underground private tour of the hidden sights of Rome
If you wish to visit the off the beaten track of the city of Rome, this is the perfect tour
for you. Accompanied by a licensed private guide you will walk through three
different sites less known...with this tour you will visit the underground of San
Clemente's Basilica, the Crypt of the bones and ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P60

Private Day Tour Of Rome
This 7 hours private tour give you the opportunity to visit the main highlights of Rome
in just one day. It is basically a walking tour but you can choose the option that
includes the 3 hours private driver for a part of the tour. Your tour includes the visit
of: Colosseum, Vatican Muesums, Sistine ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P61

Colosseum restricted areas and Dungeons Small Group Tour
Our Colosseum Tour of the restricted areas will make you feel like a real gladiator!
You are going to visit together with a small group of people and a professional
entertaining guide the restricted areas of the Colosseum, its Dungeons, where
gladiators used to wait for their combats! Also you will ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P62
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Private Tour: Vatican with Early Entrance
This 3 hour private tour allows you the exclusive opportunity to visit the Vatican
before entry to the general public accompanied by an expert private guide. You will
visit the highlights of the Vatican Museums before the daily crowds, as well as the
Sistine Chapel and St Peter's Basilica. The ...
Price: 104,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P7

Vatican By Night Small Group Tour
If you are looking for a unique way to explore the Vatican without crowd, this is the
perfect tour for you. With our small group tour you will visit the Vatican Museums and
Sistine Chapel in a group up to 20 people. Enjoy a visit of the Vatican after hours on
Friday Night.If you are looking for a ...
Price: 62,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P78

Private Tour: Vatican with Early Entrance and Cabinet of the Masks
Enjoy an exclusive, 3.5-hour private tour through the Vatican with all entrance fees
paid. Gain early access to the Vatican as well as access to the restricted area of the
Cabinet of the Masks. Follow your guide and learn about the art and history of the
Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel, and St. ...
Price: 113,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P8

Colosseum with Gladiator entrance private tour with Ancient Rome
If it?s your first time in Rome and you are looking for a special visit our Colosseum
with Gladiator?s entrance private tour with Ancient Rome is the perfect tour for you!
In 3 hours you will see the main highlights of Ancient Rome using the special access
of the Colosseum: you will enter from the ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P82
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Kids Private Tour of Colosseum with Gladiator entrance and Ancient Rome
Our Kids Private Tour of Colosseum with Gladiator?s entrance and Ancient Rome is
perfect for our little travelers!Thanks to our skip-the-line tickets, your private guide
will lead you to the Arena special access, usually closed to the general public. All our
guides are experienced in entertain kids ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P83

Small Group Tour of Vatican Museum and Sistine Chapel
Within only 3 Hours you will visit the highlights of the Vatican Museums including the
Sistine Chapel and Pinacoteca. With skip-the line tickets bypass long lines and enjoy
the Vatican museums, Painting Gallery (Pinacoteca) and Sistine Chapel.Within only
3 Hours you will visit the highlights of the ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P85

Vatican behind the scenes and Sistine Chapel for our semi private group only
This is a sharing tour up to 15 people and you will visit with an enthusiastic and
friendly guide, the Vatican &nbsp;areas normally closed to the public with an
exclusive private access inside the Sistine Chaper for our members of the group
only. In 3 hours you will cover the Vatican Museums ...
Price: 395,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P87

Sunday Colosseum at Night After-Hours Tour
Visit the Colosseum away from the crowds and the heat of the day, after closure to
the general public. Participate in a small-group tour of up to 25 people of Ancient
Rome. Enjoy a complimentary welcome aperitif in the office before your tour. Step
back in time to Ancient Rome as you wander along ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P88
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Private Tour: Rome Highlights with Skip-the-Line Colosseum Ticket
Acquaint yourself with the must-see sights of Rome on this 4-hour private tour.
Follow your expert guide to learn about some of central Rome's greatest features
including the Trevi Fountain, Spanish Steps, Navona Square, Venice Square, and
the Pantheon. During your visit, you will also enjoy an ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41348P9

Vatican City - Leonardo da Vinci Exhibition
See an amazing collection of life-sized Leonardo da Vinci reproductions with a ticket
to the Leonardo da Vinci Experience 50mt away from St. Peter's Church. See 22
paintings, all certified reproductions, including the famous 'Last Supper' fresco which
is at the heart of the controversial Dan Brown ...
Price: 12,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41353P1

Vatican Genius Tour Leonardo vs Michelangelo
Avoid the long queues and save precious holiday time with Skip the Line Vatican
Museum tickets. In addition to the famous Vatican Museums &amp; the Sistine
Chapel we offer the chance to combine this classic tour featuring Michelangelo and
Raffaello with a easy to visit and spectacular exhibition ...
Price: 48,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41353P2

Vatican Museums Rival Genius Tour: Leonardo vs. Michelangelo
Avoid the long queues and save precious holiday time with skip-the-line Vatican
Museum tickets. An official guide will take you around the Vatican Museums, the
Sistine Chapel, and St. Peter's Basilica giving you all the information about these
magnificent sites. See the breath taking halls of the ...
Price: 62,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41353P3
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Best of Rome Sightseeing Pass: Vatican and Ancient Rome
Visit the Vatican Museums &amp; Sistine Chapel and embark on an unforgettable
adventure at your own pace. This pass includes also skip-the-line entrance to St.
Peter?s Church and Tombs of the Popes. Enjoy your open tickets for the Colosseum,
Roman Forum and Palatine Hill. Download at the meeting ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41353P5

Navona Underground and City walk
Enjoy esclusive entrance to Navona Square Underground when is closed to the
public, follow your guide and walk to the Pantheon and Trevi Fountains, end your
guided tour admiring the fantastic view of the Coliseum and Roman Forum at
nightEnjoy esclusive entrance to Navona Square Underground when ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41353P6

Lugguage deposit next to the Vatican
Feel free to explore Rome without the hassle of carrying your luggage around with
you.
This luggage store is located just in front of the Vatican Museums'
entrance.&nbsp; Full facilities are providedFeel free to explore Rome without the
hassle of carrying your luggage around with you. This ...
Price: 8,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41353P7

Pompeii on your own
A full day in Pompeii Transfers, skip the line tickets Pompei and the audio guide of
the Archeological Area are all included in your packageA full day in Pompeii
Transfers, skip the line tickets Pompei and the audio guide of the Archeological Area
are all included in your packageThis is the only ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41353P8
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Real Ancient Rome Tour with Skip the Line Colosseum
Walk in the footsteps of Roman emperors on this tour of Ancient Rome with
skip-the-line tickets to the Colosseum &amp; Roman Forum. Complete your tour with
a walk along the Sacred Way (Via Sacra) as you immerse yourself in the vivid
Roman history that surrounds you.Walk in the footsteps of Roman ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41846P1

VIP Colosseum Underground & Ancient Rome Tour
Skip the lines and enjoy VIP entrance, in small groups, to see the Colosseum
Underground and arena floor. Led by local, licensed tour guides, this tour also
includes a visit to the magnificent Roman Forum and the Palatine Hill.&nbsp;
Choose your group size!
Small Group Tour = maximum of 24 ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41846P17

Small-Group Skip-The-Line Vatican Tour
This is the perfect small group tour for those who want to see the major highlights of
the Vatican City. Your tour guide will put a strong focus on the Sistine Chapel and St
Peter?s Basilica, while choosing&nbsp; the most interesting art pieces and artifacts
in the Vatican Museums to explore.This ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41846P19

Rome in a Day Small Group Tour with Vatican & Colosseum
If you only have a single day to see the important sites of Rome, this tour will ensure
that you take in the very essence of Roman history, culture, art, and architecture.
Enjoy skip-the-line access to monuments including the Coliseum and Vatican
Museums.If you only have a single day to see the ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41846P20
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VIP Colosseum Top Tiers & Ancient Rome Tour
Enjoy full, exclusive access tours of the Colosseum, Belvedere &amp; Roman
Forum with an expert guide Explore the newly opened 3rd, 4th and 5th tiers of the
Colosseum for spectacular views
Immerse yourself in the daily life of ancient
Romans in the Roman Forum Choose from several different ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41846P21

Early Access Sistine Chapel with Vatican Museums and St Peter's Basilica
Experience the masterpieces of Michelangelo in the Sistine Chapel, Before the
museums are opened to the general public, in this extended 4-hour tour.Experience
the masterpieces of Michelangelo in the Sistine Chapel, Before the museums are
opened to the general public, in this extended 4-hour ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=41846P6

Soak up Tuscany in a week as local
Discover All the Hidden Gems of Tuscany with our Ultimate Seven-day Tour...If you
would like to experience the real Tuscany avoiding tourist areas, this is the perfect
tour for you....
SMALL INTIMATE GROUP with a maximum of 8 people. Say
hello to your new home: a private apartment villa in ...
Price: 2.386,45 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=42498P16

3-Day Tuscany Wine Tour Experience from Rome
Get picked up at your accommodation to experience a three-day full immersion Wine
Tour and stay in a private house situated in a conventional Tuscan farmhouse. Go
into the heart of Tuscany to have a memorable check out of the Chianti Region.
Experience the greatest food and wine flavors provided by ...
Price: 948,13 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=42498P17
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Goodmorning Rome: Sunrise Small-Group Tour
Make the most of your limited time in Rome and enjoy a unique experience and a
once in a lifetime view while the sun awakes on the Eternal city. See Rome?s best
sites with the soft morning light and indulge in hearing church bells in central Rome.
Relax at the Pantheon while enjoy a mouth-watering ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=42580P2

Full-Day Tour from Civitavecchia Port: Rome in a Nutshell
If you are traveling to destination for the first time and you?re short on time, you
expect to get the best from it as this is a once in a lifetime experience, and this is the
most comprehensive and compact shore trip of the Eternal City. Perfect for first time
visitors, we will visit the Vatican, ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=42580P3

Heart of Rome Private Family Tour with Gelato and Pizza
Take your family on a delicious walk in Rome?s historic center. With this tour you?ll
see some of the most famous locations of the Eternal City, such as Piazza Navona,
Pantheon (exterior) and Trevi fountain with stops for tasting of pizza and gelato, a
favorite treat for most all kids and ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=42829P4

Rome Food and Sightseeing Tour with a Private Driver-Guide
A private english-speaking driver will take you to the most authentic coffee bars,
bakeries and ovens for the best pizza, rice balls house, and where the amazing
roman fried artichokes ( if it's the right season) are made! Here and there we will also
give you little breaks, with pleasant strolls in ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=42862P1
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Rome Tour with Private English Speaking Driver
Your private driver will meet you at your hotel, and take you for an informative tour
that covers the highlights of the city.Tour is given by an english speaking driver, on a
private Mercedes AC vehicle.At the end of the tour you can decide if you want to be
dropped off at your hotel or elsewhere ...
Price: 334,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=42862P10

Private Medieval Rome and Jewish ghetto walking tour
A pleasant walk with a private tour guide through the beauty of Medieval Rome and
the Jewish section.A pleasant walk with a private tour guide through the beauty of
Medieval Rome and the Jewish section.The only 2 neighborhoods in Rome which
are still the same since the Middle Ages are Campo de' ...
Price: 334,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=42862P11

Food and Sightseeing Tour in Rome with Driver
A private english-speaking driver will take you to the most authentic coffee bars,
bakeries for the best pizza, rice balls, and where the amazing roman fried artichokes
( if it's the right season) are made! Here and there we will also give you little breaks,
with pleasant strolls in some of the ...
Price: 534,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=42862P12

Private Baroque Rome - Fountains and Squares Walking Tour
Walking tour with private official tour guide through the fountains, squares, and sites
of Baroque Rome.Walking tour with private official tour guide through the fountains,
squares, and sites of Baroque Rome. Experience a Rome Walking Tour to discover
Baroque masterpieces such as Trevi Fountain, ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=42862P9
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Vegan food tour experience in Rome
Are you looking for a unique experience? Discover Rome's first and only vegan food
tour. The 3 hour walking tour takes you through the iconic&nbsp;streets of Monti (the
Colosseum's neighborhood) while stopping for a bite to eat in 4 of the area's best
plant-based restaurants. Vegan or non-vegan, we ...
Price: 74,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=43309P5

Sistine Chapel, Vatican Museum and Basilica Small Group Tour
Breeze into the Sistine Chapel and discover the best of the Vatican City in a 3 hour
tour of the Museum &amp; St.Peter?s Basilica. Skip all the lines and be guided
through the largest collection of art in the Western Hemisphere. Your professional
English speaking guide will walk you through the ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=43389P2

Ticket to â€˜The Three Tenorsâ€™ Concert in Rome
Experience The Three Tenors - Napul?è Opera Arias and Ballet. Three renowned
tenors of Opera in Roma and magnificent costumed dancers will perform beautiful
opera arias and the most famous songs of Neapolitan tradition. The magic Torna a
Surriento, O? Sole mio, Funiculì funiculà and other ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=43597P22

Vivaldi's Four Seasons meets Bach's Masterpieces
Join us on a journey back to the 18th century? The ?Opera in Roma? Baroque
Orchestra and internationally renowned soloists create a special atmosphere in the
St. Paul Within the Walls Church. Principally the choice of works gives an impression
of an authentic concert of the baroque era! The program ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=43597P24
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Opera Arias in the Waldensian Evangelical Church in Rome
Let yourself be carried away through the best Italian Opera arias, in a journey inside
Verdi?s, Puccini?s, Rossini?s and Mozart?s masterpieces in charming
surroundings.The Waldensian Church in the heart of Rome offers a special
atmosphere for this performance of famous Opera Arias and refined duets ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=43597P25

New Year's Concert
New Year?s Concert in Rome Experience an exciting Gala evening with the Opera
arias, the traditional sounds of the waltz-king Johann Strauss and the most famous
Christmas songs. Greet the New Year with a glass of sparkling champagne and
typical Italian desserts. New Year?s Concert in Rome ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=43597P26

Christmas Classical Concert in Rome
We are proud to present this Classic Concert where, alongside the
famouscompositions of Bach and Haendel, Christmas songs of European tradition
findtheir legitimate space.The innocent music of these songs is proposed in a concert
role, which uses asoloist, choir, orchestra never losing, however, ...
Price: 15,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=43597P30

The Three Tenors at Waldensian Church
The Three Tenors - Napul?è Opera arias and Ballet. Three renowned tenors of
Opera in Roma and magnificent dancers in costume will perform beautiful opera
arias and the most famous songs of Neapolitan tradition. The magic Torna a
Surriento, O? Sole mio, Funiculì funiculà but also enchanting opera ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=43597P31
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Christmas Concert - The Most Beautiful Opera Arias
Waldensian Church in the heart of Rome offers a special atmosphere for this
performance of famous opera arias and duets with piano accompaniment. This
Christmas, immerse yourself in the musical world of opera, with famous compositions
by Verdi, Puccini, Rossini, and Mozart. Artists Soprano: Flavia ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=43597P32

Tosca - Giacomo Puccini
In the wonderful location of the Stadium of Domitian, in the ruins of the
archaeological area of Piazza Navona, you will be overwhelmed by the passion of
the great compositor Giacomo Puccini. The sublime voices of opera singers, will
take you by the hand to the discovery of the Opera that excited ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=43597P43

Rigoletto - Giuseppe Verdi
In the wonderful location of the Stadium of Domitian, in the ruins of the
archaeological area of Piazza Navona, you will be overwhelmed by the passion of
the great compositor Giuseppe Verdi. The sublime voices of opera singers, will take
you by the hand to the discovery of the Opera that excited ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=43597P44

La Traviata - Giuseppe Verdi
In the wonderful location of the Stadium of Domitian, in the ruins of the
archaeological area of Piazza Navona, you will be overwhelmed by the passion of
the great compositor Giuseppe Verdi. The sublime voices of opera singers, will take
you by the hand to the discovery of the Opera that excited ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=43597P45
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Carmen - Georges Bizet
In the wonderful location of the Stadium of Domitian, in the ruins of the
archaeological area of Piazza Navona, you will be overwhelmed by the passion of
the great compositor georges Bizet, who made &quot;L'amour est un oiseau
rebelle&quot; one of the most famous opera arias, Georges Bizet. The ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=43597P46

La BohÃ¨me - Giacomo Puccini
In the wonderful location of the Stadium of Domitian, in the ruins of the
archaeological area of Piazza Navona, you will be overwhelmed by the passion of
the great compositor Giacomo Puccini. The sublime voices of opera singers, will
take you by the hand to the discovery of the Opera that excited ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=43597P47

Madama Butterfly - Giacomo Puccini
In the wonderful location of the Stadium of Domitian, in the ruins of the
archaeological area of Piazza Navona, you will be overwhelmed by the passion of
the great compositor Giacomo Puccini. The sublime voices of opera singers, will
take you by the hand to the discovery of the Opera that excited ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=43597P48

Symphonic Season
Opera in Roma is proud to present the new Symphonic Season.
Ten&nbsp;concerts, ten great masterpieces from the brilliant minds of Beethoven,
Schubert, Tchaikovsky and Dvorak, masterfully performed by the Opera in Roma
Symphony Orchestra. Surrounded by the majesty of the Church of St. Paul's ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=43597P50
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History of Rome, Opera in Music with historical walking tour
This special Opera concert will allow you to visit the CASE ROMANE DEL CELIO ?
ANCIENT ROMAN HOUSES in the heart of Rome, in an emotional walking tour
included in the ticket price. The Ancient Roman Houses (Domus Romane) in Celio,
located on the Clivo di Scauro between the Coliseum and the Circus ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=43597P52

Movies in Concert - Soundtracks under the stars
Movies in Concert Soundtracks under the stars The Opera in Roma Symphony
Orchestra is proud to present this wonderful open air concert under the stars, in the
evocative setting of the Filarmonica Gardens, a few steps from Piazza del Popolo.
You can enjoy the most beautiful and famous soundtracks ...
Price: 20,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=43597P53

Fresh Homemade Pasta: Market, Cooking Class & Lunch
This is the perfect cooking class for authentic food lovers! Spend 5 hours learning
about, making and tasting traditional local recipes. An exclusive location with a
breathtaking view of Rome, high quality ingredients, a local chef &amp; guide, and
an all pasta &amp; tiramisù cooking class. It ...
Price: 107,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=44213P2

Roman Cooking Dinner
This is one of the most memorable dining experiences in Rome. Quality ingredients,
traditional recipes, local chefs &amp; guides, and a breathtaking view of
Rome.Prepare and enjoy a 3-course dinner with our local chef in our exclusive
rooftop location by the Vatican. Make homemade Spritz, ...
Price: 112,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=44213P5
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Homemade Gnocchi: Market, Cooking Class & Lunch
This is the best cooking class ever for gnocchi lovers! Spend 5 hours learning about,
making and tasting traditional local recipes. An exclusive location with a breathtaking
view of Rome, high quality ingredients, a local chef &amp; guide, and an all gnocchi
&amp; tiramisù cooking class. It can?t ...
Price: 107,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=44213P6

Homemade Pizza: Market, Cooking Class & Lunch
This is the perfect cooking class for pizza lovers! Spend 5 hours learning about,
making and tasting traditional local recipes. An exclusive location with a breathtaking
view of Rome, high quality ingredients, a local chef &amp; guide, and an all pizza
&amp; tiramisù cooking class. It can?t get any ...
Price: 107,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=44213P7

Homemade Lasagna & Fettuccine: Market, Cooking Class & Lunch
Lasagna &amp; fettuccine&nbsp;are&nbsp;comforting, family dishes. Learn to make
them from scratch at our exclusive private location overlooking the Vatican. The
cooking class starts&nbsp;at the local food market. Enjoy a 1-hour tour walking
through the market aisles surrounded by the&nbsp;aromas ...
Price: 107,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=44213P8

The 4 Roman Pastas: Market, Cooking Class & Lunch
Learn to make the 4 Roman pastas from scratch: Carbonara, Amatriciana, Gricia and
Cacio &amp; Pepe.&nbsp; First&nbsp;stop at the local food market&nbsp;for a
1-hour tour. Our guide will walk you through the&nbsp;colors and flavors of the
seasonal produce.&nbsp; After the market, our chef will ...
Price: 107,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=44213P9
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Arches of Ancient Rome Private Tour with Skip-the-Line Colosseum Ticket
Fully private tour &amp; Colosseum, Roman Forum, Palatine Hill ticket which
explores the fascinating origins and incredible stories behind the last remaining
triumphal arches between the Roman Forum area and Isola Tiberina. Time spent
with your local expert guide is approximately 2.5 hours. After ...
Price: 349,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=45076P1

Historic Churches of Rome plus Skip-the-Line Vatican Ticket
See and learn about the largest and most important churches in Rome's majestic city
centre on this fully private and exclusive walking tour! Historic Churches of Rome
plus Skip-the-Line Vatican Ticket will take you back to Medieval, Renaissance, and
Baroque Rome inside five magnificent buildings ...
Price: 399,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=45076P10

City Heights: Rome with a View plus Skip-the-Line Vatican and Colosseum Tickets
A truly inspirational exclusive experience which hits the highest heights in Rome and
the Vatican City! Time spent with your local driver-guide is approximately 2 hours.
After your fully private limousine ride around Rome, interesting walks and bird's-eye
views, use your priority skip-the-line ...
Price: 399,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=45076P11

Birth of Rome: Palatine Hill plus Skip-the-Line Colosseum Ticket
This is a fully private tour of the legendary Palatine Hill. We have created this
enchanting experience simply because many, if not all other tours of ancient Rome
routinely skim the surface of the Palatinum due to time restrictions. This remedial
tour is committed to proffering an in-depth ...
Price: 299,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=45076P12
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Drink with Bacchus: Ariccia and Nemi
Get ready for a journey of sightseeing and gastronomy into the rustic heart of Roman
mythology on this fully private and exclusive day trip from Rome!Get ready for a
journey of sightseeing and gastronomy into the rustic heart of Roman mythology on
this fully private and exclusive day trip from ...
Price: 499,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=45076P13

Vatican Adventure - Skip-the-Line Ticket & Self-Guided Quest
Every small group walking tour of the Vatican Museums has a fixed route as
determined by the tour operator. Rip up the script! There are many hundreds of
must-see sculptures and paintings plus dozens of magnificent galleries and hidden
chambers which are routinely missed by tour guides. Yes, skip ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=45076P16

Private Tour: Beauty of Baroque Rome with Borghese Gallery Ticket
This fully private and exclusive tour covers entire Baroque Rome. Bernini, Borromini,
Pietro da Cortona, architects of an ecclesiastical revolution during the reigns of
patron popes Urban VIII, Innocent X and Alexander VII, created epic works of grace
and majesty towards the end of the ...
Price: 399,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=45076P2

Private Walking Tour of Roman Churches with Skip-the-Line Colosseum Ticket
Explore ancient Rome on this fully private and exclusive walking tour. Visit seven
churches with an art historian guide for insight into Roman history and Christian
Rome. After your 3-hour privately guided walking tour (just you) between the Roman
Forum and Arco di Dolabella, enjoy skip-the-line ...
Price: 399,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=45076P3
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Dark Art Private Tour: Caravaggio's Rome plus Borghese Gallery Ticket
This is a fully private and exclusive tour about brawling genius Caravaggio's life and
works in Rome. Were the rays of light which illuminated his finest creations a fair
reflection of his extreme lifestyle? Time spent with your local expert guide is
approximately 3 hours. After your privately ...
Price: 499,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=45076P4

Core of the Colosseum - Self-Guided Underground Experience
See so much more of the Colosseum than ever before on this subterranean stroll
through darkest Rome! The Colosseum is the most iconic monument in the world,
but what lies beneath? Get VIP privileged access to the oldest and most terrifying
basement in history!See so much more of the Colosseum than ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=45076P40

Take me to the Top! Colosseum Levels 3, 4 & 5
Fly higher than everyone else&nbsp;inside the Colosseum! So many visitors miss out
on the Colosseum Belvedere (top levels 3, 4 &amp; 5) which are absolutely
MUST-SEE exclusive! Enjoy magnificent, unparalleled views of ancient Rome!Fly
higher than everyone else&nbsp;inside the Colosseum! So many ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=45076P41

2 in 1 Rome for Emperors! Colosseum & Capitoline Museums Package
There's no place like ancient Rome! The only way to realize the immense depth and
impact of Roman culture on our modern world is to be absolutely sure that you will
cover all areas of interest and leave no stone unturned!There's no place like ancient
Rome! The only way to realize the immense depth ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=45076P42
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Self-Guided Irish Pubs in Rome Experience & Colosseum Ticket
Let us guide you to the most relaxing drinking spots in the most picturesque parts of
the city, it is said that close by every Irish pub in Rome is a must-see church,
catacombs, or at least a couple of temples... which is fairly close to the truth! We'll
send you a skip-the-line ticket into the ...
Price: 29,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=45076P43

Renaissance Rome Private Tour: Realm of Raphael with Borghese Gallery Ticket
This is an all-encompassing fully private tour of Raphael's life and works in Rome.
You will traverse the entire historic centre of the city and see some of the finest
works of art ever created in several of the most beautiful and famous museums and
galleries in the world. Do not doubt that this ...
Price: 499,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=45076P5

Obelisks of Rome Private Tour with Skip-the-Line Vatican Ticket
This is a fully private and exclusive tour of ancient Rome with a focus on ancient
Egyptian and Roman obelisks, Pope Sixtus V, and the Vatican Museums. A
fascinating and challenging experience, Obelisks of Rome visits each of Rome's
thirteen Egyptian obelisks which were christianized with new ...
Price: 349,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=45076P6

Man Made Magic: Michelangelo's Rome plus Skip-the-Line Vatican Ticket
This is a fully private, outstanding tour of Michelangelo's life and works in Rome.
Michelangelo di Lodovico Buonarroti Simoni was a fine sculptor with an aversion to
painting. He influenced the development of Western art like no other before or since
his time (1475-1564) and his name is synonymous ...
Price: 399,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=45076P7
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Colosseum Special Areas: Self-Guided Underground & Guided Panoramic Top Tiers
Make no mistake about it, the premium places to be in Rome for ALL visitors occupy
the same building - The Colosseum! But it's not about booking any old regular guided
tour of the arena, whatever you read on TripAdvisor - that would not be very
interesting, indeed, it could be mightily ...
Price: 119,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=45076P8

Master Builder: Bernini's Rome plus Borghese Gallery Ticket
This is a fully private and exclusive tour of Bernini's life and works in Rome in a little
over 4 hours. Gian Lorenzo Bernini (1598 - 1680), great rival of Francesco Borromini
and Michelangelo's natural successor, was a religious man who worked closely with
the papacy during his time in Rome. Much ...
Price: 399,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=45076P9

Home-Made Pasta Private Cooking Class and Meal in Local Rome Home
In this four-hour private class, you will learn local genuine recipes passed from
mother to mother, discovering an incredible world made of flavors, aromas, colors
and traditions. You will cook them in a wonderful Italian house and eat it with the
chef. Learn how to prepare three different kinds of ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=45326P1

Exclusive Gourmet Stop on the road A1: Choose between Lunch - Dinner or Lunch with private
transfer at 2 Michelin forks Restaurant degli Angeli near Rome
For Smart Travellers: enjoy a fantastic Gourmet Stop "on the road", a delicious
seven-course tasting menu including four Sommelier selected wines or at choice
without drinks at Gourmet Resort Ristorante &amp; Hotel degli Angeli, 2 Michelin
forks, among the best restaurants in Lazio, at 4 km from A1 ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=46158P1
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Small-Group Testaccio District Food Tour in Rome
Join a morning tour in Testaccio, the vibrant Roman neighborhood that has
preserved an authentic culinary tradition. Old families running businesses are next to
modern gourmet stands that have evolved the traditional flavours and delicacies of
the roman cuisine. 3 hours tour in a small group of max ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=46162P3

Colosseum and Roman Forum Small-Group Walking Tour
Skip the long lines and visit the&nbsp;Colosseum, Roman Forum and Palatine Hill,
with a professional guide, for 3 hours. Listen to the stories of emperors, senators and
gladiators while standing and visiting the Colosseum inside with an expert: you will
be with a small group of max 10 people and ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=46162P4

Jewish Ghetto and Trastevere Small Group Food Tour
Discover&nbsp;Trastevere and the Jewish Ghetto with an expert guide.
Enjoy&nbsp;the best italian food and take a seat in unique places. Visit the center
of Rome under a total different perspective. Intimate experience with our small
group of max 10 people Discover&nbsp;Trastevere and ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=46162P7

Private tour of the Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel
A private tour at the Vatican Museums is highly recommended due to the crowd that
everyday visits the old galleries and collections. With a private tour of 3 hours we will
skip the long lines and you will able to move to areas&nbsp;that are less beaten by
big groups and also visit the highlights ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=46162P8
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Rome Underground Tour
This very small group tour (max 8 people) is a unique&nbsp;experience: a 3 hours
impressive walk through the underground of Rome. Enter the Medieval St.Clement's
Basilica and get the hidden stair that will lead you one level below, to visit the Ancient
Roman St.Clement's Basilica (30 feet under the ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=46199P1

Best of Rome - Pantheon - Trevi - Navona - Spanish Steps
All the Best of Rome in a single tour!The most beautiful fountain of the world: Trevi
Fountain.The most impressive building from the Ancient world: the Pantheon.The
most trendy and fashion stair ever: the Spanish Steps and the fashion district.The
most romantic square of Italy: Piazza Navona.The ...
Price: 67,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=46199P2

Vatican & Sistine Chapel Tour
This tour is a &quot;must see&quot; for any visitor to Rome. For 3 hours your guide
will take forward and backward along the timeline, to discover how the best
Renaissance and Baroque artists of Italy worked&nbsp;together or competed to
make the Vatican the most splendid area of the world. You ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=46199P3

Colosseum & Roman Forum Tour - Skip the line
Enter the Colosseum with a small group (max 8 people) and skip the line at the
tickets desk. Visit the ground level and the second tier of the Colosseum, led by a
professional English speaking guide with a master or PhD in archaeology (don't
worry: our guides are all very knowledgeable but ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=46199P6
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3-Day Sorrento, Amalfi Coast, Capri, and Pompeii Tour from Rome
See the best of Southern Italy on this 3-day tour from Rome. Take a guided walking
tour of Pompeii and Herculaneum, discover the famed Isle of Capri, and explore the
clifftop villages of Sorrento, Amalfi and Ravello, stopping only for the best in Italian
food and wine (at own expense). This tour ...
Price: 312,84 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=46224P10

Guided City to City Hop-on Hop-off Pass from Rome with 3-Stops
Choose from two different itineraries from Rome, with a 3-stop city to city hop-on,
hop-off pass. You'll travel in comfort on an air-conditioned coach that seats up to 55
like-minded travelers. You have the flexibility to choose how many days you stay,
your accommodation type, and how you spend ...
Price: 347,70 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=46224P14

Kosher Experience for Foodies with Lunch or Dinner in Rome
Enjoy a special Lunch or Dinner, in the midst of Roman history, in a typical Jewish
community. Try the best traditional Kosher and Roman dishes including drinks.Enjoy
a special Lunch or Dinner, in the midst of Roman history, in a typical Jewish
community. Try the best traditional Kosher and Roman ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=46728P1

Rome by Night Walking Tour
Starting in front of the Colosseum, you'll have an introduction about it and the
legendary foundation of Rome. Walking on the Imperial Road, you'll discover the
majesty of the Trajan Column, one of the most original symbols of Rome. Moving in
front of the huge Victorian, memory of the italian king ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=47029P1
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Private Tour - Capitoline Museums - Rome
Discover the oldest European public collection of antiquities created by Pope Sixtus
IV at the end of the 1400.Meet your Guide in the Capitoline Square, designed by
Michelangelo Buonarroti, and discover the legendary tale about the equestrian statue
of Marcus Aurelius dominating the square.Your ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=47029P2

Half Day Christmas Walking Tour in Rome
Take on this guided 4hour walking tour, starting in front of the Colosseum, have an
introduction to its History and the legendary foundation of Rome. Walking on the
Imperial Road, discover the majesty of the Trajan Column, one of the most original
symbols of Rome. Moving in front of the huge ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=47029P3

Walking tour from Campo dei Fiori to Piazza sant' Eustachio
Today, Campo di Fiori hosts a very vivacious and colorful market, and by night the
square remains one of the preferred hang-out areas for young adults, thanks to it
being home to many hot spots which offer menus where guests can taste regional
sections of typical cheeses and salami.This tour is ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=47389P2

Roman Forum, Palatine, Colosseum
Hear the true stories of gladiators and emperors, you?ll learn about real life in
Ancient Rome with our professional guide Skip the line entrance tickets, Avoid the
long lines e get the same admission tickets to all three monuments Small groups of
14 people Headsets, to hear your guide ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=47389P3
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Street Food tour from Campo dei Fiori to Piazza Sant' Eustachio
Today, Campo di Fiori hosts a very vivacious and colorful market, and by night the
square remains one of the preferred hang-out areas for young adults, thanks to it
being home to many hot spots which offer menus where guests can taste regional
sections of typical cheeses and salami.This tour is ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=47389P4

The Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel small group tour by night
The Vatican Museums houses an extensive collection of art, archaeology and
ethno-anthropology gathered by the Popes over the centuries, including the
Laocoonte Group, uncovered in 1506 on the Esquiline, the Apollo del Belvedere and
the famous Etruscan statue known as the Mars of Todi, a black ...
Price: 86,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=47389P5

The Cities and Cemeteries of Etruria: Cerveteri and Tarquinia
The guided tour of ancient Etruria starts with the visit of the Banditaccia cemetery
near Cerveteri, 35 km North of Rome. Here you will be delighted by the most
interesting view of the burial chambers carved in the tufaceous rock, exhibiting
incredible details like columns, beds, chairs, doors, ...
Price: 210,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=47389P6

Walking tour through the fascinating ruins of ancient Ostia
Interesting guided tour among the remains of the first roman colony, Ostia, founded
in the 7th Century B.C. This fascinating walk goes through an arcaeological park in
the shade of secular pine trees and green landscapes.Interesting guided tour among
the remains of the first roman colony, Ostia, ...
Price: 48,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=47389P7
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The Colosseum
It was inaugurated for the first time in 79 A.D. and then again in 80 A.D.; for the
second inauguration the games lasted 100 days, and 5000 wild beasts were killed!
The history of the Colosseum was a succession of great events and temporary
pauses in activity, as a consequence of earthquakes, or ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=47389P9

Private Exclusive Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia to Best of Rome
Exclusive Best of Rome Shore TourEscape the crowded cruise line tours on this
exclusive Best of Rome shore excursion. With a tour size of no more than 15 guests
(and often less) you will enjoy a very personalized experience that differs greatly
from the 50-plus-person tours offered by the cruise ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=47680P69

Leonardo da Vinci Museum: the Universal Genius and His Works
Enjoy exploring the studies of Leonardo da Vinci visiting the exhibition Mostra di
Leonardo da Vinci il Genio e le Invenzioni. The exhibition situated between the
famous squares Piazza Navona and Campo de' Fiori, at Piazza della Cancelleria 1 in
Rome, covers 1000 square meters. This surface is ...
Price: 9,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=48007P2

CinecittÃ World: The Amusement Park of Cinema and TV
Cinecittà World is the first Italian amusement Park dedicate to Cinema and
Television. Located just few km far from Rome, it offers you the opportunity to live
the emotional experience of being part of a real cinema set. In 2017, Cinecittà World
presents to its public 10 brand new attractions with ...
Price: 12,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=48051P1
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GUIDED SMALL GROUP SKIP THE LINE VATICAN MUSEUMS, SISTINE CHAPEL WITH PRIVILEGED
ACCESS TO SAINT PETER'S BASILICA
Enter a world of Renaissance art and intrigue on a 3 hour tour of the Vatican
Museums, Sistine Chapel, and St. Peter?s Basilica. Using a skip-the-line ticket,
you?ll avoid the long general entrance line to discover the art and architecture
straight away. See works by Michelangelo and Leonardo da ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=48843P1

SKIP THE LINE GROUP TOUR VATICAN MUSEUMS, SISTINE CHAPEL WITH PRIVILEGED ACCESS
TO SAINT PETER'S BASILICA
Enter a world of Renaissance art and intrigue on a 3 hour tour of the Vatican
Museums, Sistine Chapel, and St. Peter?s Basilica. Using a skip-the-line ticket,
you?ll avoid the long general entrance line to discover the art and architecture
straight away. See works by Michelangelo, Raphael, and ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=48843P2

Skip-The-Line Colosseum Tour
Take a 1-hour guided tour of the Colosseum, including skip-the-line admission. You
will be exploring the amphitheater with an official Colosseum guide and learn all
about the history of this iconic Rome landmark. Hear stories about gladiator battles
and Roman emperors, and the ancient structure. ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=48843P3

Colosseum Dungeons and Arena Tour from Rome
This tour has limited availability, and the starting time can vary.This tour has limited
availability, and the starting time can vary.Enjoy our Colosseum Official Guided tour
underground &amp; arena floor Feel the fear and hear the roars of the crowd above
you as you descend to the Colosseum ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=48843P5
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VESPA TOUR BY NIGHT
You spent the whole day doing things I?ve always wanted to.? Audrey Hepburn ?
Roman Holiday Don?t give it another thought! Discover your Italian side and toot
around the eternal city just like Audrey did back in 1953. You might not have
Gregory Peck as your companion but we?ll always choose the ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=48843P6

Colosseum Arena Tour
Take a break from the crowds and join us! We take you in using the special access,
the one used by the gladiators! Out professional tour guide will take you directly to
the arena floor. This area It is not opened to the general public, so that is the best
place to take some pictures to out in ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=48843P7

Colosseum-Skip the line-Self Guided with 3D Virtual Reality
Join an innovative "skip the line-self guided tour" to explore the Colosseum like never
before through the first animated and interactive 3D certified reconstruction,
integrated by a narrative friendly voice and epic musical background, to explore the
most important ancient monument in the world. A ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=48974P1

Colosseum Guided Tour with 3D Virtual Reality Experience (Official Product)
Rome will exist as long as the Colosseum does; when the Colosseum falls so will
Rome; when Rome falls so will the world?. There is only one way to keep the
Colosseum alive: to relive its history going back in time almost 2000 years ago,
transforming yourself into the various characters of ancient ...
Price: 42,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=48974P2
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Pasta and Pizza Master Class and Tiramisu tasting
Come to "The Roses of the Appian way"We will host you in the beautiful lawn that
houses our cooking classes. Just a few steps from the famous Ancient Appia way,
you will have fun and dive into a cooking lesson that will teach you step by step how
to prepare the best pasta and pizza in your life. ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=48985P1

Destination wedding Get Married in Rome
Re-wedding in Romeyour unforgettable Romantic Rome experience! this
lovely activity includes a private experience in Rome for re-wedding, honeymoon or
anniversary celebration. The Celebrant will meet you at the hotel and you'll start a
shooting with your photographer and personal driver. The best ...
Price: 500,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=48985P7

Authentic Italian Foodie Adventure with Local Rome Foodie
Authentic Italian Food Adventure You?ll venture off the beaten track to discover an
authentic slice of the unique Italian food &amp; drink culture, lifestyle and history that
make this city such an amazing place. We give you fantastic local knowledge that
can?t be found in guide books! ...
Price: 67,72 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=49788P5

Your Rome Private tour in one day with Guide
7 HOURS TOUR IN ROME WITHOUT GUIDEItinerary Pick-up at the Hotel at 8:00
A.M. Vatican Museums and the Sistine Chapel with Saint Peter?s Basilica (Vatican
Museum it?s closed on Sunday, on Wednesday make your reservation for 1pm
entry). Please, Here is the link where you can buy your Vatican ...
Price: 820,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=49900P1
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Your Rome Private tour in one day without Guide
7 HOURS TOUR IN ROME WITHOUT GUIDE&nbsp;Itinerary
Pick-up at the Hotel
at 8:00 A.M. Vatican Museums and the Sistine Chapel with Saint Peter?s Basilica
(Vatican Museum it?s closed on Sunday, on Wednesday make your reservation for
1pm entry). Please, Here is the link where you can buy your ...
Price: 400,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=49900P2

Full day Rome Tour for Families with Kids
A tour of&nbsp; Colosseum&nbsp;and&nbsp; Imperial Fora&nbsp;suitable for kids.
They will learn history and art easily and lightly, without losing their attention, in an
interactive way. In Rome there are many things to see, so you could lose the
attention of your children in few minutes. We give ...
Price: 169,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=49976P10

Driving around Rome by night tour
The ?Eternal city? changes its colors during the night. The bricks of Rome, used to
build
the&nbsp;Colosseum,
the&nbsp;Pantheon,
the
Roman
Walls,
the&nbsp;basilicas&nbsp;and the&nbsp;fountains&nbsp;are made of marble of the
sixteenth century that changes colors magically. Obviously, the Tour we ...
Price: 67,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=49976P11

Day Trip from Rome to Pompeii and Mt Vesuvios
Your Personal expert Driver will pick you up at 7:30 Am in Rome to start an
incredible adventure from Rome to Pompeii and Mt. Vesuvios.The ancient town was
covered by ashes of the Mount Vesuvius eruption in 79 A.C. and has been
captivating archaeologists from all over the world, since the ...
Price: 157,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=49976P12
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Transfer from Rome to Civitavecchia port
Italy Rome Tour Customized your Private Transfer from Rome city center to
Civitavecchia port to 24 hours a day seven days a week. There will be your expert
Driver waiting for you&nbsp;just outside the building of your Apt. or B&amp;B in
Rome. If you?ll stay at the Hotels we?ll meet you inside the ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=49976P13

From Rome Wine Tasting in Tuscany
Wine tour In Tuscany from Rome. Driving along the Chianti road, you will feel like
you?re in a living painting: the rows of vines, the olive trees and the oaks, the
undulating hills dotted with limestone farmhouses or hamlets; all seems to inspire joy
and invites to relaxation.Driving along the ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=49976P14

From Civitavecchia port with Vatican Tour Guide and tickets
Pick up at the pier at 8:00 AM will be right in front of the Boat exit door. There will be
your driver with your last name printed on a paper-sheet sign. It will take approx. 80
minutes to get to Rome.&nbsp; Once in Rome you will arrive at the&nbsp;Circus
Maximus, the large ancient stadium for ...
Price: 189,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=49976P15

Colosseum, Roman Forum, Palatine hill Skip the Lines Tour
Walking tour locations: Colosseum, Roman Forum and Palatine Hill. A real jump
back in time to the ancient Rome. Re-experience life as it was 2000 years ago,
walking on the same cobblestones once beaten by senators, gladiators and
emperors. We will guide through the world greatest monuments, to live ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=49976P16
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3-Hour Rome Piazzas Private Walking Tour
?Il Babuino?, via Ripetta and via del Corso, the three main arterial roads of the old
town center, flow into Piazza del Popolo. The ancient seat of games, fairies, popular
shows and executions, the Square is one of the most famous in the world. It hosts
two twin churches, Santa Maria di Montesanto ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=49976P3

Rome Private Driving Tour Luxury
Get the comfort and flexibility by choosing this Rome Driving Private Tour. You?ll
have at your full disposal for 7 hours a Luxury Mercedes Minivan and and your
Driverguide. You will be able to see every corner of Rome, even the one you never
thought would have been there. This tour is ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=49976P4

Rome Private Tour in 7 hours
Our expert driver guide will pick you up at your location in rome in the morning. You
will visit the Colosseum, the vatican museums with your own private tour guide.
Tickets are included in the price !!!! Follow these 2 areas you will visit the catacombs
and the appian way.Our expert driver guide ...
Price: 169,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=49976P5

Private Vatican Museum Tour
Skip the Lines to be able to visit the most important Museums in The world visited by
over 20 thousands people each day with your private tour guideSkip the Lines to be
able to visit the most important Museums in The world visited by over 20 thousands
people each day with your private tour guideYou ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=49976P6
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Rome in 2 full days tour
In two days you will have the opportunity to see the ancient city of Rome and the
most of its Renaissance and Baroque monuments thoroughly, with a personal Official
Tour Guide, Driver Guide or Driver Guide/Official tour guide. One of our best sellers
tours, ideated to make you discover the main ...
Price: 283,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=49976P7

Sightseeing tour from Civitavecchia Port
We'll show you the most important monuments and make you discover Rome in one
day starting from the port of Civitavecchia. We offer friendly and professionals
english speaking driver guides, who make our Rome private tour more efficient and
different from the other ones. We will pick you up just ...
Price: 115,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=49976P8

Walking Vatican Museums & Colosseum in one day 6 hours
Vatican City and ColosseumWe have created a custom-tailored tour for the ones
who want to discover more deeply two memorable landmarks, custodians par
excellence of the ancient history of Italy and of the whole world. With this exclusive
tour you will discover all the secrets and anecdotes ...
Price: 115,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=49976P9

Rome INVISIBLE CITY
PASSIONSArchitecture, Archaeology, History of Rome, Curiosity to discover the
hidden angles of the ?Eternal City?.WE WARMLY WELCOMEAll those who share
the passion for Culture and in particular for Archaeology and who are impatient to
learn and experiment ?making their hands dirty? in the city that ...
Price: 97,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=50165P12
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A day as an artist Wearable art fashion in Rome
PASSIONSYou must be enthusiastic about creativity, art and, obviously, Rome.WE
WARMLY WELCOMEEveryone! Because we all can learn to draw and discover the
artist hidden inside of us.minimum booking available: from 2 peoplePASSIONSYou
must be enthusiastic about creativity, art and, obviously, Rome.WE ...
Price: 198,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=50165P24

Assisi and Basilica di San Francesco Day Trip from Rome
Discover the pretty town of Assisi and learn about St Francis of Assisi, one of the
most notable saints in the history of the Catholic Church, on this day trip from Rome.
Board a comfortable coach in Rome for the journey to Assisi, the birthplace of the
saint, to tour the megalithic Basilica di San ...
Price: 134,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034ASSISI

Shared Arrival Transfer: Ciampino Airport to Rome Hotels
Start your Rome vacation with ease by booking this hassle-free shared transfer from
Ciampino Airport to hotels in Rome. Meet a friendly driver outside the terminal and
then head to your hotel by spacious, air-conditioned vehicle. It's that easy!Start your
Rome vacation with ease by booking this ...
Price: 16,33 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034CIAAPTHTL

Shared Departure Transfer: Rome Hotels to Ciampino Airport
Ensure peace of mind with this convenient, reliable transfer from hotels in Rome to
Ciampino Airport. Your friendly driver will ensure that you will reach the airport
relaxed and on time for your flight!Ensure peace of mind with this convenient, reliable
transfer from hotels in Rome to Ciampino ...
Price: 16,33 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034CIAHTLAPT
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Small-Group Cooking Lesson in Roman Countryside
Calling all Italian food lovers! If you?re a gourmand, cooking aficionado or a fan of
homemade cuisine, this intimate, full-day cooking tour from Rome is for you!
Numbers are limited to a maximum of 12 people on this small-group Italian cooking
class, ensuring you'll receive personalized attention ...
Price: 133,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034COOKING

10-Night Italy Tour: Rome, Florence, Venice and Sorrento
Explore Italy on a 10-night tour from Rome, with hotel accommodation, transport, city
tours and excursions included! With the cities of Rome, Florence, Venice and
Sorrento as your bases throughout, the tour also includes excursions to must-visit
towns and sites like Naples, Capri and the ...
Price: 1.305,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034FANTAROM17_11D

5-Day Best of Italy Trip
See the best of Italy in five days on this must-do tour from Rome, and fall in love with
Assisi, Siena, Florence, Bologna, Padua, Venice and Montepulciano ? places so
captivating that you won?t want to go home! Enjoy a mix of guided tours and free
time to discover world-class attractions like ...
Price: 540,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034FANTASTIA

2 Nights in Capri with Transport from Rome
Spend two nights on the captivating island of Capri on this 2-night independent tour
from Rome! With your travel logistics and hotel reservations taken care of, all that?s
left to do is sightsee or sunbathe independently and see as much of the island as you
want. Check out top Capri attractions ...
Price: 429,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034ISOLABELLA
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Semi-Private Experience Vatican Museums Sistine Chapel and St Peter's Basilica
Live an exclusive and intimate experience with a professional guided tour of the
Vatican Museums, the Sistine Chapel and St. Peter?s Basilica, With us, you will skip
their long entrance lines, in a small group of no more than 11 people!Uncover the
history of the Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and ...
Price: 91,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P100

Highlights of Baroque Rome: Squares and Fountains with the Trevi Fountain Gem
Explore Rome's classical fountains and squares as you take this walking tour to see
the city's baroque gems. On this tour, you'll visit some of Rome's most famous
historical monuments, including the
Trevi Fountain,&nbsp; Navona
Square&nbsp;and Spanish Steps, with a professional guide. Admire ...
Price: 15,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P101

8- Days Best of Italy Trip from Rome
Visit Italy?s top destinations ? Rome, Assisi, Florence, Bologna, Padua, Venice
and&nbsp;Tuscany Wine Region (Montepulciano)&nbsp;? on this 8-day tour from
Rome. With a mix of free time and guided portions, this is an ideal introduction to the
regions of Umbria, Tuscany and Veneto. Check out the ...
Price: 836,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P102

Mediterranean Dream Italy - Spain 16 Days
Immerse yourself in the most significant places of two symbolic Mediterranean
countries, such as Italy and Spain. This unforgettable experience will give you the
opportunity to combine the best of the beauty of those two lands. Discover the colors,
the smells and the historical and artistic ...
Price: 2.386,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P103
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Secret Rome Basilicas and hidden Underground Catacombs Tour
Admire two of the most important Basilicas of the Catholic world and the
unforgettable Catacombs. See the worshiped the Holy Stairs at St. John in
Lateran.&nbsp; The heart of Christianity from the time of the persecutions to the rise
of the Pope's power. A fascinating journey into the history of ...
Price: 56,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P104

Skip the Line Vatican Tour: Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St. Peter Basilica
Enjoy a local guided tour of the Vatican Museums, the Sistine Chapel, and St.
Peter?s Basilica, skipping long entrance lines. Take a tour of the Vatican Museums
and the Sistine Chapel, jumping the lines! No stress to reach the area: upon arrival,
your guide will lead you into the museums, where ...
Price: 56,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P44

Skip the Line Colosseum Roman Forum and Palatine Hill Tour
Check out the top attractions of Ancient Rome?the Colosseum and the Roman
Forum?with skip-the-line access on this 3.5-hour tour. With a guide, you'll take a
complete tour of this legendary archaeological area, enjoy fast-track entry to the
Colosseum, admire the Arch of Constantine, and climb up ...
Price: 64,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P45

Early access to Vatican Museums before Morning Opening
Don?t miss this chance to visit the Sistine Chapel as a real VIP. If you hate the
crowds and you want to admire this artistic masterpiece in absolute peace, this tour
(that comes with a professional art history expert or with an audioguide for a
self-guided tour) is the perfect choice for you. VIP ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P47
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Pompeii Ruins Day Tour from Rome
Spend an unforgettable day getting a panoramic view of Naples. Visit the incredible
archaeological site of Pompeii. Seize the opportunity to visit one of the most
important archaeological sites in the world: Pompeii. You?ll spend a day surrounded
by nature and culture. Enjoy a panoramic overview of ...
Price: 136,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P49

Colosseum by Night Walking Tour: Undergrounds and Arena
Admire the Colosseum under a different light, thanks to this 1:30 hour original night
walking tour. Skip all lines at the entrance and explore areas generally closed during
the daytime tours. Visit the underground levels for a more fascinating
experience.Admire the Colosseum under a different ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P53

Heritage Site: Villa d'Este and Hadrian's Villa in Tivoli Tour from Rome
Visit Tivoli, an ancient resort area famed for its beauty and its good water, enriched
by many Roman villas, the most famous one, of which the ruins remain, is Villa
Adriana (Emperor Hadrian's Villa). Enjoy a nice and relaxed half-day tour to discover
a couple of the best UNESCO heritage ...
Price: 76,98 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P54

Papal Audience with Pope Francis in Vatican City
Experience an emotional and intense moment with this once-in-a-lifetime chance to
join Pope Francis during his papal audience in the Vatican City.You will experience
great emotions and reflections with people from all around the world. At the Pontifical
State?s discretion, the papal audience will ...
Price: 32,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P55
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Skip the Line: Borghese Gallery and Gardens Small-Group Tour with Transport
Admire one of the most important Museums in Rome, the Borghese Gallery.
Skip-the-line to access this collection of art usually fully booked and hard to access.
Enjoy a small group tour for a maximum of 15 people that is led by a professional
guide. This activity comes with two options: with pickup ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P56

Dinner in the Medieval Town of Mazzano from Rome
Leave the hustle and bustle of Rome behind and relax in the medieval town of
Mazzano with this 5-hour small-group tour. Enjoy a cooking show and a memorable
traditional Italian dinner, prepared only for you by a private chef, in a medieval
apartment overlooking the beautiful forest in Mazzano, a ...
Price: 139,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P60

3-Day Independent Turin Tour from Rome
Visit Turin, a vibrant cultural city in the North of Italy. It is full of history and known for
its beautiful art galleries, delicious restaurants, important monuments, elegant
palaces, fascinating opera houses, quaint squares, green gardens, big theaters and
museums. Turin is also well known for ...
Price: 325,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P61

3-Day Independent Naples Trip from Rome
Leave central Rome in the morning and travel by high-speed train toward sunny
Naples. Arrive there by late morning, after about 1 hour and a half, and set off to
explore this amazing city at your own pace. You will be able to finally admire Naples
attractions like Piazza del Plebiscito ? home to ...
Price: 167,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P62
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3-day Trip Florence from Rome
Take time out of Rome and spend two nights in Florence. This independent package
allows you to explore the city at your own pace. It includes transport by high-speed
train from Rome to Florence, accommodation in a 4* hotel on a BB basis.Take time
out of Rome and spend two nights in Florence. This ...
Price: 247,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P63

Capri Island: Day Trip from Rome with the Blue Grotto
Sail away to the luxurious Italian island of Capri on this full-day private adventure
from Rome. Travel through the Roman countryside, and set off through the Bay of
Naples to arrive at the perfect place to relax and enjoy the sun, sea, and delicious
food. After an included lunch, you?ll be free to ...
Price: 192,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P64

Rome in a Day: Vatican and Colosseum with Skip the Line
Enjoy skip-the-line access and uncover the history of the Vatican Museums, Sistine
Chapel and St. Peter's Basilica on this 7-hour guided tour. Enjoy a walking tour of the
most famous art collection in the world at the Vatican Museums. Have a relaxed
lunch in Rome's city center then visit the ...
Price: 86,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P65

I Love Rome Hop On Hop Off Panoramic Tour
Gain access to a huge swath of Rome on this fun and leisurely hop-on hop-off bus
tour of the Eternal City. As you're cruising around the city, listen to the on-going
narrative about the city's history (in 13 different languages of your choice).Gain
access to a huge swath of Rome on this fun and ...
Price: 14,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P66
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Hop-on hop-off Panoramic Tour and Meal at Hard Rock Cafe
See the sights of the Eternal City on an open top bus, Hop on ? Hop off at Rome?s
top attractions and enjoy a delicious meal with preferred seating and skip-the-line
entrance at the Hard Rock Cafe Rome.See the sights of the Eternal City on an open
top bus, Hop on ? Hop off at Rome?s top attractions ...
Price: 42,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P67

3-day trip Bologna from Rome
Take time out of Rome and spend two nights in Bologna. This independent package
allows you to explore the city at your own pace. It includes transport by high-speed
train from Rome to Bologna one way, accommodation in a 4* hotel on a BB
basis.Take time out of Rome and spend two nights in Bologna. ...
Price: 237,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P71

Half-Day Sunday Tour and Pope's Blessing
Enjoy a walking tour through the streets of Rome and visit the marvelous Trevi
Fountain, Pantheon and Navona Square. The tour will end in St. Peter?s Square with
a unique opportunity to pray with the Holy Father and receive his blessing.Enjoy a
walking tour through the streets of Rome and visit the ...
Price: 32,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P72

Skip-the-line Access to Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel
As Tour Operator Partners of the Vatican Museum, we can offer you a privileged
entrance with a real Skip the Line! The ticket provides full-day entry to the Vatican
Museums and Sistine Chapel. At your leisure, explore the galleries full of
Renaissance paintings and classical sculptures. The Papal ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P73
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Friday Night at the Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel
Discover the magic and mystery of the Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel at night
on a 3-hour guided tour in Rome. Skip the lines and enjoy the galleries when the
large crowds have departed. See masterpieces by Raphael, Michelangelo, and
more.Discover the magic and mystery of the Vatican Museums ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P74

New Year's Eve in Rome: Dinner and Panoramic Night Tour
Celebrate 2018 in Rome. Enjoy a relaxing panoramic bus tour of Rome, a traditional
dinner at a typical restaurant, admire the fireworks and take to the street with the
Romans. Hotel pick up and drop-off is available for centrally located hotels.Celebrate
2018 in Rome. Enjoy a relaxing panoramic bus ...
Price: 306,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P78

Special Tour December 25th with Papal Blessing
Enjoy a professional guided tour of Rome on Christmas morning. Attend the ?Urbi et
Orbi? Papal Blessing at St. Peter?s BasilicaEnjoy a professional guided tour of
Rome on Christmas morning. Attend the ?Urbi et Orbi? Papal Blessing at St. Peter?s
BasilicaRome is always special, but on Chrismas Day ...
Price: 53,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P79

St. Stephen's Day and Boxing Day Tour and Dinner in Rome
Sit back and discover the magical charm of the most famous monuments illuminated
at night. Get off to walk through one of Rome's most quaint neighborhoods,
Trastevere, and to have dinner in a typical restaurant near Fontana di Trevi.Sit back
and discover the magical charm of the most famous ...
Price: 52,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P80
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Christmas Eve Dinner and Mass at St Peter's Basilica
See Rome's stunning landmarks lit up by night on a 3.5-hour tour that includes a
Christmas Eve dinner and midnight mass. After a delicious dinner buffet and enjoy a
stroll past the Palazzaccio towards Castel Sant' Angelo and via della Coinciliazione
to finally reach the Pope at Saint Peter's ...
Price: 186,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P81

Rome in One Day Colosseum and Vatican with Real Skip-the-Line
Enjoy skip the line access as we uncover the history of the Colosseum and the
Archaeological Wonders of Rome. After this intensive tour you will be transfer to The
Vatican Area, have a walking tour of the most famous art collection of the world at
the Vatican Museums, Basilica as Official Tour ...
Price: 147,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P82

Rome in One Day: Colosseum and Catacombs Tour with Skip the line
Learn the stories behind the grand monuments of Rome, discover the Colosseum,
the Roman Forum &amp; Palatine Hill and finally the mysterious CatacombsLearn
the stories behind the grand monuments of Rome, discover the Colosseum, the
Roman Forum &amp; Palatine Hill and finally the mysterious ...
Price: 136,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P83

Exclusive First Entrance to Michelangelo's Sistine Chapel
Get a full-day access ticket and be ready to live an exclusive experience at the
Vatican Museums: see the marvelous Sistine Chapel early in the morning, before the
bulk of the crowds arrive. Tour meets and ends at the Vatican Museums and has the
flexibility to be done at your own pace.Get a ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P85
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Unique Friday Night Inside the Vatican Museums with Dinner and Sistine Chapel
End your day in Rome at the Vatican Museums with an amazing tour at night and a
served dinner in a beguiling location, a charming terrace inside the Vatican Museums
premises, overlooking the Dome.End your day in Rome at the Vatican Museums with
an amazing tour at night and a served dinner in a ...
Price: 138,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P86

Colosseum, Roman Forum and Palatine Hill Skip the Line Tour with Optional Hotel Pick-up
Enjoy priority entrance to the Colosseum for this 3 hour tour led by an expert
professional guide. Skip the long lines at the entrance to visit the Colosseum and
archaeological areas. Take a complete tour of Ancient Rome?s major sights, admire
the stunning Arch of Constantine and get on ...
Price: 46,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P87

The Essence of Colosseum: Selfie Tour from Gladiator's Entrance
Look at the arena from a different prospective as the Gladiators used to do in this 1.3
hour tour. This great experience begins with reserved skip-the-line access through
the coveted 'back door' with you and a maximum group size of 25 people. From here
you will walk directly out onto its ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P88

Small-Group Colosseum Roman Forum and Palatine Hill Walking Tour
Learn the stories behind the grand monuments of Rome on a leisurely, 3-hour
walking tour. Discover relics of the Colosseum, the Roman Forum, and Palatine Hill
with your small-group. Your local, expert guide will paint a vivid picture of the past
and the history behind the places that made Romans ...
Price: 41,40 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P93
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Full Day Vatican Museums and Underground Tour in Rome
Uncover the history of the Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St. Peter's Basilica
in this 8 hour tour. Beginning with a 8:30am pick up from selected hotels in Rome
(centrally located), you will be taken to the Roman Catacombs, the ancient volcanic
rock underground cemeteries and hiding places of ...
Price: 146,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P94

Italian Countryside Village Visit with Typical Food and Wine Tasting
Be pleased with a panoramic tour of the countryside surrounding Rome and discover
the area known as the Roman Castles (Castelli Romani) on this half-day, small group
tour. Visit quaint villages and take time to admire the stunning views all over Italy
alongside your guide. Take time to enjoy some ...
Price: 67,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P96

Combo Saver: The wonders of Naples in 1 day from Rome by high speed train!
Don?t miss to taste one of UNESCO?s World Heritage, the famous Pizza now
awarded as world heritage status to the Naples art of pizza-making. Make the most
of this full day excursion from Rome by high speed train!Explore the vibrant city
Naples with its rare geographical beauty, elegant ...
Price: 161,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034P99

Amalfi Coast Small-Group Day Trip from Rome Including Positano
Explore one of Europe?s most beautiful coastlines on this full-day tour of the Amalfi
Coast from Rome, with visits to Positano and Amalfi. The UNESCO-listed Amalfi
Coast has been a celebrity refuge for years, with the likes of Greta Garbo having
sought sanctuary here, and now it?s your turn to fall ...
Price: 194,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034POSITANOAMALFI
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2-Day South Italy Tour from Rome: Fall in Love with Pompeii, Sorrento and Capri
Enjoy an overnight trip from Rome to the south of Italy, and visit the vibrant city of
Naples ? capital of Campania ? as well as Pompeii, Sorrento and the island of Capri.
With excursions and ample free time factored in, this Italy 2-day tour offers the
perfect introduction to the area. Enjoy ...
Price: 358,33 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034ROM16

5-Day Italy Trip: Pompeii, Capri, Naples and Sorrento
Leave Rome and discover Naples, the Sorrento Coast and the island of Capri!
Combining excursions with ample free time to explore at leisure, the 4-night tour is
the perfect introduction to Italy?s stunning Campania region. Visit Naples, the
UNESCO-listed ruins of Pompeii and the island of Capri ...
Price: 792,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034ROM16_5D

3-Day South Italy Tour from Rome: Fall in Love with Pompeii, Sorrento and Capri
Explore Italy?s scandalously beautiful Campania region on a 3-day southern Italy
tour from Rome, with 4-star hotel accommodation in Sorrento included. After seeing
the big, bold and brash city of Naples by coach, explore the UNESCO-listed ruins of
ancient Pompeii and then hit the Amalfi Coast. ...
Price: 472,33 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034ROM17

10-Night Sorrento Coast and Sicily Tour from Rome
Explore southern Italy and Sicily on a 10-night tour that starts in Rome and finishes in
Catania! Spend a night in Italy?s magnificent capital before traveling south to
discover the Sorrento Coast and Campania regions, with time in Sorrento, Capri,
Naples and UNESCO-listed Pompeii. Then, take an ...
Price: 1.766,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034ROM17_10D
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3-Day Italy Trip: Florence and Pisa
Escape to the romance of Tuscany on a 3-day tour from Rome! The rolling hills of
Tuscany continue to shape Italy's rich culture, be it through art, history or the finest
Italian produce. Departing Rome, you will travel to the heart of Tuscany in Florence.
The city is home to an abundance of ...
Price: 354,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034ROM24

3-Day Italy Trip: Naples, Pompeii and Amalfi
Spend three days exploring Naples, Pompeii and Amalfi. You'll visit several
UNESCO World Heritage Sites and discover the rich history of Italy. Departing
Rome, you'll travel through the Campania region where high-end hotels meet
historical sites. This is also the capital of Italian comfort food, ...
Price: 304,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034ROM26

Panoramic Rome by Night Tour
There's nothing quite like Rome at night. On this illuminating evening tour, you'll be
delighted as the sights of The Eternal City that amazed you by day simply astonish
you by night! Enjoy a relaxing panoramic tour of the city by motor coach, and
discover the magic of Rome?s most famous monuments ...
Price: 51,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034ROM8

Rome by Night Tour Including Dinner
Spend a magical night out on the town in Rome. Start your evening with a dinner in
an area of town near the Trevi Fountain. Dine on traditional Italian cuisine in a typical
Roman restaurant, and sip Italian wine as you relax and discover the charm of Rome
by night! After dinner, get ready for a ...
Price: 96,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034ROM9
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Shared Arrival Transfer: Fiumicino Airport to Rome Hotels
Start your Rome vacation with ease by booking this hassle-free shared transfer from
Fiumicino Airport to hotels in Rome. Meet a friendly driver outside the terminal and
then head to your hotel by spacious, air-conditioned vehicle. It's that easy!Start your
Rome vacation with ease by booking this ...
Price: 16,33 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034ROMAPTHTL

Small-Group Cooking Lesson in Rome
Learn how to cook a four-course Italian meal in a private kitchen in the heart of
Rome! You know the saying. When in Rome, do as the Romans do ? and the
Romans do delicious food. Learn how to cook your own so you can continue eating
Italian food long after your vacation ends. In a group of no more ...
Price: 113,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034ROMEFOOD

Florence Day Trip from Rome by High-Speed Train
Spend a day in Florence on this day trip from Rome by high-speed train. After
starting the experience with a hotel pickup, travel from Rome Termini Station to
Florence Santa Maria Novella Railway Station in roughly 1.5 hours. Then, explore
the city with a walking tour and skip-the-line entrance ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034ROMFLOSHUTTLE

Shared Departure Transfer: Rome Hotels to Fiumicino Airport
Ensure peace of mind with this convenient, reliable transfer from hotels in Rome to
Fiumicino Airport. Your friendly driver will ensure that you will reach the airport
relaxed and on time for your flight!Ensure peace of mind with this convenient, reliable
transfer from hotels in Rome to Fiumicino ...
Price: 16,33 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034ROMHTLAPT
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2 Nights in San Giovanni Rotondo with Transport from Rome
Follow the footsteps of Saint Padre Pio to the Puglian town of San Giovanni Rotondo
on a 2-night independent trip from Rome! The pretty town is one of Italy?s most
sacred Catholic pilgrimage sites, home to a shrine dedicated to the Padre Pio ? a
humble Capuchin monk with miraculous healing powers. ...
Price: 281,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034SANGIOVANNI

Vatican Gardens and Vatican Museums Tour
Enjoy a tour of the serene Vatican Gardens followed by a Vatican Museums, Sistine
Chapel and St Peter?s Basilica tour; it?s an exciting combination of Vatican
sightseeing experiences! This half-day Vatican tour includes 1.5 hours inside the
elegant gardens, seeing highlights like Our Lady of ...
Price: 96,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034VATGARDENS

Venice Independent Day Trip from Rome by High-Speed Train
Discover the enchanting ?City of Love? on this independent day trip to Venice from
Rome. Travel out of the capital on a high-speed train and enjoy your time in Venice
at your own pace. Wander through the maze-like web of cobblestone alleys, squares
and bridges, and soak up the city?s romantic ...
Price: 196,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5034VENICET18

Chef-Designed Food Tour in Rome
Venture off the beaten path to experience the real flavors of Rome in the vibrant
neighborhoods of Trastevere and Campo de? Fiori. Along the way, you?ll learn
insider tips about Italian cuisine and local food specialties. Stop at traditional shops
to taste Roman pizza, mouthwatering cheese, and ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=50371P1
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Rome: Wine Tasting Near The Trevi Fountain
Amid the enchanting alleways of Rome's historical centre, near one of the most
famous fountains in the world, you will find Il Vicolo. A dimly lit, elegant "living room"
designed for food and wine tastings, Il Vicolo brings you experiences for the palate,
away from the bustle of the area. You will ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=50371P2

Zoomarine Admission Ticket with Shuttle Bus from Rome
Enjoy a full day of fun and adventure at Zoomarine! This 40 hectare park outside of
Rome features a 4D Movie theater, Pools and Water park in addition to multiple
zoological areas with an emphasis on environmental education. Learn about
dolphins, seals, sea lions, tropical birds, birds of prey and ...
Price: 27,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=50705P1

Zoomarine Admission Ticket with Shuttle Bus from Rome and VIP Gold Access
Enjoy a full day of fun and adventure at Zoomarine! This 40 hectare park outside of
Rome features a 4D Movie theater, Pools and Water park in addition to multiple
zoological areas with an emphasis on environmental education. Learn about
dolphins, seals,&nbsp;sea lions, tropical birds, birds of prey ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=50705P4

Leonardo da Vinci-Flumicino Airport Plaza Premium Lounge
The Plaza Premium Lounge is a perfect place to get rid of airport hustle. It provides a
variety of food and beverages as well as showering facilities with amenities included
for travellers to relax and refresh. Also, the site is Wi-Fi enabled with multiple TV
channels, international and local ...
Price: 33,55 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5079P41
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Rome: Trastevere, Jewish Ghetto Walking Tour
Enjoy a small group walking tour of max 8 people Discover Trastevere with a
specialist guide who has superb local knowledgeSee some of Rome's most
important churches and synagoguesUnderstand a very old Jewish community in the
heart of EuropeTrastevere is a charming neighborhood in Rome that is ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=51192P17

Rome Streets: Day Tour, No Museums
Discover the great romantic charm of Rome and travel back in time to live the past
grandeur of the Roman Empire. Rome Streets Tour&nbsp;is a fabulous introduction
and a chance to become orientated with Rome?s often confusing complex of ancient
streets. Stroll the streets of Rome and see all major ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=51192P24

2.5-Hour Private Rome Catacombs Family Tour
Explore the mysterious side of Rome with your children and family on this fun and
educational 2.5-hour private tour! Climb inside St. Clements? Basilica 60 feet below
the street level accompanied by a top rated kids-friendly guide. A private driver will
then ride you to the Priscilla catacombs ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=51738P21

Skip the Line: Family Vatican Tour with Sistine Chapel and Carriage Pavilion
Join this two hour small group alternative and off the beaten path tour of the Vatican
specialized for kids and families. Your guide will help you discover areas of the
museums not known by the general tourists. You will visit the Gallery of Paintings
(Pinacoteca), the Carriage Pavilion with its ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=51738P28
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Rome to Tivoli Tour with Hadrian's Villa and Villa d'Este for Kids and Families
Enjoy a 8 hour day trip to Tivoli purposely tailored for your family! Tivoli is about 45
minutes away from Rome by car. We will pick you up at your accomodation in Rome
and with a comfortable van we will bring you to Hadrian's Villa first. A local
professional kids friendly guide will let you ...
Price: 169,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=51738P33

Private Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia Port to Rome for Kids and Families
Discover Rome with your family on a private full day trip from Civitavecchia port
travelling by private comfortable new air conditioned minivan. Once in Rome you will
meet your kids friendly guide and your fun and customised tour will start. You will
visit St. Peter Square, the Pantheon, Navona ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=51738P36

Rome to Pompeii and Amalfi Coast Private tour for Kids and Families
Enjoy a marvellous day immersed in breathtaking nature, panoramas and history on
this special Pompeii and Amalfi Coast private tour for families and kids. An English
speaking driver will pick you up from your accommodation in Rome and take you first
to Pompeii where a top-rated local guide will ...
Price: 179,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=51738P37

Skip-the-lines Private tour from Rome to Pompeii for Kids and Families
Enjoy a wonderful day trip to Pompeii from Rome with your family! Don?t worry about
entrance tickets or train reservations, we will take care of everything! A private driver
will pick you up from your hotel early in the morning and he will drive you to Pompeii.
It will be a 3 hours stress-free ...
Price: 169,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=51738P39
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Italian Pizza Cooking Class for Kids and Families in Rome
Enjoy an educational and fun experience learning how to cook Italian pizza with your
family in Rome. A master pizzaiolo will teach kids how to make a genuine pizza in a
highly rated restaurant in the city center, very easy to reach from your
accommodation. Eat the results of your class, take ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=51738P4

Private Caracalla Baths and Circus Maximus Tour for Kids and Families
Explore the Caracalla Baths and Circus Maximus with your family and children!
Discover how the ancient Romans were relaxing and socializing in one of the largest
public thermal baths ever built in history. No need to bring a towel! You will see the
ruins of ancient pools, changing rooms, gyms, ...
Price: 57,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=51738P41

Trevi Fountain Pantheon and Piazza Navona Tour for Kids and Families
Enjoy a 2-hour walking tour though the alleways of Rome with your kids! A
professional kids-friendly tour guide will engage the whole family with quizzes, trivia
and scavanges hunts. The tour will cover highlights of the ciry center as the Trevi
Fountain, the amazing Pantheon and Navona square. ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=51738P47

Borghese Gallery Museum and Park Guided tour for Kids and Families
Visit one of the most spectacular museums in Europe with a top-rated guide
specialized in working with kids and families. You will see masterpieces by Bernini,
Caravaggio, Raphael, Correggio, Bellini, Canova and other famous artists. Your
children will have fun and learn about history and art works ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=51738P5
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Percy Jackson and the Olympian Gods Tour at the Capitoline Museums
Enjoy this 2.5 hour fantastic journey back to Ancient times, exploring one of the
world's most important collections of antiquities. You will learn everything about the
characters in the Percy Jackson novels and discover the Capitoline Museums led by
a specialist local guide. You can chose either a ...
Price: 54,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=51738P9

Private Transfer: from Rome (hotel-airport-railway station) to Sorrento (hotel)
Enjoy hassle-free transportation to your hotel in Sorrento from Rome with this private
transfer service. Meet your driver at either the airport, train station or your hotel in
Rome, and relax on the journey south in a private, climate-controlled vehicle for up to
eight passengers. Enjoy hassle-free ...
Price: 58,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=51921P26

Private Transfer: from Rome (hotel-airport-railway station) to Amalfi (hotel)
Enjoy hassle-free transportation to your hotel in Amalfi from Rome with this private
transfer service. Meet your driver at either the airport, train station or your hotel in
Rome, and relax on the journey south in a private, climate-controlled vehicle for up to
eight passengers.Enjoy hassle-free ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=51921P28

Private Transfer: from Rome (hotel-airport-railway station) to Positano (hotel)
Enjoy hassle-free transportation to your hotel in Positano from Rome with this private
transfer service. Meet your driver at either the airport, train station or your hotel in
Rome, and relax on the journey south in a private, climate-controlled vehicle for up to
eight passengers.Enjoy hassle-free ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=51921P30
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Capri Island and Sorrento Coast Cruise from Rome by Train
From Rome to Capri, enjoy the most beloved island in the world. On this exclusive
13-hour small-group tour, climb aboard a local skiff in Sorrento with only 12
passengers maximum, and a professional captain. Discover the amazing Sorrento
coast and the island of Capri by the sea: sailing all around ...
Price: 259,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=51921P5

Opera and Aperitivo - Opera classics and unforgettable Romantic Piano concert
On Tuesdays and Fridays, in the hearth&nbsp;of Rome, concert featuring
celebrated&nbsp;Opera arias&nbsp;and&nbsp;duets, famous&nbsp;Neapolitans
songs&nbsp;and the classics of the&nbsp;Romantic piano.Music programs include
works such as "La donna è mobile", from Verdi's Rigoletto, or "Nessun dorma", ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=52654P2

Christmas Concert - Opera classics and famous Christmas songs
During the Christmas holidays 2018, in the hearth of Rome, extraordinary concerts
featuring celebrated Opera arias and duets, famous Christmas songs, and the
classics of the Romantic piano.Music programs include works such as ?La donna è
mobile?, from Verdi's Rigoletto, or ?Nessun dorma?, from ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=52654P3

Christmas Concerts at 4:30 PM (Opera classics and famous Christmas songs)
During the Christmas holidays 2018, in the hearth&nbsp;of Rome, extraordinary
concerts featuring celebrated&nbsp;Opera arias and duets,&nbsp;famous Christmas
songs, and the classics of the&nbsp;Romantic piano.Music programs include works
such as ?La donna è mobile?, from Verdi's Rigoletto, or ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=52654P5
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Ancient Appian Way, Catacombs and Roman Aqueducts Electric-assist Bicycle Tour
Explore rural Italy and discover ancient Roman ruins on this 6-hour Ancient Appian
Way, catacombs and Roman Aqueducts electric-assist bicycle tour. Cycle on the
Ancient Appian Way with an electric-assist bike with your guide. Marvel at Roman
ruins such as the Aurelian Walls, the Circus of ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5284APPIAN

Rome in a Day Tour with Electric-assist bicycle
See the sights of the Eternal City on a full-day electric-assist bicycle tour, with a
pizza or pasta lunch, wine and a gelato stop included! Easy and safe to ride, the
bicycle has an electric motor that kicks in when pedaling. As well as allowing you to
see the sights with little effort, the bike ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5284ELECTRIC

Orvieto and Civita di Bagnoregio from Rome with Quality Electric-assist Bicycle
Pedal your way through northern Lazio and Umbria on a day trip from Rome. After
cycling from the meeting point to the train station, load the bicycle onto the train
yourself as a real pro and make yourself ready for a train ride out of the city. Swap to
an electric bike or mountain bike and follow ...
Price: 165,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5284ORVIETO

Ancient Appian Way and Castel Gandolfo Lake with Quality Electric-Assist Fat Bike
A tour for mountainbikers that want to have fun on this itinerary through a
breathtaking scenery. A ride towards the lake of Castel Gandolfo (the summer
residence of the Pope), biking through the well preserved Roman countryside, finding
yourself in the true nature and discovering landscapes that ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5284P10
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Rome City Small-Group Electric-Assist Bicycle Tour
Enjoy the best of Rome on a four-hour bike tour with a local guide. Cycle through
Rome, discovering its ancient monuments, fancy shopping streets, beautiful
churches and fountains. The tour route will provide a reminiscent view of Rome's
main attractions, plus some hidden squares and little alleys ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5284ROME1

Roman Views with Electric-Assist bicycle
Enjoy panoramic views of the Italian capital on this 4-hour electric bike tour of Rome.
Follow a guide and climb Aventine, Capitoline, Janiculum and Palatine hills with little
effort as the bike?s electric motor saves your legs the hard work. Discover
Trastevere, Circus Maximus and cycle through ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5284ROME2

Civitavecchia Shore Excursion: Independent Rome Day Trip
When your cruise ship docks at the Civitavecchia port, embark on an independent
shore excursion to Rome. Your private driver will pick you up and take you to the
Eternal City to see top Rome attractions such as the Trevi Fountain, the Colosseum,
Piazza Navona, the Pantheon and St Peter's ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5292PRTFCOROME

Civitavecchia Shore Excursion: Private Day Trip to Tarquinia and Tuscania
While in port in Civitavecchia, discover the achievements of Etruscan culture on a
private shore excursion to the ancient hill towns of Tarquinia and Tuscania. This is an
independent day trip; your private driver will chauffeur you to the two towns, where
you can explore on your own and see what ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5292PRTFCOTARQUINA
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Capri Boat Experience Daily Tour with Limoncello Tasting From Rome
From Rome to Capri to enjoy the most beloved island of the world. An exclusive tour,
aboard a local skiff of Sorrento with only 12 passengers and a professional captain
who will let you discover the amazing island of Capri by the sea: you will be
conquered by the stunning beauty of the island, ...
Price: 259,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=53180P114

Private Full day Tour of Rome from Civitavecchia
We will pick you up at Civitavecchia port and will escort you to the most beautiful city
in the world: Rome.You will just have to seat down, relax and enjoy the tour of the
highlights of Rome.Skip the hustle of having to organize your transfer to Rome and
your visits to the most important places. ...
Price: 86,70 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=53265P1

Minivan suitable for transporting disabled people with a wheelchair
we pick you up directly to the outside your ship at 8:00AM with a minivan Mercedes
Sprinter suitable for transporting wheelchairs &nbsp; we are authorized and we can
stop in front of everyone the most important monuments such as the Colosseum,
Trevi Fountain, Spanish&nbsp; steps, Vatican, ...
Price: 500,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=53265P2

Squares of Rome Guided Tour & Gelato, Tiramisu & Coffee
Explore the Baroque squares and fountains of Rome on a 2-hour walking tour,
stopping to taste the famous gelati of Italy at some of the city?s finest gelateria!
Tantalize your taste buds with one of the finest tiramisus in town and sip on a
coffee.Explore the Baroque squares and fountains of Rome ...
Price: 27,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=53335P5
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Skip-the-Line Colosseum Express small group Guided Tour
Travel back to the days of the Roman Empire on a 1.5-hour skip-the-line tour of the
Colosseum. Hear stories of the gladiator fights and Roman emperors. Get privileged
access to areas of the mighty arena formerly known as the Flavian
Amphitheatre.Travel back to the days of the Roman Empire on a ...
Price: 32,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=53335P6

Vintage Vespa Tour of Rome with driver in half day (3 hours)
Get the best experience of the Hidden Rome with Vespa private tour. Unique
experience for who wants to discover the beauties of Rome not for massive tourism,
the hidden city that only locals know. Visit of two roman artisan workshops at your
choice will be provided on the path.Get the best ...
Price: 190,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=53441P3

Self Drive Tour of Rome and surrounding in Classic Auto from Rome in full day (6 hours)
Get the best view of Rome while driving a gleaming Italian car of the 60s and
70s.Enjoy the eternal city of Rome and get the chance to visit Rome and the
extremely scenic landscape of the surrounding Roman Castles or Ostia seasideOur
staff will escort you during the experience and look after the ...
Price: 295,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=53441P4

Classic Car Tour of Rome and Ostia seaside, including Light Lunch and Guided Ostia Antica Site
Get the best view of Rome while driving a gleaming Italian car of the 60s and 70s.
Enjoy the eternal city of Rome and get the chance to have a guided visit of the
Ancient Ostia site, one of the best preserved archaeological sites in Italy that gives
the full and immediate idea of the essence and ...
Price: 730,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=53441P5
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Self Drive Tour of Rome and Roman Castels in Classic Auto from Rome in full day with lunch
Get the best view of Rome while driving a gleaming Italian car of the 60s and
70s.Enjoy the eternal city of Rome&nbsp;in slow drive and the extremely scenic
landscape of the surrounding Roman Castles. Typical light lunch will be includedOur
staff will escort you during the experience and look ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=53441P6

Gleaming Italian Classic Car Tour in half day discovering The Best of Rome
Get the best view of Rome while driving a gleaming Italian car of the 60s and
70s.Enjoy the eternal city of Rome and get the chance to visit and enjoy in slow drive
the most popular monuments of Rome&nbsp;Our staff will escort you during the
experience and look after the car during the scheduled ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=53441P7

Private Tour of the Amalfi Coast from Rome
Spend with us a memorable day along the Amalfi coast, admiring the beauties of
Positano, Amalfi and Ravello.Three places included in the UNESCO World Heritage
that cannot be missed, if you are travelling around Italy.Spend with us a memorable
day along the Amalfi coast, admiring the beauties of ...
Price: 529,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=53750P5

Small Group Vatican Tour
This Small Group Vatican Tour meets at 7:30 AM and boasts an early bird entry to
get you ahead of the crowds and settles you into the museums in the fresh morning
air. Our Small Group Tours always have a maximum group size of 10 Guests to
create a positive, more personal touring experience.&nbsp; ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=53964P1
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Scooter rental in Rome
Visit Rome on two wheels with the city's most fun scooter rental at unbeatable prices
and discover its incredible corners! In Cooltra you will find all the information related
to the scooter rental.Visit Rome on two wheels with the city's most fun scooter rental
at unbeatable prices and discover ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5465P32

Private Arrival Transfer: Rome Ciampino Airport to Hotel
Travel from Rome Ciampino Airport to your Rome city hotel. Transfer services are
available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.Travel from Rome Ciampino Airport to your
Rome city hotel. Transfer services are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week.When making a booking, you will need to advise your ...
Price: 12,93 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5476CIAAPTHTL

Private Departure Transfer: Hotel to Rome Ciampino Airport
Travel from your Rome city hotel to Rome Ciampino airport. Transfer services are
available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.Travel from your Rome city hotel to Rome
Ciampino airport. Transfer services are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week.When making a booking, you will need to advise your ...
Price: 12,93 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5476CIAHTLAPT

Private Arrival Transfer: Rome Hotels or Fiumicino Airport to Amalfi Coast, Naples or Sorrento Hotels
Start your vacation to the south of Italy with ease by booking this private inter-city
arrival transfer from either your Rome hotel or Fiumicino Airport to your Amalfi Coast,
Naples or Sorrento hotel. Your friendly and professional driver will greet you upon
your arrival and drive you directly to ...
Price: 108,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5476FCOAMALFI
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Private Arrival Transfer: Rome Fiumicino Airport to Hotel
Travel from Rome Fiumicino Airport to your Rome city hotel. Transfer services
are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Travel from Rome Fiumicino
Airport to your Rome city hotel. Transfer services are available 24 hours a day, 7
days a week.
When ...
Price: 14,26 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5476FCOAPTHTL

Private Departure Transfer: Hotel to Rome Fiumicino Airport
Travel from your Rome city hotel to Rome Fiumicino Airport. Transfer services are
available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.Travel from your Rome city hotel to Rome
Fiumicino Airport. Transfer services are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week.When making a booking, you will need to advise your ...
Price: 14,26 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5476FCOHTLAPT

Private Transfer: Rome Fiumicino Airport to Civitavecchia Cruise Port
Do you need to get from Rome Fiumicino airport to the Civitavecchia port? For a
hassle-free cruise transfer, arrange private transportation from Fiumicino airport so
you can arrive at the Civitavecchia cruise port in style. Transfer services are
available seven days a week.Do you need to get from ...
Price: 27,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5476FCOROMPRT

Private Departure Transfer: Rome Hotels to Train Station
Ensure a hassle-free way to finish your Rome vacation by booking this private
departure transfer from your hotel to either Rome Termini Station or Rome Tiburtina
Station. When it&rsquo;s time to leave the city, your professional and reliable driver
will meet you in your Rome hotel lobby. Then, ...
Price: 10,66 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5476HTLRRS
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Private Transport from Rome Hotels to the Vatican City
Prebook private transport from your Rome hotel to the world-famous Vatican
Museums in Vatican City, and ensure a hassle-free start to your day of sightseeing.
Simply book this air-conditioned transport service with a private driver at a time to
suit your schedule, and travel from your central Rome ...
Price: 10,66 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5476HTLVATICAN

Rome Shore Excursion: Pre-Cruise Private Sightseeing Tour Including Civitavecchia Port Drop-Off
Got a few hours free in Rome before your cruise? Then this 3.5-hour private
sightseeing tour by car is ideal. With a personal driver-guide, see top Rome
attractions such as the Colosseum, Trevi Fountain and the Spanish Steps, and stop
for refreshments (own expense) on route. Then, after your tour, ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5476PRECRUISE

Civitavecchia Private Transfer: Civitavecchia Cruise Port to Rome Fiumicino Airport
Need to get from the Civitavecchia cruise port to Rome Fiumicino Airport? For a
hassle-free cruise transfer, arrange transportation in a private vehicle. Transfer
services are available seven days a week.Need to get from the Civitavecchia cruise
port to Rome Fiumicino Airport? For a hassle-free ...
Price: 27,60 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5476PRTFCOROMAPT

Rome Shared Transfer: Civitavecchia Cruise Port to Fiumicino Airport
Enjoy a hassle-free finish to your cruise vacation with this shared departure transfer
from Civitavecchia Port to Rome Fiumicino Airport. When it?s time to leave, your
friendly and reliable driver will meet you at the cruise port and help you with your
luggage. Then, relax in a comfortable, ...
Price: 38,66 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5476PRTFCOSHARE
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Civitavecchia Private Transfer: Civitavecchia Cruise Port to Central Rome
For a hassle-free cruise transfer, arrange private transportation from the
Civitavecchia cruise port to central Rome. Transfer services are available 7 days a
week.For a hassle-free cruise transfer, arrange private transportation from the
Civitavecchia cruise port to central Rome. Transfer services ...
Price: 27,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5476PRTROMHTL

Rome Shared Transfer: Fiumicino Airport to Civitavecchia Cruise Port
Start your cruise vacation with ease by booking this hassle-free shared transfer from
Rome Fiumicino Airport to Civitavecchia Port. Your friendly and professional driver
will greet you for your morning or afternoon pickup and drive you directly to the cruise
port in the comfort of an ...
Price: 38,66 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5476ROMFCOPRT

Civitavecchia Private Transfer: Central Rome to Civitavecchia Cruise Port
For a hassle-free cruise transfer, arrange private transportation from central Rome to
Civitavecchia Port. Transfer services are available 7 days a week.For a hassle-free
cruise transfer, arrange private transportation from central Rome to Civitavecchia
Port. Transfer services are available 7 days ...
Price: 27,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5476ROMHTLPRT

Private Arrival Transfer: Rome Hotels or Fiumicino Airport to Tuscany Hotels
Start your Tuscan vacation with ease by booking this private arrival transfer from
your Rome hotel or Fiumicino Airport to your Tuscany hotel in Florence, Siena,
Arezzo, Grosseto, Prato or Livorno. Your friendly and professional driver will greet
you upon your arrival and drive you directly to your ...
Price: 108,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5476ROMTUSCANY
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Private Arrival Transfer: Rome Hotels or Fiumicino Airport to Umbria Hotels
Start your Umbria vacation with ease by booking this private arrival transfer from
either your Rome hotel or Fiumicino Airport to your Umbria hotel. Your friendly and
professional driver will greet you upon your arrival and drive you directly to your hotel
in the comfort of a private, ...
Price: 78,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5476ROMUMBRIA

Private Arrival Transfer: Rome Train Station to Hotel
Start your Rome vacation with ease by booking this private arrival transfer from
Rome Termini Station or Rome Tiburtina Station to your hotel. Your friendly and
professional driver will greet you upon your arrival and drive you directly to your
Rome hotel in the comfort of a private, ...
Price: 10,66 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5476RRSHTL

Private Departure Transfer: Umbria Hotels to Rome Fiumicino Airport or Rome Hotels
Ensure a hassle-free way to finish your Umbria vacation by booking this private
departure transfer from your Umbria hotel to Rome Fiumicino Airport or your Rome
hotel. When it?s time to leave the beautiful inland region, your professional and
reliable driver will meet you in your hotel lobby. Then, ...
Price: 78,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5476UMBRIAROM

Private Transport from Vatican City to Rome Hotels
Prebook private transport from the Vatican Museums to your Rome hotel, and enjoy
a relaxing end to your day of sightseeing in Vatican City. Simply book this
air-conditioned transport service with a private driver for a time to suit your schedule,
and travel from the Vatican City to your Rome city ...
Price: 10,66 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5476VATICANHTL
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Civitavecchia Port Transfer with Skip-the-Line Vatican Tour
Enjoy a luxury transfer from your Rome hotel to Civitavecchia cruise terminal, with
'Skip the Line entry and a guided tour of Vatican Museum included plus St.Peter's
Basilica en route. This small group shared service collects from all Rome city center
hotels, using 8 seater executive minivans with ...
Price: 155,89 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5528P44

Luxury transfer from Rome to Civitavecchia via Colosseum and Roman Forum tour
Enjoy a luxury transfer from your Rome hotel to Civitavecchia cruise terminal, with
'Skip the Line entry and a guided tour of the Colosseum and Roman Forum en route.
This small group shared service collects from all Rome city centre hotels, using 8
seater executive minivans with maximum 8 people ...
Price: 148,96 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5528P45

Rome & Fiumicino direct to Civitavecchia
Shared transfer in a luxury vehicle, with a maximum of 8 passengers and 4 pick-ups
per vehicle. Picking up with from Fiumicino airport hotels and Rome city centre and
available on all dates when Royal Caribbean, Oceania, NCL, Celebrity and Princess
cruise ships are visiting Civitavecchia. This ...
Price: 79,68 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5528P52

Transfer from Civitavecchia to Ancient Rome, via Colosseum and Roman Forum
Enjoy a cruise transfer with a tour of the Eternal City, combining Rome's iconic and
ancient sites such as the Colosseum, Via Sacra and the Roman Forum. We use
smaller, luxury vehicles, to allow a more personalised tour. Our vehicles can go
where larger buses are not permitted, allowing you to see ...
Price: 148,96 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5528P53
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Civitavecchia to Rome via the Vatican, Sistine Chapel and St Peter's Basilica
Enjoy a luxury transfer from Civitavecchia cruise terminal to your Rome hotel,
enjoying a guided tour of the Vatican and St Peter's Basilica en route. ('Skip the Line'
entry to both attractions is included in the tour price). This small group shared service
collects from Civitavecchia and is ...
Price: 148,96 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5528P54

Civitavecchia to Rome & Fiumicino direct
A cruise transfer with a meet and greet service by the customs exit of your cruise
terminal. Operated in executive vehicles to ensure an efficient, comfortable transfer,
this service is available on dates when Royal Caribbean, Azamara, Oceania, NCL,
Princess, and Celebrity cruise ships are visiting ...
Price: 79,68 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5528P55

Ancient Rome Tour: Colosseum Underground, Arena and Forum
Welcome to the most famous amphitheater in the world. Visit the exclusive areas of
the Colosseum with an official tour guide and get privileged entrance. Immerse
yourself in the beauty of the Roman Forum and the Palatine Hill.This 2.5 to 3 hour
tour will reveal the Colosseum in a most complete and ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=55341P1

The Scenic Colosseum tour: exclusive access 4th & 5th level
Welcome to the most famous amphitheater in the world.&nbsp; This tour will reveal
the Colosseum in the most impressive way by giving you the chance to get delighted
by the most spectacular views over the gladiators arena and the surrounding area
from the highest and least crowded place, the ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=55341P2
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Rome gourmet: 2-hours guided street food tour
Get a complete introduction to Italy?s food culture, while not waisting your precious
time.&nbsp;Enjoy a novel walking food tour designed to guide you through the most
popular specialties of Italian street cuisine. Immerse into local flavours and aromas in
Rome's latest street food centerGet a ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=55341P3

Skip the Line: Roman Forum, Palatine Hill and Colosseum Tour
Explore Ancient Rome in&nbsp;the best and most convenient way with this exciting
2.5 to 3 hours tour. Enjoy the full Ancient Rome guided experience. Explore the
beautiful Roman Forum and the scenic Palatine Hill. Finally visit the mighty
Colosseum avoiding the busiest hoursExplore Ancient Rome ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=55341P4

One day Amalfi Coast by Trenitalia from Rome with a English-speaking driver
A day trip to Amalfi Coast by Trenitalia from Rome with a English speaking driverA
day trip to Amalfi Coast by Trenitalia from Rome with a English speaking driverLunch
is not included.
Price: 229,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5546_MB90T

Italian Wine and Food Walking Tour in Rome
Go on this 2.5-hour small-group wine and food romantic stroll with a local guide in
Rome. You will get to taste beautiful wines and food from six of Italy?s top
wine-producing regions. The minimum age for this tour is 18 years.Go on this
2.5-hour small-group wine and food romantic stroll with a ...
Price: 94,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5553P10
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Small-Group Food Tour in Trastevere
Discover the delicate flavors of Italy on this 4-hour small-group food tour in
Trastevere. Choose the start time to suit your schedule, then follow a guide through
the cobbled streets and squares of Trastevere. Enjoy food and wine-tastings at 10
local dining spots, and meet some of the people ...
Price: 82,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5553P4

Wine Tasting Dinner in Rome
Our Italian Sommelier and Executive Wine Master guides guests through 6 fine
Italian wines ? from sparkling whites to oaked reds to sweet dessert wine ? that they
will taste 6 dishes everything from Roman pasta dishes to Tuscan meats and real
buffalo mozzarella. The will leave with understanding ...
Price: 94,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5553P6

Jewish Rome Sunday Food Tour
Savor old-fashioned Roman cuisine in ancient surroundings on a 3-hour walking tour.
Discover the history of the oldest Jewish community in Europe dating back to the
Roman Empire, who were confined by the papacy to live in the Ghetto from 1555.
Try iconic Jewish-Roman dishes like fried artichokes, ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5553P8

2.5-hour Small Group Vatican Food and Drink Walking Tour
There?s only so much you can fit into a short trip to Rome, so if your plans include
both a visit to the Vatican and wanting to eat authentic, local food ? this is the perfect
food 2.5-hour tour for you! Tour the Prati neighborhood, just next to the Vatican,
which takes you down small backstreets ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5553P9
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Rome Food Walking Tour
Find the best food spots in town on a 4-hour Rome Food Walking Tour! Led by a
local food-loving guide, your tour includes nine regional food tastings as you explore
Rome's foodie neighborhood -- Testaccio. Meet colorful traders at a gourmet market
and hear recipe secrets from the people behind ...
Price: 77,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5553ROMEFOOD

Ancient Tour of Rome by Mini Vintage Car with Aperitive
The tour starts off from the hotel and back.It has a duration of 3-4 hours and includes
a beautiful aperitif served with appetizers in cozy place where only Romans socialize.
A visit to the Colosseum, the Trevi Fountain, the Navona Square and the Pantheon
is included. Visitors can get to see the ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=55680P1

1 hour Little Ancient Tour of Rome by Mini Vintage Cabriolet with Cappuccino
The tour MINIMUM 2 PEOPLE , starts off from the hotel and back.It has a duration of
1&nbsp; hour and includes a beautiful Cappuccino or Ice cream in cozy place where
only Romans socialize. A passage to the Colosseum,&nbsp; San Peter&nbsp;
Visitors can get to see the wonderful view of Rome from the ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=55680P10

Little Ancient Tour & Spectacular Sunset on the beach
The tour departs from either Rome by Mini Vintage Cabriolet&nbsp; and includes the
little Ancient Tour of the Coliseum, , the Garden of the Oranges on the Aventino Hill,
St. Peters?&nbsp; . Departure to&nbsp; Singita Miracle beach every sunset becomes
an unforgettable moment.&nbsp; As soon as the ...
Price: 190,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=55680P11
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Rome Aperitives Tour in Mini Vintage Cabriolet with Ancient Highlights
The tour includes departure and return to the hotel, lasts for 3-4 hours with a
beautiful aperitif and appetizers in cool place where are only roman peoplea passage
to the (Colosseum, Trevi Fountain, Piazza Navona, Pantheon after 7pm), the
wonderful view from the Gianicolo and from Aventino ...
Price: 170,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=55680P2

Rome Ancient tour by Night in Mini Vintage Cabriolet with drink
Rome by night tour is a unique experience to know the beauties of the eternal city.
The tour provides the beginning and the end where the client wants to go in Piazza
San Pietro, Colosseum, Trevi Fountain, Piazza Navona, the view of Rome from the
Gianicolo and Monte Aventino, Castel Sant'Angelo. ...
Price: 170,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=55680P3

Rome Sailing&Ancient Highlights Tour in Mini Vintage Cabriolet with lunch or dinner on boat
The tour includes departure and return to the hotel, lasts for 5-6 hours with stop for
caffe' or cappuccino where are only the Roman people and a passage to the
Colosseum , San Peter and the wonderful view from the Gianicolo and from
Aventino ,Trastevere . We can stop each time the customer wants ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=55680P4

Winery&Ancient Highlights Tour in Mini Cabriolet in Roman Castle with wine testing and lunch
Departure from your hotel in Rome to higlights Ancient tour of Rome ( Colosseum ,
San Peter , Saint Angels Castle , Trastevere ) and start to the Roman Castle 40
minutes from Rome . Tour of the lake of Castel Gandolfo (summer residence of the
Pope) and stop in Nepi Lake is included a fantastic ...
Price: 260,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=55680P5
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Tour of the Most Beautiful Churches by Mini Vintage Cabriolet
The tour includes departure from the hotel, lasts for 2-3 hours , well come present
and tipical italian Hats ( only in the winter) , water, and fantastic Roman cappuccino
and croissant in a tipic Bar in cool place where are only roman people. Steps to San
Peter , Santa Maria della Pace ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=55680P6

Tour Archaeological Park of Ancient Ostia in Mini Vintage Cabriolet with lunch at the port of Ostia
The tour includes departure and return to the hotel, lasts for 5-6 hours30 minutes to
arrive at the Archaeological Park of ancient Ostia, our caretaker will leave you 2
hours to visit the park by yourself. After your visit to the park you are ready for a
fantastic seafood lunch on the river of ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=55680P7

Beautiful neighbourhoods of Rome Tour by Mini Vintage Cabriolet , special drink stopover included
The tour starts off from the hotel and back.It has a duration of 3-4 hours On this very
special tour in the neighborhoods of Rome , you will experience the Eternal City from
a different perspective .You will be taken to seven neighbohoods to see where the
Romans work , live and play. These areas ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=55680P9

Rome Gourmet Wine and Dinner Experience in a Private Cellar by the Pantheon
Immerse yourself in the very best of Italian cuisine on this 2.5-hour, luxury wine and
dinner experience near the Pantheon in Rome. With a culinary connoisseur hosting
the evening, indulge in a classic Italian ?aperitivo? (aperitif) in the atmospheric cellar
of a family-run restaurant before ...
Price: 95,40 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5614CELLARG5
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Artisan Espresso, Gelato and Tiramisu Tasting Tour with a Local Foodie
Enjoy a must-do culinary experience on this espresso and gelato walking tour in
Rome. Led by a food-loving guide, this small-group tour will teach you the secrets
behind these Italian specialties. Learn about the coffee-roasting process as you visit
the famous coffee shops Sant'Eustachio and Tazza ...
Price: 46,80 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5614ESPRESSO

Barefoot in the Park: Your Ultimate Organic Picnic in Rome
There is nothing more refreshing, informal and friendly than a picnic. Treat yourself
as you deserve with freshly prepared organic, gourmet food. Your hampers will be
full of home made products, and complete with cutlery, glassware and
napkins. Picnic is more than a simple lunch. It?s an ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5614P12

Learn how to make Tiramisu and Gelato with a Real Chef close to Campo de' Fiori
Learn how to make the authentic and organic tiramisu from a professional
pastry-chef in Rome city centre. This activity is reserved to 5 people only and is
alcool-free! No doubt this is the most famous Italian dessert worldwide, but who
makes the best in town? Learn how to make a perfect ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5614P15

Rione Monti Like a Local: Gourmet Street Food Tour near the Colosseum
Did you know that street food style was popular in ancient Rome? Taste the best of
Rome's street food scene in 2.5 hours at lunch time. Meet you foodie host and
discover an amazing out off beaten path area close to the Colosseum sampling a
number of street food such as gelato, pizza, cheeses, ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5614P18
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Wine Tasting and Food Pairing Class in Rome Led by a Sommelier
This tasting will not only introduce you to great wines, but will also teach you how to
pair them. Led by a professional sommelier, this 2 and a half hour tasting takes place
at La Piccola di Casa Bleve Restaurant in Rome, where you and your group of no
more 8 people will get the chance to sample ...
Price: 88,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5614P20

Meet a Sommelier: Wine Tasting and Food Pairing Class in Rome
Meet an Italian Sommelier and be rady for a social journey int the world of Italian
wine. This tasting will not only introduce you to great wines, but will also teach you
how to pair them. Led by a professional sommelier, this 2 and a half hour tasting
takes place at the Sommelier' place, where you ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5614P22

Baking Rome: Organic super food pizza making close to the Vatican
Enjoy life discovering healthy food on a pizza cooking class that will open your mind
and senses.Take a very engaging and entertaining 2-hours cooking class in which
you will learn how to prepare your pizza discovering all secrets and backgrounds of
organic ingredients.Working manually on the doe ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5614P23

PRIVATE Artisan Espresso, Gelato and Tiramisu Tasting Tour with a Local Foodie
Enjoy a must-do culinary experience on this espresso and gelato walking tour in
Rome. Led by a food-loving guide, this small-group tour will teach you the secrets
behind these Italian specialties. Learn about the coffee-roasting process as you visit
the famous coffee shops Sant'Eustachio and Tazza ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5614P24
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Rome Pasta Cooking Class from a Professional Chef with a Panoramic View
Learn how to make authentic local pasta from a professional Chef that started to
cook with her Grandma! Let's meet in Rome City centre and take a tour into the
market and feel the lively vibrant atmosphere of one of the oldest farmerìs market of
the Eternal cityReady to cook and eat your ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5614P25

Rome Farmer's Market Food Tour Near the Colosseum
Explore Rome Organic Farmer&rsquo;s Market, a landmark unlike any other in the
city centre, on an entertaining, informative and delicious Farmer&rsquo;s Market
Food tour. Artisan cheese makers, butchers, bakers and farmers and more....so
much to discover and, more importantly, to taste at this ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5614P8

Private Food Tour of Rome: Campo de Fiori Jewish Ghetto and Trastevere
Go hunting for the best food in Rome with this private 3.5-hour food tour through
Campo de' Fiori, the Jewish Ghetto, and the Trastevere neighborhood. With an
in-the-know guide, you?ll taste traditional Italian favorites like gelato and pasta as
well as local specialties like fried artichokes. Eat ...
Price: 68,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5614P9

Small-Group Rome Food Walking Tour: Trastevere, Campo de' Fiori and Jewish Ghetto
Jostle with locals for the best food in town on this 3.5-hour small-group food tour of
Rome! Focusing on the most exciting gourmet haunts in up-and-coming Trastevere
and the Jewish Ghetto, your tour also includes must-visit sites like Campo de' Fiori?s
famous market. Sample much-loved Italian ...
Price: 67,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5614ROMEFOOD
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Helicopter Tour above Rome and Surroundings
This scenic helicopter tour will allow you to see the city from an amazing perspective;
the sky.The stunning view of the metropolitan city of Rome, its green countryside
dotted by small villages, and the sea at the horizon, will take your breath away! The
tour is about 40 minutes long and on board ...
Price: 263,35 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P1

Insula of Vicus Caprarius - Underground Rome
The term ?City of Water? currently used to define the archaeological site of the Vicus
Caprarius, is used because of the presence of the element that characterizes the
site: first the water that flows from the Trevi Fountain, the monumental baroque
fountain powered by ?aqueduct virgin in whose ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P10

San Paolo alla Regola - Underground Rome
The underground site of San Paolo alla Regola is the most particular underground
site in Rome because it is for about 15 m in height corresponding to four floors: two
below the current level, to a depth of 9 m, and two above the ground. It is a large
complex of structures, whose first step consists ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P12

Accessible Transfer Service for wheelchair users in Rome
Accessible Transfer Service by vehicle equipped with platform for wheelchair users
in Rome.From Airport Fiumicino or Ciampino, inside the City Center or Railway
Stations.Accessible Transfer Service by vehicle equipped with platform for
wheelchair users in Rome.From Airport Fiumicino or Ciampino, ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P13
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Accessible Transfer Service for wheelchair users in Civitavecchia Port
Accessible Transfer Service by vehicle equipped with platform for wheelchair users
in Rome.From Civitavecchia Port towards the City Center or Railway
Stations.Accessible Transfer Service by vehicle equipped with platform for
wheelchair users in Rome.From Civitavecchia Port towards the City Center ...
Price: 400,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P18

Helicopter Tour above Rome and Surroundings 4-5 pax
This scenic helicopter tour will allow you to see the city from an amazing perspective;
the sky.The stunning view of the metropiolitan city of Rome, its green countryside
dotted by small villages, and the sea at the horizon, will take your breath away! The
tour is about 40 minutes long and on board ...
Price: 2.000,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P19

Tomb of Scipios - Underground Rome
On the Via Appia Antica there is one of the greatest archaeological findings of the
Roman Republic: the Tomb of the Scipios. At the beginning of the third century BC
the founder of the illustrious family of the Scipios, Lucius Cornelius Scipio Barbato,
consul of 298 BC, began the construction of a ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P2

Mosaic School
CREATING A MOSAIC Beautiful, ancient and more recent mosaics are everywhere
in Rome!So, what can be funnier than creating your own mosaic with your
hands?!Participants choose the level of difficulty depending on their age and then
start to create their own artistic jigsaw. Kids love to make their ...
Price: 240,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P20
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Accessible Ancient Ostia Tour - Wheely Trekky Rental
An amazing private totally accessible tour into the beautiful archeological site of
Ancient Ostia, located a few km far from the city center of Rome, with private English
speaking guide, and two dedicated assistants.Thanks to the special Wheely Trekky
chair, the whole site will be 100% accessible, ...
Price: 540,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P21

Fresco School
FRESCO PAINTING From a selection of images, you can choose one that you wish
to recreate. We help you to prepare the surface and draw the outline of the painting.
Then the real fun starts; mixing colors and realizing your creation.
FRESCO
PAINTING From a selection of images, you can choose one ...
Price: 195,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P22

Restoring an Old Painting School
RESTORING AN OLD PAINTING (for older children) Have you ever wondered how a
paint is restored?Watch a restorer while at work and then you will have a try to bring
the paint back to life. This workshop is half learning, half practicing and many visitors
find it fascinating. RESTORING AN OLD ...
Price: 195,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P23

Decorating with Golden Leaf Technique
DECORATING IN GOLD LEAF (for older children and adults) A lot of greatest
ceilings of Rome are covered with gold. In this workshop, we let you in on a few
secrets, after which you get the chance to decorate delicately an object with the gold
leaf technique, such as a small angel, flowers or picture ...
Price: 195,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P24
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TiramisÃ¹ Classes
TIRAMISU CLASSHow to learn to prepare the most famous local dessert?Simple,
enjoy the tiramisù class with us!You will have your personal English speaking chef
who will assist you during the lesson.TIRAMISU CLASSHow to learn to prepare the
most famous local dessert?Simple, enjoy the tiramisù class ...
Price: 960,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P26

Rent a Car for Wedding: Pink Cadillac El Dorado
During the most amazing day of your life, rent the perfect car and surprise all your
Guests! During the most amazing day of your life, rent the perfect car and surprise all
your Guests! For Weddings in Rome, we rent historical beautiful cars, at disposal to
drive you to the Ceremony and to your ...
Price: 1.100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P27

Pottery Class
POTTERY CLASS (for all ages)Are you willing to get your hands dirty? Then this is
the perfect workshop for you! You will create something really original with your
hands, while having fun! With a bit of soft clay in front of you, you will learn how to
use the potter's wheel that makes everything ...
Price: 195,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P28

Rent a Car for Wedding: Excalibur Phanton IV Serie
During the most amazing day of your life, rent the perfect car and surprise all your
Guests! During the most amazing day of your life, rent the perfect car and surprise all
your Guests! For Weddings in Rome, we rent historical beautiful cars, at disposal to
drive you to the Ceremony and to your ...
Price: 960,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P29
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Auditorium of Mecenate - Underground Rome
The Auditorium of Mecenate is located in Rome city centerThe building, now
protected by a roofing, originally had a vaulted roof, and consists of a large hall which
is 24 meters long and 13 wide, with a semicircular apse on the bottom which has a
staircase with seven concentric steps.However, the ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P3

Rent a Car for Wedding: Rolls Royce Silver
During the most amazing day of your life, rent the perfect car and surprise all your
Guests! During the most amazing day of your life, rent the perfect car and surprise all
your Guests! For Weddings in Rome, we rent historical beautiful cars, at disposal to
drive you to the Ceremony and to your ...
Price: 960,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P30

Rent a Car for Wedding: Pontiac
During the most amazing day of your life, rent the perfect car and surprise all your
Guests! During the most amazing day of your life, rent the perfect car and surprise all
your Guests! For Weddings in Rome, we rent historical beautiful cars, at disposal to
drive you to the Ceremony and to your ...
Price: 1.235,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P31

Rent a Car for Wedding: Hammer Limousine
During the most amazing day of your life, rent the perfect car and surprise all your
Guests! During the most amazing day of your life, rent the perfect car and surprise all
your Guests! For Weddings in Rome, we rent historical beautiful cars, at disposal to
drive you to the Ceremony and to your ...
Price: 1.235,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P32
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Rent a Car for Wedding: Lincoln
During the most amazing day of your life, rent the perfect car and surprise all your
Guests! During the most amazing day of your life, rent the perfect car and surprise all
your Guests! For Weddings in Rome, we rent historical beautiful cars, at disposal to
drive you to the Ceremony and to your ...
Price: 1.100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P33

Horse Carriage for Wedding
During the most amazing day of your life, the arrival of the bride has to be an
unforgettable moment! Surprise all your Guests with a romantic carriage carried by
two horses. During the most amazing day of your life, the arrival of the bride has to
be an unforgettable moment! Surprise all your ...
Price: 2.670,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P34

Market Tour with Cold Cuts Tasting and Ice Cream
A taste of real daily Italian Life: a tour into a famous Market in Rome, a break with
some cold cuts in a local Norcineria and then, a sweet note with a delicious
ice-cream!A taste of real daily Italian Life: a tour into a famous Market in Rome, a
break with some cold cuts in a local Norcineria and ...
Price: 340,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P37

Private Shopping Tour in Rome!
Shopping in the fashion streets of Rome, with an expert Personal Shopper at your
complete disposal.Shopping in the fashion streets of Rome, with an expert Personal
Shopper at your complete disposal.A Shopping Expert will take you to some of the
most famous exclusive Boutiques and Ateliers of the ...
Price: 500,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P39
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Private Tour of Jewish Ghetto in Rome
An exclusive private Walking Tour of the Jewish Ghetto in Rome, with English
speaking guide.An exclusive private Walking Tour of the Jewish Ghetto in Rome,
with English speaking guide.Escape the traffic and explore the backstreets of the
historic centre of the Eternal City that most tourists don?t ...
Price: 240,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P41

On the traces of: 'The Great Beauty' the movie, in Rome
Discover all the locations that have been the set of the Oscar winner Movie: "The
Great Beauty"Discover all the locations that have been the set of the Oscar winner
Movie: "The Great Beauty"A fascinating tour to retrace step by step all the sites and
locations that have been the background of the ...
Price: 1.295,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P43

Full Day Tour from Rome to Gubbio: The biggest Christmas Tree in the World
Full Day Tour with private transfer service, departing from Rome to Gubbio, a small
and lovely Medieval Town, located in the region of Umbria. Discover and enjoy the
magical Christmas atmosphere of Gubbio and admire the biggest Christmas Tree of
the World, who entered the Guinness Book of Records ...
Price: 940,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P45

Full Day Tour from Rome to Orvieto
Full Day Tour with private transfer service, departing from Rome to Orvieto, one of
the most beautiful Medieval Town located in the region of Umbria. Only 100
kilometers north of Rome, the Umbrian town of Orvieto stands high above the Paglia
valley on a crag of soft limestone called tufa. Founded ...
Price: 1.202,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P46
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Full Day Tour from Rome to Costiera Amalfitana
Full Day Tour with private transfer service, departing from Rome to Costiera
Amalfitana, one of the most beautiful and colorful areas of Italy!Full Day Tour with
private transfer service, departing from Rome to Costiera Amalfitana, one of the most
beautiful and colorful areas of Italy!Full Day Tour ...
Price: 945,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P47

Full Day Tour from Rome to Ariccia: Christmas Lights and Amazing Atmosphere!
Half Day Tour with private transfer service, departing from Rome to Ariccia, and
small and pictoresque nice village!Half Day Tour with private transfer service,
departing from Rome to Ariccia, and small and pictoresque nice village!Ariccia
stands over a bowl-shaped valley, the crater of an extinct ...
Price: 340,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P48

Private Cooking Class in Rome
You will learn how to cook the traditional Italian dishes!You will learn how to cook the
traditional Italian dishes!How to learn to cook some of the most famous local dishes
with the most expert Italian chefs? Simple, enjoy one of our cooking lessons!The
meeting point with our staff (to be agreed ...
Price: 960,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P49

Nymphaeum of Annibaldis - Underground Rome
Discovered in 1895 during the developmental work on the homonymous street, the
Nymphaeum is reachable by a small door in the wall of via degli Annibaldi, behind
the Colosseum. The underground location is dated at the time of Augustus and it?s
dedicated to the nymphs, to plants, and to all the ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P5
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Park of Monsters from Rome
Bomarzo possesses a unique masterpiece in the world: the Villa of Marvels, also
called The Park of Monsters. It is one of the most particular park near Rome and it is
recommended to whom want to have fun and to families with children. Starting from
Rome, you will have free time inside this symbolic ...
Price: 400,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P51

Relax in a Spa with Welcome Buffet
A relaxing day in one of the most exclusive wellness center and health spa of the
city, where you?ll pamper yourself to ease your body and mind of physical and
emotional tension leaving you feeling calm and renewed. A rich buffet is included,
you can rest sipping fruit juices, infusions or even ...
Price: 350,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P59

Columbarium Pomponius Hylas - Underground Rome
The Columbarium of Pomponius Hylas is a Roman columbarium of the first century,
completely preserved by the famous via Appia.The columbarium is a special type of
tomb widely used in Rome by those who couldn?t afford the luxury of a large tomb,
but wanted that their ashes were still preserved in a ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P6

Accessible Foro Romano Tour - Wheely Trekky Rental
An amazing private totally accessible tour into the beautiful Roman Forum, with
private English speaking guide, and two dedicated assistants. Thanks to the special
Wheely Trekky chair, the whole site will be 100% accessible, with no access
restrictions to wheelchair users.An amazing private totally ...
Price: 470,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P7
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Private Grappa Tasting in Rome
Half Day tour dedicated to Grappa Tasting: you will learn all the secrets about this
delicious liquer and how it is produced.Half Day tour dedicated to Grappa Tasting:
you will learn all the secrets about this delicious liquer and how it is produced.With
this grappa tasting experience you will ...
Price: 440,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P74

Skip the Line Colosseum and Roman Forum with private guide
Skip the line with our ticket for Colosseum and Roman Forum, save time, avoid the
crowds and .... just enjoy it! Skip the line with our ticket for Colosseum and Roman
Forum, save time, avoid the crowds and .... just enjoy it! Our expert English speaking
private local guide will accompany you to ...
Price: 335,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P75

Skip the Line Vatican Museums with private guide
Skip the line Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel with our tickets and our private
English speaking local guide. You will not waste your time doing a very very
crazy queue! Skip the line Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel with our tickets and
our private English speaking local guide. You will not ...
Price: 400,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P76

Low Cost Complete Italian Tour: Rome, Florence and Venice
ROME, FLORENCE &amp; VENICEDiscover with us the most important Italian cities
in a unique, complete and super convenient package!This amazing package is the
ideal&nbsp;tour for the first-time visitors in our beautiful country, but also for the ones
that are never tired of the astonished beauties of ...
Price: 798,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P78
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Hypogeum of Via Livenza - Underground Rome
The Hypogeum had an elongated layout, consisting of a main apsidal hall and some
secondary rooms: now has a small trapezoidal portion that it alone can give us an
idea of the beauty and uniqueness of this place whose function is still debated by
experts. The north wall of the Hypogeum is divided ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P8

Private Transfer inside Rome
Private transfer Service&nbsp;by private vehicle inside the city of Rome. From
&nbsp;your hotel in Rome city center&nbsp;to &nbsp;the site you want to visit in
Rome city center.Private transfer Service&nbsp;by private vehicle inside the city of
Rome. From &nbsp;your hotel in Rome city ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P80

Mithraeum of Circus Maximus - Underground Rome
A large structure of the second century was discovered in good state of conservation
and with a special and accurate decoration in marble. This structure changed several
times and turned into a Mithraeum during the third century. The Mythraeum is a
place used during the rituals of the mystery god ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56197P9

Roma La grande bellezza Segway Tour
3-hour Segway tour lead by an expert local guide See top Rome attractions
including Castel Sant?Angelo, Piazza Navona, Campo de' Fiori, Ponte Sisto, Piazza
Venezia, Campidoglio (with a view of the Colosseum), Fori Imperiali, Fontana di
Trevi, Piazza di Spagna Hear tales colorful history from a ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5620P18
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Rome Imperial Segway Tour
3-hour Segway tour lead by an expert local guide See top Rome attractions
including Castel Sant?Angelo, Piazza Venezia, Colosseum, Circo Massimo,
Bocca della verità, Campidoglio (with a view of the Colosseum), Fori Imperiali Hear
tales of Rome colorful history from a knowledgeable guide Enjoy a ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5620P24

Rome Baroque Segway Tour
3-hour Segway tour lead by an expert local guide See top Rome attractions
including Castel Sant?Angelo, Piazza Navona, Campo de' Fiori, Pantheon, Fontana
di Trevi, Piazza di Spagna Hear tales colorful history from a knowledgeable guide
Enjoy a Segway sightseeing tour that?s suitable for all ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5620P25

Rome Segway Tour: Villa Borghese
Cruise through the gardens of beautiful Villa Borghese in Rome by Segway! Near the
popular Spanish Steps, Villa Borghese is known as the green heart of Rome -- a
tranquil park sheltered from Rome's bustling city streets. Your expert guide will lead
you along beautiful tree-line pathways and past ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5620ROMESEGWAY

Private Tour: Vatican Museum, Sistine Chapel and St Peters Basilica Guided Tour
Prepare to walk beneath the world?s most famous ceiling on this 3 hour private tour
of the Vatican Museums. Your engaging guide will take your on a tour through some
of the 54 galleries to learn about the most important works in this museum, including
a visit to St. Peter?s Basilica, all while ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56420P1
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Ancient Rome the Colosseum, Roman Forum and Palatine Hill Private Tour
Rome conjures images of gladiators and toga-clad emperors issuing decrees to their
people. On this 3 hour private tour, your local guides will do more than just evoke
these images, they?ll take you to the places where it all happened. While Rome is
the Eternal City, you are not eternal, so we?ll ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56420P2

Private Tour: The Borghese Gallery and Gardens Skip-the-Line Guided Tour
Step back in time to live like Italian nobility while visiting the palatial Borghese
Gallery. On this 3 hour semi-private tour, your local guide will lead you through the
former residence and its manicured gardens, detailing the lives of its inhabitants and
the masterpieces found on the gallery ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56420P3

No Wait Dedicated Access: St Peter's Basilica including Vatican Mosaic Studio
Walk through the heart of Vatican City and the 16th-century Mosaic Studio (Studio
del Mosaico). You?ll meet the studio director and artists who work to restore the
mosaics of Saint Peter's Basilica after a guided walking tour of the important papal
church. With No Wait Dedicated Access you?ll have ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5660MOSAIC

No Wait Dedicated Access: St. Peter's Basilica Self-guided Tour
With the St Peter?s Basilica selfguided tour (PopGuide App), you can enjoy your tour
in complete freedom, without having to follow any particular order, simply by using
your smartphone or tablet. For example, you could choose to begin your tour in the
heart of the Cathedral: the famous ?Confessio? ...
Price: 19,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5660P11
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No Wait Dedicated Access: Vatican Necropolis and St. Peter's Basilica Guided Tour
Start your 2.5 hour tour the right way with your small group into St. Peter's Basilica to
meet your official Vatican guides. Enjoy the greatest masterpieces of all time from
inside the Basilica and explore the magic of the early Christian necropolis that
oversees the mortal remains of the Apostle ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5660P16

No Wait Dedicated Access: St Peter's Mosaic School Walking Tour
Take an exclusive tour of the Vatican City Mosaic Studio, where the splendid
mosaics of St. Peter's Basilica are restored and made.Take an exclusive tour of the
Vatican City Mosaic Studio, where the splendid mosaics of St. Peter's Basilica are
restored and made.Cut the St. Peter's Basilica line ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5660P9

No Wait Dedicated Access: St Peter's Basilica Guided Tour
See the best of St Peter's Basilica in Vatican City on a comprehensive 1.15-hour
walking tour. Led by a knowledgeable Vatican guide, your tour starts with a short
walk from St Peter's Square, before continuing into St Peter's Basilica with a
priority-access service. As you walk, hear tales of the ...
Price: 27,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5660STPETERS

Piazza Navona Underground: Stadium of Domitian Admission Ticket
With your admission ticket, you will visit the underground levels of Piazza Navona,
first opened to the public in 2014. You will descend 5 metres beneath street level into
the excavations, at the time of the Roman Empire. Admire the ancient ruins of the
first and only masonry stadium in Roman ...
Price: 8,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56879P1
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Vatican Food Tour
The Vatican: one of the most beautiful and famous areas of Rome. If you want to
taste the best food of Rome, while discovering the real city that still exists around the
Vatican museums, the Sistine Chapel and the colonnade of St. Peter, this is the tour
for you! We will walk you through the magic ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56908P4

Campo De' Fiori Food Tour
Located in the heart of central Rome, Campo de? Fiori and Piazza Navona are two
of the most beautiful squares of the Eternal City. If you want to know the secrets
hidden in these streets full of history, this is the perfect tour for you!!!You will discover
how the ancient Romans loved to enjoy ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=56908P5

Rome: Borromini, The Insufferable Genius self-guided mobile tour
Borromini: The Insufferable Genius celebrates the rivalry between Borromini and
Bernini as they both strove to become the pre-eminent architect in Rome. This is a
self-guided mobile tour provided by our tour-guide app. The tour is based on an
award-winning storytelling concept and the fascinating ...
Price: 17,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=57246P11

Private Tour: Lunch and Wine Tasting in a Roman Vineyard
Discover beautiful Lazio wine and the Castelli Romani region on this 4-hour private
tour from Rome. With a local wine-expert guide, explore the wine-producing area of
Frascati, and spend time at the beautiful Fiorano vineyard. Taste their best wine and
feast on traditional Italian cuisine such as ...
Price: 199,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831CPAOLIS
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Rome Gourmet Food and Wine Tasting
Head to a gourmet wine tasting establishment in central Rome and enjoy local
delicacies and fine Lazio wines during a 2.5-hour tasting session. Enjoy a light meal
of fresh pasta, bread, dessert and six different wines while learning about the
regional cuisine from the bar?s owner (a sommelier) who ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831FOODWINE

Skip the Line: Colosseum Highlights and Roman Forum Tour
In the mind's eye, the mighty Colosseum conjures images of bloodshed and brutality,
drawn from what has been read and perhaps seen on the silver screen. For 2-hours
you will enter the arena and learn about the games, the players, and the hard facts
about life in ancient Rome. A comprehensive Roman ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P10

Skip All Lines: Best of Rome and Vatican
2-in-1: Ancient Rome &amp; Vatican City is a comprehensive four and a half hour
journey through a beautiful and ancient world. We make sure that everyone,
whatever their budget, can see the best of Rome in one go.2-in-1: Ancient Rome
&amp; Vatican City is a comprehensive four and a half hour ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P12

Full-Day Small Group Tour of Rome and Vatican
Immerse yourself in the magic and history of Rome and the Vatican City on this 7
hour small group tour! You will visit all the most historic and beautiful places including
the famous Colosseum, Pantheon, Roman Forum, Sistine Chapel, and the outside of
St. Peter's Square and Basilica. Toss a coin ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P13
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Pizza, Pasta, Roma! A little Taste of Rome
Eat your way around the Eternal City on a 2-hour food tour, and check out some of
Rome?s must-visit eateries. While avoiding the tourist traps, you?ll learn about the
city?s food scene from a local guide, and get insider tips to find the finest pizza,
pasta, gelato, and coffee in town. Samples are ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P15

Illuminated and Underground Rome Tour: Discover Rome Under the Stars
A guided tour of Illuminated Rome &amp; Undergound at sunset! See all the
world-famous famous piazzas and fountains of Rome and then go underground to
the former gladiator training ground of Domitian's ancient arena only recently opened
to the public as a new UNESCO World Heritage Site! It is as ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P17

Rome Uncovered: A Fully Private Walking Tour Through the Most Iconic Places of Rome
Time spent in Rome for the majority of tourists revolves around tours of the
Colosseum and Vatican Museums, with a sprinkling of hours in and around the
ancient city center and perhaps a day trip to Pompeii or elsewhere in between times.
In this way, so many tourists miss out on so much of Rome. ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P24

2 in 1 Skip-the-Lines Vatican and Colosseum Ticket
Immerse yourself in one of history?s biggest relics with a tour through the Vatican
(8am Early Bird Vatican entry available in Summer!) and self-guided Colosseum walk
(from 2pm onwards). Wander through important historical sites including the Vatican
and its museums, the Sistine Chapel, the ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P28
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2-in-1 Tour of the Colosseum and Illuminated Rome
Explore the top sights of ancient Rome followed by a stroll through the illuminated
city at dusk&nbsp;plus Rome Underground experience (Circus of Domitian) on this
4.5-hour 2 in 1 package! Take a guided tour of the Colosseum and Roman Forum
and see the Palatine Hill self-guided, then join your ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P29

2-in-1: Colosseum and Wine Tasting
After exploring the Colosseum and wandering through the Roman Forum with your
expert local guide, head across the historic center in the evening to savor fine wines
and tasty Italian foods.After exploring the Colosseum and wandering through the
Roman Forum with your expert local guide, head across ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P30

Private Rome Walking Tour Including Piazzas and Fountains
Meet your guide at 2pm in front of the tourist information center to relive over 2,500
years of history on a private walking tour of Rome's most famous monuments. During
your 4-hour tour, your guide will regale you with colorful stories of emperors,
gladiators, Caesars and slaves. With a focus on ...
Price: 390,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P32

Private Full-Day Guided Walking Tour of Rome
Your 7-hour private full-day tour of Rome begins when you meet your expert guide at
9am in front of the tourist information center. Your guide will show you the most
important things to view in Rome of history, art, architecture, and archaeology, with a
couple of refreshment stops along the way. ...
Price: 749,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P33
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Private Tour of Underground Rome Including Crypts and Catacombs
Your 3.5-hour driver-guide tour begins at 9am when you are picked-up at your hotel.
Your unusual tour explores the mysterious Appian Way, Catacombs of St. Callixtus,
the Mithraeum and Ancient Basilica of San Clemente which date back to the 2nd
Century A.D., and the "Bone Church," the last exit for ...
Price: 450,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P34

Fast track Vatican Ticket & Self-Guided Vatican Quest Experience
Your all-day ticket includes priority no-waiting-in-line access to the famous Vatican
Museums in Rome AND our free Self-Guided Vatican Quest, a very special 101
compiled by one of our senior Vatican guides. Choose from multiple departure times
when you book your self-guided tour. Transportation is ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P35

Self-Guided Priority Access Colosseum Ticket and Free Self-Guided Vatican Quest
Your venue ticket includes priority no-waiting-in-line access to the Colosseum,
Roman Forum, and legendary Palatine Hill (from 2pm onwards). The e-ticket&nbsp;is
valid for 2 days in a row, one entrance only for each site (single entry). Your tour is
self-guided and ends outside the Colosseum or ...
Price: 29,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P36

Self-Guided Priority Access Ticket Including Ancient Rome and Vatican Museums
Your self-guided priority access ticket includes absolutely no waiting-in-line to all the
magnificent highlights of ancient Rome including the Colosseum, Roman Forum,
Palatine Hill&nbsp;(from 2pm onwards) and the famous Vatican Museums. Choose
from one of 2 departure times when you book your ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P37
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Entire Ancient Rome and Capitoline Museums Ticket
In the mind's eye, the mighty Colosseum conjures images of bloodshed and brutality,
drawn from what has been read and perhaps seen on the silver screen. For 2-hours
you will enter the arena and learn about the games, the players, and the hard facts
about life in ancient Rome from an expert ...
Price: 84,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P38

2 in 1 - Entire Ancient Rome Tour and Vatican Ticket
Immerse yourself in the archaeology of ancient Rome inside the Colosseum and
Roman Forum with an expert guide and enjoy a self-guided walk through the
magnificent Vatican Museums. This combo guided tour &amp; skip-the-line Vatican
Museums ticket allows you more time in the must-see places of Rome ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P39

Private Archaeology and Architecture Walk Through Rome
See the absolute best of ancient and historic Rome in three hours on this classic fully
private half-day Rome walking tour. Your ticket-less tour covers all of the main
highlights in Rome with an expert local guide. Your small-group tour begins at the
Roman Forum and ends at St. Peter's Square in ...
Price: 199,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P40

Small-Group Truffle-Hunting Day Trip
Your journey begins with fresh Apennine mountain air and the hunt of a lifetime for
black truffles awaits! Learn the basics from an expert truffle hunter then set out on
your search for black truffles before a delicious lunch comprising rustic Italian
cuisine. This adventure is an exciting and ...
Price: 189,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P41
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Private Roman Streets Wine Walk with Sommelier
Meet your guide at 6pm at Campo de' Fiori to begin your 2.5-hour fully private wine
walk across Rome. You will visit the best wine-drinking spots in Rome's historic
center. Six generous tastings and food accompaniments await! Your exclusive
guided walk ends in a high-end traditional Enoteca (wine ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P43

Small-Group Rome Craft Beer Walking Tour in Trastevere
Join us on this 2.5-hour small-group tour around one of the hippest areas in Rome,
Trastevere. Soak up the atmosphere as you enjoy tastings of six of the best craft
beers in Italy! This tour is ideal for couples and groups of friends.Join us on this
2.5-hour small-group tour around one of the ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P45

Skip-the-Line Vatican Tour plus Castel Santâ€™Angelo Ticket
Spend half of your day, about 4.5 hours, and see all the major artistic and
architectural highlights inside the Vatican Museums (8am Early Bird Vatican entry
available in Summer!), Sistine Chapel, and St. Peter's Basilica. After the Vatican,
Vatacombs, and Basilica tour, head over to the beautiful ...
Price: 91,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P47

Private Rustic Roman Lunch with Wine Tasting beside Battlefield
The finest underground dining and wining locale in the pretty hillside town of Frascati
has been sourced, and great lengths has been made to make it possible for you to
wander through premium vineyards on the grounds of an ancient battlefield where
thousands died in 496 BC (a battle between the ...
Price: 189,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P48
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2 in 1 Skip-the-Lines Colosseum Tour and Baths of Caracalla Ticket
Get in to the biggest and most impressive ancient archaeological ruins in Europe!
The Colosseum needs no introduction and a tour of the Flavian Amphitheatre is
absolutely&nbsp;essential (which we provide along with a tour of the Roman Forum).
The Baths of Caracalla, situated within easy walking ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P51

Colosseum Revealed & Underground Rome site Circus of Domitian
Let us guide you through the world-famous Colosseum and Roman Forum
archaeological areas with an expert guide and then make your own way through the
beautiful historic center to a recently opened ancient and underground Circus of
Domitian arena in the heart of Baroque Rome!Let us guide you through ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P52

Magic of the Vatican Museums at Night
While huge crowds flock to the museums during the day, sometimes as many as
30,000 visitors in a single day, touring the Vatican at night is a once in a lifetime
experience.&nbsp;When the sun sets in the Eternal City, something magical
happens inside the Vatican Museums.&nbsp;On ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P53

Full-Day Tour of Rome, Colosseum and the Vatican with Gladiator Photo Shoot!
Immerse yourself in the magic and history of Rome and Vatican City during this
7-hour small-group tour. See the area?s most historic sights including the famous
Colosseum, the Pantheon (from outside), the Roman Forum, the Sistine Chapel, and
St. Peter?s Square and Basilica. Toss a coin in Trevi ...
Price: 145,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P59
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Fast Track Early Bird Vatican Tour and Bonus Gladiator Photo Shoot
Enter the Vatican museums at 730am, 90 minutes before doors open to the general
public! This 2 hour guided experience is absolute artistic and architectural immersion
inside the magnificent Sistine Chapel alongside far fewer people than one can expect
later in the day (when it becomes somewhat ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P60

Entire Rome & Vatican for Cruise Ship Groups
Independent traveler? Get away from fellow cruisegoers and absolutely reject the
inferior land tours offered by your cruise line for an infinitely superior experience with
a local tour operator! Get a full day in Rome and the Vatican with your own limousine
and driver. Your day includes return port ...
Price: 230,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P61

Fast Track Vatican & Flexi Colosseum Ticket
Get&nbsp;super early access into the Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel before
the tour groups before the coach groups before the cruise ship groups and before
the masses. Get close to&nbsp;priceless masterpieces in the Papal collections by
the likes of Michelangelo, Raphael, and other luminaries ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P68

Entire Vatican and Vatacombs: Heritage of Rome Tour
This comprehensive 3-hour Vatican tour includes Sistine Chapel, the extensive
Vatican Museums and the ?Vatacombs? - the final resting place of many popes.
Explore the heritage of Rome and the world-class art collection of Vatican City with
your guide, a professional art historian. You?ll bypass the ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P7
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Rome DIY KIT: Colosseum Ticket & 24h Sightseeing Pass
Get our&nbsp;best selling&nbsp; Rome ticket and travel access package which
includes skip-the-line entry into the Colosseum and Roman Forum archaeological
areas PLUS a premium 24h Sightseeing Pass! Head out across Rome and the
Vatican City in comfort to catch all the monuments, churches, temples, ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P70

VATICAN DIY KIT: Vatican Ticket & 24h Sightseeing Pass
Get into the&nbsp;Vatican before everyone else and spend time therein at your
leisure, then get a 100% flexible City Sightseeing Pass which will take you
everywhere in and around the historic and ancient parts of Rome. It's the best
Hop-On Hop-Off service in Rome, streets ahead of the competition! ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P71

Sistine First Seen: Vatican Museums Get In Early
The Vatican? The Sistine Chapel without hoards of people around you? Look no
further! An earlier or more exclusive tour does not exist! Enjoy a cappuccino at our
meeting point beside the Vatican City walls. As the clock chimes 730am, we make
our way to the museum entrance. Your guide will prepare ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P72

2 in 1 Colosseum Revealed & Hidden Secrets on the Palatine Hill
Skip-the-line Colosseum entry from 2pm onwards PLUS special areas access on the
ancient Palatine Hill (overlooking the Colosseum and Roman Forum) where the city
of Rome was founded in antiquity! You will be able to see hidden rooms and
chambers decorated in colourful frescos from the age of ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P73
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Small Group Vatican Revealed: Guided Highlights
See the best of the Vatican Museums then have all evening free to enjoy the rest of
Rome after booking this, our top selling Vatican tour. Vatican Highlights runs every
day all year excluding Sundays and public holidays. Early bird start at 8am between
April and November if you REALLY want to beat ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P8

Skip-the-Line Colosseum and Treasures of Rome
Tour the entire Roman forum and Colosseum inside with priority entrance tickets on
this newly extended 4 hour experience in the afternoon. You will be guided through
Renaissance Rome to see and learn about the most beautiful monuments in the city.
An in depth tour of Piazza Navona is the real ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831P9

Taste of Castelli Romani: Day Trip Including Santa Benedetta Winery from Rome
Discover the idyllic Castelli Romani region on this 4-hour semi-private wine tour from
Rome, and visit Santa Benedetta ? one of its oldest wineries! After exploring the
villages of Frascati and Grottaferrata, head to Santa Benedetta for a tour and
wine-tasting session. Spend your afternoon enjoying ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5831SANBENEDETTA

Private Tour: Romeâ€™s Jewish Catacombs
Delve beneath street level for a look at Rome's mysterious underground catacombs.
On this 1.5-hour private tour, discover the Vigna Randanini catacombs, one of just
two Jewish catacombs in Rome that are open to the public. As you explore the
vaults, mortuaries and narrow walkways, listen as your ...
Price: 64,40 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5835CATACOMBS
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Panoramic Rome by Night tour with Dinner and Folk Music
See the Eternal City at its most beguiling on this 4-hour night tour of Rome. Begin
your romantic tour with an Italian dinner and folk music performance. Then hop
aboard a luxury motor coach to see St. Peter's Square, Piazza Venezia, the
Colosseum, the Jewish quarter, Tiber Island, and many more ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5835P13

Naples and Pompeii: Full-Day Tour from Rome with Lunch
Visit the city of Naples and the stunning ruins of Pompeii on a full-day excursion from
Rome by private motor coach. An assistant will be on board the coach, while a
specialized local guide will ensure that you see the highlights of Naples and the
excavations of Pompeii. Lunch is included in the ...
Price: 115,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5835P14

Discovering Rome: 3-Hour 'Must See' Sights Walking Tour
See the most famous sights of Rome in this 3-hour tour. Visit monumental attractions
that date from several different centuries and walk through picturesque squares. See
the Trevi Fountain, the Pantheon, Palazzo Farnese, and much more.See the most
famous sights of Rome in this 3-hour tour. Visit ...
Price: 28,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5835P15

Skip the Line Vatican Museums Sistine Chapel St Peter's Basilica elite tour
See the famous sites in Vatican City on a small group, personalized 3-hour tour.
Your expert guide will take you through the Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel, and
St. Peter's Basilica on an informative journey focusing on art history and
archaeology.See the famous sites in Vatican City on a small ...
Price: 62,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5835P16
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Skip the Line: Colosseum Roman Forum and Palatine Hill Elite Tour
This tour will meet the needs of the most demanding clients including the full visit of
the three world famous symbols of ancient Rome. Explore the city from the Arch of
Constantine to begin your 3-hour guided walking tour of the Colosseum, Roman
Forum, and Palatine Hill, with skip-the-line access ...
Price: 52,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5835P17

6-Day Rome, Pompeii, Capri, Naples, Sorrento from Rome
See the best of Italy by visiting Rome, the picturesque bay of Naples and the
Sorrento coast. Walk through the world?s most important ruins in Pompeii, then visit
Capri island and the Blue grotto on a boat tour. Only 4 star hotels and deluxe air
conditioned coaches.See the best of Italy by visiting ...
Price: 732,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5835P18

4-Day Italy from Rome: Assisi, Siena, Florence, Padua, Venice
See the Italian cities of Renaissance through this enthusiastic 4 day tour, escorted by
an English speaking guide. Get overwhelmed by Assisi, Siena, Florence, Pisa
(suggested), Padua and Venice's main monuments and Cathedrals, including a boat
tour to Murano island. Tour includes meals, ...
Price: 739,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5835P19

Rome, Naples, Ischia, Capri, and Pompeii 7-Day Tour from Rome Airport
See the best of Italy in just 7 days by visiting Rome, the picturesque bay of Naples
and the V.I.P. 's favourite Italian isles, Ischia and Capri. Then walk through the
world?s most important ruins in Pompeii. Only 4 star hotels and deluxe air
conditioned coaches from the moment of your landing.See ...
Price: 873,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5835P22
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4-Day Naples, Pompeii, Ischia, and Capri Tour from Rome
On this comprehensive, 4-day tour of southern Italy, experience the real bella
vita. Beginning in Rome, you?ll set off for the islands of Ischia and Capri, which are
famous for their gorgeous Mediterranean scenery, beautiful views, and jet-set
appeal. Then it?s off to Naples, where you?ll go for a ...
Price: 615,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5835P23

Skip the Line: Borghese Gallery Pincio Hill and the Spanish Steps Elite Tour
Skip-the-line to one of Rome?s most renowned museums on a 3-hour tour of the
Galleria Borghese, located in the summer residence of one of Italy?s most noble
famlies. Discover Rome?s most beautiful park, Villa Borghese, before walking to
Pincian Hill and finally descending the famous Spanish ...
Price: 63,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5835P24

Skip the Line: Papal Blessing, Vatican Museums, and St. Peter's Basilica Tour with Lunch
This comprehensive nine-hour tour includes a Papal blessing in St. Peter's Square,
an exploration of the Vatican Museums with the Sistine Chapel, and a visit to the
renowned St. Peter's Basilica. The guide will focus on the history and archaeology of
these buildings at the heart of the Christian ...
Price: 117,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5835P28

Papal Audience with Hotel Pickup and Tour Escort-Led Papacy Discussion
With the election of Pope Francis I, the Papal Audiences have become a lively event
in the Vatican State. Experience a live blessing by Pope Francis I while seated
among the colonnades of the wonderful St. Peters Square or inside the Nervi Hall.
Hotel pickup from selected hotels, admission tickets ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5835P31
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2 Day Tour of Naples, Pompeii, Sorrento, and Capri from Rome
See the best of Southern Italy on this 2-day tour led by a multi-lingual guide. Capture
the picturesque bay of Naples and the Sorrento coast. Walk through the world?s
most important ruins in Pompeii, then visit Capri Island and the Blue Grotto on a boat
tour. Stay at 4-star hotels, meals provided ...
Price: 360,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5835P32

Rome by Night Illuminated Tour
See the Eternal City in all its glory on this 2-hour night tour. Board on a luxury motor
coach to see the Trevi Fountain, St. Peter's Square, the Coliseum, and Castel
Sant?Angelo. View even more of Rome?s iconic monuments and landmarks
illuminated after dark!See the Eternal City in all its glory on ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5835P34

7-Days Renaissance Italy: Assisi Siena Florence Padua Venice from Rome Airport
See Rome and the Italian cities of Renaissance through this enthusiastic 7 day tour,
escorted by an English speaking guide. After your transfer from the Rome Airoprt,
you&rsquo;ll visit the Eternal City,&nbsp;then you will be overwhelmed by Assisi,
Siena, Florence, Pisa (suggested), Padua and ...
Price: 1.107,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5835P35

Full-Day Trip to Florence and Pisa from Rome by High Speed Train Including Lunch
Explore two of the most important cities of Tuscany, Florence and Pisa, in a single
day. Take a high speed train from Rome straight to the center of Florence, where an
expert tour guide will show you the Dome and the Academia Gallery, featuring
Michelangelo's David masterpiece and other Renaissance ...
Price: 235,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5835P36
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Full-Day Trip to Florence from Rome by High Speed Train Including Half Day Tour
Explore the most important city of Tuscany, Florence, in a single day. Take a high
speed train from Rome straight to the center of Florence, where an expert tour guide
will show you the Dome and the Academia Gallery, featuring Michelangelo's David
masterpiece and other Renaissance wonders. Explore ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5835P41

Romantic Venice in One Day by High Speed including Gondola Ride
Explore the most romantic city in the world, Venice, in a single day. Take a high
speed train from Rome straight to the center of Venice.The morning at your disposal
to explore this marvellous city. In the afternoon join our Gondola Ride: on this
35minute experience, you will enjoy a romantic ...
Price: 210,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5835P42

Christian Rome: Origins & Underground
Discover the evolution of the Christian religion in Rome Explore the Basilica of St.
Clemente and St. John Lateran See the famous Lateran Baptistery and the Holy
Stairs
Discover the evolution of the Christian religion in Rome Explore the
Basilica of St. Clemente and St. John Lateran ...
Price: 52,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5835P44

THE SHADES OF SOUTH - A JOURNEY TO THE SOUTHERN UNDISCOVERED TREASURES OF ITALY
Experience the magnificent region of Calabria,&nbsp;one of the pearls of Southern
Italy, through this enthusiastic 9 day tour from Rome. An&nbsp;itinerary rich in
history, tradition and flavors that will offer you an unique and unforgettable
experience&nbsp;where nature seems to have endowed all ...
Price: 1.634,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5835P45
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Small-Group Pantheon, Santa Maria on Via del Corso and Temple of Hadrian Tour in Rome
Discover the Pantheon, the Temple of Hadrian and Santa Maria in Via Lata, three of
Rome?s most remarkable ancient buildings, on this 2-hour guided walking tour. Stroll
among the centuries-old Corinthian columns of the Pantheon, marveling at its
breathtaking architecture and learning of its history ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5835PANTHEON

6-Day Rome and Southern Italy Tour Including Naples, Pompeii and Amalfi Coast
Discover Rome and southern Italy on this exciting 6-day tour with an expert guide,
4-star accommodation included! Spend two nights in Rome and get to know the city
on a walking tour, taking in iconic sites like Piazza Navona and the Pantheon. Then
head south to Italy?s Campania region, where a ...
Price: 702,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5835RNPAC6

8-Day Best of Italy Tour from Rome Including Tuscany, Venice and Milan
Explore enchanting Italy on this 8-day tour from Rome to Milan! With an expert guide
at your side, visit Rome, Umbria, Tuscany, Veneto, the Italian Lakes and Milan,
taking in world-class attractions like Rome Pantheon, Florence Duomo and Venice?s
Basilica di San Marco. Hotel accommodation in the ...
Price: 1.379,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5835ROMECLASSIC

Spanish Steps and Vicus Caprarius Underground small-group tour
Discover two of the most important landmarks in Rome on this 2-hour tour. Begin in
the Piazza di Spagna and hear of its fascinating past from your guide. Ascend the
Spanish Steps to enjoy beautiful views over the city below. Pass the ancient Acqua
Vergine aqueduct, and continue on to the stunning ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5835STEPSTREVI
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4-Day Tuscany and Cinque Terre Tour from Rome
Get to know gorgeous Tuscany and the UNESCO-listed Cinque Terre on this
incredible 4-day tour from Rome! With 4-star hotel accommodation in Siena and La
Spezia included, plus an expert guide, your tour offers everything you need to
experience the best of these stunning regions. Discover charming ...
Price: 673,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5835TUSCANY4

Rome in 1 day: Early Vatican, Colosseum Skip-the-line with Mini-Cruise and Lunch
Get to know all of Rome?s wonders with a fascinating programme. Experience the
Vatican Museums an hour before the crowds. Admire the celebrated masterpieces,
the Galleries, the astonishing Sistine Chapel and St Peter?s Basilica with its wonders
like Michelangelo?s Pieta. Board our boat for a ...
Price: 174,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=58688P1

The Best of Rome: exclusive walking tour with tour guide and actors
Live the excitement of meeting the main protagonists of Renaissance and Baroque
Rome in the most beautiful and fascinating parts of the city. A truly genuine
experience where you not only feast your eyes, but come face-to-face with
Michelangelo, Raphael, Caravaggio, Gianlorenzo Bernini and the ...
Price: 57,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=58688P2

The catacombs of Rome: exclusive guided tour with actors after closing
Are you ready for an astonishing and mysterious journey back in time?Live the
excitement of meeting the main protagonists of the Paleocristian age in the most
beautiful and largest Catacomb of the Eternal City. A fantastic journey in time
through the galleries of Priscilla's Catacombs during ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=58688P3
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Underground and The Best of Rome Special Walking Tour
Ready for an astonishing journey through the gems and the undergrounds of Rome?
This is a fantastic occasion for visitors who want to discover Rome living its eternal
history. With a professional tour guide art historian, this amazing tour will stand alone
in memory as a fantastic and genuine Rome ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=58688P4

The Rome ghost tour, the original since 2004
Are you ready for a truly unusual tour among the most suggestive corners of Rome?
Our qualified and licensed tour guide art historian will lead you through monuments,
squares and streets to discover all the places where the most famous ghosts of the
city usually appear.The original Rome ghosts tour ...
Price: 20,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=58688P5

Private chaffeured and guided Rome: Colosseum, the gems, gelato making class
You can finally enjoy Rome and its wonders in comfort. Let yourself be pampered by
our tour guide and our driver on a unique and special tour of the Eternal City. The
tour lasts four hours and begins with the pick-up by our driver at your hotel. You will
then be taken by air-conditioned car or ...
Price: 182,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=58688P7

Vatican museum and Sistine Chapel skip the line small group evening tour
Enjoy the extraordinary Vatican City treasures in the evening without the usual crowd
that invades this place in the morning. With our guide and skip-the-line access this
tour allows you to enjoy the wonders of the Vatican City with its extraordinary
treasures and art masterpieces.Enjoy the ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=58688P8
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The Borgias the power of Evil Exclusive walking tour with tour guide and actors
Come with us to learn the secrets behind the places, the love affairs, the characters,
interpreted by our actors, and the misdeeds of the most terrible family of the
Vatican?s history. The world knows them as the Borgias, but few people know the
truth about the most notorious family in Rome?s ...
Price: 57,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=58688P9

Leonardo Da Vinci Museum: Discover a World of Genius in the Heart of Rome
Museo Leonardo da Vinci brings to life the Renaissance master?s genius as an
inventor, artist, scientist, anatomist, engineer and architect. Discover interactive and
life-size machines crafted by Italian artisans from Leonardo?s codices; studies of his
most famous Renaissance art, anatomical ...
Price: 10,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=59436P1

Small Group Roman Dolce Vita with Local Tips
Sick of ending up at the worst food spots in town? Join this Rome tour: we will show
you where to get the best espresso and gelato in town. Oh, and we'll show you the
Trevi Fountain, Pantheon, and a few other secret spots too.Sick of ending up at the
worst food spots in town? Join this Rome tour: ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5965P16

Ancient Rome Archaeological Discovery Tour Including entrance tickets to the Colosseum
Ancient Rome was brutal - death, illness, and torture awaited most. Luckily we live in
'the future', a time where we can savour the good bits: the architecture, tales, art, and
history. Discover the most iconic sites in the city on a tour with a local guide who
knows all the stories of Rome?s rich ...
Price: 195,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5965P23
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In Vino Veritas: Rome Evening Wine and Food Tasting Small Group Tour
Enjoy a fabulous wine and food tasting experience that will be good for your heart as
well as your stomach! Sample some of the best local wines from the Roman
countryside alongside some quality national wines too ? a perfect way to start your
evening in Rome and give something back too!Enjoy a ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5965P25

Rome in a Bite - Morning Private Tour Including Food Samples and Glass Of Wine
Are you ready to become a real Roman? Take a stroll with us through the Eternal
City, where we will taste our way through the centuries on this very special private
tour. Visiting markets, family-run grocery stores, historic cafes, and quirky bakeries,
this private tour will take you off the beaten ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=5965P26

Horse Riding Trail in Ancient Rome
Discover the biggest archaeological area of Europe on horseback! Ride with us in the
Natural Reserve long charming lanscape, have fun an relax with well docile and
trained horses to explore the wild side of Rome! Be a cowboy in Italy!Discover the
biggest archaeological area of Europe on horseback! ...
Price: 63,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=60157P1

Pic nic on horseback in Rome
Horse riding trail in the Natural Reserve, near the beach of Rome, with delicious pic
nic organic lunch. Trek &amp; Tasting on horseback!OUR HORSES, YOUR TOUR
GUIDES! :) Horse riding trail in the Natural Reserve, near the beach of Rome, with
delicious pic nic organic lunch. Trek &amp; Tasting on ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=60157P2
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HORSE DAY IN ANCIENT ROME
Archaeological &amp; Naturalistic horse riding adventure in RomeArchaeological
&amp; Naturalistic horse riding adventure in RomeAt the ranch, we meet the horses
and after a good italian coffe' we start our rides in the Natural Reserve, we cross the
charming pinewood where live foxes, hawks, ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=60157P5

Park Adventure, Outdoor Activities and Trails in Rome
Enyoj the adventure in the Wild Village doing many sport, outdoor activites and
trails!Enyoj the adventure in the Wild Village doing many sport, outdoor activites and
trails!Discover the adventure in the Wild Village, you have fun and relax doing many
sport like archery, climbing, battle alive with ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=60157P7

Shuttle Bus: Fiumicino Airport To-From Rome City Center
Transfer from Fiumicino Airport to Termini Station and Vice Versa with return
departures every 30 or 40 minutes. Your journey will last 45 minutes each way.
Passengers must attend the Bus stop at least 15 minutes before the departure, in
order to validate their presence. Tickets will be redeemed ...
Price: 6,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=60378P1

Shuttle Bus: Ciampino Airport To-From Rome City Center
Landing in Rome? Sit back and relax on the way to the city center! Leaving to the
airport from Rome city Center? Just relax on one of many shuttle buses heading to
Ciampino Airport. Round trip transfers are available as well, several departure times
throughout the day so you can sit back and ...
Price: 5,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=60378P2
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The Omnia Vatican and Rome Pass Including Hop-On Hop-Off Tour
Free and Fast Track entry to the Colosseum, Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and
St Peter?s Basilica. 2 great passes rolled into one: The Roma Pass allows free entry
to 2 out of 5 top attractions plus discounts at 30 further top sights and a travel card.
The Omnia Vatican Card allows entry to all ...
Price: 113,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6040ROMCARD

COLOSSEUM SKIP THE LINE GUIDED TOUR
Enter the most iconic monument of the eternal city, without losing time into the
queue. Takes part of our guided tours to not losing the keys information about one of
the most important civilization of the entire world history. Loose yourself into a past
reality, with the knowledge of the guide ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=60672P1

Vatican, Saint Peter's basilica, Sistine Chapel SKIP THE LINE TICKETS
Chose to take our skip the line tickets and beat the long queues that create the
Vatican. With an average of 27.000 visitors everyday it is one of the most visited
monuments in Italy and in Europe. The Vatican remains the home of the pope and
the Roman Curia, and the spiritual center for some 1.2 ...
Price: 38,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=60672P21

ROME IN ONE DAY with driver and lunch
Dive into Rome's best sights and enjoy its wonders through the comments of our
excellent professional guide. Visit the most iconic squares of the eternal city, and
enter in the most known monuments which are the Colosseum and the Vatican.Dive
into Rome's best sights and enjoy its wonders through ...
Price: 360,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=60672P22
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VATICAN private tour with driver & lunch
Chose to take our private tour and beat the long queues that create the Vatican. A
driver will be in charge to bring you from your hotel to the Vatican and the Lunch
place. With an average of 27.000 visitors everyday it is one of the most visited
monuments in Italy and in Europe, avoid the to be ...
Price: 280,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=60672P23

NAPLES departure from ROME with DRIVER, LUNCH AND PRIVATE GUIDE
Naples, the Italy's third-largest city is one of its oldest, most artistic and most
appetising. Naples' centro storico (historic centre) is a Unesco World Heritage Site,
its archaeological treasures are among the world's most important, and its swag of
vainglorious palaces, castles and churches ...
Price: 270,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=60672P24

Pompeii and Naples one day trip from Rome
This superb tour to Pompeii, Capri and the Bay of Naples will leave a lasting
impression on first-time visitors. The Greeks, Phoenicians and Saracens all left their
mark on a stunning coastline, but it was the Roman city of Pompeii that suffered the
cruellest fate when it was buried by mud and ash ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=60672P25

Private Rome Airport Transfer
Get picked up by a private air-conditioned minivan from the Fiumicino or the
Ciampino Airport in Rome from your driver. Your personal driver will be waiting
outside of the luggage claim area with a name card. Get in comfort and safety to your
hotel or accommodation in Rome. This transfer has a ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=60672P27
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Colosseum Skip the line tickets with digital audioguide
The Colosseum is maybe one of the most iconic monument in Rome, for sure one of
the worldwide more visited sites. With more than 6 millions visitors by year, big lines
and long waiting times are unavoidable, that is why we propose our Skip the line
tickets in order to permit people to be inside the ...
Price: 28,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=60672P28

CRYPTS AND CATACOMBS tour small group tour
Discover our small group tour of the crypts and the catacombs sitted in the roman
territor: The crypts are undergrounds (or partly undergrounds) chambers, usually
located beneath the chancel, for holy relics and burials. Crypts could be extremely
large and might contain one or more altars in ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=60672P29

VATICAN INCLUDED SISTINE CHAPEL AND SAINT PETER'S GUIDED TOUR
The Vatican is the most little worldwide state and also the richest. Richest not only
for his economic patrimony, but for the masterpieces of Painting, Architecture,
History and Sculpturing that he contains. Take a unbelievable break of the world of
today, travelling through the centuries thanks to ...
Price: 64,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=60672P3

ON THE BORGIA'S FOOTSTEPS: 2 days private tour
The House of Borgia was an Italo-Spanish noble family, which rose to prominence
during the Italian Renaissance. They were from Valencia, the surname being a
toponymic from Borja, then in the Crown of Aragon, in Spain. The Borgias became
prominent in ecclesiastical and political affairs in the 15th ...
Price: 1.071,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=60672P30
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COLOSSEUM PRIVATE TOUR WITH CARBONARA & WINE TASTING EXPERIENCE
Enter the most iconic monument of the eternal city, without losing time into the
queue. Discover the entire Colosseum included the underground and all the floor
visitable. Takes part of our private guided tours to not losing the keys information
about one of the most important civilization of the ...
Price: 325,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=60672P33

CRYPTS AND CATACOMBS half-day private tour
Discover our small group tour of the crypts and the catacombs sitted in the roman
territor with a private guide and a private driver:
The crypts are undergrounds (or
partly undergrounds) chambers, usually located beneath the chancel, for holy relics
and burials. Crypts could be extremely ...
Price: 280,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=60672P34

FULL DAY TOUR: Rome from Civitavecchia Harbour
Port of Civitavecchia is the seaport of Civitavecchia, Metropolitan City of Rome, Italy.
Is an important hub for the maritime transport in Italy, for goods and passengers. Part
of the "Motorways of the Sea" it is linked to several Mediterranean ports and
represents one of the main links between ...
Price: 600,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=60672P36

COLOSSEUM skip the line tickets very fast entrance
The Colosseum is maybe one of the most iconic monument in Rome, for sure one of
the worldwide more visited sites. With more than 6 millions visitors by year, big lines
and long waiting times are unavoidable, that is why we propose our Skip the line
tickets in order to permit people to be inside the ...
Price: 22,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=60672P39
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Skip-the-Line 2-Day Tickets Colosseum, Palatine's Hill, Forum
The Colosseum is maybe one of the most iconic monument in Rome, for sure one of
the worldwide more visited sites. With more than 6 millions visitors by year, big lines
and long waiting times are unavoidable, that is why we propose our Skip the line
tickets in order to permit people to be inside the ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=60672P4

COLOSSEUM SKIP THE LINE GUIDED TOUR (low cost)
Enter the most iconic monument of the eternal city, without losing your time in the
queue, optimising your time and money thanks to this low cost offer. Takes part of
our guided tours to not losing the keys information about one of the most important
civilization of the entire world history. Loose ...
Price: 37,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=60672P40

COLOSSEUM EXPERIENCE: skip the line tickets with host
The Colosseum is maybe one of the most iconic monument in Rome, for sure one of
the worldwide more visited sites. With more than 6 millions visitors by year, big lines
and long waiting times are unavoidable, that is why we propose our Skip the line
tickets in order to permit people to be inside the ...
Price: 23,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=60672P41

COLOSSEUM SKIP THE LINE GUIDED TOUR WITH GLADIATORS ENTRANCE
Enter the most iconic monument of the eternal city by the gladiator's gate , without
losing time into the queue. Takes part of our guided tours to not losing the keys
informations about one of the most important civilization of the entire world history.
Loose yourself into a past reality, with the ...
Price: 51,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=60672P6
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Skip-the-Line Borghese Gallery Tour in Rome
Uncover the Borghese Gallery's wonders on this 2-hour, guided walking tour from
Rome. Explore the incredible collection of art displayed in the gallery and see
masterpieces by famed artists such as Bernini, Caravaggio, Canova, Ruben,
Raffaello and many others. This skip-the-line small-group tour ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=60672P8

COLOSSEUM PRIVATE TOUR with lunch
Enter the most iconic monument of the eternal city, without losing time into the
queue. Discover the entire Colosseum&nbsp;and its wonders. Takes part of our
private guided tours to not losing the keys information about one of the most
important civilization of the entire world history. Loose ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=60672P9

Rome Walking Tour Including the Pantheon and Trevi Fountain
Enjoy this walking tour with a professional guide and admire Rome for two hours with
a small group.This city walking tour will be provided with lots of information about the
historical and religious sites in Rome. During the tour, you are going to see for an
example: Piazza Barberini, Trevi ...
Price: 2,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=61084P2

Rome Walking Tour: Piazza Venezia and Ancient Rome
If you visit&nbsp;Rome, it can be quite a hassle to find your way around. Joining this
guided walking 2-hour tour is a great way to discover the city of Rome and enjoy the
highlights around the Colosseum and the area around it. Appreciate the&nbsp;
Piazza Venezia, the Campidoglio Hill, the ...
Price: 2,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=61084P3
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Evening tour Rome
If the sunsets and the street lights are turned on that's when you will see Rome in a
total different way. You will be amazed what there will be to be discovered. We know
if you visit Rome it can be quite overwhelming and a hassle to find your way around,
so joining one or more of our walking tours ...
Price: 2,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=61084P5

Vatican night Tour, Rome
In for a walk after dinner? Then this tour is for you see some of the most significant
places in Rome by night. Starting from the Spanish steps to the Mausoleum of the
Roman Emperor Augustus, the Ara Pacis an altar in Rome dating back to the year
13BC, hop over the Angels bridge to see the Castel ...
Price: 2,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=61084P6

Jewish Ghetto and Trastevere tour, Rome
This tour is one of our most popular free walking tour offered, which will bring you
from the Campidoglio, Theater of Marcello and into the Jewish ghetto where you can
find the biggest synagogue of Rome. From there it's only a short walk over to the
famous lovely square "Campo di'Fiori" where are ...
Price: 2,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=61084P7

6-Day Tuscany Florence and Cinque Terre tour from Rome
An&nbsp;unforgettable 6-day journey from Rome with a specialized tour escort
always onboard. This tour offers the opportunity to see Tuscany, Florence, Pisa, and
to boat to the enchanting Cinque Terre.&nbsp;Guarantee of&nbsp;4-star hotel
accommodations, excellent wine tastings and meals. ...
Price: 765,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=61624P1
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7-Day from Rome Airport:Rome, Siena, San Gimignano, Pisa, Florence, Cinque Terre
An&nbsp;unforgettable 7-day journey from Rome Airport with a specialized tour
escort always onboard. This tour offers the opportunity to see Montepulciano,
Pienza, Montalcino,Chianciano Terme, Siena, San Gimignano,&nbsp;Florence, Pisa,
Lucca, and to boat to the enchanting Cinque ...
Price: 870,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=61624P10

5 Day Tour from Rome: Naples, Pompeii, Sorrento, Capri & Amalfi
Let us take you over to this&nbsp;enthusiastic&nbsp;5 day tour from your location in
Rome. Marvel at the movie-like landscapes of Naples,Sorrento Capri and Amalfi.
You'll walk through the antiquities of Naples and the ancient ruins of Pompeii. Then
boat to Capri island for a full day bathing and ...
Price: 591,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=61624P11

Rome:Pantheon,Santa Maria & Piazza Navona Underground Tour
The best walking tour of Rome city center. In this tour you will learn the Rome's most
uncommon places and histories, from the Pantheon to the hidden Domitian Stadium
under Piazza Navona, to the underground of Santa Maria on via del CorsoThe best
walking tour of Rome city center. In this tour you ...
Price: 74,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=61624P12

Rome: Spanish Steps, Trevi fountain, Aqua Virgo Walking Tour
Discover Rome differently. Climb the elegant Spanish Steps bowed down to the
Trinit&agrave; dei Monti's church and the Barcaccia fountain, then explore the
underground ruins beneath the Trevi Fountain and retrace the hidden acqueduct
Virgo, the Virgin waterDiscover Rome differently. Climb the ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=61624P13
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6-Day Best of Italy: Rome,Assisi,Siena,Florence,Bologna,Venice from Rome Airport
Land in Rome and let us take you over the best Italian cities
through&nbsp;this&nbsp;enthusiastic 6 day tour from your arrival at the Rome Airport
or Railstation. A private driver awaits you on your arrival. After&nbsp;the first day in
the Eternal City, you will be stunned by Assisi, Siena, ...
Price: 870,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=61624P2

7-Day Best of Italy:Rome,Siena,Florence,Bologna,Venice,Como,Milan from Rome
See the best Italian cities in just 7 days. We&nbsp;pick you up&nbsp;from your
Rome 's location and put you onboard of our stress-free luxury
motorcoach.&nbsp;Get
stunned
by
Assisi,
Siena,
Florence,Bologna,Venice,Verona,Garda lake,Como lake and Milan&nbsp;with an
English speaking guide ...
Price: 1.029,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=61624P3

3 Day Tour of Naples, Pompeii, Sorrento, and Capri from Rome
Marvel at the movie-like landscapes of Naples,Sorrento and Capri. You'll walk
through the antiquities of Naples and the ancient ruins of Pompeii. Then boat to
Capri island for a full day bathing and soaking up the sun of Italy's best coast, the
Sorrentine peninsulaMarvel at the movie-like ...
Price: 399,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=61624P4

Rome Catacombs Tour: Archaeologist for a day
In this once-in-a-lifetime experience you will visit the original layers of the Eternal city
of Rome and breathe the Romans' history from each ancient stone you caress. Wear
your Helmets, turn on&nbsp;the torch and climb down to a real CatacombIn this
once-in-a-lifetime experience you will visit ...
Price: 105,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=61624P5
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Rome 3-hour:Small Group Skip the Line Colosseum and the Gymnasium of Gladiators
Only this tour will lead you back in the time when Rome Empire was at its most
spectacular splendour. Skip the line access guaranteed to one of the&nbsp;largest
imposing amphitheater ever built by the Romans, the Colosseum.Only this tour will
lead you back in the time when Rome Empire was at its ...
Price: 64,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=61624P6

7 Day Tour from Rome Airport: Rome, Naples, Pompeii, Sorrento, Capri & Amalfi
Land in Rome and let us take you over to this&nbsp;enthusiastic&nbsp;7 day tour
from your arrival at the Rome Airport or Railstation. Marvel at the movie-like
landscapes of Naples,Sorrento Capri and Amalfi. You'll walk through the antiquities
of Naples and the ancient ruins of Pompeii. Then boat to ...
Price: 831,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=61624P8

Roman Holiday by Segway
Discover Rome in a different, eco-friendly and enjoyable way! Explore the wonders
of Rome on a Segway, accompanied by an experienced, professional, private tour
guide.See the most important monuments of the ancient Rome.Explore by Segway
all the secret corners and mysteries of Rome.Visit the ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62040P2

Villa Borghese & City Centre by Segway
Discover Rome in a different, eco-friendly and enjoyable way! Explore the wonders
of Rome on a Segway, accompanied by an experienced, professional, private tour
guide.Discover the magnificent ancient monuments of the third largest park in
RomeVisit the City Centre on a speedy, convenient and ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62040P3
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Rome Angels Tour by Segway
Explore the wonders of Rome on a Segway, accompanied by an experienced,
professional, private tour guide.See the most important monuments of the ancient
Rome.Explore by Segway all the secret corners and mysteries of Rome.Visit the
Eternal City on a speedy, convenient and eco-friendly means of ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62040P4

private transfer from Rome to Amalfi coast
Enjoy a hassle-free arrival in Rome airport or your hotel with this private transfer
service. With Positano Limo Service you can meet your driver at the Airport, train
station or wherever you need your pick-up and relax on the journey to your
accommodation in all the towns of amalfi coast like ...
Price: 575,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62366P12

Day tour from Rome Hotel to the Amalfi coast, and back to Rome by Minivan
Are you looking for a fantastic tour just for a day from your accommodation in Rome
to the Amalfi coast?&nbsp; Positano limo service through Viator offer this tour with
departure from Rome visit Amalfi coast and than back to Rome by minivan and one
of ours English speaking drivers.&nbsp; The ...
Price: 1.080,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62366P23

Private transfer from Rome to Positano
Enjoy a hassle-free arrival in Rome airport or your hotel down town Rome with this
private transfer service. With Positano Limo Service you can meet your driver at
the&nbsp;Airport, train station or wherever you need your pick-up and relax on the
journey to your accommodation in Positano. These ...
Price: 575,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62366P30
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Private transfer from Rome to Sorrento
Enjoy a hassle-free arrival in Rome airport or your hotel down town Rome with this
private transfer service. With Positano Limo Service you can meet your driver at
the&nbsp;Airport, train station or wherever you need your pick-up and relax on the
journey to your accommodation in Sorrento. These ...
Price: 490,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62366P31

small group-private tours of Pompeii and Amalfi Coast from Rome
The Amalfi Coast is a wider coastline that goes from Sorrento to Salerno. Blessed
with the natural beauty of mountains, cliffs, and the sea, the Amalfi Coast is listed by
UNESCO as a World Heritage site and known to be one of the most beautiful places
in Europe. Positano Limo Service through Viator ...
Price: 1.430,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62366P36

Private transfer from Rome to Sorrento with 2 hours stop in Pompeii
Enjoy a hassle-free arrival in Rome airport or your hotel down town Rome with this
private transfer service. With Positano Limo Service you can meet your driver at
the&nbsp;Airport, train station or wherever you need your pick-up and relax on the
journey to your accommodation in Sorrento. These ...
Price: 575,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62366P39

Private transfer from Rome to Naples
Enjoy this transfer&nbsp;from Rome to Naples with this private transfer service. With
Positano Limo Service you can meet your driver at the Hotel, &nbsp;or wherever you
need your pick-up and relax on the journey to your accommodation in Rome. These
private vehicles can accommodate up to ...
Price: 480,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62366P50
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private transfer from Rome to Positano
Enjoy a hassle-free arrival in Rome&nbsp;airport or your hotel with this private
transfer service. With Positano Limo Service you can meet your driver at
the&nbsp;Airport, train station or wherever you need your pick-up and relax on the
journey to your accommodation in Positano. These private ...
Price: 645,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62366P57

Private transfer from Rome to Ravello with 2 hours stop in pompeii
Enjoy a hassle-free arrival in Rome airport or your hotel down town Rome with this
private transfer service. With Positano Limo Service you can meet your driver at
the Airport, train station or wherever you need your pick-up and relax on the journey
to your accommodation in Ravello. Stop on the way ...
Price: 645,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62366P58

Half-Day Food and Wine Tasting Tour in Rome
This food and walking tour is the perfect introduction to Roman cuisine. Start your
meal like only a true Italian would ? with a classic aperitivo of meat, cheese and
wine. Our guide will take you to the most authentically Roman spots, known
exclusively by locals.This food and walking tour is the ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62416P1

Skip the line Colosseum walking tour
See the one of the most fascinating sites in all the world ? The Colosseum and the
Roman Forum. Walk amongst the incredible ancient ruins as our experts tell you of
the glory and the drama of the Roman Empire. Then make your way to the most
beautiful squares and fountains in The Eternal City. And ...
Price: 54,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62416P2
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Rome to Pompeii Shuttle Bus
A visit to Pompeii is an essential part of your Italy itinerary - and not too far from
Rome. Our shuttle bus service brings you to the acclaimed UNESCO World Heritage
site. This ancient Roman city located near modern-day Naples has a fascinating but
tragic history. A visit to Pompeii is an ...
Price: 68,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62416P3

Roman Catacombs Walking Tour
One of the best sights to see in Rome. Uncover the mysteries of the unknown
Catacombs of San Callisto, also referred to as the Cemetery of Callixtus. This
walking tour of Rome takes you around the intriguing grounds containing the tombs
of several different popes from the 2nd to 4th centuries.One ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62416P4

Tivoli Day Trip from Rome: Hadrian's Villa and Villa d'Este
Escape Rome for the day with this one-of-a-kind tour of Tivoli. This delightful,
mountaintop top town just outside of Rome is only a short and comfortable bus ride
away. There you will discover the relatively unknown yet beautiful Hadrian?s Villa
and Villa d?Este, as our local guide shares the rich ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62416P5

Ultimate Vatican Tour of Rome
This sightseeing tour covers the most important places in Vatican City ? the
remarkable Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St. Peter?s Basilica. All while you
skip-the-line with our Fast Track entry.This sightseeing tour covers the most
important places in Vatican City ? the remarkable Vatican ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62416P6
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Skip-the-line ticket to the Vatican Museum & the Sistine Chapel
Enjoy your time with our skip-the-line entry to the Vatican Museums and Sistine
Chapel. Get to see the best of the masterpieces of art collection that vary from the
frescoed walls of different galleries to the precious mosaics, to the ancient hellenistic
and roman statues carefully selected by the ...
Price: 36,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62416P8

Vatican City Walking Tour in Rome
Our most popular tour of Rome includes the top attractions of the Vatican such as
the Vatican museum, the Sistine chapel and the Saint Peter's Basilica. And you?ll
have more time to enjoy your visit when you skip the line with our Fast Track
entry.Our most popular tour of Rome includes the top ...
Price: 27,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62422P1

Roman Countryside Walking Tour of the Catacombs, Aqueducts and Appian Way
An essential part of your Rome itinerary. Take a break from Rome?s crowded, busy
center and explore the beautiful outdoors of the Italian countryside. The 3 hours
itinerary tour will include: the Catacombs of San Callisto, Appian Way, the ancient
structures of Circus Maxentius, the Mausoleum of ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62422P2

The Colosseum's best sightseeing tour and the main squares in Rome
See the one of the most fascinating sites in all the world ? The Colosseum and the
Roman Forum. Walk amongst the incredible ancient ruins as our experts tell you of
the glory and the drama of the Roman Empire. And our skip the line Fast Track entry
allows you more time to explore the best places to ...
Price: 35,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62422P3
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Tivoli, Hadrians Villa and Villa d'Este, a charming day trip from Rome
One of the best day trips from Rome, the enchanting town of Tivoli is just a quick bus
ride away. Our knowledgeable guide introduces you to the hidden gems and alluring
history of Hadrian?s Villa and Villa d?Este.One of the best day trips from Rome, the
enchanting town of Tivoli is just a quick bus ...
Price: 87,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62422P4

Roundtrip bus service and walking tour of Pompeii from Rome
One of the top destinations in Italy, Pompeii is the ideal day trip from Rome. This
unique option takes you by shuttle bus from Rome to Pompeii, where you can either
wander around the grounds yourself or upgrade to a guided tour with one of our
experts.One of the top destinations in Italy, Pompeii ...
Price: 68,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62422P5

Local Food and Wine Walking Tour around Rome
Enjoy one of the greatest activities in Rome?eating. This Rome food tour begins with
an introduction to antipasti from our enthusiastic, local food expert. During this 4
hours walking tour, you will have the chance to taste some local delicacies.Enjoy one
of the greatest activities in Rome?eating. ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62422P6

Fast- track- entry ticket to the Vatican Museums & the Sistine Chapel
Enjoy your time with our skip - the line - ticket to the Vatican Museum and the Sistine
Chapel. Once inside, take your time to spend the entire day at the Vatican Museums
to explore the works of the best artists of the Renaissance. Stroll around the Vatican
Museums on your own to admire one of the ...
Price: 36,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62422P7
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Skip the LIne Vatican Semi-Private
Skip the line and follow your passionate expert guide into the Vatican. Visit Vatican
Museums, Sistine Chapel and Saint Peter's Basilica on this 3.5-hour semi-private
tour. Skip the line tickets and headsets are included in the price of the tour. Small
group of 10 people maximum, makes for a more ...
Price: 84,70 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62570P1

Family Activity: Mosaics Masterclass & Workshop in Trastevere
Learn, create and have fun on this 3.5-hour mosaic workshop in the heart of Rome.
On this, family and kids friendly activity, you will have a perfect opportunity to make
your own souvenirs. In a small group (8 people maximum) and with the guidance of a
professional mosaicist, you will have a ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62570P10

Small group: walking tour of Jewish Ghetto, Tiber Island & Trastevere
Explore three ancient and enchanted places of Rome on this 2-hour walking tour. In
a small group and with an expert guide you will visit Jewish Ghetto of Rome, Tiber
Island and Trastevere. Leave no stone unturned as your expert English-speaking
guide takes you through the cobbled streets rich in ...
Price: 28,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62570P11

Skip the line: Unique Tour Of Two Catacombs & Bone Chapels
Dive into this fully immersive 3-hour tour of 2 ancient Catacombs and the Bone
Chapels of Rome. Take this unique opportunity to visit and explore two catacomb
complexes located along the Appian way, and the Capuchin Bone Crypts on one
tour. You will gain skip-the-line access and enjoy the tour in a ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62570P13
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Skip-the-line Colosseum, Roman Forum & Palatine Hill
Skip the long queues and explore the icon of ancient world: The Colosseum. On this
3-hour tour you will explore three ancient sites of Rome: Colosseum, Roman Forum
and The Palatine Hill. You will be in a small group (15 people maximum) as your
expert guide takes you through these amazing landmarks. ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62570P2

Roman Catacombs & Bone Chapel - Small Group, Skip-the-line
Follow your guide into the realm of death: fascinating Necropolis of Rome! On this
3.5-hour tour (Am or PM time slots are available) you will explore: Roman
Catacombs, Capuchin Bone Chapel and famous Time Machine Church. Your group
will not be larger than 15 people, transportation, tickets and ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62570P3

Secret Rome - Mystery Tour
Explore the dark side of Rome on this 2-hour walking tour. Uncover the horrific
secrets of Rome as you follow your passionate guide through the gruesome, secret
places where the most atrocious crimes were committed. Spend these 2 hours in a
company of a professional guide and walk the narrow ...
Price: 33,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62570P5

Must See Rome Tour
Uncover and admire the world-famous monuments as well as places off the beaten
path on this 2.5-hour walking tour. Your expert guide will provide the commentary
along the way and will bring those monuments to life for you. From breathtaking Trevi
Fountain to Timeless Pantheon and magnificent Piazza ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62570P6
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Caracalla Baths & Case Romane Walking Tour
Uncover the little-known, hidden gems in the hills of Rome on 2.5 hour walking tour
with an expert guide and small group. Explore 2 archaeological sites off-the-beaten
path: an ancient Roman bath house of Caracalla and underground houses (Case
Romane) on Caelian and Aventine hills. Let your guide ...
Price: 62,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62570P7

Ruins of Ostia Antica small group tour from Rome
Escape the noise and heat of the Eternal City and explore the ruins of an ancient
port-city of Ostia Antica on this half-day excursion from Rome. Only twenty miles
from Rome near the Fiumicino airport, lies the ancient town of Ostia, the ruins offer
unique insight into the life of ancient Rome. ...
Price: 52,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62570P8

Unlimited Wine Food Tour Of Alban Hills From Rome
This half-day food tour offers a full immersion in Roman culinary traditions. You will
eat like the ancient Romans and drink unlimited wine. Your small group will travel 20
miles south of Rome to the birthplace of world-famous porchetta, little town of Ariccia
in the national park of Alban Hills. ...
Price: 97,80 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62570P9

Rome best private walking tour with a local expert
Rome Half Day Walking Tour: Best Private Tour Discovering Squares and Fountains
of the Eternal City.4 and a half hours of WOWs! Trevi Fountain, the Spanish Steps,
Piazza Navona, the Old Jewish Ghetto, the Coloseum (outside), Trastevere, the
Gianicolo Hill, the Pantheon (inside), Campo dei Fiori, ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62594P1
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Rome by night: a private amazing experience in the Ethernal City
"Rome by night" Private walking and food tour. Lot of pictures and street food!! A
three and a half hours private tour of WOWs...! We'll admire the outstanding Circus
Maximus, the Palatine and Aventine Hills, The Colosseum and the Roman Forum
from the top of the Capitol Hill, Piazza Venezia (Victor ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62594P2

Rome of the Romans: Patricians and Plebeians
Ancient Center of Rome: the Forum, the Palatine Hill and the Coloseum From the
Foundation of a small village overlooking the Tiber River to the Roman
Empire Skip-the-line tickets not included but available on request at no extra charge
for my guestsAncient Center of Rome: the Forum, the Palatine ...
Price: 300,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62594P3

Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel, Masterpieces of Michelangelo and Raffaello
Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel: A private half day experience without line! Not
available on Sundays Enjoy the masterpieces of the Vatican Museum and
Michelangelo's Sistine Chapel A half day at the Vatican is a three/three and a half
hours tour. I'll wait for you by the entrance of the ...
Price: 300,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62594P4

4G LTE Pocket WiFi Rental, Internet Connection in Rome -pick up at LAX
The new standard of international travel ? Reserve a WiFi hotspot for your next
vacation!The new standard of international travel ? Reserve a WiFi hotspot for your
next vacation!Stay connected while traveling abroad. The pocket size WiFi router lets
you stay connected with a secure high-speed ...
Price: 6,54 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62663P136
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VIP Ancient Rome Tour
VIP TOUR - SKIP THE LINE - Learn the history of Rome, join the fascinating world of
Ancient Rome on walking Tour to the Colosseum, Roman Forum and Palatine
hill. Immerse yourself in the imperial Rome and learn all about the gladiators fighting
in the Roman Colosseum and the emperors who decided ...
Price: 39,15 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62695P1

Private Tour Vatican Museums & Saint Peter Skip-the-Line
DURATION 3 hoursLOCATIONVatican Museums &amp; Saint Peter : Where art
melts with faith. MEETING POINTChoose your favourite time to start your tour , the
meeting point is at Viale Vaticano, 100, 00192 Roma(Caffè Vaticano). PRIVATE
TOUR DESCRIPTION During our tour you will visit: The Vatican ...
Price: 72,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62695P4

Rome Sights VIP Walking Tour
Visit Rome in a day and experience this fascinating Eternal City with&nbsp;the
"Rome sights tour!" English-speaking guides will lead you through the most
spectacular attractions and must see sights in Rome, including masterpieces of the
Renaissance, delightful baroque fountains and charming ...
Price: 17,55 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62695P5

Skip the line - Colosseum Express Tour
Skip the line&nbsp;with your professional licensed&nbsp;tour&nbsp;guide&nbsp;on
the&nbsp; Colosseum Express tour, an exciting journey through the heart of Ancient
Rome in one hour. Learn&nbsp;about the construction and exterior, before we dive
into the details of this magnificent amphitheater, the ...
Price: 29,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62972P1
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Skip the line - Gladiators Entrance and Colosseum Arena Express Tour
With exclusive access you will skip the line and enter the Colosseum through the
Gladiator?s Gate, walking directly onto the arena floor. Experience the grandeur of
the arena from a unique perspective, as you stand where the gladiators once
stood, when they walked out to the sounds of thousands of ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62972P2

Colosseum Arena Experience
Take a minute to marvel at one of the world's most iconic monuments, the
Colosseum.&nbsp;Our
special
access&nbsp;tour
will&nbsp;let
you&nbsp;enter&nbsp;the Colosseum through the&nbsp;'Gate of Life' walking
directly onto the arena floor, just as the gladiators did centuries ago.&nbsp;Once
inside, ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62972P3

Best of Ancient Rome : Colosseum Tour - Skip the line
Enjoy&nbsp;a journey through Ancient Rome beginning with the Colosseum, one of
the most iconic and famous monuments of the ancient times. You will learn of its
incredible construction, the intrigue of those responsible for its erection, and of
course its impressive exterior. Forget the long ticket ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=62972P4

Colosseum, Roman forum and Palatine hill
- 3 hours tour of the main archaeological areas of the city - starting time 8:30 am all
year around and every hour till 1:30 pm from the last Sunday of October to 15
February 2:00 pm from 16 February to 15 March 2:30 pm from the 16th to the last
Saturday of March 4:15 pm from the last ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=63534P1
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Vatican Museums with Sistine Chapel and Basilica of Saint Peter
- Sites visited: Vatican Museums, Courtyard of the pine cone, Galleries of
Candelabras, Tapestries and Geographical Maps, the Raphael's rooms, Sistine
Chapel, Saint Peter's Basilica and square, Pietà of Michelangelo - Duration: 3 hours Meeting time: monday, tuesday, thursday, friday and saturday ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=63534P2

Early morning Sistine Chapel (first come first serve!)
- Sites visited:&nbsp;Vatican Museums, Courtyard of the pine cone, Galleries of
Candelabras, Tapestries and Geographical Maps, the Raphael's rooms, Sistine
Chapel, Saint Peter's Basilica and square, Piet&agrave; of Michelangelo - Duration:
3,5 hours - Meeting time: monday, tuesday, thursday, ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=63534P3

Welcome to Rome!
Duration: 2,5 hours Meeting point: Piazza di Spagna right outside of Babington tea
room (looking at the Spanish steps bottom left)&nbsp; Meeting time: every day at
5:30pm, on sunday at 9:30am Included: radios and earpieces for 6 pax or more
Tips: bottles of water can be easily refilled at ...
Price: 56,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=63534P4

Vatican express
- Sites visited:&nbsp;Vatican Museums, Courtyard of the pine cone, Galleries of
Candelabras, Tapestries and Geographical Maps, Sistine Chapel, Saint Peter's
Basilica and square, Piet&agrave; of Michelangelo&nbsp;
- Duration:
2,5&nbsp;hours - Meeting time: monday, tuesday, thursday, friday and ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=63534P5
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Private tour of Ostia antica, the ancient city harbor
Duration: 4h Meeting point: at your hotel as long as it is placed in the city center
(within the aurelian walls) Meeting time: every day from october till march at 9:00,
from april till september at 9:00 and at 13:00 Dress Code: comfortable shoes, hat on
summer Included: radios and earpieces for 6 ...
Price: 109,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=63534P6

Private tour of the Colosseum, Roman forum and Palatine hill
- starting time 8:30 am all year around and every hour (except for the first Sunday of
the month) till
1:30 pm from the last Sunday of October to 15 February
2:00
pm from 16 February to 15 March
2:30 pm from the 16th to the last Saturday of
March
4:15 pm from the last Sunday ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=63534P7

Rome in a day
Duration: 8h Meeting Point:Colosseum square, at the short side of the arch of
Constantine facing the Palatine hill
Meeting Time: monday, tuesday, thursday,
friday and saturday at 8:30
Dress Code below knees, shoulders covered,
comfortable shoes and hat on summer Included: radios and ...
Price: 179,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=63534P8

Hot Air Balloon Ride from Rome through Lazio
Lift off into the skies on a 1-hour hot air balloon ride over Lazio?s rolling countryside
near Rome. Rise early and prepare for takeoff from the village of Magliano Sabina.
Experience the tranquil feeling of floating through the morning air. Gaze down at the
scenic landscapes below and glide over ...
Price: 295,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6365HABROME
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Shuttle de luxe Fiumicino airport - Rome city
Shared transfer service from Fiumicino Airport in Rome to your central hotel or
residence. The booked transfer ensures you won't waste time looking for taxis when
your flight lands. Transport is by air-conditioned minivan, which seats up to eight
people. Once you come out from arrival gates, the ...
Price: 10,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=63915P1

Shuttle de luxe Rome city to Fiumicino airport
Shared transfer service from Rome city hotel (within the Aurelian Walls) or residence
to Fiumicino Airport . The booked transfer ensures you won't waste time looking for
taxis. Transport is by air-conditioned minivan, which seats up to eight people. The
shared shuttle service is available from 7 ...
Price: 10,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=63915P2

Private Transfer Rome Airports - City Center and vv
There is no need to waste time and effort looking for taxis and negotiating prices.
Book in advance your transfer between Fiumicino Airport and Rome to be more
relaxed. Numbers are limited to a maximum of 8 people so that you will receive
personalized attention by a professional and friendly ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=63915P3

Private Night Transfer Rome Airports - City Center and vv
There is no need to waste time and effort looking for taxis and negotiating prices.
Book in advance your transfer between Fiumicino Airport and Rome and viceversa.
Numbers are limited to a maximum of 8 people so that you will receive personalized
attention by a professional and friendly drivers, ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=63915P4
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Private Transfer Civitavecchia dock - Rome City or Airports and viceversa
Book your private minivan and travel from Civitavecchia Port to any hotel in the
centre of Rome and viceversa. Take the easy way at Civitavecchia Port and pre-pay
your transfer now. Numbers are limited to a maximum of 8 people so that you will
receive personalized attention by a professional and ...
Price: 22,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=63915P5

The Ultimate Tour of Rome
A veritable romp through Roman history. Starting at the Circus Maximus we rape,
murder and pillage our way through over 3000 years of history before finishing at the
Arena of Death ? The Colosseum. A tour with all the bits your history teacher left
out. Not for those of a sensitive disposition or ...
Price: 22,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64044P1

Rome by Twilight
With the arrival of the Renaissance in Rome during the 1400?s and the return of the
Papal court, Rome is reborn. The ancient Roman aqueducts were to be rebuilt and
celebrated with grand sculptural groups and mesmerising piazzas. Join us as we
explore Renaissance and Baroque Rome. From the great ...
Price: 16,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64044P2

Best of Rome - Baroque Gems
Discover the top attractions in Rome. Our Eternal City sightseeing tour takes you to
the must-seedestinations such as Trevi Fountain, the Pantheon and Piazza Navona.
Visit the famous monuments and magnificent squares such as the column of Piazza
Colonna, Renaissanceand Baroque churches, palaces and ...
Price: 29,60 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6404P27
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Rome Colosseum and Roman Forum skip the line guided tour
Discover two of the symbols of Rome and icons of Italy itself: the Colosseum and
Ancient Forum. With this tour you can skip the line with the Priority Access, which
allows you more time to enjoy Rome.Discover two of the symbols of Rome and icons
of Italy itself: the Colosseum and Ancient Forum. ...
Price: 36,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6404P28

Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St Peter's Basilica
The Vatican Museums contain masterpieces of painting, sculpture and other works of
art collected by the popes through the centuries.The Vatican Museums contain
masterpieces of painting, sculpture and other works of art collected by the popes
through the centuries.The Museums include several ...
Price: 44,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6404P29

3 Ports Shore Excursions Package - Florence Rome Amalfi Coast - Private Tours
3 PORTS SHORE EXCURSIONS PACKAGE! UP TO 8 PASSENGERS --&gt;
PRIVATE TOUR &lt;--! PRIVATE AIR CONDITIONED MINIVAN - BACK TO THE
PORT ON TIME
The perfect choice for your group while cruising the
Mediterranean Sea! By choosing this tour you are booking 3 Shore Excursions from
3 different ports ...
Price: 2.800,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64130P31

Rome in a Day from Rome Port (Civitavecchia)
Full day 9-hour Private Tour English Speaking Driver Comfortable a/c Minivan Up to
8 participants in one vehicle Rome Highlights Back to the port on time Architecture,
history and fun! Small group for max. 8 travelers Full day 9-hour Private Tour
English Speaking Driver Comfortable a/c Minivan ...
Price: 1.180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64130P44
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Vatican Museums and St. Peter's with Hotel Pick-up
This tour allows you to enjoy an infinite number of masterpieces like Michelangelo's
"Pietà" and "Last Judgment?, gorgeous works by Bernini, Raphael, Botticelli,
Perugino and other treasures all incredibly united under the roof of the world
renowned Vatican museums. You will enjoy a complimentary ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64162P1

Small Group Tour: Highlights of Rome with Hotel Pick-up
Rome is undoubtedly one of the world?s most beautiful cities and there?s no better
way to discover that beauty first-hand than by taking a stroll down its charming,
picturesque streets with one of our expert tour guides. Rome boasts over 150 of the
most beautiful, famous and best-known aquatic ...
Price: 84,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64162P13

Small Group Tour: Vatican Museums and St Peter's with Hotel Pick-up
This tour allows you to enjoy some of the most famous artistic treasures in the world,
including Michelangelo's frescoed masterpiece on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel
and his "Last Judgment". In addition to the world renowned chapel, you will explore
with your professional tour guide, ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64162P14

Vatican Museums and St Peter's Basilica Small Group Tour
This tour allows you to enjoy an infinite number of masterpieces like Michelangelo's
"Pietà" and "Last Judgment?, gorgeous works by Bernini, Raphael, Botticelli,
Perugino and other treasures all incredibly united under the roof of the world
renowned Vatican museums.&nbsp; Join our exclusive small ...
Price: 67,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64162P15
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Orvieto and Montepulciano Wine Tour from Rome
This is the ideal tour that will take you away from the city chaos of Rome, for an
inspiring cultural and wine tasting experience in Umbria &amp; Tuscany. You will
enjoy a complimentary pick-up from your accommodation, by one of our professonal
English speaking drivers, and drive north towards ...
Price: 254,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64162P16

Private Vatican Museums and St Peter's with Hotel Pick-up
This tour allows you to enjoy some of the most famous artistic treasures in the world,
including Michelangelo's frescoed masterpiece on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel
and his "Last Judgment". In addition to the world renowned chapel, you will explore,
with your private tour guide, breathtaking ...
Price: 83,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64162P17

Private Tour of Colosseum and Roman Forum with Hotel Pickup
Take a stroll through time and discover the true meaning of the phrase: "bread and
circuses", while your private tour guide describes the splendor, glory and greatness
of the world's famous Colosseum! Your guide will bring the greatest Roman
amphitheater to life, explaining its awe-inspiring ...
Price: 83,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64162P18

Private Capri Day Trip From Rome with Hotel Pickup
The picturesque&nbsp;Island of Capri&nbsp;is located in the&nbsp;Tyrrhenian
Sea&nbsp;off the&nbsp;Sorrentine Peninsula. It?s on the south side of
the&nbsp;Gulf
of
Naples,
in
southern
Italy?s
spectacular&nbsp;Campania&nbsp;region. Blue skies and turquoise water,
breathtaking views, couture shops and ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64162P19
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Private Pompeii and Sorrento from Rome with Limoncello Tasting
A professional English speaking driver, with luxury transportation, will pick you up
from your accommodation and drive you to what is considered as the world?s most
famous archaeological site: Pompeii needs little introduction.Enjoy this relaxing, yet
educational day trip from Rome! Your private ...
Price: 154,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64162P2

Colosseum and Roman Forum with Hotel Pick-up
Take a stroll through time and discover the true meaning of the phrase: &quot;bread
and circuses&quot;, while your professional tour guide describes the splendor, glory
and spectacle that made the Colosseum the finest and most technologically
advanced entertainment complex of its time.&nbsp; ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64162P4

Best of Rome: Colosseum, Vatican, Fountains and Squares with Transfers and Lunch
This is the ideal tour for ?hit and quit? visitors that are willing to cover all of the main
highlights and attractions of Rome in one day. The tour includes pick-up from your
accommodation, transfers between destinations in comfortable air conditioned
vehicle, priority entrance with VIP &quot;skip ...
Price: 255,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64162P5

Skip the Line: Borghese Gallery with Hotel Pick-up
Enjoy a complimentary pick-up transfer from your accommodation to Rome's second
most visited museum! An experience not to be missed if at all possible, the Borghese
Gallery sits inside Villa Borghese, Rome's &quot;Central Park&quot;, and it houses
some of the city's most important sculptures and ...
Price: 94,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64162P6

Hadrian's Villa and Villa d'Este with Hotel Pick-up from Rome
Swap the hustle and bustle of Rome for a serene full day excursion in Tivoli, the
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picturesque countryside town and home to Hadrian's Villa and Villa d'Este, both of
which are UNESCO World Heritage sites and masterpieces of opulence and delight.
Join our exclusive small group tour for this wonderful ...
Price: 194,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64162P7

Private Early Morning Vatican Tour with Hotel Pickup
The Vatican museums are one of the world's most visited museum complexes and
undoubtedly on Rome's "must see" list. Yet with long lines, crowds and its sheer
scale, it is easy for people to end up overwhelmed and exhausted. Don't let that
happen to you! Imagine walking through these magnificently ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64162P8

Skip the line: Colosseum, Forum and Vatican with Transfers & Lunch
An exclusive small group tour for "hit and quit" visitors that are willing to see all of the
highlights of Rome in one day. The tour includes pick-up from your accommodation
with a modern air conditioned vehicle for a true VIP treatment, skip the line tickets for
both Colosseum and Vatican Museums ...
Price: 194,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64162P9

Capuchin Crypt Tour
See one the Rome's hidden gems made compleatly of human bones on a carefully
planned guided tour of the Capuchin Museum and Bone Crypts.Join small group and
english speaking guide and skip the lines to enjoy fast track entry.See one the
Rome's hidden gems made compleatly of human bones on a ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64164P1

Early Morning Private Colosseum Tour
See masterpiece of Ancient Rome on a carefully planned 1.5 hour private guided
tour of the Colosseum. Skip the lines to enjoy fast track entry, and stay inside as long
as you want once the tour is finish.Continue towards Palatine Hill and Roman Forum
and explore them both at your own pace.See ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64164P10
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Capuchin Crypt: Skip-the-Line Entrance Tickets
Visit Capuchin Crypt in Rome and avoid the crowds with timmed entrance ticket.Get
free 45 min tour fom our english speaking guide.Visit Capuchin Crypt in Rome and
avoid the crowds with timmed entrance ticket.Get free 45 min tour fom our english
speaking guide.Meet your guides at the fountain on ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64164P12

Vatican Entrance Ticket
Explore Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel with this pre-booked admission ticket
skipping general entrance lines.Stroll the Vatican galleries and enjoy the
frescoes,statues and paintings that make this museum such a unique place.Please
dont be late since entrance tickets are timmed.Explore Vatican ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64164P2

Early Morning Vatican Tour
Explore famous Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St. Peter?s Basilica early in
the morning before the crowds, on this priority access tour.Discover the best sites
Vatican has to offer during 2.5-hour guided VIP tour.Explore famous Vatican
Museums, Sistine Chapel and St. Peter?s Basilica early in ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64164P3

Vatican and Colosseum Combo Ticket
Immerse yourself in neverending charm of the Eternal City by visiting two of its main
attractions:Vatican on a first day and Colosseum on a second day.Simply meet your
hosts and allow them to walk you straight inside avvoid general entrance lines and a
hussle of a ticket counters.Immerse yourself ...
Price: 85,12 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64164P4

Colosseum Tour
See masterpiece of Ancient Rome on a carefully planned guided tour of the
Colosseum.Choose between morning or afternoon departure and &nbsp;skip the
lines to enjoy fast &nbsp;track entry. After the tour you can remain inside Colosseum
as long as you want or you can explore Roman Forum and Palatine ...
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Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64164P5

Vatican Evening Tour
Book night walking tour inside Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel and enjoy all the
highlights away from the crowd.Join small group and english speaking guide for this
memorable 2.5 hours guided tour.Book night walking tour inside Vatican Museums
and Sistine Chapel and enjoy all the highlights away ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64164P6

Early Morning Private Vatican Tour
Explore famous Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St. Peter?s Basilica early in
the morning before the crowds, on this priority access tour.Discover the best sites
Vatican has to offer during 2.5-hour guided VIP tour.Explore famous Vatican
Museums, Sistine Chapel and St. Peter?s Basilica early in ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64164P7

Vatican Evening Private Tour
Book night walking tour inside Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel and enjoy all the
highlights away from the crowd.Join private english speaking guide for this
memorable 2.5 hour guided tour.Book night walking tour inside Vatican Museums
and Sistine Chapel and enjoy all the highlights away from the ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64164P9

APPIA ANTICA BIKE TOUR
The route is ideal for those who wish to experience the special atmosphere of the
Roman countryside, just off the beaten city destinations, pedaling along the old
Roman road and discover the origin of the aqueducts and many other secrets.
Experience the unique experience of riding on the paving ...
Price: 42,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64295P1
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STREET-ART BIKE TOUR
The route is ideal for those who wish to experience the special atmosphere of the
suburbs, just off the beaten city destinations and discover hidden treasures and
masterpieces of street-art and contemporary art pieces. M.U.Ro BikeTour is the
official guided tour of the murals of the Urban Art ...
Price: 42,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64295P2

MURA AURELIANE BIKE TOUR
The walls of the Aurelian Walls, originally developed for 18 km, was built between
270 and 273 AD by Emperor Aurelian to defend Rome from the Barbarian incursions.
We offer a fun and light way to tour the city and learn something more about its
history and its secrets: riding our bikes, retrace a ...
Price: 42,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64295P3

Private Shore excursion from Civitavecchia port
Shore excursion from the port of Civitavecchia. This tour includes a blue badge
licensed guide for Rome and the Vatican and a private coach or van for a maximum
of 8 pax. The duration of the tour is about 8 hours. Your licensed and private tour
guide will show you all the main sights of Rome in a ...
Price: 128,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64502P1

Foody tour with nonna
Enjoy the typical Italian street food of civitavecchia with a private Blue badge guide.
The guide will pick you up at the pier and then together you will take the free shuttle
to enjoy the historical downtown of Civitavecchia. Enjoy a nice walk in downtown
visiting the old market of fish, and the ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64502P3

The Food Experience in Rome: In & Around the Ethernal City!
WHAT:&nbsp;discover Rome and taste a Roman traditional meal!
HOW:&nbsp;sitting in a comfortable vehicle with a food expert, you will enjoy our
gastronomic experience. You will combine a pleasant journey through the Eternal
City with a traditional Roman meal. We offer each course in a restaurant ...
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Price: 169,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64670P2

Private transfer from Civitavecchia port to Fiumicino airport (FCO)
This is a limousine service from the port of Civitavecchia to Fiumicino airport (FCO).
The same price is valid from Fiumicino airpot (FCO) to the port of Civitavecchia.Our
Limousine service is available 24/7.+This is a limousine service from the port of
Civitavecchia to Fiumicino airport (FCO). The ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64685P1

WINE-TASTING TOUR IN TUSCANY FROM ROME
Come to discover italian typical flavors and taste the popular tuscan wine in the best
wineries.Come to discover italian typical flavors and taste the popular tuscan wine in
the best wineries.The tour starts in Rome where the driver will pick you up directly
from your hotel at 08.00 a.m. First stop ...
Price: 600,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64685P2

Private transfer from Civitavecchia port to Rome
This is a limousine service from the port of Civitavecchia to Rome (center/hotel). The
same price is valid from Rome&nbsp;to the port of Civitavecchia. Our Limousine
service is available 24/7.
+This is a limousine service from the port of
Civitavecchia to Rome (center/hotel). The same price ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64685P5

PRIVATE SHORE EXCURSION FROM CIVITAVECCHIA PORT
Shore excursion from the port of Civitavecchia. This tour includes a driver guide for
Rome and a private van for a maximum of 7 pax. The duration of the tour is about 8
hours. Your driver guide will show you all the main sights of Rome in a day including
the Colosseum, the main squares and ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=64685P6
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Roma Fiumicino Airport Luxury Private Transfers
While everyone else is stressed out trying to figure out where to go you?re relaxed
because you know&nbsp;our driver is waiting for you at the gate. He?s already
checked your flight to know exactly when you?ll arrive, and he?s waiting for you with
a sign with your name on it. He?ll help you with ...
Price: 67,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=65033P1

Private Transfer From Rome To Naples
This is a private Transfer with a luxury Mercedes sedan from the Fiumicino airport or
your hotel-apartment in Rome to Naples.This is a private Transfer with a luxury
Mercedes sedan from the Fiumicino airport or your hotel-apartment in Rome to
Naples.You will meet the driver at the airport or your ...
Price: 710,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=65042P12

Private Transfer From Rome to Naples by Minivan
This is a private transfer from Rome Airport or your hotel downtown Rome with a
luxury Minivan Mercedes.This is a private transfer from Rome Airport or your hotel
downtown Rome with a luxury Minivan Mercedes.You will meet the driver at the
airport or your hotel in Rome to drive down to Sorrento or ...
Price: 900,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=65042P13

Transfer From Rome To Sorrento
This is a private Transfer with a luxury vehicle from the Fiumicino airport or
downtown&nbsp;Rome.This is a private Transfer with a luxury vehicle from the
Fiumicino airport or downtown&nbsp;Rome.You will meet the driver at the airport or
your hotel downtown Rome to drive down to Sorrento or Amalfi ...
Price: 727,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=65042P7

Private Transfer From Rome To Amalfi Coast
This is a private transfer from Rome Airport or your hotel downtown Rome with a
luxury Mercedes.This is a private transfer from Rome Airport or your hotel downtown
Rome with a luxury Mercedes.You will meet the driver at the airport or your hotel in
Rome to drive down to Sorrento or Amalfi coast. ...
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Price: 920,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=65042P8

ROME GOLF CART PRIVATE TOUR WITH A LOCAL
Rome by Golf-Cart English Tour - Ideal for Kids &amp; not Only Explore Rome,
Navona square, Pantheon, Trevi Fountain by Golf Cart with&nbsp;Included English
Speaking Driver &amp; Free Pickup at your central HotelRome by Golf-Cart English
Tour - Ideal for Kids &amp; not Only Explore Rome, Navona ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=65297P2

SHORE EXCURSION IN ROME WITH PRIVATE DRIVER
Private Tour of Rome with Skip the Line tickets for Vatican &amp; Colosseum tour
Enjoy exploring the beautiful city of Rome with a customized tour. Your driver collects
you at the port of Civitavecchia and takes you to the Eternal City by private transport.
You can expect to be taken on the most ...
Price: 529,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=65297P3

Rome Shore Excursion with Optional Vatican and Colosseum Tour
Private Tour of Rome with Skip the Line tickets for Vatican &amp; Sistine Chapel and
Colosseum tour Enjoy exploring the beautiful city of Rome with a customized tour.
Your driver collects you at the port of Civitavecchia and takes you to the Eternal City
by private transport. You can expect to be ...
Price: 890,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=65297P5

ROME GOLF CART TOUR
Morning&nbsp;English Tour of Rome by Golf-Cart - Ideal for Kids &amp; not Only
Explore Rome, Navona square, Pantheon, Trevi Fountain by Golf Cart
with&nbsp;Included
English
Speaking
Driver.
Departure
time:
9.30amMorning&nbsp;English Tour of Rome by Golf-Cart - Ideal for Kids &amp; not
Only ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=65297P6
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ROME E-BIKE TOUR WITH A LOCAL
Explore Rome on Pedals Explore Rome, Navona square, Pantheon, Trevi Fountain
by&nbsp;electrical bike with English Speaking guide.
Departure time: 8am or
6pmExplore Rome on Pedals Explore Rome, Navona square, Pantheon, Trevi
Fountain by&nbsp;electrical bike with English Speaking guide. ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=65297P7

ROME TOUR BY ELECTRIC BIKE WITH BEST COFFEE & GELATO
Explore Rome on Pedals Explore Rome, Navona square, Pantheon, Trevi Fountain
by&nbsp;electrical bike with English Speaking guide.
Departure time: 8am or
3pmExplore Rome on Pedals Explore Rome, Navona square, Pantheon, Trevi
Fountain by&nbsp;electrical bike with English Speaking guide. ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=65297P8

Rome Tiber River Night Cruise with Dinner
Experience the romance of Rome by night on this 2.5-hour dinner cruise on the Tiber
River. Witness unparalleled views of some of the city?s most famous monuments,
such as St Peter?s Basilica and Castel Sant?Angelo, illuminated against the inky
Roman sky as you indulge in a gourmet 4-course dinner ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6532DINNERCRUISE

Rome Tour for families with Kids: Interactive Classic Rome Tour
Classic Rome family tour designed for families with 5 to 12 year old children.
Through game activities and kid-friendly historical references, our kid-friendly guide
and children entertainer will keep both kids and adults engaged in a fun
and&nbsp;cultural Rome tour. You will&nbsp;explore ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6532P10

River Cruise Hop on Hop off 24h
Rome Boat Experience is the newest way to discover all of Rome?s hidden
treasures. Besides the timeless beauty of the city's major monuments, there is
something that lives and breathes in the heart of the Italian capital: the Tiber River.
The Tiber is a wonderful way to encounter the less-known ...
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Price: 18,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6532P15

Ride & Sail - Bus and Boat 24h hop on hop off
Explore Rome in its entirety, by bus and boat! The capital of Italy is an enormous and
chaotic city, but booking this combined sightseeing tour will allow you to avoid the
hassle and reach the Eternal City?s most important monuments and attractions in a
more relaxed way.Explore Rome in its ...
Price: 38,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6532P16

Rome Tour with Kids: Interactive Ancient Rome Tour
?Rome is fun!? is a groundbreaking new experience for tourists traveling with kids
aged 6-12. Designed to entertain both children and adults, the tour provides a
memorable day experience that will capture the attention of the entire family.
Through songs and games with the aid of an interactive ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6532P3

Rome Hop-On Hop-Off River Cruise and Optional Bus Tour
Discover Rome with a hop-on hop-off cruise along the Tiber River. An easy and
convenient way to experience the Eternal City, this cruise allows you to visit some of
Rome?s most noteworthy attractions, including the Colosseum and Vatican City,
while offering exceptional views and informative ...
Price: 18,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6532RIVERHOHO

Rome Tiber River Cruise with Aperitivo
Take to the Tiber River for a 1.5-hour wine cruise, and see the sights of Rome from
the water. The relaxing riverboat experience includes a glass of wine and a selection
of traditional appetizers, too. It?s an ideal early evening activity, and takes in sights
of many top Rome attractions such as St ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6532WINECRUISE
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Private Roundtrip transfer from Civitavecchia to Rome
Make the most of your time while ashore in Rome and travel and style and comfort
with a private round trip transfer to the Eternal city. Enjoy 6 plenty hours to explore
on your own Rome's best sight and see the best this unique city has to offer. Skip the
overwhelming task to find a local taxi at ...
Price: 450,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6541P23

Private Roundtrip transfer from Civitavecchia to Rome
Make the most of your time while ashore in Rome and travel and style and comfort
with a private round trip transfer to the Eternal city. Enjoy 6 plenty hours to explore
on your own Rome's best sight and see the best this unique city has to offer. Skip the
overwhelming task to find a local taxi at ...
Price: 450,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6541P23

Vespa Panoramic Tour in Rome
History narrates that the ancient city of Rome was founded on the Palatine Hill and
then expanded on the other six hills that later formed the legendary Seven Hills of
Rome. Just driving one of our Vespa scooters across these places you will discover
the beauties of the Capital, in an exciting and ...
Price: 92,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=65554P1

HappyShoppingRome Walking Tour of Unique Fashion Street Market with Locals
Better than an Outlet! Take a fun stroll off the beaten path and feel like a local:
strolling thru outdoor flea markets accompanied by professional guides.&nbsp; This
is where bargain shoppers find it all.&nbsp; This is your opportunity to see tons
of&nbsp;&nbsp; apparel &amp; ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=65759P1

Cerveteri Necropolis with Wine Tasting
Day trip by private coach transportation. Departure from Rome Piazza del Popolo at
8:00 am towards the beautiful city of CerveteriWe begin our adventure walking
together with a local professional guide who will lead us inside the NecropoliThe day
continues by visiting one of the most famous Lazio ...
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Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=66193P1

Orvieto Wine Tasting from Rome
Day trip by private coach transportation. Departure in the morning towards Orvieto, a
small village in Umbria Our guide takes us to discover the wonders of this town.After
our visit in town, we move on to the green hills in the South of Orvieto, at a
well-known local winery. Wine and food tasting ...
Price: 167,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=66193P2

Amalfi Coast - Limoncello Experience
Departure from Rome in the morning towards Salerno, where we take a ferry tour all
over the splendid Coast and eventually disembark in the world-famous Amalfi.Once
arrived at the port we start by taking a walk through the city streets, among the
architecture beauties and the fragrance of the ...
Price: 170,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=66193P3

Bracciano Castle with Wine Tasting
Discover the heartland of Italy and the famous Bracciano Castle. Overlooking the
pristine volcanic Bracciano Lake, the 15th century Castello Orsini-Odescalchi. We
begin our adventure walking together with a local professional guide who will lead us
inside the Castle , we will travel back in time, ...
Price: 94,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=66193P4

Food & Wine Tasting in a local cellar
Don?t miss the chance to explore the marvelous Lazio region and it?s rolling hills !
Let?s start our wine and lunch experience ! Departure from Rome in the morning
towards
roman
countryside.&nbsp;The
cellar
is
located
inside
the&nbsp;medieval&nbsp;?Borgo?&nbsp;village. We will meet our somellier ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=66193P5
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PRIVATE Transfer from Rome to Naples
This is a PRIVATE tranfer from any location of&nbsp;Rome such us hotels, airports,
train station etc. to any location of&nbsp;Naples (airports, port. train station or
hotels)&nbsp; Please note that you will need to indicate Pick-up time and location
&amp; Flight or train number (if needed) into ...
Price: 64,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=66459P24

PRIVATE Transfer from Rome to Sorrento
This is a PRIVATE tranfer from any airport of&nbsp;Rome&nbsp;or from the city
center (hotels, train station etc.) to any hotel in&nbsp;Sorrento&nbsp; Please note
that you will need to indicate Pick-up time and location &amp; Flight or train number
(if needed) into the &quot;special ...
Price: 73,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=66459P25

Transfer from Rome to Positano-Amalfi-Ravello
This is a PRIVATE tranfer from any location of&nbsp;Rome (Airport or city center
hotels) to any place (such us hotels, train station etc)&nbsp;on the Amalfi coast as
Positano, Praiano, Amalfi, Atrani, Maiori, Ravello. etc Please note that you will need
to indicate Pick-up time and location &amp; ...
Price: 77,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=66459P26

TASTY ROME: EXPERIENCE ROMAN FOOD
This is a real culinary experience in one of Rome?s most peculiar neighboroods:
Monti, one of the oldest and most interesting sides of Rome. You will have the
opportunity avoid the granted touristic restaurants and taste what Rome has best.
Our Tasty Rome food tour is perfect for those who want to ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=66570P1

Hadrian's Mausoleum (Castel Sant' Angelo) Private Tour
If you like mystery and you want to live an unforgettable experience we?ve got just
the thing: our 2hrs tour of Hadrian?s Mausoleum, known also as Castel
Sant?Angelo, one of the most spectacular monuments of Rome! Thanks to this
special private tour, that includes privileged entrance, you will ...
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Price: 81,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=66570P3

Colosseum and Roman Forums Guided Free Tour
Jump back in time to the Ancient Roman empire with a top-rated guide on a
spectacular walking tour. You will see the Roman Forums, Trajan's Column and
Market, the Temples of Venus and Mars, the Basilica of Maxentius and many more
famous sites. The tour ends in front of the Colosseum where you will ...
Price: 2,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=66730P2

Roman Forums and Colosseum by Night Guided Walking Tour
Enjoy a 2-hour walking tour of the heart of ancient Rome in a cooler and romantic
nighttime atmosphere.&nbsp;You will see first the Trajan's Column,&nbsp;Piazza
Venezia&nbsp;and&nbsp;the Vittoriano - often referred to as "The Wedding Cake"
for its shape and colour - the monument erected in honour ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=66730P4

Trevi Fountain to Pantheon Guided Free Tour in Rome
Take a fun and informative guided tour of the city center of Rome that features
spectacular squares, fountains and important buildings. You will visit Piazza
Barberini, see the Quirinal Hill and Italy President Palace, the Trevi Fountain, Marcus
Aurelius Column, the Temple of Hadrian, the Pantheon, ...
Price: 2,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=66730P5

The Borgia Family walking tour in Rome
This tour explores the enticing history and famous sites of the Borgia family. You will
be able to enjoy a less conventional way to discover some of the most famous
highlights of Rome, while learning about the conspiracies and crimes committed by
Pope Alexander the Sixth and his relatives.This tour ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=66730P7
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Pantheon: The Official Audio Guided Tour
Take a 35-minute audio guide tour of the Church of Santa Maria ad Martyres also
known as the Pantheon! Collect your audio guide to the Audio Guide Desk inside the
Pantheon and learn the fascinating history of the pagan temple that became a church
and later mausoleum.Take a 35-minute audio guide ...
Price: 5,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=66748P1

Pantheon Guided Tour in Rome: join the tour every day at noon!
Get ready to experience the Church of Santa Maria ad Martyres also known as the
Pantheon! The tour start every day at the D'Uva Audio guide desk inside of the
monument. During this 1-hour tour, our passionate tour guide will show you the
history of this stunning monument, the behind-the-scenes, the ...
Price: 18,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=66748P3

PRIVATE TRANSFER FROM ROME TO FLORENCE WITH ORVIETO & LUNCH IN THE COUNTRYSIDE
-Mercedes vehicle -Knowledgeable English speaking driver -Door to door private
transportation -Visit of Orvieto on the way with its magnificent Duomo -Genuine and
Typical lunch in a farmhouse along the Umbrian Countryside-Mercedes vehicle
-Knowledgeable English speaking driver -Door to door ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=66825P3

Private Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia Dock to Rome, Mercedes Vehicle
-Pick up at 8am right in front of your Cruise Ship by our personal and Knowledgeable
English Speaking Driver -Drive to Rome -Sightseeing tour of the highlights of the city
with an excellent English speaking driver that will give you all the info of the places
you are going to visit -Back to the ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=66825P4

Private Transfer from Cruise Dock to Rome, Mercedes Minivan and English Speaking
-Pick up at 8 right in front of your Cruise Ship -Our English speaking driver will be
waiting for you holding a sign reading your name -Relaxed and comfortable drive to
your hotel/accommodation in Rome -Mercedes vehicle just for your party Private
Tour is limited to a maximum of 7 travelers.-Pick ...
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Price: 38,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=66825P5

Grand Tour to Pompeii (with private guide) & the Amalfi Coast from Rome & back
The Grand tour of Pompeii and the Amalfi Coast will give you the opportunity to enjoy
the best on the Campania Region in a 14 hours Trip from Rome and back.&nbsp;
-Depart from Rome in a comfortable Mercedes vehicle with english speaking
driver&nbsp; -Visit the Ruins of Pompeii with a dedicated ...
Price: 163,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=66825P6

Full-Day Island of Ponza Cruise Trip from Anzio Including Lunch
Explore the truly off-the-beaten track island on Ponza on this swimming, snorkeling
and exploring day trip from Anzio! Mysterious grottoes, stunning views and crystal
clear seas await you.Explore the truly off-the-beaten track island on Ponza on this
swimming, snorkeling and exploring day trip from ...
Price: 92,82 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6685P4

Ponza Island Day Trip from Rome
Relax on a full-day excursion from Rome to Ponza Island with ample time to swim
and shop. Swim in the azure sea, eat a fresh ?mariner?s style pasta? lunch, sip wine
and then spend some spare time on the island. Learn about the history of the island
and its connection to the Greek poet Homer. ...
Price: 197,10 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6685PONZA

Rome Highlights Segway Tour with Optional Skip-the-Line Colosseum Ticket
Explore the historical highlights of Rome on this 3-hour Segway tour. Led by an
expert tour leader, coast through the medieval streets to witness must-sees such as
the Pantheon and Spanish Steps. Cruise around Piazza Navona, explore Piazza del
Campidoglio, and see the Church of Sant?Iganzio di ...
Price: 56,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6700BEST
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Rome in One Day Segway Tour with Lunch
Witness the top sights of ancient and baroque Rome on this full-day Segway tour,
with an included lunch. With an expert tour leader, rattle through must-see Rome
attractions, covering ancient sights including the Colosseum and Roman Forum, and
baroque headliners like the Trevi Fountain and Spanish ...
Price: 105,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6700ONEDAY

Vatican Morning and Ancient Rome Segway Tour Super Saver Package
Spend your morning in Vatican City &amp; St. Peter's Basilica by foot and your
afternoon exploring Ancient Rome by Segway - and save on the cost of booking
these two tours separately!Spend your morning in Vatican City &amp; St. Peter's
Basilica by foot and your afternoon exploring Ancient Rome by ...
Price: 96,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6700P10

Highlights of Rome by Night Segway Tour
You have not truly seen Rome until you have experienced it at night! The
monuments completely transform as they are beautifully illuminated, creating a
festive, romantic and mysterious atmosphere throughout the city. Rome?s
best-illuminated monuments are scattered around the city ? making our Rome ...
Price: 56,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6700P11

Skip the Line: 3.5-Hr Small Group Stories of the Vatican Tour
This 3.5-hour Vatican Tour is led by an expert guide who will share stories you won't
hear anywhere else! Visit the highlights of the Vatican Museums in closed groups
limited to 10 people or less. The reduced group size means you have permission to
walk around the the Vatican headset free. ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6700P12

2-Hour Rome Segway Tour Around the Colosseum
Never used a Segway before? No problem. Most of our guests haven't - but after a
quick training session with our team, most people say it's easier than riding a bike!
Explore the top sights of Ancient Rome by Segway with us in just 2 hour. This tour is
led in small groups of 8 or less ensure ...
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Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6700P13

Fast Track Access Vatican Museums Sistine Chapel & St Peters Basilica Tour
A classic Skip the Line tour of the Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel &amp; St.
Peter's Basilica. Keep things simple and stick to the highlights. Leave it up to your
expert tour guide to keep things interesting! Small groups limited to 20 people or less
and headsets to make it easy to hear your ...
Price: 54,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6700P14

Segway Tour of Ancient Rome with Optional Skip-the-Line Colosseum Entry
Embark on a 3.5-hour Segway tour through the wonders of ancient Rome. Join a
small group on a stand-up, motorized tour past some of the city's most iconic sights,
including the Roman Forum, the Colosseum, Circus Maximum, and the Baths of
Caracalla. Visit unexpected places, gliding past age-old ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6700P4

Private Segway Experience with Lunch: Trastevere Quarter in Rome
Explore Rome's hippest neighborhood - the Trastevere district - from the unique
vantage point of a Segway PT. Trastevere is a pedestrian haven, making it a perfect
place to explore by two wheels with no vehicles getting in the way. Catch the midday
cannon at the Gianiculum Hill - a long standing ...
Price: 170,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6700P5

Best of Rome at Sunrise - Rome's Famous Sights Without the Crowds
Get in on a well-kept secret: Rome at sunrise is absolutely stunning - and there's no
one around! See all of Rome's most famous sights in this rare peaceful moment of
the day. Hotel pick-up is included for free and all transfers are by luxury Mercedes
van in small groups of 6 people or less with a ...
Price: 74,25 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6700P6
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Skip the Line: Small-Group Vatican Museums Breakfast Tour including the Sistine Chapel
Enjoy a rich buffet breakfast inside the Vatican Museums, followed by a headset-free
small group tour of the Museum's highlights with an expert Vatican insider. Groups
are limited to 10 people or less which permit us to forgo the use of uncomfortable,
staticky earphones. Your English-speaking guide ...
Price: 115,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6700P7

Headset-free Friday Night Vatican Tour with Aperitif Buffet inside the Museums
Each summer, when daytime temperatures can reach unbearable levels, the Vatican
Museums opens its doors once a week on Fridays after official opening hours. Take
advantage of this unique opportunity to experience the Museums in the comfortably
cooler evening and join this small-group, headset-free ...
Price: 104,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6700P8

Early Morning Passeggiata of Rome's Famous Sights without the Crowds
See Rome before the city wakes up and the crowds arrive! This early morning
walking tour with a local guide covers all of the major sights of the city centre, from
the Spanish Steps, Pantheon and Trevi Fountain to St. Peter's Square &amp; more.
Perfect for early-birds, photographers, families and ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6700P9

Rome Vintage Fiat 500 Self-Drive Tour by Convoy
Travel back in time to 1950s Italy on this 3-hour driving tour in Rome. Get behind the
wheel of a vintage Fiat 500 and follow your expert guide through the Italian capital?s
pretty streets in your chic, candy-colored car. Cruise along streets inaccessible to
larger vehicles, passing by top Rome ...
Price: 145,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6703CONVOY

FIAT 500 Vintage Tour and the 7 Hidden Gems of Rome
Discover the 7 Hidden Gems of Rome on board a chauffeured FIAT 500 vintage
tour in convoy with other customers and cars.Wow your partner and enjoy a magical
Rome seen through the open roof of a FIAT 500 vintage car. Let your
chauffeur/guide show you amazing corners of Rome. Our chauffeur will be ...
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Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6703P3

Fiat 500 Night tour of Rome
Explore Rome lit up at night with a fun and private 3-hour night tour in a classic Fiat
500 car. The chauffeur will drive your cute tiny Fiat 500 through narrow alleys and
hidden squares of the Eternal City and will unveil for you the magic of Rome. During
the tour, stop for a glass of bubbly (own ...
Price: 170,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6703P4

3-Hour Private Rome Sightseeing Tour in a Classic Fiat 500
Discover Rome as passenger on board a FIAT 500 vintage car. Let our drivers take
care of the itinerary and show to you the Magic of off-the-beaten-paths spots of
Rome. The perfect tour for all those who wish to visit Rome in an unusual way, not
just like tourists but like discerned travellers! ...
Price: 170,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6703P5

VIP Seating at AS Roma's Stadio Olimpico Including Gourmet Buffet and Open Bar
Get the VIP treatment at an AS Roma live football (soccer) match at Stadio Olimpico.
Enjoy a delicious gourmet buffet before kickoff and avail of a free bar that remains
open throughout the game. Wrap up with a complimentary scarf and watch the skillful
AS Roma players in action. Soak up the highly ...
Price: 299,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6718ASROMAVIP

Colosseum Underground and Ancient Rome Small-Group Tour
Relive the glory of Ancient Rome on this 3.5-hour, small-group tour, led by an expert
guide. Skip the long lines and enjoy an access-all-areas tour of Rome?s mighty
Colosseum, including parts usually restricted to visitors. Explore the subterranean
underground chambers, where the wild animals were ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6718COLOSSEUM
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Early Morning Vatican Truly Small Group Tour
Get early access into the Sistine Chapel to admire Michelangelo's amazing frescoes
one hour before the general public. Together with a small group of max 6 participants
and a passionate English-speaking guide, you will be able to avoid the crowds and
quietly enjoy the wonderful masterpiece. The ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6718P17

Skip-the-Line Small-Group Tour: Vatican, Sistine Chapel, and St. Peter's Basilica
This 3-hour, small-group tour is limited to six people and takes an incredible journey
through the highlights of the Vatican Museums. With your local guide, skip-the-line
and be amazed while admiring the Raphael Rooms and the Sistine Chapel. See
unique sculptures, courtyards, hallways, tapestries ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6718P18

Colosseum and Ancient Rome Small Group Tour with Virtual Reality, Gladiator Entrance and Arena
Floor
Enjoy our 3 hrs small group tour of max 6 participants of Ancient Rome and its
amazing reconstructions with Virtual Reality and skip-the-line tickets. With our local
passionate guide you will visit the wonders of the archaeological park of Rome:
Roman Forum, Palatine Hill and the Colosseum. Also as ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6718P19

Rome Evening Food Experience
The Rome Evening Food Experience is a 4 hrs guided restaurant hopping tour that
explores the richness of Italian cuisine and tradition with an emphasis in Roman
eno-gastronomic heritage. Your small group of 6 participants will learn a mixture of
history and food of the last centuries, you will be ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6718P20

Exclusive Vatican Evening Small Group Tour
The Exclusive Vatican Evening Small Group Tour will give you an 'after hours'
experience of one of the most popular tourist attractions in the world. Avoid the
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summer heat, long lines and crowded noisy hallways and allow yourself to appreciate
and experience the Vatican and Sistine Chapel to it's ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6718P25

Small Group Tour Express Access to Sistine Chapel in Rome
This 1.5 hour small group tour limited to 6 people per group will allow you to visit the
Sistine Chapel&nbsp;and St Peter's Basilica in the early morning before opened to
the general public. With your expert local guide, you will have direct access into the
Sistine Chapel with no waiting in lines ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6718P26

Rome Night Catacombs Small Group Tour with Exclusive Access to Secret Rooms
This tour is a unique and exclusive collaboration that allows you to explore the
ancient catacombs with your small group of 6 people, your guide, a few
flashlights with no one else! This 3 hour tour will take you first to the Capuchin Crypt
with nearly 4000 monks on display, and then to the ...
Price: 109,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6718P28

Top Levels Colosseum Small-Group Tour - Unrivaled Views of Rome
For the first time in 40 years the Colosseum has now opened it's top 4th and 5th
levels! This exclusive tour will provide visitors with an unrivaled view of the Eternal
City from the 5th tier and exemplify the importance of social hierarchy in the ancient
times. From the top level of where peasants ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6718P29

Virtual Reality of Emperor Nero's Palace and Colosseum - Small Group Tour
Step back into ancient times on this tour and discover a world unknown to us for over
2000 years. In a small group of no more than 6 people, your expert guide will make
the past come to life as you learn the history of Rome and its people. You will be fully
immersed as you make stops along the ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6718P31
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Ostia Antica Half Day Small Group Tour with Train - Rome's Ancient Harbor City
This small group tour of no more than 6 people will take you on an adventure back in
time into a once flourishing cosmopolitan harbor city on the outskirts of Rome.
Thanks to the amazing preservation of this city, it is often referred to as ?the better
Pompeii?. This intimate tour will allow you to ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6718P32

Early Access Vatican Behind The Scenes Truly Small Group Tour
Discover the Vatican Museums, the Sistine Chapel, St Peter?s Basilica and an
additional ?secret room? in a small group of a maximum 6 people on this exclusive
4-hour tour. With your licensed local guide and prior to the rush of tourists, embark
on your incredible journey through the museums with ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6718P34

Ancient Catacombs and Underground Rome Small Group Tour
In a small group with a maximum of 6 people, travel back in time and experience
Ancient Rome's underground levels on this extensive catacombs tour. With the
assistance of your expert guide, make your way through the various narrow
passageways and tombs which are the graves to many of Rome's ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6718P35

Borghese Gallery Small-Group Tour - Baroque & Renaissance in Rome
Explore the magnificent Borghese Gallery and Gardens on this small-group
(maximum of 6) tour. Visit the Villa Borghese Pinciana, home to the Borghese
Gallery and its collection of masterpieces by such artists as Bernini, Caravaggio,
Canova, and Raphael. Your expert guide will provide you with ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6718P9

Skip the Line: Small-Group Colosseum, Forum, Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St Peterâ€™s
Basilica Walking Tour
If you?re short on time in Rome yet still want to glory in the best of the Eternal City,
this full-day small-group walking tour delivers, with skip-the-line access to the Vatican
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Museums, St Peter?s Basilica and the sights of Ancient Rome. Avoid long lines at
the Colosseum; visit the Roman Forum ...
Price: 199,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6718SMALLVATCOL

Semi-Private Walking Tour of the Vatican with Early Entrance and Colosseum Underground
Visit the Sistine Chapel before it officially opens, explore the Vatican Museums, and
skip the lines at the Colosseum to see normally off-limits areas on this full-day
walking tour. Enter the Sistine Chapel to witness its wondrous Michelangelo frescoes
free from daytime crowds, and tour the Vatican ...
Price: 249,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6718VATANDCOL

Private Tour: Assisi Day Trip from Rome
Swap the big city bustle for medieval small-town charms on this private day trip from
Rome to Assisi. In the company of your very own knowledgeable English-speaking
driver, travel through the Umbrian hills to the UNESCO World Heritage-listed town of
Assisi. See the Church of Santa Chiara, the ...
Price: 78,13 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6721ASSISIPRV

Private Airport Pick-up plus Rome Sightseeing and transfer to Civitavecchia port
Your driver will greet you at the airport holding a sign with your name and embark
you on a private 3 hour sightseeing tour of Rome and then drive you to the pier in
Civitavecchia. The itinerary is flexible and you may decide with your english speaking
driver the best solution for you.Your driver ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6721P11

3-Day Best of Tuscany from Rome
Enjoy a 3 days private escorted tour with english speaking driver and comfortable
vehicle and visit the best of what Toscany has to offer. Start out from Rome and
head to Val d'Orcia area visiting Montepulciano and Pienza , overnight in Siena. On
day 2 visit San Gimignano, the Manhattan of Italy, ...
Price: 355,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6721P12
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Flexible Private Tour of Rome with English Speaking Driver
Get the perfect introduction to the wealth of sights of the Eternal City during this
7-hour Rome tour. Whether you're only visiting Rome for a short time or looking to
get a better sense of it, this tour is a great option. Explore Rome at your own pace
and customize your trip to the attractions ...
Price: 475,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6721P13

Private Tour Positano Sorrento and Amalfi Coast
Discover the rich history and dreamy coastal scenery that typifies southern Italy on
this private day trip to Sorrento and the Amalfi Coast from Rome including Positano.
Enjoy the breathtaking Amalfi Coast. Drink in sweeping vistas of the Mediterranean
Sea and enjoy ample free time to explore the ...
Price: 666,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6721P14

Shared Roundtrip transfer from Civitavecchia to Rome
If you are a walker and love exploring cities on foot, this return transfer is just the
service for you. Enjoy a comfortable 90 minutes? ride before you reach Rome and
begin your quest for the city?s priceless treasures. Walk around the centre and
without even trying you?ll come across ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6721P15

Private Tour: Christian Rome
Step into the early days of Christianity, during this private six-hour guided tour
beginning and ending at your hotel. Led by a local knowledgeable English speaking
driver, you?ll get an insider's view of the Eternal City and its holy sites, seeing where
Constantine, St. Peter, and St. Paul lived ...
Price: 280,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6721P16

Private Tour: Siena and San Gimignano Day Trip from Rome
Venture north from Rome to Tuscany on a privately guided day trip, and spend the
day in San Gimignano and Siena. As your driver chauffeurs you around the cities,
learn about medieval Tuscany and see UNESCO-listed attractions, fine architecture
and much more. Check out stunners like the Gothic ...
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Price: 470,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6721P17

Small Group Tour Rome To Pisa
Alongside the Colosseum in Rome, the Leaning Tower of Pisa make the
quintessential image of Italy. Our driver will pick you up at your hotel in Rome and
take on a comfortable and picturesque drive across the Etruscan countryside. Upon
your arrival in Pisa you will be met by your private guide who ...
Price: 170,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6721P18

Hydromania Water Theme Park Private Roundtrip Transportation and Tickets
Together with your family or friends have fun on the slides, join the animation team
or just enjoy sun bathing nearby the chilly waters of the pools! Whenever you feel
thirsty then, visit the kiosks for a cold drink, or a gelato. In this wonderful park you
will find all the comfort and the ...
Price: 295,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6721P20

Vip Luxury Exclusive Private Chauffeured Half Day Tour Of Rome
Let yourselves be treated like royalty and enjoy a customized 4-hour tour of Rome by
a professional English speaking driver in a luxury Mercedes S-class. This service has
been created for vacationers who wish to indulge in a little luxury and discover the
wonders of the eternal city with its ...
Price: 375,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6721P21

Private Sandy Beach Day Trip From Rome
Feeling the heat of the summer? Pack your swimsuit and let us take you to a day trip
to one of the the prettiest, cleanest beaches near Rome: Sabaudia ? known for its
spaciousness and ?spiaggia libera?. Enjoy a confortable ride from rome with your
privaate driver and air conditioned ...
Price: 550,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6721P22
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Small Group Transfer from Civitavecchia pier to Rome Hotel or Airport
Make your trip from Civitavecchia port to Rome hassle-free. Meet your English
speaking driver at the dockside in Civitavecchia port holding a sign with your name.
Enjoy your journey in safety to your hotel in Rome or to the airport. This is a shared
small group transfer with no more than 8 ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6721P23

Accessible Private Shore excursion for wheelchair users English speaking
Enjoy a private shore excursion with our accessible vehicle that can take a maximum
of 2 wheelchair users + 5 able bodied passengers . Our standard minivan is
equipped with a fold down posterior ramp designed with a shallow angle to allow the
wheelchair to slide into the minivan and be securely ...
Price: 650,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6721P24

Accessible Transportation in Rome Civitavecchia or Airport transfer
Private Accessible transfers avavilable throughout Rome and Civitavecchia pier . Our
standard minivan is equipped with a fold down posterior ramp designed with a
shallow angle to allow the wheelchair to slide into the minivan and be securely locked
into position. On the van floor a safety-bolt ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6721P26

Private Transfer Rome To Italy Destinations Wheelchair Accessible available
Enjoy a relaxing Private transfer from your centrally located hotel in Rome or from
Fiumicino / Ciampino Airport to your destination In Italy .We offer multiple
destinations like Positano , Florence , Amalfi , Naples , Assisi and lots more. Sit
down and enjoy your ride in your air conditioned ...
Price: 527,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6721P27

Rome Small-Group Experience No More Than 8 Passengers Dock-Side Pick Up Included
This Rome Shore Excursion has been designed for those guests who wish to enjoy a
complete overview of Rome. Escape the crowded bus tours and set off on a
personalized, no more than 8 passenger minivan , semi-private excursion. You will
have the opportunity to drive where large buses are not ...
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Price: 135,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6721P29

Small Group Tour Rome To Pompeii
Meet your driver at your centrally located hotel in Rome and embark on a journey
that will take you back to AD 79 when Mount Vesuvius, one of history's most
destructive volcanoes, erupted destroying the ancient towns of Pompeii and
Herculaneum. Head south on the A1 Highway of the Sun for a 2h &amp; ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6721P33

Day Trip to Rome Countryside including Nemi, Frascati, Castelgandolfo
Enjoy a scenic and relaxing trip to Roman countryside in this comfortable and
customizable private tour, with private roundtrip transportation from your centrally
located hotel in Rome, and a knowledgeable &amp; enthusiastic driver to lead the
way. Plenty of photo opportunities along the route as ...
Price: 480,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6721P34

Long Distance Private Transfer Rome To Tuscany , Amalfi , Naples ,Venice ,Umbria
Enjoy a relaxing Private transfer from your centrally located hotel in Rome or from
Fiumicino / Ciampino Airport to your destination In Italy .We offer multiple
destinations like Positano , Florence , Amalfi , Naples , Assisi and lots more. Sit
down and enjoy your ride in your air conditioned ...
Price: 550,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6721P35

Civitavecchia Shore Excursion: Splendor of Rome Tour
Enjoy a this tour tour from Civitavecchia. Meet your driver/guide at the bus terminal
and depart on a unique experience . Your guide will give you information about
Rome on the 90 minute ride to Rome. You will drive bye the Circus Maximus,
Aventine and Palatine hill before arriving at the Colosseum ...
Price: 94,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6721P5
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Private Transfer from/to Civitavecchia, Rome or Fiumicino Airport
Meet our driver dockside, at your hotel in Rome or at the Airport or Civitavecchia
port holding a sign with your name and enjoy your journey.
Meet our driver
dockside, at your hotel in Rome or at the Airport or Civitavecchia port holding a sign
with your name and enjoy your journey. ...
Price: 34,37 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6721P6

Civitavecchia Shore Excursion: Rome Private Tour with English Speaking Driver
This service consists of a full-day private tour of Rome with a brilliant English
speaking driver. He will pick you up dockside and return you to the same place at the
end of the day.
This service consists of a full-day private tour of Rome with a
brilliant English speaking ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6721P9

Private Tour: Pompeii Day Trip from Rome
Discover the ancient Roman city of Pompeii on this private day trip from Rome.
Choose to visit the UNESCO-listed ruins of Pompeii either independently or with an
expert guide, and discover the history behind this once thriving port city that was
submerged under layers of molten ash and pumice some ...
Price: 78,12 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6721POMPEIIPRV

Private Tour: Pompeii and Positano Day Trip from Rome
Discover the rich history and dreamy coastal scenery that typifies southern Italy on
this private day trip to Pompeii and the Amalfi Coast from Rome. Explore the
UNESCO-listed ruins of Pompeii either independently or with an expert guide, and
get a glimpse of what daily life was like before the ...
Price: 94,38 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6721POMSORPOSPRV

Private Transfers to Florence from Civitavecchia Cruise port
Transportation with professional drivers and last generation vehicles always ensuring
customers the ultimate in confort and elegance. After your cruise trip the only thing to
do will be relax and enjoy the journey! Best post cruise transfers guaranteed ideals
for families, couples and small groups ...
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Price: 650,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=67283P2

Private Transfers to Sorrento and Amalfi Coast from Civitavecchia Cruise port
Transportation with professional drivers and last generation vehicles always ensuring
customers the ultimate in confort and elegance. After your cruise trip the only thing to
do will be relax and enjoy the journey! Best post cruise transfers guaranteed ideals
for families, couples and small groups ...
Price: 750,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=67283P3

4-Day Small Group Tour: Rome to Amalfi Coast
If you're a young, independent traveler, budget can play a big part in what you see or
do. On this 4-day trip, offered to people between 18 and 39 years old, you'll get to
see the highlights of the Amalfi Coast with a mix of guided walks and free time in
Sorrento and Naples; ride a boat to Capri; ...
Price: 309,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6821AMALFI

Naples and Pompeii All Day Trip from Rome by Train
Explore southern Italy in style on this 1-day tour for ages 18-39 to Naples and
Pompeii by high-speed train from Rome. With map in hand, explore the ancient city
of Pompeii and gain insight into Mt Vesuvius? mighty eruption. Admire sites of
interest such as the Forum and the temple ruins, and gain ...
Price: 115,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6821P5

Rome by Night Walk for 18-39's
Trying to make the most of your time in Rome? Wanting to meet new, 18-39 year´s
old, like-minded people while walking around the cittá eterna? We recommend doing
this by night. Your friendly local guide will show you all the main sights when the sun
is going down. Why? When the lights go down tthe ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6821P7
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Rome in a day including the Vatican Museums & Sistine Chapel for 18-39's
They say Rome wasn?t built in a day...but sometimes, a day is all you have to
experience the beautiful City! So there is no time to waste! This tour is perfect for
those wanting to check out the main sights, learn as much as possible from each of
them and meet like-minded people all in one go! ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6821P8

Rome Monti District Small-Group Food Tour
Roman food is better known as the food of people as no part of the animal goes to
waste. This typical kind of cooking is flavored with lard and olive oil and perfumed by
sage and rosemary among other herbs. Local varieties of pasta, pizza, ham, and
cheese are going to tell you what Roman cuisine is ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=68229P4

Tailored Fun and Private Photo Shoot in Rome
Create a personalized souvenir of your vacation with a private photo shoot, using
Rome's most picturesque monuments and neighbourhoods as backdrops. Discover
the city at your own pace with a bilingual, local photographer capturing timeless
memories of your visit. Receive beautifully retouched ...
Price: 299,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6822P25

Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel for families and kids
See the Vatican Museums and the Chapel Sistine, a chapel that served then (as
now) as the pope?s private chapel ? in a semi-private tour (2 families max.)
especially designed for kids and adults! Take a guided tour of the Vatican, and have
the greatest tour with your family!See the Vatican Museums ...
Price: 320,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6839P48

Colosseum and Roman Forum : Family with Children Guided Tour
Discover the largest amphitheater in the world and the beautiful Roman Forum
accompanied by an experienced guide who will cater to your little ones. Travel back
to the days of the Roman Empire on a 2-hour skip-the-line private tour.Discover the
largest amphitheater in the world and the beautiful ...
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Price: 299,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6839P49

Rome: Pantheon Family with Children Tour with Gelato
Experience the Roman pantheon with a private guide dedicated to you and your
family. The vast dome measures 43 meters in diameter. A single opening at the
center of the dome allows light to filter through. After taste the famous Italian
gelato.Experience the Roman pantheon with a private guide ...
Price: 299,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6839P51

Dining experience at a Cesarina's home in Rome with show cooking
Immerse yourself in a private dining experience at a Cesarina's home,&nbsp;enjoy
an exclusive show cooking and&nbsp; taste authentic Roman recipes treasured in
family cookbooks passed down by real Italian Mammas. Feel the warmth of Italian
hospitality as you connect with local people. Enjoy a ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=68460P1

Local market visit and dining experience at a Cesarina's home in Rome
Visit the vibrant local market and the traditional food shops with the Cesarina and
immerse yourself in a private dining experience at the Cesarina's home. Enjoy an
exclusive show cooking and taste authentic Roman recipes treasured in family
cookbooks passed down by real Italian Mammas. Feel the ...
Price: 145,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=68460P2

Learn Italian & Dine at a Cesarina's home in Rome
Immerse
yourself
in
a&nbsp;&nbsp;private&nbsp;&nbsp;Italian
lesson&nbsp;&nbsp;with
aperitivo&nbsp;followed
by
a&nbsp;&nbsp;dining
experience&nbsp;at a Cesarina's home.&nbsp; Learn Italian&nbsp;with a
professional teacher at the Cesarina's home and sip an Italian aperitivo.&nbsp; Enjoy
...
Price: 175,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=68460P26
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Private cooking class at a Cesarina's home with tasting in Rome
Immerse yourself in a private cooking class at the Cesarina's home, learn the
secrets of the most famous dishes of Roman cuisine and taste the fruit of your labour
accompanied by a glass of local wine. During the lesson the Cesarina will reveal the
tricks of the trade of 3 authentic Roman ...
Price: 145,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=68460P3

Local market visit and private cooking class at a Cesarina's home in Rome
Visit the vibrant local market and the traditional food shops with the Cesarina and
immerse yourself in a private cooking class at the Cesarina's home, learn the
secrets of the most famous dishes of Roman cuisine and taste the fruit of your labour
accompanied by a glass of local wine. During ...
Price: 215,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=68460P4

Mercedes V Class transfer with sighseeing tour included
This is perfect option for visitors who wants meet Rome during airport transfer. Our
english speaking driver will reply all your questions about Rome and what you should
know of capital of Italy. Our premium class transfer from the airport to Rome is the
best way to start your vacation in this ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=68681P1

Small-Group Segway Tour: Grand City Tour
Rome Segway Tours provides you with the most unique and fun way imaginable to
see the sights and hear the sounds of this great historic city. If you've ever wondered
what it's like to ride the new Segway Personal Transporter, here's your chance.Rome
Segway Tours provides you with the most unique ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6901P2

Small-Group Segway Tour: Panoramic Night Tour of Rome
Come to clear your head for an evening Segway ride through Rome!The peaceful
atmosphere and views of the entire historical center by night will take your breath
away.Come to clear your head for an evening Segway ride through Rome!The
peaceful atmosphere and views of the entire historical center by ...
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Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6901P3

Private Segway Tour in Rome
Explore Rome?s ancient attractions, pretty streets and bustling piazzas on a
private 3.5-hour Segway tour. Cruise through the city?s historical center and see
showstopper sights including the Colosseum, Trevi Fountain, the Spanish Steps and
the Pantheon. Soak up the bustling atmosphere in ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6901ROMEPRV

Sky Experience - Paragliding tandem flights in Rome
Sky Experience is the first certified Sportive Association in central Italy that is
exclusively dedicated to tandem paragliding flights. In addition, we are proudly to be
officially associated with CONI (Italian National Olympic Committee)! All of our pilots
have more than 15 years of experience ...
Price: 200,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=69133P1

Rome Sightseeing by Antique Tram Including Wine
Combine sightseeing with a party like no other on this 1.5-hour evening tour of Rome
by antique tram. Sip unlimited local wine while passing by premier sights, including
the Colosseum and Circus Maximus, as you watch an incredible live band perform
songs from the likes of the Beatles, Frank Sinatra ...
Price: 49,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6915TRAM

Shore Excursion to Rome from Civitavecchia Port
See the best of the capital of Italy with our All Around Tour. Sit back and relax, you?ll
get the full Rome experience with must-see attractions like the Colosseum, the
Pantheon, the Piazza Navona, Spanish Steps, Vatican City and Saint Peter's
Cathedral! Just hop off at every of 8 stops, take a ...
Price: 66,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=69280P1
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gladiator fight
The&nbsp;Gladiators' School&nbsp; Munera Gladiatoria&nbsp;offers courses
of&nbsp;
ars
gladiatoria&nbsp;nearby&nbsp;the
beautiful
Villa
Adriana!&nbsp;Gladiators, in complate safety and in compliance&nbsp;with age of
students, will learn to fight with many kind of instruments, from&nbsp;wood swords ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=69418P1

2 days in the history
The Gruppo Storico Roma Aeterna offers the opportunity to spend a day and a night
at the Castrum Hadriani, leading the life of a true legionary or barbarian.No objects
typical of modern technology will be allowed, such as cell phones, watches, etc .; the
participants, after a preliminary tour of ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=69418P2

Castel Sant'Angelo and Ponte Sant'Angelo Walking Tour in Rome
Discover two of Rome?s lesser-known treasures, Castel Sant?Angelo and Ponte
Sant?Angelo, on this 3-hour tour. With an expert guide, enter the castle and learn
how it served as a mausoleum for Roman emperor Hadrian before becoming a papal
fortress. Tour the lavish apartments and museum, see the ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6951ANGEL

Skip the Line: Vatican Museum, Sistine Chapel and St. Peter's Basilica Tour
Immerse yourself in some of the most famous art in the world during this 3-hour tour
through the Vatican Museum, Sistine Chapel and St. Peter?s Basilica. Special ?Skip
the Line? access allows you to enjoy the sights on your own schedule without
wasting time waiting in line. Learn about Italy?s most ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6951P15

Vespa Tour Street Art
Recent boom of street art is changing the look and feel of the city and bringing
curious visitors to unseen neighborhoods. Get under the skin of the city as you zip
past a selection of murals while we share the history of the neighborhoods and how
they relate to Rome in the 21st century.Recent boom ...
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Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=69527P1

City Sightseeing Transportation and Skip-The-Line Roma Pass
Explore all the best attractions in Rome with your NEW City Sightseeing Roma Pass!
Enjoy Rome stunning view on board of a City Sightseeing unmistakable red,
open-top, double-decker buses for 48h and reach any place of the city, also located
further from the city center, using Public Transport for ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6980P24

Domitilla Catacombs and Rome Hop on Hop Off Tour
Get on board a semi-panoramic hop-on hop-off tour bus to reach the largest
Catacombs in Rome. Visit the archaeological site will show you more about the life of
early Christians in Rome. Learn about their belief in the resurrection, eternal life, and
their strong relationship with God, as you will ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6980P25

Pompeii and Naples Day Trip from Rome
Enjoy our Shuttle Bus Return transfer Rome ? Pompeii ? Naples with GT air
conditioned coach and assistance on board. In Pompeii you can benefit of reserved
area with air conditioned in the archeological area, a reserved pick up and drop off
area in front of Pompeii excavation site and Skip The Line ...
Price: 125,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6980P36

Rome Hop-On Hop-Off Sightseeing Tour
Let the sights of Rome unfold before you on an open-top, double-decker, hop-on
hop-off bus. Climb aboard to admire top Rome attractions including the Vatican City,
Colosseum and Trevi Fountain on this comprehensive tour. Enjoy 360-degree views
from the open deck and hop on and off as you wish at ...
Price: 28,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=6980ROME
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THE GREAT BEAUTY
From the Basilica of Santa Maria Maggiore to reach the Quirinale Palace through the
famous Monti district up to the Giardino degli Aranci. We will go towards Piramide
and visit the Acattolico Cemetery, then straight on to Piazza Navona passing through
Piazza Venezia. The tour will continue through ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70314P1

Sunset on the edge of the Tiber
Starting from the Basilica of Santa Maria Maggiore we will arrive at Piazza del
Popolo to take the bike path that will take us into the Trastevere district and then
head towards the Gianicolo. Returning to the pyramid we could admire the
extraordinary spectacle of colors that San Pietro offers, ...
Price: 27,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70314P2

The Dark Side Of Rome
Rome is not only beauty in the strict sense but also has a dark and dark side. This
electric bike tour will take you to the discovery of the dark side of the eternal city. We
will pass by the statue of Giordano Bruno&nbsp;&nbsp;man killed for heresy arriving
at the Hypogeum Cemetery in the church ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70314P3

ESBIKE RENTAL & TOURS
ESBIKE &nbsp;offers the rental electric &nbsp;folding bicycles plus the ability to
organize tour to visit all the tourist sights of Rome, with the convenience and speed
of an e-bike. Their high autonomy will allow you to pedal turning to the discovery of
Rome without hassle "in green" non-polluting ...
Price: 20,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70314P6

Hidden Rome on the River
Go off the beaten path and see the Real Rome with us! We will meet in front of
Basilica of St. Mary Major, in Via Antonio Rosmini 22, discover traditional Roman
neighborhoods like Testaccio and Garbatella, bike along the Tiber River, sample
traditional Roman street food and see how Romans really ...
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Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70314P7

GOOD MORNING ROME
Enjoy the Eternal City in&nbsp;the magic of the&nbsp;early morning light! Discover
some hidden places and the most well known spots of Rome cycling easily on a
three hours e-bike tour with an experienced tour leader before the town wakes up,
feeling the sensation of having Rome only&nbsp;for you. ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70314P8

Ancient Rome and Catacombs with private driver Tour
This day excursion is designed for the whole family, who wishes to enjoy all the
highlights of ROME?s Ancient sites, City Center and Catacombs. Discover the most
famous sights of the ancient city and marvel at the landmarks of the Italian capital.
Enjoy the incredible luxury of a private tour and ...
Price: 157,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70754P10

Private Shore Excursions to Rome from Civitavecchia Cruise Port with Driver
This day excursion is designed for those who wish to enjoy all the highlights of
ROME in a day, and at relaxed pace. Upgrade for a private guided tour of Vatican
Museums!This day excursion is designed for those who wish to enjoy all the
highlights of ROME in a day, and at relaxed pace. Upgrade for ...
Price: 186,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70754P2

Private Sightseeing Tour of Rome and Vatican Museums with Your Driver
Sightseeing tour of Rome and Vatican Museums with Hotel pick up, car/minivan at
disposal and Vatican Museums skip the line Tickets. Upgrade your tour with private
licensed guide service! Discover the most fascinating sites in Rome and the Vatican
on a private 8-hour sightseeing tour. Your personal ...
Price: 145,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70754P3
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Odescalchi Castle in Bracciano: Entrance Ticket
The majestic Odescalchi Castle, one of the most beautiful and imposing
Renaissance mansions in Europe,lies a few kilometres north of Rome. Opened to the
public by the Livio IV Odescalchi Foundation, the Castle is an ideal venue for
weddings, events,meetings, conferences, school trips, workshops, ...
Price: 8,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70766P1

Skip the line - Private tour: Vatican Museums Sistine Chapel, St Peters Basilica
Experience one of the most exclusive and intimate tours of the Vatican Museums,
Sistine Chapel &amp; St. Peter?s Basilica with this 3-hour walking tour. We take you
through this sacred site during the afternoon hours, when the museums are at their
emptiest. You will skip both Museum and Basilica ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70783P1

Food & Wine Tasting Tour
Join us on a tasting adventure in the top gastronomic destination in Rome. Beloved
by locals, Trastevere is a neighborhood renown both for its charm and its food
culture. And the characteristic cobblestone streets and beautiful alleys are the perfect
route for this sunset food tour around Rome.Join ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70783P2

Amazing Sunrise Tour
Tour Rome when the Romans are still asleep. Enjoy walking through the streets of
the city with a local expert and move from one site to the other in the comfort of a
Mercedes minivan. This tour is private so you will not be sharing driver guide or
vehicle with other people. Trevi Fountain, Spanish, ...
Price: 280,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70842P1

Rome by Night
Enjoy a great 2 hr tour of Rome with all major sites of the city illuminated. The energy
and beauty of Rome at night is wonderful and we will have time to stop at each site
for pictures and history. You will will drive in the comfort of a nice Mercedes van with
one of our Driver Guides. Time for ...
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Price: 260,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70842P2

Rome Major Highlights driving tour with Professional Photographer
Rome Major Highlights driving tour&nbsp;in other words best possible way to enjoy a
city tour of Rome.&nbsp; No walk, no stress.We will drop you off just by the various
monuments no more then few steps away and your professional photographer will
take beautiful photos of you by every sights in Rome ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70850P11

Rome Major Highlights driving tour with Professional Photographer
Rome Major Highlights driving tour&nbsp;in other words best possible way to enjoy a
city tour of Rome.&nbsp; No walk, no stress.We will drop you off just by the various
monuments no more then few steps away and your professional photographer will
take beautiful photos of you by every sights in Rome ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70850P12

Panoramic Rome by night tour with best Pizza & Gelato
Panoramic Rome by Night Tour in other words is best possible way to enjoy a city
tour of Rome by night.&nbsp; No walk, no stress.You will have&nbsp;best pizza and
gelato of Rome before your tour will begin. Your driver will drop you off just by the
various monuments no more then few steps away. We ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70850P13

Panoramic Rome by night Tour with best Pizza & Gelato
Panoramic Rome by Night Tour in other words is best possible way to enjoy a city
tour of Rome by night.&nbsp; No walk, no stress.You will have&nbsp;best pizza and
gelato of Rome before your tour will begin. Your driver will drop you off just by the
various monuments no more then few steps away. We ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70850P14
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Catacombs & Castelgandolfo Pope Summer Residence Tour
All inclusive Catacombs and Castelgandolfo Pope Summer Palace sharing excursion
Max 8 people. Our English speaking driver will meet you at your hotel or pick up
location with the vehicle that you?ve requested to begin the excursion through the
Roman Catacombs (stop and visit of 50 minutes) and ...
Price: 170,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70850P15

Shore Excursion All Included: Rome Guided Major Highlights with Vatican, Colosseum and Lunch
Depart from the Port of Civitavecchia for your&nbsp;private&nbsp;shore excursion to
the Eternal City of Rome ALL INCLUDED: full day guide, Vatican Museums entrance
tickets, Colosseum entrance tickets and lunch.&nbsp; It will be a breathtaking drive
along the coastal countryside to get to the heart ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70850P16

Shore Excursion: Rome Major Highlights with Vatican Museums (guide and skip line tickets included)
Depart from the Port of Civitavecchia for your&nbsp;private&nbsp;shore excursion to
the Eternal City of Rome: Vatican Museums entrance tickets and official guide
included.&nbsp; It will be a breathtaking drive along the coastal countryside to get to
the heart of Rome.&nbsp; This one-day trip will ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70850P17

Shore Excursion: Rome Major Highlights with best Food tasting & Gelato
Depart from the Port of Civitavecchia for your shore excursion to the Eternal City of
Rome. It will be a breathtaking drive along the coastal countryside to get to the heart
of Rome with a fabulous local food tasting. This one-day trip will allow you to see and
admire the highlights of the city of ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70850P18

Shore Excursion All Included: Rome Guided Major Highlights with Vatican, Colosseum and Lunch
Depart from the Port of Civitavecchia for your&nbsp;private&nbsp;shore excursion to
the Eternal City of Rome ALL INCLUDED: full day guide, Vatican Museums entrance
tickets, Colosseum entrance tickets and lunch.&nbsp; It will be a breathtaking drive
along the coastal countryside to get to the heart ...
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Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70850P19

Shore Excursion All Included: Rome Guided Major Highlights with Vatican, Colosseum and Lunch
Depart from the Port of Civitavecchia for your&nbsp;private&nbsp;shore excursion to
the Eternal City of Rome ALL INCLUDED: full day guide, Vatican Museums entrance
tickets, Colosseum entrance tickets and lunch.&nbsp; It will be a breathtaking drive
along the coastal countryside to get to the heart ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70850P20

Shore Excursion All Included: Rome Guided Major Highlights with Vatican, Colosseum and Lunch
Depart from the Port of Civitavecchia for your&nbsp;private&nbsp;shore excursion to
the Eternal City of Rome ALL INCLUDED: full day guide, Vatican Museums entrance
tickets, Colosseum entrance tickets and lunch.&nbsp; It will be a breathtaking drive
along the coastal countryside to get to the heart ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70850P21

Shore Excursion All Included: Rome Guided Major Highlights with Vatican, Colosseum and Lunch
Depart from the Port of Civitavecchia for your&nbsp;private&nbsp;shore excursion to
the Eternal City of Rome ALL INCLUDED: full day guide, Vatican Museums entrance
tickets, Colosseum entrance tickets and lunch.&nbsp; It will be a breathtaking drive
along the coastal countryside to get to the heart ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70850P22

Shore Excursion: Rome Major Highlights with Vatican Museums (guide and skip line tickets included)
Depart from the Port of Civitavecchia for your&nbsp;private&nbsp;shore excursion to
the Eternal City of Rome: Vatican Museums entrance tickets and official guide
included.&nbsp; It will be a breathtaking drive along the coastal countryside to get to
the heart of Rome.&nbsp; This one-day trip will ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70850P23
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Shore Excursion: Rome Major Highlights with Vatican Museums (guide and skip line tickets included)
Depart from the Port of Civitavecchia for your&nbsp;private&nbsp;shore excursion to
the Eternal City of Rome: Vatican Museums entrance tickets and official guide
included.&nbsp; It will be a breathtaking drive along the coastal countryside to get to
the heart of Rome.&nbsp; This one-day trip will ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70850P24

Shore Excursion: Rome Major Highlights with Vatican Museums (guide and skip line tickets included)
Depart from the Port of Civitavecchia for your&nbsp;private&nbsp;shore excursion to
the Eternal City of Rome: Vatican Museums entrance tickets and official guide
included.&nbsp; It will be a breathtaking drive along the coastal countryside to get to
the heart of Rome.&nbsp; This one-day trip will ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70850P25

Shore Excursion: Rome Major Highlights with Vatican Museums (guide and skip line tickets included)
Depart from the Port of Civitavecchia for your&nbsp;private&nbsp;shore excursion to
the Eternal City of Rome: Vatican Museums entrance tickets and official guide
included.&nbsp; It will be a breathtaking drive along the coastal countryside to get to
the heart of Rome.&nbsp; This one-day trip will ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70850P26

Shore Excursion: Rome Major Highlights with best Food tasting & Gelato
Depart from the Port of Civitavecchia for your shore excursion to the Eternal City of
Rome. It will be a breathtaking drive along the coastal countryside to get to the heart
of Rome with a fabulous local food tasting. This one-day trip will allow you to see and
admire the highlights of the city of ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70850P27

Shore Excursion: Rome Major Highlights with best Food tasting & Gelato
Depart from the Port of Civitavecchia for your shore excursion to the Eternal City of
Rome. It will be a breathtaking drive along the coastal countryside to get to the heart
of Rome with a fabulous local food tasting. This one-day trip will allow you to see and
admire the highlights of the city of ...
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Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70850P28

Shore Excursion: Rome Major Highlights with best Food tasting & Gelato
Depart from the Port of Civitavecchia for your shore excursion to the Eternal City of
Rome. It will be a breathtaking drive along the coastal countryside to get to the heart
of Rome with a fabulous local food tasting. This one-day trip will allow you to see and
admire the highlights of the city of ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70850P29

All inclusive Tivoli Villa Hadrian & Villa d'Este
Interested in a day tour Rome surrounding? We can?t think of a better option than All
Inclusive Tivoli Gardens excursion sharing Max 8! Our English speaking driver will
meet you at your hotel or pick up location with the vehicle that you have requested to
go for a visit to the charming hill town ...
Price: 170,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70850P30

Rome Major Highlights Driving Tour
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Rome Major Highlights Driving Tour in other words is best
possible way to enjoy a city tour of Rome. No walk, no stress.Vancityrama uses only
air conditioned minivans&nbsp; 8 seats max,&nbsp;the only vehicles allowed to enter
and drive through the historical part of Rome, ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70850P31

Rome Major Highlights Driving Tour
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Rome Major Highlights Driving Tour in other words is best
possible way to enjoy a city tour of Rome. No walk, no stress.Vancityrama uses only
air conditioned minivans&nbsp; 8 seats max,&nbsp;the only vehicles allowed to enter
and drive through the historical part of Rome, ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70850P32
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All inclusive Catacombs & Castelgandolfo Pope Summer Residence
All inclusive Catacombs and Castelgandolfo Pope Summer Palace sharing excursion
Max 8 people. Our English speaking driver will meet you at your hotel or pick up
location with the vehicle that you?ve requested to begin the excursion through the
Roman Catacombs (stop and visit of 50 minutes) and ...
Price: 170,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70850P4

All inclusive Tivoli Villa Hadrian & Villa d'Este
Interested in a day tour Rome surrounding? We can?t think of a better option than All
Inclusive Tivoli Gardens excursion sharing Max 8! Our English speaking driver will
meet you at your hotel or pick up location with the vehicle that you have requested to
go for a visit to the charming hill town ...
Price: 170,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70850P5

Panoramic Rome by night with best Pizza & Gelato
Panoramic Rome by Night Tour in other words is best possible way to enjoy a city
tour of Rome by night.&nbsp; No walk, no stress.You will have&nbsp;best pizza and
gelato of Rome before your tour will begin. Your driver will drop you off just by the
various monuments no more then few steps away. We ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70850P6

Rome Major Highlights Driving Tour
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Rome Major Highlights Driving Tour in other words is best
possible way to enjoy a city tour of Rome. No walk, no stress.Vancityrama uses only
air conditioned minivans&nbsp; 8 seats max,&nbsp;the only vehicles allowed to enter
and drive through the historical part of Rome, ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70850P7

Rome Major Highlights driving tour with Professional Photographer
Rome Major Highlights driving tour&nbsp;in other words best possible way to enjoy a
city tour of Rome.&nbsp; No walk, no stress.We will drop you off just by the various
monuments no more then few steps away and your professional photographer will
take beautiful photos of you by every sights in Rome ...
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Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70850P8

Catacombs & Castelgandolfo Pope Summer Residence
All inclusive Catacombs and Castelgandolfo Pope Summer Palace sharing excursion
Max 8 people. Our English speaking driver will meet you at your hotel or pick up
location with the vehicle that you?ve requested to begin the excursion through the
Roman Catacombs (stop and visit of 50 minutes) and ...
Price: 170,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70850P9

Small-Group Pompei&Amalfi coast drive with Positano stop from Rome
Visit two of the most famous UNESCO's listed italian destinations Pompei and the
Amalfi Coast. Be a Roman for a bit exploring the ancient town of Pompei buried by
the Mt. Vesuvius eruption in 79 AD and learn about the Roman civilization. Then
admire the breathtaking views of the Amalfi Coast ...
Price: 189,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70968P1

ROME SHORE EXCURSION COLOSSEUM GUIDED TOUR&THE BEST OF ROME FROM
CIVITAVECCHIA
Do not miss to visit one of the most intruing city of the world from Civitavecchia's
port.&nbsp; Explore the Colosseum, a 'must see' for all being in Italy.&nbsp; Its
imposing character, makes it the symbol of Rome and Italy throughout the world.
Jump back in the past and relive the Gladiator's ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70968P10

Private Day-Trip to Maremma with wine tasting from Civitavecchia's port
Discover the wild&nbsp;&nbsp;beauty of Maremma in Southern&nbsp;Tuscany.
Enjoy the full day trip from Civitavecchia?s port visiting Pitigliano and Sovana, two
gems of the region where&nbsp;the Etruscans and then the Romansflourished for
centuries leaving behind important traces &nbsp;and many ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70968P11
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Orvieto&Bagnoregio Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia's Port
Enjoy a day-trip to the Umbria region, exploring the stunning medieval cities of
Orvieto, Bagnoregio just 1 hour 30 minutes away from Civitavecchia's port. Orvieto
&nbsp;rises above the surrounding countryside sitting on its perch of volcanic tufa.
Far below lies vineyards and fields dotted with ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70968P12

Orvieto&Civita di Bagnoregio private day-trip from Rome
Enjoy a day-trip to the Umbria region, exploring the stunning medieval cities of
Orvieto, Bagnoregio just 1 hour&nbsp; 45 minutes away from Rome. Orvieto
&nbsp;rises above the surrounding countryside sitting on its perch of volcanic tufa.
Far below lies vineyards and fields dotted with ancient ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70968P13

Assisi, Cortona&Lake Trasimeno with lunch included private full-day from Rome
Escape from the noise of Rome and go get relax on a day trip from Rome to explore
the UNESCO-listed town of Assisi in Umbria region, learning about its patron, St
Francis of Assisi, and then stop in Santa Maria degli Angeli to admire its 9th-century
Basilica where the saint once worshiped. Then ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70968P14

Siena&Monteriggioni private full - day from Rome
Take a day away from the caos of Rome and go visit Siena, which is likely Italy's
loveliest medieval city, well known for the famous Palio run here, a horse race run
around the piazza two times every summer. Not far, you can discover the walled city
of Monteriggioni that represents one of the&nbsp; ...
Price: 88,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70968P15

Amalfi Coast drive with Ravello, Amalfi&Positano stop day-trip from Rome
Enjoy a day-trip to Amalfi Coast, deemed an outstanding example of a
Mediterranean landscape by Unesco. Here, mountains plunge into the sea in a
nail-biting vertical scene of precipitous crags, cliff-clinging abodes and verdant
woodland. Travel in an air-conditioned Mercedes minivan which ensure an ...
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Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70968P16

Pompeii&Sorrento with light lunch included day-trip from Rome
This day-trip from Rome allows you to visit both the UNESCO's World Heritage Site
of Pompei and the beautiful seaside city of Sorrento. Furthermore you will enjoy a
fantastic seasonal lunch at a renowned farmhouse, situated on Sorrentine Peninsula
where you can immerse youself into a quite flowered ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70968P17

Montecassino Abbey & Anzio War Cemetery day-trip from Rome
Take a day-trip from Rome to visit a location full of memories: Montecassino, a small
town about 80 miles south of Rome, it is the home of the sacred relics and
monastery of St. Benedict, the patron saint of Europe and the founder of western
monasticism. Discover the world's most glorious Abbey, ...
Price: 76,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70968P18

Shared Rome City Tour from your hotel
Take this city tour directly from your accomodation in the center of Rome.
Sightseeing in an-air conditioned Mercedes minivan ensures you an intimate
experience. A well-informed&nbsp; english speaking driver will lead you around the
major attractions in the City.Take this city tour directly from ...
Price: 28,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70968P19

Montalcino Pienza Montepulciano with wine tasting day-trip from Rome
Do not miss to visit the UNESCO' s world heritage site of Valdorcia in Tuscany
region, exploring the three main location of the area, the hilltop town of
Montepulciano, the ideal Reinessance village of Pienza and the picturesque
Montalcino's area, best known for its Brunello wine. Get relax ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70968P2
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San Gimignano&Chianti Country wine with wine-tasting from Rome
Take a wonderful experience to soak up the heart of Tuscany on this day-trip frome
Rome. Visit the UNESCO-listed gem San Gimingano, so called the 'Manhattan of
Middle Age' because of its towers which look like skyscreapers, just using a bit of
immagination. Explore the Chianti Valley, always been ...
Price: 131,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70968P20

Private Transfer from Port to Rome or from Rome to Port
Take a private confortable transfer from your hotel in Rome to your ship arrival
platform or from Civitavecchia's port to your hotel in Rome. Do not get stressed out
to find a cab or diverse ground trasportation. Book your tranfer in advance and travel
on relax boarding an air-conditioned ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70968P21

Private transfer from Port to the airport - from airport to port
Take a private transfer from Civitavecchia's port to fiumicino airport or viceversa. Do
not get stressed out to find a cab or diverse ground trasportation. Book your tranfer in
advance and travel on confortably in an air-conditioned sedan/minivan Mercedes
with a well-trusted english speaking ...
Price: 34,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70968P22

Rome day-trip from Civitavecchia cruise port
Enjoy an indipendent shore excursion to Rome from Civitavecchia cruise port.
Discover the wonders of Rome having at your disposal a Mercedes sedan/minivan
and a personal english speaking driver. This activity can be called "choose your
tour". Personalized your full-day in Rome with a flexible ...
Price: 62,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70968P24

Private Rome City Tour with Buffalo Mozzarella tasting included
Take this city tour directly from your accomodation in the center of Rome.
Sightseeing in an-air conditioned Mercedes minivan ensures you an intimate
experience. A well-informed&nbsp; english speaking driver will lead you around the
major attractions in the City.Take this city tour directly from ...
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Price: 46,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70968P26

Ancient Rome&Vatican tour with lunch from Civitavecchia's port all inclusive
Visit the major turistic attractions in the Eternal City: The Vatican and the Ancient
Rome! The Sisitine Chaple with Michelangelo's cieling, The Vatican Museum and its
treasures, Saint Peter Basilica with&nbsp; Michelangelo's Pieta' and Bernini's
Baldacchino are an unmissable experience for all ...
Price: 188,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70968P27

Private Roman Castles food tour with porchetta & wine tasting from Rome
Escape the heat and hustle of Rome with a half-day trip around the hill towns of
Castelli Romani. Delve into the authentic rustic culture of&nbsp; Italy and the area
around Rome. Rich in both natural and cultural heritage, the&nbsp; Roman Castles
area&nbsp;makes for an astonishing&nbsp; tour from ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70968P3

Rome by night with pizza&gelato included
Rome is an astonishing place, but at night is really something you can't miss! In this
4 hours private tour you can enjoy the Rome's wonders under the romantic and
magical glow of moonlight with a fantastic experience of pizza. Furthermore, at the
end of the tour, you will sample&nbsp; one of the ...
Price: 57,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70968P4

Shared Rome Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia with a guide-driver
Rome has so much to offer and with this tour, you can optain a special&nbsp; " the
best in one day". Explore the most significant sights of Rome with an experienced
speaking english driver who will lead you around the treasures of the town, providing
general information and helping you make the ...
Price: 76,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70968P6
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Shared Rome shore excursion Vatican&The best of Rome
While at Civitaveecchia's port take a day to visit the unique City of Rome. Hystory,
Art, spectacular monuments, stunning Reinassance and Baroque masterpieces are
still "alive". The Vatican Museum, Sistine Chapel and the Michelangelo's Last
Judgment are "must see" for all vistors to Rome. Then ...
Price: 119,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70968P7

Private Full-Day Pompeii and Amalfi Coast Tour from Rome
This tour is for families, couples, or group of friends who wish to have an intimate
experience. Enjoy the wonders of Southern Italy comfortably and with no stress. Visit
the Unesco's world heritage sites of the ancient Roman City of Pompei buried by the
Mt Vesuvius eruption in 79 A.D. and the ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70968P8

HALF - DAY TO HADRIAN VILLA&VILLA D'ESTE FROM ROME
Enjoy a day away from the hustle of the city and join this excursion out of Rome to
visit two famous UNESCO' s World Heritage sites. Discover the Hadrian's Villa, an
exceptional complex of classical buildings created in the 2nd century A.D. by the
Roman emperor Hadrian that combines the best ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=70968P9

Ancient Rome of Emperors private tour and colosseum skip line and lunch
Rome was not built in a day of course, but one day is sufficient to have a nice view of
this marvelous&nbsp;City! we offer for those who want to discover the beauty of
Rome with friendly and professional drive - guides with licensed car&nbsp; If you
want a private tour or customize your ideal ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71377P1

Shore excursion from port Civitavecchia to Rome Drive guide Best Rome&Vatican
Shore excursions Full day tour (10 hours) ? Shore excursion from port of
Civitavecchia including transfer Official licensed Drive Guide Our driver guide will
Pick you up at 08.00 a.m. at Port, by Minivan , waiting for you in front of the Ship (in
a Lounge where all the drivers will be), your name ...
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Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71377P2

Shore excursions from port of Civitavecchia with Drive Guide
Full day (8 hours) Shore excursions from port of Civitavecchia including transfer
Official licensed Drive Guide. Pick up you at port Civitavecchia waiting in front of the
ship and &nbsp;to lead thorought the day in Rome.(transfer 1 hour). First step
colosseum Where you have possibility to visite ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71377P3

Skip -The-Line Private Tour of The Vatican Museum & Sistine Chapel
Discover masterpieces of art from the papal collections on a 3-hour guided tour of
the Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St. Peter?s Basilica. Skip the long lines to
all the monuments, and marvel at art and antiquity by Michelangelo and
others.Discover masterpieces of art from the papal ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71452P1

Skip-the-Line Private Colosseum and Ancient Rome tour
All the most famous sites of Ancient Rome in just one tour. This very special guided
tour makes the ruins come alive and takes you back to the Roman Empire led by
our&nbsp; expert and entertaining historians&nbsp;with the help of&nbsp; visual
tools and monuments' reconstructions.All the most famous ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71452P2

Skip-the-line Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel Tour
Visit the Vatican without waiting in lines with a small group tour for no more than 10
people. This half-day tour highlights the Sistine Chapel, the Rooms of Raphael and
The Basilica of Saint Peter.Visit the Vatican without waiting in lines with a small
group tour for no more than 10 people. This ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71452P3
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Rome 2-Hour Historical Walking Tour
Begin your stay in Rome with a two-hour walking tour of the city's highlights. Your
guide will lead you to all the major sights, including the Spanish Steps, the Trevi
Fountain, the Pantheon and more.Begin your stay in Rome with a two-hour walking
tour of the city's highlights. Your guide will lead ...
Price: 19,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71452P6

Skip the line Vatican Museums & Sistine Chapel ticket
See extremely valuable gems from the Papal collections with skip the-line entrance
to the Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel. Go on a mixing venture through
hundreds of years of workmanship, respecting perfect works of art from times long
past to Michelangelo's amazing frescoes.See extremely ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71452P7

Jewish Ghetto and Campo de' fiori Wine Sightseeing and Food Tour
Taste the real Roman cuisine with us on our 4 hours FUN, INFORMATIVE and
DELICIOUS Food and Wine Tour! &nbsp;During this experience&nbsp;we'll combine
food, wine and sightseeing! Our tour carefully selected stops, which are mostly
family-run businesses with century long histories.Taste the real ...
Price: 98,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71453P1

Trastevere Market, Food & Wine Tour with expert guide
Please your eyes and taste buds with an excellent 4-hour guided food and wine tour
and visit one of the most picturesque districts of Rome, Trastevere is an unique place
where you will fall in love at first sight.&nbsp;If you expect to get a real taste of
Roman life, sample fresh roman food at one ...
Price: 98,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71453P12

Campo dÃ¨ Fiori Market and Trevi Fountain Food and Wine Tour in Rome
Curious to know how is a local market in Rome? That's the right tour for you! On
this food tour you will visit one of the most famous local fresh markets of Rome and
some of the most beautiful monuments of the city! This 4 hours tour experience is
very informative, with LOTS of eating, ...
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Price: 98,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71453P2

Wine Tasting, Street Food & Sightseeing Tour in Rome with local guide
This Wine Tasting Tour is designed for true wine lovers. On this 3.5-hours tour you
will&nbsp;visit some of Rome's most interesting sites on a fun and delicious wine
tour led by a local guide. During the experience you'll&nbsp;learn and drink typical
italian&nbsp;wines from all over the country ...
Price: 94,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71453P3

Taste of Rome - Food Tour with Local Guide
Did you dream about walking though the charming alleyways of Rome and exploring
amazing Roman food like in the movies? Take this great 3 hour mouth-watering
adventure with our local expert guide and taste all the typical and home made
Roman foods combined with a pleasure walking through impressive ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71453P4

Gluten-Free Food and Wine Tour of Rome with local guide and sightseeing
Taste the real Roman cuisine 100% gluten-free with us on our 4-hours FUN and
INFORMATIVE Food and Wine Tour! &nbsp;Roman Traditional Cuisine features
many delicious gluten-free dishes. This is a wonderful journey through art and taste
in one of Rome's most beautiful and historic areas! During this ...
Price: 112,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71453P5

Dessert, cakes and typical pastries Food Tour in Rome with guided sightseeing
On this tour you will make a sweet trip through history and cakes.&nbsp;Since
Ancient Roman times Italians have considered desserts an important part of their
cuisine keeping creating new ones and perfectionating the olds. This is not a tour for
people on a diet, but it is a fun feast for the ...
Price: 78,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71453P7
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Wines, Spirits & Sightseeing Walking Tour of Rome with expert local guide
Enjoy a 2.5-hour fun and informative experience of Italian most famous and
traditional liqueurs and wines combined with Rome's&nbsp;unmissable and
speachless&nbsp;sites. You will taste a selection of regional wines and spirits served
with finger foods.&nbsp;The best way to end a good meal is a good ...
Price: 78,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71453P8

Food, Wine & Sightseeing Day Trip Tour to Frascati and Castelli Romani
One of the Castelli Romani, Frascati is a historic hill town only 21 km to the South
East of Rome. This town is popular as a day trip destination, which has been famous
for its wines since the time of ancient Rome! It?s only 45 minutes car ride from
Rome. On our full day Food, Wine and Sightseeing ...
Price: 234,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71453P9

Rome Same Day Luggage Delivery between FCO, CIA Airports, Station and Hotels
Drop off your luggage before 12:00pm and receive it at the airport after 16:00 or
hotel after 18:00. A piece of luggage means a Suitcase, a Carbon Box, a Backpack,
a Handbag. Don't accept binding luggage together by any means. Accept luggage
with perimeter under 180 CM and 32 KG weight ...
Price: 15,43 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71492P14

The last judgement: Michelangelo and the secrets of the Sistine Chapel
Created by Marco Balich and realized with the scientific advice of the Vatican
Museums, the 270° immersive projections lead the viewer to the very centre of the
Sistine Chapel. Spectators will follow the story of the origin of Michelangelo?s
masterpiece. At the beginning of the Street that leads ...
Price: 29,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71791P1

Door to door sightseeing tour of Rome
We pick you&nbsp;up to your hotel or apartment in Rome then we go sightseeing the
city with our Mercedes Benz Van, air conditioned and English speaking driver that
provides live commentary while on board. Thanks to our permissions we can access
limited traffic zones, little squares and narrow ...
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Price: 400,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71863P1

Best Tour of Italy
The "Grand Italy tour" is the perfect way to enjoy this country, its famous highlights
and many "off the beaten path spots". This is&nbsp;private tour (no group tours) and
include ground transportation, tickets to the sites, private guides, pre-arranged
itineraries and reservations to the ...
Price: 10.000,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71863P2

Roman Street Food Tour
Taste authentic Roman Street Food:&nbsp;Supplì, pizza, craft beer, gelato &amp;
more. A 90-minute food walking tour through the side streets of downtown
Rome.&nbsp;Can't think of a better lunch break in the Eternal City!Taste authentic
Roman Street Food:&nbsp;Supplì, pizza, craft beer, gelato &amp; ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71866P1

Gelato & Dessert Tasting Tour
Bad gelato is around every corner in Rome.&nbsp;Only a handful of local ice cream
shops, make&nbsp;real, authentic Italian gelato from scratch. Join our 90-Minute
Gelato &amp; Dessert Tasting Tour to taste the best gelato in town!Bad gelato is
around every corner in Rome.&nbsp;Only a handful of ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71866P2

The 4 Roman Pastas Tasting
Have you every tasted the 4 classic Roman pastas: Amatriciana, Carbonara, Cacio e
Pepe, and Gricia? You can't leave Rome without tasting our&nbsp;traditional
dishes!Have you every tasted the 4 classic Roman pastas: Amatriciana, Carbonara,
Cacio e Pepe, and Gricia? You can't leave Rome without ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71866P3
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Food & Wine Shots Dinner
Our Food &amp; Wine Shots Dinner will probably be one of the funnest food and
wine pairing experiences you will ever have. An exclusive and unique dining
experience guided by a wine sommelier.Our Food &amp; Wine Shots Dinner will
probably be one of the funnest food and wine pairing experiences you ...
Price: 88,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71866P4

Amatriciana & Wine Pairing Dinner
Ready for a really fun Roman food &amp; wine pairing dinner? A&nbsp;90-Minute
Matchmaking Game&nbsp;with 3 Italian wines and a succulent classic Roman
Amatriciana pasta.Ready for a really fun Roman food &amp; wine pairing dinner?
A&nbsp;90-Minute Matchmaking Game&nbsp;with 3 Italian wines and a ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71866P5

5 Italian Red Wines Tasting
This is the perfect wine tasting for red wine lovers! A sommelier will guide you
through this&nbsp;5 Italian Red Wines Tasting, discovering&nbsp;5 different Italian
wine regions.&nbsp;Enjoy the ambience of an amazing winery in Trastevere.This is
the perfect wine tasting for red wine lovers! A ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71866P6

Market tour & Pasta making class with a View
A 1-hour tour to the local market, a 3-hour cooking class making 2 different fresh
pasta doughs, and a 1-hour sit-down lunch enjoying the food you prepared. A
breathtaking view of Rome and tiramisù are included!A 1-hour tour to the local
market, a 3-hour cooking class making 2 different ...
Price: 107,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71866P7

Market tour & Pizza making class with a View
A 1-hour tour to the local market, a 3-hour&nbsp;pizza making class, and a 1-hour
sit-down lunch enjoying the pizza you prepared. A breathtaking view of Rome and
tiramisù are included!A 1-hour tour to the local market, a 3-hour&nbsp;pizza making
class, and a 1-hour sit-down lunch enjoying ...
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Price: 107,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71866P8

Market tour & Gnocchi making class with a View
A 1-hour tour to the local market, a 3-hour cooking class making&nbsp; 3
different&nbsp;gnocchi&nbsp;doughs, and a 1-hour sit-down lunch enjoying the food
you prepared. A breathtaking view of Rome and tiramisù are included!A 1-hour tour
to the local market, a 3-hour cooking class ...
Price: 107,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=71866P9

Market Shopping Cooking Classs
A hands-on cooking class , 4-5 hours, meeting at Campo de' Fiori for market
shopping with the Chef, then to a 17th century palazzo to make a 4-course lunch with
local italian ingredients. The recipes will be sent after the class.A hands-on cooking
class , 4-5 hours, meeting at Campo de' Fiori for ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=72056P1

Pasta Making and TiramisÃ¹
2-3 hour cooking class Corso del Rinascimento, 65&nbsp; Piazza Navona&nbsp;
17th century palazzo&nbsp; professional kitchen2-3 hour cooking class Corso del
Rinascimento, 65&nbsp; Piazza Navona&nbsp; 17th century palazzo&nbsp;
professional kitchenThis class is a chance for you to learn to ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=72056P2

Pizza Making and Gelato
2.5 hours Piazza Navona&nbsp; antipasti on arrival&nbsp; hands on pizza making
and gelato class&nbsp; sit down dinner2.5 hours Piazza Navona&nbsp; antipasti on
arrival&nbsp; hands on pizza making and gelato class&nbsp; sit down dinnerWith our
Pizza Making and Gelato class you will learn to make TWO ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=72056P3
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Trastevere Evening Food Stroll
Meet your guide in Piazza Navona to start the tour Explore the Centro Strorico, the
heart of Rome&nbsp; Visit famous and historical delis for tastings.&nbsp; Then we
cross the river to bohemian Trastevere for a sit down Roman Pasta dinner&nbsp;
Gelato and Coffee to follow The tour will end in ...
Price: 90,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=72056P4

Private transfer from Rome city or airport to Umbria Assisi-Perugia-Orvieto area
Take the worry out of your arrival or departure from Rome city, Fiumicino or
Ciampino Airports with private transfers to hotels in the Umbrian towns of Assisi,
Perugia, Orvieto, Todi, and more. Relax as you drive through the garden of
Italy.Take the worry out of your arrival or departure from ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7233P35

Top Wine Tasting and Typical Lunch for Wine Lovers
Book our wine tasting and typical lunch (or dinner) at Enoteca Properzio, one of the
best wine bars and wine stores in Italy.Book our wine tasting and typical lunch (or
dinner) at Enoteca Properzio, one of the best wine bars and wine stores in Italy.Our
wine tasting will take place in the lovely ...
Price: 98,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7233P47

Rome to Florence luxury transfer with Orvieto & Assisi tour and light lunch
Travel from Rome to Florence in a private van and explore two famous Italian hill
towns in the same day. See the breathtaking Orvieto's cathedral, walk the
picturesque streets of the old town and learn the history of the city with a professional
local tour guide. Taste some typical food and wines ...
Price: 240,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7233P62

Marmore Falls The Secrets Of The Park Naturalistic Guided Tour and Food Tasting
The Marmore Falls, with its 165 m course divided into three falls, is the highest in
Europe. It is located in Valnerina, near the town of Terni, in the part comprising of the
Nera River Park (also called the Water Park). Incredibly rich from a cultural,
historical, and environmental point of view, ...
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Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7233P70

Bitemojo Self Guided Food Tour Classic Rome
TASTING LOCAL FOOD IS THE BEST WAY TO DISCOVER ROME'S CULTURE,
HIDDEN CORNERS AND PEOPLE. bitemojo app will take you on a curated
discovery and eating tour through best local food specialties prepared by some of the
best restaurant and shops in Rome.&nbsp;
WHAT YOU GET FOR ONLY 39?:
off ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=72991P1

Bitemojo Self Guided Food Tour Artisian Rome
TASTING LOCAL FOOD IS THE BEST WAY TO DISCOVER ROME'S CULTURE,
HIDDEN CORNERS AND PEOPLE. bitemojo app will take you on a curated
discovery and eating tour through best local food specialties prepared by some of the
best restaurant and shops in Rome.&nbsp;
WHAT YOU GET FOR ONLY 39?:
off ...
Price: 38,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=72991P2

Best of Italy: from Rome to Venice
Breath the atmosphere of the Eternal city and discover the vibrant Trastevere area
eating like a local, with locals! Enjoy a funny Ape Calessino tour along the most
fascinating Baroque sites Discover the hidden corners of Florence, Bologna and
Venice thanks to our local buddy guides Visit the ...
Price: 1.890,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=73420P5

Skip the Line: Vatican Museum St Peter's Basilica and Sistine Chapel Tour
Tour of the Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel - including skip-the-line ticket and
entrance fee.Tour of the Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel - including
skip-the-line ticket and entrance fee.In this fantastic tour enjoy the highlights of the
museum and of course the remarkable Sistine Chapel ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7356P1
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Vatican & Colosseum in one day special combo package
See Romes most famous attractions in only one day and safe valuable holiday time
by entering all sights with our special NO-WAIT- access: The Vatican Museums, the
Sistine Chapel, St.Peter's Basilica &amp; the Colosseum, the Roman Forum and
Palatine Hill.See Romes most famous attractions in only one ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7356P13

Small Group Vatican Tour Sistine Chapel and St. Peter's
Skip the long lines to some of the greatest monuments in the world on a 2.5-hour
guided tour of the Vatican City. Benefit from the intimacy of a small group and the
knowledge of an art historian guide. See stunning works of art and more.Skip the
long lines to some of the greatest monuments in the ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7356P16

Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel Private Tour
In this fantastic tour you will enjoy the highlights of the museum, and of course the
remarkable Sistine Chapel in its entirety with your private Tour Guide.In this fantastic
tour you will enjoy the highlights of the museum, and of course the remarkable
Sistine Chapel in its entirety with your ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7356P2

Early Morning Vatican Small-Group Tour
Beat the Vatican crowds with an early morning tour of the world-renowned Vatican
Museums. As one of the first visitors of the day, you?ll explore all the must-see
Vatican sites including Raphael?s Rooms, St. Peter?s Basilica, and the Sistine
Chapel ? home to Michelangelo?s Creation of Adam ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7356P4

Skip the Line: Colosseum, Forum, and Palatine Hill Walking Tour
Discover the three of Rome?s quintessential landmarks on this 2.5-hour walking tour
in a small group. Come with us to visit the heart of ancient Rome and follow your
expert guide through the Colosseum and the Roman Forum. Visit the Palatine Hill,
where Rome was founded 3000 years ago.This tour is ...
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Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7356P5

Rome by Night Walking Tour
Discover the beauty of the Eternal City during a magical sunset and learn about the
rich history of the Eternal City with this memorable panoramic evening tour. Admire
the stunning view of Rome?s attractions illuminated and discover how the busy
capital transforms into a quiet, melodious and ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7356P6

Skip-the-Line Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel Entrance Tickets
Skip the line for the Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel. Get in to visit the second
largest Museum in the world with the most beautiful highlights and to admire
Michelangelo greatest paintings on your own. Includes entrance tickets and fees.
This is a self-guided experience, which allows you to ...
Price: 43,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7356P7

Colosseum Roman Forum and Palatine Hill Private Tour
See the fascinating beauty of the three most important archaeological sites in Rome
on a guided tour. Your expert tour guide will introduce you to the Colosseum,
the instantly recognisable symbol of the power and scale of the former empire, also
known as the Flavian Amphitheatre, the Roman ...
Price: 350,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7356P8

Friday Evening Small Group Vatican Tour
The Friday Evening Vatican Tour is an inspirational tour for people who love art and
history. You will see the highlights of the Museums and the remarkable Sistine
Chapel in its entirety.The Friday Evening Vatican Tour is an inspirational tour for
people who love art and history. You will see the ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7356P9
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Bitemojo self-guided culinary tours of Rome: Trastevere
BITEMOJO - the ultimate food discovery experience via smartphone app!Visit
www.bitemojo.com for more details Completely independent - No guide, no group,
it's just you and your smartphone. 6 amazing tastings of local cuisine and
multiple points of interest on the route Earn free biteCredits - You ...
Price: 24,40 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7369P22

Bitemojo self-guided tours of Rome: Campo de Fiori to Jewish Quarter Food Tour
BITEMOJO&nbsp;- the ultimate food discovery experience via smartphone app!Visit
www.bitemojo.com for more details
Completely independent&nbsp;- No guide, no
group, it's just you and your smartphone!
6 amazing tastings of local
cuisine&nbsp;and multiple&nbsp;points of interest&nbsp;on the ...
Price: 24,40 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7369P23

Rome by Golf Cart Private Tour
Explore Rome by golf cart and take in top attractions in style on this private 3-hour
tour. Roll through the pretty streets by golf cart as a private guide brings Rome?s rich
history to life. Along the way, take in famous landmarks and hidden gems such as
the Trevi Fountain and the basilicas of ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7377P1

Roman Food and Wine Walk
Get a true taste of Rome on a 3-hour walking tour with a passionate culinary guide.
See Rome's most historic and evocative neighborhoods and eateries lovingly
selected for the best local foods and atmosphere. Join this walking tour to taste the
best of Rome: 10&nbsp;unforgettable treats from street ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7377P12

Rome in a Day Golf Cart Tour plus Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel
Experience the highlights of Rome in just one day on this private city center golf-cart
and Vatican Museums tour. We?ll pick you up in a golf cart to start the day rolling
through the city?s medieval streets and discovering Rome's charming fountains and
piazzas. Enjoy a typical Roman lunch before ...
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Price: 199,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7377P14

Bicycle Rental in Rome
Brand new shiny and full functional high quality "Lombardo" bicycle daily rental.
Bicycles come in normal size and are fully equipped with anti-theft lock, front &amp;
rear LED lights and a helmet.Brand new shiny and full functional high quality
"Lombardo" bicycle daily rental. Bicycles come in ...
Price: 20,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7377P15

The Ultimate Roman Food tour by Golf Cart
Join us for the ultimate food experience to see (and savor) Rome as you never have
before. Your guide will explain the origins and traditions behind Rome?s best dishes
as you experience Italian cuisine in the most satisfying way possible: by eating your
way across the city, transported between ...
Price: 125,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7377P17

MINDFUL YOGA LESSON
Two and a half hours yoga lesson, breathing exercise and mindful yoga at a peaceful
spot inside Rome?s Villa Borghese park with Antonella, a qualified multilingual yoga
teacher to start your day the right way.Two and a half hours yoga lesson, breathing
exercise and mindful yoga at a peaceful spot ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7377P18

Full day private guided tour of Rome by golf-cart & Colosseum and Roman Forum
Experience the highlights of Rome on this 7.5 hour private city center golf-cart and
walking tour. You will be picked up in a golf cart to start the day rolling through the
city?s medieval streets and discovering Rome's charming fountains and piazzas from
Piazza Navona to the Trevi Fountain, ...
Price: 199,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7377P19
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Ancient Rome Segway Tour with Virtual Reality headsets
Take a Segway tour of Ancient Rome's major sites accompanied by an expert local
guide and virtual reality headsets and get to see what Rome was like 2000 years
ago! Take a Segway tour of Ancient Rome's major sites accompanied by an expert
local guide and virtual reality headsets and get to see ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7377P20

Private Golf-Cart Tour of Ancient Rome with Virtual Reality Headset
Get picked up from your hotel and visit Ancient Rome's famous hills plus the
Colosseum &amp; Circus Maximus with your own private expert guide and a virtual
reality headset.Get picked up from your hotel and visit Ancient Rome's famous hills
plus the Colosseum &amp; Circus Maximus with your own ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7377P21

Rome Golf-Cart Rental
Turn a long walking day into a delightful adventure with a brand new shiny and fully
functional electric golf cart that you can rent all day. The cart is suited for 6 people
and has the ability to access all of Rome?s normal roads plus Rome?s ZTL limited
traffic zones. It can even park for free in ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7377P3

Rome Private Segway Tour
Rome Private Segway Tour lets you see the very best of what this fascinating city
has to offer. With the expert commentary of your guide you?ll cruise through the
?Eternal City? with ease and comfort, Covering all of the major Rome highlights! An
exciting and easy going private segway tour of Rome ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7377P4

Rome Semi-Private Guided Electric Bicycle Tour
Take a tour of Rome's most remarkable sites in a top-of-the-line high quality E-Bike!
Turn a long walking tour into a delightful adventure as we will quickly arrive to all
principal treasures of the historical center of Rome by E-Bike, and pay a visit to
legendary fountains and squares, Ancient ...
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Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7377P5

Hills of Ancient Rome Segway Tour
Rome wasn't built in a day but you can see its glory in just a few hours. Ancient
Rome will take shape before your eyes as your Segway brings you up and down the
city?s famous 7 hills, discovering many monuments and hidden sites of the 'eternal
city'.Rome wasn't built in a day but you can see its ...
Price: 56,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7377P8

Rome City Center Segway Tour
Visit Rome's highlights, famous Piazzas &amp; beautiful fountains on a Segway! Roll
with us through Rome?s medieval and modern streets and discover magnificent
architectural and artistic wonders of Rome!Visit Rome's highlights, famous Piazzas
&amp; beautiful fountains on a Segway! Roll with us ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7377P9

LIVING THE DYING CITY: CIVITA DI BAGNOREGIO
Bagnoregio the dying city is so called because the land on which it stands is slowly
falling away but the beauty of this place is eternal. Connected to the rest of the world
by a three hundred meters bridge,Bagnoregio the dying city is so called because the
land on which it stands is slowly falling ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=74091P4

Private Etruscan History Tour from Civitavecchia: Tarquinia and Tuscania
Step back in time and discover the rich history of the Etruscans. Etruria was once a
thriving region region of Central Italy, located in the area that covered what is now
Lazio, Tuscany and Umbria. Most of what people know about Etruscan civilization
comes from paintings and artifacts artifacts ...
Price: 52,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7415P13
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Civitavecchia Cruise Port: Private Full-Day Tour of Rome with a Driver
Make the most of your time in port with this self-guided exploration of Rome from
Civitavecchia. A driver will pick you up in a luxury vehicle and whisk you off to
explore the Eternal City on your own for the day. Visit the heart of the Vatican,
including St. Peter?s Square, the Sistine Chapel, and ...
Price: 73,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7415P2

Vatican Highlights: No waiting private Rome Tour
Enjoy a full day in the spectacular Vatican City including Sistine Chapel without
having to wait in line. There?s so much to see in the Holy See and with this special
admission, you?ll have more time to take it all in. Admire the world famous art and
appreciate thousands of years of history, all at ...
Price: 114,22 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7415P3

Direct transfer from Rome to Capri
Easy and fast transportation From Rome (terminal rail station) to Capri, Bus and
Boat. Avoid queue and lost time, an unique ticket frome Roma to capri with
assistance at Naples harbour. You can buy also our return ticket from Capri in the
same day or with return in a different day if you decide to ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=74221P2

Ischia direct transfer from Rome
Easy and fast transportation From Rome (terminal rail station) to Ischia, Bus and
Boat. Avoid queue and lost time, an unique ticket frome Roma to Ischia with
assistance at Naples harbour. You can buy also our return ticket from Ischia in the
same day or with return in a different day if you decide ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=74221P3

Procida direct transfer from Rome
Easy and fast transportation From Rome (terminal rail station) to Procida, Bus and
Boat. Avoid queue and lost time, an unique ticket frome Roma to Procida with
assistance at Naples harbour. You can buy also our return ticket from Procida in the
same day or with return in a different day if you ...
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Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=74221P4

Executive Transfer - Rome (FCO) - Rome City Centre (1-3 people)
Book a smooth, reliable transfer and ARRIVE HAPPY. Enjoy a pre-booked worry and
hassle free transfer, no long taxi queues and a safe driving experience. 24/7 support
available on telephone, Live Chat and emailBook a smooth, reliable transfer and
ARRIVE HAPPY. Enjoy a pre-booked worry and hassle ...
Price: 76,88 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=75364P70

Private Transfer - Rome (FCO) - Rome City Centre (1-3 people)
Book a smooth, reliable transfer and ARRIVE HAPPY. Enjoy a pre-booked worry and
hassle free transfer, no long taxi queues and a safe driving experience. 24/7 support
available on telephone, Live Chat and emailBook a smooth, reliable transfer and
ARRIVE HAPPY. Enjoy a pre-booked worry and hassle ...
Price: 52,41 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=75364P71

Private Minibus Transfer - Rome (FCO) - Rome City Centre (3-5 people)
Book a smooth, reliable transfer and ARRIVE HAPPY. Enjoy a pre-booked worry and
hassle free transfer, no long taxi queues and a safe driving experience. 24/7 support
available on telephone, Live Chat and emailBook a smooth, reliable transfer and
ARRIVE HAPPY. Enjoy a pre-booked worry and hassle ...
Price: 66,40 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=75364P72

Private Minibus Transfer - Rome (FCO) - Rome City Centre (8-15 people)
Book a smooth, reliable transfer and ARRIVE HAPPY. Enjoy a pre-booked worry and
hassle free transfer, no long taxi queues and a safe driving experience. 24/7 support
available on telephone, Live Chat and emailBook a smooth, reliable transfer and
ARRIVE HAPPY. Enjoy a pre-booked worry and hassle ...
Price: 195,70 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=75364P73
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Private Minibus Transfer - Rome (FCO) - Rome City Centre (5-8 people)
Book a smooth, reliable transfer and ARRIVE HAPPY. Enjoy a pre-booked worry and
hassle free transfer, no long taxi queues and a safe driving experience. 24/7 support
available on telephone, Live Chat and emailBook a smooth, reliable transfer and
ARRIVE HAPPY. Enjoy a pre-booked worry and hassle ...
Price: 81,77 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=75364P74

Mercedes E Class - Rome (CIA) - Rome City Centre (1-3 people)
Book a smooth, reliable transfer and ARRIVE HAPPY. Enjoy a pre-booked worry and
hassle free transfer, no long taxi queues and a safe driving experience. 24/7 support
available on telephone, Live Chat and emailBook a smooth, reliable transfer and
ARRIVE HAPPY. Enjoy a pre-booked worry and hassle ...
Price: 69,89 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=75364P75

Mercedes S Class - Rome (CIA) - Rome City Centre (1-2 people)
Book a smooth, reliable transfer and ARRIVE HAPPY. Enjoy a pre-booked worry and
hassle free transfer, no long taxi queues and a safe driving experience. 24/7 support
available on telephone, Live Chat and emailBook a smooth, reliable transfer and
ARRIVE HAPPY. Enjoy a pre-booked worry and hassle ...
Price: 153,76 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=75364P76

Private Transfer - Rome (CIA) - Rome City Centre (1-3 people)
Book a smooth, reliable transfer and ARRIVE HAPPY. Enjoy a pre-booked worry and
hassle free transfer, no long taxi queues and a safe driving experience. 24/7 support
available on telephone, Live Chat and emailBook a smooth, reliable transfer and
ARRIVE HAPPY. Enjoy a pre-booked worry and hassle ...
Price: 48,93 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=75364P77

Private Minibus Transfer - Rome (CIA) - Rome City Centre (3-5 people)
Book a smooth, reliable transfer and ARRIVE HAPPY. Enjoy a pre-booked worry and
hassle free transfer, no long taxi queues and a safe driving experience. 24/7 support
available on telephone, Live Chat and emailBook a smooth, reliable transfer and
ARRIVE HAPPY. Enjoy a pre-booked worry and hassle ...
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Price: 61,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=75364P78

Private Minibus Transfer - Rome (CIA) - Rome City Centre (5-8 people)
Book a smooth, reliable transfer and ARRIVE HAPPY. Enjoy a pre-booked worry and
hassle free transfer, no long taxi queues and a safe driving experience. 24/7 support
available on telephone, Live Chat and emailBook a smooth, reliable transfer and
ARRIVE HAPPY. Enjoy a pre-booked worry and hassle ...
Price: 69,89 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=75364P79

Priority Access: The Official Vatican Tour with Sistine Chapel and St. Peter's Basilica
Have front row seats to history on this eye-opening tour through the world's smallest
country. In the company of one of Rome's most sought-after guides, you'll explore all
the major highlights of the Vatican Museums, the Sistine Chapel and St. Peter's
Basilica in only 2.5 hours. Traveling in a ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7559P6

Sistine Chapel before Crowds: Small-Group Vatican Tour with Breakfast prior to Entrance
Marvel at the glorious Sistine Chapel before the crowds arrive on this exclusive
3.5-hour small group Vatican tour. The carefully crafted itinerary covers all the major
highlights of the Vatican Museums and St. Peter?s Basilica, with fast-track entry to
every site visited. Traveling in a small ...
Price: 87,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7559P9

Rome Tiber Sightseeing tour by Fun Eco Boats in the City Center
For the first time in Rome a urban Eco-Friendly experience on the Tiber! 1,5 to 2
hours of exciting water experience! 100% cool landscapes, 100% made by locals,
100% NEW, 100% Amazing Landscapes (Sant'Angel Castle, Sant Peter's Basilic
"Cupolone", Palazzaccio, Ancient Bridges of the Capital. ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7595P1
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Private Tour: Things to Do in Rome and Vatican in Just One Day
Go on a private 6-hour tour to see the top sights in Rome and Vatican City in one
day. The first 3-hour skip the line tour brings together all the facets of Ancient Rome.
See the Colosseum, Forum, Piazza Venezia, Pantheon, Piazza Navona, and the
place where Julius Caesar was murdered. Learn about ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7595P10

Private Pasta-Making Class
Are you ready to eat the best pasta of your life? Enjoy a half-day, pasta-making party
as a private chef teaches you how to make the best pasta ever. Giuseppe the Chef
will host you in his cozy home restaurant, and you will prepare with him: orecchiette,
maccheroncini, strozza preti, fettuccine, ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7595P13

Private Tour: Skip-the-Line Colosseum and Gems of Rome
Take a step back in time to the age of gladiators, great rulers, emperors and popes,
art and Roman history. This 3-hour skip-the-line guided tour bring together all the
multi-facets of Ancient Rome. This experience also allows you to learn about
obelisks and ancient divine statues, medieval ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7595P16

Private Tour: Vatican Museums Sistine Chapel St Peter Basilica
Enjoy a private 3-hour tour to immerse yourself in the art and culture of Vatican City.
Explore the Vatican Museums, marvel at the Sistine Chapel, and stand in awe at St.
Peter?s Basilica with skip the line access included.Enjoy a private 3-hour tour
to immerse yourself in the art and culture of ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7595P17

Skip the Line Rome in a Day Colosseum Vatican and Gems of Rome Private or Semi Private Tour
Semi Private tour 13 people max in the morning. Fast entrance included (depending
on the tour option selected). Colosseum, Imperial Forum, Venice Square, the Sacred
Area where Julius Caesar was murdered, the Pantheon and Navona Square, the
most famous baroque masterpiece. The adventure continues in ...
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Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7595P2

2 Night RomeTour: Accomodation plus Private Tour of the City and Transfers
Private car, half-day sightseeing in a luxury limo and 2 nights in a central Apartment
of Rome is undoubtedly the best possible way to see everything that Rome and the
Highlands have to offer in your StayOver time lapse. Organize the tour to suit your
own preferences and travel in comfort with an ...
Price: 600,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7595P21

Market Visit and Traditional Pasta Cooking Class in Piazza Navona
Learn how to cook fresh pasta 'nonna'-style, in a historic setting in Rome?s Piazza
Navona. After shopping at the Campo de? Fiori food market, walk to a 16th-century
private house to make dough from scratch and roll out pasta the traditional way: with
a rolling pin and board. Create at least 10 ...
Price: 69,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7595P25

Jubilee 2016 From Paganism to Christianity
A tour to explore and understand the Christianization of Rome. Visit the Colosseum
symbol of the power of Rome, then transformed into martyrs memorial. Continue to
the Arch of Constantine, the Forum, once the beating heart of Rome. As the city
slowly transformed, the signs and the monuments erected ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7595P26

Skip the Line Vatican and Sistine Chapel Small-Group or Private Tour
Visit the Vatican Museums, the Sistine Chapel, and St. Peter?s Basilica with skip the
line access. Immerse yourself in the art and culture of Vatican City. Skip-the-line
included with this 3-hour small-group or private experience.Visit the Vatican
Museums, the Sistine Chapel, and St. Peter?s ...
Price: 31,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7595P3
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Rome City Driving Tour
Relax in a luxury vehicle to see the top sights in Rome with this small-group (up to 7
people) driving tour. See the Spanish Steps, Pantheon, Pizza Navona, Trevi
Fountain, and much more! We believe that in order to truly see and experience
Rome you need to see it from a local's perspective. This ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7595P30

Private Tour: Colosseum Imperial Forum and Palatine Hill
Take a private 3-hour tour of the monuments of ancient Rome with a 5-star tour
guide. Enjoy a private tour of the Coliseum and the ancient Roman Forum
archeological area, skipping the long lines at the entrance with your fast-track tickets.
An expert guide leads this informative tour as you visit ...
Price: 31,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7595P33

Skip the Line: Colosseum, Imperial Forum, and Palatine Hill Small-Group Tour
Discover the Colosseum on a skip-the-line tour of Ancient Rome. With a guide, you?ll
bypass the main entry line to explore the historic amphitheater where gladiatorial
battles once took place. Continue to learn about the Roman Empire as you walk
around Palatine Hill, and then finish at the ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7595P34

Skip the Line Colosseum and Pantheon Small Group Guided tour
Take a step back in time to the age of gladiators, great rulers, emperors and popes,
art and Roman history! The 3 hour skip the line tour bring together all the multi facets
of Ancient Rome, this tour including also a Pantheon Tour. This experience also
allows you to learn about obelisks and ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7595P37

Skip-the-Line: Vatican, Sistine Chapel, and St Peter's Basilica Small-Group Tour
Skip the line at the Vatican Museums, and discover a wealth of art with an
art-historian guide. Check out highlights of the museum such as Raphael?s Rooms,
before a visit to the Sistine Chapel where Michelangelo?s lauded frescoes await.
Finally, round off your tour with a visit to St. Peters ...
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Price: 31,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7595P38

Skip-the-Line Colosseum and Gems of Rome Small-Group or Private Tour
Take a step back in time to the age of gladiators, great rulers, emperors and popes,
art and Roman history. This 3-hour skip-the-line guided tour bring together all the
multi-facets of Ancient Rome. This experience also allows you to learn about
obelisks and ancient divine statues, medieval ...
Price: 32,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7595P4

Small-Group Colosseum Rome and Vatican in a Day with Skip the Line Access
This small-group guided tour with fast entrance inside the attractions starts at 9am.
You will take a step back in time to the age of gladiators, great rulers, emperors and
popes, art and Roman history. The first 3-hour skip the line tour brings together all
the multi facets of Ancient Rome. The ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7595P43

Private Underground Colosseum Tour with Roman Forum, Palatine Hill
Enjoy a half-day private tour of the Colosseum, visit the underground portion, the
upper tier and gladiators arena. The ancient Roman Forum archeological area is also
included in this tour. Skipping the long lines at the entrance with your fast-track
tickets, an expert guide will lead this ...
Price: 175,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7595P45

Private tour Ancient Rome Colosseum and all the best attractions by Luxury Vehicle
Enjoy a private tour of the Coliseum, the ancient Roman Forum archeological area
and a fantastic and comfortable tour thought the very best of roman open air
attractions in a luxury vehicle is also included in the private tour. Skipping the long
lines at the entrance with your fast-track tickets. ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7595P46
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Combo 3 in 1 - Small Group Tour: Colosseum, Vatican, Palatine by Luxury Van
This is a full day small-group guided tour maximum of 13 participants with fast
entrance inside the attractions with fantastic attraction tour by Luxury Van. Take a
step back in time to the age of gladiators, great rulers, emperors and popes, art and
Roman history. The first 3-hour skip the line ...
Price: 135,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7595P48

4-Hour Pizza and Pasta Small-Group Cooking Class in Rome with Wine and Tiramisu
This 4-hour family-friendly lesson combines the very best of Italian food styles. You
will have a pizza and pasta cooking class with the Chef of the famous Rome Pizza
and Pasta School. You will learn how to prepare your own pizza and pasta. You will,
of course, get to eat the fantastic pizza and ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7595P49

Skip The Line Small Group of 13 tour Ancient Rome Colosseum and all the best attractions by Luxury
Vehicle
Enjoy in a very small group tour of the Coliseum, the ancient Roman Forum
archeological area and a fantastic and comfortable tour thought the very best of
roman open air attractions in a luxury vehicle is also included in the semi private tour.
Skipping the long lines at the entrance with your ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7595P50

Early Entrance Vatican Private Tour with Cabinet of the Masks
Start at 8:15 AM when the Vatican Museums are with just few people! This Early
Morning Vatican Private Tour it's exclusive. Just the 1% of the Vatican Museums
visitors can have access to this hidden room. Enter in the exclusive area of Cabinet
of Masks with our guide, the permission for this area ...
Price: 78,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7595P52

Skip the Line Colosseum and Pantheon Small Group Guided tour
Discover the Colosseum on a skip-the-line tour of Ancient Rome. With a guide, you?ll
bypass the main entry line to explore the historic amphitheater where gladiatorial
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battles once took place. Continue to learn about the Roman Empire as you walk
around Palatine Hill, and then finish at the ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7595P54

Tandem Paragliding Experience with Optional Transport from Rome
Soar over the Italian countryside during a tandem paragliding experience with a
professional guide. Choose from a morning or afternoon session, and travel to the
launch site at Tivoli, Rieti or Lake Bracciano to make the most of 45 minutes in the
air. Thrill as the initial rush of adrenaline hits, ...
Price: 183,33 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7595PARAGLIDING

Rome by Vintage Vespa: Classic Rome Tour
When in Rome, do as the locals do and zip around the city by Vespa. Riding on the
back of the vintage scooter, you?ll see all the major landmarks and some
lesser-known sights in one half-day tour. Bypass the traffic to discover piazzas and
panoramas, and jump off to snap photos of the Colosseum, ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7597P1

Private Tour of Ancient Rome by Bicycle including Skip-the-Line Colosseum and Bath of Caracalla
Tickets
More than just a classical walking tour of ancient Rome, this is a bicycle tour through
the major sites of the Roman capital, as well. See the Colosseum and the Bath of
Caracalla, plus a wide bike exploration of the main archaeological sites. Private
Guide, Bike rental, safety helmets, and ...
Price: 125,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7597P2

Rome by Ape Calessino Auto Rickshaw
Grand Tour of Rome by Ape Calessino: best sightseeing to match comfort, learning
and fun. The Ape Calessino: Italian three wheels known in the world as Tuk Tuk can
accommodate three people on the back! Family and friends, tailor-made experience,
top notch panoramic excursion in Rome.Grand Tour of ...
Price: 380,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7597P3
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Skip the Line: Private Tour of Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel
Private guided tour of Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St,Peter Basilica. The
Highest concentration of art worldwide explored in 3 hour. In company of your own
guide you'll live such an unforgettable trip trough such a millenary beauty. The
Chiramonti and the Pio Clementino Musuems, the ...
Price: 175,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7597P4

Private Tour of Rome by Bike - A Ride Around The Most Famous Places of Rome
Take a spin through Rome with this private 3-hour bicycle tour with a local guide.
Cover all the main attractions, including a pleasant ride past the Colosseum, Imperial
Forum, Trevi Fountain, Spanish Steps, Pantheon, Piazza Navona, and much more.
This is a fun way to explore the city with friends ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7597P5

Secret Rome by Vespa private Tour
You loved Colosseum and Vatican...but, it was quite busy? Rome is old and big,
and just off the centre of the major sites there is an enchanting world of beauty to
experience. We locals know that the best way to flexibly move trough the nooks and
crannies of the Eternal City is by...Vespa Scooter! ...
Price: 190,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7597P6

Rome by Night Vespa Tour
A Once in the Life&nbsp;experience to cross off your&nbsp; Bucket List. The Eternal
city by the scooter icon of the Italian LifeStyle.&nbsp;Cruising slowly the&nbsp;nooks
and crannies&nbsp;of Rome for your unforgettable &quot; Roman Holiday&quot;
time!&nbsp; .You will see the city in a new light, ...
Price: 175,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7597P7

COMBO TOUR- WALK AND RIDE A BIKE- ANCIENT ROME: COLOSSEUM AND CARACALLA BATH
the ideal combination tour! A unique opportunity to discover two of&nbsp; Rome's
most iconic monuments , the Colosseum and the Baths&nbsp; of Caracalla, without
queuing and then riding your bike&nbsp; through the world?s most beautiful city. A
combined visit by bike that sets each monument in ...
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Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7597P8

Early Entrance to Vatican Museum and Sistine Chapel including St Peter Basilica
Enjoy an unforgettable morning with an early access 3-hour tour of the Vatican
Museums and the Sistine Chapel. Experience the Raphael Rooms, Sistine Chapel,
Gallery of Tapestry, and more before the Vatican Museum opens to the general
public. Learn about the history of the Vatican, the artwork, and ...
Price: 77,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7599P1

Vatican Skip-the-Line Tour Packages: Basilica Sistine Chapel and Vatican Museums from Rome
Chose one of the three options to visit the Vatican. Each option has different duration
and gives you the opportunity to visit different sections of the Vatican. The Silver,
Gold and Platinum guided tours are tailored for those who would like to see only the
"must see", for those who would like to ...
Price: 61,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7599P10

Early Access Sistine Chapel Small-Group Tour
Start your Early tour at 7:30am when you will meet your guide at the meeting point.
Enter one hour earlier than the general public with your small-group and visit this
gem and be almost alone inside. Your local, professional guide will enthusiastically
introduce you to all the artworks and frescoes ...
Price: 68,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7599P16

Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel no crowds
Have an unforgettable experience with skip-the-line tour of the Vatican Museums and
the Sistine ChapelAn expert guide will passionately lead you through the fascinating
Vatican Musems (Raphael rooms included), the Sistine Chapel, with legendary
Michelangelo?s frescoesHave an unforgettable ...
Price: 67,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7599P17
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History and Mystery of Rome
Join us in a walking tour which will let you wander across many small, secret streets
and squares of Rome?s city centre for letting you discover part of its hidden and
twisted past, several untold stories, and also many curiosities, some of them even
about a few well known places and buildings.The ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7599P18

Skip The Line: Semi-Private Vatican and Sistine Chapel including St Peter's Basilica Tour
Have an unforgettable experience with a semi-private skip-the-line tour of the
Vatican Museums, the Sistine Chapel and the St Peter?s Basilica! An expert guide
will passionately lead you through the fascinating Vatican Musems (Raphael rooms
included), the Sistine Chapel, whith the ...
Price: 87,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7599P2

Skip the line: Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St Peter's Basilica
Experience Rome's top attractions on this 3-hour tour to the Vatican Museums, the
Sistine Chapel and St. Peter?s Basilica. Enjoy skip the line entrance to St. Peter?s
Basilica, where you will admire Michelangelo?s Pietà. Gain insight with the
assistance of your expert guide, as you make your way ...
Price: 56,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7599P3

Private Tour: Colosseum and Ancient Rome Tour including Roman Forum and Palatine Hill
Enjoy the jaw dropping experience of the Colosseum! On the Ancient Rome tour, you
will travel back in time over 2000 years and walk, see &amp; touch things that
emperors, kings, slaves and saints have all experienced. A highly pofessional and
friendly guide will take you through this almost 3 hours ...
Price: 296,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7599P5

Private Tour: Vatican Museums including the Sistine Chapel and St Peter's Basilica
Vatican Museums are composed of nearly 1000 rooms. There are almost 9 miles of
galleries treasured within the Vatican walls. Enjoy this beauty at your own pace,
tailoring the itinerary according to your interests. You will have a guide on your own
that will passionately lead you and share his/her ...
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Price: 286,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7599P8

Colosseum and Roman Forum Semi-Private tour
Join a small group, max 13 people, and explore the heart of the Ancient Rome. Walk
on the antique stones where antique Romans used to meet, trade and spend their
time. Learn about their history, habits and culture. Discover why they were the heart
of the antique civilisation and what we inherited ...
Price: 59,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7599P9

Rome Trastevere Segway Tour and Pizza Tasting
Take a pleasurable roll across the river and into the picturesque neighborhood that is
Trastevere during this 3.5-hour Segway tour including a pizza tasting. Learn how
important this area has been for Italy and the unification of the country. Trastevere is
one of the most famous neighborhoods in ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7604P15

Ancient Rome by Segway
The ancient Rome by Segway tour takes you right through the ancient ruins of
Rome, a journey of discovery about the ancient Roman city and its many secrets.
Retrace the footsteps of victorious Roman generals and their armies as they returned
home from their military campaigns on the Road of ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7604P2

Roma's Night Segway Tour
In the daylight, Rome offers us all her beauty through an infinite amount of artistic
views. By night, whizzing between the ruins of the Empire or crossing the squares
with their magical fountains, Rome lets you inhabit a fantastical world full of
under-appreaciated and amazing beauty. This is ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7604P3
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Roman Highlights Segway Tour with Lunch
Do you only have one day to see all that Rome has to offer? That's fine. We'll take
you around the most well-known and spectacular sights there are to see - you will
whizz through the historical centre of Rome and gain a vast overview of the eternal
city!Do you only have one day to see all that ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7604P4

Rome Trastevere Tour by Segway
Take a pleasurable stroll across the river and into the picturesque popular
neighborhood that is Trastevere. It is the neighborhood of the people, and a
watering-hole for artists throughout the ages! With its dense braid of small streets
and ancient buildings, all built into each other? it is ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7604P5

Rome's Fountains and Square Segway Tour
Rome, with its aqueducts, fountains, and public baths, has since Antiquity been
considered a true "Queen of Water"... so take a sip of refreshing ancient water from
the Virgin Aqueduct, and then follow its path through Rome as it gushes into the
most extraordinary fountains of the city!Rome, with ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7604P6

Papal Jubilee Segway Tour in Rome
Ride a Segway to Vatican City, and learn about the Papal Jubilee as you go. With
the ?Holy Year of Mercy? slated to start in early December, 2015, Rome is abuzz
with religious festivities. Hear about it from a local guide, and learn about the Catholic
Church?s influence on Rome. The fun 3-hour ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7604P7

Half-Day Private Tour of Rome by Segway
If you have decided to take a holiday in Rome and make it unforgettable ? we are
here to help you achieve just that!We are able to create a personalized tour just for
you, the way you like it!If you have decided to take a holiday in Rome and make it
unforgettable ? we are here to help you achieve ...
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Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7604P8

Full Day Private Tour of Rome by Segway
Do you want a personalized and guided exploration of Rome, one of the most
history-rich and gorgeous cities.... without getting tired? A full-day Segway tour is just
what is needed.Roll around in Rome to see all of its hidden beauties... A guide will
accompany you all the way, pointing out the best ...
Price: 270,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7604P9

Enjoy a Private Cooking Class and Authentic Italian Dishes with Locals in Rome
Join your host Massimo in his kitchen in Rome and watch him prepare a delicious,
fresh pasta dish for you. As most dishes take a long time to prepare, you will only
learn to make a traditional pasta dish. A possible dish could be cacio e pepe (cheese
and pepper), carbonara (egg, cheese, Italian ...
Price: 66,23 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7626P190

Private transfer: Sorrento to Rome and Vice Versa
The fastest and most stress free airport transfer is by private vehicle. The private
transportation allows you to optimize your time. From Rome you can reach with all
the comfort and easily the town of Sorrento. The transfer from Rome Airport or Town
to Sorrento is arranged with Mercedes and ...
Price: 495,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7809P36

Rome Food Walking Tour - Enjoy the Authentic Roman Taste
Your local Italian guide will take you to a delightful little café to taste an Italian
cappuccino or espresso. Next you will try the best and most fresh pizzas in town (two
types), your will try a Suppli, fried risoto balls. You will taste two typical Roman
pastas including carbonara, in a small ...
Price: 71,59 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=7812P3
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The Eternal City - Private Shore Excursion to Rome from Civitavecchia port
Glimpse the bygone glories of ancient Rome on this full-day excursion by
air-conditioned vehicle. After disembarking the ship, meet our experienced
Driver-guide and reach Rome in approximately 1 hour and 15 minutes.Driving into
the historical center of Rome, you will pass by and admire the Pyramid ...
Price: 104,58 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8254P21

Rome Highlights Half-Day Tour
An orientation of Rome could not be more complete. This small-group morning tour
will cover all the must-see places in the Eternal City, leaving your afternoon free for
other options.An orientation of Rome could not be more complete. This small-group
morning tour will cover all the must-see places ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8254P3

Rome by Night with Pizza and Gelato
What could be better than a night tour in Rome? A night tour in Rome with the added
delicious experience of pizza and gelato. This 4-hour small-group tour is a great way
to spend an evening in Rome. You will see the Colosseum, Capitoline Hill, Trevi
Fountain, Pantheon, Piazza Navona, and the ...
Price: 102,98 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8254P4

Rome and the Vatican Full Day Tour
This fantastic full-day small-group tour will show you all the best this incredible city
can offer you. Traveling by minivan, allows your driving/guide to go places a large
tour bus cannot, you will see most of the major highlights of the Eternal City, in
addition much of Vatican City.This ...
Price: 179,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8254P5

Skip the Line: Vatican Experience Tour
Explore the Vatican City with our specialized guides for an all-inclusive itinerary - you
will walk through the labyrinth of the Vatican Museums, visit the stunning Sistine
Chapel with Michelangelo?s Last Judgment, and skip-the-line to get inside the
magnificent St Peter?s Basilica. Skip the Line ...
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Price: 76,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8305P1

Nero's Palace Tour with Colosseum and Ancient City Tours
Explore the Colosseum and the Roman Forum before climbing Palatine Hill to see
the very sites where ancient Rome was founded. Then descend into Nero?s Golden
House (Domus Aurea) with your professional guide to see it in all its splendor, as it
was 2,000 years ago using 3D glasses on this 5-hour, ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8305P10

Underground Rome: Catacombs, Crypts, and a Secret Sanctuary
Follow in the steps of Christianity from the clandestine foundation to its final
consecration as an official religion, as seen through the experience of the first
followers of Jesus, on this small group, three hour tour. Our expert guide will lead
you into the recesses of the Roman Catacombs ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8305P11

Private Rome Day Tour with Colosseum Piazzas and Sistine Chapel
Visit Rome in one day with our skip-the-line tour of Rome and the Vatican. Our
expert guide will accompany you in a 7 hour long, full-immersion experience you will
never forget. You will admire the most important sites of the Eternal City, including
the majestic Colosseum, the Baroque fountains and ...
Price: 108,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8305P12

Private Walking Tour of Rome City Center
Book our Private Tour of Rome city center and walk through its winding streets with
an expert guide all for you: 2 hours and a half to admire and learn all about the
piazzas and fountains that earned Rome the name of ?Eternal city?. Your will meet
one of our private, official guides in the very ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8305P13
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Skip the line: Colosseum Private Tour
Make your trip to Rome a memorable experience and choose this Colosseum Private
Tour. You will have a knowledgeable guide all for yourself who will accompany you
on a comprehensive walking tour of the most famous sites of the ancient city ? the
Colosseum, the Roman Forum and Palatine Hill. Your ...
Price: 67,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8305P14

Rome Ancient City and Colosseum Belvedere Tour
Enjoy a 3-hour tour of Ancient Rome and follow your guides inside the Roman
Forum, the Palatine Hill and the Colosseum, including the newly re-opened 4th and
5th tiers! For more than 40 years no one could walk up higher than the 3rd tier, but
after a long restoration work, the ?Belvedere? of the ...
Price: 74,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8305P15

Immersive 3D Tour of Rome Ancient City and Colosseum
A walking tour of Ancient Rome nhanced with unique 3D experience. This is a
carefully designed itinerary of the ancient city in Rome (Colosseum, Roman and
Imperial Forum, Temple of Concord, Capitoline Hill and much more) that
combines the latest state-of-art technology while preserving the human ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8305P16

Colosseum Underground Private Tour with Palatine Hill and Roman Forum
Make your holidays in Rome unforgettable - visit the limited-access underground
area of the Colosseum and its Arena stage and explore the Roman Forum with a
dedicated private guide. You?ll have the chance to tour at your own pace and ask
your guide all the questions that pop into your mind. Thanks ...
Price: 395,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8305P17

All in One Tour: Belvedere, Colosseum Underground, Ancient City
Enjoy a&nbsp;4-hour tour of Ancient Rome and follow&nbsp;your guides inside the
Roman Forum, the Palatine Hill and the Colosseum, including the newly re-opened
4th and 5th tiers! For more than 40 years no one could walk up higher than the 3rd
tier, but after a long restoration work, the ?Belvedere? ...
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Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8305P19

Small-Group Walking Tour: Colosseum and Ancient Rome Experience
Take part in our original Experience of the Colosseum, the Roman Forum and the
Palatine Hill, where you?ll explore the heart of the Ancient City of Rome! On this 3
hour-long walking tour, you?ll visit the major landmarks of the former capital of the
Roman Empire, revealing to you its history and ...
Price: 67,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8305P2

Early Morning Small Group Vatican Tour
Discover the masterpieces of the Vatican away from&nbsp;the crowds, with our 3
hours Early Morning Vatican Small Group Tour. Join our guide and an intimate group
max 12 people and&nbsp;enter one hour before the regular opening of the Vatican
Museums. Being one of the first groups to set foot inside ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8305P20

Night Colosseum Tour with Gladiators Arena and Underground
Visit the Colosseum underground and Arena at Night, after the daily crowds have
gone! After meeting your guide and the rest of the group (max 24 people) near
Piazza Venezia, you will take an adventurous pleasant stroll along the Imperial
Forum Street, lined on both sides by amazing Roman Forum ...
Price: 74,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8305P21

Small-Group Tour: Colosseum Underground
The Underground Level of the Colosseum has not been used for 1700 years. Now it
is open and you can visit the very place where gladiators prepared for their thrilling
games, and where lions, wolves, ostriches and other wild animals were kept before
they were lifted up from the bowels of the ...
Price: 119,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8305P3
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Small-Group Early Morning Wonders of Rome Tour with Breakfast
See Rome in a different light, join this early morning tour of Rome city
center. Experience the Eternal City in the best light of the day, without the crowd and
in a small group of 8 people! This carefully crafted 2.5 hour itinerary includes a
complimentary breakfast and the main highlights of Rome ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8305P4

Skip The Line: Vatican Private Tour
Enjoy the luxury, and undivided attention, of an experienced Private Guide. Skip the
line and travel to the smallest Sovereign State and understand why it remains one of
the world?s most influential and powerful states. Experience the history and splendor
of St. Peter?s Basilica, the Sistine ...
Price: 74,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8305P8

Gladiator's Arena and Colosseum Underground Tour
Descend into the limited-access underground area of the Colosseum on this 4-hour
walking tour of Ancient Rome sights. With an expert guide, you'll see the rooms and
cages where gladiators and beasts waited their turns to fight in the arena, look into
the underground chambers, and walking on the ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8305P9

Transfer from Civitavecchia to Rome including Tour: Splendors of Rome
This tour is especially designed for first time travelers to Rome who want to learn
more about the history and secrets of the Eternal City. The 90-minute drive to the
Eternal City will give you a chance to share your tastes and interests, and your
driver/guide can fashion the most ideal day for ...
Price: 670,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8314P1

Tivoli tour
Enjoy a day away from the crowds with a private tour of Villa d'Este and Hadrian's
Villa in Tivoli with a car and driver at your disposal.Your chauffeur/guide will welcome
you at your hotel or any other place of your convenience in Rome at 8.30am
(suggested time).This tour length 8 hours in total ...
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Price: 535,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8314P10

Tuscany Wine Tasting Tour
See the very best of Tuscany on a full-day trip from RomeA day trip from Rome to 3
famous villages of Tuscany ; Siena, San Gimignano and Montepulciano including
wine tasting in the Chianti region.If you are short of time and you are only in Rome
for a few days, this is the perfect tour that allows ...
Price: 800,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8314P13

Ancient Ostia Tour
This tour lenght approximately 4 hours in total and is conducted by a English
speaking driver/guide and a official archaeology expertised English speaking
guide.Some of the highlights you will see during this tour are the Terme di Nettuno
where you can admire the beautiful black and white mosaics ...
Price: 535,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8314P15

Norcia and Cascia Private Tour from Rome
Your chauffeur/guide will welcome you at your hotel or any other place of your
convenience at 8:00am (suggested time). After, we will drive straight to Norcia (about
a 2 hour ride). Once arrived in Norcia your chauffeur/guide will introduce to you this
town and give you some free time to explore ...
Price: 670,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8314P16

Full-Day Pompeii and Amalfi Coast from Rome
After a 3-hour ride, arrive at the unique town of Pompeii to begin your private 12-hour
tour. Here, you will meet your local, English-speaking archaeological guide for a
private 2-hour walking tour into the ruins of this ancient city. Then proceed to the
famous Amalfi Coast to drive through the ...
Price: 935,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8314P17
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Rome Countryside: Etruscan highlights of Tarquinia and Cerveteri
On this tour you will learn about the etruscan civilization and you will have the
chance to see and vist Tarquinia and Cerveteri, two of Italy?s great Etruscan cities,
whose origins could date from as far back as the 9th century B.C and famous for a
number of Etruscan necropolises.On this tour you ...
Price: 600,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8314P2

Bomarzo Caprarola and Calcata
First stop will be Bomarzo (about a 1 hour drive) were you can visit the ?Monster
Park?. This garden is an extraordinary sight. With its strange, disturbing sculptures
(taken from Ariosto?s Orlando Furioso) it was created by Vicino Orsini, Duke of
Bomarzo, to rival Caprarola and the Villa ...
Price: 600,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8314P22

Todi and Spoleto Tour from Rome
On this tour you will explore two of the most charming umbrian
towns, Todi &amp; Spoleto. Once in Umbria our visit will begin in Todi, also known
for being the hometown of Jacopone da Todi, a famous Italian poet that wrote in
Italian its poems. Todi is still surrounded by surrounded by mediaeval, ...
Price: 670,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8314P23

Private Transfer Fiumicino to Rome City
Our English speaking driver will welcome you at your hotel or any other place of your
convenience in downtown Rome or surrounding area Sit back and relax in our
comfortable vehicles and just enjoy your private trasfer from Rome city center to the
airport.Take the hassle and worry out of getting to ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8314P25

Fiumicino Airport to Civitavecchia
Leonardo da Vinci (Fco) airport, in the town of Fiumicino, is the main Rome
international airport. You will land here if you fly to Rome with any of the large
international carriers coming from overseas or other parts of Europe.At the Leonardo
da Vinci (Fco) airport our driver will be waiting in ...
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Price: 220,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8314P26

Underground Rome Tour
our English-speaking chauffeur/guide will welcome you at your hotel or any other
place of your convenience. We will start the underground tour of Rome with a trip
outside the Aurelian Walls and down the ancient Appian Way to the Catacombs of
Rome.Returning to the historic center, your ...
Price: 300,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8314P28

Ciampino APT to Civitavecchia
Enjoy a hassle-free, private airport transfer from Ciampino airport straight to the dock
beside your cruise ship in CivitavecchiaCiampino airport is the smaller of the two
airports in Rome. Flights to Rome on smaller, budget or charter carriers will land
here. At the Ciampino airport our driver ...
Price: 240,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8314P30

Civitavecchia Port to Rome
End your cruise to Rome stress free with a pre-booked private transfer to your hotel
or any other place of your convenience in Rome.Discovery Tours Limousine Service
Italy has all the permissions to enter the cruise port restricted area and our driver will
pick you up right at the dock beside your ...
Price: 220,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8314P39

Full Day tour of Rome
your tour will start with a visit to Piazza Venezia. Just 10 minutes from here,
are Capitol Hill and Roman Forum panoramas. after that you will walk
through the Jewish ghetto where you can explore the interesting history of the Jewish
community in Rome. After many stops, you will finally arrive ...
Price: 535,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8314P40
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Rome Half Day Tour
This half day tour is the perfect introduction to Rome?s most famous highlights. In
our four hours tour of Rome, you will have a chance to see and visit some of the
most famous sights and monuments of Rome as: Via Veneto (drive by), Piazza
Barberini (drive by), Quirinale Palace (drive by), Trevi ...
Price: 307,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8314P41

Rome and Vatican full day tour
During this full day tour in Rome and the Vatican City with your private luxury vehicle,
you will have a chance to drive through ancient and Renaissance Rome. This will
give you the opportunity to admire and visit some of the most important and famous
sights in the city.Your first stop will be ...
Price: 800,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8314P43

Rome By Night tour
Rome, during the night, is a diverse and shining place where fountains glitter,
squares glow, and people themselves sparkle.You can feel the charming atmosphere
of this romantic city among the monuments, over the Capitol Hill, Roman Forum,
Colosseum, Spanish Steps, Piazza del Popolo, and the ...
Price: 220,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8314P44

Christian Rome Tour
This tour is designed to explore Rome through a Christian Perspective, Rome has
many churches and on this half day tour we have sellected some of the important
ones:Basilica di San Clemente ? the only church in Rome, built on three different
levels, from the 1st to the 12th century.Basilica of San ...
Price: 535,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8314P45

Jewish Rome Tour
This tour will offer you the opportunity to visit the Jewish Ghetto with its complex
variety of history, architecture and tradition. It?s one of the most fascinating areas of
Rome, one with the highest number of examples of Roman and Medieval
architecture ? out of the very few ? that still stand in ...
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Price: 535,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8314P46

Civita di Bagnoregio and Orvieto - Private Day trip from Rome
Enjoy a fascinating day trip from Rome with this 9-hour private trip to Civita di
Bagnoregio and Orvieto. Your English-speaking chauffeur/guide will pick you up at
your hotel or any other place of your convenience in Rome. Visit the charming town
of Orvieto, followed by the almost deserted town ...
Price: 670,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8314P5

All-Day Trip from Rome: Bracciano Lake and Surrounding lunch included
Get off the beaten path and enjoy this fun and educational full-day excursion into the
Roman countryside with this trip to Bracciano Lake. Experience the beauty of the
area and learn about history, archaeology, art, and nature. Enjoy a 2-course lunch
(included) during a midday break.Get off the ...
Price: 735,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8314P6

Perugia and Assisi
Your chauffeur/guide from Discovery G Tours will welcome you at your hotel or any
other place of your convenience at around 8.00am (suggested time). This private
tour of Assisi and Perugia begins with a lovely drive north of Rome into one of the
Italy&rsquo;s most picturesque regions, Umbria.Your ...
Price: 735,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8314P7

Vatican Museum and Sistine Chapel and San Peter's Basilica
Enjoy the Vatican Museums with this entertaining 3-hour small-group tour. Make your
way through the enormous museum complex (in a group with no more than 12
people) at an easy pace and always maintaining full interaction with your
experienced tour guide. With no-line quick access, you'll get into ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8321P1
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3-hour Early Bird Vatican Museums Small-Group Tour
Enter the Vatican Museums one hour before the general public and experience the
incredible collection at a slower pace during this small-group Vatican Tour, including
St. Peter's Basilica and The Sistine Chapel. With 12 people or less per group, your
journey through the world?s biggest museum will ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8321P12

Best Squares and Fountains of Rome Small-Group Walking Tour
Rome?s historic center is just waiting to be uncovered. Your guide will take you to
see its most iconic sights on this enchanting, 3-hour small-group walking tour limited
to a maximum of 12 people. This tour brings you to the forefront of the Eternal City
with an insider?s look at the Spanish ...
Price: 44,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8321P13

Colosseum and Roman Forum Experience
Enjoy the Colosseum and Ancient Rome through a relaxing and entertaining small
group 3-hour tour with skip-the-line tickets. Journey through the world?s biggest
Open-Air Museum at a slow walking pace. On this tour your English-speaking guide
will explain the history of early Roman life and bring ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8321P2

Rome Underground Secrets & Mysteries
This 3-hour guided tour of Rome underground combines secrets and mysteries of a
journey into the ancient world of the Eternal City. Uncover the three underground
levels of the Basilica of San Clemente and the stunning frescoes of the Basilica dei
SantiThis 3-hour guided tour of Rome underground ...
Price: 52,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8321P22

Rome: Pompei & Amalfi Coast Day Trip
This 10-hour guided tour will combine the discovery of a site unlike any other in Italy
with the stunning view of the Amalfi Coast. Admire the ancient city you can explore
just as if it were 2000 years ago and relax along the beautiful Amalfi CoastThis
10-hour guided tour will combine the discovery ...
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Price: 275,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8321P23

Semi-Private Borghese Gallery and its Gardens Tour
Spend some quality time in one of Rome's most beautiful spaces with this 3-hour
small-group tour of the Borghese Gallery and its gardens. Explore the fantastic art
collection in the gallery, started by the Cardinal Scipione Borghese in the 17th
century, and continue out to wander through the ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8321P5

Small-Group Tour: Dine and Wine Evening Culinary Tour
Make the most of your Roman evenings by taking a 3-hour guided walking tour
combined with excellent food and wine tasting. Dining in Rome, while unquestionably
delicious, can be a daunting experience. With a pizza or pasta restaurant on virtually
every corner, among them many tourist traps, it can ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8321P9

Discover Rome 3-Hour Bike Tour
Enjoy a 3-hour cycle ride around central Rome and see the city?s legendary sights
from the saddle of a comfortable bicycle. Experienced guides will escort you along
the riverside of the Tiber, down side roads and alleys to discover Rome?s
heart.Enjoy a 3-hour cycle ride around central Rome and see ...
Price: 27,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8325P1

Private 6-hour Bike Tour: Appian Way and Aqueducts Park
Enjoy a private 6-hour cycle ride from central Rome towards the countryside and see
the Appian Way from the saddle of a comfortable bicycle. Experienced guides will
escort you to discover this fascinating area rich in ancient monuments and natural
beauties.Enjoy a private 6-hour cycle ride from ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8325P11
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Private Bike Tour: Discover Rome in 3-Hours
Enjoy a 3-hour private cycle ride around central Rome and see the city?s legendary
sights from the saddle of a comfortable bicycle. An experienced guide will escort you
along the riverside of the Tiber, down side roads, and through alleys to discover
Rome?s heart. Checkout the Trevi Fountain, ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8325P12

Rome One Day Private Bike Tour: City Center and Panoramic Views
Enjoy a private cycle ride around central Rome and see the city?s legendary sights
from the saddle of a comfortable bicycle. An experienced guide will escort you along
the riverside of the Tiber, down side roads, and along alleys to discover Rome?s
heart.Enjoy a private cycle ride around central ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8325P13

2-Hour Rome by Night Bike Tour with Pizza
Meet your expert guide on this 2 hour early evening tour of Rome. Enjoy a a relaxing
bike ride as you pedal past some of the most popular sites including Trevi Fountain,
Spanish Steps, and the Vatican City. Stop for a slice of pizza and a beer as you
overlook the Colosseum. Learn about Rome in a ...
Price: 38,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8325P16

Rome Bike Tour: Italian Food Experience
During this bike tour, you will be able to admire some of the places from the glorious
Roman past until you will reach the simplicity of everyday life, immersing yourself in
romance, savoring typical products of the excellence of Italian gastronomy. Ham,
cheeses, pasta, pizza, sweets, coffee. A ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8325P19

Rome Full-Day Bike Rental
Rent your trekking bike for a full day and discover the monuments and landmarks of
Rome. Have the full freedom to see and do exactly what you like. Three thousand
years of history, 16% of cultural property of the whole planet and 40,000 hectares of
protected green areas, is what you can find in a ...
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Price: 12,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8325P2

Rome by night private tour: pizza and bike
This private tour offers a different and fun way to spend two hours, guided by an
expert connoisseur of the city, of its every corner and story, who will make you
appreciate details that you would have never noticed by yourselves. All Rome in two
hours, on a bike, at night: a tour three times ...
Price: 41,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8325P20

Private 3-hour Bike Tour: Appian Way in Rome
Enjoy a 3-hour cycle ride from central Rome towards the countryside and see the
Appian Way from the saddle of a comfortable bicycle. An experienced guide will
escort you in a private tour to discover this fascinating area rich in ancient
monuments and natural beauties.Enjoy a 3-hour cycle ride from ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8325P21

Private Rome Bike Tour: Italian Food Experience
During this private bike tour, you will be able to admire some of the places from the
glorious Roman past until you will reach the simplicity of everyday life, immersing
yourself in romance, savoring typical products of the excellence of Italian
gastronomy. Ham, cheeses, pasta, pizza, sweets, ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8325P22

Rome One Day Bike Tour: City Center and Panoramic Views
Discover top attractions in Italy?s ancient capital on this 1-day bike tour of Rome.
Pedal through the city streets as a guide sheds light on Rome?s colorful history.
Along the way, take in famous landmarks such as the Colosseum and the Trevi
Fountain. Zoom through bustling squares including Piazza ...
Price: 67,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8325P3
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3-hour Bike Tour: Appian Way in Rome
Enjoy a 3-hour cycle ride from central Rome towards the countryside and see the
Appian Way from the saddle of a comfortable bicycle. Experienced guides will escort
you to discover this fascinating area rich in ancient monuments and natural
beauties.Enjoy a 3-hour cycle ride from central Rome ...
Price: 27,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8325P4

Rome 2 Days Bike Rental
Rent your trekking bike for two full days and discover the monuments and landmarks
of Rome. Have the full freedom to see and do exactly what you like.Rent your
trekking bike for two full days and discover the monuments and landmarks of Rome.
Have the full freedom to see and do exactly what you ...
Price: 23,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8325P5

Opera Serenades By Night in Rome at Palazzo Doria Pamphilj
All the passion of the Italian Opera in a charming setting.All the passion of the Italian
Opera in a charming setting.Arias and duets by Verdi, Rossini, Puccini in the
gorgeous Doria Pamphilj Palace for a magic night with the Italian Opera. In the heart
of Rome live a romantic night with the most ...
Price: 47,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8329P1

The Italian Opera: La Serva Padrona at Palazzo Doria Pamphilj
" La Serva Padrona", a masterpiece of the Italian Opera Buffa (1700) performed in
the sumptuous Throne Hall of the Doria Pamphilj Palace, a prestigious Venue
nestled in the heart of the historic center. Special opening for our guests, exclusive
location." La Serva Padrona", a masterpiece of the ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8329P15

Capuchins Crypt Tour and Concert in Rome
While in Rome, enjoy this 70-minute experience at the Capuchins Crypt, Church, and
Museum. First, take a tour with an art historian guide in a group limited to 30
travelers through the site and see a famous Caravaggio painting and walk through
the Crypt. Next, enjoy a concert of Gregorian chants ...
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Price: 33,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8329P30

Music in Bernini's Rome
Baroque music concert and guided tour in the church of Sant'Agnese in Agone, a
jewel of Rome located in Piazza Navona.This rich musical program explores the
diverse musical heritage of the 17th century. It combines voice and original
instruments of the period with a presentation of the marble, ...
Price: 23,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8329P35

Rome Baroque Concert and Tour at Palazzo Doria Pamphilj
Tour Palazzo Doria Pamphilj in Rome with an expert guide who specializes in art
history, and admire its staggering collection of European art as you listen to live
baroque music. Owned by Italian nobility, the palace is home to several famous
paintings by Caravaggio ? one of the notable painters of ...
Price: 42,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8329P39

Open air Opera concert in Rome
While in Rome, experience an Opera concert under the sky. Sip your *aperitif*
seated on the *Terrace Borromini*, the most exclusive rooftop of Piazza Navona,
while listening to the music and admiring the *breathtaking view* of the Eternal
city. You will have also the chance to visit after the ...
Price: 112,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8329P40

Vivaldi and Opera
All the passion of the Baroque music and Italian Opera in a charming setting.All the
passion of the Baroque music and Italian Opera in a charming setting.The best of
Italian music in the gorgeous Doria Pamphilj Palace, one of the most important
Rome's Palazzo's adorned with original furnished of ...
Price: 47,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8329P41
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Leonardo in Rome, concert and tour
While in Rome, enjoy this 60-minute experience at the &quot;Leonardo da Vinci
experience&quot;&nbsp;museum, close to S. Pietro Basilica and Vatican Museums.
The music of Leonardo's time, performed with original instruments, throughout the
whole tour guided tour in English language with an art ...
Price: 26,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8329P43

Piazza Navona: Christmas Baroque Concert
Enjoy the original baroque music by masters such as Palestrina, Victoria, Arcadelt,
Lasso, Morales, Anerio, once composed for the Sistine Chapel choir. In the
wonderful Church of Sant?Agnese in Agone, surrounded by the splendid sculptures,
the frescoes and marbles, ?you will attend this special ...
Price: 23,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8329P44

Capuchin Crypt Christmas Baroque Concert in Rome
For one of the most unusual events in all of Rome join us in the Church of S. Maria
Immacolata for a Christmas Baroque Concert and a tour of the famous Capuchins
Cript. In the wonderful Capuchin?s Church in Via Veneto, surrounded by the splendid
sculptures, the frescoes and marbles, you will attend ...
Price: 33,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8329P6

New Year's Baroque Concert at the Doria Pamphilj Gallery
The graceful Roman Baroque music is the star of this extraordinary event. Enjoy the
original sound of the XVII century played with the original period instruments in one
of the most prestigious palaces in the heart of Rome: Doria Pamphilj Palace.The
show takes place in the superb Throne Hall. With ...
Price: 38,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8329P9

Private Vatican and Sistine Chapel Tour Skip-the-Line
Skip the line private tour of the Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel. Visit one of the
most important Art collections in the world guided by an expert and licensed tour
guide. Visit an example of Renaissance scientific revival as you walk through the
fabulous Gallery of Geographical Maps. See where ...
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Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8343P1

Skip the Line: Colosseum and Ancient Rome Private Tour
Plunge into wonders of ancient Rome on this skip-the-line Colosseum tour and let
our guide narrate stories of gladiators and Roman Emperors letting the ruins of the
amphitheater come to life again. Roam through the Roman Forum and enjoy
spectacular views from the Palatine Hill.Plunge into wonders ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8343P2

Rome City Private Walking Tour
Uncover the little-known treasures of Rome&nbsp;on a 2-hour insider private
walking tour with our expert&nbsp;guide. Explore narrow&nbsp;alleys, hidden
riches&nbsp;of Art and History,&nbsp;and grand piazzas and fountains, marveling at
Renaissance and Baroque&nbsp;architecture and visiting markets ...
Price: 38,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8343P3

Borghese Gallery Entrance Tickets
With this skip-the-line Borghese Gallery reserved ticket, you can visit one of Rome's
most beautiful Art Museums without the hassle of standing in line to pick up your
tickets at the ticket counter. Tickets to this museum are limited and likely to sell out
so be sure to book in advance! Download ...
Price: 34,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8343P4

Electric Bike Small-Group Tour - The Great Beauty
Electric bicycles: the smarter, economical and ecological way to live and tour Rome ?Looser? than a scooter, ?slicker? than a segway, more ?open? than an open bus Gain access to every corner of the city in a small-group tour, guided by an expert
e-bike tour leader.Electric bicycles: the ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8350P1
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Electric Bicycle Small Group Tour - Regina Viarum Appian Way
Electric bicycles are a smarter, more economical and ecological way to live and tour
Rome - ?Looser? than a scooter, ?slicker? than a segway, more ?open? than an
open bus, gain access to every corner of the city in a small-group tour, guided by an
expert e-bike tour leader. Electric bicycles allow ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8350P2

Rome - Electric Bicycle Small Group Tour of the Eternal City
Discover 3000 years of history riding through historical main sites and visiting hidden,
and not, wonders of Rome on this electric bike tour. You can gain access to every
corner of the city in a tour guided by an expert e-bike tour leader. Electric bicycles
allow you to climb the Roman hills with ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8350P3

Rome On Your Own Electric Bicycle
Pedal assisted Electric bikes: the smart, economical and ecological way to live and
tour Rome - ?Looser? than a scooter, ?slicker? than a Segway, more ?open? than
an open bus - Gain access to every corner of the city on your own, using our
complimentary map we'll to tour the Eternal City.Our pedal ...
Price: 25,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8350P4

Electric Bicycle Small Group Tour: Rome Street Art - The New Look of the Eternal City
Join this 4-hour electric bicycle tour of Rome to discover the artistic views of the
Eternal City. Led by an expert guide, you'll observe incredible graffiti-style art. Get an
insider's looks at the modern side of Rome while cycling&nbsp;next to its historical
monuments. Join this 4-hour ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8350P6

ROME Electric bike NIGHT TOUR
Explore Rome&nbsp;at night on a 2-hour electric bike tour&nbsp;as you admire the
Forum, the Colosseum and much more. At the end of the tour stop for a slice of pizza
and a beer as you overlook the&nbsp;Colosseum.Explore Rome&nbsp;at night on a
2-hour electric bike tour&nbsp;as you admire the Forum, ...
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Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8350P8

Rome fo Kids: Small Group Pizza Master Class
Enjoy a family-friendly cooking class making pizza in an authentic stone oven with a
real pizza chef during this 2-hour pizza class in Rome. Learn the magical art of
making your favorite pizza in this hands-on activity. Find out how to prepare
everything, including the dough, before your chef helps ...
Price: 69,71 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8356P1

Food Tour Culture and Culinary Walking Tour
A 3-hour walk in the heart of Rome which fills you with culture, fun and great food!
This is your complete first taste of Rome, a real taste of the authentic cucina
Romana! What best way to discover the Eternal City, its most famous squares and
fountains, its stories and best kept secrets than ...
Price: 85,40 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8356P12

Squares and Fountains Family Walk with Animal Scavenger Hunt
Find one of Rome´s best kept secrets: a zoo in the very heart of Rome! Turn the
Eternal City into a one big playground! Sharpen your hunting skills as we visit the
Spanish Steps, the Trevi Fountain, the Pantheon, Fountain of the Books and Navona
Square to find all the marble animals lurking in ...
Price: 60,13 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8356P15

ESCAPE ROOM ADVENTURE The ultimate Pompeii experience a few steps from the Coliseum
Find Pompeii just a few blocks away from the Coliseum! 60 minutes to escape the
fury of Mount Vesuvius, 16 enigmas to solve ? Are you ready?Find Pompeii just a
few blocks away from the Coliseum! 60 minutes to escape the fury of Mount
Vesuvius, 16 enigmas to solve ? Are you ready?Dive back into the ...
Price: 34,42 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8356P16
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COLISEUM and ROMAN FORUM DELIGHT SMALL GROUP TOUR
Meet your guide and fellow travelers and prepare for the ultimate Ancient Rome
experience!Meet your guide and fellow travelers and prepare for the ultimate Ancient
Rome experience!Meet your guide and fellow travelers and prepare for the ultimate
Ancient Rome experience! Explore the world´s most ...
Price: 68,84 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8356P17

Rome Squares and Fountains Group Tour with Gelato Tasting
In this 3 hour tour, discover the heart of Rome and explore its most famous squares
and fountains and some of its most iconic sites ? visit the Spanish Steps, the Trevi
Fountain, the Pantheon, Navona Square and other famous sites in the vicinity. With
an expert and fun guide experience the magic of ...
Price: 40,09 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8356P18

MARKET TOUR AND HOME DINING EXPERIENCE
Spend 3.5-hours learning the unique, traditional style of cooking featured in Rome
under the guidance of a local chef. Italian cuisine is famous all over the world and
extremely important in the Italian culture, which is the reason why it is prepared with
so much passion. Your chef will teach you ...
Price: 104,57 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8356P19

Private Cooking Class in Rome: Pasta Amore and Tiramisu
Surely the best way to get to know Italian culture is through the food! Learn about
some of Italy?s most famous dishes in a fun and hands-on way: on our Pasta Amore
Course. This experience gives you the opportunity to make pasta like a true Italian, a
skill which will no doubt make you popular when ...
Price: 81,91 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8356P2

RAVIOLI AND POLPETTE COOKING CLASS
Learn how to prepare two of the most delicious Italian food in our Ravioli &amp;
Polpette Cooking Class. With your fun and professional Chef you will get your hands
dirty and you will know the secrets about the Bella Italia cuisine and how to prepare
these two classic Italian dishes!Learn how to ...
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Price: 91,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8356P20

EXPRESS VATICAN HIGHLIGHTS
Visit all the highlights of the Vatican Museums and have the evening free to
experience the rest of Rome! In this, our best-selling, Vatican tour, immerse yourself
in the history of the Church. Our Vatican Highlights tours runs every day bar Sunday
and public holidays. While in Rome, experience the ...
Price: 82,79 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8356P21

EXPRESS COLISEUM and ROMAN FORUM
See how ancient Roman traditions have influenced our lives in so many ways. See
Rome through the antiquated eyes of emperors, slaves, gladiators, and even the
Gods which ruled Rome and its Empire.See how ancient Roman traditions have
influenced our lives in so many ways. See Rome through the ...
Price: 100,21 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8356P22

PERCY JACKSON IN ROME: HUNT FOR HEROES
Not only for Percy Jackson fans, also for those interested in Greek and Roman
myths and legends. Itinerary include: Capitoline Museums, Capitoline Hill, The best
view of the Roman ForumNot only for Percy Jackson fans, also for those interested
in Greek and Roman myths and legends. Itinerary ...
Price: 65,36 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8356P26

THE GLADIATOR SHOW
Ready to see a live gladiator fight? For the first time in Rome, get to see gladiators in
full costume and armor, in an almost real gladiator combat. With music, special lights
&amp; effects, be taken back thousands of years ago and find yourself in Ancient
Rome. Witness a gladiators in action, ...
Price: 37,51 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8356P29
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CERAMICS POTTERY WORKSHOP
Bring home a unique souvenir from Rome, made with your own hands! Have fun
while creating your very own masterpiece!Bring home a unique souvenir from Rome,
made with your own hands! Have fun while creating your very own masterpiece!If
you and your little ones don?t mind getting your hands dirty for ...
Price: 115,03 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8356P32

AFFRESCO MASTERCLASS
You will learn how to make a fresco, and you will have a fabulous time!&nbsp;Take
your masterpiece home! If parents do not participate they may take pictures!You will
learn how to make a fresco, and you will have a fabulous time!&nbsp;Take your
masterpiece home! If parents do not participate they ...
Price: 115,03 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8356P33

MOSAIC MAGIC & COLOUR EXPLOSION
You will have a&nbsp; Mosaic art teacher&nbsp;who will teach you the over&nbsp;
5,000 year old technique&nbsp;of the Ancient Romans mosaic making. You will learn
how to cut the pieces with goggles on, how to paste them and work the
mosaics,?.and you will have a fabulous time! Take your masterpiece ...
Price: 156,86 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8356P34

HEART OF ROME PIZZA MASTERCLASS
One of the secrets of real Italian pizza is the passion of the pizzaiolo ? the pizza
maker! And then of course, the fresh Italian ingredients! So come and learn from a
real piazzaiolo all about pizza and have some of that Italian passion! Join us in this
cooking workshop and learn how to make ...
Price: 115,03 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8356P35

HEART of ROME COOKING MASTERCLASS
Love Italian food? So learn to cook them yourself! This is your perfect take away
from this Roman holiday: cook and eat like the Romans do! &nbsp;Love Italian
food? So learn to cook them yourself! This is your perfect take away from this Roman
holiday: cook and eat like the Romans do! &nbsp;Love ...
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Price: 139,43 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8356P36

ROME STREET THEATRE WALK OF FAME
Want to experience something SUPER FUN in Rome, all outdoors and with no lines?
Then this is the perfect experience! And when we say that we will make history come
alive, we really mean it! On this tour, history literally comes alive and walks with
you!Want to experience something SUPER FUN in ...
Price: 50,54 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8356P37

TIME TRAVEL SHOW IN ROME
Come on a family-friendly, dynamic and thrilling time travelling journey into the rich
history of the eternal city of Rome! A multimedia show consisting of a series of
projections walls, ceilings and floors ? diving deep into the secrets of the evolution
and story of the former Caput Mundi, the ...
Price: 23,09 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8356P38

Private Pizza Master Class for Kids and Families
Exclusive Fun Pizza Making Workshop for Kids and Adults alike. Family friendly
cooking class with an authentic Stone oven and a real Pizza Chef.Exclusive Fun
Pizza Making Workshop for Kids and Adults alike. Family friendly cooking class with
an authentic Stone oven and a real Pizza Chef.Join us in ...
Price: 69,71 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8356P4

Rome for Kids: Ancient Rome Tour and Scavenger Hunt
Get the kids excited about Ancient Rome with this child-friendly, small-group tour to
see and explore the Coliseum, the Roman Forum and sights in the vicinity. This
2.5-hour tour for families takes ancient Rome discovery on a FUN and edutaining
level! Kids learn about the life of the ancient Romans ...
Price: 102,83 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8356P5
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Vatican Highlights Group Tour Specialized for Families with Children
Explore the highlights of the Vatican Museums on this specially tailored 2.5-hour tour
for families with children. A scavenger hunt helps to engage visitors of all ages in the
art and history of the collection, including the Sistine Chapel.Explore the highlights of
the Vatican Museums on ...
Price: 102,83 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8356P6

The Original Fettuccine Alfredo: Optional Cooking Class - Lunch - Dinner - Happy Hour
Enjoy a delicious Lunch or Dinner also together with a Happy Hour Aperitif as well as
an exciting Cooking class led by the Restaurant Chef at the world famous Restaurant
Alfredo alla Scrofa and learn how to prepare home-made pasta and the legendary
Fettuccine Alfredo. Lunch or Dinner and Drinks are ...
Price: 40,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8358P1

The Secrets of Ancient Rome: Private Full-Day Walking Tour
Private full day walking tour of Rome discovering the secret Ancient Rome,
Colosseum and Roman Forum.
Private full day walking tour of Rome discovering
the secret Ancient Rome, Colosseum and Roman Forum.
On this full-day tour
visit the most famous monuments of Rome. The first stop is ...
Price: 78,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8434P1

5-Day Private Tour: Rome, Florence and Venice
Discover the three most famous and visited cities of Italy with this private 5 days tour
around the ?Bel Paese?. Starting from Rome, the Italian capital, this tour will stop in
Florence and Venice. Enjoy the magical atmosphere of these cities, walking through
their narrow alleys and visiting their ...
Price: 1.009,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8434P12

3-Day Southern Italy from Rome: Alberobello, Bari, Matera
3-day tour discovering two of the most charming destinations of the South Italy by
train, Alberobello and Matera.3-day tour discovering two of the most charming
destinations of the South Italy by train, Alberobello and Matera.Day 1: Take the train
from Rome to Bari (departing at 8:05am and arriving ...
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Price: 670,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8434P13

4-Night Italy: Rome, Florence and Cinque Terre from Rome
Rome, Florence and Cinque Terre are some of the most interesting and beautiful
cities in Italy. In 5 days, admire the top attractions of each place, starting from Rome
and its archaeological and artistic beauties. Then move to Florence where view
classic and beautiful Renaissance architectures. ...
Price: 966,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8434P16

Private 6-Day Italy: Rome, Naples, and Venice
Rome, Naples and Venice are three amazing cities you can?t miss if you want to visit
Italy. Explore the main sights of Italy in just 6 days and enjoy the VIP perks of a
private tour.Rome, Naples and Venice are three amazing cities you can?t miss if you
want to visit Italy. Explore the main sights ...
Price: 1.385,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8434P18

Private Tour: Saint Peter Basilica Vatican Museums and Squares of Rome
Make the most of your time in Rome and Vatican City with this 7-hour private tour of
the Vatican Museums, St. Peter's Basilica, and the squares of Rome.Make the most
of your time in Rome and Vatican City with this 7-hour private tour of the Vatican
Museums, St. Peter's Basilica, and the squares of ...
Price: 83,70 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8434P2

Rome private shore excursion for families with kids: skip the line Colosseum tour
Let's go to discover the Ancient Rome visiting the wonderful Coliseum with your
kids!Let's go to discover the Ancient Rome visiting the wonderful Coliseum with your
kids!Meet your private driver just outside your cruise ship, without taking any shuttle
port thanks to our special permission to enter ...
Price: 215,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8434P23
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Rome private shore excursion with children: discovering the Baroques Squares
Let's go to discover the Baroque Rome visiting world famous squares with your
kids!Let's go to discover the Baroque Rome visiting world famous squares with your
kids!At 8.30 meet your private driver just outside the cruise ship. After about 1 hour
driving, you'll reach the heart of Rome, where ...
Price: 175,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8434P24

Rome Shore Excursion: journey through time, Ancient Rome Virtual Tour & Colosseum tickets
Discover the Anciente Rome in 1 day! A shore excursion with private driver and a
journey through time at the Colosseum, with a Virtual Reality Tour and Skip the line
Tickets entranceDiscover the Anciente Rome in 1 day! A shore excursion with private
driver and a journey through time at the ...
Price: 147,75 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8434P28

Virtual Reality: Ancient Rome Walking Tour
Enjoy an innovative walking tour in the city center of Rome. Jump into the past and
live the Ancient Rome thanks to the Virtual RealityEnjoy an innovative walking tour in
the city center of Rome. Jump into the past and live the Ancient Rome thanks to the
Virtual RealityJoin our Virtual Walking ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8434P29

Rome in One Day: Colosseum, Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel, and St. Peterâ€™s Basilica Private
Tour
Rome in 1 day: Colosseum, Roman Forum, Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and
St. Peter?s BasilicaRome in 1 day: Colosseum, Roman Forum, Vatican Museums,
Sistine Chapel and St. Peter?s BasilicaDo you have a tight schedule to visit Rome?
Enjoy this one-day tour and discover all the attractions not to ...
Price: 110,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8434P3

Civitavecchia Shore Excursion: Rome in 1 day including Skip-the-Line Colosseum and Vatican
Museums
Discover the Colosseum &amp; Vatican Museums on a shore excursion from
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Civitavecchia with a private driver.Discover the Colosseum &amp; Vatican Museums
on a shore excursion from Civitavecchia with a private driver.Discover Rome's most
beautiful and famous monuments on a full-day shore excursion ...
Price: 147,75 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8434P8

Villa Borghese Tour and Bioparco di Roma Entrance Ticket
Combine a Villa Borghese tour with entry to Rome?s zoo: Bioparco di Roma. With a
local guide, explore the famous Villa Borghese park to learn about its history and
discover its prettiest buildings, fountains and an Elizabethan-style playhouse. After
the 1.5-hour tour, head inside the zoo to see its ...
Price: 92,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515BIOPARCO

Rainbow MagicLand Theme Park and Valmontone Fashion Outlet All Day Tour
Ride roller coasters and see Italian animations come to life at the Rainbow
MagicLand theme park, less than an hour from Rome. Ideal for children of all ages,
the park is home to a fantasyland of more than 30 different attractions and shows.
Just in front of the park the Fashion District Valmontone ...
Price: 169,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515MAGICLAND

Deluxe Shared Arrival Transfer: Rome Fiumicino Airport to Hotel
Book a luxury shared transfer service from Fiumicino Airport in Rome to your central
hotel or residence. A hassle-free start to your trip, the prebooked transfer ensures
you won't waste time looking for taxis when your flight lands. Transport is by
air-conditioned minivan, which seats up to eight ...
Price: 10,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P1

Shopping Tour Castel Romano Designer Outlet
Enjoy a day of relaxation to visit Castel Romano, one of the most famous Outlet near
Rome.Save between 30 and 70% on acclaimed labels like Boss, Burberry and
Valentino, and then enjoy extra reductions with your discount card only available by
booking this tour!Enjoy a day of relaxation to visit ...
Price: 109,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P11
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Small Group Tour: Christian Rome and Underground Basilicas Half-Day Tour
Enjoy a half-day walking tour (small group max. 12 people) of Christian Rome and
discover underground treasures in some of the most sensational churches. Your
guide will tell your fascinating facts along the way, leading you to the ancient Basilica
of San Clemente, and the Cathedral of St. John in ...
Price: 74,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P12

Small Group Tour: Fountains and Squares Rome Evening Walking Tour
Enjoy a 2.5-hour evening walking tour of Rome in a small group max 12 people ,
seeing its most symbolic sights under the magic of night-time illuminations. Get
picked up from your hotel, or gather at our meeting point at the Spanish Steps, then
proceed to the Rococo splendor of the Trevi ...
Price: 72,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P13

The Heart of Ancient Rome and Ghetto Walking Tour
Enjoy a morning tour among two of the most iconic districts of Rome: Trastevere,
whose name means on the other side of the river ?Tevere?, and the old Jewish
ghetto. The tour starts from ?Piazza Trilussa? in Trastevere and continues with the
visit of St. Mary Basilica, one of the few remaining ...
Price: 74,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P14

Private Tour: Amalfi Coast and Pompeii Day Trip from Rome
Swap the capital for the Amalfi Coast and the ruins of Pompeii on this day-long,
private excursion from Rome. With an official Pompeii guide, you?ll explore the
remains of the ancient city, which was frozen in time after an ancient volcanic
eruption. Then head to the coast and stop at Positano in ...
Price: 168,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P15

Private Tour: Pompeii and Naples from Rome with Lunch and Wine Tasting in a Biologic Farm
Escape the hustle and bustle of Rome for the day and take a private trip down the
coast to Naples and Pompeii UNESCO World Heritage Sites and visit the famous
archaeological ruins with an official guide. Lunch and wine tasting in a Biologic Farm.
After lunch continue to Naples, admire the beautiful ...
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Price: 168,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P16

Private Tour: Florence and Pisa - Full Day Tour from Rome
See Florence and Pisa with your own private guide on a day trip from Rome. You?ll
travel through the scenic region of Tuscany to arrive in Pisa. Check out the marble
monuments of Piazza dei Miracoli including the Leaning Tower of Pisa, then travel
onward to Florence, a city dubbed birthplace of the ...
Price: 168,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P17

Tivoli - Hadrian's Villa and Villa D'Este Half-Day Tour from Rome
Begin your private tour from your hotel, a comfortable minivan will take you to this
wonderful historic city located east of Rome, immersed in the beautiful hills of the
Tiburtini Mountains. We will visit Villa Adriana and Ville D 'Este.Begin your private
tour from your hotel, a comfortable minivan ...
Price: 109,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P19

Small-Group Tour: Amalfi Coast and Pompeii Day Trip from Rome
Spend a day discovering Pompeii and Amalfi on a Small Group max 12 people from
Rome. In an intimate group of just 6 people per minivan, you?ll travel south to the
UNESCO-listed ruins of ancient Pompeii. Walk through the remnants of the city,
frozen in time by a volcanic eruption, and then head to ...
Price: 148,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P2

Roman Countryside Food and Wine Tasting from Rome
Discover a fascinating world within walking distance of Rome, enjoy a unique
experience in a Small Group maximum 12 people (only 6 people per minivan), a tour
in the heart of the Roman countryside, the ?Castelli Romani? . The tour starts from
your hotel, take the Via Appia admiring the beautiful ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P20
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The Heart of Rome and its Treasures: Full-Day Tour with Lunch
This 6-hour walking city tour in a small group max 12 people, visits the the heart of
Rome, two of the most iconic districts of Rome, Trastevere and the old Jewish
ghettowith its beautiful treasures. Start from Piazza Trilussa and continue on to the
Church of Santa Maria in Trastevere, one of the ...
Price: 168,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P21

Relive the Ancient Ostia: Half-Day Tour from Rome
Relive the glory of Ancient Rome with us on a guided visit to Ostia Antica in a Small
Group max 12 people. Visit this once lively harbor town founded in the 4th century
BC. Ancient Ostia is commonly referred to as ?The Better Pompeii? due to the
astonishing preservation of its buildings. You will ...
Price: 109,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P22

Private Tour: Assisi and Orvieto Day Trip from Rome
Spend a day in Assisi and Orvieto with your own private guide, and follow in the
footsteps of St. Francis of Assisi, Italy?s patron saint. On a walking tour, you?ll
explore the UNESCO World Heritage?listed town and visit the Basilica of St. Francis
of Assisi and the Basilica of Santa Maria degli ...
Price: 168,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P23

Skip the Line: Vatican Museum and St. Peter's Basilica Small-Group Tour
Half day tour to the Vatican Museums one of the world?s largest museum
complexes, containing some 2,000 rooms that stretch for nearly 9 miles (15 km)
inside Vatican City. Skip the line with your Small Group&nbsp; max 10 people, stroll
through the corridors to view the world?s largest private art ...
Price: 74,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P26

Private Tour: Vatican Museum and St. Peter's Basilica Tour
Enjoy this half-day tour of the Vatican Museums, one of the world?s largest museum
complexes, with this skip-the-line 3-hour private tour. Learn about the pieces in the
world's largest private art collection, once intended exclusively for the pope, some of
which is now on display in some 2,000 ...
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Price: 98,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P28

Private Tour: The Glory of Ancient Rome and Colosseum Walking Tour
Begin this 3 hour sightseeing tour of Imperial Rome at the world?s most famous
arena; the Colosseum, once able to seat up to 50,000 spectators. The building of the
Colosseum began in 72 A.D. and was finished 8 years later. The stadium?s
gladiatorial contests were its main attraction, and you?ll ...
Price: 88,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P29

Small-Group Tour: Outlet Shopping Day Tour to the Castel Romano Fashion District
Enjoy a hike in Castel Romano Designer Outlet in a Small Group max 12 people
(only 6 per minivan), just 25 km from the centre of Rome, in the heart of Agro
Pontino. It is close to the Tyrrhenian coastline, making it the perfect destination for a
day of relax and shopping. Your assistant will ...
Price: 139,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P30

Small Group Tour: Florence Full-Day by Train from Rome
Visit in one day the most beautiful cities of Italy with the fast train, a trip in a
comfortable and relaxing place. The journey is the sign of freedom, where you can
choose your time to stop by whenever you want. An assistant will accompany you
throughout the day, to give advice, explaining the ...
Price: 224,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P35

Shore Excursion to Rome: Fountains and Squares - Full-Day Tour
Enjoy a half day guided tour for a visit of the major Squares and the Monuments of
Imperial Rome in a Small Group maximum 12 people (only 6 people per minivan).
Your tour will start in the morning with the visit of the Imperial Rome: Spanish Steps,
the Pantheon, Trevi Fountain, Piazza Navona. ...
Price: 169,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P36
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Private Full-Day Tour: Florence by Train from Rome
Visit in one day the most beautiful cities of Italy with the fast train, a trip in a
comfortable and relaxing place. The journey is the sign of freedom, where you can
choose your time to stop by whenever you want. An assistant will accompany you
throughout the day, to give advice, explaining the ...
Price: 279,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P37

Private Shopping Tour: A Day Tour to The Outlet Castel Romano Fashion District
Enjoy a hike in Castel Romano and visit the famous shopping center at 30 km from
Rome for a leisurely day of shopping. Your driver-assistant english speaking will be
at your disposal for your every need. At the inside of the Fashion District Castel
Romano Outlet there are the signatures of the most ...
Price: 108,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P38

Small-Group Tour: Pompeii and Naples from Rome with Lunch in a Biologic Farm
Escape the hustle and bustle of Rome for the day and take a trip along the
Mediterranean Coast, travelling south down the highway towards the ancient
archaeological site of Pompeii, UNESCO World Heritage Sites. Travelling in a small
group up to 12 people in an air-conditioned minivan. Lunch and ...
Price: 148,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P4

Shuttle Transfer De-Luxe with Assistant Rome Hotel - Fiumicino Airport
Enjoy the luxury service for a shared transfer service from Fiumicino Airport to your
hotel or your residence inside the Aurelian walls. You are greeted by an assistant
who will take you to your destination. No need to waste time and effort looking for
taxis and negotiate prices. The shuttle ...
Price: 10,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P41

Private Day Transfer: Fiumicino or Ciampino Airport to Rome Hotel
Sit back and relax with a comfortable private car or minivan with air conditioning,
limited places to 8 passengers, between Fiumicino Airport / Ciampino Airport and
Rome city center and avoid Rome?s notorious traffic problems.Sit back and relax
with a comfortable private car or minivan with air ...
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Price: 10,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P42

Private Day Transfer: Rome Hotel to Fiumicino or Ciampino Airport
Sit back, relax, and avoid Rome's notorious traffic problems as you travel by
comfortable private car or minivan with air conditioning, between Fiumicino Airport or
Ciampino Airport and Rome's city center. Places are limited to eight passengers.Sit
back, relax, and avoid Rome's notorious traffic ...
Price: 10,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P43

Private Night Transfer: Fiumicino or Ciampino Airport to Rome Hotel
Sit back and relax with a comfortable private car or minivan with air conditioning,
limited places to 8 passengers, between Fiumicino Airport / Ciampino Airport and
Rome city center and avoid Rome?s notorious traffic problems.Sit back and relax
with a comfortable private car or minivan with air ...
Price: 14,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P44

Private Night Transfer: Rome Hotel to Fiumicino or Ciampino Airport
Sit back and relax with a comfortable private car or minivan with air-conditioning
between Fiumicino Airport / Ciampino Airport and Rome city center and avoid
Rome?s notorious traffic problems. Space is limited to a maximum of 8 passengers
with luggage.Sit back and relax with a comfortable private ...
Price: 14,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P45

Private Tour: Christian Rome and Underground Basilicas - Half-Day Walking Tour
Enjoy a half-day walking tour of Christian Rome and discover underground treasures
in some of the most sensational churches. On this private tour, you'll hear fascinating
facts as you travel to the ancient basilicas of St. Clement, the Cathedral of St. John
in the Lateran Palace, Basilica Santi ...
Price: 74,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P46
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Private Tour: Rome Fountains and Squares - Evening Walking Tour, Dinner Included
Evening illuminations tour of Rome on 2.3 hour and see the Spanish Steps, Trinità
dei Monti, Piazza Navona, Pantheon, and Trevi Fountain. Then, tasting local product
in a typical Italian restaurant in the heart of Rome, after which you are free to explore
the city?s famous 'La Dolce Vita' on your ...
Price: 74,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P47

Relive the Ancient Ostia: Private Half-Day Tour from Rome
Visit the remains of the ancient Roman town of Ostia Antica near central Rome with
this private half-day tour. Walk through the excavations of this once lively harbor
town founded in the 4th century BC. Ostia Antica is sometimes called the 'better
Pompeii' because of the astonishing preservation of ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P48

Tuscany Wine Tasting and Lunch: Private Tour Siena and San Gimignano
Enjoy traveling through Tuscany on this private 10-hour journey from Rome,
including Siena, San Gimignano, wine tasting, and lunch. Visit the UNESCO-listed
historic center of San Gimignano before stopping to taste 10 different types of local
wine and oil. Visit the wine estate to learn about the ...
Price: 178,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P52

Shore Excursion to Rome: Rome Fountains Squares and Vatican Museums - Full-Day Tour
Full day tour for cruise ship passengers in a Small Group maximum 12 people to visit
Rome: the Baroque Rome with its beautiful squares (Spanish Steps, Trevi Fountain,
Pantheon, Navona Square) in the morning and Vatican Museums, the Sistine Chapel
and St. Peter's in the afternoon. Lunch in a typical ...
Price: 189,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P53

Shore Excursion to Rome: The Glory of Ancient Rome and Vatican Museums - Full Day Small-Group
Tour
This Small Group tour maximum 12 people allow cruise ship passengers to visit
rome and surrounding in one day all inclusive. Explore the imperial monuments of
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Rome on a full-day sightseeing tour of the Roman Forum and Colosseum, visit the
Vatican Museums art collection after a lunch in a typical ...
Price: 228,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P54

Small-Group Tour: Venice by Train Full Day Tour from Rome
enjoy a day walking tour in Venice, one of the most beautiful cities of Italy, taking the
fast train from Rome in a relaxed and comfortable journey. After 3.50 hours you will
arrive in Venice, famous for Giacomo Casanova and the composer Antonio Vivaldi.
This unique town is an archipelago of 117 ...
Price: 268,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P55

Private Tour: Venice by Train - Full Day Tour from Rome
Spend a day in the fabled canal city with this 1-day trip to Venice from Rome. Take
the fast train to Venice and explore at your own pace, with advice from the tour
assistant. Explore Venice using a water bus or a romantic ?gondola? ride (optional)
to enjoy the beautiful and fascinating ...
Price: 328,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P56

Private 2 Days Tour from Rome: Florence and Venice by High Speed Train
Private Tour from Rome to Venice and Florence in two days by high-speed train.
Explore Venice, the city that was built on 118 islands connected by 150 canals and
400 bridges and enjoy a ?Gondola ride?. Continue the journey by train to Florence,
the ancient capital of Italy, where you will enjoy a ...
Price: 549,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P57

Skip the line: Vatican Museum Evening Tour in a Small Group
Enjoy an evening tour to the Vatican Museums one of the world?s largest
museum complexes, containing 2,000 rooms and over 65,000 works of art that
stretch for nearly 9 miles (15 km) inside the Vatican City. The tour starts from your
hotel, skip the long line with your small group of no more than 12 ...
Price: 109,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P58
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Private Tour: Vatican Museum Evening Tour with Dinner
Enjoy a visit to the Vatican Museums in the evening, followed by dinner, with this
special private group Vatican tour. Skip the line at the Museum entrance and explore
the highlights of the vast collection. At the end, tasting local products in an Italian
restaurant.Enjoy a visit to the Vatican ...
Price: 128,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P59

Small-Group Tour: Florence and Pisa Day Trip from Rome
Explore the Renaissance cities of Florence and Pisa on a day trip from Rome in a
Small Group max 12 people (only 6 passenger per minivan). After leaving the capital,
you?ll travel north through Tuscany to Pisa where the white marble monuments of
Piazza dei Miracoli wait. Admire sights of the ...
Price: 148,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P6

Small-Group Market Visit and Cooking Lesson in Rome
Learn the secrets of Italian cuisine on this 4-hour, small-group tour max 6 people.
Visit a food market to learn about the raw materials of Italian cooking. Then, enjoy a
cooking class to learn the secrets of preparing homemade pasta or pizza. Once
completed, sit back and enjoy the delicious food ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P60

Private Cooking Lesson in Rome
Enjoy a 4-hour, private cooking lesson in Rome. Visit a food market before
continuing on to the restaurant to learn the secrets of Italian cuisine. Learn how to
prepare homemade pasta or pizza and once you?re done, enjoy the feast you have
created, along with some delicious wine.Enjoy a 4-hour, ...
Price: 140,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P63

The Mall Luxury Outlet in Tuscany from Rome
A full day shopping experience with a trip departing from Rome in a small group max
12 people (only 6 per minivan) into the very high fashion area, in the green hills of
Tuscany with our English speaking assistant. ?The Mall? is an open luxury outlet
with fantastic prices, built in a modern ...
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Price: 148,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P64

Private Tour: Florence Full-Day by Train from Rome
Visit in one day the most beautiful cities of Italy with the fast train, a trip in a
comfortable and relaxing place. The journey is the sign of freedom, where you can
choose your time to stop by whenever you want. An assistant will accompany you
throughout the day, to give advice, explaining the ...
Price: 269,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P66

Private Tour: The Mall Luxuty Outlet in Tuscany from Rome
A full day shopping experience with a trip departing from Rome into the very high
fashion area, in the green hills of Tuscany with our English speaking assistant.
?The Mall? is an open luxury outlet with fantastic prices, built in a modern
architectural setting in the heart of the Tuscany ...
Price: 168,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P67

Rome Baroque Fountains and Squares - Half Day private tour
Enjoy a morning walking tour in a&nbsp; private group amongst the most famous
and symbolic monuments of Rome. The tour starts from the Spanish steps,
dominated by the church of Trinit&agrave; dei monti, and it continues with the visit of
the baroque Trevi Fountain. Tasting of local products in a ...
Price: 136,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P68

The Heart of Ancient Rome and Ghetto, private walking tour
Enjoy a morning tour among two of the most iconic districts of Rome: Trastevere,
whose name means on the other side of the river ?Tevere?, and the old Jewish
ghetto. The tour starts from ?Piazza Trilussa? in Trastevere and continues with the
visit of St. Mary Basilica, one of the few remaining ...
Price: 136,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P69
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Small Group Tour: Tuscany Wine Tour Siena and San Gimignano - Full Day Tour from Rome - Tasting
and lunch included
Enjoy travelling through Italy on a full-day journey from Rome in a Small Group max
12 people (only 6/7 per minivan), we'll through the hills of Chianti to visit the cities of
San Gimignano and Siena. Explore the UNESCO-listed historic town of San
Gimignano with its many Medieval towers. Stop for a ...
Price: 148,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P7

Private Roman Countryside Food and Wine Tasting from Rome
Discover a fascinating world within walking distance of Rome, enjoy a unique
experience in a private&nbsp;group (only 6 people per minivan), a tour in the heart
of the Roman countryside, the ?Castelli Romani? . The tour starts from your hotel,
take the Via Appia admiring the beautiful countryside ...
Price: 209,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P70

Small-Group Tour: Assisi and Orvieto Full Day Tour from Rome
Enjoy a full-day trip to Assisi and Orvieto from Rome on a Small Group max 12
people (only 6 per minivan). Your day includes a walking tour of Assisi in Umbria,
learning about its patron, St Francis of Assisi and visit the Convent of Santa Chiara.
Continue to Orvieto to know its Gothic Orvieto ...
Price: 148,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P8

Rome Baroque Fountains and Squares - Half Day Tour Lunch Included
Enjoy a morning walking tour in a small group max 12 people amongst the most
famous and symbolic monuments of Rome. The tour starts from the Spanish steps,
dominated by the church of Trinità dei monti, and it continues with the visit of the
baroque Trevi Fountain.Tasting of local products in a ...
Price: 74,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8515P9

Rome by Night Bike Tour plus Aperitivo
Enjoy a night out in Trastevere as we enjoy a glass of wine or a beer in a trendy bar,
complementary buffet is included as well as a drink. Cycle up the Aventine Hill to the
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Garden of the Oranges where we take a look through the Keyhole of Rome. Pass
through important piazzas of Rome like Piazza ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8519P1

Classic Rome City Center Bike Tour
See the best of Rome with the option of a 4-hour tour or 3-hour tour. Includes stops
at the most famous sites as well as secret "off the beaten track" sites plus the chance
to get off the bike for water or to go inside the monuments.See the outside of most of
the sites passing through squares ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8519P3

Private Shore Excursion: Full-Day Rome Tour from Civitavecchia Cruise Port
See the sights of Rome on a full-day private shore excursion from Civtavecchia.
Relax as you marvel at sites such as the Colosseum, Imperial Forum, Circus
Maximus, Capitoline Hill, and more with a personal driver at your disposal for the
day. See the best of Rome and explore the magnificent Italian ...
Price: 522,85 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8527P1

Private Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia: Tuscany Countryside Wine Tour from Rome
Spend the day in the beautiful Tuscany countryside on this full-day private shore
excursion from Civitavecchia. Explore the unique gastronomy of the region, see the
oldest Etruscan necropolises, and Archeological Park Tomb of François. Opt for a
Tuscan lunch at your own expense.Spend the day in the ...
Price: 522,85 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8527P2

Classical Rome Full Day Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia Cruise Port
Explore Rome at your own pace on a 7-hour independent shore excursion from
Civitavecchia. Create your own itinerary from the four stops within Rome and
discover whatever sights take your fancy. Marvel at Baroque fountains and squares,
explore the treasures of ancient Rome, and more.Explore Rome at ...
Price: 522,85 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8527P3
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Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia Port: Rome Full-Day Tour
See Rome's top sights on a private tour led by a personal driver. Marvel at
impressive St. Peter's Basilica, head to the heart of historic Rome to visit the ancient
Pantheon and admire the architecture of the Colosseum and learn about its history.
Take a stroll around Piazza di Spagna to admire the ...
Price: 522,85 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8527P4

Rome in Total Freedom Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia Port
Explore Rome at your own pace on a 7-hour private shore excursion from
Civitavecchia Port. Create your own itinerary and discover all the sights that take
your fancy. Marvel at Baroque fountains and squares, explore the treasures of the
Roman Empire, and more.Explore Rome at your own pace on a ...
Price: 522,85 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8527P5

Private 4-Hour Tour of Rome with private driver and official tour guide
Enjoy this completely&nbsp;personalized private tour of Rome&nbsp;and
enjoy&nbsp;it's most emblematic&nbsp;monuments and sights comfortable in your
private luxury vehicle, together with a private official tour guide.&nbsp;Don?t miss
monuments and sights like&nbsp;Piazza San Pietro,&nbsp;Piazza ...
Price: 84,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8647P155

Private 4-Hour Tour of Vatican Museum, Sixtine Chapel and Rome Highlights
Enjoy this completely&nbsp;personalized private tour of Vatican City and
Rome&nbsp;and enjoy&nbsp;it's most emblematic&nbsp;monuments and sights
comfortable in your private luxury vehicle, together with a private official tour guide.
Entrance to Vatican Museum and Sistine Chapel are included in the ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8647P156

Private 4-Hour Tour of Colosseum & Rome Highlights with private vehicle & guide
Enjoy this completely personalized private tour of the Colosseum and Rome
highlights, and enjoy it's most emblematic monuments and sights comfortable in your
private luxury vehicle, together with a private official tour guide. Skip the line
entrance to Colosseum is included in the price of this ...
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Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8647P157

Private 3-Hour Walking Tour of Rome with private official tour guide
Enjoy this completely&nbsp;personalized private walking tour of Rome&nbsp;and
enjoy&nbsp;it's most emblematic&nbsp;monuments and sights with a private official
tour guide.&nbsp;Don?t miss monuments and sights like&nbsp;Spanish Steps,
Pantheon,&nbsp;Piazza Navona, Trevi Fountain&nbsp;and so much ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8647P158

Private 4-Hour Tour of Ostia Antica from Rome
Enjoy this completely personalized&nbsp;private tour of Ancient Ostia&nbsp;and
enjoy getting to know one of the most important ports of the roman
empire.&nbsp;Take this opportunity to get to know one of&nbsp;Italy?s most antique
cities&nbsp;in this experience with your own private official tour ...
Price: 84,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8647P159

Private 10-Hour Tour of Pompeii from Rome
Enjoy this&nbsp;private tour&nbsp;from Rome and get to know&nbsp;one of the
most historical and beautiful places in Southern Italy,&nbsp;Pompeii,&nbsp;in
your&nbsp;private luxury vehicle, with a private official tour guide for 2 hours in
Pompeii.Your private driver will pick you up in your hotel or ...
Price: 176,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8647P160

Private 10-Hour Tour of Orvieto & Assisi from Rome
Enjoy this completely personalized&nbsp;private tour of Orvieto and Assisi from
Rome&nbsp;and enjoy their most important monuments and sights. Take this
opportunity to get to know the beautiful region of Umbria. Visit Orvieto, a perched
town with one of the most beautiful cathedrals of Italy and ...
Price: 124,50 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8647P161
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Private 8-hour Shore Excursion from Civitavecchia to Rome
Enjoy
this
completely
8
hour&nbsp;personalized
private&nbsp;shore
excursion&nbsp;to Rome from Civitavecchia&nbsp;and enjoy&nbsp;it's most
emblematic&nbsp;monuments and sights comfortable in your private luxury vehicle,
together with a private official tour guide for 4 hours in Rome.&nbsp;Don?t miss ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8647P162

Private Luxury Transfer from Fiumicino to Rome City Centre
Book this transfer and a private driver will pick you up in a luxury vehicle at the
Fiumicino airport and will take you to your accommodation in the city centre
of&nbsp;Rome. This service is available on a daily basis and it is a great way to start
the perfect holidays, comfortable and without ...
Price: 22,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8647P170

Private Luxury Transfer from Rome City Centre to Fiumicino Airport
Book this transfer and a private driver will pick you up in a luxury vehicle from your
Rome&nbsp;accommodation to take you to&nbsp;Fiumicino airport. This service is
available on a daily basis and it is a great way to plan your way back from holidays in
the most comfortable way.Book this transfer ...
Price: 22,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8647P171

Rome Private Transfer from Rome Ciampino Airport to City centre
Take the worry out of your arrival at Rome Ciampino Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival at Rome Ciampino Airport and ...
Price: 76,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8653P108

Rome Private Transfer from Rome city centre to Ciampino airport
Take the worry out of your departure to Rome Ciampino Airport and pre-book a
private transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis
on departure, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry
out of your departure to Rome Ciampino Airport ...
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Price: 76,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8653P113

Rome Private Transfer from Rome Fiumicino Airport to Civitavecchia Cruise Port
Take the worry out of your arrival at Rome Fiumicino Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people) to Rome Civitavecchia cruise
terminal. Avoid the long lines for taxis on arrival, and travel in the comfort of a
Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of your ...
Price: 192,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8653P114

Rome Private Transfer from Civitavecchia Cruise Terminal to Fiumicino airport
Take the worry out of your departure to Rome Fiumicino Airport and pre-book a
private transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis
on departure, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry
out of your departure to Rome Fiumicino Airport ...
Price: 192,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8653P115

Rome Private Transfer from Rome city centre to Civitavecchia Cruise Port
Take the worry out of your departure to Civitavecchia cruise terminal and pre-book a
private transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people), from Rome city centre to
Rome Civitavecchia cruise terminal. Avoid the long lines for taxis and travel in the
comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the ...
Price: 226,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8653P116

Rome Private Transfer from Civitavecchia Cruise Terminal to Rome city centre
Take the worry out of your departure to Rome city from Civitavecchia cruise terminal
and pre-book a private transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the
long lines for taxis on departure, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or
minivan.Take the worry out of your departure to ...
Price: 226,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8653P117
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Rome Private Transfer from Rome Fiumicino Airport to City centre
Take the worry out of your arrival at Rome Fiumicino Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis on
arrival, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your arrival at Rome Fiumicino Airport and ...
Price: 83,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8653P97

Rome Private Transfer from Rome city centre to Fiumicino airport
Take the worry out of your departure to Rome Fiumicino Airport and pre-book a
private transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis
on departure, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry
out of your departure to Rome Fiumicino Airport ...
Price: 83,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8653P98

Private Orvieto Daytrip from Rome with Winery Visit
This private daytrip from Rome will take you to the lovely town of Orvieto with a stop
to one of the best wineries of the region. A private driver will pick you up at your
hotel. The tour will include: time to explore Orvieto (on your own), visit of a beautiful
winery in the countryside, wine ...
Price: 173,32 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8733P10

Private Tour: Pompeii and Sorrento from Rome
This private tour&nbsp;from Rome will take you to Pompeii and Sorrento on a
Mercedes sedan/minivan with private driver. At Pompeii you will also have a
knowledgeable and friendly private guide who will help you discover this amazing
archaeological site.This private tour&nbsp;from Rome will ...
Price: 215,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8733P9

Discover Capri Island by boat - from Rome
From Rome to Capri to enjoy the most beloved island of the world. An exclusive tour,
aboard a local skiff of Sorrento with only 12 passengers and a professional captain
who will let you discover the amazing island of Capri by the sea: you will be
conquered by the stunning beauty of the island, ...
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Price: 259,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=8985P45

Skip the Line to Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel with a no-wait access to St Peter's Basilica
Be captivated by the historical and religious profile characterizing the Vatican City.
Skip the long line and find out the guided tours to the Vatican Museums; a
professional guide will lead you through the main masterpieces preserved in the
different galleries and marvel at Michelangelo's frescoes ...
Price: 27,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9208P1

Rome Half Day Private Tour
If you want to live Rome by your own, with a top level service, this is your tour! Your
guide will be only for you and with your guide you will be free to decide where to go
and what to see! A fantastic way to discover Rome...If you want to live Rome by your
own, with a top level service, this is ...
Price: 530,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9208P10

Walking Tour - Fontana di Trevi - Pantheon - Piazza Navona
If you want to experience Rome with top level service, this is your! A fantastic way to
discover Rome. A walking tour throught the most picturesque streets of the capital
that will take you from the most famous and evocative fountain in the world, Fontana
di Trevi, to Pantheon&nbsp;passing through ...
Price: 20,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9208P11

Colosseum Skip-the-Line Semi-Private Tour
On this tour, you will have skip the line access to this&nbsp;amazing monument.
Relax and enjoy this history guided tour with a maximum size of 13 people per group.
The expert speaking guides will take you back in time, recreating the amazing
history and gladiator's fight&nbsp;of the&nbsp;Flavian ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9208P13
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Colosseum Small Group Tour
On this tour, you will have skip the line access to this&nbsp;amazing monument.
Relax and enjoy this history guided tour with a maximum size of 13 people per group.
The expert speaking guides will take you back in time, recreating the amazing
history and gladiator's fight&nbsp;of the&nbsp;Flavian ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9208P14

Colosseum
Our tours to the Colosseum, Roman Forums and Palatine are real trips to Ancient
Rome, through which you will discover important monuments and prestigious places
that will take you back in time. Our professional guides will make this Tour a unique
and unforgettable experience. With this guided tour ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9208P15

Coliseo
Nuestros tours en el Coliseo, Foro Romano&nbsp; y Palatino son una maravillosa
experiencia para descubrir la Antigua Roma, en el cual descubriás la auténtica
sociedad romana reviviendo a través de sus estupendas calles.&nbsp; Nuestra guía
autóctona, preparada y profesional, os hará disfrutar con ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9208P17

Coliseo Small Group Tour
En este recorrido, tendrá acceso a este increíble monumento. Relájese y disfrute de
ésta visita guíada de la historia romana con un grupo máximo de 13
personas.&nbsp; Nuestra guía os harán recrear el pasado del imperio romano,
conociendo la increíble historia del coliseo y los juegos que se ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9208P18

STREET FOOD TOUR
Our STREET FOOD TOUR&nbsp;will be a real sensory journey that will not only let
you discover the beauties of Rome&nbsp;through the suggestive alleys and majestic
monuments, but it will leave you on a full stomach! All this on a two and a half hour
tour, during wich you can&nbsp;taste a variety of ...
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Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9208P19

Semi-Private Walking Tour: Angels and Demons
An incredible chance to discover the Illuminati and their secrets among Bernini
sculptures and Galileo texts.A unique experience that will allow you to know a side of
Rome to this day unknown, where pagan symbolism and sacredness merge together
proving unsettling messages.
...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9208P2

ROME FOOD TOUR SMALL GROUP
Our STREET FOOD TOUR&nbsp;will be a real sensory journey that will not only let
you discover the beauties of Rome&nbsp;through the suggestive alleys and majestic
monuments, but it will leave you on a full stomach! All this on a two and a half hour
tour, during wich you can&nbsp;taste a variety of ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9208P20

FOOD ROME
Our STREET FOOD TOUR&nbsp;will be a real sensory journey that will not only let
you discover the beauties of Rome&nbsp;through the suggestive alleys and majestic
monuments, but it will leave you on a full stomach! All this on a two and a half hour
tour, during wich you can&nbsp;taste a variety of ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9208P21

Food Rome
Our STREET FOOD TOUR&nbsp;will be a real sensory journey that will not only let
you discover the beauties of Rome&nbsp;through the suggestive alleys and majestic
monuments, but it will leave you on a full stomach! All this on a two and a half hour
tour, during wich you can&nbsp;taste a variety of ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9208P22
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Rome Food Tour Small Group
Our STREET FOOD TOUR&nbsp;will be a real sensory journey that will not only let
you discover the beauties of Rome&nbsp;through the suggestive alleys and majestic
monuments, but it will leave you on a full stomach! All this on a two and a half hour
tour, during wich you can&nbsp;taste a variety of ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9208P23

Colosseum 1h
On this tour, you will have skip the line access to this&nbsp;amazing monument. The
expert speaking guides will take you back in time, recreating the amazing history and
gladiator's fight&nbsp;of the&nbsp;Flavian Amphitheater.&nbsp; Our&nbsp;&nbsp;
expert guide&nbsp;will introduce you to a few of ...
Price: 46,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9208P25

Colosseum 2h
Our tours to the Colosseum, Roman Forums and Palatine are real trips to Ancient
Rome, through which you will discover important monuments and prestigious places
that will take you back in time.&nbsp; Our professional guides will make this Tour a
unique and unforgettable experience.Our tours to the ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9208P26

Colosseum 1h Small Group
On this tour, you will have skip the line access to this&nbsp;amazing monument.
&nbsp;Relax and enjoy this history guided tour with a maximum size of 13 people
per group! The expert speaking guides will take you back in time, recreating the
amazing history and gladiator's fight&nbsp;of ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9208P27

Colosseum Tour
Our tours to the Colosseum, Roman Forums and Palatine are real trips to Ancient
Rome, through which you will discover important monuments and prestigious places
that will take you back in time. Our professional guides will make this Tour a unique
and unforgettable experience. With this guided ...
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Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9208P29

Rome by Night: Semi-Private Walking Tour into the Night-Life of Rome
The most impressive tour that transports you into a magical atmosphere
through the splendor of illuminated squares, fountains, renaissance and baroque
buildings.You will admire Piazza Navona, the Trevi Fountain, the St. Peter's Basilica
and square, the Tiber River and its old bridges.This ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9208P3

Semi-Private Walking Tour: Streets and Squares of the Eternal City
Explore the classical and unique Squares of Rome on a 2.5-hour semi-private
walking tour. On this tour you will discover St Peter?s Square, Piazza Navona, the
Pantheon and Trevi Fountain until to reach Piazza di Spagna.Explore the classical
and unique Squares of Rome on a 2.5-hour semi-private ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9208P4

Day Trip from Rome to Naples and Pompeii - Private Tour
If you were able to realize your dream arranging a trip to Rome but you haven't a
chance to spent more days across Italy, this is the best and faster way to combine
more sites in short time!Enjoy a day trip on a private tour from Rome to Naples and
Pompeii's ruins; don't miss the chance to discover ...
Price: 450,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9208P5

Ancient Rome Treasures Walking Tour: The Borgia Family and its Secrets
Enjoy the first and exclusive private walking-tour based on the treasures left by one
of the most powerful and controversial roman families: the Borgias. Be part on a
2-hour guided tour in a small-group led by a professional guide through Rome.Enjoy
the first and exclusive private walking-tour ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9208P6
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Ghost Hunting: Semi-Private Night Walking Tour of Rome
Join this 2-hour walking tour at night "hunting" some ghosts from the past, among
roman streets in company of a local guide, listening to stories about mysterious
legends and interesting myths...
Join this 2-hour walking tour at night "hunting"
some ghosts from the past, among roman streets ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9208P7

Florence Day Trip: Private Tour from Rome
If you were able to realize your dream arranging a trip to Rome but you haven't a
chance to spent more days across Italy, this is the best and faster way to combine
more sites in short time!Enjoy a day trip on a private tour from Rome to Florence;
don't miss the chance to discover one of the most ...
Price: 550,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9208P8

Vatican Gardens Open Bus Tour and Vatican Museums Tickets
Reserve your seat for a unique tour of the Vatican Gardens on an open-top
ecological bus, and enjoy commentary from a multi-lingual audio guide. Continue
with a self-guided visit to the Vatican Museums and the spectacular Sistine Chapel,
at your own pace.Reserve your seat for a unique tour of the ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9208P9

Ancient Rome Segway Small Group Tour
Discover Rome's timeless beauty in a fun, entertaining and effortless manner with a
small-group 3.5-hour tour on a Segway. It is one of the Eternal City's
not-to-be-missed experiences. Enjoy gliding through millennia of history and get a
glimpse of what ancient Roman life was like. This tour of no ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9209P2

Rome City Segway Tour
Discover Rome's timeless beauty in a fun, entertaining and effortless manner with
this 3.5-hour small-group tour on a Segway. Enjoy gliding through millennia of history
and get a glimpse of what ancient Roman life was like. This tour of no more than 6
participants offers a perfect opportunity for ...
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Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9209P3

Rome Trastevere Segway Tour
Discover Rome´s timeless beauty in a fun, entertaining and effortless manner with
this 3.5-hour small-group tour on a Segway. Enjoy gliding through millennia of history
and get a glimpse of what ancient Roman life was like. This small-group tour (no
more than 6 participants) offers a perfect ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9209P4

Rome in a Day Segway Tour
Discover Rome's timeless beauty in a fun, entertaining and effortless manner with a
full-day small-group tour on a Segway. Enjoy gliding through millennia of history and
get a glimpse of what ancient Roman life was like. This tour with no more than 6
participants offers a perfect opportunity for ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9209P6

City Bike Small-Group Tour of Rome
Discover Rome's timeless beauty in a fun and entertaining way with this 3-hour
small-group bike tour. Ride through millennia of history and get a glimpse of what
ancient Roman life was like. This small-group tour (no more than 8 people) offers a
perfect opportunity for visitors that want to get ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9209P7

Skip-the-Line: Early Entrance Vatican Tour with Secret Rooms and St Peter's Church
Skip the line and beat the queues! Enjoy privileged access to the Vatican by
beginning your tour one hour before the museum doors officially open. The tour
covers Sistine Chapel (before the crowds!), Vatican Museums, exclusively - all time
closed Secret Rooms, and St. Peter's Basilica (if option ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9376P1
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Colosseum Under the Moon Including Underground and Arena Floor
Experience the Colosseum ?Under the Moon?, an exclusive 3-hour night time group
tour, where you will enjoy a romantic and magical evening. On this comprehensive
walking tour, you will discover the principle attractions of Rome - the Ancient Roman
Forum and Colosseum. Enjoy a glass of wine before ...
Price: 77,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9376P10

Private Vatican, Sistine Chapel and St. Peter's Basilica Tour
Travel first class: Skip the line and enjoy a private 2.5 to 3-hour tour of the Vatican
Museums, the Sistine chapel and St Peter's Basilica (if opened). Discover one of the
world's most famous collection of art and the Pope's Basilica with a personal
guide.Travel first class: Skip the line and ...
Price: 400,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9376P12

Private Skip the Line Colosseum and Ancient Rome Tour
Treat yourself with a first class 3 hour private walking tour to the fascinating world of
the Ancient Rome. Skip the line and visit the Colosseum, the Roman Forum and
Palatine Hill with a personal guide to help tailor the tour to your personal needs.
Choose from one of two departure times when you ...
Price: 350,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9376P13

Gladiator entrance tour
Enjoy this great tour of the ancient Rome! In this 2.5hours tour you will have the
possibility to enter in the Colosseum from a restricted area, the Arena, where the
gladiators used to fight. In addiction your guide will explain and show you all the
secrets behind this monument. The tour will ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9376P21

Skip-the-Line Colosseum and Ancient Rome Small-Group Tour
Save time and see the best of ancient Rome's monuments with this skip-the-line tour
of the Colosseum, Roman Forum, and Palatine Hill. Visit some of the city's most
breathtaking and famous sights.Save time and see the best of ancient Rome's
monuments with this skip-the-line tour of the Colosseum, ...
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Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9376P3

Skip the Line Vatican: Day Time Tour including Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel
Skip the line and enjoy exclusive access to the Vatican Museums with this guided
tour. Experience the many artworks, be amazed by the architecture and artifacts
before you witness the stunning beauty of the Sistine Chapel at the conclusion of this
Vatican tour.Skip the line and enjoy exclusive ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9376P4

After-Hours Vatican Tour Including Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel
Join this Vatican tour and get after-hours access to one of the most sought after
locations in Rome. Experience the splendor and charm of the Vatican Museums and
Sistine Chapel in peace and quiet. A professional guide will accompany you to
educate you and your group on each significant area.Join ...
Price: 399,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9376P5

Skip the Line: Vatican Tour including the Sisitine Chapel and St Peter's Basilica
Skip the line for a unique tour that will let you admire the Vatican Museums, Sistine
Chapel, Raphael's Rooms and St Peter's Basilica.Skip the line for a unique tour that
will let you admire the Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel, Raphael's Rooms and St
Peter's Basilica.The Vatican Museums and St. ...
Price: 61,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9454P1

Skip the Line: Colosseum Walking Tour including Roman Forum and Palatine Hill
A great skip the line tour through the symbols of the Roman Empire, which covers
the Colosseum, the Roman Forum and the Palatine.A great skip the line tour through
the symbols of the Roman Empire, which covers the Colosseum, the Roman Forum
and the Palatine.The tour starts in front of the Colosseum ...
Price: 52,29 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9454P3
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Colosseum for Kids and Families Private Tour
A great opportunity for kinds and families to enjoy a special itinerary, tailor-made
for them.
A great opportunity for kinds and families to enjoy a special itinerary,
tailor-made for them.
?Edutainment? is our key-word: do not miss the chance to
make it enjoyable for your children.The ...
Price: 78,43 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9454P5

Small-Group Segway Tour in Rome
Segway Rome Tours is the new, fun and environmentally friendly way to tour Rome.
You will explore St. Peters, the Coliseum and Castel Sant'Angelo without breaking a
sweat riding the segway! On the segway you will get to explore the century-old
monuments that Rome presents to its tourists. This ...
Price: 54,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9455P1

2-Hour Skip-the-Line Tickets to the Borghese Gallery in Rome
Experience the Borghese Gallery, one of the most beautiful and famed art museums
in the world, on this 2-hour tour without having to wait in line at the ticket office.
Explore the Villa Borghese gardens on your walking tour, and take in their beauty
and peacefulness. Observe masterpieces by ...
Price: 31,37 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9455P11

Small Group Segway Tour of Rome
Enjoy a small-group, 2-hour, segway tour of Rome. First, you will be taught how to
use the segway in a very big pedestrian zone. Then, you and up to 10 travelers will
begin your journey through the city of Rome and are taken to the most amazing view
over the city. This tour also includes all ...
Price: 54,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9455P4

2-Hour Small-Group Classic Rome Segway Tour
Your experience will be unforgettable with this 2-hour small group Segway tour of
Rome! After learning how to use the Segway in the gardens of Castel Sant'Angelo
you will be guided through the city of Rome visiting places you've seen in the movies
such as: Piazza Navona, Pantheon, Trevi Fountain, ...
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Price: 54,90 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9455P5

Segway Rome Historic Tour
Segway Rome Tours will make your roman experience unforgettable! We'll learn how
to use the segway in a very big pedestrian zone, in the gardens of Castel
Sant'Angelo, allowing you to get comfortable with the segway in an open space with
no cars and few people. You'll have a personal experience ...
Price: 81,91 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9455P6

Small Group Gallery Borghese Tour with Skip-the-Line Admission
Enjoy the Borghese Gallery and Villa Borghese Gardens in Rome with skip-the-line
admission and a guided walking tour limited to 20 people. This popular attraction
often sells out in advance, so by pre-booking a ticket, visit one of the world?s most
beautiful art museums hosting the works of ...
Price: 61,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9455P8

Rome Night Segway Tour
Explore Rome the fun and eco-friendly way on a small-group Segway tour. Roll
through the ancient city streets on a self-balancing electric scooter, covering long
distances without the aching feet. Learn about the city?s history from your friendly
guide, stopping to admire ancient and baroque ...
Price: 81,91 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9455P9

Rome Vespa 24-Hour Rental
Rent your very own Vespa for a day in Rome - it's the best way to move around the
city. There is no better and more Roman way to do some sightseeing in the Eternal
City than by riding the famous Italian scooter. Enjoy authorization to enter Rome's
Limited-Traffic zones (ZTL) so you can zip your way ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9869P1
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Appian Way Vespa Tour with a driver and hotel pickup and drop-off
Take a Vespa tour on the Via Appia Antica, the most famous of all roads leading to
Rome, that once connected the capital to the Port of Brindisi in southeastern Italy.
Enjoy the ancient road while being driven by your expert guide who will pick you up
from your hotel at the centre of Rome and will ...
Price: 160,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9869P10

Rome In a Day Private Vespa Tour (Full day tour with lunch break)
Discover all the best of Rome on a full day Vespa tour! Visit Rome's famous seven
hills, beautiful squares and fountains, spectacular ancient Roman sites and
breath-taking panoramic views on this 7 hour tour private tour by Vespa! This tour is
consisted of 3 hours tour of Rome's ancient part, ...
Price: 250,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9869P11

Rome Vespa Rental - 48 Hours Rental
Renting a Vespa is the best way to move about in Rome. There is no better and
more Roman way to do some sightseeing the eternal city than by riding the famous
Italian scooter. When renting your Vespa, you will enjoy authorization to enter
Rome's Limited-Traffic zones (ZTL) so you could zip your way ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9869P3

Rome Vespa Rental - 72 Hours Rental
Rent your Vespa! It's the best way to move fastly in Rome! There is no better and
more Roman way to sightsee the eternal city than by riding a Vespa, the famous
Italian brand scooter. When renting our Vespa, you will enjoy authorisation to enter
Rome's Limited-Traffic zones (ZTL) so you could zip ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9869P4

Appian Way Vespa Rome Tour
Take a Vespa tour on the ancient Via Appia, the most famous of roads leading to
Rome, that once connected the capital to the Port of Brindisi in southeastern Italy.
You will be amazed by the amount of history that lies under and around the 2,000
year old cobblestone. The road?s initial stretch is ...
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Price: 170,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9869P5

Private Rome by Night Vespa Tour
Visit Rome's most iconic squares and fountains on a beautiful Vespa, just as
Romans do, with this private 3-hour Rome by night Vespa tour. Join a local guide
who will introduce you to famous squares and fountains, beautiful churches, and
2,000-year-old Roman monuments. Other than stopping by ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9869P6

4-Hour Rome's Highlights by Vespa Scooter Private Tour
Take a tour of Rome's famous squares and fountains like the Romans do - by Vespa.
On this self-driven private tour you're accompanied by a local guide. During the tour
your guide will provide you with a perfect introduction to Rome's beautiful and iconic
sites, while easily following him from one ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9869P7

Hills of Ancient Rome Vespa Tour
Discover the famous hills of Rome by Vespa with this fun 3-hour tour. Get introduced
to a lot of hidden gems and unique paths outside Rome's usual tours. Rome was
built on 7 hills and you will get a chance to visit ancient Roman monuments and
beautiful churches, and enjoy romantic panoramic views ...
Price: 125,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9869P8

Romantic Vespa Tour of Rome by Night with Hotel Pick-up and Drop-off
Treat yourself with this unique tour of Rome by night the same way Roman do it - by
Vespa.Visit Rome's beautiful squares, fountains and hidden corners while your guide
will lead the way through the city's maze like streets revealing you how Rome at
night is illuminated by spectacular lights.This ...
Price: 180,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9869P9
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Be a Roman Chef for a Day: Small Group Cooking Class
Follow the ancient Italian tradition, and learn the secrets and art of making fresh and
tasty pasta, ravioli, gnocchi from a 3-hour hands-on cooking class with an
established local chef in a central Rome cooking class. Customized options, such as
vegetarian and gluten free, are also available upon ...
Price: 86,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9870P1

Small-Group Rome Crypts and Catacombs Tour Including Capuchin Crypt
Be escorted through Rome?s atmospheric walkways and tunnels, and be transported
back in time by your enthusiastic guides. Discover Rome?s eerie past through its
darkened underground tunnels and catacombs. Learn the vast and brutal history of
these labyrinth places on a 3.5-hour tour. Visit crypts ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9870P12

Half Day Rome in One Day and Authentic Food Tour
Enjoy this fun-filled, 5 hour tour of Rome with authentic Italian food! Rome was not
built in one day, but you can certainly see and savor local cuisine that represents the
best of Rome in one day . After meeting up with your guide, you will walk through
the eternal city as well as discover Italy ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9870P13

Small-group Guided Pizza Experience with Pizza Class in Rome
Discover Italy through pizza by joining a small-group guided pizza experience in
Rome! When people think about Italy, one of the first things that come to their mind is
pizza! Learn how pizza is made different throughout Italy, and there is not one
particular right or wrong way of making it in an ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9870P14

Make your own pizza and fresh pasta from scratch class in Rome
When you think about Italian food, what usually comes to your mind ? Is it pizza or is
it pasta or maybe both ? You are completely right, and that is exactly what we are
going to do on this class: you will learn different techniques of what makes a great
pizza and pasta, then make your own pizza ...
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Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9870P16

Off the Beaten Path: Semi Private Rome Food and Wine Walking Tour in Testaccio
Explore and learn about the gourmet delights in Rome, past and present as you
enjoy 16 incredibly fresh flavors of the regional specialties in this 3.5-hour
small-group food walking tour in Rome. The group size is limited to 8 people for a
more personalized experience.Explore and learn about the ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9870P2

Gluten-Free Italian Cooking Class in Rome
This Gluten Free Cooking Class is not just designed for those who suffer from gluten
intolerence (gluten sensitivity or celiac disease), but also for those who would like to
follow a healthier diet. In this class, you will learn how to create authentic gluten free
Italian meals that caters to your ...
Price: 129,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9870P3

Italy in a Glass - Wine Tasting and Food Pairing Tour in Rome
Travel through Italy without having to leave Rome as you join this tasting experience
of sampling and learning about 6 different Italian wines paired with traditional
delicacies . A professional sommelier will guide you through the tasting while helping
you to understand their different ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9870P4

Best of Rome Walking Tour and Authentic Italian Cooking Class with Lunch or Dinner
Calling all food enthusiasts and newbies to join our 3 course Roman hands-on
cooking workshop in Rome after visiting major historical sites such as the Spanish
steps, the Trevi Fountain, Pantheon, Piazza Navona, Campo de Fiori ... just to name
a few. The best part of it all is that you will get to ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9870P6
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Best of Rome Walking Tour and Master of Pizza Class
Combine sightseeing with cooking during this 4-hour experience including a 'best of
Rome' walking tour and a pizza-making class. Visit some of Rome's main historic
sights, such as the Spanish Steps, the Trevi Fountain, the Pantheon, Piazza Navona
and Campo de Fiori just to name a few. Then learn to ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9870P7

Shore Excursion: Private Rome Day tour with Skip-the-Line Colosseum Vatican Museums Sistine
Chapel
Rome and the Vatican: see it all in one day! Private deluxe transportation from ship
to Rome is included. See the major highlights to include the Colosseum, Vatican
Museums, Sistine Chapel with your personal professional tour guide.Rome and the
Vatican: see it all in one day! Private deluxe ...
Price: 249,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9872P10

Borghese Gallery Tickets
With this skip-the-line Borghese Gallery ticket, you can visit one of Rome?s most
beautiful Art Museums without the hassle of standing in line to pick up your tickets at
the ticket counter. Tickets for this museum are limited and likely to sell out so be sure
to book soon. Download our FREE ...
Price: 34,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9872P17

Small-Group Tour: Skip the Line Borghese Gallery
Join us on our Borghese Gallery tour and admire great sculpture and painting
masterpieces produced by fine artists such as Canova, Bernini and Caravaggio.Join
us on our Borghese Gallery tour and admire great sculpture and painting
masterpieces produced by fine artists such as Canova, Bernini and ...
Price: 54,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9872P7

Skip the Line: Colosseum and Roman Forum Private Tour
Our private tours are tailored to meet your specific needs and interests with
maximum freedom to discover the Colosseum's landmarks. You will have your own
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custom-made itinerary and a dedicated native speaking guide: our team is committed
to providing you with the best tour experience possible, ...
Price: 115,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9872P8

Rome on Two Wheels: Appian Way and Aqueducts Park Bike Tour
Enjoy Rome on a 4 hours bike tour with a smart local guide. A unique experience
along the Appian Way, also known as the "Queen of the Roads" as wrote by the
roman poet Statius. A bicycle loop ride from the city center towards the lush
contryside that will allow you to live Rome as an "open air ...
Price: 35,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=511&id=9934P3
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